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Abstract
We address the problem of propositional logic-based abduction, i.e., the problem of
searching for a best explanation for a given propositional observation according to a given
propositional knowledge base. We give a general algorithm, based on the notion of projection; then we study restrictions over the representations of the knowledge base and of the
query, and find new polynomial classes of abduction problems.

1. Introduction
Abduction consists in searching for a plausible explanation for a given observation. For
instance, if p |= q then p is a plausible explanation for the observation q. More generally,
abduction is the process of searching for a set of facts (the explanation, here p) that,
conjointly with a given knowledge base (here p → q), imply a given query (q). This process
is also constrained by a set of hypotheses among which the explanations have to be chosen,
and by a preference criterion among them.
The problem of abduction proved its practical interest in many domains. For instance, it
has been used to formalize text interpretation (Hobbs et al., 1993), system (Coste-Marquis
& Marquis, 1998; Stumptner & Wotawa, 2001) or medical diagnosis (Bylander et al., 1989,
Section 6). It is also closely related to configuration problems (Amilhastre et al., 2002),
to the ATMS/CMS (Reiter & de Kleer, 1987), to default reasoning (Selman & Levesque,
1990) and even to induction (Goebel, 1997).
We are interested here in the complexity of propositional logic-based abduction, i.e., we
assume both the knowledge base and the query are represented by propositional formulas.
Even in this framework, many different formalizations have been proposed in the literature,
mainly differing about the definition of an hypothesis and that of a best explanation (Eiter
& Gottlob, 1995). We assume here that the hypotheses are the conjunctions of literals
formed upon a distinguished subset of the variables involved, and that a best explanation
is one no proper subconjunction of which is an explanation (subset-minimality criterion).
Our purpose is to exhibit new polynomial classes of abduction problems. We give a
general algorithm for finding a best explanation in the framework defined above, independently from the syntactic form of the formulas representing the knowledge base and the
query. Then we explore the syntactic forms that allow a polynomial running time for this
algorithm. We find new polynomial classes of abduction problems, among which the one
restricting the knowledge base to be given as a Horn DNF and the query as a positive CNF,
and the one restricting the knowledge base to be given as an affine formula and the query as
a disjunction of linear equations. Our algorithm also unifies several previous such results.
c
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The note is organized as follows. We first recall the useful notions of propositional
logic (Section 2), formalize the problem (Section 3) and briefly survey previous work about
the complexity of abduction (Section 4). Then we give our algorithm (Section 5) and
explore polynomial classes for it (Section 6). Finally, we discuss our results and perspectives
(Section 7). For lack of space we cannot detail proofs, but a longer version of this work,
containing detailed proofs and examples, is available (Zanuttini, 2003).

2. Preliminaries
We assume a countable number of propositional variables x1 , x2 . . . and the standard connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, ⊕, →, ↔. A literal is either a variable xi (positive literal) or its negation
¬xi (negative literal). A propositional formula is a well-formed formula built on a finite
number of variables and on the connectives; V ar(φ) denotes the set of variables that occur
in the propositional formula φ. A clause is a finite disjunction of literals, and a propositional formula is in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) if it is written as a finite conjunction
of clauses. For instance, φ = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) is in CNF. The dual notions
of clause and CNF are the notions of term (finite conjunction of literals) and Disjunctive
Normal Form (DNF) (finite disjunction of terms).
An assignment to a set of variables V is a set of literals m that contains exactly one
literal per variable in V , and a model of a propositional formula φ is an assignment m
to V ar(φ) that satisfies φ in the usual way, where m assigns 1 to xi iff xi ∈ m; we also
write m as a tuple, e.g., 0010 for {¬x1 , ¬x2 , x3 , ¬x4 }. We write m[i] for the value assigned
to xi by m, and M(φ) for the set of all the models of a propositional formula φ; φ is
said to be satisfiable if M(φ) 6= ∅. A formula φ is said to imply a propositional formula φ0
(written φ |= φ0 ) if M(φ) ⊆ M(φ0 ). More generally, we identify sets of models with Boolean
functions, and use the notations M (negation), M ∨ M0 (disjunction) and so on.
The notion of projection is very important for the rest of the paper. For m an assignment
to a set of variables V and A ⊆ V , write SelectA (m) for the set of literals in m that are
formed upon A, e.g., Select{x1 ,x2 } (0110) = 01. Projecting a set of assignments onto a subset
A of its variables intuitively consists in replacing each assignment m with SelectA (m); for
sake of simplicity however, we define the projection of a set of models M to be built upon
the same set of variables as M. This yields the following definition.
Definition 1 (projection) Let V = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a set of variables, M a set of assignments to V and A ⊆ V . The projection of M onto A is the set of assignments to V
M|A = {m | ∃m0 ∈ M, SelectA (m0 ) = SelectA (m)}.
For instance, let M = {0001, 0010, 0111, 1100, 1101} be a set of assignments to V =
{x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }, and let A = {x1 , x2 }. Then it is easily seen that
M|A = {0000, 0001, 0010, 0011} ∪ {0100, 0101, 0110, 0111} ∪ {1100, 1101, 1110, 1111}
since {SelectA (m) | m ∈ M} = {00, 01, 11}.
Remark that the projection of the set of models of a formula φ onto a set of variables
A is the set of models of the most general consequence of φ that is independent of all the
variables not in A. Note also that the projection of M(φ) onto A is the set of models of the
formula obtained from φ by forgetting its variables not occurring in A. For more details
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about variable forgetting and independence we refer the reader to the work by Lang et
al. (Lang et al., 2002).
It is useful to note some straightforward properties of projection. Let M, M0 denote
two sets of assignments to the set of variables V , and let A ⊆ V . First, projection is
distributive over disjunction, i.e., (M ∨ M0 )|A = M|A ∨ M0 |A . Now it is distributive over
conjunction when M does not depend on the variables M0 depends on, i.e., when there exist
A, A0 ⊆ V , A ∩ A0 = ∅ with M|A = M (M does not depend on V \A) and M0 |A0 = M0 ,
(M ∧ M0 )|A = M|A ∧ M0 |A holds; note that this is not true in the general case. Note finally
that in general (M)|A is not the same as M|A .

3. Our Model of Abduction
We now formalize our model; for sake of simplicity, we first define abduction problems and
then the notions of hypothesis and explanation.
Definition 2 (abduction problem) A triple Π = (Σ, α, A) is called an abduction problem if Σ and α are satisfiable propositional formulas and A is a set of variables with
V ar(α), A ⊆ V ar(Σ); Σ is called the knowledge base of Π, α its query and A its set
of abducibles.
Definition 3 (hypothesis,explanation) Let Π = (Σ, α, A) be an abduction problem. An
hypothesis for Π is a set of literals formed upon A (seen as their conjunction), and an
hypothesis E for Π is an explanation for Π if Σ ∧ E is satisfiable and Σ ∧ E |= α. If no
proper subconjunction of E is an explanation for Π, E is called a best explanation for Π.
Note that this framework does not allow one to specify that a variable must occur unnegated
(resp. negated) in an explanation. We do not think this is a prohibiting restriction, since
abducibles are intuitively meant to represent the variables whose values can be, e.g., modified, observed or repaired, and then no matter their sign in an explanation. But we note that
it is a restriction, and that a more general framework can be defined where the abducibles
are literals and the hypotheses, conjunctions of abducibles (Marquis, 2000).
We are interested in the computational complexity of computing a best explanation for
a given abduction problem, or asserting there is none at all. Following the usual model,
we establish complexities with respect to the size of the representations of Σ and α and to
the number of abducibles; for hardness results, the following associated decision problem is
usually considered: is there at least one explanation for Π? Obviously, if this latter problem
is hard, then the function problem also is.

4. Previous Work
The main general complexity results about propositional logic-based abduction with subsetminimality preference were stated by Eiter and Gottlob (1995). The authors show that
deciding whether a given abduction problem has a solution at all is a ΣP2 -complete problem,
even if A ∪ V ar(α) = V ar(Σ) and Σ is in CNF. As stated as well by Selman and Levesque
(1990), they also establish that this problem becomes “only” NP-complete when Σ is Horn,
and even acyclic Horn. Note that when SAT and deduction are polynomial with Σ the
problem is obviously in NP.
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In fact, very few classes of abduction problems are known to be polynomial for the
search for explanations. As far as we know, the only such classes are those defined by the
following restrictions (once again we refer the reader to the references for definitions):
• Σ is in 2CNF and α is in 2DNF (Marquis, 2000, Section 4.2)
• Σ is given as a monotone CNF and α as a clause (Marquis, 2000, Section 4.2)
• Σ is given as a definite Horn CNF and α as a conjunction of positive literals (Selman
& Levesque, 1990; Eiter & Gottlob, 1995)
• Σ is given as an acyclic Horn CNF with pseudo-completion unit-refutable and α is a
variable (Eshghi, 1993)
• Σ has bounded induced kernel width and α is given as a literal (del Val, 2000)
• Σ is represented by its set of characteristics models (with respect to a particular basis)
and α is a variable (Khardon & Roth, 1996); note that a set of characteristic models
is not a propositional formula, but that the result is however similar to the other ones
• Σ is represented by the set of its models, or, equivalently, by a DNF with every variable
occurring in each term, and α is any propositional formula.
The first two classes are proved polynomial with a general method for solving abduction
problems with the notion of prime implicants, the last one is obvious since all the information
is explicitely given in the input, and the four others are exhibited with ad hoc algorithms.
Let us also mention that Amilhastre et al. (2002) study most of the related problems in
the more general framework of multivalued theories instead of propositional formulas, i.e.,
when the domain of the variables is not restricted to be {0, 1}. The authors mainly show,
as far as this note is concerned, that deciding whether there exists an explanation is still a
ΣP2 -complete problem (Amilhastre et al., 2002, Table 1).
Note that not all these results are stated in our exact framework in the papers cited
above, but that they all still hold in it. Let us also mention that the problem of enumerating
all the best explanations for a given abduction problem is of great interest; Eiter and Makino
(2002) provide a discussion and some first results about it, mainly in the case when the
knowledge base is Horn.

5. A General Algorithm
We now give the principle of our algorithm. Let us stress first that, as well as, e.g., Marquis’
construction (Marquis, 2000, Section 4.2), its outline matches point by point the definition
of a best explanation; our ideas and Marquis’ are anyway rather close.
We are first interested in the hypotheses in which every abducible x ∈ A occurs (either
negated or unnegated); let us call them full hypotheses. Note indeed that every explanation
E for an abduction problem is a subconjunction of a full explanation F ; indeed, since E is
by definition such that Σ ∧ E is satisfiable and implies α, it suffices to let F be SelectA (m)
for a model m of Σ ∧ E ∧ α. Minimization of F will be discussed later on.
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Proposition 1 Let Π = (Σ, α, A) be an abduction problem, and F a full hypothesis of Π.
Then F is an explanation for Π if and only if there exists an assignment m to V ar(Σ) with
F = SelectA (m) and m ∈ M(Σ) ∧ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A .
Proof Assume first F is an explanation for Π. Then (i) there exists an assignment m to
V ar(Σ) with m |= Σ ∧ F , thus F = SelectA (m) and m ∈ M(Σ), and (ii) Σ ∧ F |= α, i.e.,
/ {SelectA (m) | m ∈ M(Σ ∧ α)}, thus m ∈
/ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A ,
Σ ∧ F ∧ α is unsatisfiable, thus F ∈
thus m ∈ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A . Conversely, if m ∈ M(Σ) ∧ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A let F = SelectA (m).
Then we have (i) since m ∈ M(Σ), Σ ∧ F is satisfiable, and (ii) since m ∈
/ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A ,
0
0
there is no m ∈ M(Σ ∧ α) with SelectA (m ) = F , thus Σ ∧ F ∧ α is unsatisfiable, thus
Σ ∧ F |= α.

Thus we have characterized the full explanations for a given abduction problem. Now
minimizing such an explanation F is not a problem, since the following greedy procedure,
given by Selman and Levesque (1990) reduces F into a best explanation for Π:
For every literal ` ∈ F do
If Σ ∧ F \{`} |= α then F ← F \{`} endif;
Endfor;
Note that depending on the order in which the literals ` ∈ F are considered the result may
be different, but that in all cases it will be a best explanation for Π.
Finally, we can give our general algorithm for computing a best explanation for a given
abduction problem Π = (Σ, α, A); its correctness follows directly from Proposition 1:
Σ0 ← a propositional formula with M(Σ0 ) = M(Σ) ∧ (M(Σ ∧ α))|A ;
If Σ0 is unsatisfiable then return “No explanation”;
Else
m ← a model of Σ0 ;
F ← SelectA (m);
minimize F ;
return F ;
Endif;

6. Polynomial Classes
We now explore the new polynomial classes of abduction problems that our algorithm allows
to exhibit. Throughout the section, n denotes the number of variables in V ar(Σ).
6.1 Affine Formulas
A propositional formula is said to be affine (or in XOR-CNF ) (Schaefer, 1978; Kavvadias &
Sideri, 1998; Zanuttini, 2002) if it is written as a finite conjunction of linear equations over
the two-element field, e.g., φ = (x1 ⊕ x3 = 1) ∧ (x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x4 = 0). As can be seen, equations
play the same role in affine formulas as clauses do in CNFs; roughly, affine formulas represent
conjunctions of parity or equivalence constraints. This class proves interesting for knowledge
representation, since on one hand it is tractable for most of the common reasoning tasks, and
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on the other hand the affine approximations of a knowledge base can be made very small and
are efficiently learnable (Zanuttini, 2002). We show that projecting an affine formula onto
a subset of its variables is quite easy too, enabling our algorithm to run in polynomial time.
The proof of the following lemma is easily obtained with gaussian elimination (Curtis, 1984):
triangulate φ with the variables in A put rightmost, and then keep only those equations
formed upon A; full details are given in the technical report version (Zanuttini, 2003).
Lemma 1 Let φ be an affine formula containing k equations, and A ⊆ V ar(φ). Then
an affine formula ψ with M(ψ) = (M(φ))|A and containing at most k equations can be
computed in time O(k 2 |V ar(φ)|).
Proposition 2 If Σ is represented by an affine formula containing k equations and α by
a disjunction of k 0 linear equations, and A is a subset of V ar(Σ), then searching for a best
explanation for Π = (Σ, α, A) can be done in time O((k + k 0 )((k + 1)2 + |A|(k + k 0 ))n).
Sketch of proof It is easily seen that an affine formula (containing k 0 + k equations and
n variables) for Σ ∧ α can be computed in time linear in the size of α; this formula can be
projected onto A in time O((k + k 0 )2 n), and we straightforwardly get a disjunction of at
most k + k 0 linear equations for (M(Σ ∧ α))|A . Then we can use distributivity of ∧ over ∨
for solving the satisfiability problem of the algorithm; recall that SAT can be solved in time
O(k 2 n) for an affine formula of k equations over n variables by the elimination method of
Gauss (Curtis, 1984). The remaining operations are straightforward.

Note that variables, literals and clauses are special cases of disjunctions of linear equations.
6.2 DNFs
Though the class of DNF formulas has very good computational properties, abduction
remains a hard problem for it as a whole, even with additional restrictions. Recall that the
TAUTOLOGY problem is the one of deciding whether a given DNF formula represents the
identically true function, and that this problem is coNP-complete.
Proposition 3 Deciding whether there is at least one explanation for a given abduction
problem (Σ, α, A) is NP-complete when Σ is given in DNF, even if α is a variable and
A ∪ {α} = V ar(Σ).
Sketch of proof Membership in NP is obvious, since deduction with DNFs is polynomial;
now it is easily seen that Σ is tautological if and only if the abduction problem (Σ ∨
(x), x, V ar(Σ)) has no explanation, where x is a variable not occuring in Σ (see the DNF

Σ ∨ (x) as the implication Σ → x); Σ ∨ (x) is in DNF, and we get the result.
However, when Σ is represented by a DNF projecting it onto A is easy; indeed, the properties of projection show that it suffices to cancel its literals that are not formed upon A.
Consequently, if φ is such a DNF containing k terms, then a DNF ψ with M(ψ) = (M(φ))|A
and containing at most k terms can be computed in time O(k|V ar(φ)|).
Thus we can show that some subclasses of the class of all DNFs allow polynomial
abduction. We state the first result quite generally, but note that its assumptions are
satisfied by natural classes of DNFs: e.g., that of Horn DNFs, i.e., those DNFs with at
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most one positive literal per term; similarly, that of Horn-renamable DNFs, i.e., those
that can be turned into a Horn DNF by replacing some variables with their negation, and
simplifying double negations, everywhere in the formula; 2DNFs, those DNFs with at most
two literals per term. We omit the proof of the following proposition, since it is essentially
the same as that of Proposition 2 (simply follow the execution of the algorithm).
Proposition 4 Let D be a class of DNFs that is stable under removal of occurrences of
literals and for which the TAUTOLOGY problem is polynomial. If Σ is restricted to belong
to D, α is a clause and A is a subset of V ar(Σ), then searching for a best explanation for
Π = (Σ, α, A) can be done in polynomial time.
Thus we can establish that abduction is tractable if (among others) Σ is in Horn-renamable
DNF (including the Horn and reverse Horn cases) or in 2DNF, and α is a clause.
Finally, let us point out that with a very similar proof we can obtain polynomiality
for some problems obtained by strengthening the restriction of Proposition 4 over Σ, but
weakening that over α.
Proposition 5 If Σ is represented by a Horn (resp. reverse Horn) DNF of k terms and
α by a positive (resp. negative) CNF of k 0 clauses, and A is a subset of V ar(Σ), then
searching for a best explanation for Π = (Σ, α, A) can be done in time O((k + |A|)kk 0 n).
The same holds if Σ is represented by a positive (resp. negative) DNF of k terms and α by
a Horn (resp. reverse Horn) CNF of k 0 clauses.
Once again note that variables, literals and terms are all special cases of (reverse) Horn
CNFs, and that variables, positive (resp. negative) clauses and positive (resp. negative)
terms are all special cases of positive (resp. negative) CNFs.

7. Discussion and Perspectives
The general algorithm presented in this note allows us to derive new polynomial restrictions
of abduction problems; even if this is not discussed here, for lack of space, it also allows to
unify some previously known such restrictions (such as Σ in 2CNF and α in 2DNF, or Σ
in monotone CNF and α given as a clause). The following list summarizes the main new
polynomial restrictions:
• Σ given as an affine formula and α as a disjunction of linear equations (Proposition 2)
• Σ in Horn-renamable DNF and α given as a clause (Proposition 4)
• Σ in 2DNF and α given as a clause (Proposition 4)
• Σ in Horn (reverse Horn) DNF and α in positive (negative) CNF (Proposition 5)
• Σ in negative (positive) DNF and α in reverse Horn (Horn) CNF (Proposition 5).
Moreover, even if there is no guarantee for efficiency in the general case the presentation of
our algorithm does not depend on the syntactic form of Σ or α, and it uses only standard
operations on Boolean functions (projection, conjunction, negation).
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Another interesting feature of this algorithm is that before minimization it computes
the explanations intentionnally. Consequently, all the full explanations can be enumerated
with roughly the same delay as the models of the formula representing them (Σ0 ). However,
of course, there is no guarantee that two of them would not be minimized into the same
best explanation, which prevents from concluding that our algorithm can enumerate all the
best explanations; trying to extend it into this direction would be an interesting problem.
For more details about enumeration we refer the reader to Eiter and Makino’s work (Eiter
& Makino, 2002).
As identified by Selman and Levesque (1990), central to the task is the notion of projection over a set of variables, and our algorithm isolates this subtask. However, our notion
of projection only concerns variables, and not literals, which prevents from imposing a sign
to the literals the hypotheses are formed upon, contrariwise to more general formalizations
proposed for abduction, as Marquis’ (Marquis, 2000). Even if we think this is not a prohibiting restriction, it would be interesting to try to fix that weakness of our algorithm
while preserving its polynomial classes.
Another problem of interest is the behaviour of our algorithm when Σ and α are not
only propositional formulas, but more generally multivalued theories, in which the domain
of variables is not restricted to be {0, 1}: e.g., signed formulas (Beckert et al., 1999). This
framework is used, for instance, for configuration problems by Amilhastre et al. (2002). It
is easily seen that our algorithm is still correct in this framework; however, there is still left
to study in which cases its running time is polynomial.
Finally, problems of great interest are those of deciding the relevance or the necessity of
an abducible (Eiter & Gottlob, 1995). An abducible x is said to be relevant to an abduction
problem Π if there is at least one best explanation for Π containing x or ¬x, and necessary
to Π if all the best explanations for Π contain x or ¬x. It is easily seen that x is necessary
for Π = (Σ, α, A) if and only if Π0 = (Σ, α, A\{x}) has no explanation, hence showing that
polynomial restrictions for the search for explanations are polynomial as well for deciding
the necessity of an hypothesis as soon as they are stable under the substitution of A\{x}
for A, which is the case for all restrictions considered in this note. Contrastingly, we do
not know of any such relation for relevance, and the study of this problem would also be of
great interest.
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Abstract
In common-interest stochastic games all players receive an identical payoff. Players
participating in such games must learn to coordinate with each other in order to receive the
highest-possible value. A number of reinforcement learning algorithms have been proposed
for this problem, and some have been shown to converge to good solutions in the limit.
In this paper we show that using very simple model-based algorithms, much better (i.e.,
polynomial) convergence rates can be attained. Moreover, our model-based algorithms are
guaranteed to converge to the optimal value, unlike many of the existing algorithms.

1. Introduction
In some learning contexts, the learning system is actually a collection of components, or
agents, that have some common goal or a common utility function. The distributed nature
of such systems makes the problem of learning to act in an unknown environment more
difficult because the agents must coordinate both their learning process and their action
choices. However, the need to coordinate is not restricted to distributed agents, as it
arises naturally among self-interested agents in certain environments. A good model for
such environments is that of a common-interest stochastic game (CISG). A stochastic game
(Shapley, 1953) is a model of multi-agent interactions consisting of multiple finite or infinite
stages, in each of which the agents play a one-shot strategic form game. The identity of
each stage depends stochastically on the previous stage and the actions performed by the
agents in that stage. The goal of each agent is to maximize some function of its reward
stream - either its average reward or its sum of discounted rewards. A CISG is a stochastic
game in which at each point the payoff of all agents is identical.
Various algorithms for learning in CISGs have been proposed in the literature. These
include specialized algorithms for certain classes of CISGs, (e.g., Claus & Boutilier, 1997;
Wang & Sandholm, 2002), as well as more general algorithms for learning in general stochastic games that converge to a Nash equilibrium (e.g., Littman, 1994; Hu & Wellman, 1998;
Littman, 2001; Bowling & Veloso, 2001) and can be applied to CISGs. For many of these,
results that show convergence in the limit to an equilibrium exist. However, all current algorithms suffer from at least one of the following when applied to CISGs: (1) When multiple
c 2003 AI Access Foundation. All rights reserved.
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equilibria exist, there is no guarantee of convergence to an optimal equilibrium. (2) They
are not known to be efficient – i.e., at best, they have convergence in the limit guarantees. In
addition, many of the algorithms make strong assumptions about the information obtained
by the agents during the course of the game. In particular, the agents know what actions
are available to each other in each stage of the game, and they can observe the choices made
by the other agents. This latter assumption is called perfect monitoring in the game-theory
literature. This is to be contrasted with imperfect monitoring in which it is assumed that
each agent can only observe its own payoff, but it cannot observe the actions performed by
the other players.
In this paper we show that using a simple model-based approach, we can provide algorithms with far better theoretical guarantees, and often, in more general settings than
previous algorithms. More precisely, we provide a learning algorithm with polynomial-time
convergence to a near-optimal value in stochastic common-interest games under imperfect
monitoring. In the case of repeated games, our algorithm converges to the actual optimal
value. The key to our result is a recent powerful learning algorithm, R-max (Brafman &
Tennenholtz, 2002). In particular, the following aspect of R-max plays a crucial role: it
is a deterministic learning algorithm that guarantees polynomial-time convergence to nearoptimal value in the single-agent case.1 We note that in our treatment of stochastic games
we make the standard assumption that the state is fully observable. That is, the agents
recognize the “situation” in which they are in at each point in time.
In the following section, we provide the necessary background on stochastic games. In
Section 3, we discuss the basic algorithm and its particular variants. In Section 4 we conclude the paper with a discussion of some important variants: n-player common-interest
stochastic games and repeated games. Because an understanding of R-max and its convergence properties is needed for a more complete picture of our results, we provide this
information in the Appendix.

2. Background
We start with a set of standard definitions and a discussion of the basic assumptions of our
approach.
2.1 Game Definitions
A game is a model of multi-agent interaction. In a strategic form game, we have a set of
players, each of whom chooses some action to perform from a given set of actions. As a result
of the players’ combined choices, some outcome is obtained which is described numerically
in the form of a payoff vector, i.e., a vector of values, one for each of the players. We
concentrate on two-player games. General n-person games can be treated similarly.
A common description of a two-player strategic-form game is in the form of a matrix.
The rows of the matrix correspond to player 1’s actions and the columns correspond to
player 2’s actions. The entry in row i and column j in the game matrix contains the
rewards obtained by the players if player 1 plays his ith action and player 2 plays his j th
action. The set of possible combined choices of the agents are called joint actions. Thus,
1. In fact, R-max converges in zero-sum stochastic games as well, but we will not need this capability.
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if player 1 has k possible actions and player 2 has l possible actions, there are k · l joint
actions in the game. Without loss of generality, we assume that the payoff of a player in a
game is taken from the interval of real numbers P = [0, Rmax ].
A common-interest game is a game in which the rewards obtained by all agents are
identical. A coordination game is a common-interest game in which all agents have the same
set A of actions, and, in addition, for every i, the reward all agents receive for selecting the
joint action (i, i) is greater than the reward they receive for selecting (i, j) for any j 6= i.
In a repeated game the players play a given game G repeatedly. We can view a repeated
game, with respect to a game G, as consisting of an infinite number of iterations, for each
of which the players have to select an action of the game G. After playing each iteration,
the players receive the appropriate payoffs, as dictated by that game’s matrix, and move to
the next iteration.
A stochastic game is a game in which the players play a possibly infinite sequence of
one-shot, strategic form games from some given set of games, which we shall take to be
finite. After playing each game, the players receive the appropriate payoff, as dictated by
that game’s matrix, and move to a new game. The identity of this new game depends,
stochastically, on the previous game and on the players’ actions in that previous game.
Formally:
Definition 1 A two player, stochastic-game M on states S = {1, . . . , N }, and actions
A = {a1 , . . . , ak }, consists of:
• Stage Games: each state s ∈ S is associated with a two-player game in strategic
form, where the action set of each player is A.
• Probabilistic Transition Function: tr(s, t, a, a0 ) is the probability of a transition
from state s to state t given that the first player plays a and the second player plays
a0 .
A stochastic game is similar to a Markov decision process (MDP). In both models
actions lead to transitions between states of the world. The main difference is that in an
MDP the transition depends on the action of a single player whereas in a stochastic game
the transition depends on the joint action of both players. In addition, in a stochastic game,
the reward obtained by the player for performing an action depends on its action and the
action of the other player. To model this, we associate a game with every state. Therefore,
we often use the terms state, stage game, and game interchangeably.
Much like in regular one-shot games, we can restrict our attention to special classes of
stochastic and repeated games. In particular, in this paper we are interested in commoninterest stochastic games (CISGs), i.e., stochastic games in which each stage-game is a
common-interest game. CISGs can be viewed as a special extension of MDPs. They correspond to an MDP in which the agent is actually a distributed system. That is, it has
different components, all of which influence the choice of action, but all of which work toward a common goal. Thus, for every CISG, we define its induced MDP to be the MDP
obtained from the CISG when we assume the existence of a single agent that controls all
the agents in the CISG. That is, a single agent whose set of actions corresponds to the
joint-actions of the CISG agents. Because the payoffs for all agents are identical, this is a
well-defined concept.
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Each history of length t in a game with perfect monitoring consists of a sequence of t
tuples of the form (stage-game, joint actions, payoffs), followed by the last state reached.
Thus, the set of possible histories of length t in a game with perfect monitoring is (S × A2 ×
P )t × S. We denote the set of histories of any length in this setting by Hp . Similarly, in the
case of imperfect monitoring, each history is a sequence of tuples of the form (stage-game,
single-agent action, single-agent payoff), followed by the last state reached. Thus, the set
of possible histories of length t in a game with imperfect monitoring is (S × A × P )t × S,
and the set of possible histories in this setting is denoted Himp .
Given a CISG with imperfect monitoring (respectively, perfect monitoring), a policy
for the agent is a mapping from Himp (respectively, Hp ) to the set of possible probability
distributions over A. Hence, a policy determines the probability of choosing each particular
action for each possible history. A pure policy is a deterministic policy. A stationary policy
is one in which the action is a function of the last state only.
In defining the value of a CISG, we treat it much like an MDP because the ultimate goal
is to provide a coordinated strategy for the agents that will lead to the maximal reward.
We use the average expected reward criterion. Given a CISG M and a natural number T ,
U (s, π, ρ, T ) denotes the expected T -step undiscounted average reward when player 1 follows
policy π and player 2 follows policy ρ starting from state s. The optimal T-step value for
M starting at s is U (s, T ) = max(π,ρ) U (s, π, ρ, T ). We define U (s) = lim inf T →∞ U (s, T ),
and refer to it as the value of s
2.2 Assumptions, Complexity and Optimality
The setting we consider is one in which agents have a common interest. We assume that
these agents are aware of the fact that they have a common interest and that they know
the number of agents that participate in this game. This is most natural in a distributed
system. Moreover, we assume that they all employ the same learning algorithm; this latter
assumption is common to most work in coordination learning. It is quite natural if the
agents are part of a distributed system, or if there exists a standard, commonly accepted
algorithm for coordination learning.
We make a number of additional assumptions: First, we assume that the agent always
recognizes the identity of the stage-game it reached, but not its associated payoffs and
transition probabilities. Second, we assume that the maximal possible reward, Rmax is
known ahead of time. Finally, we restrict our attention to ergodic CISGs, which, in a sense,
are the only class of CISGs for which the type of result we seek is possible. Kearns and
Singh introduced the ergodicity assumption in the context of their E 3 algorithm for learning
in MDPs (Kearns & Singh, 1998). A similar assumption was used by Hoffman and Karp
(1966) in the context of stochastic games, where it is referred to as irreducibility. An MDP
is said to be ergodic if the Markov-chain obtained by fixing any pure stationary policy is
ergodic. That is, if any state is reachable from any other state. We restrict our attention
to CISGs whose induced MDP is ergodic.
Irreducible stochastic games and ergodic MDPs have a number of nice properties, as
shown by Hoffman and Karp (1966). First, the maximal long-term average reward is independent of the starting state, implying that U (s) is actually independent of s. Thus, from
now on we use v(M) to denote the optimal value of the game M , which is identical to U (s)
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for all states s. Second, this optimal value can be obtained by a stationary policy, i.e., by
a policy that depends on the current stage-game only. In particular, in the case of CISGs,
this optimal value can be obtained using a pure stationary strategy.
In a sense, there seems to be little point in theoretical discussions of learning in the
context of MDPs and CISGs that are not ergodic. It is evident that in order to learn the
agent must perform some sort of implicit or explicit exploration. If the MDP is not ergodic,
the agent’s initial choices can have irreversible consequences on its long-term value. But one
cannot expect the agent to always make correct initial choices when it has no knowledge of
the game.
Next, we wish to discuss the central parameter in the analysis of the complexity – the
mixing time – first identified by Kearns and Singh (1998). Kearns and Singh argue that
it is unreasonable to refer to the efficiency of learning algorithms without referring to the
efficiency of convergence to a desired value given complete information. They defined the
-return mixing time of a policy π (in an MDP) to be the smallest value of T such that for
all t > T , and for any starting state s, the expected average reward of π is at least  close
to the expected infinite horizon average reward of π. That is, letting U (s, π, t) denote the
expected t-step average reward of π starting at s, define U (π) = lim inf t→∞ U (s, π, t), where
this latter value does not depend on the choice of s because of the ergodicity assumption.
The -return mixing time of π, T satisfies:
T = min
∀s, t0 ≥ T 0 : U (s, π, t0 ) > U (π) − .
0
T ≥1

Notice that the mixing time has nothing to do with learning. It is influenced by the
stochastic nature of the model and its interaction with the policy – however obtained.
We adopt their definition, but with respect to the MDP induced by the CISG of interest.
Finally, we define a near-optimal polynomial-time learning algorithm for CISGs to be a
learning algorithm A such that given a CISG M , some  > 0, γ > 0 and 0 < δ < 1, there
exists some T > 0 that is polynomial in 1/, 1/δ, 1/γ, the -return mixing time of an optimal
policy, and the size of the description of the game, such that for every t > T the actual
t-step average reward obtained by A is at least (1 − γ)(v(M ) − 2), with a probability of at
least 1 − δ.
Notice that the above definition requires that if we consider any particular, fixed t > T ,
then the actual average reward will be close to optimal with an overwhelming probability.

3. The Algorithms
The following is our basic result:
Theorem 1 There exists an near-optimal polynomial time algorithm for learning in twoplayer CISGs under imperfect monitoring provided that all agents have a shared polynomial
bound 2 on the number of actions of each other.
We note that in certain special sub-cases, e.g., under perfect monitoring, there will be no
need for the multiplicative factor of 1 − γ.
2. Formally, we will assume that there is a constant k ≥ 1, such that if the number of actions available to
agent i is fi , then it is commonly known that any agent can have a most of f = (max(f1 , f2 ))k actions.
Other ways of formalizing this concept are treated similarly.
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An immediate corollary of Theorem 1 is:
Corollary 1 There exists a near-optimal polynomial time algorithm for learning in CISGs
under imperfect monitoring provided that all agents know that all stage games are coordination games.
Proof : Coordination games are a special instance of CISGs. In particular, in these games
we have an identical number of actions for all players, so each player has a polynomial
bound on the number of actions available to the other players.
2
The proof of Theorem 1 will proceed in stages using successively weaker assumptions.
The reduction will be from a particular multi-agent case to the case of single-agent learning
in MDPs. The settings in the first cases is quite natural for a distributed system, whereas
the latter cases make quite weak assumptions on the agents’ knowledge of each other. To
succeed in our proof, the single-agent learning algorithm to which the problem is reduced
must have the following properties:
• It is a near-optimal polynomial time algorithm. That is, given  > 0 and 0 < δ < 1,
then with a probability of 1 − δ, the algorithm, when applied to an MDP, leads to an
actual average payoff that is -close to the optimal payoff for any t > T , where T is
polynomial in 1/, 1/δ, the -return mixing time, and the description of the MDP.
• The precise value of T can be computed ahead of time given , δ, the -return mixing
time of the optimal policy, and the description of the MDP.
• The algorithm is deterministic. That is, given a particular history, the algorithm will
always select the same action.
One such algorithm is R-max (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2002), described in detail in the
Appendix. In order to make the presentation more concrete, and since, at the moment,
R-max appears to be the only algorithm with these properties, we explicitly refer to it in
the proof. However, any other algorithm with the above properties can be used instead.
We now proceed with the description of the reductions. Note: In Cases 1-5 below, we
assume that the -return mixing time of an optimal policy, denoted by Tmix is known. For
example, in repeated games, Tmix is 1. In stochastic games, on the other hand, Tmix is
unlikely to be known. However, this assumption is useful for later development. In Case 6,
we remove this assumption using a standard technique. Finally, in all cases we assume that
the learning accuracy parameters – , δ, and γ – are known to all agents.
Case 1: Common order over joint actions. This case is handled by reduction to the
single-agent case.
If all agents share an ordering over the set of joint actions in every stage game, then
they can emulate the single-agent R-max algorithm on the induced MDP. This follows
from the fact that R-max is deterministic. Thus, the agents start with an initially identical
model. They all know which joint action a single-agent would execute initially, and so they
execute their part of that joint action. Since all agents observe their own reward always.
And because this is identical to all agents, the update of the model will be the same for
all agents. Thus, the model of all agents is always identical. Therefore, in essence we
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have a distributed, coordinated execution of the R-max algorithm, and the result follows
immediately from the properties of R-max. Note that Case 1 does not require perfect
monitoring.
We note that many cases can be reduced to this case. Indeed, below we present techniques for handling a number of more difficult cases in which an ordering does not exist,
that work by reduction to Case 1. We note that in special games in which there is sufficient
asymmetry in the game (e.g., different action set sizes, different off-diagonal payoffs) it is
possible to devise more efficient methods for generating an ordering (e.g., via randomization).
Case 2: A commonly known ordering over the agents, and knowledge of the
action-set size of all agents. First, suppose that the agents not only know the action
set sizes of each other, but also share a common ordering over the actions of each agent.
This induces a natural lexicographic ordering over the joint actions based on the ordering
of each agent’s actions and the ordering over the agents. Thus, we are back in case 1.
In fact, we do not really need a common ordering over the action set of each agent. To
see this, consider the following algorithm:
• Each agent will represent each joint action as a vector. The k th component of this
vector is the index of the action performed by agent k in this joint action. Thus, (3, 4)
denotes the joint action in which the first agent according to the common ordering
performs its third action, and the second agent performs its fourth action.
• At each point, the agent will choose the appropriate joint action using R-max. The
choice will be identical for all agents, provided the model is identical.
• Because each agent only performs its aspect of the joint action, there cannot be any
confusion over the identities of the actions. Thus, if R-max determines that the
current action is (3, 4), then agent 1 will perform its third action and agent 2 will
perform its fourth action.
The model is initialized in an identical manner by all agents. It is updated identically by
all agents because at each point, they all choose the same vector and their rewards are
identical. The fact that when the chosen joint action is (3, 4) agent 1 does not know what
precisely is the fourth action of agent 2 does not matter.
Following Case 2, we can show that we can deal efficiently with a perfect monitoring
setup.
Case 3: Perfect Monitoring. We can reduce the case of perfect monitoring to Case 2
above as follows. First, we make the action set sizes known to all agents as follows: In the
first phases of the game, each agent will play its actions one after the other, returning to
its first action, eventually. This will expose the number of actions. Next, we establish a
common ordering over the agents as follows: Each agent randomly selects an action. The
agent that selected an action with a lower index will be the first agent. Thus, we are now
back in Case 2.
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We note that much of the work on learning coordination to date has dealt with case 3
above in the more restricted setting of a repeated game.
Case 4: Known action set sizes. What prevents us from using the approach of Case 2
is the lack of common ordering over the agents. We can deal with this problem as follows: In
an initial order exploration phase, each agent randomly selects an ordering over the agents
and acts based on this ordering. This is repeated for m trials. The length of each trial is T 0 ,
where T 0 is such that R-max will return an actual average reward that is -close to optimal
after T 0 steps with a probability of at least 1 − δ/2, provided that an identical ordering was
chosen by all agents. m is chosen so that with high probability in one of the trials all agents
will choose the same ordering.
Once the order exploration phase is done, each agent selects the ordering that led to the
best average reward in the order exploration phase and uses the policy generated for that
ordering for Q steps. Q must be large enough to ensure that the losses during the order
exploration phase are compensated for – an explicit form is given below. Hopefully, the
chosen ordering is indeed identical. However, it may be that it was not identical but simply
led to a good average reward in the order exploration phase. In the exploitation phase, it
could however lead to lower average rewards. Therefore, while exploiting this policy, the
agent checks after each step that the actual average reward is similar to the average reward
obtained by this policy in the order exploration phase. T 0 is chosen to be large enough to
ensure that a policy with -return mixing time of Tmix will, with high probability yield an
actual reward that is -close to optimal. If the average is not as expected, then with high
probability the chosen ordering is not identical for all agents. Once this happens, the agents
move to the next best ordering. Notice that such a change can take place at most m − 1
times.
Notice that whenever we realize in step T that the actual average reward is too low, a

loss of at most Rmax
is generated. By choosing T 0 such that Rmax
< m
, we get that we
T
T0
remain in the scope of the desired payoff (i.e., 2 from optimal). The 1/m factor is needed
because this error can happen at most m times.
We now show that Q and m can be chosen so that the running time of this algorithm
is still polynomial in the problem parameters, and that the actual average reward will be
-close to optimal times 1 − γ with probability of at least 1 − δ. First, notice that the
algorithm can fail either in the order exploration phase or in the exploitation phases. We
will ensure that either failure occurs with a probability of less the δ/2.
Consider the order-exploration phase. We must choose m so that with probability of at
least 1 − δ/2 an iteration occurs in which:
• An identical ordering is generated by all agents;
• R-max leads to an -close to optimal average reward.
In a two-player game, the probability of an identical ordering being generated by both
agents is 1/2. With an appropriate, and still polynomial, choice of T 0 , the probability of
R-max succeeding given an identical ordering is at least 1 − δ/2. We now choose m so that
[1 − (1/2 · (1 − δ/2))]m < δ/2, and this can be satisfied by an m that is polynomial in δ.
Notice that this bounds the failure probability in selecting the right ordering and obtaining
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log(δ/2)
the desired payoff, and that the above inequality holds whenever m > log([1−(1/2·(1−δ/2))])
>
|log(δ/2)|, which is polynomial in the problem parameters.
Next, consider the exploitation phases. Given that we succeeded in the exploration
phase, at some point in the exploitation phase we will execute an -optimal policy for Q
iterations. If Q is sufficiently large, we can ensure that this will yield an actual average
reward that is -close to optimal with a probability that is larger than 1 − δ/2. Thus, each
failure mode has less than δ/2 probability, and overall, the failure probability is less than δ.
Finally, we need to consider what is required to ensure that the average reward of this
whole algorithm will be as high as we wanted. We know that during the Q exploration
steps an -close to optimal value is attained. However, there can be up to m − 1 repetitions
of T -step iterations in which we obtain a lower expected reward. Thus, we must have that
Q·(v(M )−)
> (1 − γ) · (v(M ) − ). This is satisfied if Q > γ1 2mT which is still polynomial in
Q+2mT
the problem parameters.

Case 5: Shared polynomial bound on action-set sizes. We repeat the technique used
in Case 4, but for every chosen ordering over the agents, the agents systematically search
the space of possible action-set sizes. That is, let Sizes be some arbitrary total ordering
over the set of all possible action set sizes consistent with the action-set size bounds. The
actual choice of Sizes is fixed and part of the agents’ algorithm. Now, for each action sets
size in Sizes, the agents repeat the exploration phase of Case 4, as if these were the true
action sets sizes. Again, the agents stick to the action-set size and ordering of agents that
led to the best expected payoff, and they will switch to the next best ordering and sizes if
the average reward is lower than expected.
Let b be the agents’ bound on their action sets sizes. The only difference between our
case and Case 4 is that the initial exploration phase must be longer by a factor of b2 , and
that in the exploitation phase we will have to switch O(m · b2 ) policies at most. In particular, we now need to attempt possible orderings for the b2 possibilities for the size of the
joint actions set. Thus, the failure probabilities are treated as above, and Q needs to be
)−)
increased so that Q·(v(M
> (1 − γ) · (v(M ) − ). Q remains polynomial in the problem
Q+2mb2 T
parameters.
Case 6: Polynomial bound on action set sizes, unknown mixing time. In this case
we reach the setting discussed in Theorem 1 in its full generality. To handle it, we use the
following fact: R-max provides a concrete bound on the number of steps required to obtain
near-optimal average reward for a given mixing time. Using this bound, we can provide a
concrete bound for the running time of all the cases above, and in particular, Case 5. This
enables us to use the standard technique for overcoming the problem of unknown mixing
time that was used in E 3 (Kearns & Singh, 1998) and in R-max. Namely, the agents run
the algorithm for increasing values of the mixing time. For every fixed mixing time, we
operate as in Case 4–5, but ensuring that we achieve a multiplicative factor of 1 − γ/2,
instead of 1 − γ. Suppose that the correct mixing time is T . Thus, when the agents run the
algorithm for an assumed mixing time t smaller than T , we expect an average reward lower
than optimal, and we need to compensate for these losses when we get to T . These losses
are bounded by the optimal value times the number of steps we acted sub-optimally. This
number of steps is polynomial in the problem parameters. Suppose that when T is reached,
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we are suddenly told that we have reached the true mixing time. At that point, we can
try to compensate for our previous losses by continuing to act optimally for some period of
time. The period of time required to compensate for our previous losses is polynomial in
the problem parameters.
Of course, no one tells us that we have reached the true mixing time. However, whenever
we act based on the assumption that the mixing time is greater than T , but still polynomial
in T , our actual average reward will remain near optimal. Thus, the stages of the algorithm
in which the assumed mixing time is greater than T automatically compensate for the stages
in which the mixing time is lower than T . Thus, there exists some T 0 polynomial in T and
the other problem parameters, such that by the time we run Case 5 under the assumption
that T 0 is the mixing time, we will achieve an -close to optimal reward with a multiplicative
factor of 1 − γ/2. In addition, when TT0 < (1 − γ/2) we get that the multiplicative loss due
what happened before we have reached the mixing time T is another (1 − γ/2) factor.
Altogether, when we reach the assumed mixing time of T 0 , we get the desired value with a
multiplicative factor of 1 − γ.
Having shown how to handle Case 6, we are done with the proof of Theorem 1.
2

4. Discussion
We showed that polynomial-time coordination is possible under the very general assumption
of imperfect monitoring and a shared polynomial bound on the size of the action sets. To
achieve this result, we relied on the existence of a deterministic algorithm for learning nearoptimal policies for MDPs in polynomial time. One such algorithm is R-max, and it may
be possible to generate a deterministic variant of E 3 (Kearns & Singh, 1998).
Our algorithms range from a very simple and extremely efficient approach to learning
in perfect monitoring games, to conceptually simple but computationally more complex
algorithms for the most general case covered. Whether these latter algorithms are efficient
in practice relative to algorithms based on, e.g., Q-learning, and whether they can form
a basis for more practical algorithms, remains an interesting issue for future work which
we plan to pursue. Regardless of this question, our algorithms demonstrate clearly that
coordination-learning algorithms should strive for more than convergence in the limit to
some equilibrium, and that more general classes of CISGs with a more restrictive information
structure can be dealt with.
In Section 3, we restricted our attention to two-player games. However, we used a more
general language that applies to n-player games so that the algorithms themselves extend
naturally. The only issue is the effect on the running time of moving from a constant number
of agents to n-player games. First, observe that the size of the game matrices is exponential
in the number of agents. This implies that little changes in the analysis of the earlier cases
in which a shared fixed ordering over the set of agents exists. The complexity of these cases
increases exponentially in the number of agents, but so does the size of the game so the
algorithm remains polynomial in the input parameters.
If we do not have a shared ordering over the agents, then we need to consider the set
of n! possible orderings. Notice however that although the number of orderings of the
players is exponential in the number of players, using the technique of case 4, we get that
with overwhelming probability the players will choose identical orderings after time that is
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polynomial in the number of such orderings. More specifically, Chernoff bound implies that
after P (n!) trials, for a polynomial P implied by the bound, we will get with overwhelming
probability that the same ordering on actions will be selected by all agents. Hence, although
this number might be large (when n is large), if the number of agents, n, is smaller than
the number of actions available, a, this results in a number of iterations that is polynomial
in the representation of the game, since the representation of game requires an entries.
Naturally, in these cases it will be of interest to consider succinct representations of the
stochastic game, but this goes beyond the scope of this paper.
One special class of CISGs is that of common-interest repeated games. This class can
be handled in a much simpler manner because there is no need to learn transition functions
and to coordinate the transitions. For example, in the most general case (i.e., imperfect
monitoring) the following extremely simple, yet efficient algorithm can be used: the agents
play randomly for some T steps, following which they select the first action to provide
the best immediate reward. If T is chosen appropriately, we are guaranteed to obtain the
optimal value with high probability. T will be polynomial in the problem parameters. More
specifically, if each agent has k available actions then the probability of choosing an optimal
pair of actions is k12 . This implies that after k 3 trials we get that the optimal joint action
will be chosen with probability approaching 1 − e−k .
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Appendix A. The R-max Algorithm
Here we describe the MDP version of the R-max algorithm. R-max can handle zero-sum
stochastic games as well, but this capability is not required for the coordination algorithms
of this paper. For more details, consult (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2002).
We consider an MDP M consisting of a set S = {s1 , . . . , sN } of states in each of which
the agent has a set A = {a1 , . . . , ak } of possible actions. A reward function R assigns an
immediate reward for each of the agent’s actions at every state. We use R(s, a) to denote the
reward obtained by the agent after playing actions a in state s. Without loss of generality,
we assume all rewards are positive.
In addition, we have a probabilistic transition function, tr, such that tr(s, a, t) is the
probability of making a transition from state s to state t given that the agent played a. It is
convenient to think of tr(s, a, ·) as a function associated with the action a in the stage-game
s. This way, all model parameters, both rewards and transitions, are associated with an
action at a particular state.
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Recall that in our setting, each state of the MDP corresponds to a stage-game and each
action of the “agent” corresponds to a joint action of our group of agents.
R-max is a model-based algorithm. It maintains its own model M 0 of the real world
model M . M 0 is initialized in an optimistic fashion by making the payoffs for every action
in every state maximal. What is special about R-max is that the agent always does the
best thing according to its current model, i.e., it always exploits. However, if this behavior
leads to new information, the model is updated.
Because, initially, the model is inaccurate, exploitation with respect to it may turn
out to be exploration with respect to the real model. This is a result of our optimistic
initialization of the reward function. This initialization makes state-action pairs that have
not been attempted many times look attractive because of the high payoff they yield.
def
Let  > 0, and let Rmax denote the maximal possible reward, i.e., Rmax = maxs,a R(s, a).
For ease of exposition, we assume that T , the -return mixing time of the optimal policy, is
known.
Initialize: Construct the following MDP model M 0 consisting of N +1 states, {s0 , s1 , . . . , sN },
and k actions, {a1 , . . . , ak }. Here, s1 , . . . , sN correspond to the real states, {a1 , . . . , ak }
correspond to the real actions, and s0 is an additional fictitious state. Initialize R such
that R(s, a) = Rmax for every state s and action a. Initialize tr(si , a, s0 ) = 1 for all
i = 0, . . . , N and for all actions a (and therefore, tr(si , a, sj ) = 0 for all j 6= 0).
In addition, maintain the following information for each state-action pair: (1) a
boolean value known/unknown, initialized to unknown; (2) the list of states reached
by playing this action in this state, and how many times each state was reached; (3)
the reward obtained when playing this action in this state. Items 2 and 3 are initially
empty.
Repeat:
Compute and Act: Compute an optimal T -step policy for the current state, and
execute it for T -steps or until some state-action pair changes its value to known.
Observe and update: Following each action do as follows: Let a be the action you
performed and s the state you were in;
• If the action a is performed for the first time in s, update the reward associated with (s, a), as observed.
• Update the set of states reached from s by playing a.
• If at this point your record of states reached from this entry contains
max 3
K1 = max((d 4N T R
) e, d−6ln3 ( 6Nδk2 )e) + 1 elements, mark this state
action pair as known, and update the transition probabilities for this entry
according to the observed frequencies.
The basic property of R-max is captured by the following theorem:
Theorem 2 Let M be an MDP with N states and k actions. Let 0 < δ < 1, and  > 0
be constants. Denote the policies for M whose -return mixing time is T by Π(, T ), and
denote the optimal expected return achievable by such policies by Opt(Π(, T )). Then, with
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probability of no less than 1 − δ the R-max algorithm will attain an expected return of
Opt(Π(, T )) − 2 within a number of steps polynomial in N, k, T, 1 , and 1δ .
Recall that we rely heavily on the fact that R-max is deterministic for MDPs. This
follows from the existence of a deterministic algorithm for generating an optimal T -step
policy. Algorithms for generating an optimal T -step policy for an MDP are deterministic,
except for the fact that at certain choice points, a number of actions may have the same
value, and each choice is acceptable. In that case, one needs only generate an arbitrary
ordering over the actions and always choose, e.g., the first action. This is why in our
algorithm the generation of a shared ordering over the actions plays an important role. Note
that, without loss of generality, for MDPs we can restrict our attention to deterministic T step policies. This fact is important in our case because our coordination algorithm would
not work if mixed policies were required.
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Abstract
Recently, planning based on answer set programming has been proposed as an approach towards realizing declarative planning systems. In this paper, we present the language Kc , which
extends the declarative planning language K by action costs. Kc provides the notion of admissible and optimal plans, which are plans whose overall action costs are within a given limit resp.
minimum over all plans (i.e., cheapest plans). As we demonstrate, this novel language allows for
expressing some nontrivial planning tasks in a declarative way. Furthermore, it can be utilized for
representing planning problems under other optimality criteria, such as computing “shortest” plans
(with the least number of steps), and refinement combinations of cheapest and fastest plans. We
study complexity aspects of the language Kc and provide a transformation to logic programs, such
that planning problems are solved via answer set programming. Furthermore, we report experimental results on selected problems. Our experience is encouraging that answer set planning may
be a valuable approach to expressive planning systems in which intricate planning problems can be
naturally specified and solved.

1. Introduction
Recently, several declarative planning languages and formalisms have been introduced, which allow
for an intuitive encoding of complex planning problems involving ramifications, incomplete information, non-deterministic action effects, or parallel actions (see e.g., Giunchiglia & Lifschitz, 1998;
Lifschitz, 1999b; Lifschitz & Turner, 1999; McCain & Turner, 1998; Giunchiglia, 2000; Cimatti &
Roveri, 2000; Eiter et al., 2000b, 2003b).
While these systems are designed to generate any plans that accomplish the planning goals, in
practice one is often interested in particular plans that are optimal with respect to some objective
function by which the quality (or the cost) of a plan is measured. A common and simple objective
function is the length of the plan, i.e., the number of time steps to achieve the goal. Many systems
are tailored to compute shortest plans. For example, CMBP (Cimatti & Roveri, 2000) and GPT
(Bonet & Geffner, 2000) compute shortest plans in which each step consists of a single action,
while the Graphplan algorithm (Blum & Furst, 1997) and descendants (Smith & Weld, 1998; Weld,
c
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Anderson, & Smith, 1998) compute shortest plans where in each step actions might be executed in
parallel.
However, there are other, equally important objective functions to consider. In particular, if
executing actions causes some cost, we may desire a plan which minimizes the overall cost of the
actions.
In answer set planning (Subrahmanian & Zaniolo, 1995; Dimopoulos, Nebel, & Koehler, 1997;
Niemelä, 1998; Lifschitz, 1999b), a recent declarative approach to planning where plans are encoded by the answer sets of a logic program, the issue of optimal plans under an objective value
function has not been addressed in detail so far (see Section 8 for more details). In this paper, we
address this issue and present an extension of the planning language K (Eiter et al., 2000b, 2003b),
where the user may associate costs with actions, which are then taken into account in the planning
process. The main contributions of our work are as follows.
• We define syntax and semantics of the planning language Kc , which modularly extends the
language K: Costs are associated to an action by extending the action declarations with an
optional cost construct which describes the cost of executing the respective action.
The action costs can be static or dynamic, as they may depend on the current stage of the plan
when an action is considered for execution. Dynamic action costs are important and have
natural applications, as we show on a simple variant of the well-known Traveling Salesperson
Problem, which is cumbersome to model and solve in other, similar languages.
• We analyze the computational complexity of planning in the language Kc , and provide completeness results for major planning tasks in the propositional setting, which locate them in
suitable slots of the Polynomial Hierarchy and in classes derived from it. These results provide insight into the intrinsic computational difficulties of the respective planning problems,
and give a handle for efficient transformations from optimal planning to knowledge representation formalisms, in particular to logic programs.
• We show, in awareness of the results of the complexity analysis, how planning with action
costs can be implemented by a transformation to answer set programming, as done in a system prototype that we have developed. The prototype, ready for experiments, is available at
http://www.dlvsystem.com/K/.
• Finally, we present some applications which show that our extended language is capable
of easily modeling optimal planning under various criteria: computing (1) “cheapest” plans
(which minimize overall action costs); (2) “shortest” plans (with the least number of steps);
and, refinement combinations of these, viz. (3) shortest plans among the cheapest, and (4)
cheapest plans among the shortest. Notice that, to our knowledge, task (3) has not been
addressed in other works so far.
The extension of K by action costs provides a flexible and expressive tool for representing
various problems. Moreover, since K’s semantics builds on states of knowledge rather than on
states of the world, we can deal with both incomplete knowledge and plan quality, which is, to the
best of our knowledge, completely novel.
Our experience is encouraging that answer set planning, based on powerful logic programming
engines, allows for the development of declarative planning systems in which intricate planning
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tasks can be specified and solved. This work complements and extends the preliminary results
presented in our previous work (Eiter et al., 2002a).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review
the language K by informally presenting its main constituents and features on a simple planning
example. After that, we define in Section 3 the extension of K by action costs, and consider some
first examples for the usage of Kc . Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of complexity issues. In
Section 5, we consider applications of Kc . We show that various types of particular optimization
problems can be expressed in Kc , and also consider some practical examples. In Section 6, we
present a transformation of Kc into answer set programming, and in Section 7, we report about a
prototype implementation and experiments. After a discussion of related work in Section 8, we
conclude the paper with an outlook on ongoing and future work.

2. Short Review of Language K
In this section, we give a brief informal overview of the language K, and refer to (Eiter et al., 2003b)
and to the Appendix for formal details. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic ideas
of planning and action languages, in particular with the notions of actions, fluents, goals and plans.
For illustration, we shall use the following planning problem as a running example.
Problem 1 [Bridge Crossing Problem] Four persons want to cross a river at night over a plank
bridge, which can only hold up to two persons at a time. They have a lamp, which must be used
when crossing. As it is pitch-dark and some planks are missing, someone must bring the lamp back
to the others; no tricks (like throwing the lamp or halfway crosses, etc.) are allowed.
Fluents and states. A state in K is characterized by the truth values of fluents, describing relevant
properties of the domain of discourse. A fluent may be true, false, or unknown in a state – that is,
states in K are states of knowledge, as opposed to states of the world where each fluent is either true
or false (which can be easily enforced in K, if desired). Formally, a state is any consistent set s of
(possibly negated) legal fluent instances.
An action is applicable only if some precondition (a list of literals over some fluents) holds in
the current state. Its execution may cause a modification of truth values of some fluents.
Background knowledge. Static knowledge which is invariant over time in a K planning domain
is specified in a normal (disjunction-free) Datalog program Π that has a single answer set and can
be viewed as a set of facts. For our example, the background knowledge specifies the four persons:
person(joe). person(jack). person(william). person(averell).

Type declarations. Each fluent or action must have a declaration where the ranges of its arguments are specified. For instance,
crossTogether(X, Y) requires person(X), person(Y), X < Y.1

specifies the arguments of the action crossTogether, where two persons cross the bridge together,
while
across(X) requires person(X).
1. “<” here is used instead of inequality to avoid symmetric rules.
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specifies a fluent describing that a specific person is on the other side of the river. Here the literals
after “requires” must be classical literals of the static background knowledge (like person(X) and
person(Y)), or literals of built-in predicates (such as X < Y). Our implementation of K, the DLVK system (Eiter, Faber, Leone, Pfeifer, & Polleres, 2003a), currently supports the built-in predicates
“A < B”, “A <= B”, “A != B” with the obvious meaning of less-than, less-or-equal and inequality for
strings and numbers, the arithmetic built-ins “A = B + C” and “A = B ∗ C” which stand for integer
addition and multiplication, and the predicate “#int(X)” which enumerates all integers (up to a
user-defined limit).
Causation rules. Causation rules (“rules” for brevity) are syntactically similar to rules of the
action language C (Giunchiglia & Lifschitz, 1998; Lifschitz, 1999a; Lifschitz & Turner, 1999) and
are of the basic form:
caused f if B after A.

where A is a conjunction of fluent and action literals, possibly including default negation, B is a
conjunction of fluent literals, again possibly including default negation, and f is a fluent literal.
Informally, such a rule reads: if B is known to be true in the current state and A is known to be true
in the previous state, then f is known to be true in the current state as well. Both the if-part and
the after-part are allowed to be empty (which means that they are true). A causation rule is called
dynamic, if its after-part is not empty, and is called static otherwise.
Causation rules are used to express effects of actions or ramifications. For example,
caused across(X) after cross(X), -across(X).
caused -across(X) after cross(X), across(X).

describe the effects of a single person crossing the bridge in either direction.
Initial state constraints. Static rules can apply to all states or only to the initial states (which
may not be unique). This is expressed by the keywords “always :” and “initially :” preceding
sequences of rules where the latter describes initial state constraints that must be satisfied only in
the initial state. For example,
initially : caused -across(X).

enforces the fluent across to be false in the initial state for any X satisfying the declaration of the
fluent across, i.e., for all persons. The rule is irrelevant for all subsequent states.
Executability of actions.

This is expressed in K explicitly. For instance,

executable crossTogether(X, Y) if hasLamp(X).
executable crossTogether(X, Y) if hasLamp(Y).

declares that two persons can jointly cross the bridge if one of them has a lamp. The same action
may have multiple executability statements. A statement
executable cross(X).

with empty body says that cross is always executable, provided that the type restrictions on X are
respected. Dually,
nonexecutable a if B.

prohibits the execution of action a if condition B is satisfied. For example,
nonexecutable crossTogether(X, Y) if differentSides(X, Y).
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says that persons X and Y can not cross the bridge together if they are on different sides of the bridge.
In case of conflicts, nonexecutable A overrides executable A.
Default and strong negation. K supports strong negation (“¬,” also written as “-”). Note, however, that for a fluent f, in a state neither f nor -f needs to hold. In this case the knowledge about
f is incomplete. In addition, weak negation (“not”), interpreted like default negation in answer set
semantics (Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991), is permitted in rule bodies. This allows for natural modeling of inertia and default properties, as well as dealing with incomplete knowledge in general. For
example,
caused hasLamp(joe) if not hasLamp(jack), not hasLamp(william), not hasLamp(averell).

expresses the conclusion that by default, joe has the lamp, whenever it is not evident that any of the
other persons has it.
Macros.

K provides a number of macros as “syntactic sugar”. For example,

inertial across(X).

informally states that across(X) holds in the current state, if across(X) held at the previous state,
unless -across(X) is explicitly known to hold. This macro expands to the rule
caused across(X) if not -across(X) after across(X).

Moreover, we can “totalize” the knowledge of a fluent by declaring total f. which is a shortcut for
caused f if not -f.

caused -f if not f.

The intuitive meaning of these rules is that unless a truth value for f can be derived, the cases where
f resp. -f is true will both be considered.
Planning domains and problems. In K, a planning domain PD = hΠ, hD, Rii has a background
knowledge Π, action and fluent declarations D, and rules and executability conditions R; a planning
problem P = hPD, qi has a planning domain PD and a query
q = g1 , . . . , gm , not gm+1 , . . . , not gn ? (l)
where g1 , . . . , gn are ground fluents and l ≥ 0 is the plan length. For instance, the goal query
across(joe), across(jack), across(william), across(averell)? (5)

asks for plans which bring all four persons across in 5 steps.
Plans are defined using a transition-based semantics, where the execution of a set of actions
transforms a current state into a new state. An (optimistic) plan for P is a sequence P = hA1 , . . . , Al i
of sets of action instances A1 , A2 , . . . , Al in a trajectory T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, hs1 , A2 , s2 i, . . . ,
hsl−1 , Al , sl ii from a legal initial state s0 to state sl in which all literals of the goal are true. That
is, starting in s0 , the legal transition t1 = hs0 , A1 , s1 i, modeling the execution of the actions in A1
(which must be executable), transforms s0 into the state s1 . This is then followed by legal transitions
ti = hsi−1 , Ai , si i, for i = 2, 3, . . . , l (cf. Appendix for details). A plan is sequential, if |Ai | ≤ 1
for all i = 1, . . . , l, i.e., each step consists of at most one action; such plans can be enforced by
including the keyword noConcurrency.
Besides optimistic plans, in K we also support stronger secure (or conformant) plans. A secure
plan must be guaranteed to work out under all circumstances (Eiter et al., 2000b), regardless of
incomplete information about the initial state and possible nondeterminism in the action effects.
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For better readability, in the following we will not always describe K planning problems P
strictly in terms of sets of declarations, rules and executability conditions, but optionally use the
more compact representation of K programs of the following general form:
fluents :
actions :
initially :
always :
goal :

FD
AD
IR
CR
q

where the (optional) sections fluents through always consist of lists of fluent declarations FD ,
action declarations AD , initial state constraints IR and executability conditions and causation rules
CR , respectively. Together with the background knowledge Π and the goal query q, they specify
a K planning problem P = hhΠ, hD, Rii, qi, where D is given by FD plus AD and R by IR plus
CR . 2
2.1 Solving the Bridge Crossing Problem
Using the above constructs, a K encoding of the Bridge Crossing Problem, assuming that joe
initially carries the lamp, is shown in Figure 1. There are simple five-step plans (l = 5), in which
joe always carries the lamp and brings all others across. One of them is:
P = h {crossTogether(joe, jack)}, {cross(joe)}, {crossTogether(joe, william)},
{cross(joe)}, {crossTogether(joe, averell)} i

3. Actions with Costs
Using the language K and the system prototype, DLVK , we can already express and solve some
involved planning tasks, cf. (Eiter et al., 2003b). However, K and DLVK alone offer no means
for finding optimal plans under an objective cost function. In general, different criteria of plan
optimality can be relevant, such as optimality wrt. action costs as shown in the next example, which
is a slight elaboration of the Bridge Crossing Problem, and a well-known brain teasing riddle:
Problem 2 [Quick Bridge Crossing Problem] The persons in the bridge crossing scenario need
different times to cross the bridge, namely 1, 2, 5, and 10 minutes, respectively. Walking in two
implies moving at the slower rate of both. Is it possible that all four persons get across within 17
minutes?
On first thought this is infeasible, since the seemingly optimal plan where joe, who is the fastest,
keeps the lamp and leads all the others across takes 19 minutes altogether. Surprisingly, as we will
see, the optimal solution indeed only takes 17 minutes.
In order to allow for an elegant and convenient encoding of such optimization problems, we
extend K to the language Kc in which one can assign costs to actions.
3.1 Syntax of Kc
Let σ act , σ f l , and σ var denote (finite) sets of action names, fluent names and variable symbols.
Furthermore, let Lact , Lf l , and Ltyp denote the sets of action, fluent, and type literals, respectively,
2. This is also the format of the input files of our system prototype, which will be presented in Section 7.
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actions :

cross(X) requires person(X).
crossTogether(X, Y) requires person(X), person(Y), X < Y.
takeLamp(X) requires person(X).

fluents :

across(X) requires person(X).
differentSides(X, Y) requires person(X), person(Y).
hasLamp(X) requires person(X).

initially : -across(X). hasLamp(joe).
always :

executable crossTogether(X, Y) if hasLamp(X).
executable crossTogether(X, Y) if hasLamp(Y).
nonexecutable crossTogether(X, Y) if differentSides(X, Y).
executable cross(X) if hasLamp(X).
executable takeLamp(X).
nonexecutable takeLamp(X) if hasLamp(Y), differentSides(X, Y).
caused
caused
caused
caused

across(X) after crossTogether(X, Y),
across(Y) after crossTogether(X, Y),
-across(X) after crossTogether(X, Y),
-across(Y) after crossTogether(X, Y),

-across(X).
-across(Y).
across(X).
across(Y).

caused across(X) after cross(X), -across(X).
caused -across(X) after cross(X), across(X).
caused hasLamp(X) after takeLamp(X).
caused -hasLamp(X) after takeLamp(Y), X != Y, hasLamp(X).
caused differentSides(X, Y) if across(X), -across(Y).
caused differentSides(X, Y) if -across(X), across(Y).
inertial across(X).
inertial -across(X).
inertial hasLamp(X).
noConcurrency.
goal :

across(joe), across(jack), across(william), across(averell)? (l)

Figure 1: K encoding of the Bridge Crossing Problem
formed from the action names, fluent names, and predicates in the background knowledge (including
built-in predicates), respectively, using terms from a nonempty (finite) set of constants σ con .
Kc extends action declarations as in K with costs as follows.
Definition 3.1 An action declaration d in Kc is of the form:
p(X1 , . . . , Xn ) requires t1 , . . . , tm costs C where c1 , . . . , ck .

(1)

where (1) p ∈ σ act has arity n ≥ 0, (2) X1 , . . . , Xn ∈ σ var , (3) t1 , . . . , tm , c1 , . . . , ck are from
Ltyp such that every Xi occurs in t1 , . . . , tm , (4) C is either an integer constant, a variable from the
set of all variables occurring in t1 , . . . , tm , c1 , . . . , ck (denoted by σ var (d)), or the distinguished
variable time, (5) σ var (d) ⊆ σ var ∪ {time}, and (6) time does not occur in t1 , . . . tm .
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If m = 0, the keyword ‘requires’ is omitted; if k = 0, the keyword ‘where’ is omitted and
‘costs C’ is optional. Here, (1) and (2) state that parameters to an action must be variables, and
not fixed values. Informally, (3) means that all parameters of an action must be “typed” in the
requires part. Condition (4) asserts that the cost is locally defined or given by the stage of the
plan, which is referenced through the global variable time. Conditions (5) and (6) ensure that all
variables are known and that type information of action parameters is static, i.e., does not depend
on time.
Planning domains and planning problems in Kc are defined as in K.
For example, in the elaborated Bridge Crossing Problem, the declaration of cross(X) can be
extended as follows: suppose a predicate walk(Person, Minutes) in the background knowledge
indicates that Person takes Minutes to cross. Then, we may simply declare
cross(X) requires person(X) costs WX where walk(X, WX).

3.2 Semantics of Kc
Semantically, Kc extends K by the cost values of actions at points in time. In any plan P =
hA1 , . . . , Al i, at step 1 ≤ i ≤ l, the actions in Ai are executed to reach time point i.
A ground action p(x1 , . . . , xn ) is a legal action instance of an action declaration d wrt. a Kc
planning domain PD = hΠ, hD, Rii, if there exists some ground substitution θ for σ var (d) ∪
{time} such that Xi θ = xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and {t1 θ, . . . , tm θ} ⊆ M , where M is the unique answer
set of the background knowledge Π. Any such θ is called a witness substitution for p(x1 , . . . , xn ).
Informally, an action instance is legal, if it satisfies the respective typing requirements. Action costs
are now formalized as follows.
Definition 3.2 Let a = p(x1 , . . . , xn ) be a legal action instance of a declaration d of the form (1)
and let θ be a witness substitution for a. Then

if the costs part of d is empty;
 0,
costθ (p(x1 , . . . , xn )) =
val(Cθ), if {c1 θ, . . . , ck θ} ⊆ M ;

undefined otherwise.

where M is the unique answer set of Π and val : σ con → IN is defined as the integer value for
integer constants and 0 for all non-integer constants.

By reference to the variable time, it is possible to define time-dependent action costs; we shall consider an example in Section 5.2. Using costθ , we now introduce well-defined legal action instances
and define action cost values as follows.
Definition 3.3 A legal action instance a = p(x1 , . . . , xn ) is well-defined iff it holds that (i) for any
time point i ≥ 1, there is some witness substitution θ for a such that time = i and costθ (a) is an
integer, and (ii) costθ (a) = costθ′ (a) holds for any two witness substitutions θ, θ ′ which coincide
on time and have defined costs. For any well-defined a, its unique cost at time point i ≥ 1 is given
by costi (a) = costθ (a) where θ is as in (i).
In this definition, condition (i) ensures that some cost value exists, which must be an integer,
and condition (ii) ensures that this value is unique, i.e., any two different witness substitutions θ and
θ ′ for a evaluate the cost part to the same integer cost value.
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An action declaration d is well-defined, if all its legal instances are well-defined. This will be
fulfilled if, in database terms, the variables X1 , . . . , Xn together with time in (1) functionally determine the value of C. In our framework, the semantics of a Kc planning domain PD = hΠ, hD, Rii
is only well-defined for well-defined action declarations in PD. In the rest of this paper, we assume
well-definedness of Kc unless stated otherwise.
Using costi , we now define costs of plans.
Definition 3.4 Let P = hPD, Q ? (l)i be a planning problem. Then, for any plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i
for P, its cost is defined as
costP (P ) =

Pl

j=1

P


cost
(a)
.
j
a∈Aj

A plan P is optimal for P, if costP (P ) ≤ costP (P ′ ) for each plan P ′ for P, i.e., P has least cost
among all plans for P. The cost of a planning problem P, denoted cost∗P , is given by cost∗P =
costP (P ∗ ), where P ∗ is an optimal plan for P.
In particular, costP (P ) = 0 if P = hi, i.e., the plan is void. Note that cost∗P is only defined if a
plan for P exists.3
Usually one only can estimate some upper bound of the plan length, but does not know the exact
length of an optimal plan. Although we have only defined optimality for a fixed plan length l, we
will see in Section 5.1 that by appropriate encodings this can be extended to optimality for plans
with length at most l.
Besides optimal plans, also plans with bounded costs are of interest, which motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.5 A plan P for a planning problem P is admissible wrt. cost c, if costP (P ) ≤ c.
Admissible plans impose a weaker condition on the plan quality than optimal plans. They are
particularly relevant if optimal costs are not a crucial issue, as long as the cost stays within a given
limit, and if optimal plans are difficult to compute. We might face questions like “Can I make it
to the airport within one hour?”, “Do I have enough change to buy a coffee?” etc. which amount
to admissible planning problems. As we shall see, computing admissible plans is complexity-wise
easier than computing optimal plans.
3.3 An Optimal Solution for the Quick Bridge Crossing Problem
To model the Quick Bridge Crossing Problem in Kc , we first extend the background knowledge as
follows, where the predicate ‘walk’ describes the time a person needs to cross and ‘max’ determines
which of two persons is slower:
walk(joe, 1). walk(jack, 2). walk(william, 5). walk(averell, 10).
max(A, B, A) :- walk( , A), walk( , B), A >= B.
max(A, B, B) :- walk( , A), walk( , B), B > A.

Next, we modify the declarations for cross and crossTogether from Figure 1 by adding costs:
3. In the following, subscripts will be dropped when clear from the context.
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cross(X) requires person(X) costs WX where walk(X, WX).
crossTogether(X, Y) requires person(X), person(Y), X < Y
costs Wmax where walk(X, WX), walk(Y, WY), max(WX, WY, Wmax).

The declaration of takeLamp remains unchanged, as the time to hand over the lamp is negligible.
Using this modified planning domain, the 5-step plan reported in Section 2.1 has cost 19. Actually, it is optimal for plan length l = 5. However, when we relinquish the first intuition that the
fastest person, joe, always has the lamp and consider the problem under varying plan length, then
we can find the following 7-step plan:
P = h {crossTogether(joe, jack)}, {cross(joe)}, {takeLamp(william)},
{crossTogether(william, averell)}, {takeLamp(jack)}, {cross(jack)},
{crossTogether(joe, jack)} i

Here, costP (P ) = 17, and thus P is admissible with respect to cost 17. This means that the Quick
Bridge Crossing Problem has a positive answer. In fact, P has least cost over all plans of length
l = 7, and is thus an optimal 7-step plan. Moreover, P has also least cost over all plans that emerge
if we consider all plan lengths. Thus, P is an optimal solution for the Quick Bridge Crossing
Problem under arbitrary plan length.
3.4 Bridge Crossing under Incomplete Knowledge
The language K is well-suited to model problems which involve uncertainty such as incomplete
initial states or non-deterministic action effects at a qualitative level. The enriched language Kc
gracefully extends to secure (conformant) plans as well, which must reach the goal under all circumstances (Eiter et al., 2000b, 2003b). More precisely, an optimistic plan hA1 , . . . , An i is secure,
if it is applicable under any evolution of the system: starting from any legal initial state s0 , the first
action set A1 (for plan length l ≥ 1) can always be executed (i.e., some legal transition hs0 , A1 , s1 i
exists), and for every such possible state s1 , the next action set A2 can be executed etc., and after
having performed all actions, the goal is always accomplished (cf. Appendix for a formal definition).
While secure plans inherit costs from optimistic plans, there are different possibilities to define
optimality of secure plans. We may consider a secure plan as optimal, if it has least cost either
• among all optimistic plans, or
• among all secure plans only.
In the first alternative, there might be planning problems which have secure plans, but no optimal
secure plans. For this reason, the second alternative appears to be more appropriate.
Definition 3.6 A secure plan P is optimal for a planning problem P, if it has least cost among all
secure plans for P, i.e., costP (P ) ≤ costP (P ′ ) for each secure plan P ′ for P. The secure cost of
P, denoted cost∗sec (P), is cost∗sec (P) = costP (P ∗ ), where P ∗ is any optimal secure plan for P.
The notion of admissible secure plans is defined analogously.
For example, assume that it is known that at least one person in the bridge scenario has a lamp,
but that neither the exact number of lamps nor the allocation of lamps to persons is known. If the
four desperate persons now ask for a plan which brings them safely across the bridge, we need a
(fast) secure plan that works under all possible initial situations. In Kc , this can be modeled by
replacing the initially-part with the following declarations:
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initially : total hasLamp(X).
caused false if -hasLamp(joe), -hasLamp(jack),
-hasLamp(william), -hasLamp(averell).

The first statement says that each person either has a lamp or not, and the second that at least
one of them must have a lamp. For a detailed discussion on the use of the “total” statement for
modeling incomplete knowledge and non-determinism we refer to (Eiter et al., 2003b).
As we can easily see, an optimal secure solution will take at least 17 minutes, since the original
case (where only joe has a lamp) is one of the possible initial situations, for which the cost of
an optimistic plan which is optimal over all plan lengths was 17. However, a secure plan which
is optimal over all plan lengths requires at least 8 steps now (but no higher cost): Different from
optimistic plans, we need one extra step at the beginning which makes sure that one of those who
walk first (above, joe and jack) has the lamp, which is effected by the proper takeLamp action.
An example of such a plan is the following which has cost 17:
P = h {takeLamp(joe)}, {crossTogether(joe, jack)}, {cross(joe)},
{takeLamp(william)}, {crossTogether(william, averell)}, {takeLamp(jack)},
{cross(jack)}, {crossTogether(joe, jack)} i

We can easily check that P works for every possible initial situation. Thus, it is an optimal (secure)
plan for plan length 8, and moreover also for arbitrary plan length.

4. Computational Complexity
In this section, we will address the computational complexity of Kc , complementing similar results
for the language K (Eiter et al., 2003b).
4.1 Complexity Classes
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of complexity theory, such as P, NP,
problem reductions and completeness; see e.g. (Papadimitriou, 1994) and references therein. We
recall that the Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) contains the classes ΣP0 = ΠP0 = ∆P0 = P and ΣPi+1 =
P
P
NPΣi , ΠPi+1 = co-ΣPi+1 , ∆Pi+1 = PΣi , for i ≥ 0. In particular, ΣP1 = NP and ∆P2 = PNP .
Note that these classes contain decision problems (i.e., problems where the answer is “yes” or
“no”). While checking well-definedness and deciding plan existence are such problems, computing
a plan is a search problem, where for each problem instance I a (possibly empty) finite set S(I) of
solutions exists. To solve such a problem, a (possibly nondeterministic) algorithm must compute the
alternative solutions from this set in its computation branches, if S(I) is not empty. More precisely,
search problems are solved by transducers, i.e., Turing machines equipped with an output tape. If
the machine halts in an accepting state, then the contents of the output tape is the result of the
computation. Observe that a nondeterministic machine computes a (partial) multi-valued function.
As an analog to NP, the class NPMV contains those search problems where S(I) can be computed by a nondeterministic Turing machine in polynomial time; for a precise definition, see (SelP
man, 1994). In analogy to ΣPi+1 , by ΣPi+1 MV = NPMVΣi , i ≥ 0, we denote the generalization of
NPMV where the machine has access to a ΣPi oracle.
Analogs to the classes P and ∆Pi+1 , i ≥ 0, are given by the classes FP and F∆Pi+1 , i ≥ 0,
which contain the partial single-valued functions (that is, |S(I)| ≤ 1 for each problem instance
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I) computable in polynomial time using no resp. a ΣPi oracle. We say, abusing terminology, that
a search problem A is in FP (resp. F∆Pi+1 ), if there is a partial (single-valued) function f ∈ FP
(resp. f ∈ F∆Pi+1 ) such that f (I) ∈ S(I) and f (I) is undefined iff S(I) = ∅. For example,
computing a satisfying assignment for a propositional CNF (FSAT) and computing an optimal tour
in the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) are in F∆P2 under this view, cf. (Papadimitriou, 1994).
A partial function f is polynomial-time reducible to another partial function g, if there are
polynomial-time computable functions h1 and h2 such that f (I) = h2 (I, g(h1 (I))) for all I and
g(h1 (I)) is defined whenever f (I) is defined. Hardness and completeness are defined as usual.
4.2 Problem Setting
We will focus on the following questions:
Checking Well-Definedness: Decide whether a given action description is well-defined wrt. a
given planning domain PD, resp. whether a given planning domain PD is well-defined.
Admissible Planning: Decide whether for planning problem P an admissible (optimistic/secure)
plan exists wrt. a given cost value c, and find such a plan.
Optimal Planning: Find an optimal (optimistic/secure) plan for a given planning problem.
Notice that (Eiter et al., 2003b) focused on deciding the existence of optimistic/secure plans,
rather than on actually finding plans, and presented a detailed study of the complexity of this task
under various restrictions for ground (propositional) planning problems. In this paper, we confine
the discussion to the case of planning problems P = hPD, Q ? (l)i which look for polynomial length
plans, i.e., problems where the plan length l is bounded by some polynomial in the size of the input.
We shall consider here mainly ground (propositional) planning, and assume that the planning
domains are well-typed and that the unique model of the background knowledge can be computed
in polynomial time. In the general case, by well-known complexity results on logic programming,
cf. (Dantsin, Eiter, Gottlob, & Voronkov, 2001), already evaluating the background knowledge is
EXPTIME-hard, and the problems are thus provably intractable. We recall the following results,
which appear in (or directly follow from) previous work (Eiter et al., 2003b).
Proposition 4.1 Deciding, given a propositional planning problem P and a sequence P = hA1 , . . . ,
Al i of action sets, (i) whether a given sequence T = ht1 , . . . , tl i is a legal trajectory witnessing that
P is an optimistic plan for P is feasible in polynomial time, and (ii) whether P is a secure plan for
P is ΠP2 -complete.
4.3 Results
We start by considering checking well-definedness. For this problem, it is interesting to investigate
the non-ground case, assuming that the background knowledge is already evaluated. This way we
can assess the intrinsic difficulty of this task obtaining the following result.
Theorem 4.2 (Complexity of checking well-definedness) Given a Kc planning domain PD =
hΠ, hD, Rii and the unique model M of Π, checking (i) well-definedness of a given action declaration d of form (1) wrt. PD and (ii) well-definedness of PD are both ΠP2 -complete.
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Proof. Membership: As for (i), d is violated if it has a nonempty costs part and a legal action
instance a = p(x1 , . . . , xn ) such that either (1) there exist witness substitutions θ and θ ′ for a such
that timeθ = timeθ ′ , costθ (a) = val(Cθ) and costθ′ (a) = val(Cθ ′ ), and val(Cθ) 6= val(Cθ ′ ),
or (2) there is no witness substitution θ for a such that costθ (a) = val(Cθ) is an integer. Such
an a can be guessed and checked, via a witness substitution, in polynomial time, and along with
a also θ and θ ′ as in (1); note that, by definition, all variables must be substituted by constants
from the background knowledge (including numbers), and so must be values for time if it occurs in
c1 , . . . , ck . Given a, we can decide (2) with the help of an NP oracle. In summary, disproving welldefinedness of d is nondeterministically possible in polynomial time with an NP oracle. Hence,
checking well-definedness of d is in co-ΣP2 = ΠP2 . The membership part of (ii) follows from (i),
since well-definedness of PD reduces to well-definedness of all action declarations in it, and ΠP2 is
closed under conjunctions.
Hardness: We show hardness for (i) by a reduction from deciding whether a quantified Boolean
formula (QBF)
Q = ∀X∃Y.c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck
where each ci = Li,1 ∨ · · · ∨ Li,ℓi , i = 1, . . . , k, is a disjunction of literals Li,j on the atoms
X = x1 , . . . , xn and Y = xn+1 . . . , xm , is true. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
each ci contains three (not necessarily distinct) literals, which are either all positive or all negative.
We construct a planning domain PD and d as follows. The background knowledge, Π, is
bool(0). bool(1).
pos(1, 0, 0). pos(0, 1, 0). pos(0, 0, 1). pos(1, 1, 0). pos(1, 0, 1). pos(0, 1, 1). pos(1, 1, 1).
neg(0, 0, 0). neg(1, 0, 0). neg(0, 1, 0). neg(0, 0, 1). neg(1, 1, 0). neg(1, 0, 1). neg(0, 1, 1).

Here, bool declares the truth values 0 and 1. The facts pos(X1 , X2 , X3 ) and neg(X1 , X2 , X3 ) state
those truth assignments to X1 , X2 , and X3 such that the positive clause X1 ∨ X2 ∨ X3 resp. the
negative clause ¬X1 ∨ ¬X2 ∨ ¬X3 is satisfied.
The rest of the planning domain PD consists of the single action declaration d of form
p(V1 , ..., Vn ) requires bool(V1), ..., bool(Vn) costs 0 where c∗1 , ..., c∗k .

where
c∗i

=



pos(Vi,1 , Vi,2 , Vi,3 ), if ci = xi,1 ∨ xi,2 ∨ xi,3 ,
neg(Vi,1 , Vi,2 , Vi,3 ), if ci = ¬xi,1 ∨ ¬xi,2 ∨ ¬xi,3 ,

i = 1, . . . , k.

For example, the clause c = x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x6 is mapped to c∗ = pos(V1 , V3 , V6 ). It is easy to see that
each legal action instance a = p(b1 , . . . , bn ) of d corresponds 1-1 to the truth assignment σa of X
given by σa (xi ) = bi , for i = 1, . . . , n. Furthermore, a has a cost value defined (which is 0) iff the
formula ∃Y (c1 σa ∧ · · · ∧ ck σa ) is true. Thus, d is well-defined wrt. PD iff Q is true. Since PD and
2
d are efficiently constructible, this proves ΠP2 -hardness.
Observe that in the ground case, checking well-definedness is much easier. Since no substitutions need to be guessed, the test in the proof of Theorem 4.2 is polynomial. Thus, by our assumption
on the efficient evaluation of the background program, we obtain:
Corollary 4.3 In the ground (propositional) case, checking well-definedness of an action description d wrt. a Kc planning domain PD = hΠ, hD, Rii, resp. of PD as a whole, is possible in
polynomial time.
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We remark that checking well-definedness can be expressed as a planning task in K, and also
by a logic program; we refer to (Eiter, Faber, Leone, Pfeifer, & Polleres, 2002b) for details.
We now turn to computing admissible plans.
Theorem 4.4 (Complexity of admissible planning) For polynomial plan lengths, deciding whether
a given (well-defined) propositional planning problem hPD, qi has (i) some optimistic admissible
plan wrt. to a given integer b is NP-complete, and finding such a plan is complete for NPMV, (ii)
deciding whether hPD, qi has some secure admissible plan wrt. to a given integer b is ΣP3 -complete,
and computing such a plan is ΣP3 MV-complete. Hardness holds in both cases for fixed plan length.
As for the proof we refer to the Appendix. We finally address the complexity of computing
optimal plans.
Theorem 4.5 (Complexity of optimal planning) For polynomial plan lengths, (i) computing an
optimal optimistic plan for hPD, Q ? (l)i in Kc is F∆P2 -complete, and (ii) computing an optimal
secure plan for hPD, Q ? (l)i in Kc is F∆P4 -complete. Hardness holds in both cases even if the plan
length l is fixed.
The proof again can be found in the in the Appendix.
We remark that in the case of unbounded plan length, the complexity of computing plans increases and requires (at least) exponential time in general, since plans might have exponential length
in the size of the planning problem. Thus, in practical terms, constructing such plans is infeasible,
since they occupy exponential space. Furthermore, as follows from previous results (Eiter et al.,
2003b), deciding the existence of an admissible optimistic resp. secure plan for a planning problem wrt. a given cost is PSPACE-complete resp. NEXPTIME-complete. We leave a more detailed
analysis of complexity aspects of Kc for further work.

5. Applications
5.1 Cost Efficient versus Time Efficient Plans
In this section, we show how the language Kc can be used to minimize plan length in combination
with minimizing the costs of a plan. This is especially interesting in problem settings where parallel
actions are allowed (cf. (Kautz & Walser, 1999; Lee & Lifschitz, 2001)).
For such domains with parallel actions, Kautz and Walser propose various criteria to be optimized, for instance the number of actions needed, or the number of necessary time steps when
parallel actions are allowed, as well as combinations of these two criteria (1999). By exploiting
action costs and proper modeling, we can solve optimization problems of this sort. For example,
we can single out plans with a minimal number of actions simply by assigning cost 1 to all possible
actions.
We consider the following optimization problems:
(α) Find a plan with minimal cost (cheapest plan) for a given number of steps.
(β) Find a plan with minimal time steps (shortest plan).
(γ) Find a shortest among the cheapest plans.
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(δ) Find a cheapest among the shortest plans.
Problem (α) is what we have already defined as optimal plans so far. We will now show how to
express (β) in terms of optimal cost plans as well, and how to extend this elaboration with respect
to the combinations (γ) and (δ).
5.1.1 C HEAPEST P LANS

WITH

G IVEN P LAN L ENGTH (α)

As a guiding example, we refer to Blocks World with parallel moves allowed, where apart from
finding shortest plans also minimizing the total number of moves is an issue. A Kc encoding for this
domain, where plans are serializable, is shown in Figure 2. Serializability here means that parallel
actions are non-interfering and can be executed sequentially in any order, i.e. the parallel plan can
be arbitrarily “unfolded” to a sequential plan.
fluents :

on(B, L) requires block(B), location(L).
blocked(B) requires block(B).
moved(B) requires block(B).

actions :

move(B, L) requires block(B), location(L) costs 1.

always :

executable move(B, L) if B != L.
nonexecutable move(B, L) if blocked(B).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if blocked(L).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if move(B1, L), B < B1, block(L).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if move(B, L1), L < L1.
nonexecutable move(B, B1) if move(B1, L).
caused
caused
caused
caused

on(B, L) after move(B, L).
blocked(B) if on(B1, B).
moved(B) after move(B, L).
on(B, L) if not moved(B) after on(B, L).

Figure 2: Kc encoding for the Blocks World domain
The planning problem emerging from the initial state and the goal state depicted in Figure 3 can
be modeled using the background knowledge Πbw :
block(1). block(2). block(3). block(4). block(5). block(6).
location(table).
location(B) :- block(B).

and extending the program in Figure 2 as follows:
initially : on(1, 2). on(2, table). on(3, 4). on(4, table). on(5, 6). on(6, table).
goal :

on(1, 3), on(3, table), on(2, 4), on(4, table), on(6, 5), on(5, table) ?(l)

1
2

3
4

1
3

5
6

2
4

6
5

Figure 3: A simple Blocks World instance
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Each move is penalized with cost 1, which results in a minimization of the total number of moves.
Let Pl denote the planning problem for plan length l.
For l = 2, we have an optimal plan which involves six moves, i.e. cost∗P2 = 6:
P2 = h {move(1, table), move(3, table), move(5, table)}, {move(1, 3), move(2, 4), move(6, 5)} i

By unfolding the steps, this plan gives rise to similar plans of length l = 3, . . . , 6 that have cost 6.
For l = 3, we can find among others the following optimal plan, which has cost 5:
P3 = h {move(3, table)}, {move(1, 3), move(5, table)}, {move(2, 4), move(6, 5)} i

This plan can not be further parallelized to having only two steps. For any plan length l > 3, we
will obtain optimal plans similar to P3 , extended by void steps. Thus a plan which is cheapest over
all plan lengths has cost 5 and needs three steps. Note that shortest parallel plans (of length 2) are
more expensive, as explained above.
5.1.2 S HORTEST P LANS (β)
Intuitively, it should be possible to include the minimization of time steps in the cost function. We
describe a preprocessing method which, given a K planning domain PD, a list Q of ground literals,
and an upper bound i ≥ 0 for the plan length, generates a planning problem Pβ (PD, Q, i) such that
the optimal plans for Pβ correspond to shortest plans which reach Q in PD in at most i steps, i.e.,
to plans for hPD, Q ? (l)i such that l ≤ i is minimal. We assume that no action costs are specified
in the original planning domain PD, and minimizing time steps is our only target.
First we rewrite the planning domain PD to PDβ as follows: We introduce a new distinct fluent
gr and a new distinct action finish, defined as follows:
fluents :
actions :

gr.
finish costs time.

Intuitively, the action finish represents a final action, which we use to finish the plan. The later
this action occurs, the more expensive the plan as we assign time as cost. The fluent gr (“goal
reached”) shall be true and remain true as soon as the goal has been reached, and it is triggered by
the finish action.
This can be modeled in Kc by adding the following statements to the always section of the
program:
executable finish if Q, not gr.
caused gr after finish.
caused gr after gr.

Furthermore, we want finish to occur exclusively and we want to block the occurrence of any
other action once the goal has been reached. Therefore, for every action A in PD, we add
nonexecutable A if finish.

and add not gr to the if-part of each executability condition for A. Finally, to avoid any inconsistencies from static or dynamic effects as soon as the goal has been reached, we add not gr to the
if part of any causation rule of the PD except nonexecutable rules which remain unchanged.4
We define now Pβ (PD, Q, i) = hPDβ , gr ?(i + 1)i. We take i + 1 as the plan length since we
need one additional step to execute the finish action.
4. There is no need to rewrite nonexecutable rules because the respective actions are already “switched off” by
rewriting the executability conditions.
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By construction, it is easy to see that any optimal plan P = hA1 , . . . , Aj , Aj+1 , . . . , Ai+1 i for
the planning problem Pβ must have Aj+1 = {finish} and Aj+2 = . . . = Ai+1 = ∅ for some
j ∈ {0, . . . , i}. We thus have the following desired property.
Proposition 5.1 The optimal plans for Pβ are in 1-1 correspondence to the shortest plans reaching Q in PD. More precisely, P = hA1 , . . . , Aj+1 , ∅, . . . , ∅i is an optimal optimistic plan for
Pβ (PD, Q, i) and Aj+1 = {finish} if and only if P ′ = hA1 , . . . , Aj i is an optimistic plan for
hPD, Q ? (j)i where j ∈ {0, . . . , i}, and hPD, Q ? (j ′ )i has no optimistic plan for each j ′ < j.
In our Blocks World example, using this method we get all 2-step plans, if we choose i ≥ 2.
To compute shortest plans over all plan lengths, we can set the upper bound i large enough such
that plans of length l ≤ i are guaranteed to exist. A trivial such bound is the total number of legal
states which is in general exponential in the number of fluents.
However, many typical applications have an inherent, much smaller bound on the plan length.
For instance, in a Blocks World with n blocks, any goal configuration can be reached within at most
2n − sinit − sgoal steps, where sinit and sgoal are the numbers of stacks in the initial and the goal
state, respectively.5 Therefore, 6 is an upper bound for the plan length of our simple instance.
We remark that this approach for minimizing plan length is only efficient if an upper bound
close to the optimum is known. Searching for a minimum length plan by iteratively increasing the
plan length may be much more efficient if no such bound is known, since a weak upper bound can
lead to an explosion of the search space (cf. the benchmarks in Section 7.2).
5.1.3 S HORTEST

AMONG THE

C HEAPEST P LANS (γ)

In the previous subsection, we have shown how to calculate shortest plans for K programs without
action costs. Combining arbitrary Kc programs and the rewriting method described there is easy.
If we want to find a shortest among the cheapest plans, we can use the same rewriting, with just a
little change. All we have to do is setting the costs of all actions except finish at least as high as
the highest possible cost of the finish action. This is is obviously the plan length i + 1. So, we
simply modify all action declarations
A requires B costs C where D.

in Pβ by multiplying the costs with factor i + 1:
A requires B costs C1 where C1 = (i + 1) ∗ C, D.

This lets all other action costs take priority over the cost of finish and we can compute plans
satisfying criterion (γ). Let Pγ denote the resultant planning problem. Then we have:
Proposition 5.2 The optimal plans for Pγ are in 1-1 correspondence to the shortest among the
cheapest plans reaching Q in PD within i steps. More precisely, P = hA1 , . . . , Aj+1 , ∅, . . . , ∅i
is an optimal optimistic plan for Pγ (PD, Q, i) and Aj+1 = {finish} if and only if (i) P ′ =
hA1 , . . . , Aj i is a plan for Pj = hPD, Q ? (j)i, where j ∈ {0, . . . , i}, and (ii) if P ′′ = hA1 , . . . , Aj ′ i
is any plan for Pj ′ = hPD, Q ? (j ′ )i where j ′ ≤ i, then either costPj′ (P ′′ ) > costPj (P ′ ) or
costPj′ (P ′′ ) = costPj (P ′ ) and j ′ ≥ j.
Figure 4 shows Pγ for our Blocks World instance where i = 6. One optimal plan for Pγ is
5. One can solve any Blocks World problem sequentially by first unstacking all blocks which are not on the table
(n − sinit steps) and then building up the goal configuration (n − sgoal steps).
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fluents :

on(B, L) requires block(B), location(L).
blocked(B) requires block(B).
moved(B) requires block(B).
gr.

actions :

move(B, L) requires block(B), location(L) costs C where C = 7 ∗ 1.
finish costs time.

always :

executable move(B, L) if B != L, not gr.
nonexecutable move(B, L) if blocked(B).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if blocked(L).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if move(B1, L), B < B1, block(L).
nonexecutable move(B, L) if move(B, L1), L < L1.
nonexecutable move(B, B1) if move(B1, L).
caused
caused
caused
caused

on(B, L) if not gr after move(B, L).
blocked(B) if on(B1, B), not gr.
moved(B) if not gr after move(B, L).
on(B, L) if not moved(B), not gr after on(B, L).

executable finish if on(1, 3), on(3, table), on(2, 4), on(4, table),
on(6, 5), on(5, table), not gr.
caused gr after finish.
caused gr after gr.
nonexecutable move(B, L) if finish.
initially : on(1, 2). on(2, table). on(3, 4). on(4, table). on(5, 6). on(6, table).
goal :

gr? (7)

Figure 4: Computing the shortest plan for a Blocks World instance with a minimum number of
actions

P = h {move(3, table)}, {move(1, 3), move(5, table)},
{move(2, 4), move(6, 5)}, {finish}, ∅, ∅, ∅ i,

which has costPγ (P ) = 39. We can now compute the optimal cost wrt. optimization (γ) by subtracting the cost of finish and dividing by i + 1: (39 − 4) ÷ (i + 1) = 35 ÷ 7 = 5. Thus, we
need a minimum of 5 moves to reach the goal. The minimal number of steps is obviously all steps,
except the final finish action, i.e. 3. Thus, we need at least 3 steps for a plan with five moves.
5.1.4 C HEAPEST

AMONG THE

S HORTEST P LANS (δ)

Again, we can use the rewriting for optimization (β). The cost functions have to be adapted similarly
as in the previous subsection, such that now the cost of the action finish takes priority over all other
actions costs. To this end, it is sufficient to set the cost of finish high enough, which is achieved
by multiplying it with a factor F higher than the sum of all action costs of all legal action instances
at all steps j = 1, . . . , i + 1. Let Pδ denote the resulting planning problem. We have:
Proposition 5.3 The optimal plans for Pδ are in 1-1 correspondence to the cheapest among the
shortest plans reaching Q in PD within i steps. More precisely, P = hA1 , . . . , Aj+1 , ∅, . . . , ∅i
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is an optimal optimistic plan for Pδ (PD, Q, i) and Aj+1 = {finish} if and only if (i) P ′ =
hA1 , . . . , Aj i is a plan for Pj = hPD, Q ? (j)i, where j ∈ {0, . . . , i}, and (ii) if P ′′ = hA1 , . . . , Aj ′ i
is any plan for Pj ′ = hPD, Q ? (j ′ )i where j ′ ≤ i, then either j ′ > j, or j ′ = j and costPj′ (P ′′ ) ≥
costPj (P ′ ).
In our example, there are 36 possible moves. Thus, we could take F = 36 ∗ (i + 1) and
would set the costs of finish to time ∗ 36 ∗ (i + 1). However, we only need to take into account
those actions which can actually occur simultaneously. In our example, at most six blocks can
be moved in parallel. Therefore, it is sufficient to set F = 6 ∗ (i + 1) and assign finish cost
time ∗ F = time ∗ 42. Accordingly, the action declarations are modified as follows:
actions :

move(B, L) requires block(B), location(L) costs 1.
finish costs C where C = time ∗ 42.

An optimal plan for the modified planning problem Pδ is:
P = h {move(1, table), move(3, table), move(5, table)},
{move(1, 3), move(2, 4), move(6, 5)}, {finish}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅i

We have costPδ (P ) = 132. Here, we can compute the optimal cost wrt. optimization (δ) by simply
subtracting the cost of finish, i.e. 132 − 3 ∗ 42 = 6, since finish occurs at time point 3.
Consequently, we need a minimum of 6 moves for a shortest plan, which has length 3 − 1 = 2.
And indeed, we have seen that (and how) the optimization problems (α) through (δ) can be
represented in Kc . We remark that the transformations Pβ , Pγ , and Pδ all work under the restrictions
to secure and/or sequential plans as well.
5.2 Traveling Salesperson
As another illustrating example for optimal cost planning, we will now introduce some elaboration
of the Traveling Salesperson Problem.
Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP). We start with the classical Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP), where we have a given set of cities and connections (e.g., roads, airways) of certain costs.
We want to know a most economical round trip which visits all cities exactly once and returns to
the starting point (if such a tour exists). Figure 5 shows an instance representing the capitals of all
Austrian provinces. The dashed line is a flight connection, while all other connections are roads;
each connection is marked with the costs in traveling hours.
brg ... Bregenz
eis ... Eisenstadt
gra ... Graz
ibk ... Innsbruck
kla ... Klagenfurt
lin ... Linz
sbg ... Salzburg
stp ... St. Pölten
vie ... Vienna

lin
sbg

2

2

ibk

5

vie
1

2

2
3
2

2

2
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Figure 5: TSP in Austria
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We represent this in Kc as follows. The background knowledge ΠT SP defines two predicates
city(C) and conn(F, T, C) representing the cities and their connections with associated costs. Connections can be traveled in both ways:
conn(brg, ibk, 2). conn(ibk, sbg, 2). conn(ibk, vie, 5). conn(ibk, kla, 3).
conn(sbg, kla, 2). conn(sbg, gra, 2). conn(sbg, lin, 1). conn(sbg, vie, 3).
conn(kla, gra, 2). conn(lin, stp, 1). conn(lin, vie, 2). conn(lin, gra, 2).
conn(gra, vie, 2). conn(gra, eis, 1). conn(stp, vie, 1). conn(eis, vie, 1).
conn(stp, eis, 2). conn(vie, brg, 1).
conn(B, A, C) :- conn(A, B, C).
city(T) :- conn(T, , ).

A possible encoding of TSP starting in Vienna (vie) is the Kc program in Figure 6. It includes two
actions for traveling from one city to another and for directly returning to the starting point at the
end of the round trip as soon as all cities have been visited.
actions :

travel(X, Y) requires conn(X, Y, C) costs C.
return from(X) requires conn(X, vie, C) costs C.

fluents :

unvisited. end.
in(C) requires city(C).
visited(C) requires city(C).

always :

executable travel(X, Y) if in(X).
nonexecutable travel(X, Y) if visited(Y).
executable return from(X) if in(X).
nonexecutable return from(X) if unvisited.
caused unvisited if city(C), not visited(C).
caused end after return from(X).
caused in(Y) after travel(X, Y).
caused visited(C) if in(C).
inertial visited(C).

noConcurrency.
initially : in(vie).
goal :
end? (9)

Figure 6: Traveling Salesperson
The problem has ten optimal 9-step solutions with cost 15. We show only the first five here, as the
others are symmetrical:
P1 = h {travel(vie, stp)},
{travel(lin, sbg)},
{return from(brg)}
P2 = h {travel(vie, eis)},
{travel(sbg, gra)},
{return from(brg)}
P3 = h {travel(vie, eis)},
{travel(gra, kla)},
{return from(brg)}
P4 = h {travel(vie, lin)},
{travel(gra, kla)},

{travel(stp, eis)},
{travel(sbg, kla)},
i
{travel(eis, stp)},
{travel(gra, kla)},
i
{travel(eis, stp)},
{travel(kla, sbg)},
i
{travel(lin, stp)},
{travel(kla, sbg)},

{travel(eis, gra)}, {travel(gra, lin)},
{travel(kla, ibk)}, {travel(ibk, brg)},
{travel(stp, lin)}, {travel(lin, sbg)},
{travel(kla, ibk)}, {travel(ibk, brg)},
{travel(stp, lin)}, {travel(lin, gra)},
{travel(sbg, ibk)}, {travel(ibk, brg)},
{travel(stp, eis)}, {travel(eis, gra)},
{travel(sbg, ibk)}, {travel(ibk, brg)},
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{return from(brg)}
P5 = h {travel(vie, gra)},
{travel(lin, sbg)},
{return from(brg)}

i
{travel(gra, eis)}, {travel(eis, stp)}, {travel(stp, lin)},
{travel(sbg, kla)}, {travel(kla, ibk)}, {travel(ibk, brg)},
i

TSP with variable costs. Let us now consider an elaboration of TSP, where we assume that
the costs of traveling different connections may change during the trip. Note that three of the
five solutions in our example above include traveling from St.Pölten to Eisenstadt or vice versa on
the second day. Let us now assume that the salesperson, who starts on Monday, has to face some
exceptions which might increase the cost of the trip. For instance, (i) heavy traffic jams are expected
on Tuesdays on the route from St.Pölten to Eisenstadt or (ii) the salesperson shall not use the flight
connection between Vienna and Bregenz on Mondays as only expensive business class tickets are
available on this connection in the beginning of the week. So we have to deal with different costs
for the respective connections depending on the particular day.
To this end, we first add to the background knowledge ΠT SP a new predicate cost(A, B, W, C)
representing the cost C of traveling connection A to B on weekday W which can take exceptional
costs into account:
cost(A, B, W, C) :- conn(A, B, C), #int(W), 0 < W, W <= 7, not ecost(A, B, W).
ecost(A, B, W) :- conn(A, B, C), cost(A, B, W, C1), C != C1.

The original costs in the predicate conn(A, B, C) now represent defaults, which can be overridden
by explicitly adding different costs. For instance, to represent the exceptions (i) and (ii), we add:
cost(stp, eis, 2, 10). cost(vie, brg, 1, 10).

setting the exceptional costs for these two critical connections to 10. Weekdays are coded by integers
from 1 (Monday) to 7 (Sunday). We represent a mapping from time steps to the weekdays by the
following rules which we also add to ΠT SP :
weekday(1, 1).
weekday(D, W) :- D = D1 + 1, W = W1 + 1, weekday(D1, W1), W1 < 7.
weekday(D, 1) :- D = D1 + 1, weekday(D1, 7).

Note that although the modified background knowledge ΠT SP is not stratified (since cost is defined
by cyclic negation), it has a total well-founded model, and thus a unique answer set.
Finally, we change the costs of traveling and returning in the Kc program from Figure 6:
actions :

travel(X, Y) requires conn(X, Y, C1) costs C
where weekday(time, W), cost(X, Y, W, C).
return from(X) requires conn(X, vie, C1) costs C
where weekday(time, W), cost(X, vie, W, C).

Since now the costs for P1 (which includes traveling from St.Pölten to Eisenstadt) on the second
day have increased due to exception (i), only four of the plans from above remain optimal. Note
that unlike the default costs, exceptional costs do not apply bidirectionally, so the exception does
not affect P2 and P3 . Furthermore, due to exception (ii) the symmetrical round trips starting with
the flight trips to Bregenz are no longer optimal.
The presented encoding proves to be very flexible, as it allows for adding arbitrary exceptions
for any connection on any weekday by simply adding the respective facts; moreover, even more
involved scenarios, where exceptions are defined by rules, can be modeled.
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5.3 A Small Example for Planning under Resource Restrictions
Although planning with resources is not the main target of our approach, the following encoding
shows that action costs can also be used in order to model optimization of resource consumption in
some cases. An important resource in real world planning is money. For instance, let us consider a
problem about buying and selling (Lee & Lifschitz, 2001):
“I have $6 in my pocket. A newspaper costs $1 and a magazine costs $3. Do I have
enough money to buy one newspaper and two magazines?”
In Kc , this can be encoded in a very compact way by the following background facts:
item(newspaper, 1). item(magazine, 2).

combined with the following short Kc program:
actions :

buy(Item, Number) requires item(Item, Price), #int(Number)
costs C where C = Number ∗ Price.

fluents :

have(Item, Number) requires item(Item, Price), #int(Number).

always :

executable buy(Item, Number).
nonexecutable buy(Item, N1) if buy(Item, N2), N1 < N2.
caused have(Item, Number) after buy(Item, Number).

goal :

have(newspaper, 1), have(magazines, 2) ? (1)

The action buy is always executable, but one must not buy two different amounts of a certain
item at once. Obviously, no admissible plan wrt. cost 6 exists, as the optimal plan for this problem,
h{buy(newspaper, 1), buy(magazine, 2)} i has cost∗P = 7. Therefore, the answer to the problem
is “no.”
Our approach considers only positive action costs and does not directly allow modeling full
consumer/producer/provider relations on resources in general, in favor of a clear non-ambiguous
definition of optimality. For instance, by allowing negative costs one could always add a producer
action to make an existing plan cheaper, whereas in our approach costs are guaranteed to increase
monotonically, allowing for a clear definition of plan costs and optimality.
On the other hand, we can encode various kinds of resource restrictions by using fluents to represent these resources. We can then model production/consumption as action effects on these fluents
and add restrictions as constraints. This allows us to model even complex resource or scheduling
problems; optimization, however, remains restricted to action costs.

6. Transformation to Logic Programming
In this section, we describe how planning under action costs can be implemented by means of a
transformation to answer set programming. It extends our previous transformation (Eiter et al.,
2003a), which maps ordinary K planning problems to disjunctive logic programs under the answer
set semantics (Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991), and takes advantage of weak constraints, cf. (Buccafurri,
Leone, & Rullo, 1997, 2000), as implemented in the DLV system (Faber & Pfeifer, 1996; Eiter,
Faber, Leone, & Pfeifer, 2000a). In addition, we show how this translation can be adapted to the
language of Smodels (Simons, Niemelä, & Soininen, 2002).
6.1 Disjunctive Logic Programs with Weak Constraints
First, we give a brief review of disjunctive logic programs with weak constraints.
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Syntax

A disjunctive rule (for short, rule) R is a construct
a1 v · · · v an :- b1 , · · · , bk , not bk+1 , · · · , not bm .

(2)

where all ai and bj are classical literals over a function-free first-order alphabet, and n ≥ 0, m ≥
k ≥ 0. The part left (resp. right) of “:-” is the head (resp. body) of R, where “:-” is omitted if
m = 0. We let H(R) = {a1 , . . ., an } be the set of head literals and B(R) = B + (R) ∪ B − (R)
the set of body literals, where B + (R) = {b1 ,. . . , bk } and B − (R) = {bk+1 , . . . , bm }. A (strong)
constraint is a rule with empty head (n = 0).
A weak constraint is a construct
:∼ b1 , · · · , bk , not bk+1 , · · · , not bm . [w :]

(3)

where w is an integer constant or a variable occurring in b1 , . . . , bk and all bi are classical literals.6
B(R) is defined as for (2).
A disjunctive logic program (DLPw ) (simply, program) is a finite set of rules, constraints and
weak constraints; here, superscript w indicates the potential presence of weak constraints.
Semantics The answer sets of a program Π without weak constraints are defined as usual (Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991; Lifschitz, 1996). There is one difference, though: We do not consider
inconsistent answer sets. The answer sets of a program Π with weak constraints are defined by
selection from the answer sets S of the weak-constraint free part Π′ of Π as optimal answer sets.
A weak constraint c of form (3) is violated, if it has an instance for which its conjunction is
satisfied with respect to the candidate answer set S, i.e., there exists a substitution mapping θ from
the variables in c to the Herbrand base of Π such that {b1 θ, · · · , bk θ} ⊆ S and {bk+1 θ, · · · , bm θ}∩
M = ∅; we then call wθ the violation value of c wrt. θ.7 The violation cost of c wrt. S, denoted
costc (S), is the sum of all violation values over all violating substitutions for c wrt. S; the cost of
S, denoted costΠ (S), is then
X
costΠ (S) =
costc (S),
c ∈ weak constraints of Π

i.e., the sum of violation costs of weak constraints in Π wrt. S. An answer set M of Π is now
selected (called an optimal answer set), if costΠ (M ) is minimal over all answer sets of Π.
From (Buccafurri et al., 2000) we know that given a head-cycle-free disjunctive program, deciding whether a query q is true in some optimal answer set is ∆P2 -complete. The respective class for
computing such an answer set is F∆P2 -complete. Together with the results from Section 4 this indicates that translations of optimal planning problems to head-cycle-free disjunctive logic programs
with weak constraints or the language of Smodels are feasible in polynomial time.
6.2 Translating Kc to DLPw
We extend our original transformation lp(P), which naturally maps a K planning problem P into a
weak-constraint free program (Eiter et al., 2003a), to a new translation lpw (P), such that the optimal
answer sets of lpw (P) correspond to the optimal cost plans for the Kc planning problem P.
6. The colon in [w :] stems from the DLV language, which allows to specify a priority layer after the colon. We do not
need priority layers in our translation, but stick to the DLV syntax.
7. A weak constraint c is only admissible, if all possible violation values in all candidate answer sets S are integers.
Thus, if w is a variable, then Π must guarantee that w can only be bound to an integer.
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Basically, in lp(P) fluent and action literals are extended by an additional time parameter, and
executability conditions as well as causations rules are modularly translated (rule by rule) into corresponding program rules and constraints; disjunction is used for guessing the actions which should
be executed in the plan at each point in time.
6.2.1 R EVIEW

OF THE

T RANSLATION lp(P)

The basic steps of the translation from K programs to logic programs are as follows (cf. (Eiter et al.,
2003a) for details):
Step 0 (Macro Expansion):

First, replace all macros in the K program by their definitions.

Step 1 (Background Knowledge): The background knowledge Π of P is already given as a logic
program and is included in lp(P), without further modification.
Step 2 (Auxiliary Predicates):

To represent steps, we add the following facts to lp(P)

time(0)., . . . , time(l). next(0, 1)., . . . , next(l − 1, l).

where l is the plan length of the query q = G?(l) in P at hand.
Step 3 (Causation Rules): Causation rules are mapped to rules in lp(P) by adding type information and extending fluents and actions with a time stamp using time and next. For example,
caused across(X) after cross(X), -across(X).

leads to rule across(X, T1) :- cross(X, T0), -across(X, T0), person(X), next(T0, T1 ).
in lp(P) where T1 , T0 are new variables. Here, type information person(X) for across(X), and
-across(X), taken from the type declaration, is added, which helps to avoid unsafe logic programming rules.
Step 4 (Executability Conditions): Similarly, each executability condition is translated to a disjunctive rule “guessing” whether an action occurs at a certain time step. In our running example,
executable cross(X) if hasLamp(X).

becomes cross(X, T0) ∨ -cross(X, T0) :- hasLamp(X, T0), person(X), next(T0, T1 ).
which encodes a guess whether at time point T0 action cross(X) should happen; again, type information person(X) is added as well as next(T0 , T1 ) to ensure that T0 is not the last time point.
Step 5 (Initial State Constraints): Initial state constraints are transformed like static causation
rules in Step 3, but using the constant 0 instead of the variable T1 and thus need no auxiliary predicate for the time stamp. For instance,
initially : caused -across(X).

becomes, by again adding the type information -across(X, 0) :- person(X).
Step 6 (Goal Query): Finally, the query q:
goal :

g1 (t1 ), . . . , gm (tm ), not gm+1 (tm+1 ), . . . , not gn (tn ) ? (l).

is translated as follows, where goal reached is a new 0-ary predicate symbol:
goal reached :- g1 (t1 , l), . . . , gm (tm , l), not gm+1 (tm+1 , l), . . . , not gn (tn , l).
:- not goal reached.
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6.2.2 E XTENDING

THE

T RANSLATION

TO

ACTION C OSTS

The extended translation lpw (P) for a Kc problem P first includes all rules of lp(Pnc ), where Pnc
results from P by stripping off all cost parts. Furthermore, the following step is added:
Step 7 (Action Costs):

For any action declaration d of form (1) with a nonempty costs-part, add:

(i) A new rule rd of the form

costp (X1 , . . . , Xn , T, Cθ) :- p(X1 , . . . , Xn , T), t1 , . . . , tm ,
c1 θ, . . . , ck θ, U = T + 1.

(4)

where costp is a new symbol, T and U are new variables and θ = {time → U}. As an optimization,
U = T + 1 is only present if U occurs elsewhere in rd .
:∼ costp (X1 , . . . , Xn , T, C). [C :]

(ii) A weak constraint wcd of the form

(5)

For example, the cross action from the Quick Bridge Crossing Problem is translated to
costcross(X, T, WX):- cross(X, T), person(X), walk(X, WX).
:∼ costcross(X, T, WX). [WX :]

As we showed in previous work (Eiter et al., 2003a), the answer sets of lp(P) correspond to
trajectories of optimistic plans for P. The following theorem states a similar correspondence result
for lpw (P) and optimal plans for P. We define, for any consistent set of ground literals S, the sets
ASj = {a(t) | a(t, j − 1) ∈ S, a ∈ σ act } and sSj = {f (t) | f (t, j) ∈ S, f (t) ∈ Lf l }, for all j ≥ 0.
Theorem 6.1 (Answer Set Correspondence) Let P = hPD, qi be a (well-defined) Kc planning
problem, and let lpw (P) be the above program. Then,
(i) for each optimistic plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i of P and supporting trajectory T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i,
hs1 , A2 , s2 i, . . . , hsl−1 , Al , sl ii of P , there exists some answer set S of lpw (P) such that
Aj = ASj for all j = 1, . . . , l, sj = sSj , for all j = 0, . . . , l and costP (P ) = costlpw (P) (S);
(ii) for each answer set S of lpw (P), the sequence P = hA1 , . . . , Al i is a solution of P, i.e., an
optimistic plan, witnessed by the trajectory T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, hs1 , A2 , s2 i, . . . , hsl−1 , Al , sl ii
with costP (P ) = costlpw (P) (S), where Aj = ASj and sk = sSk for all j = 1, . . . , l and
k = 0, . . . , l.
The proof is based on the resp. correspondence result for K (Eiter et al., 2003a). For the details,
we refer to the Appendix.
From this result and the definitions of optimal cost plans and optimal answer sets, we conclude
the following result:
Corollary 6.2 (Optimal answer set correspondence) For any well-defined Kc planning problem
P = hPD, Q ? (l)i, the trajectories T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, . . . , hsl−1 , Al , sl ii of optimal plans P for P
correspond to the optimal answer sets S of lpw (P), such that Aj = ASj for all j = 1, . . . , l and
sj = sSj , for all j = 0, . . . , l.
Proof. For each a ∈ Aj , the weak constraint (5) causes a violation value of costj (a). Furthermore, these are the
P onlyPcost violations. Thus, a candidate answer set S is optimal if and only if
costlpw (P) (S) = lj=1 a∈Aj costj (a) = costP (P ) is minimal, i.e., S corresponds to an optimal
plan.
2
A similar correspondence result also holds for admissible plans:
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Corollary 6.3 (Answer set correspondence for admissible plans) For any well-defined Kc planning problem P = hPD, Q ? (l)i, the trajectories T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, . . . , hsl−1 , Al , sl ii of admissible plans P for P wrt. cost c correspond to the answer sets S of lpw (P) having costlpw (P) (S) ≤ c,
such that Aj = ASj for all j = 1, . . . , l and sj = sSj , for all j = 0, . . . , l.
As for secure planning, we have introduced a technique to check security of an optimistic plan
for certain planning problem instances by means of a logic program (Eiter et al., 2003a). This
method carries over to planning with action costs in a straightforward way, and optimal resp. admissible secure plans can be similarly computed by answer set programming.
6.3 Alternative Translation for Smodels
Apart from the presented translation using weak constraints, one could also choose an alternative
approach for the translation to answer set programming. Smodels (Simons et al., 2002) supports
another extension to pure answer set programming allowing to minimize over sets of predicates.
This approach could be used in an alternative formulation of Step 7:
Step 7a:

For action declarations with nonempty costs-parts, we add a new rule of form
cost(p, X1 , . . . , Xn , 0, . . . , 0, T, Cθ) :- t1 , . . . , tm , c1 θ, . . . , ck θ, U = T + 1.

(6)

similar to Step 7 above, with two differences: (1) action name p is now a parameter, and (2) we add
l − n parameters with constant “0” between Xn and T where l is the maximum arity of all actions in
PD. This is necessary in order to get unique arity l + 2 for predicate cost. Furthermore, we add
occurs(p, X1 , . . . , Xn , 0, . . . , 0, T) :- p(X1 , . . . , Xn , T), t1 , . . . , tm ,.

(7)

This second rule adds the same “0” parameters as for to achieve unique arity l + 1 of the new
predicate occurs. Using Smodels syntax, we can now compute optimal plans by adding
minimize[occurs(A, X1, ..., Xl , T) : cost(A, X1, ..., Xl , T, C) = C].

Note that Smodels does not support disjunction in rule heads, so we also need to modify Step 4,
expressing the action guess via unstratified negation or Smodels’ choice rules.

7. Implementation
We have implemented an experimental prototype system, DLVK , for solving K planning problems (Eiter et al., 2003a). An improved version of this prototype it is now capable of optimal
and admissible planning with respect to the extended syntax of Kc , available for experiments at
http://www.dlvsystem.com/K/ .
DLVK has been realized as a frontend to the DLV system (Faber & Pfeifer, 1996; Eiter et al.,
2000a). First, the planning problem at hand is transformed as described in the previous section.
Then, the DLV kernel is invoked to produce answer sets. For optimistic planning the (optimal, if
action costs are defined) answer sets are then simply translated back into suitable output for the user
and printed.
In case the user specified that secure/conformant planning should be performed, our system has
to check security of the plans computed. In normal (non-optimal) planning, this is simply done by
checking each answer set returned right before transforming it back to user output. In the case of
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optimal secure planning, on the other hand, the candidate answer set generation of the DLV kernel
has to be “intercepted”: The kernel proceeds computing candidate answer sets, returning an answer
set with minimal violation cost value, by running through all candidates. Here, in order to generate
optimal secure plans, the planning frontend interrupts computation, allowing only answer sets which
represent secure plans to be considered as candidates.
Checking plan security is done by rewriting the translated program wrt. the candidate answer
set/plan in order to verify whether the plan is secure. The rewritten “check program” is tested by a
separate invocation of the DLV kernel. As for further details on the system architecture we refer to
(Eiter et al., 2003a)
7.1 Usage
Suppose the background knowledge and the program depicted in Figure 1 with the cost extensions
from Section 3.3 are stored in files crossing.bk and crossing.plan; then, by invoking the
program with the command line
dlv − FPcrossing.plancrossing.bk − planlength = 7

we compute all optimal plans solving this problem in seven steps. In the output we find, after a
supporting trajectory, the following optimal plan:
PLAN : crossTogether(joe, jack) : 2; cross(joe) : 1; takeLamp(william);
crossTogether(william, averell) : 10; takeLamp(jack);
cross(jack) : 2; crossTogether(joe, jack) : 2 COST : 17

For each action, its cost is shown after a colon, if it is non-zero. The switch -planlength=i can
be used to set the plan length; it overrides any plan length given in the query-part of the planing
problem. Using -planlength=5, we get plans with cost 19, as there are no cheaper plans of that
length.
The user is then asked whether to perform the optional security check and whether to look for
further (optimal) plans, respectively. The switch -FPsec can be used instead of -FP to obtain
secure plans only.
The command line option -costbound=N effects the computation of all admissible plans
with respect to cost N . For example, the resource problem described in Section 5.3 can be solved
by the following call to our prototype:
dlv − FPbuying.bkbuying.plan − N = 10 − planlength = 1 − costbound = 6

Correctly, no admissible plan is found. When calling the system again without cost bound, the
prototype calculates the following optimal cost plan:
PLAN : buy(newspaper, 1) : 1, buy(magazine, 2) : 6

COST : 7

The current prototype supports simple bounded integer arithmetics. The option -N=10 used
above sets an upper bound of N = 10 for the integers which may be used in a program; the builtin predicate #int is true for all integers 0 . . . N . Setting N high enough, taking into account
the outcome of built-in arithmetic predicates A = B + C and A = B ∗ C, is important to get
correct results. Further details on the prototype are given on the DLVK web site at http://www.
dlvsystem.com/K/.
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7.2 Experiments
Performance and experimental results for DLVK (without action costs and optimal planning) were
reported in previous work (Eiter et al., 2003a). In this section, we present some encouraging experimental results for planning with action costs, in particular for parallel Blocks World and TSP. All
experiments were performed on a Pentium III 733MHz machine with 256MB of main memory running SuSE Linux 7.2. We set a time limit of 4000 seconds for each tested instance where exceeding
this limit is indicated by “-” in the result tables.
Where possible, we also report results for CCALC and CMBP, two other logic-based planning
systems whose input languages (C+ resp. AR) have capabilities similar to K resp. Kc .
CCALC. The Causal Calculator (CCALC) is a model checker for the languages of causal theories
(McCain & Turner, 1997). It translates programs in the action language C+ into the language of
causal theories which are in turn transformed into SAT problems; these are then solved using a SAT
solver (McCain & Turner, 1998). The current version of CCALC uses mChaff (Moskewicz et al.,
2001) as its default SAT solver. Minimal length plans are generated iteratively increasing the plan
length up to an upper bound. CCALC is written in Prolog. For our tests, we used version 2.04b of
CCALC which we obtained from <URL:http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/tag/cc/
> and a trial version of SICStus Prolog 3.9.1. We used encodings taken from (Lee & Lifschitz,
2001) for parallel Blocks World adapted for CCALC 2.0. These encodings are included in the
current download version of the system. For sequential Blocks World we adapted the encodings
by adding the C+ command “noConcurrency.” which resembles the respective K command. All
results for CCALC include 2.30sec startup time.
CMBP. The Conformant Model Based Planner (CMBP) (Cimatti & Roveri, 2000) is based on the
model checking paradigm and exploits symbolic Boolean function representation techniques such
as Binary Decision Diagrams (Bryant, 1986). CMBP allows for computing sequential minimal
length plans, where the user has to declare an upper bound for the plan length. Its input language
is an extension of AR (Giunchiglia, Kartha, & Lifschitz, 1997). Unlike K or action languages
such as C+ (Lee & Lifschitz, 2001), this language only supports propositional actions. CMBP is
tailored for conformant planning. The results reported complement a previous comparison which
also shows the encoding for sequential Blocks World in CMBP (Eiter et al., 2003a). For our tests,
we used CMBP 1.0, available at <URL:http://sra.itc.it/people/roveri/cmbp/>.
7.2.1 B LOCKS W ORLD
Tables 1–4 show the results for our different Blocks World encodings in Section 5.1 on several
configurations: P0 denotes our simple instance from Figure 3, while P1–P5 are instances used in
previous work (Eiter et al., 2003a; Erdem, 1999).
Table 1 shows the results for finding a shortest sequential plan. The second and third column
show the number of blocks and the length of a shortest plan (i.e., the least number of moves) solving
the respective blocks world instance. The execution time for solving the problem using the shortestplan encoding Pβ in Section 5.1 is shown in column five, using the upper bound shown in the fourth
column on the plan length. Column six shows the execution time for finding the shortest plan in
an incremental plan length search starting from 0, similar to the method used for CCALC. The
remaining two columns show the results for CCALC and CMBP.
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Problem
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

#blocks
6
4
5
8
11
11

min. #moves (=#steps)
5
4
6
8
9
11

upper bound #steps
6
4
7
10
16
16

DLVK

DLVK
inc

0.48s
0.05s
0.24s
25.32s
-

0.29s
0.08s
0.27s
2.33s
8.28s
12.63s

CCALC
4.65s
3.02s
4.02s
10.07s
27.19s
32.27s

CMBP
21.45s
0.13s
8.44s
-

Table 1: Sequential Blocks World - shortest plans

Problem
P0
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

#blocks
6
6
4
5
8
11
11

#steps(fixed)
2
3
3
5
4
5
7

min. #moves
6
5
4
6
9
13
15

DLVK
0.05s
0.09s
0.04s
0.10s
0.21s
0.81s
327s

Table 2: Parallel Blocks World - cheapest plans: Minimal number of moves at fixed plan length (α)

Table 2 shows the execution times for parallel blocks world with fixed plan length where the
number of moves is minimized, i.e. problem (α) in Section 5.1. We used the encoding in Figure 2,
which generates parallel serializable plans. As CCALC and CMBP do not allow for optimizing
other criteria than plan length, we only have results for DLVK here.
Next, Table 3 shows some results for finding a shortest parallel plan, i.e. problem (β) in Section 5.1. First, the minimal possible number of steps is given. We processed each instance (i) using
the encoding Pβ from Section 5.1, (ii) without costs by iteratively increasing the plan length and
(iii) using CCALC, by iteratively increasing the plan length until a plan is found. For every result,
the number of moves of the first plan computed is reported separately. As CMBP only supports
sequential planning, it is not included in this comparison.
Finally, Table 4 shows the results for the combined optimizations (γ) and (δ) for parallel Blocks
World as outlined in Section 5.1. The second column again contains the upper bound for the plan

upper bound
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

6
4
7
10
16
16

min. #steps
2
3
5
4
5
7

DLVK
#moves
6
5
9
-

time
0.52s
0.07s
0.39s
-

DLVK
inc
#moves
6
5
9
12
18
26

time
0.09s
0.08s
0.21s
0.43s
1.54s
3.45s

Table 3: Parallel Blocks World - shortest plan (β)
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CCALC
#moves
time
6
4.05s
4
2.95s
6
3.70s
9
7.69s
13
20.45s
15
23.22s
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(γ)
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

upper bound
6
4
7
10
16
16

steps/moves
3/5
3/4
5/6
5/8
9/9
11/11

(δ)

DLVK

DLVK
inc

38.5s
0.07s
2.08s
-

0.18s
0.11s
0.21s
1.57s
-

CCALC
5.89s
3.47s
5.65s
15.73s
73.64s
167s

steps/moves
2/6
3/4
5/6
4/9
5/13
7/15

DLVK

DLVK
inc

0.26s
0.08s
0.78s
177s
-

0.09s
0.08s
0.28s
0.45s
1.86s
323s

Table 4: Parallel Blocks World - (γ),(δ)

length of the respective instance. The following three columns present the results on finding a
shortest among the cheapest plans, i.e. problem (γ) in Section 5.1:
DLVK refers to the results for our combined minimal encoding Pγ and as described in Section 5.1;
DLVK
inc refers to the results for incrementally searching for the shortest among the cheapest plans:

This is done by means of the -costbound=i command line option taking the minimal
sequential costs (i.e., the shortest sequential plan length as computed in Table 1) as an upper
cost limit. As our encodings compute serializable plans, the minimal sequential length can be
used as cost limit in this special case.
CCALC A similar technique can be used with CCALC when encoding bound costs through “additive fluents” (Lee & Lifschitz, 2001).
Note that the incremental strategy (used by DLVK
inc and CCALC) takes advantage of our specific formulation of the parallel Blocks World problem: In general, when allowing parallel actions
which are not necessarily serializable and have arbitrary costs, the optimal parallel cost might differ
from the optimal sequential solution. In particular, plans which are longer than the cheapest sequential plans (which, in this example, coincide with the shortest sequential plans) may need to be
considered. This makes incremental search for a solution of problem (γ) infeasible in general.
The last test is finding a cheapest among the shortest plans, that is, problem (δ) in Section 5.1.
Again we have tested the integrated encoding with an upper bound (Pδ ) resp. incrementally finding
the shortest plan. Unlike for problem (γ), we cannot derive a fixed cost limit from the sequential
solution here; we really need to optimize costs, which makes an encoding in CCALC infeasible.
Blocks World – Results The Blocks World experiments show that DLVK can solve various optimization tasks in a more effective and flexible way than the systems compared. On the other hand,
as already stated above, for the minimal plan length encodings in Section 5.1, we can only solve
the problems where a tight upper bound for the plan length is known. Iteratively increasing the plan
length is more effective, especially if the upper bound is much higher than the actual optimal solution. This becomes drastically apparent when execution times seem to explode from one instance
to the next, in a highly non-linear manner as in Table 1 where a solution for P3 can be found in
reasonable time whereas P4 and P5 could not be solved within the time limit of 4000 seconds. This
observation is also confirmed in the other tables (instance P5 in Table 2, etc.) and is partly explained
by the behavior of the underlying DLV system, which is not geared towards plan search, and as a
general purpose problem solver uses heuristics which might not work out well in some cases. In
particular, during the answer set generation process in DLV, no distinction is made between actions
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and fluents, which might be useful for planning tasks to control the generation of answer sets resp.
plans; this may be part of further investigations.
Interestingly, CCALC finds “better quality” parallel solutions for problem (β) (cf. Table 3), i.e.
solutions with fewer moves, although it is significantly slower than our system on these instances.
For the incremental encoding of problem (γ), CCALC seems even more effective than our system.
However, CCALC offers no means of optimization; it allows for admissible but not for optimal
planning. This makes our approach more flexible and general. As stated above, we could fortunately
exploit the fixed cost bound in this particular example for CCALC, which is not possible in general
instances of problem (γ).
Problem (γ) is also intuitively harder than simply finding a shortest plan or a cheapest among
all shortest plans in general: While these problems can always be solved incrementally, for (γ) we
must consider all plans of all lengths. A longer plan may be cheaper, so we cannot freeze the plan
length once a (shortest) plan has been incrementally found.
7.2.2 TSP
Some experimental results on TSP with variable costs are reported in Tables 5 and 6. Unlike for
blocks world, no comparable systems were available; none of the systems from above supports cost
optimal planning as needed for solving this problem. Here, the plan length is always given by the
number of cities.
Table 5 shows the results for our TSP instance on the Austrian province capitals as in Figure 5
(nine cities, 18 connections), with and without the exceptional costs as in Section 5.2 (with and without subscript exc in the table). Further instances reported in this table with different cost exceptions
(we, lwe, rnd) are described below.
Results for some bigger TSP instances, given by the capitals of the 15 members of the European
Union (EU) with varying connection graphs and exceptional costs are shown in Table 6. We have
used the flight distances (km) between the cities as connection costs. Instances TSPEU 1–TSPEU 6
have been generated by randomly choosing a given number of connections from all possible connections between the 15 cities. Note that TSPEU 1 has no solution; the time reported here is until
DLVK terminated, and for all other instances until the first optimal plan was found.
We have also tested some instances of more practical relevance than simply randomly choosing
connections: TSPEU 7 is an instance where we have taken the flight connections of three carriers
(namely, Star Alliance, Alitalia, and Luxair), and in TSPEU 8 we have included only direct connections of at most 1500km. Such a “capital hopping” is of interest for a small airplane with limited
range, for instance.
For each instance in Tables 5–6 we have measured the execution time:
• without exceptional costs,
• with 50% costs for all connections on Saturdays and Sundays (weekends, we)
• with 50% costs for all connections on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays (long weekends, lwe),
• for some random cost exceptions (rnd): We have added a number of randomly generated exceptions with costs between 0 and 10 for TSPAustria and between 0 and 3000 for the instances
EU1 to EU8.
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Instance
TSPAustria
TSPAustria,exc
TSPAustria,we
TSPAustria,lwe
TSPAustria,rnd
TSPAustria,rnd
TSPAustria,rnd
TSPAustria,rnd

#cost exceptions
0
2
36
54
10
50
100
200

cost/time
15/0.31s
15/0.32s
12/0.34s
11/0.35s
14/0.30s
15/0.31s
23/0.35s
36/0.37s

Table 5: TSP – Results for TSPAustria with varying exceptions

Instance
TSPEU 1
TSPEU 1,we
TSPEU 1,lwe
TSPEU 1,rnd
TSPEU 1,rnd
TSPEU 1,rnd
TSPEU 1,rnd
TSPEU 2
TSPEU 2,we
TSPEU 2,lwe
TSPEU 2,rnd
TSPEU 2,rnd
TSPEU 2,rnd
TSPEU 2,rnd
TSPEU 3
TSPEU 3,we
TSPEU 3,lwe
TSPEU 3,rnd
TSPEU 3,rnd
TSPEU 3,rnd
TSPEU 3,rnd
TSPEU 4
TSPEU 4,we
TSPEU 4,lwe
TSPEU 4,rnd
TSPEU 4,rnd
TSPEU 4,rnd
TSPEU 4,rnd
TSPEU 5
TSPEU 5,we
TSPEU 5,lwe
TSPEU 5,rnd
TSPEU 5,rnd
TSPEU 5,rnd
TSPEU 5,rnd
TSPEU 5,rnd

#conn.
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

#except.
0
60
90
100
200
300
400
0
60
90
100
200
300
400
0
70
105
100
200
300
400
0
70
105
100
200
300
400
0
80
120
100
200
300
400
500

cost/time
-/9.11s
-/11.93s
-/13.82s
-/11.52s
-/12.79s
-/14.64s
-/16.26s
16213/13.27s
13195/16.41s
11738/18.53s
15190/15.54s
13433/16.31s
13829/18.34s
13895/20.59s
18576/24.11s
15689/28.02s
14589/30.39s
19410/26.75s
22055/29.64s
18354/31.54s
17285/32.66s
16533/36.63s
12747/41.72s
11812/43.12s
15553/39.17s
13216/41.19s
16413/43.51s
13782/45.69s
15716/91.83s
12875/97.73s
12009/100.14s
13146/85.69s
12162/83.44s
12074/76.81s
12226/82.97s
13212/82.53s

Instance
TSPEU 6
TSPEU 6,we
TSPEU 6,lwe
TSPEU 6,rnd
TSPEU 6,rnd
TSPEU 6,rnd
TSPEU 6,rnd
TSPEU 6,rnd
TSPEU 7
TSPEU 7,we
TSPEU 7,lwe
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 7,rnd
TSPEU 8
TSPEU 8,we
TSPEU 8,lwe
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd
TSPEU 8,rnd

#conn.
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

#except.
0
80
120
100
200
300
400
500
0
110
165
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
0
128
192
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

cost/time
17483/142.7s
14336/150.3s
13244/154.7s
15630/142.5s
14258/137.2s
11754/120.5s
11695/111.4s
12976/120.8s
15022/102.6s
12917/112.2s
11498/116.2s
13990/104.2s
12461/100.8s
13838/106.9s
12251/96.58s
16103/109.2s
14890/110.3s
17070/110.7s
10858/3872s
9035/3685s
8340/3324s
10283/2603s
9926/1372s
10028/1621s
8133/597.7s
8770/573.3s
8220/360.7s
6787/324.6s
11597/509.5s

Table 6: TSP – Various instances for the capitals of the 15 EU members
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TSP – Results Instance TSPEU 8 shows the limits of our system: the given data allows for many
possible tours, so finding an optimal one gets very tricky. On the other hand, a realistic instance like
TSPEU 7 with real airline connections is solved rather quickly, which is not very surprising: Most
airlines have a central airport (for instance Vienna for Austrian Airlines) and few direct connections
between the destinations served. This allows for much fewer candidate answer sets, when (as in
reality) the number of airlines we consider is limited. E.g., TSPEU 7 has no solution at all if only
two out of Star Alliance, Alitalia, and Luxair are allowed. Of course, we cannot compete with
dedicated TSP solvers/algorithms, which are able to solve much bigger TSP instances and have not
been considered here. However, to our knowledge, none of these solvers can deal with features such
as incomplete knowledge, defaults, time dependent exceptional costs, etc. directly. Our results even
show that execution times are stable yet in case of many exceptions. In contrast, instance TSPEU 8
shows that exceptions can also cause a significant speedup. This is due to the heuristics used by the
underlying DLV system, which can single out better solutions faster if costs are not spread evenly
like in TSPEU 8 without exceptional costs.
Note that, we have also experimented with the alternative Smodels translation sketched in Section 6.3. We refrain from detailed discussion here, since the (i) translation is optimized for DLV and
Smodels performance was worse (around factor 10 for the tested TSP instances) than DLV and (ii)
there is no integrated planning frontend available for Smodels providing a high-level planning language. Nevertheless, we have shown that our approach can, with minor modifications, be adopted
in a planning system based on Smodels.

8. Related Work
In the last years, it has been widely recognized that plan length alone is only one criterion to be
optimized in planning. Several attempts have been made to extend planners to also consider action
costs.
The PYRRHUS system (Williams & Hanks, 1994) is an extension of UCPOP planning which
allows for optimal planning with resources and durations. Domain-dependent knowledge can be
added to direct the heuristic search. A “utility model” has to be defined for a planning problem
which can be used to express an optimization function. This system supports a language extension
of ADL (Pednault, 1989), which is a predecessor of PDDL (Ghallab et al., 1998). The algorithm is
a synthesis of branch-and-bound optimization with a least-commitment, plan-space planner.
Other approaches based on heuristic search include the use of an A* strategy together with
action costs in the heuristics (Ephrati, Pollack, & Mihlstein, 1996) and work by Refanidis and
Vlahavas who use multi-criteria heuristics to obtain near-optimal plans, considering multiple criteria
apart from plan length alone (Refanidis & Vlahavas, 2001). However, the described heuristics is not
fully admissible, and only guarantees optimal plans under certain restrictions (Haslum & Geffner,
2000). In fact, most heuristic state-space planners are not able to guarantee optimality.
A powerful approach has been suggested by Nareyek, who describes planning with resources
as a structural constraint satisfaction problem (SCSP), and then solves that problem by local search
combined with global control. However, this work promotes the inclusion of domain-dependent
knowledge; the general problem has an unlimited search space, and no declarative high-level language is provided (Nareyek, 2001).
Among other related approaches, Kautz and Walser generalize the “Planning as Satisfiability”
approach to use integer optimization techniques for encoding optimal planning under resource pro57
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duction/consumption (Kautz & Walser, 1999). First, they recall that integer logic programming
generalizes SAT, as a SAT formula can be translated to a system of inequalities. Second, they extend effects and preconditions of actions similar to a STRIPS extension proposed by Koehler for
modeling resource consumption/production (Koehler, 1998). Kautz and Walser allow for arbitrary
optimization functions but they use a non-declarative, low-level representation based on the algebraic modeling language AMPL (Fourer, Gay, & Kernighan, 1993). They mention that Koehler’s
STRIPS-like formalization can be mapped to their approach. However, they can not express nondeterminism or incomplete knowledge. There is an implementation of this approach called ILPPLAN, which uses the AMPL package (http://www.ampl.com/). Unfortunately, AMPL is
not freely available, so we could not compare the system with our approach experimentally.
Lee and Lifschitz describe the extension C+ of the action language C which allows for an intuitive encoding of resources and costs by means of so called “additive fluents” (Lee & Lifschitz,
2001). This way admissible planning can be realized, but optimization has not been considered in
that framework so far. An implementation of a planner based on this language is CCALC (McCain,
1999) which has already been described in the previous section. Another implementation of a planning system based on the action language C is Cplan (Giunchiglia, 2000; Ferraris & Giunchiglia,
2000). The Cplan system mainly focuses on conformant planning and does not support the advanced
features of C+. Furthermore, the code is no longer maintained.
Son and Pontelli propose to translate action language B to prioritized default theory and answer
set programming. They allow to express preferences between actions and rules at the object level
in an interpreter but not as a part of the input language (Son & Pontelli, 2002). However, these
preferences are orthogonal to our approach as they model qualitative preferences as opposed to our
overall value function of plans/trajectories.

9. Conclusion and Outlook
This work continues a research stream which pursues the usage of answer set programming for
building planning systems which offer declarative planning languages based on action languages,
where planning tasks are specified at a high level of abstraction (Lifschitz, 1999a, 1999b). For
representation of practical planning problems, such languages must have high expressiveness and
provide convenient constructs and language elements.
Towards this goal, we have presented the planning language Kc , which extends the declarative
planning language K (Eiter et al., 2000b, 2003a) by action costs which are taken into account for
generating optimal plans, i.e., plans that have least total execution cost, and for admissible plans
wrt. a given cost bound, i.e., plans whose total execution cost stays within a given limit. As a basis
for implementation issues, we have investigated the computational complexity of the major planning tasks in this language, where we have derived complexity results sharply characterizing their
computational cost. Furthermore, we have presented a transformation of optimal and admissible
planning problems in Kc to logic programming under the optimal answer set semantics (Buccafurri
et al., 1997, 2000), and we have described the DLVK prototype implemented on top of the KR tool
DLV, which computes this semantics.
As we have shown, Kc allows for the representation of intricate planning problems. In particular,
we have demonstrated this for a variant of the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP), which could
be conveniently specified in Kc . A strength of Kc is that, via the underlying language K, states of
knowledge, i.e., incomplete states, can be suitably respected in secure plans, i.e., conformant plans
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which work under all circumstances, including nondeterministic action effects. Kc is a flexible
language which, by exploiting time-dependent action costs, allows for the representation of planning
under various optimality criteria such as cheapest plans, shortest plans, and combinations thereof.
Our experiments have shown that various instances of the problems we considered, including
realistic instances of the TSP variant, could be decently solved. On the other hand, the current
version of DLVK does not scale to large problem instances in general, and, unsurprisingly, can not
compete with high-end planning tools or specialized algorithms for a particular problem such as
TSP. We do not see this as a shortcoming, though, since our main goal at this point was to demonstrate the usefulness of the expressive capabilities of our formalism to easily represent non-trivial
planning and optimization tasks, which are especially involved from the viewpoint of knowledge
representation. In this way, non-trivial instances of such problems of medium size (which one may
often encounter) can be solved with little effort.
Several issues remain for further work. As for the implementation, performance improvements
may be gained via improvements of the underlying DLV engine, which are subject of current work.
Furthermore, alternative, more efficient transformations of Kc to logic programming might be researched, e.g. ones that involve preprocessing of the planning problem performing means-end analysis to simplify the logic program constructed.
Another issue is further language extensions. For example, a crucial difference between our
approach and resource-based approaches is that the former hinges on action costs, while the latter
build on fluent values, which is a somewhat different view of the quality of a plan. A possible way to
encompass this in our language is to allow that dynamic fluent values contribute to action costs; this
needs to be carefully elaborated, though: While for deterministic planning under complete knowledge this extension is straightforward, in non-deterministic domains with incomplete knowledge it
would possibly result in ambiguities. Different trajectories of the same plan possibly yield different
costs when fluent values contribute to action costs. In favor of an intuitive definition of plan costs
and optimality we refrained from this extension at the current state.
A further possible extension are negative action costs, which are useful for modeling producer/consumer relations among actions and resources. Allowing for different priorities among
actions, i.e., different cost levels, would increase the flexibility and allow for optimizing different
criteria at once. Finally, the duration of actions is an important issue. In the current language, the
effects of actions are assumed to materialize in the next state. While by coding techniques, we
may express delayed effects over several states in time and/or interleaving actions, constructs in the
language would be desirable. Investigating these issues is part of our ongoing and future work.
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Appendix A. The Language K
This appendix contains, in shortened form, the definition of the language K and a translation of K
to answer set programs; see (Eiter et al., 2003b, 2003a) for more details and examples.
A.1 Basic Syntax
We assume σ act , σ f l , and σ typ disjoint sets of action, fluent and type names, respectively, i.e.,
predicate symbols of arity ≥ 0, and disjoint sets σ con and σ var of constant and variable symbols.
Here, σ f l , σ act describe dynamic knowledge and σ typ describes static background knowledge. An
action (resp. fluent, type) atom is of form p(t1 , . . . , tn ), where p ∈ σ act (resp. σ f l , σ typ ) has arity n
and t1 , . . . , tn ∈ σ con ∪ σ var . An action (resp. fluent, type) literal l is an action (resp. fluent, type)
atom a or its negation ¬a, where “¬” (alternatively, “–”) is the true negation symbol. We define
¬.l = a if l = ¬a and ¬.l = ¬a if l = a, where a is an atom. A set L of literals is consistent, if
L ∩ ¬.L = ∅. Furthermore, L+ (resp. L− ) is the set of positive (resp. negative) literals in L. The
set of all action (resp. fluent, type) literals is denoted as Lact (resp. Lf l , Ltyp ). Furthermore, Lf l,typ
+
= Lf l ∪ Ltyp , Ldyn = Lf l ∪ L+
act , and L = Lf l,typ ∪ Lact .
All actions and fluents must be declared using statements as follows.
Definition A.1 (action, fluent declaration) An action (resp. fluent) declaration, is of the form:
p(X1 , . . . , Xn ) requires t1 , . . . , tm

(8)

+
var where n ≥ 0 is the arity of p, t , . . . , t ∈
where p ∈ L+
1
m
act (resp. p ∈ Lf l ), X1 , . . . , Xn ∈ σ
Ltyp , m ≥ 0, and every Xi occurs in t1 , . . . , tm .

If m = 0, the keyword requires may be omitted. Causation rules specify dependencies of
fluents on other fluents and actions.
Definition A.2 (causation rule) A causation rule (rule, for short) is an expression of the form
caused f if b1 , . . . , bk , not bk+1 , . . . , not bl after a1 , . . . , am , not am+1 , . . . , not an

(9)

where f ∈ Lf l ∪{false}, b1 , . . . , bl ∈ Lf l,typ , a1 , . . . , an L, l ≥ k ≥ 0, and n ≥ m ≥ 0.
Rules where n = 0 are static rules, all others dynamic rules. When l = 0 (resp. n = 0), “if” (resp.
“after”) is omitted; if both l = n = 0, “caused” is optional.
We access parts of a causation rule r by h(r) = {f }, post+ (r) = {b1 , . . . , bk }, post− (r) =
{bk+1 , . . . , bl }, pre+ (r) = {a1 , . . . , am }, pre− (r) = {am+1 , . . . , an }, and lit(r) = {f, b1 , . . . , bl ,
a1 , . . . , an }. Intuitively, pre(r) = pre+ (r) ∪ pre− (r) (resp. post(r) = post+ (r) ∪ post− (r))
accesses the state before (resp. after) some action(s) happen.
Special static rules may be specified for the initial states.
Definition A.3 (initial state constraint) An initial state constraint is a static rule of the form (9)
preceded by “initially.”
The language K allows conditional execution of actions, where several alternative executability
conditions may be specified.
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Definition A.4 (executability condition) An executability condition e is an expression of the form
executable a if b1 , . . . , bk , not bk+1 , . . . , not bl

(10)

where a ∈ L+
act and b1 , . . . , bl ∈ L, and l ≥ k ≥ 0.
If l = 0 (i.e., executability is unconditional), “if” is skipped. The parts of e are accessed by h(e) =
{a}, pre+ (e) = {b1 , . . . , bk }, pre− (e) = {bk+1 , . . . , bl }, and lit(e) = {a, b1 , . . . , bl }. Intuitively,
pre(e) = pre+ (e) ∪ pre− (e) refers to the state at which some action’s suitability is evaluated. The
state after action execution is not involved; for convenience, we define post+ (e) = post− (e) = ∅.
All causal rules and executability conditions must satisfy the following condition, which is
similar to safety in logic programs: Each variable in a default-negated type literal must also occur in
some literal which is not a default-negated type literal. No safety is requested for variables appearing
in other literals. The reason is that variables appearing in fluent and action literals are implicitly safe
by the respective type declarations.
Notation. For any causal rule, initial state constraint, and executability condition r and ν ∈ {post, pre, b},
we define ν(r) = ν + (r) ∪ ν − (r), where bs (r) = posts (r) ∪ pres (r).
A.1.1 P LANNING D OMAINS

AND

P LANNING P ROBLEMS

Definition A.5 (action description, planning domain) An action description hD, Ri consists of a
finite set D of action and fluent declarations and a finite set R of safe causation rules, safe initial
state constraints, and safe executability conditions which do not contain positive cyclic dependencies among actions. A K planning domain is a pair PD = hΠ, ADi, where Π is a disjunction-free
normal Datalog program (the background knowledge) which is safe and has a total well-founded
model (cf. (van Gelder, Ross, & Schlipf, 1991))8 and AD is an action description. We call PD
positive, if no default negation occurs in AD.
Definition A.6 (planning problem) A planning problem P = hPD, qi is a pair of a planning domain PD and a query q, i.e.,
g1 , . . . , gm , not gm+1 , . . . , not gn ? (i)

(11)

where g1 , . . . , gn ∈ Lf l are variable-free, n ≥ m ≥ 0, and i ≥ 0 denotes the plan length.
A.2 Semantics
We start with the preliminary definition of the typed instantiation of a planning domain. This is
similar to the grounding of a logic program, with the difference being that only correctly typed
fluent and action literals are generated.
Let PD = hΠ, hD, Rii be a planning domain, and let M be the (unique) answer set of Π (Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991). Then, θ(p(X1 , . . . , Xn )) is a legal action (resp. fluent) instance of an action (resp. fluent) declaration d ∈ D of the form (8), if θ is a substitution defined over X1 , . . . , Xn
such that {θ(t1 ), . . . , θ(tm )} ⊆ M . By LPD we denote the set of all legal action and fluent instances. The instantiation of a planning domain respecting type information is as follows.
8. A total well-founded model, if existing, corresponds to the unique answer set of a datalog program. Allowing for
multiple answer sets of Π would eventually lead to ambiguities in our language.
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Definition A.7 (typed instantiation) For any planning domain PD = hΠ, hD, Rii, its typed instantiation is given by PD↓ = hΠ↓, hD, R↓ii, where Π↓ is the grounding of Π (over σ con ) and
R↓ = {θ(r) | r ∈ R, θ ∈ Θr }, where Θr is the set of all substitutions θ of the variables in r using
σ con , such that lit(θ(r)) ∩ Ldyn ⊆ LPD ∪ (¬.LPD ∩ L−
f l ).
In other words, in PD↓ we replace Π and R by their ground versions, but keep of the latter only
rules where the atoms of all fluent and action literals agree with their declarations. We say that a
PD = hΠ, hD, Rii is ground, if Π and R are ground, and moreover that it is well-typed, if PD and
PD↓ coincide.
A.2.1 S TATES

AND

T RANSITIONS

Definition A.8 (state, state transition) A state w.r.t a planning domain PD is any consistent set
s ⊆ Lf l ∩ (lit(PD) ∪ lit(PD)− ) of legal fluent instances and their negations. A state transition
is any tuple t = hs, A, s′ i where s, s′ are states and A ⊆ Lact ∩ lit(PD) is a set of legal action
instances in PD.
Observe that a state does not necessarily contain either f or ¬f for each legal instance f of a
fluent, and may even be empty (s = ∅). State transitions are not constrained; this will be done in the
definition of legal state transitions below. We proceed in analogy to the definition of answer sets
(Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991), considering first positive (i.e., involving a positive planning domain)
and then general planning problems.
In what follows, we assume that PD = hΠ, hD, Rii is a well-typed ground planning domain
and that M is the unique answer set of Π. For any other PD, the respective concepts are defined
through its typed grounding PD↓.
Definition A.9 (legal initial state) A state s0 is a legal initial state for a positive PD, if s0 is the
least set (w.r.t. ⊆) such that post(c) ⊆ s0 ∪ M implies h(c) ⊆ s0 , for all initial state constraints
and static rules c ∈ R.
For a positive PD and a state s, a set A ⊆ L+
act is called executable action set w.r.t. s, if for each
a ∈ A there exists an executability condition e ∈ R such that h(e) = {a}, pre+ (e)∩Lf l,typ ⊆ s∪M ,
+
−
pre+ (e)∩L+
act ⊆ A, and pre (e)∩(Lact ∪s∪M ) = ∅. Note that this definition allows for modeling
dependent actions, i.e. actions which depend on the execution of other actions.
Definition A.10 (legal state transition) Given a positive PD, a state transition t = hs, A, s′ i is
called legal, if A is an executable action set w.r.t. s and s′ is the minimal consistent set that satisfies
all causation rules w.r.t. s ∪ A ∪ M . That is, for every causation rule r ∈ R, if (i) post(r) ⊆ s′ ∪ M ,
(ii) pre(r) ∩ Lf l,typ ⊆ s ∪ M , and (iii) pre(r) ∩ Lact ⊆ A all hold, then h(r) 6= {false} and
h(r) ⊆ s′ .
This is now extended to general a well-typed ground PD containing default negation using a
Gelfond-Lifschitz type reduction to a positive planning domain (Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991).
Definition A.11 (reduction) Let PD be a ground and well-typed planning domain, and let t =
hs, A, s′ i be a state transition. Then, the reduction PD t = hΠ, hD, Rt ii of PD by t is the planning
domain where Rt is obtained from R by deleting
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1. each r ∈ R, where either post− (r)∩(s′ ∪ M ) 6= ∅ or pre− (r)∩(s∪A∪M ) 6= ∅, and
2. all default literals not L (L ∈ L) from the remaining r ∈ R.
Note that PD t is positive and ground. We extend further definitions as follows.
Definition A.12 (legal initial state, executable action set, legal state transition) For any planning
domain PD, a state s0 is a legal initial state, if s0 is a legal initial state for PD h∅,∅,s0 i ; a set A is an
executable action set w.r.t. a state s, if A is executable w.r.t. s in PD hs,A,∅i ; and, a state transition
t = hs, A, s′ i is legal, if it is legal in PD t .
A.2.2 P LANS
Definition A.13 (trajectory) A sequence of state transitions T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, hs1 , A2 , s2 i, . . .,
hsn−1 , An , sn ii, n ≥ 0, is a trajectory for PD, if s0 is a legal initial state of PD and all hsi−1 , Ai , si i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, are legal state transitions of PD.
If n = 0, then T = hi is empty and has s0 associated explicitly.
Definition A.14 (optimistic plan) A sequence of action sets hA1 , . . . , Ai i, i ≥ 0, is an optimistic
plan for a planning problem P = hPD, qi, if a trajectory T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, hs1 , A2 , s2 i, . . . ,
hsi−1 , Ai , si ii exists in PD which accomplishes the goal, i.e., {g1 , . . . gm } ⊆ si and {gm+1 , . . . , gn }∩
si = ∅.
Optimistic plans amount to “plans”, “valid plans” etc as defined in the literature. The term
“optimistic” should stress the credulous view in this definition, with respect to incomplete fluent
information and nondeterministic action effects. In such cases, the execution of an optimistic plan
P might fail to reach the goal. We thus resort to secure plans.
Definition A.15 (secure plans (alias conformant plans)) An optimistic plan hA1 , . . . , An i is a secure plan, if for every legal initial state s0 and trajectory T = hhs0 , A1 , s1 i, . . . , hsj−1 , Aj , sj ii such
that 0 ≤ j ≤ n, it holds that (i) if j = n then T accomplishes the goal, and (ii) if j < n, then Aj+1
is executable in sj w.r.t. PD, i.e., some legal transition hsj , Aj+1 , sj+1 i exists.
Note that plans admit in general the concurrent execution of actions. We call a plan hA1 , . . . , An i
sequential (or non-concurrent), if |Aj | ≤ 1, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
A.3 Macros
K includes several macros as shorthands for frequently used concepts. Let a ∈ L+
act denote an
action atom, f ∈ Lf l a fluent literal, B a (possibly empty) sequence b1 , . . . , bk , not bk+1 , . . . ,
not bl where each bi ∈ Lf l,typ , i = 1, . . . , l, and A a (possibly empty) sequence a1 , . . . , am ,
not am+1 , . . . , not an where each aj ∈ L, j = 1, . . . , n.
Inertia To allow for an easy representation of fluent inertia, K provides
inertial f if B after A.

Defaults

⇔

caused f if not ¬.f, B after f, A.

A default value of a fluent can be expressed by the shortcut
default f.

⇔

caused f if not ¬.f.

It is in effect unless some other causation rule provides evidence to the opposite value.
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Totality

For reasoning under incomplete, but total knowledge K provides (f positive):
total f if B after A.

⇔

caused f if not −f, B after A.
caused −f if not f, B after A.

This is is for instance useful to model non-deterministic action effects. For a discussion of the
full impact of this statement in modeling planning under incomplete knowledge and non-determinism,
we refer to our previous paper on the language K (Eiter et al., 2003b).
State Integrity

For integrity constraints that refer to the preceding state, K provides
forbidden B after A.

Non-executability

⇔

caused false if B after A.

For specifying that some action is not executable, K provides

nonexecutable a if B.

⇔

caused false after a, B.

By this definition, nonexecutable overrides executable in case of conflicts.
Sequential Plans To exclude simultaneous execution of actions, K provides
noConcurrency.

⇔

caused false after a1 , a2 .

where a1 and a2 range over all possible actions such that a1 , a2 ∈ LPD ∩ Lact and a1 6= a2 .
In all macros, “if B” (resp. “after A”) can be omitted, if B (resp. A) is empty.

Appendix B. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 4.4: Membership (i): The problems are in NP resp. NPMV, since if l is polynomial in the size of P, any optimistic plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i for P with a supporting trajectory
T = ht1 , . . . , ti i for P can be guessed and, by Proposition 4.1, verified in polynomial time. Furthermore, costP (P ) ≤ b can be efficiently checked, since costP (P ) is easily computed (all costs
are constants).
Hardness (i): K is a fragment of Kc , and each K planning problem can be viewed as the problem
of deciding the existence of resp. finding an admissible plan wrt. cost 0. As was previously shown
(Eiter et al., 2003b), deciding existence of an optimistic plan for a given K planning problem is
NP-hard for fixed plan length l; hence, it is also NP-hard for Kc .
We show that finding an optimistic plan is hard for NPMV by a reduction from the well-known
SAT problem, cf. (Papadimitriou, 1994), whose instances are CNFs φ = c1 ∧· · ·∧ck of clauses ci =
Li,1 ∨ · · · ∨ Li,mi , where each Li,j is a classical literal over propositional atoms X = {x1 , . . . , xn }.
Consider the following planning domain PDφ for φ:
fluents :
actions :

x1 . . . . xn . state0. state1.
c1 costs 1. . . . ck costs 1.
ax1 . . . . axn .
initially : total x1 . . . . total xn .
caused state0.
always :
caused state1 after state0.
executable c1 after ¬.L1,1 , . . . , ¬.L1,m1 .
forbidden after ¬.L1,1 , . . . , ¬.L1,m1 , not c1 .
···
executable ck after ¬.Lk,1 , . . . , ¬.Lk,mk .
forbidden after ¬.Lk,1 , . . . , ¬.Lk,mk , not ck .
executable ax1 after x1 . forbidden after x1 , not ax1 .
···
executable axn after xn . forbidden after xn , not axn .
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The fluents xi and state0 and the total statements in the initially-section encode the candidate truth assignments. The subsequent statements force cj to be executed iff the corresponding
clause is violated by the truth assignment encoded in the initial state. The final pairs of executable
and forbidden statements force actions axi to be executed iff the corresponding fluents xi hold.
This is because it is necessary to directly extract the computed truth assignments from the plan,
since we are dealing with a function class. The fluent state1 identifies the state at time 1.
Consider now the planning problem Pφ = hPDφ , state1?(1)i. Clearly, each optimistic plan
P for P corresponds to a truth assignment σP of X and vice versa, and costPφ (P ) is the number
of clauses violated by σP . Thus, the admissible optimistic plans for Pφ wrt. cost 0 correspond 1-1
to the satisfying assignments of φ. Clearly, constructing Pφ from φ is efficiently possible, as is
constructing a satisfying truth assignment σ from a corresponding plan P (because of the actions
axi ). This concludes the hardness proof.
Membership (ii): Since the security of each optimistic plan admissible wrt. cost k can be checked,
by Proposition 4.1, with a call to a ΠP2 -oracle, membership in ΣP3 resp. in ΣP3 MV follows by
analogous considerations as in (i) (where no oracle was needed).
Hardness (ii): For the decision variant, ΣP3 -hardness is again immediately inherited from the ΣP3 completeness of deciding the existence of a secure plan of a problem in the language K, with
hardness even for fixed plan length (Eiter et al., 2003b). For the plan computation variant, we give
a reduction from the following ΣP3 MV-complete problem: An instance I is an open QBF
Q[Z] = ∀X∃Y Φ[X, Y, Z]
where X = x1 , . . . , xl , Y = y1 , . . . , ym , and Z = z1 , . . . , zn , respectively, and Φ[X, Y, Z] is
(w.l.o.g.) a 3CNF formula over X, Y , and Z. The solutions S(I) are all truth assignments over Z
for which Q[Z] is satisfied.
Suppose that Φ[X, Y, Z] = c1 ∧ . . . ∧ ck where ci = ci,1 ∨ ci,2 ∨ ci,3 . Now consider the following
planning domain PDQ[Z] for Q[Z], which is a variant of the planning domain given in the proof of
Theorem 5.5 in (Eiter et al., 2003b):
fluents :
x1 . . . . xl . y1 . . . . ym . z1 . . . . zn . state0. state1.
actions :
az1 costs 0. . . . azn costs 0.
initially : total x1 . . . . total xl .
caused state0.
always :
caused state1 after state0.
executable az1 . executable az2 . . . . executable azn .
caused x1 after x1 . caused − x1 after − x1 .
···
caused xl after xl . caused − xl after − xl .
total y1 after state0. . . . total ym after state0.
caused z1 after az1 . caused − z1 after not az1 .
···
caused zn after azn . caused − zn after not azn .
forbidden ¬.C1,1 , ¬.C1,2 , ¬.C1,3 after state0.
···
forbidden ¬.Ck,1 , ¬.Ck,2 , ¬.Ck,3 after state0.
|X|

There are 2|X| many legal initial states s1 , . . . , s2 for PDQ[Z] , which correspond 1-1 to the
possible truth assignments to X and all these initial states contain state0. Starting from any initial
state si , executing a set of actions represents a truth assignment to the variables in Z. Since all
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actions are always executable, there are 2|Z| executable action sets A1 , . . . , A2|Z| , which represent
all truth assignments to Z.
|Y |
For each pair si and Aj there exist 2|Y | many successor state candidates si,1 , . . . , si,2 , which
contain fluents according to the truth assignment to X represented by si , fluents according to the
truth assignment to Z represented by Aj , and fluents according to a truth assignment to Y , and the
fluent state1. Of these candidate states, only those satisfying all clauses in Φ[X, Y, Z] are legal,
by virtue of the forbidden statements.
It is not hard to see that an optimistic plan of form P = hA1 i (where A1 ⊆ {azi | zi ∈ Z}) for
the goal state1 exists wrt. PDQ[Z] iff there is an assignment to all variables in X ∪ Y ∪ Z such
that the formula Φ[X, Y, Z] is satisfied. Furthermore, P is secure iff A1 represents an assignment
to the variables in Z such that, regardless of which assignment to the variables in X is chosen
(corresponding to a legal initial state si ), there is some assignment to the variables in Y such that all
clauses of Φ[X, Y, Z] are satisfied (i.e., there is at least one state si,k reachable from si by executing
A1 ); any such si,k contains state1. In other words, P is secure iff Φ[X, Y, Z] is true. Thus, the
admissible secure plans of PDQ[Z] wrt. cost 0, correspond 1-1 with the assignments to Z for which
Q[Z] is true.
Since PDQ[Z] is constructible from Φ[X, Y, Z] in polynomial time, it follows that computing a
2
secure plan for P = hPDQ[Z] , qi, where q = state1 ? (1), is ΣP3 MV-hard.
Proof of Theorem 4.5: Membership (i): Concerning membership, by performing a binary search
on the range [0, max] (where max is an upper bound on the plan costs for a plan of polynomial
length l given by l times the sum of all action costs) we can find out the least integer v such that
any optimistic plan P for P which is admissible wrt. cost v exists (if any optimistic plan exists);
clearly, we have costP (P ) = v and cost∗P = v, and thus any such plan P is optimal. Since max
is single exponential in the representation size of P, the binary search, and thus computing cost∗P ,
is, by Theorem 4.4, feasible in polynomial time with an NP oracle. Subsequently, we can construct
an optimistic plan P such that costP (P ) = cost∗P by extending a partial plan Pi = hA1 , . . . , Ai i,
i = 0, . . . , l − 1 step by step as follows. Let A = {a1 , . . . , am } be the set of all legal action
instances. We initialize Bi+1 := A and ask the oracle whether Pi can be completed to an optimistic
plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i admissible wrt. cost∗P such that Ai+1 ⊆ (Bi+1 \ {a1 }). If the answer is
yes, then we update Bi+1 := Bi+1 \ {a1 }, else we leave Bi+1 unchanged. We then repeat this test
for aj , j = 2, 3, . . . , m; the resulting Bi+1 is an action set such that Pi+1 = hA1 , . . . , Ai , Ai+1 i
where Ai+1 = Bi+1 can be completed to an optimistic plan admissible wrt. cost∗P . Thus, Ai+1 is
polynomial-time constructible with an NP oracle.
In summary, we can construct an optimal optimistic plan in polynomial time with an NP oracle.
Thus, the problem is in F∆P2 .
Hardness (i): We show hardness for plan length l = 1 by a reduction from problem MAX WEIGHT
SAT (Papadimitriou, 1994), where an instance is a SAT instance φ = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck as in the proof
of Theorem 4.4.(i), plus positive integer weightsP
wi , where i = 1, . . . , k. Then, S(I) contains those
truth assignments σ of X for which wsat (σ) = i : ci σ=true wi is maximal.
To that end, we take the planning domain PDφ as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 and modify the
cost of ci to wi , for i = 1, . . . , k, thus constructing a new planning domain PDI . Consider now the
planning problem PI = hPDI , state1?(1)i. Since the actions cj are the only actions with nonzero
cost, any plan (corresponding toP
a truth assignment σ) will be
P associated with the sum of weights
of violated clauses, wvio (σ) = ( ki=1 wi ) − wsat (σ). Since ki=1 wi is constant for I, minimizing
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wvio (σ) is equivalent to maximizing wsat (σ). Hence, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
optimal optimistic plans of PI (for which wvio (σ) is minimal) and maximal truth assignments for I.
Furthermore, computing PI from I and extracting a MAX-WEIGHT SAT solution from an optimal
plan P is efficiently possible. This proves F∆P2 -hardness.
Membership (ii): The proof is similar to the membership proof of (i), but uses an oracle which asks
for completion of a partial secure plan Pi = hA1 , . . . , Ai i to a secure plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i such
that Ai+1 ⊆ (Bi+1 \ {aj }) and P is admissible wrt. cost∗P , rather than of a partial optimistic plan.
This oracle is, as easily seen, in ΣP3 . Thus, computing an optimal secure plan is in F∆P4 .
Hardness (ii): We show hardness by a reduction from the following problem, which is F∆P4 complete (cf. (Krentel, 1992)): Given an open QBF Q[Z] = ∀X∃Y Φ[X, Y, Z] like in the proof
of Theorem 4.4.(ii), compute the lexicographically first truth assignment of Z for which Q[Z] is
satisfied.
This can be accomplished by changing the cost of each action azi in PDQ[Z] from 0 to 2n−i ,
i = 1, . . . , n. Let PD ′ [Q[Z]] be the resulting planning domain. Since the cost of azi (i.e., assigning
zi the value true) is greater than the sum of the costs of all azj for i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, an optimal
secure plan for the planning problem hPD ′ [Q[Z]], state1 ? (1)i amounts to the lexicographically
first truth assignment for Z such that Q[Z] is satisfied. Thus, F∆P4 -hardness of the problem follows.
2
Proof of Theorem 6.1: We prove the result by applying the well-known Splitting Set Theorem for
logic programs (Lifschitz & Turner, 1994). This theorem applies to logic programs π that can be
split into two parts such that one of them, the “bottom” part, does not refer to predicates defined in
the “top” part at all. The answer sets of the “bottom” part can then be extended to the answer sets
of the whole program by looking at the remaining (“top”) rules. Informally, a splitting set of π is
a set U of ground literals defining the “bottom” part bU (π) of a program. Each answer set Sb of
bU (π) can then be used to reduce the remaining rules π \ bU (π) to a program eU (π \ bU (π), Sb )
involving only classical literals which do not occur in bU (π), by evaluating the literals from bU (π)
wrt. Sb . For each answer set Se of eU (π \ bU (π), Sb ), the set S = Sb ∪ Se then is an answer set of
the original program.
Disregarding weak constraints, we can split the program lpw (P) into a bottom part consisting
of lp(Pnc ), where Pnc is P with the cost information stripped off, and a top part containing the
remaining rules; we then derive the correspondence between optimistic plans for P and answer sets
of lpw (P) from a similar correspondence result for lp(Pnc ) (Eiter et al., 2003a).
In detail, Theorem 3.1 in (Eiter et al., 2003a) states for any K-planning problem P a correspondence between the answer sets S of lp(P) and supporting trajectories T of optimistic plans
P = hA1 , . . . , Al i as in items (i) and (ii), with costs discarded. Thus, any answer set S ′ of lp(Pnc )
corresponds to some trajectory T ′ of an optimistic plan P ′ for Pnc and vice versa.
In what follows, when talking about lp(Pnc ) and lpw (P), we mean the respective grounded
logic programs. lpw (P) augments lp(Pnc ) by rules (4) and weak constraints (5). Let now U =
lit(lp(Pnc )) be the set of all literals occurring in lp(Pnc ). Clearly, U splits lpw (P) as defined in
(Lifschitz & Turner, 1994), where we disregard weak constraints in lpw (P), since the rules of form
(4) introduce only new head literals. Consequently, we get bU (lpw (P)) = lp(Pnc ). Then, for any
answer set S ′ of lp(Pnc ), each rule in eU (lpw (P) \ bU (lpw (P)), S ′ ) is of the form
costa (x1 , . . . , xn , t, c) :- Body.
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From the fact that all these rules are positive, we can conclude that with respect to the split by U ,
any answer set S ′ of lp(Pnc ) induces a unique answer set S ⊇ S ′ of lpw (P). Therefore, modulo
costs, a correspondence between supporting trajectories T and candidate answer sets S as claimed
follows directly from Theorem 3.1 in (Eiter et al., 2003a).
It remains to prove that costP (P ) = costlpw (P) (S) holds for all candidate answer sets S corresponding to an optimistic plan P = hA1 , . . . , Al i for P. By the correspondence shown above,
any action p(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Aj corresponds to exactly one atom p(x1 , . . . , xn , j − 1) ∈ ASj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Therefore, if p(x1 , . . . , xn ) is declared with a non-empty cost part, by (4) and
well-definedness, modulo x1 , . . . , xn , there is exactly one fact costp (x1 , . . . , xn , j − 1, c) in the
model of eU (lpw (P) \ bU (lpw (P)), S).
Furthermore, by definition of (4), we have that c = costj (p(x1 , . . . , xn )), i.e., the cost of action
instance p(x1 , . . . , xn ) at time j. Consequently,
Pl the
P violation value of the weak constraint wc of
w
form (5) for p in lp (P) is costwc (S) =
j=1
p(x1 ,...,xn )∈Aj costj (p(x1 , . . . , xn )). Since all
violation values stem from weak constraints (5), in total we have costlpw (P) (S) = costP (P ). This
proves the result.
2
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Abstract
The performance of anytime algorithms can be improved by simultaneously solving
several instances of algorithm-problem pairs. These pairs may include different instances
of a problem (such as starting from a different initial state), different algorithms (if several
alternatives exist), or several runs of the same algorithm (for non-deterministic algorithms).
In this paper we present a methodology for designing an optimal scheduling policy based
on the statistical characteristics of the algorithms involved. We formally analyze the case
where the processes share resources (a single-processor model), and provide an algorithm
for optimal scheduling. We analyze, theoretically and empirically, the behavior of our
scheduling algorithm for various distribution types. Finally, we present empirical results of
applying our scheduling algorithm to the Latin Square problem.

1. Introduction
Assume that our task is to learn a concept with a predefined success rate, measured on a
given test set. Assume that we can use two alternative learning algorithms, one which learns
fast but requires some preprocessing, and another which works more slowly but requires no
preprocessing. Can we possibly benefit from using both learning algorithms in parallel to
solve one learning task on a single-processor machine?
Another area of application is that of constraint satisfaction problems. Assume that
a student tries to decide between two elective courses by trying to schedule each of them
with the set of her compulsory courses. Should the student try to solve the two sets of
constraints sequentially or should the two computations be somehow interleaved?
Assume now that a crawler searches for a specific page in a site. If we had more than one
starting point, the process could be speeded up by simultaneous application of the crawler
from a few (or all) of them. However, what would be the optimal strategy if the bandwidth
were restricted?
What do the above examples have in common?
• There are potential benefits to be gained from the uncertainty in the amount of
resources that will be required to solve more than one instance of the algorithmproblem pair. We can use different algorithms (in the first example) and different
problems (in the last two examples). For non-deterministic algorithms, we can also
use different runs of the same algorithm.
c
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• Each process is executed with the purpose of satisfying a given goal predicate. The
task is considered accomplished when one of the runs succeeds.
• If the goal predicate is satisfied at time t ∗ , then it is also satisfied at any time t > t ∗ .
This property is equivalent to utility monotonicity of anytime algorithms (Dean &
Boddy, 1988; Horvitz, 1987), where solution quality is restricted to Boolean values.
Our objective is to provide a schedule that minimizes the expected cost, possibly under
some constraints (for example, processes may share resources). Such problem definition is
typical for rational-bounded reasoning (Simon, 1982; Russell & Wefald, 1991). This problem
resembles those faced by contract algorithms (Russell & Zilberstein, 1991; Zilberstein, 1993).
There, given the allocated resources, the task is to construct an algorithm providing a
solution of the highest quality. In our case, given quality requirements, the task is to
construct an algorithm that solves the problem using minimal resources.
There are several research works that deal with similar problems. Simple parallelization,
with no information exchange between the processes, may speed up the process due to
high diversity in solution times. For example, Knight (1993) showed that using many
reactive agents employing RTA* search (Korf, 1990) is more beneficial than using a single
deliberative agent. Another example is the work of Yokoo and Kitamura (1996), who used
several search agents in parallel, with agent rearrangement after preallotted periods of time.
Janakiram, Agrawal, and Mehrotra (1988) showed that for many common distributions of
solution time, simple parallelization leads to at most linear speedup. One exception is the
family of heavy-tailed distributions (Gomes, Selman, & Kautz, 1998) for which it is possible
to obtain superlinear speedup by simple parallelization.
A superlinear speedup can also be obtained when we have access to the internal structure
of the processes involved. For example, Clearwater, Hogg, and Huberman (1992) reported
superlinear speedup for cryptarithmetic problems as a result of information exchange between the processes. Another example is the works of Kumar and Rao (Rao & Kumar,
1987; Kumar & Rao, 1987; Rao & Kumar, 1993), devoted to parallelizing standard search
algorithms, where superlinear speedup is obtained by dividing the search space.
An interesting domain-independent approach is based on “portfolio” construction (Huberman, Lukose, & Hogg, 1997; Gomes & Selman, 1997). In this approach, a different
amount of resources is allotted to each process. This can reduce both expected resource
consumption and its variance.
In the case of non-deterministic algorithms, another way to benefit from solution time
diversity is to restart the same algorithm in attempt to switch to a better trajectory. Such
a framework was analyzed in detail by Luby, Sinclair, and Zuckerman (1993) for the case of
a single processor and by Luby and Ertel (1994) for the multiprocessor case. In particular,
it was proven that for a single processor, the optimal strategy is to periodically restart the
algorithm after a constant amount of time until the solution is found. This strategy was
successfully applied to combinatorial search problems by Gomes, Selman, and Kautz (1998).
There are several settings, however, where the restart strategy is not optimal. If the
goal is to schedule a number of runs of a single non-deterministic algorithm, such that
this number is limited due to the nature of the problem (for example, robotic search),
the restart strategy is applicable but not optimal. A special case of the above settings is
scheduling a number of runs of a deterministic algorithm with a finite set of available initial
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configurations (inputs). Finally, the case where the goal is to schedule a set of algorithms
different from each other is out of the scope of the restart strategy.
The goal of this research is to develop a methodology for designing an optimal scheduling
policy for any number of instances of algorithm-problem pairs, where the algorithms can
be either deterministic or non-deterministic. We present a formal framework for scheduling parallel anytime algorithms for the case where the processes share resources (a singleprocessor model), based on the statistical characteristics of the algorithms involved. The
framework assumes that we know the probability of the goal condition to be satisfied as a
function of time (a performance profile (Simon, 1955; Boddy & Dean, 1994) restricted to
Boolean quality values). We analyze the properties of optimal schedules for the suspendresume model, where allocation of resources is performed on mutual exclusion basis, and
show that in most cases an extension of the framework to intensity control, where resources
may be allocated simultaneously and proportionately to multiple demands, does not yield
better schedules. We also present an algorithm for building optimal schedules. Finally, we
demonstrate experimental results for the optimal schedules.

2. Motivation
Before starting the formal discussion, we would like to illustrate how different scheduling
strategies can affect the performance of a system of two search processes. The first example
has a very simple setup which allows us to perform a full analysis. In the second example,
we show quantitative results for a real CSP problem.
2.1 Scheduling DFS Search Processes
Assume DFS with random tie-breaking is applied to a simple search space shown in Figure 1,
but that only two runs of the algorithm are allowed 1 . There is a very large number of
paths to the goal, half of them of length 10, quarter of them of length 40, and quarter of
them of length 160. When one of the processes finds the solution, the task is considered
accomplished.
10
40
10
160

A

B
10
40
10
160

Figure 1: A simple search task: two DFS-based agents search for a path from A to B. Scheduling
the processes may reduce costs.
1. Such a limit can follow, for example, from physical constraints, such as for the problem of robotic search.
For unlimited number of runs the optimal results would be provided by the restart strategy.
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We consider a single-processor system, where the two processes cannot run simultaneously. Let us denote the processes by A 1 and A2 , and by L1 and L2 the actual path lengths
for A1 and A2 respectively for the particular run.
The application of a single processes (without loss of generality, A 1 ) gives us the expected
execution time of 1/2 × 10 + 1/4 × 40 + 1/4 × 160 = 55, as is shown in Figure 2.
t
@
1/2
L1 = 10, cost = 10

@

@

t
1/2

L1 = 40, cost = 40 t

1/2
@

@
@t L1 6= 10
@
@
1/2
@
@
@
@t

L1 = 160, cost = 160

Figure 2: Path lengths, probabilities and costs for running a single process
We can improve the performance by simulating a simultaneous execution of two processes. For this purpose, we allow each of the processes to expand a single node, and to
switch to the other process (without loss of generality, A 1 starts first). In this case, the
expected execution time is 1/2 × 19 + 1/4 × 20 + 1/8 × 79 + 1/16 × 80 + 1/16 × 319 = 49.3125,
as is shown in Figure 3.
Finally, if we know the distribution of path lengths, we can allow A 1 to open 10 nodes;
if A1 fails, we can stop it and allow A2 to open 10 nodes; if A2 fails as well, we can allow
A1 to open the next 30 nodes, and so forth. In this scenario, A 1 and A2 switch after 10
and 40 nodes (if both processes fail to find a solution after 40 nodes, it is guaranteed to be
found by A1 after 160 nodes). This scheme is shown in Figure 4, and the expected time is
1/2 × 10 + 1/4 × 20 + 1/8 × 50 + 1/16 × 80 + 1/16 × 200 = 33.75.
2.2 The Latin Square Example
The task in the Latin Square problem is to place N symbols on an N × N square such
that each symbol appears only once in each row and each column. An example is shown in
Figure 5.
A more interesting problem arises when the square is partially filled. The problem in
this case may be solvable (see the left side of Figure 6) or unsolvable (see the right side
of Figure 6). The problem of satisfiability of a partially filled Latin Square is a typical
constraint-satisfaction problem. We consider a slight variation of this task. Let us assume
that two partially filled squares are available, and we need to decide whether at least one of
them is solvable. We assume that we are allocated a single processor. We attempt to speed
up the time of finding a solution by starting to solve the two problems from two different
initial configurations in parallel.
Each of the processes employs a deterministic heuristic DFS with the First-Fail heuristic (Gomes & Selman, 1997). We consider 10%-filled 20 × 20 Latin Squares. The behavior
of a single process measured on a set of 50,000 randomly generated samples is shown in
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Figure 3: Path lengths, probabilities and costs for simulating a simultaneous execution
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Figure 4: Path lengths, probabilities and costs for the interleaved execution
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Figure 6: An example of solvable (to the left) and unsolvable (to the right) prefilled 5 × 5 Latin
Squares.

Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the probability of finding a solution as a function of the number
of search steps, and Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding distribution density. Assume that
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Figure 7: The behavior of DFS with the First-Fail heuristic on 10%-filled 20 × 20 Latin Squares.
(a) The probability of finding a solution as a function of the number of search steps;
(b) The corresponding distribution density.

each run is limited to 25,000 search steps (only 88.6% of the problems are solvable under this
condition). If we apply the algorithm only on one of the available two initial configurations,
the average number of search steps is 3777. If we run two processes in parallel (alternating
after each step), we obtain a result of 1358 steps. If we allow a single switch at the optimal
point (an analogue of the restart technique (Luby et al., 1993; Gomes et al., 1998) for two
processes), we get 1376 steps on average (the optimal point is after 1311 steps). Finally, if
we interleave the processes, switching at the points corresponding to 679, 3072, and 10208
of total steps, the average number of steps is 1177. The above results were averaged over a
test set of 25,000 pairs of initial configurations.
The last sequence of switch points is an optimal schedule for the process with behavior
described by the graphs in Figure 7. In the rest of the paper we present an algorithm for
deriving such optimal schedules.
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3. A Framework for Parallelization Scheduling
In this section we formalize the intuitive description of parallelization scheduling. The first
part of this framework is similar to our framework presented in (Finkelstein & Markovitch,
2001).
Let S be a set of states, t be a time variable with non-negative real values, and A be a
random process such that each realization (trajectory) A(t) of A represents a mapping from
R+ to S. Let X0 be a random variable defined over S. Since an algorithm Alg starting
from an initial state S0 corresponds to a single trajectory (for deterministic algorithms), or
to a set of trajectories with an associated distribution (for non-deterministic algorithms),
the pair hX0 , Algi, where X0 stands for the initial state, can be viewed as a random process.
Drawing a trajectory for such a process corresponds, without loss of generality, to a twostep procedure: first an initial state S 0 is drawn for X0 , and then a trajectory A(t) starting
from S0 is drawn for Alg. Thus, the source of randomness is either the randomness of the
initial state, or the randomness of the algorithm (which can come from the algorithm itself
or from the environment), or both.
Let S ∗ ⊆ S be a designated set of states, and G : S → {0, 1} be the characteristic
function of S ∗ called the goal predicate. The behavior of a trajectory A(t) of A with respect
cA (t). We say
to the goal predicate G can be written as G(A(t)), which we denote by G
cA (t) is a non-decreasing function for each
that A is monotonic over G if and only if G
cA (t) is a step function with at most
trajectory A(t) of A. Under the above assumptions G
one discontinuity point.
Let A be monotonic over G. From the definitions above we can see that the behavior
of G for each trajectory A(t) of A can be described by a single point b
tA,G , the first point
cA (t) = 1}. If G
cA (t) is always 0,
after which the goal predicate is true, i.e, b
tA,G = inf t {t|G
b
we say that tA,G is not defined. Therefore, we can define a random variable, which for each
trajectory A(t) of A with b
tA,G defined, corresponds to b
tA,G . The behavior of this variable
can be described by its distribution function F (t). At the points where F (t) is differentiable,
we use the probability density f (t) = F 0 (t).
It is important to note that in practice not every trajectory of A leads to the goal
predicate satisfaction even after infinitely large time. That means that the set of the trajectories where b
tA,G is undefined is not necessarily of measure zero. That is why we define
the probability of success p as the probability of A(t) to have b
tA,G defined2 . For the Latin
Square example described in Section 2.2, the probability of success is 0.886, and the graphs
in Figure 7 correspond to pF (t) and pf (t).
Assume now that we have a system of n random processes A 1 , . . . An with corresponding distribution functions F1 , . . . , Fn and goal predicates G1 , . . . , Gn . If the distribution
functions Fi and Fj are identical, we refer to Ai and Aj as F -equivalent.
We define a schedule of the system as a set of binary functions {θ i }, where at each
moment t, the i-th process is active if θ i (t) = 1 and idle otherwise. We refer to this scheme
as suspend-resume scheduling. A possible generalization of this framework is to extend
the suspend/resume control to a more refined mechanism that allows us to determine the
2. Another way to express the possibility that a process will not reach a goal state is to use F (t) that
approach 1 − p when t → ∞. We prefer to use p explicitly because the distribution function must meet
the requirement limt→∞ F (t) = 1.
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intensity with which each process acts. For software processes, this means varying the
fraction of CPU utilization; for tasks like robot navigation this implies changing the speed
of the robots. Mathematically, using intensity control is equivalent to replacing the binary
functions θi (t) with continuous functions with a range between zero and one 3 .
Note that scheduling makes the term time ambiguous. On one hand, we have the
subjective time for each process, consumed only when the process is active. This kind of
time corresponds to some resource consumed by the process. On the other hand, we have
an objective time measured from the point of view of an external observer. The distribution
function Fi (t) of each process is defined over its subjective time, while the cost function (see
below) may use both kinds of times. Since we are using several processes, all the formulas
in this paper are based on the objective time.
Let us denote by σi (t) the total time that process i has been active before t. By
definition,
Z
t

θi (x)dx.

σi (t) =

(1)

0

In practice σi (t) provides the mapping from the objective time t to the subjective time of
the i-th process, and we refer to these functions as subjective schedule functions. Since θ i
can be obtained from σi by differentiation, we often describe schedules by {σ i } instead of
{θi }.
The processes {Ai } with goal predicates {Gi } running under schedules {σi }Wresult in
a new process A, with a goal predicate G. G is the disjunction of G i (G(t) = i Gi (t)),
and therefore A is monotonic over G. We denote the distribution function of the corresponding random variable by Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ), and the corresponding distribution density
by fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ).
Assume that we are given a monotonic non-decreasing cost function u(t, t 1 , . . . , tn ), which
depends on the objective time t and the subjective times per process t i . We also assume
that u(0, t1 , . . . , tn ) = 0. Since the subjective times can be calculated by σ i (t), we actually
have u = u(t, σ1 (t), . . . , σn (t)).
The expected cost of schedule {σi } can be expressed, therefore, as4
Z +∞
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
u(t, σ1 , . . . , σn )fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn )dt
(2)
0

(for the sake of readability, we omit t in σ i (t)). Under the suspend-resume model assumptions, σi must be differentiable (except for a countable set of process switch points) and
have derivatives of 0 or 1 that would ensure correct values for θ i . Under intensity control
assumptions, the derivatives of σi must lie between 0 and 1.
We consider two alternative setups for resource sharing between the processes:
1. The processes share resources on a mutual exclusion basis. That means that exactly
one process can be active at each moment, and the processes will be active one after
another until the goal is reached by one of them. In this case the sum of derivatives
3. A special case of such a setup using constant intensities was described by Huberman, Lukose, and
Hogg (1997).
4. The generalization to the case where the probability of success p is not 1 is considered at the end of the
next section.
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of σi is always one5 . The case of shared resources corresponds to the case of several
processes running on a single processor.
2. The processes are fully independent: there are no additional constraints on σ i . This
case corresponds to n independent processes running on n processors.
Our goal is to find a schedule which minimizes the expected cost (2) under the corresponding
constraints. The current paper is devoted to the case of shared processes. The case of
independent resources was studied in (Finkelstein, Markovitch, & Rivlin, 2002).
The scheduled algorithms considered in this framework can be viewed as anytime algorithms. The behavior of anytime algorithms is usually characterized by their performance
profile – the expected quality of the algorithm output as a function of the alloted resources.
The goal predicate G can be viewed as a quality function with two possible values, and thus
the distribution function F (t) meets the definition of performance profile, where time plays
the role of resource.

4. Suspend-Resume Based Scheduling
In this section we consider the case of suspend-resume based control (σ i are continuous
functions with derivatives 0 or 1).
Claim 1 The expressions for the goal-time distribution F n (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) and the expected
cost Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) are as follows6 :
Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = 1 −
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

0

+∞

u0t

+

n
Y
i=1

n
X

(1 − Fi (σi )),

(3)

n
Y

(4)

σi0 u0σi

i=1

!

i=1

(1 − Fi (σi ))dt.

Proof: Let ti be the time it would take the i-th process to meet the goal if acted alone
(if the process fails to reach the goal, we consider t i = ∞). Let t∗ be the time it takes
the system of n processes to reach the goal. In this case, t ∗ is distributed according to
Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ), and ti are distributed according to Fi (t). Thus, because the processes,
given a schedule, are independent, we obtain
Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = P (t∗ ≤ t) = 1 − P (t∗ > t) = 1 − P (t1 > σ1 (t)) × . . . × P (tn > σn (t)) =
n
Y
(1 − Fi (σi (t))),
1 − (1 − F1 (σ1 (t))) × . . . × (1 − Fn (σn (t))) = 1 −
i=1

which corresponds to (3). Since F (t) is a distribution over time, we assume F (t) = 0 for
t ≤ 0.
5. This fact is obvious for the case of suspend-resume control, and for intensity control it is reflected in
Lemma 3.
6. u0t and u0σi stand for partial derivatives of u by t and by σi respectively.
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The average cost function will therefore be
Z +∞
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
u(t, σ1 , . . . , σn )fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn )dt =
0
Z +∞
−
u(t, σ1 , . . . , σn )d(1 − Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn )) =
0

− u(t, σ1 , . . . , σn )(1 −

Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ))|∞
0

+

Z

+∞

0

n

du(t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) Y
(1 − Fi (σi ))dt.
dt
i=1

Since u(0, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = 0 and Fn (∞, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = 1, the first term in the last expression
is 0. Besides, since the full derivative of u by t can be written as
n

X
du(t, σ1 , . . . , σn )
σi0 u0σi ,
= u0t +
dt
i=1

we obtain
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

+∞

u0t +

0

n
X
i=1

σi0 u0σi

!

n
Y
i=1

(1 − Fi (σi ))dt,

which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Note that in the case of σi (t) = t and Fi (t) = F (t) for all i (parallel application of n
F -equivalent processes), we obtain the formula presented in (Janakiram et al., 1988), i.e.,
Fn (t) = 1 − (1 − F (t))n .
In the rest of this section we show a formal solution (necessary conditions and an algorithm) for the framework with shared resources. We start with two processes and present
the formulas and the algorithm, and then generalize the solution for an arbitrary number
of processes. For the case of two processes, we only assume that u is differentiable.
For the more elaborated setup of n processes, we assume that the total cost is a linear
combination of the objective time and all the subjective times, and the subjective times are
of the same weight:
n
X
σi (t).
(5)
u(t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = at + b
i=1

Since time is consumed if and only if there is an active process, and the trivial case where
all the processes are idle may be ignored, we obtain (without loss of generality)
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

0

n
∞Y

(1 − Fj (σj ))dt → min .

(6)

j=1

This assumption is made to keep the expressions more readable. The solution process
remains the same for the general form of u.
4.1 Necessary Conditions for an Optimal Solution for Two Processes
Let A1 and A2 be two processes sharing a resource. While working, one process locks
the resource, and the other is necessarily idle. We can show that such dependency yields
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a strong constraint on the behavior of the process, allowing the building of an effective
algorithm for solving the minimization problem.
For the suspend-resume model, therefore, only two states of the system are possible:
A1 is active and A2 is idle (S1 ); and A1 is idle and A2 is active (S2 ). We ignore the
case where both processes are idle, since removing such a state from the schedule will not
increase the cost. Therefore, the system continuously alternates between the two states:
S1 → S2 → S1 → S2 → . . .. We call the time interval corresponding to each pair hS 1 , S2 i
a phase and denote phase k by Φk . If we denote the process switch points by t i , the phase
Φk corresponds to [t2k−2 , t2k ]. See Figure 8 for an illustration.
t
s 2k−3

S2

Φk−1

s

t2k−2

t2k−1
s

S1

S2

Φk

s

t2k t2k+1
s
S1
S2
Φk+1

t
s 2k+2
S1

t2k+3
s
Φk+2

Figure 8: Notations for times, states and phases for two processes
By this scheme, A1 is active in the intervals [t0 , t1 ], [t2 , t3 ], . . . , [t2k , t2k+1 ], . . . , and
A2 is active in the intervals [t1 , t2 ], [t3 , t4 ], . . . , [t2k+1 , t2k+2 ], . . . .
Let us denote by ζ2k−1 the total time that A1 has been active before t2k−1 , and by
ζ2k the total time that A2 has been active before t2k . By phase definition, ζ2k−1 and ζ2k
correspond to the cumulative time spent in phases 1 to k in states S 1 and S2 respectively.
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the sequences ζ i and ti :
ζi + ζi+1 = ti+1 .

(7)

Moreover, by definition of ζi we have
σ1 (t2k−1 ) = σ1 (t2k ) = ζ2k−1 ,
σ2 (t2k ) = σ2 (t2k+1 ) = ζ2k .

(8)

Under the process switch scheme as defined above, the subjective schedule functions σ 1
and σ2 in time intervals [t2k , t2k+1 ] (state S1 of phase Φk+1 ) have the form
σ1 (t) = t − t2k + σ1 (t2k ) = t − t2k + ζ2k−1 = t − ζ2k ,
σ2 (t) = σ2 (t2k ) = ζ2k .

(9)

Similarly, in the intervals [t2k+1 , t2k+2 ] (state S2 of phase Φk+1 ), the subjective schedule
functions are defined as
σ1 (t) = σ1 (t2k+1 ) = ζ2k+1 ,
σ2 (t) = t − t2k+1 + σ2 (t2k+1 ) = t − t2k+1 + ζ2k = t − ζ2k+1 .
Let us denote
v(t1 , t2 ) = u0t (t1 + t2 , t1 , t2 ) + u0σ1 (t1 + t2 , t1 , t2 ) + u0σ2 (t1 + t2 , t1 , t2 )
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and
vi (t1 , t2 ) = u0t (t1 + t2 , t1 , t2 ) + u0σi (t1 + t2 , t1 , t2 ).
To provide an optimal solution for the suspend/resume model, we may split (4) to phases
Φk and write it as
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

∞ Z
X

t2k

k=1 t2k−2

v(σ1 , σ2 )(1 − F1 (σ1 ))(1 − F2 (σ2 ))dt.

(11)

The last expression may be rewritten as
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
∞ Z t2k+1
X
v(σ1 , σ2 )(1 − F1 (σ1 ))(1 − F2 (σ2 ))dt+
k=0 t2k
∞ Z t2k+2
X
k=0 t2k+1

(12)

v(σ1 , σ2 )(1 − F1 (σ1 ))(1 − F2 (σ2 ))dt.

Using (9) on interval [t2k , t2k+1 ], performing substitution x = t − ζ2k , and using (7), we
obtain
Z

t2k+1

t2k
Z t2k+1

v(σ1 , σ2 )(1 − F1 (σ1 ))(1 − F2 (σ2 ))dt =

v1 (t
t2k
Z t2k+1 −ζ2k
t2k −ζ2k
Z ζ2k+1
ζ2k−1

− ζ2k , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (t − ζ2k ))(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))dt =

(13)

v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))dx =

v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))dx.

Similarly, for the interval [t2k+1 , t2k+2 ] we have
Z

t2k+2

t2k+1
Z t2k+2

v(σ1 , σ2 )(1 − F1 (σ1 ))(1 − F2 (σ2 ))dt =

v2 (ζ2k+1 , t
t2k+1
Z t2k+2 −ζ2k+1
t2k+1 −ζ2k+1
Z ζ2k+2
ζ2k

− ζ2k+1 )(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))(1 − F2 (t − ζ2k+1 ))dt =

v2 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))(1 − F2 (x))dx =

v2 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))(1 − F2 (x))dx.
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Substituting (13) and (14) into (12), we obtain a new form for the minimization problem:
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn ) =
"
Z
∞
X
(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))
k=0

(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))

Z

ζ2k+1
ζ2k−1

v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx +

ζ2k+2

ζ2k

(15)



v2 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F2 (x))dx → min

(for the sake of generality, we assume ζ −1 = 0).
The minimization problem (15) is equivalent to the original problem (4), and the dependency between their solutions is described by (9) and (10). The only constraint for the new
problem follows from the fact that the processes are alternating for non-negative periods of
time:

ζ0 = 0 < ζ2 ≤ . . . ≤ ζ2n ≤ . . .
(16)
ζ1 < ζ3 ≤ . . . ≤ ζ2n+1 ≤ . . .
The expression (15) reaches its optimal values either when
dEu
= 0 for k = 1, . . . , n, . . . ,
dζk

(17)

or on the border described by (16). However, for two processes we can, without loss of
generality, ignore the border case. Indeed, assume that ζ i = ζi+2 for some i > 1 (one of the
processes skips its turn). We can construct a new schedule by removing ζ i+1 and ζi+2 :
ζ1 , . . . , ζi−1 , ζi , ζi+3 , ζi+4 , ζi+5 , . . .
It is easy to see that the process described by this schedule is exactly the same process as
described by the original one, but the singularity point has been removed.
Thus, at each step the time spent by the processes is determined by (17). We can see
that ζ2k appears in three subsequent terms of E u (σ1 , . . . , σn ):

. . . + (1 − F1 (ζ2k−1 ))
(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))

Z

ζ2k+1

Z

ζ2k
ζ2k−2

v2 (ζ2k−1 , x)(1 − F2 (x))dx+

v1 (x, ζ2k )(1
ζ2k−1
Z ζ2k+2

(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))

ζ2k

− F1 (x))dx+

v2 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F2 (x))dx + . . . .
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Differentiating (15) by ζ2k , therefore, yields
dEu
= v2 (ζ2k−1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k−1 ))(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))−
dζ2k
Z ζ2k+1
f2 (ζ2k )
v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx+
ζ2k−1

(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))

Z

ζ2k+1

ζ2k−1

∂v1
(x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx−
∂t2

v2 (ζ2k+1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))(1 − F2 (ζ2k )) =

(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))(v2 (ζ2k−1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k−1 )) − v2 (ζ2k+1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))−
Z ζ2k+1
f2 (ζ2k )
v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx+
ζ2k−1

(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))

Z

ζ2k+1

ζ2k−1

∂v1
(x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx.
∂t2

A similar expression can be derived by differentiating (15) by ζ 2k+1 . Combining these
expressions with (17) gives us the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (The chain theorem for two processes)
The value for ζi+1 for i ≥ 2 can be computed for given ζi−1 and ζi using the formulas
f2 (ζ2k )
v2 (ζ2k−1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k−1 )) − v2 (ζ2k+1 , ζ2k )(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))
+
=
R ζ2k+1
1 − F2 (ζ2k )
ζ2k−1 v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx
R ζ2k+1 ∂v1
ζ2k−1 ∂t2 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx
, i = 2k + 1,
R ζ2k+1
ζ2k−1 v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx

v1 (ζ2k , ζ2k+1 )(1 − F2 (ζ2k )) − v1 (ζ2k+2 , ζ2k+1 )(1 − F2 (ζ2k+2 ))
f1 (ζ2k+1 )
+
=
R ζ2k+2
1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 )
v
(ζ
,
x)(1
−
F
(x))dx
2
2
2k+1
ζ2k
R ζ2k+2 ∂v2
ζ2k
∂t1 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F2 (x))dx
, i = 2k + 2.
R ζ2k+2
v
(ζ
,
x)(1
−
F
(x))dx
2
2
2k+1
ζ2k

(18)

(19)

Corollary 1 For the linear cost function (5), the value for ζ i+1 for i ≥ 2 can be computed
for given ζi−1 and ζi using the formulas
f2 (ζ2k )
F1 (ζ2k+1 ) − F1 (ζ2k−1 )
, i = 2k + 1,
= Rζ
2k+1
1 − F2 (ζ2k )
(1 − F1 (x))dx

(20)

ζ2k−1

f1 (ζ2k+1 )
F2 (ζ2k+2 ) − F2 (ζ2k )
, i = 2k + 2.
= Rζ
2k+2
1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 )
(1 − F2 (x))dx

(21)

ζ2k

The proof follows immediately from the fact that v i (t1 , t2 ) = a + b.
Theorem 1 allows us to formulate an algorithm for building an optimal solution. This
algorithm is presented in the next subsection.
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4.2 Optimal Solution for Two Processes: an Algorithm
The goal of the scheduling algorithm is to minimize the expression (15)
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn ) =
"
Z
∞
X
(1 − F2 (ζ2k ))
k=0

(1 − F1 (ζ2k+1 ))
under the constraints



Z

ζ2k+1
ζ2k−1

v1 (x, ζ2k )(1 − F1 (x))dx +


ζ2k+2

ζ2k

v2 (ζ2k+1 , x)(1 − F2 (x))dx → min

ζ0 = 0 < ζ2 ≤ . . . ≤ ζ2n ≤ . . .
ζ1 < ζ3 ≤ . . . ≤ ζ2n+1 ≤ . . . .

Assume that A1 acts first (ζ1 > 0). From Theorem 1 we can see that the values of
ζ0 = 0 and ζ1 determine the set of possible values for ζ 2 , the values of ζ1 and ζ2 determine
the possible values for ζ3 , and so on.
Therefore, a non-zero value for ζ1 provides us with a tree of possible values of ζ k . The
branching factor of this tree is determined by the number of roots of (18) and (19). Each
possible sequence ζ1 , ζ2 , . . . can be evaluated using (15).
For the cases where the total time is limited as discussed in Section 4.5, or where the
series in that expression converge, e.g., when each process has a finite cost of finding a
solution, the algorithm stops after a finite number of points. In some cases, however, such
as for extremely heavy-tailed distributions, it is possible that the above series diverge. To
ensure a finite number of iterations in such cases, we set an upper limit on the maximal
expected cost.
Another limit is added for the probability of failure. Since t i = ζi−1 + ζi , the probability
that both runs would not be able to find a solution after t i is
(1 − F1 (ζi−1 ))(1 − F2 (ζi )).
Therefore, if the difference
(1 − F1 (ζi−1 ))(1 − F2 (ζi )) − (1 − p1 )(1 − p2 )
becomes small enough, we can conclude that both runs failed to find a solution and stop
the execution.
For each value of ζ1 we can find the best sequence using one of the standard search
algorithms, such as Branch-and-Bound. Let us denote the value of the best sequence for
each ζ1 by Eu (ζ1 ). Performing global optimization of E u (ζ1 ) by ζ1 provides us with an
optimal solution for the case where A 1 acts first. Note that the value of ζ1 may also be 0
(A2 acts first), so we need to compare the value obtained by optimization of ζ 1 with the
value obtained by optimization of ζ 2 where ζ1 = 0.
The flow of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 9, the formal scheme is presented in
Figure 10, and the description of the main routine (realized by the DFS Branch and Bound
method) in Figure 11.
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The algorithm considers two main branches, one for A 1 and one for A2 , and they are
processed by procedure minimize sequence by f irst point (Figure 10). At each step, we
initialize the array of ζ values, and pass it, through the procedure build optimal sequence,
to the recursive procedure df sbnb, which represents the core of the algorithm (Figure 11).
The df sbnb procedure, shown in Figure 11, acts as follows. It obtains as an input the
array of ζ values, the cost involved up to the current moment, and the best value reached till
now. If the cost exceeds this value, the procedure performs a classical Branch-and-Bound
cutoff (lines 1-2).
The inner loop (lines 4-19) corresponds to different roots of the expressions (18)
and (19). The new value of ζ corresponding to ζ k is calculated by the procedure
calculate next zeta (line 5), and it cannot exceed the previously found root saved in
last zeta (for the first iteration, last zeta is initialized to ζ k−2 ), lines 3 and 8. Lines 67 correspond to the case where the lower bound passed to calculate next zeta exceeds the
maximal available time, and in this case the procedure is stopped.
After the new possible value of ζ is found, the procedure updates the current cost (line
9), and the stopping criteria mentioned above are validated for the new array of ζ values,
which is denoted as a concatenation of the old array and the new value of ζ (line 10). If
the task is accomplished, the cost is verified versus the best known value (which is updated
if necessary), and the procedure returns (lines 10-16). Otherwise, ζ is temporarily added
to the array of ζ, and the Branch-and-Bound procedure is called recursively for calculation
ζk+1 .
When the whole tree is traversed (except the cutoffs), the best known cost is returned
(line 20). The corresponding array of ζ is the required solution.
Figure 13 shows a trace of a single Branch-and-Bound run for the example shown in
Section 2.2 starting with the optimal value of ζ 1 . The optimal schedule derived from the the
run is 679, 2393, 7815, 17184 with expected cost of 1216.49 steps. The scheduling points are
given in subjective times. Using objective (total) time the schedule can be written as 679,
3072, 10208, and 25000. In this particular run there were no Branch-and-Bound cutoffs due
to the small number of roots of (18) and (19).
4.3 Necessary Conditions for an Optimal Solution for n Processes
In this section we generalize our solution from the case of two processes to the case of n
processes.
Assume that we have n processes A1 , . . . , An using shared resources. One of the possible
ways to present a schedule is to use a sequence
h(Ai1 , ∆t1 ), (Ai2 , ∆t2 ), . . . , (Aij , ∆tj ), . . .i,
where Aij is the j-th active process, and ∆tj is the time allocated for this invocation of A ij .
To simplify the formalization of the problem, however, we use the following alternative
representation. First, we allow ∆t j to be 0, which makes possible it to represent every
schedule as
h(A1 , ∆t1 ), (A2 , ∆t2 ), . . . , (An , ∆tn ), (A1 , ∆tn+1 ), (A2 , ∆tn+2 ), . . . , (An , ∆t2n ), . . .i.
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worse than the already known). The cost is calculated in accordance with (15).
Figure 9: The flow of the algorithm for constructing optimal schedules for 2 processes
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procedure optimize
Input: F1 (t), F2 (t) (performance profiles).
Output: An optimal sequence and its value.
[sequence1 , val1 ] ← minimize sequence by f irst point(A 1 )
[sequence2 , val2 ] ← minimize sequence by f irst point(A 2 )
if val1 < val2 then
return [sequence1 , val1 ]
else
return [sequence2 , val2 ]
end
end
procedure minimize sequence by f irst point(process)
zetas[−1] ← 0
zetas[0] ← 0
if process = A2 then
zetas[1] ← 0
end
Using one of the standard minimization methods, find zetas,
minimizing the value of the function build optimal sequence(zetas),
and the corresponding cost.
end

Figure 10: Procedure optimize builds an optimal sequence for the case when A 1 starts, an optimal sequence for the case when A2 starts, compares the results, and returns the best
one. Procedure minimize sequence by f irst point returns an optimal sequence and its
value.
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procedure build optimal sequence(zetas)
curr cost ← calculate cost(zetas)
return df sbnb(zetas, curr cost, M AX V ALU E)
end
procedure df sbnb(zetas, curr cost, thresh)
1:
if (curr cost ≥ thresh) then
// Cutoff
2:
return M AX V ALU E
3:
last value ← zetas[length(zetas) − 2]
// The previous time value
4:
repeat
5:
ζ ← calculate next zeta(zetas, last value)
6:
if (ζ = last value) then
// Skip
7:
return thresh
8:
last value ← ζ
9:
delta cost ← calculate partial cost(zetas, ζ)
10:
if (task accomplished([zetas || ζ])) then
// Leaf
11:
if (curr cost + delta cost < thresh) then
12:
optimal zetas ← [zetas || ζ]
13:
thresh ← curr cost + delta cost
14:
end
15:
return thresh
16:
end
17:
tmp result ← df sbnb([zetas || ζ], curr cost + delta cost, thresh)
18:
thresh = min(thresh, tmp result)
19: end
// repeat
20: return thresh
end
Figure 11: Procedure build optimal sequence, given the prefix of the time sequence, restores the
optimal sequence with this prefix using the DFS Branch and Bound search algorithm,
and returns the sequence itself and its value. [x || y] stands for concatenation x and y.
Auxiliary functions are shown in Figure 12.
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1. calculate cost(zetas) computes the cost of the sequence (or its part) in accordance
with (15),
2. calculate partial cost(zetas, ζ) computes the additional cost obtained by adding
ζ to the sequence,
3. calculate next zeta(zetas, last value) uses (18) or (19) to calculate the value of
the next ζ that is greater than last value. If no such a solution exists, the
maximal time value is returned,
4. task accomplished(zetas) returns true when the task may be considered to be
accomplished (e.g., either maximal possible time is over, or the probability of
error is negligible, or the upper limit on the cost is exceeded).
Figure 12: Auxiliary functions used in the optimal schedule algorithm

ζ1

679.0

ζ2

379.4

ζ3

24620.6

2393.0

7815.4

u=2664.54

ζ4

24321.0
u=1534.06

22607.0
u=1265.67

17184.6
u=1216.49

Figure 13: A trace of a single run of the Branch-and-Bound procedure starting with the optimal
value of ζ1 .
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Therefore, the system alternates between n states S 1 → S2 → . . . → Sn → S1 → . . ., where
the state Si corresponds to the situation where A i is active and the rest of the processes
are idle. The time spent in the k-th invocation of S i is ∆tkn+i .
As in the case of two processes, we call the time interval corresponding to the sequence
of states S1 → S2 → . . . → Sn a phase and denote phase k by Φk . We denote the process
switch points of Φk by t1k , t2k , . . . , tnk , where
tik

=

k−1
X

∆tnj+i.

j=0

0
i
Process Ai is active in phase k in the interval [t i−1
k , tk ], and the entire phase lasts from t k
to tnk . The corresponding scheme is shown in Figure 14.

s

n−1
tk−1

Sn
Φk−1

tn = t0k
s k−1
S1

t1
sk

S2

t2
sk

...
Φk

tn−1
tn = t0k+1 t1k+1
sk
sk
s
Sn
S1
Φk+1

Figure 14: Notations for times, states and phases for n processes
To simplify the following discussion, we would like to allow indices i in t ik to be less than
0 or greater than n. For this purpose, we denote
mod n
,
tik = tik+bi/nc

(22)

i
and the index of the process active in the interval [t i−1
k , tk ] we denote by #i. For i mod n 6=
0 we obtain #i = i mod n, while for i mod n = 0 we have #i = n. Notation (22) claims
that the shift by n in the upper index is equivalent to the shift by 1 in the phase number:

ti+n
= tik+1 .
k
As in the case of two processes, we denote by ζ ki the total time that A#i has been active
up to tik . ζki corresponds to the cumulative time spent in phases 1 to k in state S #i , and
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the sequences of ζ ki and tik :
i
ζki − ζk−1
= tik − ti−1
k ,
n−1
X
j=0

ζki−j = tik for i ≥ n.

(23)
(24)

The first equation corresponds to the fact that the time between t i−1
and tik is accumulated
k
into the ζ values of process A#i , while the second equation claims that at each switch the
objective time of the system is equal to the sum of the subjective times of each process. For
the sake of uniformity we also denote
n
1
= . . . = ζ−1
= ζ00 = 0.
ζ−1
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i
By construction of ζki we can see, that at time interval [ti−1
k , tk ] the subjective time of process
Aj has the following form:
 j
j = 1, . . . , i − 1,
 ζk ,
i−1
i
(t − tk ) + ζk−1 , j = i,
(25)
σj (t) =
 j
ζk−1 ,
j = i + 1, . . . , n.

The subjective time functions for a system with 3 processes are illustrated in Figure 15.
6 σ(t)

σ1 (t)
ζ21
ζ22
ζ23
ζ12

#

ζ11

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#
σ2 (t)
σ3 (t)

ζ13
t01

t11

t21

t31

t12

t22

t32

t

Figure 15: Subjective time functions for a system with 3 processes

To find an optimal schedule for a system with n processes, we need to minimize the
expression given by (6). The only constraints are the monotonicity of the sequence of ζ for
each process i:
i
ζki ≤ ζk+1
for each k, i.
(26)
Given the expressions for σj , we can prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1 For a system of n processes, the expression for the expected cost (6) can be
rewritten as
Z ζi
n i+n−1
∞ X
Y
X
k
j
(1 − Fi (x))dx.
(27)
(1 − F#j (ζk−1 ))
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn , . . .) =
i
ζk−1

k=0 i=1 j=i+1

The proof is given in Appendix A.1.
This lemma makes it possible to prove the chain theorem for an arbitrary number of
processes:
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l−1
l−1 , or can be
Theorem 2 (The chain theorem) The value for ζ m+1
may either be ζm
computed given the previous 2n − 2 values of ζ using the formula

1

l )
fl (ζm
l )
− Fl (ζm

=

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

l−1
X

j
(1 − F#j (ζm−1
)) −

i+n−1
Y

i=l−n+1 j=i+1
#j6=l

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

Z

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

i
ζm+1

i
ζm

(28)
(1 − F#i (x))dx

The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.2.
4.4 Optimal Solution for n Processes: an Algorithm
The goal of the presented algorithm is to minimize the expression (27)
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn , . . .) =

n i+n−1
∞ X
Y
X
k=0 i=1 j=i+1

(1 −

j
F#j (ζk−1
))

Z

ζki
i
ζk−1

(1 − Fi (x))dx

under the constraints
i
ζki ≤ ζk+1
for each k, i.

As in the case of two processes, assume that A 1 acts first. By Theorem 2, given 2n − 2
values of ζ
ζ10 , ζ11 , . . . , ζ1n , ζ21 , ζ22 , ζ2n−3 ,
we can determine all the possibilities for the value of ζ 2n−2 (either ζ1n−2 if the process skips
its turn, or one of the roots of (28)). Given the values up to ζ 2n−2 , we can determine the
values for ζ2n−1 , and so on.
The idea of the algorithm is similar to the algorithm for two processes. The first 2n − 2
variables (including ζ10 = 0) determine the tree of possible values for ζ. Optimization over
2n−3 first variables, therefore, provides us with an optimal schedule (as before, we compare
the results for the case where the first k < n variables are 0). The only difference from the
case of two processes is that a process may skip its turn. However, we can ignore the case
when all the processes skip their turn, since we can remove such a loop from the schedule.
The scheme of the algorithm is presented in Figure 16, and the description of the main
routine (realized by the DFS Branch and Bound method) is presented in Figure 17.
4.5 Optimal Solution in the Case of Additional Constraints
Assume now that the problem has additional constraints: the solution time is limited by T
and the probability of success of the i-th process p i is not necessarily 1.
It is possible to show that the expressions for the distribution function and the expected
cost have almost the same form as in the regular framework:
Claim 2 Let the system solution time be limited by T , and let p i be the probability of success
for the i-th process. Then the expressions for the goal-time distribution and expected cost
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Procedure optimize builds n optimal schedules (each process may start first), compares
the results, and returns the best one
procedure optimize
best val ← M AX V ALU E
best sequence ← ∅
loop for i from 1 to n do
[sequence, val] ← minimize sequence by f irst points(i)
if (val < best val) then
best val ← val
best sequence ← sequence
end
return [best sequence, best val]
end
// Procedure minimize sequence by f irst points gets as a parameter
// the index of a process which starts, and returns an optimal
// sequence and its value
procedure minimize sequence by f irst points(process to start)
loop for i from 0 to n − 1
zetas[−i] ← 0
end
loop for i from 1 to process to start − 1
zetas[i] ← 0
end
Using one of the standard minimization methods, find zetas,
minimizing the value of the function build optimal sequence(zetas).
end

Figure 16: An algorithm for finding an optimal schedule for n processes. The result contains the
i mod n
vector of ζi , such that ζi = ζ0i = ζbi/nc
.
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procedure build optimal sequence(zetas)
curr cost ← calculate cost(zetas)
return df sbnb(zetas, curr cost, M AX V ALU E, 0)
end
procedure df sbnb(zetas, curr cost, thresh, nskip)
if (curr cost ≥ thresh) then
return M AX V ALU E
// Cutoff
// The previous time value for the current process
last value ← zetas[length(zetas) − n]
repeat
ζ ← calculate next zeta(zetas, last value)
if (ζ = last value) then
// Skip
break loop
last value ← ζ
delta cost ← calculate partial cost(zetas, ζ)
// Leaf
if (task accomplished([zetas || ζ])) then
if (curr cost + delta cost < thresh) then
optimal zetas ← [zetas || ζ]
thresh ← curr cost + delta cost
end
break loop
end
tmp result ← df sbnb([zetas || ζ], curr cost + delta cost, thresh, 0)
thresh = min(thresh, tmp result)
end
// repeat
if (nskip < n − 1) then
// Skip is possible
zeta ← zetas[length(zetas) − n]
tmp result ← df sbnb([zetas || ζ], curr cost, thresh, nskip + 1)
thresh = min(thresh, tmp result)
end
return thresh
end
Figure 17: Procedure build optimal sequence, given the prefix of time sequence, restores the optimal sequence with this prefix using the DFS Branch and Bound search algorithm, and
returns the sequence itself and its value. [x || y] stands for concatenation x and y. The
auxiliary functions used are similar to their counterparts in Figure 12, but deal with n
processes instead of 2.
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are as follows:
Fn (t, σ1 , . . . , σn ) = 1 −
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

T

0

n
Y
i=1

(1 − pi Fi (σi )) (for t ≤ T ),

u0t +

n
X

σi0 u0σi

i=1

!

n
Y
i=1

(1 − pi Fi (σi ))dt.

(29)
(30)

The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 1.
This claim shows that all the formulas used in the previous sections are valid for the
current settings, with three differences:
1. We use pj Fj instead of Fj and pj fj instead of fj .
2. All the integrals are from 0 to T instead of from 0 to ∞.
3. All time variables are limited by T .
The first two conditions may be easily incorporated into all the algorithms. The last condition implies additional changes in the chain theorems and the algorithms. The chain
theorem for n processes now becomes:
j
Theorem 3 The value for ζkj can either be ζk−1
, or it can be computed given the previous
2n − 2 values of ζ using formula (28), or it can be calculated by the formula

ζkj

=T −

n−1
X

ζkj−l .

(31)

l=1

The first two alternatives are similar to Theorem 2, while the third one corresponds to the
boundary condition given by Equation (24). This third alternative adds one more branch
to the DFS Branch and Bound algorithm; the rest of the algorithm remains unchanged.
Similar changes in the algorithms are performed in the case of the maximal allowed
time Ti per process. In practice, we always use this limitation, setting T i such that the
probability for Ai to reach the goal after Ti , pi (1 − Fi (Ti )), becomes negligible.

5. Process Scheduling by Intensity Control
In this section we analyze the problem of optimal scheduling for the case of intensity control, which is equivalent to replacing the binary scheduling functions θ i (t) with continuous
functions with a range between 0 and 1. In this paper we assume a linear cost function of
the form (5). We believe, however, that similar analysis is applicable to the setup with any
differentiable u.
It is easy to see that all the formulas for the distribution function and the expected cost
from Claim 1 are still valid under intensity control settings.
For the linear cost function (5), the minimization problem has the form
! n
Z ∞
n
X
Y
σi0
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
a+b
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt → min .
(32)
0

i=1
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Without loss of generality, we can assume a + b = 1. This leads to the equivalent minimization problem
! n
Z ∞
n
Y
X
0
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt → min,
(33)
σi
(1 − c) + c
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
0

i=1

j=1

where c = b/(a + b) can be viewed as a normalized resource weight. The constraints,
however, are more complicated than for the suspend/resume model:
1. As before, σi must be continuous, and σi (0) = σi0 (0) = 0 (at the beginning all the
processes are idle).
2. We assume σi to have a partially-continuous derivative σ i0 , and this derivative should
lie between 0 and 1. This requirement follows from the definition of intensity and
the fact that σi0 = θi : no process can work for a negative amount of time, and no
process can work with the intensity greater than the one allowed. Since we consider
a framework with shared resources, and the total intensity is limited, we have an
additional constraint: the sum of all the derivatives σ i0 at any time point cannot
exceed 1.
Thus, this optimization problem has the following boundary conditions:
σi (0) = 0, σi0 (0) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n,
0 ≤ σi0 ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n,
n
X
0≤
σi0 ≤ 1.

(34)

i=1

We are looking for a set of functions {σ i } that provide a solution to minimization
problem (33) under constraints (34).
Let g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ10 , . . . , σn0 ) be a function under the integral sign of (33):
! n
n
Y
X
0
0
0
(1 − Fj (σj )).
(35)
g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ1 , . . . , σn ) = (1 − c) + c
σi
i=1

j=1

A traditional method for solving problems of this type is to use the Euler-Lagrange necessary
conditions: a set of functions σ1 , . . . , σn provides a weak (local) minimum to the functional
Z ∞
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ10 , . . . , σn0 )dt
0

only if σ1 , . . . , σn satisfy a system of equations of the form
gσ0 k −

d 0
g 0 = 0.
dt σk

(36)

We can prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2 The Euler-Lagrange conditions for minimization problem (33) yield two strong
invariants:
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1. For processes k1 and k2 for which σk1 and σk2 are not on the border described by (34),
the distribution and density functions satisfy
fk1 (σk1 )
fk2 (σk2 )
=
.
1 − Fk1 (σk1 )
1 − Fk2 (σk2 )

(37)

2. If the schedules of all the processes are not on the border described by (34), then either
c = 1 or fk (σk ) = 0 for each k.
The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix A.3. The above lemma provides necessary
conditions for a local minimum in the inner points described by constraints (34). These
conditions, however, are very restricting. Therefore, we look for more general conditions,
suitable for boundary points as well 7 .
We start with the following lemma:
Lemma 3 If an optimal solution for minimization problem (33) under constraints (34)
exists, then there exists an optimal solution σ 1 , . . . , σn , such that at each time t all the
resources are consumed, i.e.,
n
X
(38)
σi0 (t) = 1.
∀t
i=1

In the case where time cost is not zero (c 6= 1), the equality above is a necessary condition
for solution optimality.
The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix A.4.

Corollary 2 Under intensity control settings, as in the case of suspend-resume settings,
minimization problem (33) has the form (6), i.e.
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

0

n
∞Y

(1 − Fj (σj ))dt → min .

j=1

Lemma 3 corresponds to our intuition: if a resource is available, it should be used.
Without loss of generality, we restrict our discussion to schedules satisfying (38), even in
the case where time cost is zero. This leads to the following invariant:
∀t

n
X

σi (t) = t.

(39)

i=1

Assume now that we have two F -equivalent processes A 1 and A2 with density function
f (t) satisfying the normal distribution law with mean value m. Let t 1 and t2 be the
cumulative time consumed by each of the processes at time t, i.e., σ 1 (t) = t1 and σ2 (t) = t2 .
The question is, which process should be active at t (or should they be active in parallel
with partial intensities)?
7. Note also that even if the conditions above hold, they do not necessarily provide the optimal solution.
Moreover, problems in variation calculus do not necessarily have a minimum, since there is no analogue
for the Weierstrass theorem for continuous functions on a closed set.
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Without loss of generality, t1 < t2 , which means that the first process is required to
cover a larger area to succeed: 1 − F (t 1 ) > 1 − F (t2 ). This supports a policy that at time t
activates the second process. This policy is further supported if A 1 has a lower distribution
density, f1 (t1 ) < f2 (t2 ), as illustrated in Figure 18(a). If, however, the first process has a
higher density, as illustrated in Figure 18(b), it is not clear which of the two processes should
be activated at time t. What is the optimal policy in the general case 8 ? The answer relies
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Figure 18: (a) Process A1 (currently at t1 ) has lower density and larger area to cover, and therefore
is inferior. (b) Process A1 has lower density, but smaller area to cover, and the decision
is unclear.

heavily on the functions that appear in (37). These functions, described by the equation
hk (t) =

fk (t)
,
1 − Fk (t)

(40)

are known as hazard functions, and they play a very important role in the following theorem
describing necessary conditions for optimal schedules.
Theorem 4 Let the set of functions {σ i } be a solution of minimization problem (6) under
constraints (34). Let t0 be a point where the hazard functions of all the processes h i (σi (t))
are continuous, and let Ak be the process active at t0 (σk0 (t0 ) > 0), such that for any other
process Ai
hi (σi (t0 )) < hk (σk (t0 )).
(41)
Then at t0 process k consumes all the resources, i.e. σ k0 (t0 ) = 1.
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.5.
By Theorem 4 and Equation (37), intensity control may only be useful when hazard
functions of at least two processes are equal. However, even in this case the equilibrium
is not always stable. Assume that within some interval [t 0 , t00 ] processes Ai and Aj are
working with partial intensity, which implies h i (σi (t)) = hj (σj (t)). Assume now that both
8. Analysis of normal distribution given in Section 6.3 shows that the optimal policy in the example above
is to give all the resources to process A2 in both cases.
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hi (t) and hj (t) are monotonically increasing. If at some moment t we give a priority to one
of the processes, it will obtain a higher value of the hazard function, and will get all the
subsequent resources. The only case of stable equilibrium is when h i (σi (t)) and hj (σj (t))
are monotonically decreasing functions or constants.
The intuitive discussion above is formulated in the following theorem:
Theorem 5 An active process will remain active and consume all resources as long as its
hazard function is monotonically increasing.
The proof is given in Appendix A.6.
This theorem imply the important corollary:
Corollary 3 If the hazard function of one of the processes is greater than or equal to that
of the others at t = 0 and is monotonically increasing by t, this process should be the only
one to be activated.
We can conclude that the extension of the suspend-resume model to intensity control in
many cases does not increase the power of the model and is beneficial only for monotonically
decreasing hazard functions. If no time cost is taken into account (c = 1), however, the
intensity control permits us to connect the two concepts: that of the model with shared
resources and that of the model with independent agents:
Theorem 6 If no time cost is taken into account (c = 1), the model with shared resources
under intensity control settings is equivalent to the model with independent processes under
suspend-resume control settings. Namely, given a suspend-resume solution for the model
with independent processes, we may reconstruct an intensity-based solution with the same
cost for the model with shared resources and vice versa.
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.7.
Theorem 4 claims that if the process with the maximal value of h k (σk (t)) is active, it
will take all the resources. Why, then, would we not always choose the process with the
highest value of hk (σk (t)) to be active? It turns out that such a strategy is not optimal.
Let us consider two processes with the distribution densities shown in Figure 19(a). The
corresponding values of the hazard functions are shown in Figure 19(b). If we were using
the above strategy, A2 would be the only active process. Indeed, at time t = 0, h 2 (σ2 (0)) >
h1 (σ1 (0)), which would lead to the activation of A 2 . After that moment, A1 would remain
idle and its hazard function remain 0. This strategy would result in an expected time of 2.
If, on the other hand, we would have activated A 1 only, the result would be an expected
time of 1.5. Thus, although h1 (σ1 (0)) < h2 (σ2 (0)), it is better to give all the resources to
A1 from the beginning due to its superiority in the future.
A more elaborate example is shown in Figure 20. It corresponds to the case of two
processes that are not F -equivalent, one of which is a linear combination of two normal
distributions, f (t) = 0.5fN (0.6,0.2) (t) + 0.5fN (4.0,2.0) (t), where fN (µ,σ) (t) is the distribution
density of normal distribution with mean value µ and standard deviation σ, and the second
process is uniformly distributed in [1.5, 2.5]. Activating A 1 only results in 0.5 × 0.6 + 0.5 ×
4.0 = 2.3, activating A2 only results in an expected time of 2.0, while activating A 1 for time
1.2 followed by activating A2 results in (approximately) 0.6 × 0.5 + (1.2 + 2.0) × 0.5 = 1.9.
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Figure 19: The density function and the hazard function for two processes. Although h 1 (σ1 (0)) <
h2 (σ2 (0)), it is better to give all the resources to A1 .

The best solution is, therefore, to start the execution by activating A 1 , and at some point t0
transfer the control to A2 . In this case we interrupt an active process with a greater value
of hazard function, preferring an idle process with a zero value of hazard function (since
h1 (σ1 (t0 )) > h2 (σ2 (t0 )) = 0).
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Figure 20: The density function and the hazard function for two processes. The best solution is to
start with A1 , and at some point interrupt it in favor of A2 , although the latter has a
zero hazard function.

These examples show that a straightforward use of hazard functions for building optimal
schedules can be very problematic. However, since the suspend-resume model is a specific
case of the intensity control model, the hazard functions still may be useful for understanding
the behavior of optimal schedules, and this is used in the next section.
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6. Optimal Scheduling for Standard Distributions
In this section we present the results of the optimal scheduling strategy for a system of
processes whose performance profiles meet one of the well-known distributions: uniform,
exponential, normal and lognormal. Then we show the results for processes with bimodal
and multimodal distribution functions.
We have implemented three scheduling policies for two agents:
1. Sequential strategy, which schedules the processes one after another, initiating the
second process when the probability that the first one will find a solution becomes
negligible. For processes that are not F -equivalent, we choose the best order of process
invocation.
2. Simultaneous strategy, which simulates a simultaneous execution of both processes.
3. Optimal strategy, which is an implementation of the algorithm described in Section 4.2.
In the rest of this section we compare these three strategies, when no deadline is given, and
the processes are stopped when the probability that they can still find a solution becomes
negligible.
Our goal is to compare different scheduling strategies and not to analyze the behavior of
the processes. Absolute quantitative measurements, such as average cost, are very process
dependent, and therefore are not appropriate for scheduling strategy evaluation. We therefore would like to normalize the results of the application of different scheduling methods to
minimize the effect of the process behavior. In the case of F -equivalent processes, a good
candidate for the normalization coefficient is the expected time of the individual process.
For processes that are not F -equivalent, however, the decision is not straightforward, and
therefore we use the results of the sequential strategy as the normalization factor.
We define the relative quality qref (S) of strategy S with respect to strategy S ref as
qref (S) = 1 −

ū(S)
,
ū(Sref )

(42)

where ū(S) is the average cost of strategy S. This measurement corresponds to the gain
(maybe negative) of strategy S relative to the reference strategy. In this section we use the
sequential strategy as our reference strategy.
6.1 Uniform Distribution
Assume that the goal-time distribution of the processes meets the uniform law over the
interval [t0 , T ], i.e., has distribution functions

if t < t0 ,
 0
(t − t0 )/(T − t0 ) if t ∈ [t0 , T ],
(43)
F (t) =

1
if t > T
and density functions

f (t) =



0
if t 6∈ [t0 , T ],
1/(T − t0 ) if t ∈ [t0 , T ].
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The density function of a process uniformly distributed in [0, 1] is shown in Figure 21(a).
The hazard function of the uniform distribution has the form

if t < t0 ,
 0
1/(T − t0 )
1
h(t) =
(45)
=
if t ∈ [t0 , T ],

1 − (t − t0 )/(T − t0 )
T −t
which is a monotonically increasing function. By Corollary 3, only one process will be
active, and the optimal strategy should be equivalent to the sequential strategy. If the
processes are not F -equivalent, the problem can be solved by choosing the process with the
minimal expected time.
A more interesting setup involves a uniformly distributed process that is not guaranteed
to find a solution. This case corresponds to a probability of success p that is less than 1. As
it was claimed in Section 4.5, the corresponding distribution and density function should
be multiplied by p. As a result, the hazard function becomes
h(t) =

(

0

p
(T − t0 ) − p(t − t0 )

if t < t0 ,
if t ∈ [t0 , T ].

(46)

This function is still monotonically increasing by t, and the conclusions remain the same.
The graphs for hazard functions of processes uniformly distributed in [0, 1] with probability
of success of 0.5, 0.8 and 1 are shown in Figure 21(b).
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Figure 21: (a) The density function of a process, uniformly distributed in [0, 1], (b) hazard functions
for processes uniformly distributed in [0, 1] with probability of success of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.

6.2 Exponential Distribution
The exponential distribution is described by the density function

0
if t ≤ 0
f (t) =
−λt
λe
if t > 0,
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and the distribution function has the form

0
if t ≤ 0
F (t) =
−λt
1−e
if t > 0.

(48)

Substituting these expressions into (6) gives
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

0

n
∞Y

(1 − Fj (σj ))dt =

j=1

Z

∞

e−

Pn

j=1

λj σj (t)

dt.

0

For a system with F -equivalent processes, by Lemma 3
n
X

λj σj (t) = λ

n
X

σj (t) = λt,

j=1

j=1

and therefore
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

∞
0

e−λt dt =

1
.
λ

Thus, for a system with F -equivalent processes all the schedules are equivalent. This interesting fact is reflected also in the behavior of the hazard function, which is constant:
h(t) ≡ λ.
However, if the probability of success is smaller than 1, the hazard function becomes a
monotonically decreasing function:
h(t) =

pλe−λt
pλ
.
=
−λt
1 − p(1 − e )
p + (1 − p)eλt

Such processes should work simultaneously (with identical intensities for F -equivalent processes, and with intensities maintaining the equilibrium of hazard functions otherwise), since
each process which has been idle for a while has an advantage over its working teammate.
Figure 22(a) shows the density function of an exponentially distributed process with
λ = 1. The graphs for the hazard functions of processes exponentially distributed with
λ = 1 and probability of success of 0.5, 0.8 and 1 are shown in Figure 22(b).
Let us consider a somewhat more elaborate example, involving processes that are not
F -equivalent. Assume that we have two learning systems, both with an exponential-like
performance profile typical of such systems. We also assume that one of the systems requires
a delay for preprocessing but works faster. Thus, we assume that the first system has a
distribution density f1 (t) = λ1 e−λ1 t , and the second one has a density f2 (t) = λ2 e−λ2 (t−t2 ) ,
such that λ1 < λ2 (the second is faster), and t2 > 0 (it also has a delay). Assume that both
learning systems are deterministic over a given set of examples, and that they may fail to
learn the concept with the same probability of 1 − p = 0.5. The graphs for the density and
hazard functions of the two systems are shown in Figure 23.
We applied the optimal scheduling algorithm of Section 4.2 for the values λ 1 = 3,
λ2 = 10, and t2 = 5. The optimal schedule is to activate the first system for 1.15136 time
units, then (if it found no solution) to activate the second system for 5.77652 time units.
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Figure 22: (a) The density function of a process, exponentially distributed with λ = 1, (b) hazard
functions for processes exponentially distributed with λ = 1 and probability of success
of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.
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Figure 23: (a) Density and (b) hazard functions for two exponentially distributed systems, with
different values of λ and time shift.
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Then the first system will run for additional 3.22276 time units, and finally the second
system will run for 0.53572 time units. If at this point no solution has been found, both
systems have failed with a probability of 1 − 10 −6 each.
Figure 24(a) shows the relative quality of the simultaneous and optimal scheduling
strategies as a function of t2 for p = 0.8 (for 10000 simulated examples). For large values
of t2 the benefit of switching from the first algorithm to the second decreases, and this is
reflected in the relative quality of the optimal strategy. The simultaneous strategy, as we
can see, is beneficial only for relatively small values of t 2 .
Figure 24(b) reflects the behavior of the strategies for a fixed value of t 2 = 5.0 as a
function of probability of success p. The simultaneous strategy is inferior, and its quality
decreases while p increases. Indeed, when the probability of success is 1, running the second
algorithm and the first one simultaneously will be a waste of time. On the other hand, the
optimal strategy has a positive benefit, which means that the resulting schedules are not
trivial.
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Figure 24: Learning systems: Relative quality of optimal and simultaneous scheduling strategies
(a) as a function of t2 for fixed p = 0.8, and (b) as a function of p for fixed t2 = 5.

6.3 Normal Distribution
The normal distribution with mean value m and deviation σ is described by the density
function
(t−m)2
1
(49)
f (t) = √
e− 2σ2 ,
2πσ
and its distribution function is
Z t
(x−m)2
1
F (t) = √
(50)
e− 2σ2 dx.
2πσ −∞
Since we use t0 = 0, we should have used a truncated normal distribution with a distribution
density
(t−m)2
1
1
e− 2σ2 ,
·√
(1 − µ)
2πσ
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and a distribution function


Z t
(x−m)2
1
1
−
e 2σ2 dx − µ ,
· √
1−µ
2πσ −∞
where
1
µ= √
2πσ

Z

0

e−

(x−m)2
2σ 2

dx,

−∞

but if m is large enough, µ may be considered to be 0. The density function of a normally
distributed process with m = 5 and σ = 1 is shown in Figure 25(a).
The hazard function of a normal distribution is monotonically increasing, which leads
to the same conclusions as for a uniform distribution. However, a probability of success of
less than 1 completely changes the behavior of the hazard function: after some point, it
starts to decrease. The graphs for hazard functions of processes normally distributed with
a mean value of 5, standard deviation of 1 and probabilities of success of 0.5, 0.8 and 1 are
shown in Figure 25(b).
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Figure 25: (a) The density function of a normally distributed process, with m = 5 and σ = 1, (b)
hazard functions for normally distributed processes with m = 5 and σ = 1, with the
probabilities of success of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.

As in the previous example, we now consider a case of two processes that are not F equivalent, running with the same deviation σ = 1 and the same probability of success
p. The first process is assumed to have m 1 = 1, while the second process is started with
some delay ∆m. The relative quality for 10000 simulated examples is shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26(a) shows the relative quality as a function of ∆m for p = 0.8; Figure 26(b) shows
the relative quality as a function of p for ∆m = 2. Unlike exponential distribution, the gain
for this example for the optimal strategy is rather small.
6.4 Lognormal Distribution
The random variable X is lognormally distributed, if ln X is normally distributed. The
density function and the distribution function with the corresponding parameters m and σ
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Figure 26: Normal distribution: relative quality (a) as a function of ∆m for fixed p = 0.8, and (b)
as a function of p for fixed ∆m = 2.

can be written as
(log(t)−m)2
1
e− 2σ2 ,
f (t) = √
t 2πσ
Z log(t)
(x−m)2
1
e− 2σ2 dx.
F (t) = √
2πσ −∞

(51)
(52)

Lognormal distribution plays a significant role in AI applications since in many cases search
time is distributed under the lognormal law. The density function of the lognormal distribution with mean value of log(5.0) and standard deviation of 1.0 is shown in Figure 27(a),
and the hazard functions for different values of p are shown in Figure 27(b). Let us consider
a simulated experiment similar to its analogue for normal distribution. We consider two
processes that are not F -equivalent, with the parameters σ = 1 and the same probability of
success p. The first process is assumed to have m 1 = 1, while the second process is started
with some delay, such that m2 − m1 = ∆m > 0. The relative quality for 10000 simulated
examples is shown in Figure 28. Figure 28(a) shows the relative quality as a function of
∆m for p = 0.8; Figure 28(b) shows the relative quality as a function of p for ∆m = 2. The
graphs show that for small values of ∆m both the optimal and the simultaneous strategy
have a significant benefit over the sequential one. However, for larger values, the performance of the optimal strategy approaches the performance of the sequential strategy, while
the simultaneous strategy becomes inferior.
6.5 Bimodal and Multimodal Density Functions
Experiments show that in the case of F -equivalent processes with a unimodal distribution
function, the sequential strategy is often optimal. In this section we consider less trivial
distributions.
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Figure 27: (a) Density function for lognormal distribution with mean value of log(5.0) and standard
deviation of 1.0 and (b) hazard functions for lognormally distributed processes with
mean value of log(5.0), standard deviation of 1, and the probabilities of success of 0.5,
0.8 and 1.
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Figure 28: Lognormal distribution: relative quality (a) as a function of ∆m for fixed p = 0.8, and
(b) as a function of p for fixed ∆m = 2.
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Assume first that we have a non-deterministic algorithm with a performance profile
expressed by a linear combination of two normal distributions with the same deviation:
f (t) = 0.5fN (µ1 ,σ) + 0.5fN (µ2 ,σ) .
An example of the density and hazard functions of such distributions with µ 1 = 2, µ2 = 5,
and σ = 0.5 is given in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: (a) Density function and (b) hazard function for a process distributed according to
the density function f (t) = 0.5fN (2,0.5) + 0.5fN (5,0.5) with the probability of success of
p = 0.8.

Assume that we invoke two runs of this algorithm with fixed values of µ 1 = 2, σ = 0.5,
and p = 0.8, and the free variable µ2 . Figure 30 shows how the relative quality of the
scheduling strategies is influenced by the distance between the peaks, µ 2 − µ1 . The results
correspond to the intuitive claim that the larger distance between the peaks, the more
attractive the optimal and the simultaneous strategies become.
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Figure 30: Bimodal distribution: relative quality as a function of the distance between the peaks.
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Now let us see how the number of peaks of the density function affects the scheduling
quality. We consider a case of partial uniform distribution, where the density is distributed
over k identical peaks of length 1 placed symmetrically in the time interval from 0 to 100.
(Thus, the density function will be equal to 1/k when t belongs to one of such peaks, and
0 otherwise.) In this experiment we have chosen p = 1.
Figure 31 shows the relative quality of the system as a function of k, obtained for
10000 randomly generated examples. We can see from the results, that the simultaneous
strategy is inferior, due to the “valleys” in the distribution function. The optimal strategy
returns schedules where the processes switch after each peak, but the relative quality of the
schedules decreases as the number of peaks increases.
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Figure 31: Multimodal distribution: relative quality as a function of the number of peaks.

7. Experiments: Using Optimal Scheduling for the Latin Square Problem
To test the performance of our algorithm in a realistic domain, we applied it to the Latin
Square problem described in Section 2.2. We assume that we are given a Latin Square
problem with two initial configurations, and a fully deterministic algorithm with distribution
function and distribution density shown in Figure 7.
We compare the performance of the schedule produced by our algorithm to the performance of the sequential and simultaneous strategies described in Section 6. In addition,
we test a schedule which runs the processes one after another, allowing a single switch at
the optimal point (an analogue of the restart technique for two processes). We refer to this
schedule as a single-point restart schedule.
Note that the case of two initial configurations corresponds to the case of two processes
in our framework. In general, we could think of a set of n initial configurations that would
correspond to n processes. For sufficiently large n, the restart strategy where each restart
starts with a different initial configuration, becomes close to optimal.
Our experiments were performed for different values of N , with 10% of the square precolored. The performance profile was induced based on a run of 50, 000 instances, and the
remaining 50, 000 instances were used as 25, 000 testing pairs. All the schedules were applied
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with a fixed deadline T , which corresponds to the maximal allowed number of generated
nodes.
Since the results of the sequential strategy in this type of problems are much worse
than the results of other strategies for sufficiently large values of T , we instead used the
simultaneous strategy as the reference in the relative quality measure.
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Figure 32: Relative quality as a function of maximal allowed time T

Figure 32 shows how maximal available time T (the x axis) influences the quality of the
schedules (the y axis), where the simultaneous strategy has been used as a reference.
For small values of T , both single-point restart and the optimal strategy have about a
25% gain over the simultaneous strategy, since they produce schedules which are close to
the sequential one. However, when available time T increases, the benefit of parallelization
becomes more significant, and the simultaneous strategy overcomes the single-point restart
strategy. The relative quality of the optimal schedule also decreases when T increases, since
the resulting schedule contains more switches between the two problem instances being
solved.
Figure 33 illustrates how the optimal and single-point restart schedules relate to the
simultaneous schedule for different size Latin Squares (given T = 25, 000). The initial gain
of both strategies is about 50%. However, for the problems with N = 20 the single-point
restart strategy becomes worse than the simultaneous one. For larger sizes the probability
of solving the Latin Square problem with a time limit of 25, 000 steps becomes smaller and
smaller, and the benefit of the optimal strategy also approaches zero.
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8. Combining Restart and Scheduling Policies
Luby, Sinclair, and Zuckerman (1993) showed that the restart strategy is optimal if an
infinite number of identical runs are available. When this number is limited, the restart
strategy is not optimal. Sometimes, however, we have a mixed situation. Assume that we
have two initial states, a non-deterministic algorithm, and a linear time cost. On one hand,
we can perform restarts of a run corresponding to one of the initial states. On the other
hand, we can switch between the runs corresponding to the two initial states. What would
be an optimal policy in this case?
The expected time of a run based on a single initial state is
1
E(t ) =
F (t∗ )
∗

Z

t∗

0

(1 − F (t))dt,

(53)

where t∗ is the restart point and F (t) is the distribution function. This formula is obtained
by a simple summation of the geometric series with coefficient 1−F (t ∗ ), and is a continuous
form of the formula given by Luby, Sinclair, and Zuckerman (1993). Minimization of (53)
by t∗ gives us the optimal restart point.
Assume first that the sequence of restarts on a single initial state is a process interruptible only at the restart points. Since the probability of failure of i successive restarts
is (1 − F (t∗ ))i , this process is exponentially distributed. Thus, the problem is reduced to
scheduling of two exponentially distributed processes. According to the analysis in Section 6.2, all schedules are equivalent if the problems corresponding to the two initial states
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are solvable. Otherwise, the optimal policy is to alternate between the two processes at
each restart point.
A more interesting case is when we allow rescheduling at any time point. In general,
it is not beneficial to switch between the processes in non-restart points (otherwise these
rescheduling points would have been chosen for restart). Such rescheduling, however, can
be beneficial if the cost associated with restarts is higher than the rescheduling cost 9 .
Let us assume that each restart has a constant cost C. Similarly to (53), we can write
the expected cost of a policy performing restarts at point t ∗∗ as
E(t∗∗ ) =

1
F (t∗∗ )

Z

0

t∗∗

(1 − F (t))dt +

1 − F (t∗∗ )
C,
F (t∗∗ )2

(54)

where the second term corresponds to the series
0 + C(1 − F (t∗∗ )) + 2C(1 − F (t∗∗ ))2 + . . .
Let t∗∗ and t∗ be the optimal restart points for the setups with and without associated costs
respectively. t∗∗ should be greater than t∗ due to the restart cost.
Let us consider the following schedule: the first process runs for t ∗ , then the second
process runs for t∗ , then the first process runs (with no restart) for additional t ∗∗ − t∗ , then
the second process runs for additional t ∗∗ − t∗ . Then the first process restarts and runs for
t∗ and so forth.
Let us compare the expected time of such schedule with the time of the pure restart
policy, where the first process runs for t ∗∗ , then the second process runs for t∗∗ , then the
first process restarts and runs for t ∗∗ and so forth.
Similarly to (15), the expected time of the first schedule in the interval [0, 2t ∗∗ ] can be
written as
Z

t∗

∗

(1 − F (t))dt + (1 − F (t ))

Z

t∗

(1 − F (t))dt+
Z t∗∗
Z t∗∗
∗
∗∗
(1 − F (t ))
(1 − F (t))dt + (1 − F (t ))
(1 − F (t))dt.

Esched =

0

0

t∗

t∗

On the other hand, the expected time of the second schedule in the same interval is

Esimple =

Z

t∗∗

(1 − F (t))dt + (1 − F (t∗∗ ))
0
Z t∗∗
(2 − F (t∗∗ ))
(1 − F (t))dt.

Z

t∗∗
0

(1 − F (t))dt =

0

9. An example for such setup is robotic search, where returning the robot to the initial position is more
expensive than suspending and resuming the robot.
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Esched can be rewritten as
Z t∗∗
Z t∗
∗
(1 − F (t))dt+
(1 − F (t))dt + (1 − F (t ))
Esched =
0
0
Z t∗
Z t∗∗
(1 − F (t))dt =
(1 − F (t))dt − (1 − F (t∗∗ ))
(1 − F (t∗∗ ))
0
0
Z t∗∗
Z t∗
∗
∗∗
∗∗
(1 − F (t))dt =
(1 − F (t))dt + (2 − F (t ) − F (t ))
F (t )
0
0
Z t∗∗
Z t∗
∗
∗∗
(1 − F (t))dt + Esimple .
(1 − F (t))dt − F (t )
F (t )
0

0

Thus, we obtain
∗

Esimple − Esched = F (t )
F (t∗ )F (t∗∗ )

1
F (t∗∗ )

Z

0

Z

t∗∗
0

∗∗

(1 − F (t))dt − F (t )

t∗∗

(1 − F (t))dt −

1
F (t∗ )

Z

t∗
0

Z

t∗
0

(1 − F (t))dt =
!

(1 − F (t))dt ,

and since t∗ provides minimum for (53), the last expression is positive, which means that
scheduling improves a simple restart policy.
Note, that we do not claim that the proposed scheduling policy is optimal – our example
just shows that the pure restart strategy is not optimal. There should be an optimal
combination interleaving restarts on the global level and scheduling on the local level, but
finding this combination is left for future research.

9. Conclusions
In this work we present an algorithm for optimal scheduling of anytime algorithms with
shared resources. We first introduce a formal framework for representing and analyzing
scheduling strategies. We begin by analyzing the case where the only allowed scheduling operations are suspending and resuming processes. We prove necessary conditions for
schedule optimality and present an algorithm for building optimal schedules that is based on
those conditions. We then analyze the more general case where the scheduler can increase or
decrease the intensity of the scheduled processes. We prove necessary conditions and show
that intensity control is only rarely needed. We then analyze, theoretically and empirically,
the behavior of our scheduling algorithm for various distribution types. Finally, we present
empirical results of applying our scheduling algorithm to the Latin Square problem.
The results show that the optimal strategy indeed outperforms other scheduling strategies. For lognormal distribution, we showed an improvement of more than 50% over the
naive sequential strategy. In general, our algorithm is particularly beneficial for heavy-tailed
distributions, but even for exponential distribution we show a benefit of more than 35%.
In some cases, however, simple scheduling strategies yield results similar to those obtained by our algorithm. For example, the optimal schedule for uniform distribution is to
apply one of the processes with no switch. When the probability to succeed within the given
time limit approaches 1, this simple scheduling strategy also becomes close to optimal, at
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least for unimodal distributions with no strong skew towards zero. On the other hand,
when the probability of success approaches zero, another simple strategy that applies the
processes simultaneously becomes close to optimal.
Such a behavior meets the intuition. For heavy-tailed distributions, switching between
the runs is promising because the chance to be on a bad trajectory is high enough. The
same is correct for distributions with low probability of success. However, if the probability
to be on a bad trajectory is too high, the best strategy is to switch between the runs as
fast as possible, which is equivalent to the simultaneous strategy. On the other hand, if the
distribution is too skewed to the right, often there is no sense to switch between the runs,
since the new run should pay a high penalty before it reaches the “promising” distribution
area. In general, when the user is certain that the particular application falls under one of
the categories above, the cost of calculating the optimal schedule can be saved.
The high complexity of computation is one of the potential weaknesses of the presented
algorithm. This complexity can be represented as a multiplication of three factors: function
minimization, Branch-and-Bound search, and solving Equations (18) and (19) for the case
of two agents or Equation (28) for the general case. For two agents, the only exponential component is the Branch-and-Bound search. We found, however, that in practice the
branching factor, which is roughly the number of roots of the equations above, is rather
small, while the depth of the search tree can be controlled by iterative-deepening strategies.
For an arbitrary number of agents, function minimization may also be exponential. In practice, however, it depends on the behavior of the minimized function and the minimization
algorithm.
Since the optimal schedule is static and can be applied to a large number of problem
instances, its computation is beneficial even when associated with high cost. Moreover, in
some applications (such as robotic search) the computational cost can be outweighed by
the gain obtained from a single invocation.
The previous work most related to our research is the restart framework (Luby et al.,
1993). The most important difference between our algorithm and the restart policy is the
ability to handle the cases where the number of runs is limited, or where different algorithms
are involved. When only one algorithm is available and the number of runs is infinite, the
restart strategy is optimal. However, as we have shown in Section 8, some problems may
benefit from the combination of these two approaches.
Our algorithm assumes the availability of the performance profiles of the processes. Such
performance profiles can be derived analytically using theoretical models of the processes
or empirically from previous experience with solving similar problems. Online learning of
performance profiles, which could expand the applicability of the proposed framework, is a
subject of ongoing research.
The framework presented here can be used for a wide range of applications. In the introduction we presented three examples. The first example describes two alternative learning
algorithms working in parallel. The behavior of such algorithms is usually exponential, and
the analysis for such setup is given in Section 6.2. The second example is a CSP problem
with two alternative initial configurations, which is analogous to the Latin Square example
of Sections 2.2 and 7. The last example includes crawling processes with a limited shared
bandwidth. Unlike the first two examples, this setup falls under the framework of intensity
control described in Section 5.
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Similar schemes may be applied for more elaborate setups:
• Scheduling a system of n anytime algorithms, where the overall cost of the system is
defined as the maximal cost of its components (unlike the analysis in Section 4, this
function is not differentiable);
• Scheduling with non-zero process switch costs;
• Providing dynamic scheduling algorithms able to handle changes in the environment;
• Building effective algorithms for the case of several resources of different types, e.g.,
multiprocessor systems.

Appendix A. Formal Proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The claim of the lemma is as follows:
For a system of n processes, the expression for the expected cost (6) can be rewritten as
Z ζi
∞ X
n i+n−1
X
Y
k
j
(1 − Fi (x))dx.
(55)
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn , . . .) =
))
(1 − F#j (ζk−1
i
ζk−1

k=0 i=1 j=i+1

i
Proof: Splitting the whole integration range [0, ∞) to the intervals [t i−1
k , tk ] yields
the following expression:
Z ∞Y
n
n Z ti Y
∞ X
n
X
k
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt.
(56)
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt =
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
0

k=0 i=1

j=1

ti−1
k
j=1

By (25), we can rewrite the inner integral as
Z ti Y
n
k
(1 − Fj (σj )) =
ti−1
k
j=1

Z

tik
ti−1
k




i−1
Y

i−1
Y

j=1

j=i+1−n

i
)) ·
(1 − Fj (ζkj )) · (1 − Fi (t − ti−1
+ ζk−1
k

(1 − F#j (ζkj ))

Z

tik
ti−1
k

n
Y

j=i+1



j
(1 − Fj (ζk−1
)) dt =

(57)

i
+ ζk−1
))dt.
(1 − Fi (t − ti−1
k

i
Substituting x for t − ti−1
+ ζk−1
and using (23), we obtain
k
Z ti
i−1
Y
k
j
i
(1 − F#j (ζk ))
(1 − Fi (t − ti−1
+ ζk−1
))dt =
k
ti−1
k

j=i+1−n
i+n−1
Y
j=i+1

i+n−1
Y
j=i+1

(1 −

j
F#j (ζk−1
))

(1 −

j
F#j (ζk−1
))

Z

Z

i
tik −ti−1
k +ζk−1

i
ζk−1

ζki
i
ζk−1

(1 − Fi (x))dx =

(1 − Fi (x))dx.
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Combining (56), (57) and (58) gives us (55).
Q.E.D.

A.2 Proof of the Chain Theorem for n Processes
The chain theorem claim is as follows:
l−1
l−1 , or can be computed given the previous 2n − 2
The value for ζm+1
may either be ζm
values of ζ using the formula

1

l )
fl (ζm
l )
− Fl (ζm

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

=

l−1
X

j
(1 − F#j (ζm−1
)) −

i+n−1
Y

i=l−n+1 j=i+1
#j6=l

l+n−1
Y

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

j=l+1

Z

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

i
ζm+1

i
ζm

(59)
(1 − F#i (x))dx

Proof: By Lemma 1, the expression we want to minimize is described by the equation
Eu (ζ1 , . . . , ζn , . . .) =

∞ X
n i+n−1
Y
X
k=0 i=1 j=i+1

j
(1 − F#j (ζk−1
))

Z

ζki
i
ζk−1

(1 − Fi (x))dx.

(60)

The expression above reaches its optimal values either when
dEu
= 0 for j = 1, . . . , n, . . . ,
dζj

(61)

or on the border described by (26).
Reaching the optimal values on the border corresponds to the first alternative described
in the theorem. Let us now consider a case when the derivative of E u by ζj is 0.
l , where 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1. Let us see which
Each variable ζj may be presented as ζmn+l = ζm
l is participating in.
summation terms of (60) ζm
l may be a lower bound of the integral from (60). This happens when k = m + 1
1. ζm
and i = l. The corresponding term is

S0 =

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

and

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm
))

Z

l
ζm+1
l
ζm

(1 − Fl (x))dx,

l+n−1
Y
dS0
l
j
=
−(1
−
F
(ζ
))
·
(1 − F#j (ζm
)).
l m
l
dζm
j=l+1

l may be an upper bound of the same integral, which happens when k = m and
2. ζm
i = l. The corresponding term is

Sl =

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm−1
))
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and

l+n−1
Y
dSl
j
l
(1 − F#j (ζm−1
)).
=
(1
−
F
(ζ
))
·
l m
l
dζm
j=l+1

l may participate in the product
3. Finally, ζm
i+n−1
Y
j=i+1

j
(1 − F#j (ζk−1
)).

For i = 1 . . . l − 1, this may happen when k = m + 1 and j = l, and the corresponding
term is
Z ζi
i+n−1
Y
m+1
j
(1 − Fi (x))dx,
(1 − F#j (ζm ))
Si =
i
ζm

j=i+1

with the derivative

dSi
l
= −fl (ζm
)
l
dζm

i+n−1
Y

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm
))

j=i+1,#j6=l

Z

i
ζm+1
i
ζm

(1 − Fi (x))dx.

For i = l + 1 . . . n, k = m and j = l + n. The corresponding term is
Si =

i+n−1
Y

(1

j=i+1

j
− F#j (ζm−1
))

Z

i
ζm
i
ζm−1

(1 − Fi (x))dx,

with the derivative
dSi
l
= −fl (ζm
)
l
dζm

i+n−1
Y

j=i+1,#j6=l

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm−1
))

Z

i
ζm
i
ζm−1

(1 − Fi (x))dx.

l appears only in the integral, there is no other possibility for ζ l to appear
Since for i = l, ζm
m
in the expression, and therefore
n
dEu X dSi
=
.
l
l
dζm
dζm
i=0

The right-hand side of the sum above can be written as follows:
n
X
dSi
=
l
dζm
i=0

−(1 −
l−1
X

l
Fl (ζm
))

j=l+1

l
fl (ζm
)

i=1

n
X

i=l+1

l+n−1
Y

i+n−1
Y

(1 −

j=i+1,#j6=l
l
fl (ζm
)

i+n−1
Y

j
F#j (ζm
))

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

(1 −

l+n−1
Y

j
(1 − F#j (ζm−1
)) −

+ (1 −

l
Fl (ζm
))

Z

(1 − Fi (x))dx −

i
ζm+1
i
ζm

j
F#j (ζm−1
))

j=i+1,#j6=l
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However,
n
X

i+n−1
Y

j
F#j (ζm−1
))

(1 −

i=l+1 j=i+1,#j6=l
0
X

i+n−1
Y

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm
))

i=l−n+1 j=i+1,#j6=l

Z

i
ζm
i
ζm−1

Z

(1 − Fi (x))dx =

i
ζm+1
i
ζm

(1 − Fi (x))dx.

(63)

Substituting (63) into (62), we obtain
n
X
dSi
=
l
dζm
i=0



l
(1 − Fl (ζm
)) 
l
fl (ζm
)

l−1
X

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

j
(1 − F#j (ζm−1
)) −

i+n−1
Y

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm
))

i=l−n+1 j=i+1,#j6=l

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

Z



j
(1 − F#j (ζm
)) −

i
ζm+1
i
ζm

(1 − Fi (x))dx.

(64)

l ) were 0, that would mean that the goal has been reached with the probability
If 1 − Fl (ζm
of 1, and further scheduling would be redundant. Otherwise, expression in (64) is 0 when

1

l )
fl (ζm
l )
− Fl (ζm

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

=

l−1
X

(1 −

j
F#j (ζm−1
))

i+n−1
Y

(1

i=l−n+1 j=i+1,#j6=l

−

l+n−1
Y
j=l+1

j
− F#j (ζm
))

Z

j
(1 − F#j (ζm
))

i
ζm+1

i
ζm

,
(1 − F#i (x))dx

which is equivalent to (59).
l−1
l+1
= ζn(m+1)+l−1 ),
= ζn(m−1)+l+1 to ζm+1
Equation (59) includes 2n − 1 variables (ζ m−1
l−1
providing an implicit dependency of ζ m+1 on the remaining 2n − 2 variables.
Q.E.D.

A.3 Proof of Lemma 2
The claim of the lemma is as follows:
The Euler-Lagrange conditions for the minimization problem (33) yield two strong invariants:
1. For processes k1 and k2 for which σk1 and σk2 are not on the border described by (34),
the distribution and density functions satisfy
fk2 (σk2 )
fk1 (σk1 )
=
.
1 − Fk1 (σk1 )
1 − Fk2 (σk2 )
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2. If the schedules of all the processes are not on the border described by (34), then either
c = 1 or fk (σk ) = 0 for each k.
Proof: Let g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ10 , . . . , σn0 ) be the function under the integral sign of (33):
g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ10 , . . . , σn0 )

(1 − c) + c

=

n
X

σi0

i=1

!

n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj )).

(66)

j=1

A necessary condition of Euler-Lagrange claims that a set of functions σ 1 , . . . , σn provides
a weak (local) minimum to the functional
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

∞

0

g(t, σ1 , . . . , σn , σ10 , . . . , σn0 )dt

only if these functions satisfy a system of equations of the form
gσ0 k −

d 0
g 0 = 0.
dt σk

In our case,
gσ0 k
and

= − (1 − c) + c

n
X

σi0

i=1

!

fk (σk )

(67)

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj )),

n
n
X
Y
d Y
d 0
gσ 0 = c
(1 − Fj (σj )) = −c
σl0 fl (σl ) (1 − Fj (σj )).
dt k
dt
j=1

l=1

(68)

(69)

j6=l

Substituting the last expression into (67), we obtain
gσ0 1

=

gσ0 2

= ... =

gσ0 n

= −c

n
X

σl0 fl (σl )

l=1

Y
j6=l

(1 − Fj (σj )),

and by (68) for every k1 and k2
fk1 (σk1 )

Y

j6=k1

(1 − Fj (σj )) = fk2 (σk2 )

Y

j6=k2

(1 − Fj (σj )).

We can ignore the case where one of the terms 1 − F j (σj ) is 0. Indeed, this is possible only
if the goal is reached by process j with probability of 1, and in this case no optimization is
needed. Therefore, we obtain
fk1 (σk1 )(1 − Fk2 (σk2 )) = fk2 (σk2 )(1 − Fk1 (σk1 )),
which is equivalent to (65).
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Let us show now the correctness of the second invariant. By (69) and (65), we obtain
n

X
Y
d 0
σl0 fl (σl ) (1 − Fj (σj )) =
gσ 0 = − c
dt k
−c

l=1
n
X

l=1
n
X

j6=l

σl0

n
fl (σl ) Y
(1 − Fj (σj )) =
1 − Fl (σl )
j=1
n
Y

fk (σk )
(1 − Fj (σj )) =
1 − Fk (σk )
j=1
l=1
!
n
X
Y
σi0 fk (σk )
−c
(1 − Fj (σj )).
−c

σl0

i=1

j6=k

By (36) we get
gσ0 k

d
− gσ0 0 = −
dt k
+c

(1 − c) + c
n
X
i=1

σi0

!

n
X

σi0

i=1

fk (σk )

− (1 − c)fk (σk )

Y

!

fk (σk )

Y

j6=k

j6=k

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj ))

(1 − Fj (σj )) =

(1 − Fj (σj )) = 0.

Since we ignore the case when (1 − Fj (σj )) = 0, the second invariant is correct.
Q.E.D.

A.4 Proof of Lemma 3
The claim of the lemma is as follows:
If an optimal solution exists, then there exists an optimal solution σ 1 , . . . , σn , such that
at each time t all the resources are consumed, i.e.,
∀t

n
X

σi0 (t) = 1.

i=1

In the case where time cost is not zero (c 6= 1), the equality above is a necessary condition
for solution optimality.
Proof: We know that {σi } provide a minimum for the expression (33)
! n
Z ∞
n
X
Y
σi0
(1 − c) + c
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt.
0

i=1

j=1

Let us assume that in some time interval [t 0 , t1 ], {σi } do not satisfy the lemma’s constraints.
However, it is possible to use the same amount of resources more effectively. Let us consider
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a linear time warp ν(t) = αt + β on the time interval [t 0 , t1 ], satisfying ν(t0 ) = t0 . From
the last condition, it follows that β = t 0 (1 − α). Let t01 be a point where ν(t) achieves t1 ,
i.e., t01 = t0 + (t1 − t0 )/α. Let us consider a set of new objective schedule functions σ
e i (t) of
the form

t ≤ t0 ,
 σi (t),
σi (αt + β),
t0 ≤ t ≤ t01 ,
σ
ei (t) =

σi (t + t1 − t01 ), t > t01 .
Thus, σ
ei (t) behaves as σi (t) before t0 , as σi (t) with a time shift after t01 , and as a linearly
speeded up version of σi (t) in the interval [t0 , t01 ]. Since ν(t0 ) = t0 and ν(t01 ) = t1 , σ
ei (t) is
continuous at the points t0 and t01 .
σ
ei0 (t) is equal to ασi0 (t) within the interval [t0 , t1 ], and to σi0 (t) outside this interval. By
the contradiction assumption, σi do not meet the lemma constraints in [t 0 , t1 ], and thus we
can take
1
P
> 1,
α=
maxt∈[t0 ,t1 ] ni=1 σi0 (t)

leading to valid functions σ
ei0 (t). Using σ
ei (t) in (33), we obtain
! n
Z ∞
n
X
Y
0
σ
ei (t)
(1 − c) + c
(1 − Fj (e
σj (t)))dt =
Eu (e
σ1 , . . . , σ
en ) =
0

Z

i=1

t0

(1 − c) + c

0

Z

t01

t0

Z

(1 − c) + c

σi0 (t)

i=1

(1 − c) + cα

∞

t01

n
X

n
X

!

σi0 (αt

j=1

n
Y

j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +

+ β)

i=1

n
X

σi0 (t

i=1

+ t1 −

!

n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj (αt + β)))dt +

j=1

t01 )

!

n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj (t + t1 − t01 )))dt.

j=1

By substituting x = αt + β in the second term of the last sum, and x = t + t 1 − t01 in the
third term, we obtain
! n
Z t0
n
X
Y
Eu (e
σ1 , . . . , σ
en ) =
(1 − c) + c
σi0 (t)
(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +
0

Z

i=1

t1

t0

Z

∞

t1

1−c
+c
α

n
X

σi0 (x)

i=1

(1 − c) + c

Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) −

n
X

σi0 (x)

i=1

Z

t1

t0

!

j=1

n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj (x)))dx +

j=1

!

n
Y

j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (x)))dx =



1
(1 − c) 1 −
α

Since α > 1, the last term is non-negative, and therefore
Eu (e
σ1 , . . . , σ
en ) ≤ Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ),
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meaning that the set {e
σi } provides a solution of at least the same quality as {σ i }. If c 6= 1,
this contradicts to the optimality of the original schedule, and if c = 1, the new schedule
will also be optimal.
Q.E.D.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 4
The claim of the theorem is as follows:
Let the set of functions {σi } be a solution of minimization problem (6) under constraints (34). Let t0 be a point where the hazard functions of all the processes h i (σi (t)) are
continuous, and let Ak be the process active at t0 (σk0 (t0 ) > 0), such that for any other
process Ai
hi (σi (t0 )) < hk (σk (t0 )).
(71)
Then at t0 process k consumes all the resources, i.e. σ k0 (t0 ) = 1.
Proof: First we want to prove the theorem for the case of two processes, and then
to generalize the proof to the case of n processes. Assume that σ 1 (t) and σ2 (t) provide the
optimal solution, and at some point t 0 σ10 (t0 ) > 0 and
f2 (σ2 (t0 ))
f1 (σ1 (t0 ))
>
.
1 − F1 (σ1 (t0 ))
1 − F2 (σ2 (t0 ))

(72)

From the continuity of the functions h i (t) in the point t0 , it follows that there exists some
neighborhood U (t0 ) of t0 , such that for each two points t0 , t00 in this neighborhood h1 (t0 ) >
h2 (t00 ), i.e.,
f1 (σ1 (t0 ))
f2 (σ2 (t00 ))
min
>
max
.
(73)
t0 ∈U (t0 ) 1 − F1 (σ1 (t0 ))
t00 ∈U (t0 ) 1 − F2 (σ2 (t00 ))
Let us consider some interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊂ U (t0 ). In order to make the proof more readable, we
introduce the following notation (for this proof only):
• We denote σ1 (t) by σ(t). By Lemma 3, σ2 (t) = t − σ(t).
• We denote σ(t0 ) by σ 0 and σ(t1 ) by σ 1 .
In the interval [t0 , t1 ] the first process obtains σ 1 − σ 0 resources, and the second process
obtains (t1 −t0 )−(σ 1 −σ 0 ) resources. Let us consider a special resource distribution σ
e, which
first gives all the resources to the first process, and then to the second process, keeping the
same quantity of resources as σ:

σ(t),
t ≤ t0 ,



t − t 0 + σ 0 , t0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 + σ 1 − σ 0 ,
σ
e(t) =
σ1 ,
t0 + σ 1 − σ 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1



σ(t),
t ≥ t1 .

It is easy to see that σ(t) is continuous at the points t 0 , t1 , and t0 + σ 1 − σ 0 . We want to
show that, unless the first process consumes all the resources at the beginning, the schedule
produced by σ
e outperforms the schedule produced by σ.
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Let t∗ = t0 + σ 1 − σ 0 , which corresponds to the time when the first process would have
consumed all its resources had it been working with the maximal intensity. First, we want
to show that in the interval [t0 , t∗ ]
(1 − F1 (σ(t)))(1 − F2 (t − σ(t))) ≥ (1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 ))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 )).

(74)

ν(t) = (t − t0 + σ 0 ) − σ(t).

(75)

Let
The inequality (74) becomes
(1−F1 (t−t0 +σ 0 −ν(t)))(1−F2 (t0 −σ 0 +ν(t))) ≥ (1−F1 (t−t0 +σ 0 ))(1−F2 (t0 −σ 0 )). (76)
Let us find a value of x = ν(t) that provides the minimum to the left-hand side of (76) for
the fixed t. Let us denote
G(x) = (1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 − x))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 + x)).
Then,
G0 (x) = f1 (t − t0 + σ 0 − x))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 + x)) − f2 (t0 − σ 0 + x)(1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 − x)).
Since a valid σ(t) in the interval [t 0 , t1 ] obtains values between σ 0 and σ 1 , by (75) we have
t − t0 + σ 0 − x ∈ [σ 0 , σ 1 ],

t0 − σ 0 + x ∈ [t0 − σ 0 , t1 − σ 1 ].

Therefore, there exist t0 , t00 ∈ [t0 , t1 ], such that σ1 (t0 ) = σ(t0 ) = t − t0 + σ 0 − x and σ2 (t00 ) =
t00 − σ(t00 ) = t0 − σ 0 + x. By (73) we obtain G0 (x) > 0, meaning that G(x) monotonically
increases. Besides, by (75) we have x = ν(t) ≥ 0 (since σ 0 (t) ≤ 1), and therefore G(x)
obtains its minimal value when x = 0. Therefore, if we denote by Ran(t) the set of valid
values for ν(t),
(1 − F1 (σ))(1 − F2 (t − σ)) = (1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 − ν(t)))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 + ν(t))) ≥
min (1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 − x))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 + x)) =

x∈Ran(t)

(1 − F1 (t − t0 + σ 0 ))(1 − F2 (t0 − σ 0 )),
and the strict equality occurs if and only if σ(t) = t − t 0 + σ 0 . Thus,
(1 − F1 (σ))(1 − F2 (t − σ)) ≥ (1 − F1 (e
σ ))(1 − F2 (t − σ
e))

for t ∈ [t0 , t∗ ].
Let us show now the correctness of the same statement in the interval [t ∗ , t1 ], which is
equivalent to the inequality
(1 − F1 (σ(t)))(1 − F2 (t − σ(t))) ≥ (1 − F1 (σ 1 ))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 )).

(77)

The proof is similar. Let
ν(t) = σ 1 − σ(t).
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The inequality (77) becomes
(1 − F1 (σ 1 − ν(t)))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 + ν(t))) ≥ (1 − F1 (σ 1 ))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 )).

(79)

As before, we find a value of x = ν(t) that provides the minimum to the left-hand side
of (79)
G(x) = (1 − F1 (σ 1 − x))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 + x)).
The derivative of G(x) is
G0 (x) = f1 (σ 1 − x))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 + x)) − f2 (t − σ 1 + x)(1 − F1 (σ 1 − x)),
and since a valid σ(t) in the interval [t 0 , t1 ] obtains values between σ 0 and σ 1 , by (78) we
have
σ 1 − x ∈ [σ 0 , σ 1 ],

t − σ 1 + x ∈ [t0 − σ 0 , t1 − σ 1 ].

Therefore, there exist t0 , t00 ∈ [t0 , t1 ], such that σ1 (t0 ) = σ(t0 ) = σ 1 − x and σ2 (t00 ) =
t00 − σ(t00 ) = t − σ 1 + x. By (73), G0 (x) > 0, and therefore G(x) monotonically increases.
Since x = σ 1 − σ(t) ≥ 0, G(x) ≥ G(0). Thus, for t ∈ [t ∗ , t1 ],
(1 − F1 (σ))(1 − F2 (t − σ)) = (1 − F1 (σ 1 − ν(t)))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 + ν(t))) ≥

min (1 − F1 (σ 1 − x))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 + x)) = (1 − F1 (σ 1 ))(1 − F2 (t − σ 1 )),

x∈Ran(t)

and the strict equality occurs if and only if σ(t) = σ 1 .
Combining this result with the previous one, we obtain that
(1 − F1 (σ))(1 − F2 (t − σ)) ≥ (1 − F1 (e
σ ))(1 − F2 (t − σ
e))

holds for every t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. Since σ
e(t) behaves as σ(t) outside this interval, E u (σ) ≥ Eu (e
σ ).
Besides, since the equality is obtained if and only if σ ≡ σ
e, and since E u (σ) is optimal, we
obtain that σ ≡ σ
e, and therefore the first process will take all the resources in some interval
[t0 , t1 ].
The proof for n processes is exactly the same. Let {σ i } provide the optimal solution,
and at the point t0 there is process k, such that for each j 6= k
hk (σk (t0 )) > hj (σj (t0 )).
From the continuity of the functions h i (σi (t)) in the point t0 , it follows that there exists
some neighborhood U (t0 ) of t0 , such that
min hk (σk (t0 )) > max max hi (σi (t00 )).
i6=k t00 ∈U (t0 )

t0 ∈U (t0 )

Let us take any process l 6= k, and let
y(t) = σk (t) + σl (t).
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Now we can repeat the above proof while substituting y(t) instead of t under the function
sign:

σk (t),



y(t) − y(t0 ) + σk (t0 ),
σ
ek (t) =
σ (t ),


 k 1
σk (t),

y(t) ≤ y(t0 ),
y(t0 ) ≤ y(t) ≤ y(t0 ) + σk (t1 ) − σk (t0 ),
y(t0 ) + σk (t1 ) − σk (t0 ) ≤ y(t) ≤ y(t1 ),
y(t) ≥ y(t1 ).

The substitution above produces a valid schedule due to the monotonicity of y(t). The rest
of the proof remains unchanged.
Q.E.D.

A.6 Proof of Theorem 5
The claim of the theorem is as follows:
An active process will remain active and consume all resources as long as its hazard
function is monotonically increasing.
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Let {σ j } form an optimal schedule. Assume
that at some point t1 process Ak is suspended, while its hazard function h k (σk (t1 )) is
monotonically increasing at t1 .
Let us assume first that at some point t 2 process Ak becomes active again. Since we do
not consider the case of making process active at a single point, there exists some ∆ > 0,
such that Ak is active in the intervals [t1 − ∆, t1 ] and [t2 , t2 + ∆]. Ak has been stopped
at a point of monotonicity of the hazard function, and therefore, by Theorem 4, in these
intervals Ak is the only active process. We consider two alternative scenarios. In the first
one, we allow Ak to be active for additional ∆ time starting at t 1 (i.e., shifting its idle
period by ∆), while in the second we suspend A k by ∆ earlier.
For the first scenario, the scheduling functions have the following form:

σk (t),
t ≤ t1 ,



σ
(t
)
+
(t
−
t
),
t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 + ∆,
1
k 1
σka (t) =
σ (t − ∆) + ∆ = σk (t1 ) + ∆, t1 + ∆ ≤ t ≤ t2 + ∆,


 k
σk (t),
t ≥ t2 + ∆;

t ≤ t1 ,

 σj (t),

σj (t1 ),
t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 + ∆,
σja (t) =
σ
(t
−
∆),
t

1 + ∆ ≤ t ≤ t2 + ∆,

 j
σj (t),
t ≥ t2 + ∆.

(81)

(82)

It is possible to see that these scheduling functions are continuous and satisfy invariant (39),
which makes this set a suitable candidate for optimality.
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Substituting these values of σ into (6), we obtain
Eu (σ1a , . . . , σna )
Z

t1 +∆

Z

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt+

j=1

t2 +∆

t1 +∆

0

Z

0

n
t1 Y

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + (t − t1 )))

t1

Z

=

Z

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆))

n
t1 Y

j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +

t2

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆))

t1

Y

j6=k

Y

j6=k

Y

j6=k

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj (t1 )))dt+

(1 − Fj (σj (t − ∆)))dt +

(1 − Fj (σj (t1 )))

Z

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +

Z

∞

n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt =

t2 +∆ j=1

∆

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx+

0

Z

n
Y

∞

t2 +∆ j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt.

Subtracting Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) given by (6) from Eu (σ1a , . . . , σna ), we get
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) − Eu (σ1a , . . . , σna ) =
Z t2
Y
[(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆))]
(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt+
t1

Z

j6=k

n
t2 +∆ Y

t2

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt −

j=1

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj (t1 )))

Z

(83)

∆

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx.

0

Let us consider the first term of the last equation. Since in the interval [t 1 , t2 ] σk (t) = σk (t1 ),
in this interval
(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆)) = (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆)) =
Z ∆
Z ∆
Z ∆
hk (σk (t1 ) + x)(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx.
fk (σk (t1 ) + x)dx =
d(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x)) =
−
0

0

0

Due to monotonicity of hk (σk ) in t1 ,
(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆)) =
Z ∆
Z
hk (σk (t1 ) + x)(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx > hk (σk (t1 ))
0

which leads to
Z t2
t1

[(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + ∆))]

hk (σk (t1 ))

Z

∆
0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx
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Z

t2

Y

j6=k

Y

t1 j6=k

∆
0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx,

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt >

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt.

(84)
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Let us now consider the second term of (83). Since in the interval [t 2 , t2 + ∆] only Ak is
active, in this interval

σj (t2 ),
j 6= k,
σj (t) =
σk (t1 ) + (t − t2 ), j = k.
Thus,
Z

n
t2 +∆ Y

t2

j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt =

Y

j6=k

Z

(1 − Fj (σj (t2 )))

∆

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx.

0

(85)

Substituting (84) and (85) into (83), we obtain
Z

Eu (σ1a , . . . , σna )

∆

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x))dx ×
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) −
>
0


(86)
Z t2 Y
Y
Y
hk (σk (t1 ))

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +
(1 − Fj (σj (t2 ))) −
(1 − Fj (σj (t1 ))) .
t1 j6=k

j6=k

j6=k

The proof for the second scenario, where A k is suspended for ∆, is similar. For this
scenario, the scheduling functions σ k (t) and σj (t) for j 6= k can be represented as follows:

σk (t),
t ≤ t1 − ∆,



σk (t1 − ∆) = σk (t1 ) − ∆,
t1 − ∆ ≤ t ≤ t2 − ∆,
σki (t) =
(87)
σ
(t
−
∆)
+
(t
−
(t
−
∆))
=
σ
(t
)
+
(t
−
t
),
t2 − ∆ ≤ t ≤ t 2 ,

2
2
k 1

 k 1
σk (t),
t ≥ t2 ;

σj (t),
t ≤ t1 − ∆,



σ
(t
+
∆),
t
j
1 − ∆ ≤ t ≤ t2 − ∆,
(88)
σji (t) =
σ (t ),
t2 − ∆ ≤ t ≤ t 2 ,


 j 2
σj (t),
t ≥ t2 .
As before, these scheduling functions are continuous and satisfy invariant (39).
Substituting σ i into (6), we obtain
Eu (σ1i , . . . , σni )
Z

t2 −∆

t1 −∆

Z

0

Z

0

n
t1 −∆ Y

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt+

j=1

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆))

t2

t2 −∆

Z

=

Z

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + (t − t2 )))

n
t1 −∆ Y

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +

j=1

t2

t1

(1 − Fj (σj (t + ∆)))dt+

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆))

Y

j6=k

Y

j6=k

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj (t2 )))dt +

(1 − Fj (σj (t2 )))

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +
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Z

Z

Z

∆
0

∞

n
∞Y

t2

j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt =

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx+
n
Y

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt.

t2 +∆ j=1
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Subtracting Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) given by (6) from Eu (σ1i , . . . , σni ), we get
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) − Eu (σ1i , . . . , σni ) =
Z t2
Y
[(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆))]
(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt+
t1

Z

j6=k

t1

n
Y

t1 −∆ j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt −

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj (t2 )))

Z

(89)

∆

0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx.

As in the first scenario, in the interval [t 1 , t2 ]
(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆)) = (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆)) =
Z 0
Z 0
fk (σk (t1 ) + x)dx =
d(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) + x)) = −
−∆

−

Z

∆

0

fk (σk (t1 ) − x)dx = −

Z

−∆

∆

hk (σk (t1 ) − x)(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx.

0

Due to monotonicity of hk (σk ) in t1 ,
(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆)) =
Z ∆
Z
−
hk (σk (t1 ) − x)(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx > −hk (σk (t1 ))
0

which leads to
Z t2
t1

[(1 − Fk (σk (t))) − (1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − ∆))]

− hk (σk (t1 ))

Z

∆
0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx

Z

t2

Y

j6=k

Y

t1 j6=k

∆
0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx,

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt >
(90)
(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt.

The transformations for the second term of (89) are also similar to the previous scenario.
Since in the interval [t1 − ∆, t1 ] only Ak is active, in this interval

σj (t1 ),
j 6= k,
σj (t) =
σk (t1 ) − (t1 − t), j = k.
Thus,
Z

t1

n
Y

t1 −∆ j=1

(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt =

Y

j6=k

(1 − Fj (σj (t1 )))

Z

∆
0

(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx.

(91)

Substituting (90) and (91) into (89), we obtain
Z ∆
i
i
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) − Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) >
(1 − Fk (σk (t1 ) − x))dx ×
0


Z t2 Y
Y
Y
(1 − Fj (σj (t1 ))) .
(1 − Fj (σj (t2 ))) −
(1 − Fj (σj (t)))dt +
− hk (σk (t1 ))
t1 j6=k

j6=k

j6=k

(92)
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By (86) and (92),
sign(Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) − Eu (σ1a , . . . , σna )) = −sign(Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) − Eu (σ1i , . . . , σni )),

(93)

and therefore one of these scenarios leads to better schedule, which contradicts the optimality of the original one.
The proof for the case where control does not return to A k at all is exactly the same
and is omitted here. Informally, it can be viewed as replacing t 2 by ∞ in all the formulas
above, and the results are the same. same results.
Q.E.D.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 6
The claim of the theorem is as follows:
If no time cost is taken into account (c = 1), the model with shared resources under intensity control settings is equivalent to the model with independent processes under
suspend-resume control settings. Namely, given a suspend-resume solution for the model
with independent processes, we may reconstruct an intensity-based solution with the same
cost for the model with shared resources and vice versa.
∗
Proof: Let Eshared
be the optimal value for the framework with shared resources,
∗
and Eindependent be the optimal value for the framework with independent processes. Since
c = 1, the two problems minimize the same expression
! n
Z ∞ X
n
Y
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =
σi0
(1 − Fj (σj ))dt → min,
(94)
0

i=1

j=1

and each set {σi } satisfying the resource sharing constraints automatically satisfies the
process independence constraints, we obtain
∗
∗
Eindependent
≤ Eshared
.

Let us prove that
∗
∗
.
Eshared
≤ Eindependent

Assume that a set of functions σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn is an optimal solution for the problem with
independent processes, i.e.,
∗
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) = Eindependent
.

We want to construct a set of functions {σei } satisfying the resource sharing constrains, such
that
Eu (f
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) = Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ).
Let us consider a set of discontinuity points of σ i0

T = {t|∃i : σi0 (t − ) 6= σi0 (t + )}.
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In our model this set is countable, and we can write it as a sorted sequence t 0 = 0 < t1 <
. . . < tk < . . .. The expected schedule cost in this case will have a form
Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

∞
X

Euj (σ1 , . . . , σn ),

j=0

where
Euj (σ1 , . . . , σn ) =

Z

n
X

tj+1
tj

i=1

σi0

!

n
Y
l=1

(1 − Fl (σl ))dt.

We want to construct the functions σei incrementally. For each time interval [t j , tj+1 ] we
define a corresponding point tej and a set of functions σei , such that
! n
Z tg
n
j+1
Y
X
g
(1 − Fl (σel ))dt = Eu (σ1 , . . . σn ).
σel 0
E
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) =
u (f
j

j

tej

l=1

l=1

Let us denote σij = σi (tj ) and σf
ei (tj ). At the beginning, σf
ij = σ
i0 = 0 for each i, and
0 < j, and σ
0
defined
for
j
e
(t)
defined
on each interval
te0 = 0. Assume now that we have tf
i
j
tej and σej on [tej , tg
[f
tj 0 , t]
j+1 ].
j 0 +1 ]. Let us show how to
Pdefine
n
0
By definition of tj , k = l=1 σl (t) is a constant for t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]. Since {σi } satisfy
suspend-resume constraints, exactly k ≥ 1 processes are active in this interval, each with
full intensity. Without loss of generality, the active processes are A 1 , A2 , . . . , Ak , and
Z tj+1 Y
n
Euj (σ1 , . . . , σn ) = k
(1 − Fl (σl ))dt =
tj

k
k

n
Y

(1 − Fl (σlj ))

l=k+1
n
Y

(1 − Fl (σlj ))

l=k+1

Z

Z

tj+1

tj

0

l=1
k
Y
l=1

(1 − Fl (t − tj + σlj ))dt =

n
tj+1 −tj Y
l=1

(1 − Fl (x + σlj ))dx.

Let tg
ei (t) on the segment [tej , tg
j+1 = tej + k(tj+1 − tj ), and let us define σ
j+1 ] as follows:

0
(t − tej )/k + σf
ij , σi > 0 for t ∈ [tj , tj+1 ]
σei (t) =
(95)
σf
otherwise.
ij ,

In this case, on this segment

n
X
l=1

σei 0 (t) = 1,

which means that the σei satisfy the resource sharing constraints. By definition,
tg
j+1 − tej = k(tj+1 − tj ),

and therefore for processes active on [t j , tj+1 ] we obtain
σ
^
f
i,j+1 − σ
ij =

tg
j+1 − tej
= tj+1 − tj = σi,j+1 − σij .
k
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For processes idle on [tj , tj+1 ] the same equality holds as well:
σ
^
f
i,j+1 − σ
ij = 0 = σi,j+1 − σij ,

and since σei (t) = 0 we obtain the invariant

σf
ij = σij .

(97)

The average cost for the new schedules may be represented as
! n
Z tg
n
j+1
X
Y
g
σel 0
E
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) =
(1 − Fl (σel ))dt =
u (f
j

n
Y

l=k+1

(1 − Fl (σf
lj ))

Z

tej

l=1
k
g
tj+1 Y

tej

l=1

l=1

(1 − Fl ((t − tej )/k + σf
lj ))dt.

Substituting x = (t − tej )/k and using (95), (96) and (97), we obtain
g
E
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) = k
uj (f
k

n
Y

n
Y

l=k+1

(1 − Fl (σlj ))dt

l=k+1

Euj (σ1 , . . . , σn ).

(1 − Fl (σf
lj ))

Z

0

k
tj+1 −tj Y
l=1

Z

0

k
(tg
j+1 −tej )/k Y
l=1

(1 − Fl (x + σf
lj ))dx =

(1 − Fl (x + σlj ))dx =

From the last equation, it immediately follows that
Eu (f
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) =

∞
X
j=0

g
E
σ1 , . . . , σ
fn ) =
uj (f

∞
X

Euj (σ1 , . . . , σn ) = Eu (σ1 , . . . , σn ),

j=0

which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
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Abstract
In this article we present an algorithm to compute bounds on the marginals of a graphical model. For several small clusters of nodes upper and lower bounds on the marginal
values are computed independently of the rest of the network. The range of allowed probability distributions over the surrounding nodes is restricted using earlier computed bounds.
As we will show, this can be considered as a set of constraints in a linear programming
problem of which the objective function is the marginal probability of the center nodes. In
this way knowledge about the maginals of neighbouring clusters is passed to other clusters
thereby tightening the bounds on their marginals. We show that sharp bounds can be
obtained for undirected and directed graphs that are used for practical applications, but
for which exact computations are infeasible.

1. Introduction
Graphical models have become a popular and powerful tool to deal with dependencies in a
complex probability model. For small networks an exact computation of the marginal probabilities for certain nodes is feasible (see, for example Zhang & Poole, 1994). Unfortunately,
due to an exponential scaling of the computational complexity, these exact algorithms soon
fail for somewhat more complex and more realistic networks.
To deal with this computational problem two main streams can be distinguished. Firstly,
there is the approach of approximating the exact solution. Numerous algorithms have been
developed among which are mean field (Peterson & Anderson, 1987; Saul et al., 1996) and
tap (Thouless et al., 1977; Plefka, 1981). Nowadays, approximation methods such as belief
propagation (Murphy et al., 1999; Yedidia et al., 2000) using the Bethe or Kikuchi energy
are gaining popularity. In contrast with mean field expansions, the latter methods try to
model only the local probability distributions of several small clusters, which communicate
with each other in a way known as message passing.
The second approach is that of finding upper and lower bounds on important quantities
of the graphical model. In contrast to approximation techniques, these methods give reliable
information. One may find, for instance, that a marginal probability is definitely between
0.4 and 0.5. These methods usually focus on the partition function of the network, which can
be lower bounded (Leisink & Kappen, 2001) or upper bounded (Wainwright et al., 2002).
Little work has been done, however, on bounding the marginal probabities for certain nodes
in the network directly. Up to now researchers have focused their attention on combining
upper and lower bounds on the partition function in which way bounds on the marginals
can be derived. For the special case of the Boltzmann machine this was done by Leisink
and Kappen (2002).

c
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a

b

c
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Figure 1: Examples of separator and marginal nodes in an (infinite) Ising grid. Light shaded
nodes correspond to Smar , black nodes to Ssep . (a) A single node enclosed by
its tightest separator. (b), (c) Two marginal nodes enclosed by their tightest
separator. (d) Another choice for a separator for a single node marginal; the
other node enclosed by that separator belongs to Soth .

In this article we present a method called ‘bound propagation’ which has certain similarities to belief propagation in the sense that small clusters of a few nodes try to bound their
marginals as tight as possible. The knowledge contained in these bounds is shared with
surrounding clusters. Iteration of this procedure improves bounds on all marginals until it
is converged. It is important to realize that bounding and approximation techniques are
not mutually exclusive. We propose to always run the bound propagation algorithm first.
When the result is not satisfactory, one can always fall back upon approximation techniques
as belief propagation paying the price of being uncertain about the solution.
In Section 2 we explain the general method of bound propagation, which is described
more algorithmicly in Section 3. In Section 4 we show the behaviour of the algorithm on a
toy problem, whereas in Section 5 the results are shown for more realistic networks. Finally,
in Section 6, we conclude and discuss possible paths for future research.

2. What Bounds Can Learn From Each Other
Consider a Markov network defined by the potentials ψi (Si ) each dependent on a set of
nodes Si . The probability to find the network in a certain state S is proportional to
Y
p (S) ∝
ψi (Si )
(1)
i

Problems arise when one is interested in the marginal probability over a small number
of nodes (denoted by Smar ), since in general this requires the summation over all of the
exponentially many states.
Let us define the set of separator nodes, Ssep , to be the nodes that separate Smar from
the rest of the network. One can take, for instance, the union of the nodes in all potentials
that contain at least one marginal node, while excluding the marginal nodes itself in that
union (which is the Markov blanket of Smar ):
[
Ssep =
Si /Smar
(2)
Si ∩Smar 6=∅
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See for instance Figure 1a–c. It is not necessary, however, that Ssep defines a tight separation.
There can be a small number of other nodes, Soth , inside the separated area, but not included
by Smar (Figure 1d). A sufficient condition for the rest of the theory is that the size of the
total state space, kSsep ∪ Smar ∪ Soth k, is small enough to do exact computations.
Suppose that we know a particular setting of the separator nodes, ~ssep , then computing
the conditional distribution of Smar given Ssep is easy:
X
p (~smar | ~ssep ) =
p (~smar~soth | ~ssep )
(3)
~
soth ∈Soth

This expression is tractable to compute since Ssep serves as the Markov blanket for the union
of Smar and Soth . Thus the actual numbers are independent of the rest of the network and
can be found either by explicitly doing the summation or by any other more sophisticated
method. Similarly, if we would know the exact distribution over the separator nodes, we
can easily compute the marginal probability of Smar :
X
X
p (~smar ) =
p (~smar~soth | ~ssep ) p (~ssep )
(4)
soth ∈Soth
~ssep ∈Ssep ~

Unfortunately, in general we do not know the distribution p (~ssep ) and therefore we
cannot compute p (~smar ). We can, however, still derive certain properties of the marginal
distribution, namely upper and lower bounds for each state of Smar . For instance, an upper
bound on ~smar can easily be found by computing
X
X
p+ (~smar ) = maxq(~ssep )
p (~smar~soth | ~ssep ) q (~ssep )
(5)
~ssep ∈Ssep ~
soth ∈Soth

P
under the constraints ∀~ssep ∈Ssep q (~ssep ) ≥ 0 and ~ssep ∈Ssep q (~ssep ) = 1. The distribution
q (~ssep ) corresponds to kSsep k free parameters (under the given constraints) used to compute
the worst case (here: the maximum) marginal value for each ~smar . Obviously, if q (~ssep ) =
p (~ssep ) the upper bound corresponds to the exact value, but in general p (~ssep ) is unknown
and we have to maximize over all possible distributions. One may recognize Equation 5 as
a simple linear programming (lp) problem with kSsep k variables. With a similar equation
we can find lower bounds p− (~smar ).
Upto now we did not include any information about q (~ssep ) we might have into the
equation above. But suppose that we already computed upper and lower bounds on the
marginals of other nodes than Smar . How can we make use of this knowledge? We investigate
our table of all sets of marginal nodes we bounded earlier and take out those that are subsets
′
′
of Ssep . Obviously, whenever we find already computed bounds on Smar
where Smar
⊆ Ssep 1 ,
we can be sure that
X
′
′ ) ≤ p (~
(6)
q (~ssep ) = q (~smar
+ smar )
′
~ssep ∈Ssep /Smar

and similarly for the lower bound. These equations are nothing more than extra contraints
on q (~ssep ) which we may include in the lp-problem in Equation 5. There can be several
′ k extra constraints.
′
that are subsets of Ssep each defining 2 kSmar
Smar
′
′
1. In the rest of this article we will use the symbol Smar
to indicate an earlier computed bound over Smar
′
with Smar
⊆ Ssep .
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a

b

Figure 2: The area in which q (s1 s2 ) must lie is shown. q (00) is implicitly given since
the distribution is normalized. a) The pyramid is the allowable space. The
darker planes show how this pyramid can be restricted by adding earlier computed bounds as constraints in the linear programming problem. b) This results
in
P a smaller polyhedron. The black lines show the planes where the function
s1 s2 p (s0 = 1 | s1 s2 ) q (s1 s2 ) is constant for this particular problem.
In this way, information collected by bounds computed earlier, can propagate to Smar ,
thereby finding tighter bounds for these marginals. This process can be repeated for all sets
of marginal nodes we have selected until convergence is reached.
2.1 Linear Programming
In terms of standard linear programming, Equation 5 can be expressed as
o
n
max ~c · ~x ~x ≥ 0 ∧ A~x ≤ ~b

(7)

where the variables are defined as
~x = q (~ssep )
X
~c =
p (~smar~soth | ~ssep ) = p (~smar | ~ssep )

(8)
(9)

~soth ∈Soth

A=



′ ,~
ssep )
δ (~smar
′
−δ (~smar , ~ssep )

~b =



′ )
p+ (~smar
′ )
−p− (~smar


′
∀Smar
⊆Ssep ∀~s ′

′
mar ∈Smar



(10)

′ ,~
ssep ) = 1 iff the states of the nodes both node sets have in common are
where δ (~smar
equal. Thus the columns of the matrix A correspond to ~ssep , the rows of A and b to all the
′ k for each S ′
constraints (of which we have 2 kSmar
mar ⊆ Ssep ). The ordering of the rows of A
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and b is irrelevant as long as it is the same for both. The constraint that q (~ssep ) should be
normalized can be incorporated in A and ~b by requiring
X
X
q (~ssep ) ≤ 1
and
−
q (~ssep ) ≤ −1
(11)
~ssep

~ssep

The maximum of ~c · ~x corresponds to p+ (~smar ). The negative of p− (~smar ) can be found by
using −~c · ~x as the objective function.
2.2 A Simple Example
Imagine a single neuron, s0 , that is separated from the rest of the network by two other
neurons, s1 and s2 . We want to compute bounds on the marginal p (s0 = 1). Since we
do not know the distribution over the separator nodes, we have to consider all possible
distributions as in Equation 5. Therefore we introduce the free parameters
q (s1 s2 ). The goal
P
is now to compute the minimum and maximum of the function s1s2 p (s0 = 1 | s1 s2 ) q (s1 s2 ).
In Figure 2a we show in three dimensions the space (the large pyramid) in which the
distribution q (s1 s2 ) lies. q (00) is implicitly given by one minus the three other values.
We can add, however, the earlier computed (single node) bounds on p (s1 ) and p (s2 )
to the problem. These restrict the space in Figure 2a further, since for instance (see also
Equation 6)
X
q (s1 = 1, s2 ) = q (10) + q (11) ≤ p+ (s1 = 1)
(12)
q (s1 = 1) =
s2

We have four independent constraints, which are shown in Figure 2a as planes in the
pyramid.
Obviously, by adding this information the space in which q (s1 s2 ) may lie is restricted
to that shown in Figure 2b. In the same figure we have added black lines, which correspond
to the planes where the objective function is constant. A standard linear programming tool
will immediately return the maximum and the minimum of this function thus bounding the
marginal p (s0 = 1).

3. The Algorithm In Detail
To solve an arbitrary network we first determine the set Ω of all Ssep we will use for the
problem. We choose

Ω (N ) = Ssep | kScl k ≤ N ∧ ∀s∈S
(13)
/ cl kScl ∪ sk > N

where Scl is the cluster Ssep ∪ Smar ∪ Soth and s denotes a single node. This choice limits
the state space of Scl to N , which more or less determines the computation time. If we
choose, for example, N = 25 for the Ising grid in Figure 1 assuming binary nodes, only the
configuration in Figure 1a would be included in Ω. Choosing N = 28 puts the configurations
in Figure 1b–d and a few others not shown into Ω, but not Figure 1a, since that separator
is already embedded in larger ones (e.g. Figure 1d). In other words: Ω (N ) is the set of all
Ssep for which kSsep ∪ Smar ∪ Soth k is not larger than N , but if we add a single node it would
cross that boundary.
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We will compute bounds for all Smar for which there can be found a separator in Ω. We
reserve memory for p+ (Smar ) and p− (Smar ) and initialize them to one and zero respectively.
Note that if we have a bound over Smar it is still worthwhile to compute bounds over
subsets of Smar (e.g. Figure 1b and d). In contrast to a joint probability table, the bounds
on marginals over subsets cannot be computed simply by summing over the marginal of
Smar , since we have only bounds and not the real values.
3.1 The Iterative Part
For all Ssep ∈ Ω we perform the same action. First we set up the A and ~b for the lp-problem,
′
since this depends only on Ssep and the already computed bounds for which Smar
⊆ Ssep .
The number of variables in our lp-problem obviously is kSsep k. The number of (inequality)
constraints is equal to
X
′
2 Smar
(14)
′
Smar
⊆Ssep

Once the lp-problem is set up this far, we try to improve all bounds that are defined over
an Smar for which Ssep is its separator. The separator in figures 1b and d, for instance, is
identical, but the Smar ’s differ. For each bound we iterate over its state space and set the
~c as in Equation 9 to its appropriate value. Then we compute the new upper and lower
bounds for that ~smar by solving the lp-problem twice: maximize and minimize. If the new
found value improves the bound, we store it, otherwise we abandon it.
The iterative procedure is repeated until convergence is reached. In our simulations we
define a bound as being converged as soon as the relative improvement after one iteration
is less than one percent. If this holds for all bounds, the algorithms stops.
3.2 Computational Complexity
lp-problems have been thoroughly studied in the literature. The computational complexity
of such problems is shown to be polynomial (Khachiyan, 1979). But more importantly, for
most practical problems the number of iterations needed is close to linear in the number of
variables or the number of constraints, whichever is less (Todd, 2002). In each iteration a
‘pivoting action’ needs to be performed, which is some operation that roughly accesses all
the elements of the matrix A once. Therefore
the expected computational complexity for

2
solving one lp-problem is O m kSsep k , where m is the number of constraints. The actual
observed computation time depends heavily on the particular problem, but in general lpproblems upto tens of thousands of variables and constraints are reasonable. This makes
the presented method tractable for separators with kSsep k of a similar size.
For every ~smar ∈ Smar we need to solve two lp-problems: one for the upper and one for the
lower bound. Note that in this iteration, we do not need to change the matrix A and vector
~b from Equation 10. The vector ~c, that defines the objective function, obviously does vary

with ~smar . Therefore, we expect a total computational complexity of O m2 kSmar k kSsep k
for updating one cluster Smar . How quickly the algorithm converges is more difficult to
estimate. In the next section, however, we address this topic on the basis of a toy problem.
To conclude this section, we remark that when the lp-problem is not tractable, one can
always leave out as many constraints as needed, paying the price of getting looser bounds.
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Figure 3: A Boltzmann machine ring of 200 nodes is initialized with thresholds and weights
as shown in the lower part of the figure. Exact means are plotted as well as the
results of the bound propagation algorithm. The number of nodes included in
Smar is indicated in the legend.

4. A Toy Problem
To get some intuition about the performance of the algorithm we created a ring (one large
loop) of 200 binary nodes. Nodes are connected as in the Boltzmann machine with a weight
w and each node has a threshold θ. Weights and thresholds are varying along the ring as
is shown at the bottom of Figure 3. For this simple problem we can compute the exact
single node marginals. These are plotted as a solid line in Figure 3. We ran the bound
propagation algorithm three times, where we varied the maximum number of nodes included
in Smar : |Smar | = 1, |Smar | = 2 and |Smar | = 3. In all cases we chose two
nodes:
 separator


3
4
the two neighbors of Smar . Thus these three cases correspond to Ω 2 , Ω 2 and Ω 25 .
As is clear from Figure 3 the simplest choice already find excellent bounds for the majority
of the nodes. For large negative weights, however, this choice is not sufficient. Allowing
larger separators clearly improves the result. In all cases the computation time was a few
seconds2 .
4.1 Fixed Points and Convergence
It is possible to derive the fixed point of the bound propagation algorithm analytically for
a Boltzmann ring if we take a single value for all weights (w) and one for all thresholds (θ).
Due to this symmetry all single node marginals are equal in such a network. Moreover all
upper and lower bounds on the single nodes should be identical. This implies that for the
2. We used a computer with a 1 GHz Athlon processor.
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Figure 4: The result for a Boltzmann machine ring of an arbitrary number of nodes. All
thresholds and weights have the same value. In the left panel the gap is shown
between the upper and lower bound of the mean of the nodes. The algorithm
converges exponentially to the final bounding values as soon as it is close enough.
Thus the distance to its asymptotic value is proportional to αn , where n is the
number of iterations. The parameter α is shown in the right panel.

fixed point the following holds for any i:
p+ (si ) = maxq(si−1 si+1 ) p (si |si−1 si+1 ) q (si−1 si+1 )

(15)

under the constraints
q (si−1 ) ≤ p+ (si−1 ) = p+ (si )

(16)

q (si+1 ) ≤ p+ (si+1 ) = p+ (si )

(17)

q (si−1 ) ≥ p− (si−1 ) = p− (si )

(18)

q (si+1 ) ≥ p− (si+1 ) = p− (si )

(19)

and similarly for the lower bound. The conditional probability in Equation 15 is given by
p (si |si−1 si+1 ) ∝ exp (θsi + wsi−1 si + wsi si+1 )

(20)

From these equations one can derive the fixed point for p+ (si ) and p− (si ). It turns out,
however, that it is easier to determine the fixed point of the upper and lower bound on
the mean, hence p+ (si = 1) − p− (si = −1) and p− (si = 1) − p+ (si = −1). But this has no
effect on the principle results as tightness and convergence speed.
In Figure 4a the difference between the upper and lower bound on the means is shown
for various choices of the weight and threshold. As we saw before tight bounds can be
obtained for small weights and somewhat larger, but positive weights, whereas negative
weights result in rather poor, but still non-trivial bounds. It should be mentioned, however,
that these results correspond to the choice of the smallest clusters (|Smar | = 1 and |Ssep | = 2)
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for the bound propagation algorithm. The bounds can easily be improved by enlarging the
clusters as we saw in Figure 3.
Close to the fixed point the bound propagation algorithm converges exponentially. The
distance to the asymptotic value can be written as αn , where n is the number of iterations
and α is a number between zero and one indicating the convergence speed. The closer to
one α is, the slower the algorithm converges. In Figure 4b α is shown for the same weights
and thresholds. It is clear that larger weights induce a slower convergence. That is what
we see in general: probabilities that are close to deterministic slow down the convergence.

5. Real World Networks
To assess the quality of the bound propagation algorithm for more challenging networks, we
computed bounds for a Bayesian network (Section 5.1), that is commonly used in articles
as a representative of a real world problem. Secondly, we show that the bound propagation
method can be used to find many tight bounds for a large Ising grid (Section 5.2 and
finally, in Section 5.3, we show results for a bi-partite graph. For these networks, we will
briefly discuss bound propagation in relation with the cluster variation method (Kappen
& Wiegerinck, 2002) which is one of the better approximation methods for general graphs.
Whenever possible, we show the exact marginals.
5.1 The Alarm Network
The Alarm network3 is a commonly used network which is a representitive of a real life
Bayesian network. It was originally described by Beinlich et al. (1989) as a network for
monitoring patients in intensive care. It consists of 37 nodes of two, three or four states
and is small enough to do exact computations. In Figure 5 the graphical model is shown.
Our task was to determine the single node marginals in absence of any evidence. For each
node the exact marginal probabilities for its states are shown as horizontal lines. The
top and bottom of the rectangles around these lines indicate the upper and lower bounds
respectively. For this network we used Ω (25, 000)4 . If we make this choice, we can treat
exactly the minimal Markov blanket of all single node marginals. The algorithm converged
in about six minutes.
We see that the bounds in the lower left corner are very close to the exact value. We
can give some intuition why this happens. Observe that node 7 on its own can play the
role of separator for nodes 1 to 6. Thus all correlations between these nodes and the rest of
the network are through node 7, which means that their uncertainty only depends on the
uncertainty of node 7. The latter happens to be very small (consider that as a given fact)
and therefore the marginal bounds for nodes 1 to 6 are very tight.
The bounds in the upper right corner, on the other hand, are quite poor. This is partially
due to the density of the connections there and the number of states each of the nodes has.
In combination this leads to large state spaces already for small clusters. Therefore, we
cannot compute bounds on sets of multiple nodes, which generally leads to weaker bounds.
3. The data can be downloaded from the Bayesian Network Repository at
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/compbio/Repository/
4. We started with Ω (100) and gradually increased this value up to 25,000. The bounds obtained with
small clusters are used as good starting points for the more time consuming larger clusters.
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21. pulmembolus

12. minvolset

34. pap

19. fio2

13. ventmach

14. venttube

11. disconnect

22. shunt

9. intubation

35. press

10. kinkedtube

16. ventalv

15. ventlung

33. minvol

17. artco2

32. expco2

8. errlowoutput

27. hr

29. errcauter

28. hrbp

30. hrekg

31. hrsat

20. pvsat

24. anaphylaxis

23. sao2

18. insuffanesth

1. lvfailure

3. hypovolemia

25. tpr

26. catechol

2. history

4. lvedvolume

7. strokevolume

5. cvp

6. pcwp

36. co

37. bp

Figure 5: The exact marginals (thick horizontal lines) and the bounds (rectangles) for the
alarm network. Some bounds are so tight that the rectangle is not visible. We
used Ω (25, 000).
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Figure 6: The band width (upper minus lower bound) of each node in a 40x40 Ising grid is
shown by the blackness of the squares. The exact marginal could not be computed
for such a large network. The solid lines show the boundary where the band width
was 0.1. We used Ω (2500).

Secondly, the local probability tables are of a form that is difficult for the bound propagation
algorithm. That is, a lot of probabilities are close to zero and one.
This picture is what we generally see. There are some parts in the network that are hard
to compute (not necessarily impossible) which usually have a more dense structure and a
larger (local) state space. Other parts can be bounded very well. Note that this network
could easily be embedded in a very large network that is intractable for any exact method.
Even in that case, the bound propagation algorithm could be used to find similar results.
Since the method is based on local computations, the existance of a large surrounding
network has almost no influence.
5.2 A Large Ising Grid
We created a so called two-dimensional Ising model, which is a rectangular grid with connections between all pairs of nodes that are direct neighbours. We used a grid of 40 by 40
binary nodes. The potentials were drawn from a uniform distribution between zero and one.
In contrast with Bayesian belief networks (Neal, 1992) the probability distribution over the
unclamped Ising grid is not automatically normalized, but this has no consequences for the
algorithm.
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1
0

1
0

Figure 7: A bi-partite network of twenty nodes in each layer. Each child node (bottom
layer) has three parents in the top layer and each parent node has exactly three
children. Probability tables were randomly initialized from a uniform distribution.
The shaded nodes in the bottom layer are clamped to a certain state. The bound
propagation algorithm ran with Ω (2500) and converged in 37 seconds. For each
node the thick horizontal lines show their exact marginals, the top and bottom
of the rectangle are the upper and lower bounds found.

For small Ising grids computing the exact marginals is tractable, but as soon as the
grid is larger than about 25 by 25 the exact algorithm fails due to the exponential scaling
of the computational complexity. The bound propagation algorithm, on the other hand,
only depends on the local structure (i.e. the size of the Markov blankets of each node)
and thus scales linearly with the number of nodes. We created an 40x40 Ising grid with
binary nodes similarly as above and ran the bound propagation algorithm. For this network
the exact algorithm would require a storage capacity of at least 241 real numbers, whereas
bound propagation converged in about 71 minutes in which time it computed bounds on
the marginals over all 1600 nodes.
In Figure 6 we show the 40x40 grid where the blackness of the squares correspond to
the band width of the single node marginals. This band width is defined as the difference
between the upper and lower bound. Due to the fact that marginal probabilities sum to
one, the two band widths for these binary neurons are identical. We can clearly see some
regions in the lattice (the blacker area’s) for which bound propagation had some difficulties.
Most of the marginals, however, are bounded quite well: more than 75% had a band width
less than 0.1.
5.3 The Bi-Partite Graph
A bi-partite graph is a network consisting of two layers of nodes, where the top layer is
hidden and the bottom layer visible. The only connections in the network are from the
top layer (parent nodes) to the bottom layer (child nodes). Such a architecture appears
very simple, but already with several tens of nodes it is often intractable to compute the
marginals exactly when evidence is presented. A bi-partite graph can be undirected or
directed (pointing downwards). A recent example of the first is the poe (product of experts)
from Hinton (1999) with discrete nodes. The ‘Quick Medical Reference’ (qmr) network from
Shwe et al. (1991) is a good example for a directed bi-partite graph. Recently there were
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Figure 8: A bi-partite network of a thousand nodes in each layer was created and evidence was presented on every third child node. The left histogram shows the
band widths found for the single node marginals of all unclamped nodes. The
bound propagation algorithm converged in about 75 minutes and used Ω (2500).
The right histogram shows the relative position of the approximation within the
bounding region. All approximations were between the upper and lower bound,
although this is not necessarily the case.

some approaches to use approximation techniques for this network (Jaakkola & Jordan,
1999; Murphy et al., 1999). Therefore we have chosen to use the bi-partite network as an
architecture to test the bound propagation algorithm on.
We created bi-partite networks of an equal number of (binary valued) nodes in both
layers. Each child node has exactly three parents and each parent points to exactly three
children. The connections were made randomly. The conditional probability tables (cpt’s)
holding the probability of the child given its parents was initialized with uniform random
number between zero and one. The prior probability tables for the parents were initialized
similarly.
In Figure 7 we show a bi-partite network with twenty nodes in each layer, which is
still small enough to compute the exact marginals. The arrows show the parent-child
relations. To every third child evidence was presented (the shaded nodes). We ran the
bound propagation algorithm with Ω (2500) and reached convergence in 37 seconds. For
every node we show the marginal over its two states. The thick line is the exact marginal, the
top and bottom of the rectangle around it indicate the upper and lower bound respectively.
It is clear that for most of the nodes the computed bounds are so tight that they give almost
the exact value. For every node (except two) the gap between upper and lower bound is
less than one third of the whole region.
The network shown in Figure 7 is small enough to be treated exactly. This enables us
to show the computed bounds together with the exact marginals. The bound propagation
algorithm, however, can be used for much larger architectures. Therefore we created a bipartite graph as we did before, but this time with a thousand nodes in each layer. Again
we presented evidence to every third node in the bottom layer. The bound propagation
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algorithm using Ω (2500) converged in about 75 minutes. In Figure 8a we show a histograms
of the band widths (upper minus lower bound) found for the single node marginals for all
unclamped nodes. Clearly, for the majority of the marginals very tight bounds are found.
Although exact computations are infeasible for this network, one can still use approximation methods to find an estimate of the single node marginals. Therefore, we ran the
cluster variation method (cvm) as described in (Kappen & Wiegerinck, 2002). For the
clusters needed by cvm, we simply took all node sets for which a potential is defined. For
every unclamped node we computed the relative position of the approximation for the single
node marginal within the bounding interval, denoted by η. Thus η = 0 indicates an approximation equal to the lower bound, and similarly η = 1 for the upper bound. Although there
is no obvious reason the approximated marginals should be inside the bounding interval,
it turned out they were. A histogram of all the relative positions is shown in Figure 8b,
where we split up the full histogram into three parts, each referring to a certain region of
band widths. It is remarkable that the shape of the histogram does not vary much given
the tightness of the bounds. Approximations tend to be in the middle, but for all band
widths there are approximations close to the edge.
One can argue that we are comparing apples to pears, since we can easily improve the
results of both algorithms, while it is not clear which cases are comparable. This is certainly
true, but it is not our intention to make a comparison to determine which method is the
best. Approximation and bounding methods both have their own benefits. We presented
Figure 8b to give at least some intuition about the actual numbers. In general we found that
approximations are usually within the bounding intervals, when computation time is kept
roughly the same. This does, however, not make the bounds irrelevant. On the contrary,
one could use the bounding values as a validation whether approximations are good or even
use them as confidence intervals.

6. Discussion
We have shown that bound propagation is a simple algorithm with surprisingly good results.
It performs exact computations on local parts of the network and keeps track of the uncertainties that brings along. In this way it is capable to compute upper and lower bounds on
any marginal probability of a small set of nodes in the intractable network. Currently we
do not understand which network properties are responsible for the tightness of the bounds
found. In Figure 6, for instance, we saw islands of worse results in a sea of tight bounds. It
is obvious that one bad bound influences its direct neighbourhood, since bound propagation
performs local computations in the network. We have no clue, however, why these islands
are at the location we found them. We tried to find a correlation with the size of the weights
(rewriting the network potentials to a Boltzmann distribution) or with the local frustration
of the network (spin glass state), but could not explain the quality of the bounds in terms
of these quantities. Here we pose it as an open question.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is mainly determined by the state space
of the separator nodes one uses, which makes the algorithm unsuitable for heavily connected
networks such as Boltzmann machines. Nevertheless, there is a large range of architectures
for which bound propagation can easily be done. Such networks typically have a limited
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number of connections per node which makes the majority of the Markov blankets small
enough to be tractable for the bound propagation algorithm.
We want to discuss one important property of the bound propagation algorithm we did
not address before. In this article we found our set of Ssep ’s by Equation 13. Due to this
choice the separator nodes will always be in the neighbourhood of Smar . We have, however,
much more freedom to choose Ssep . In Section 2 we stated that a sufficient condition
to make the algorithm tractable is that kSsep ∪ Smar ∪ Soth k is small enough to do exact
computations. A more general, but still sufficient condition is that we should choose Ssep
such that p (Smar | Ssep ) can be computed efficiently, since this is the quantity we need (see
Equation 9). If the network structure inside the area separated by Ssep can be written as a
junction tree with a small enough tree width, we can compute these conditional probabilities
even if the number of nodes enclosed by Ssep is very large. For certain architectures the
separator can even in that case be small enough. One can think of a network consisting of
a number of tractable junction trees that are connected to each other by a small number
of nodes. One should be aware of the important difference between the method outlined
here and the method of conditioning (Pearl, 1988), which does exact inference. We do not
require the part of the network that is outside the separator (i.e. all nodes not in Ssep ,
Smar or Soth ) to be tractable. The open problem is to develop an efficient algorithm to find
suitable separators, since the nodes in such an Ssep are generally spread widely.
To conclude this article we like to say a few more words about linear programming. This
is a field of research that is still developing. Any improvements on lp-solving algorithms
directly influence the results presented in this article. We could imagine that more advanced
lp-methods could benefit from the fact that the matrix A in Equation 10 is sparse. At least
′
half of the entries are zero. To be more precise: the constraints induced by a particular Smar
′
are exactly 2 kSmar k rows in the matrix A with exactly 2 kSsep k non-zero entries, thus having
′ k zeros. Moreover, all the non-zero entries are ones. Finally, there
a fraction of 1 − 1/ kSmar
is a promising future for lp-solvers, since the algorithms seems to be suitable for parallel
computing (Alon & Megiddo, 1990).
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Abstract
We consider the two-fold problem of representing collective beliefs and aggregating
these beliefs. We propose a novel representation for collective beliefs that uses modular,
transitive relations over possible worlds. They allow us to represent conﬂicting opinions
and they have a clear semantics, thus improving upon the quasi-transitive relations often
used in social choice. We then describe a way to construct the belief state of an agent
informed by a set of sources of varying degrees of reliability. This construction circumvents
Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem in a satisfactory manner by accounting for the explicitly
encoded conﬂicts. We give a simple set-theory-based operator for combining the information of multiple agents. We show that this operator satisﬁes the desirable invariants of
idempotence, commutativity, and associativity, and, thus, is well-behaved when iterated,
and we describe a computationally eﬀective way of computing the resulting belief state.
Finally, we extend our framework to incorporate voting.

1. Introduction
We are interested in the multi-agent setting where agents are informed by sources of varying
levels of reliability, and where agents can iteratively combine their belief states. This setting
introduces three problems: (1) Finding an appropriate representation for collective beliefs;
(2) Constructing an agent’s belief state by aggregating the information from informant
sources, accounting for the relative reliability of these sources; and, (3) Combining the
information of multiple agents in a manner that is well-behaved under iteration.
In addressing the ﬁrst problem, we take as a starting point total preorders over possible
worlds (i.e., interpretations of a speciﬁed language) used in the belief revision community to
represent individuals’ beliefs. The relations describe opinions on the relative likelihood of
worlds and can be viewed as encoding all of an agent’s conditional beliefs, i.e., not only what
he believes now, but what he would believe under all other conditions. This representation
is based on the semantical work (cf. Grove, 1988; Katsuno & Mendelzon, 1991) supporting
the Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, and Makinson proposal (Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, & Makinson,
1985; Gärdenfors, 1988) (known as the AGM theory) for belief revision.
The social choice community has dealt extensively with the problem of representing
collective preferences (cf. Sen, 1986). However, the problem is formally equivalent to that
of representing collective beliefs, so the results are applicable. The classical approach has
c
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been to use quasi-transitive relations – relations whose asymmetric restrictions are transitive
– over the set of objects. (Total preorders are a special subclass of these relations.) However,
these relations do not distinguish between group indiﬀerence and group conﬂict, and this
distinction can be crucial. Consider, for example, a situation in which all members of a
group are indiﬀerent between movie a and movie b. If some passerby expresses a preference
for a, the group may very well choose to adopt this opinion for the group and borrow a.
However, if the group was already divided over the relative merits of a and b, we would be
wise to hesitate before choosing one over the other just because a new supporter of a appears
on the scene. We propose a representation in which the distinction is explicit. Speciﬁcally,
we propose modular, transitive relations and argue that they solve some of the unpleasant
semantical problems suﬀered by the earlier approach. (We deﬁne modularity precisely later,
but it can be viewed intuitively as a suﬃcient relaxation of the totality requirement on total
preorders to make the distinction between indiﬀerence and conﬂict possible.)
The second problem addresses how an agent should actually go about combining the
information received from a set of sources to create a belief state. Such a mechanism should
favor the opinions held by more reliable sources, yet allow less reliable sources to voice opinions when higher ranked sources have no opinion. True, under some circumstances it would
not be advisable for an opinion from a less reliable source to override the agnosticism of a
more reliable source, but often it is better to accept these opinions as default assumptions
until better information is available. We deﬁne a mechanism that does just this, relying on
our generalized representation to circumvent Arrow’s (1963) Impossibility Theorem when
there are sources of equal reliability.
To motivate the third problem, consider the following dynamic scenario: A robot controlling a ship in space receives from a number of communication centers on Earth information
about the status of its environment and tasks. Each center receives information from a
group of sources of varying credibility or accuracy (e.g., nearby satellites and experts) and
aggregates it. Timeliness of decision-making in space is often crucial, so we do not want
the robot to have to wait while each center sends its information to some central location
for it to be ﬁrst combined before being forwarded to the robot. Instead, each center sends
its aggregated information directly to the robot. Not only does this scheme reduce dead
time, it also allows for “anytime” behavior on the robot’s part: the robot incorporates new
information as it arrives and makes the best decisions it can with whatever information it
has at any given point. This distributed approach is also more robust since the degradation
in performance is much more graceful should information from individual centers get lost
or delayed.
In such a scenario, the robot needs a mechanism for combining or fusing the belief states
of multiple agents potentially arriving at diﬀerent times. Moreover, the belief state output
by the mechanism should be invariant with respect to the order of agent arrivals. We will
describe a simple set-theoretic mechanism that satisﬁes these requirements as well as a
computationally eﬀective way of computing the resulting belief state.
The aggregation and fusion mechanisms described so far take into account quality of
support for opinions, but completely ignore quantity of support. However, the latter often provides suﬃcient information to resolve apparent conﬂicts. Take, for example, the
situation where all the sources for the robot above have equal credibility and all except a
small minority suggest the robot move the spaceship to avoid a potential collision with an
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oncoming asteroid. In such a situation, we often prefer to resolve the conﬂict by siding with
the majority. To this end, we describe how to extend our framework to allow for voting,
introducing a novel modular closure operation in the process.
After some preliminary deﬁnitions, we address each of these topics in turn.

2. Preliminaries
We begin by deﬁning various well-known properties of binary relations1 ; they will be useful
to us throughout the paper.
Deﬁnition 1 Suppose ≤ is a relation over a ﬁnite set Ω, i.e., ≤⊆ Ω × Ω.2 We will use
x ≤ y to denote (x, y) ∈≤ and x ≤ y to denote (x, y) ∈≤. The relation ≤ is:
1. reﬂexive iﬀ x ≤ x for all x ∈ Ω. It is irreﬂexive iﬀ x ≤ x for all x ∈ Ω.
2. symmetric iﬀ x ≤ y ⇒ y ≤ x for all x, y ∈ Ω. It is asymmetric iﬀ x ≤ y ⇒ y ≤ x for
all x, y ∈ Ω. It is anti-symmetric iﬀ x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x ⇒ x = y for all x, y ∈ Ω.
3. the asymmetric restriction of a relation ≤ over Ω iﬀ x ≤ y ⇔ x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x for
all x, y ∈ Ω. It is the symmetric restriction of ≤ iﬀ x ≤ y ⇔ x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x for all
x, y ∈ Ω.
4. total iﬀ x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x for all x, y ∈ Ω.
5. modular iﬀ x ≤ y ⇒ x ≤ z ∨ z ≤ y for all x, y, z ∈ Ω.
6. transitive iﬀ x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z ⇒ x ≤ z for all x, y, z ∈ Ω.
7. quasi-transitive iﬀ its asymmetric restriction is transitive.
8. the transitive closure of a relation ≤ over Ω iﬀ, for some integer n,
x ≤ y ⇔ ∃w0 , . . . , wn ∈ Ω. x = w0 ≤ · · · ≤ wn = y
for all x, y ∈ Ω. (We generally use ≤+ to denote the transitive closure of a relation
≤.)
9. acyclic iﬀ ∀w0 , . . . , wn ∈ Ω. w0 < · · · < wn implies wn < w0 for all integers n, where
< is the asymmetric restriction of ≤.
10. a total preorder iﬀ it is total and transitive. It is a total order iﬀ it is also antisymmetric.
11. an equivalence relation iﬀ it is reﬂexive, symmetric, and transitive.
12. fully connected iﬀ x ≤ y for all x, y ∈ Ω. It is fully disconnected iﬀ x ≤ y for all
x, y ∈ Ω.
Proposition 1
1. The transitive closure of a modular relation is modular.
1. We only use binary relations in this paper, so we will refer to them simply as relations.
2. For the reader’s convenience, we have included in Appendix B a key to most of the notational symbols
used throughout the paper.
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2. Every transitive relation is quasi-transitive.
3. (Sen, 1986) Every quasi-transitive relation is acyclic.
Given a relation over a set of alternatives and a subset of these alternatives, we often
want to pick the subset’s “best” elements with respect to the relation. We deﬁne this set
of “best” elements to be the subset’s choice set:
Deﬁnition 2 If ≤ is a relation over a ﬁnite set Ω, < is its asymmetric restriction, and
X ⊆ Ω, then the choice set of X with respect to ≤ is
ch(X, ≤) = {x ∈ X : ∃x ∈ X. x < x}.
A choice function is one which assigns to every (non-empty) subset X a (non-empty) subset
of X:
Deﬁnition 3 A choice function over a ﬁnite set Ω is a function f : 2Ω \ ∅ → 2Ω \ ∅ such
that f (X) ⊆ X for every non-empty X ⊆ Ω.
Now, every acyclic relation deﬁnes a choice function, one which assigns to each subset its
choice set:
Proposition 2 (Sen, 1986) Given a relation ≤ over a ﬁnite set Ω, the choice set operation
ch deﬁnes a choice function iﬀ ≤ is acyclic.3
If a relation is not acyclic, elements involved in a cycle are said to be in a conﬂict because
we cannot order them:
Deﬁnition 4 Given a relation < over a ﬁnite set Ω, x and y are in a conﬂict wrt < iﬀ there
exist w0 , . . . , wn , z0 , . . . , zm ∈ Ω such that x = w0 < · · · < wn = y = z0 < · · · < zm = x, where
x, y ∈ Ω.
Finally, the cardinality of a set Ω will be denoted Ω .
Assume we are given some language L with a satisfaction relation |= for L. Let
W be a ﬁnite, non-empty set of possible worlds (interpretations) over L. For a world
w ∈ W and a sentence p ∈ L, w |= p iﬀ p evaluates to true in w. Given a sentence p,
|p| = {w ∈ W | w |= p}.

3. Representing Collective Beliefs
Our representation of collective beliefs generalizes the representation developed in the belief
revision community for the conditional beliefs of an individual, so we brieﬂy review it. We
then consider implications from social choice for representing collective beliefs. Finally, we
describe our proposal and argue for its desirability.
3. Sen’s uses a slightly stronger deﬁnition of choice sets, but the theorem still holds in our more general
case.
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3.1 Belief Revision Representation of Conditional Beliefs
Much of the belief revision ﬁeld has built on the seminal work by Alchourrón, Gärdenfors,
and Makinson (Alchourrón et al., 1985; Gärdenfors, 1988) refered to as the AGM theory.
This work sought to formalize an “Occam’s razor”-like principle of minimal change: the set
of beliefs resulting from a revision should be one produced by modifying the original beliefs
minimally to accomodate the new information. To capture this principle precisely, they
proposed the famous AGM postulates which impose restrictions on belief change operators.
Subsequent model-theoretic work (Grove, 1988; Katsuno & Mendelzon, 1991; MaynardReid II & Shoham, 2001) showed that accepting these postulates amounts to assuming that
an individual’s belief state is represented by a total preorder  over W; revision of the
individual’s beliefs by a sentence p ∈ L then consists of computing ch(|p|, ).
Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor (1990) and Lehmann and Magidor (1992) developed a
similar central role for ordered structures in the semantics of nonmonotonic logics, and
Gärdenfors and Makinson (1994) established the relation between the two topics. Semantically,  represents the weak relative likelihood of possible worlds: x  y means possible
world x is considered to be at least as likely as possible world y.4 If x  y and y  x, then
x and y are considered equally likely. We can also interpret  sententially using the famous
Ramsey Test (Ramsey, 1931): it encodes a set of conditional beliefs, i.e., not only what
is believed now (called the belief set), but all counterfactual beliefs as well (what would
be believed if other conditions were the case). According to this criteria, the conditional
belief “if p then q” holds if p and q are sentences in L and q is satisﬁed by all the worlds in
ch(|p|, ); we write Bel(p?q). If neither the belief p?q nor the belief p?¬q hold in the belief
state, it is said to be agnostic with respect to p?q, written Agn(p?q). The belief set induced
by the belief state consists of all those sentences q such that Bel(true?q) holds.
3.2 Social Choice Implications
Our ﬁrst inclination, then, would be to use total preorders to represent collective beliefs
since they work so well for individuals’ beliefs. Unfortunately, such an approach is inherently
problematic as was discovered early on in the social choice community. That community’s
interest lies in representing collective preferences rather than collective beliefs; however, the
results are equally relevant since the classical representation of an individual’s preferences is
also a total preorder. Instead of relative likelihood, relations represent relative preference;
instead of equal likelihood, indiﬀerence.
Arrow’s (1963) celebrated Impossibility Theorem showed that no aggregation operator
over total preorders exists satisfying the following small set of desirable properties:
Deﬁnition 5 Let f be an aggregation operator over the relations 1 , . . . , n of n individuals, respectively, over a ﬁnite set of alternatives Ω, and let  = f (1 , . . . , n ).
• Restricted Range: The range of f is the set of total preorders over Ω.
• Unrestricted Domain: The domain of f is the set of n-tuples of total preorders over
Ω.
4. The direction of the relation symbol is unintuitive, but standard practice in the belief revision community.
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• Pareto Principle: If x ≺i y for all i, then x ≺ y.5
• Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA): Suppose  = f (1 , . . . , n ). If, for
x, y ∈ Ω, x i y iﬀ x i y for all i, then x  y iﬀ x  y.
• Non-Dictatorship: There is no individual i such that, for every tuple in the domain
of f and every x, y ∈ Ω, x ≺i y implies x ≺ y.
Proposition 3 (Arrow, 1963) There is no aggregation operator that satisﬁes restricted
range, unrestricted domain, Pareto principle, independendence of irrelevant alternatives,
and nondictatorship.
This impossibility theorem led researchers to look for weakenings to Arrow’s framework that
would circumvent the result. One was to weaken the restricted range condition, requiring
that the result of an aggregation only satisfy totality and quasi-transitivity rather than the
full transitivity of a total preorder. This weakening was suﬃcient to guarantee the existence
of an aggregation function satisfying the other conditions, while still producing relations
that deﬁned choice functions (Sen, 1986). However, this solution was not without its own
problems.
First, and perhaps most obviously, the domain and the range of the aggregation operator
are diﬀerent, violating what is known in the belief revision literature as the principle of
categorical matching (cf. Gardenfors and Rott’s 1995 survey). This problem is closely related
to the second which is that total, quasi-transitive relations have unsatisfactory semantics.
If  is total and quasi-transitive but not a total preorder, its indiﬀerence relation is not
transitive:
Proposition 4 Let  be a relation over a ﬁnite set Ω and let ∼ be its symmetric restriction.
If  is total and quasi-transitive but not transitive, then ∼ is not transitive.
There has been much discussion as to whether or not indiﬀerence should be transitive.
In many cases one feels indiﬀerence should be transitive; if Deb is indiﬀerent between
plums and mangoes and also indiﬀerent between mangoes and peaches, we would be greatly
surprised were she to profess a strong preference for plums over peaches.6 Thus, it seems
that total quasi-transitive relations that are not total preorders cannot be understood easily
as preference or indiﬀerence. Since the existence of a choice function is generally suﬃcient
for classical social choice problems, these issues were at least ignorable. However, in iterated
aggregation, the result of the aggregation must not only be usable for making decisions, but
must be interpretable as a new preference relation that may be involved in later aggregations
and, consequently, must maintain clean semantics.
Third, the totality assumption is excessively restrictive for representing aggregate preferences. In general, a binary relation  can express four possible relationships between a
pair of alternatives a and b: a  b and b  a, b  a and a  b, a  b and b  a, and a  b
and b  a. Totality reduces this set to the ﬁrst three which, under the interpretation of
5. Technically, this is known as the weak Pareto principle. The strong Pareto principle states that x ≺ y
if there exists i such that x ≺i y and x i y for all i. Obviously, the strong version implies the weak
version, so Arrow’s theorem applies to it as well.
6. However, see Luce’s (1956) work on semiorders for some of the opposing arguments in the transitivity
of indiﬀerence debate.
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relations as representing weak preference, correspond to the two strict orderings of a and b,
and indiﬀerence. However, consider the situation where a couple is trying to choose between
an Italian and an Indian restaurant, but one strictly prefers Italian food to Indian food,
whereas the second strictly prefers Indian to Italian. The couple’s opinions are in conﬂict,
a situation that does not ﬁt into any of the three categories. Thus, the totality assumption
is essentially an assumption that conﬂicts do not exist. This, one may argue, is appropriate
if we want to represent preferences of one agent (but see Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979)
persuasive arguments that individuals are often ambivalent). However, the assumption is
inappropriate if we want to represent aggregate preferences since individuals will almost
certainly have diﬀerences of opinion.
3.3 Generalized Belief States
Because belief aggregation is formally similar to preference aggregation, it is also susceptible to the problems faced by the social choice community. We take the view that much of
the diﬃculty encountered in previous attempts to deﬁne acceptable aggregation policies has
been the lack of explicit representations of conﬂicts among the individuals. We generalize
the total preorder representation so as to capture information about conﬂicts. This generalization opens the way for semantically clear aggregation policies, with the added beneﬁt
of focusing attention on the culprit sets of worlds.
3.3.1 Modular, Transitive States
We take strict likelihood as primitive. Since strict likelihood is not necessarily total, it
is possible to represent agnosticism and conﬂicting opinions in the same structure. This
choice deviates from that of most authors, but is similar to that of Kreps (1990, p. 19) who is
interested in representing both indiﬀerence and incomparability. Unlike Kreps, rather than
use an asymmetric relation to represent strict likelihood (e.g., the asymmetric restriction of
a weak likelihood relation), we impose the less restrictive condition of modularity.
We formally deﬁne generalized belief states:
Deﬁnition 6 A generalized belief state ≺ is a modular, transitive relation over W. The
set of possible generalized belief states over W is denoted B.
We interpret a ≺ b to mean “there is reason to consider a as strictly more likely than b.”
We represent equal likelihood, which we also refer to as “agnosticism,” with the relationship
∼ deﬁned such that x ∼ y if and only if x ≺ y and y ≺ x. We deﬁne the conﬂict relation
corresponding to ≺, denoted , so that x  y iﬀ x ≺ y and y ≺ x. It describes situations
where there are reasons to consider either of a pair of worlds as strictly more likely than
the other. In fact, one can easily check that  precisely represents conﬂicts in a belief state
in the sense of Deﬁnition 4.
For convenience, we will refer to generalized belief states simply as belief states except
when to do so would cause confusion.
3.3.2 Discussion
Let us consider why our choice of representation is justiﬁed. First, we agree with the social
choice community that strict likelihood should be transitive.
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As we discussed above, there is often no compelling reason why agnosticism/indiﬀerence
should not be transitive; we also adopt this view. However, transitivity of strict likelihood
by itself does not guarantee transitivity of agnosticism. A simple example is the following:
W = {a, b, c} and ≺= {(a, c)}, so that ∼= {(a, b), (b, c)}. However, if we buy that strict likelihood should be transitive, then agnosticism is transitive identically when strict likelihood
is also modular:
Proposition 5 Suppose a relation ≺ is transitive and ∼ is the corresponding agnosticism
relation. Then ∼ is transitive iﬀ ≺ is modular.
In summary, transitivity and modularity are necessary if strict likelihood and agnosticism
are both required to be transitive.
We should point out that conﬂicts are also transitive in our framework. At ﬁrst glance,
this may appear undesirable: it is entirely possible for a group to disagree on the relative
likelihood of worlds a and b, and b and c, yet agree that a is more likely than c. However, we
note that this transitivity follows from the cycle-based deﬁnition of conﬂicts (Deﬁnition 4),
not from our belief state representation. It highlights the fact that we are not only concerned
with conﬂicts that arise from simple disagreements over pairs of alternatives, but those that
can be inferred from a series of inconsistent opinions as well.
Now, to argue that modular, transitive relations are suﬃcient to capture relative likelihood, agnosticism, and conﬂicts among a group of information sources, we ﬁrst point out
that adding irreﬂexivity would give us the class of relations that are asymmetric restrictions
of total preorders, i.e., conﬂict-free. Let T be the set of total preorders over W, T< , the set
of their asymmetric restrictions.
Proposition 6 T< ⊂ B and is the set of irreﬂexive relations in B.
Secondly, the following representation theorem shows that each belief state partitions
the possible worlds into sets of worlds either all equally likely or all potentially involved in
a conﬂict, and totally orders these sets; worlds in distinct sets have the same relation to
each other as do the sets.
Proposition 7 ≺∈ B iﬀ there is a partition W = W0 , . . . , Wn  of W such that:
1. For every x ∈ Wi and y ∈ Wj , i = j implies i < j iﬀ x ≺ y.
2. Every Wi is either fully connected (w ≺ w for all w, w ∈ Wi ) or fully disconnected
(w ≺ w for all w, w ∈ Wi ).
Figure 1 shows three examples of belief states: one which is a total preorder, one which
is the asymmetric restrictions of a total preorder, and one which is neither. (Each circle
represents all the worlds in W which satisfy the sentence inside. An arc between circles
indicates that w ≺ w for every w in the head circle and w in the tail circle; no arc indicates
that w ≺ w for each of these pairs. In particular, the set of worlds represented by a circle
is fully connected if there is an arc from the circle to itself, fully disconnected otherwise.)
Thus, generalized belief states are not a big change from the asymmetric restrictions
of total preorders. They merely generalize these by weakening the assumption that sets of
worlds not strictly ordered are equally likely, allowing for the possibility of conﬂicts. Now
we can distinguish between agnostic and conﬂicting conditional beliefs. A belief state ≺ is
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Figure 1: Three examples of generalized belief states: (a) a total preorder, (b) the asymmetric restriction of a total preorder, (c) neither.

agnostic about conditional belief p?q (i.e., Agn(p?q)) if the choice set of worlds satisfying
p contains both worlds which satisfy q and ¬q and is fully disconnected. It is in conﬂict
about this belief, written Con(p?q), if the choice set is fully connected.
Finally, we compare the representational power of our deﬁnitions to those discussed in
the previous section. First, as a companion result to Proposition 6, it is obvious that B
subsumes the class of total preorders T and, in fact, T is the set of reﬂexive relations in B.
Proposition 8 T ⊂ B and is the set of reﬂexive relations in B.
Secondly, B neither subsumes nor is subsumed by the set of total, quasi-transitive relations,
and the intersection of the two classes is T . Let Q be the set of total, quasi-transitive
relations over W, and Q< , the set of their asymmetric restrictions.
Proposition 9
1. Q ∩ B = T .
2. B ⊆ Q.
3. Q ⊆ B if W has at least three elements.
4. Q ⊂ B if W has one or two elements.
Because modular, transitive relations represent strict preferences, it is probably fairer to
compare them to the class of asymmetric restrictions of total, quasi-transitive relations.
Again, neither class subsumes the other, but this time the intersection is T< :
Proposition 10
1. Q< ∩ B = T< .
2. B ⊆ Q< .
3. Q< ⊆ B if W has at least three elements.
4. Q< ⊂ B if W has one or two elements.
Note that generalized belief states as described are extremely rich and would require
optimization in practice to avoid high maintenance cost. Although this issue is somewhat
outside the scope of this paper, we do address (in the respective sections) ways to minimize
the further explosion of this complexity when the complications of fusion and voting are
introduced.
In the next section, we deﬁne a natural aggregation policy based on this new representation that admits clear semantics and obeys appropriately modiﬁed versions of Arrow’s
conditions.
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4. Single-Agent Belief State Construction
Suppose an agent is informed by a set of sources, each with its individual belief state.
Suppose, further, that the agent has ranked the sources by level of credibility. We propose
an operator for constructing the agent’s belief state by aggregating the belief states of the
sources while accounting for the credibility ranking of the sources.
Example 1 We will use a running example from our space robot domain to help provide
intuition for our deﬁnitions. The robot sends to earth a stream of telemetry data gathered
by the spacecraft, as long as it receives positive feedback that the data is being received. At
some point it loses contact with the automatic feedback system, so it sends a request for
information to an agent on earth to ﬁnd out if the failure was caused by a failure of the
feedback system or by an overload of the data retrieval system. In the former case, it would
continue to send data, in the latter, desist. As it so happens, there has been no overload,
but the computer running the feedback system has hung. The agent consults the following
three experts, aggregates their beliefs, and sends the results back to the robot:
1. sp , the computer programmer that developed the feedback program, believes nothing
could ever go wrong with her code, so there must have been an overload problem.
However, she admits that if her program had crashed, the problem could ripple through
to cause an overload.
2. sm , the manager for the telemetry division, unfortunately has out-dated information
that the feedback system is working. She was also told by the engineer who sold her
the system that overloading could never happen. She has no idea what would happen
if there was an overload or the feedback system crashed.
3. st , the technician working on the feedback system, knows that the feedback system
crashed, but doesn’t know whether there was a data-overload. Not being familiar with
the retrieval system, she is also unable to speculate whether the data retrieval system
would have overloaded if the feedback system had not failed.
Let F and D be propositional variables representing that the feedback and data retrieval
systems, respectively, are okay. The belief states for the three sources are shown in Figure 2.
FD

FD

FD

F

D

F

FD

FD

F

sp

sm

st

Figure 2: The belief states of sp , sm , and st in Example 1.
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4.1 Sources
Let us begin the formal development by deﬁning sources and their belief states:
Deﬁnition 7 S is a ﬁnite set of sources. With each source s ∈ S is associated a belief state
<s ∈ B.
We denote the agnosticism and conﬂict relations of a source s by ≈s and s , respectively. It
is possible to assume that the belief state of a source is conﬂict-free, i.e., acyclic. However,
this is not necessary if we allow sources to suﬀer from the human malady of “being torn
between possibilities.”
We assume that the agent’s credibility ranking over the sources is a total preorder built
on a totally ordered set of ranks (e.g., integers).
Deﬁnition 8 R is a totally ordered ﬁnite set of ranks.
Deﬁnition 9 rank : S → R assigns to each source a rank. Also, for S ⊆ S, ranks(S) denotes the set {r ∈ R : ∃s ∈ S. rank(s) = r}.
Deﬁnition 10 The total preorder over S induced by the ordering over R will be denoted
. That is, s  s iﬀ rank(s) ≥ rank(s ); we say s is as credible as s . The restriction of 
to S ⊆ S will be denoted S .
We use  and ≡ to denote the asymmetric and symmetric restrictions of , respectively.7
The ﬁniteness of S (R) ensures that a maximal source (rank) always exists, which is necessary for some of our results. Weaker assumptions are possible, but at the price of unnecessarily complicating the discussion. Also observe that R can be any arbitrary totally
ordered set. Thus, not only does it allow for numeric ranking systems (such as the integers),
but non-numeric systems as well (e.g., military ranks). Furthermore, this generality allows
our proposal to easily accommodate applications where new ranks need to be dynamically
added and it is inconvenient or impossible to change the rank labels of existing sources
(e.g., a large workers’ union where members are ranked by relative level and quality of
experience).
We are now ready to consider the source aggregation problem. In the following, assume
an agent is informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S. We look at two special cases—aggregation
of equally ranked and strictly ranked sources—before considering the general case.
4.2 Aggregating Equally Ranked Sources
Suppose all the sources have the same rank so that S is fully connected. Intuitively, we
want to take all oﬀered opinions seriously, so we take the union of the relations:

Deﬁnition 11 If S ⊆ S, then Un(S) is the relation s∈S <s .
By simply taking the union of the source belief states, we may lose transitivity. However,
we do not lose modularity:
Proposition 11 If S ⊆ S, then Un(S) is modular but not necessarily transitive.
7. Note that, unlike the relations representing belief states, ≥ and  are read in the intuitive way, that is,
“greater” corresponds to “better.”
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Thus, we know from Proposition 1 that we need only take the transitive closure of Un(S)
to get a belief state:
Deﬁnition 12 If S ⊆ S, then AGRUn(S) is the relation Un(S)+ .
Proposition 12 If S ⊆ S, then AGRUn(S) ∈ B.
Intuitively, we are simply inferring opinions implied by the conﬂicts introduced by the
aggregation. We will show this formally when we consider the more general aggregation
operator below.
Not surprisingly, by taking all opinions of all sources seriously, we may generate many
conﬂicts, manifested as fully connected subsets of W.
Example 2 Suppose all three sources in the space robot scenario of Example 1 are considered equally credible, then the aggregate belief state will be the fully connected relation
indicating that there are conﬂicts over every belief.
4.3 Aggregating Strictly Ranked Sources
Next, consider the case where the sources are strictly ranked, i.e., S is a total order. We
deﬁne a lexicographic operator such that lower ranked sources reﬁne the belief states of
higher ranked sources. That is, in determining the ordering of a pair of worlds, the opinions
of higher ranked sources generally override those of lower ranked sources, and lower ranked
sources are consulted when higher ranked sources are agnostic:
Deﬁnition 13 If S ⊆ S, then AGRRf(S) is the relation




(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S. x <s y ∧ ∀s ∈ S. s S s ⇒ x ≈s y .
As with AGRUn(S), AGRRf(S) is not guaranteed to be transitive, but it is always modular:
Proposition 13 If S ⊆ S, then AGRRf(S) is modular but not necessarily transitive.
However, in the case that S is a total order, the result of applying AGRRf is guaranteed
to be a belief state.
Proposition 14 If S ⊆ S and S is a total order, then AGRRf(S) ∈ B.
Example 3 Suppose, in the space robot scenario of Example 1, the technician is considered more credible than the manager who, in turn, is considered more credible than the
programmer. The aggregate belief state, shown in Figure 3, informs the robot (correctly)
that the feedback system has crashed, but that it shouldn’t worry about an overload problem
and should keep sending data.
4.4 General Aggregation
In the general case, we may have several ranks represented and multiple sources of each rank.
It will be instructive to ﬁrst consider the following seemingly natural strawman operator,
AGR∗ : First combine equally ranked sources using AGRUn, then aggregate the strictly
ranked results using what is essentially AGRRf.
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Figure 3: The belief state after aggregation in Example 3 when st  sm  sp .
Deﬁnition 14 Let S ⊆ S. For any r ∈ R, let <r = AGRUn({s ∈ S : rank(s) = r}) and
≈r , the corresponding agnosticism relation. AGR∗ (S) is the relation



(x, y) : ∃r ∈ R. x <r y ∧ ∀r  ∈ ranks(S). r  > r ⇒ x ≈r y .
AGR∗ indeed deﬁnes a legitimate belief state:

Proposition 15 If S ⊆ S, then AGR∗ (S) ∈ B.
Unfortunately, a problem with this “divide-and-conquer” approach is it assumes the
result of aggregation is independent of potential interactions between the individual sources
of diﬀerent ranks. Consequently, opinions that will eventually get overridden may still have
an indirect eﬀect on the ﬁnal aggregation result by introducing superﬂuous opinions during
the intermediate equal-rank aggregation step, as the following example shows:
Example 4 Let W = {a, b, c}. Suppose S ⊆ S such that S = {s0 , s1 , s2 } with belief states
<s0 = {(b, a), (b, c)} and <s1 =<s2 = {(a, b), (c, b)}, and where s2  s1 ≡ s0 . Then AGR∗ (S)
is {(a, b), (c, b), (a, c), (c, a), (a, a), (b, b), (c, c)}. All sources are agnostic over a and c, yet
(a, c) and (c, a) are in the result because of the transitive closure in the lower rank involving
opinions ((b, c) and (b, a)) which actually get overridden in the ﬁnal result.
Because of these undesired eﬀects, we propose another aggregation operator which circumvents this problem by applying reﬁnement (as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 13) to the set of
source belief states before inferring new opinions via closure:
Deﬁnition 15 The rank-based aggregation of a set of sources S ⊆ S, denoted AGR(S), is
AGRRf(S)+ .
Encouragingly, AGR outputs a valid belief state:
Proposition 16 If S ⊆ S, then AGR(S) ∈ B.
The output for our running space robot example is also reasonable:
Example 5 Suppose, in the space robot scenario of Example 1, the technician is still considered more credible than the manager and the programmer, but the latter two are considered
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Figure 4: The belief state after aggregation in Example 5 when st  sm ≡ sp .
equally credible. The aggregate belief state, shown in Figure 4, still gives the robot the correct information about the state of the system. The robot also learns for future reference
that there is some disagreement over whether or not there would have been a data overload
if the feedback system were working.
Furthermore, we observe that AGR, when applied to the set of sources in Example 4, does
indeed bypass the problem described above of extraneous opinion introduction:
Example 6 Assume W, S, and  are as in Example 4; AGR(S) = {(a, b), (c, b)} as desired. The concerned reader may note that s2 is a “dictator” in the sense that s2 ’s opinions
override all opposing opinions. However, this is reasonable in the context because all other
sources have strictly lower rank.
We observe that AGR behaves well in the special cases we’ve considered, reducing to
AGRUn when all sources have equal rank, and to AGRRf when the sources are totally
ranked:
Proposition 17 Suppose S ⊆ S.
1. If S is fully connected, AGR(S) = AGRUn(S).
2. If S is a total order, AGR(S) = AGRRf(S).
Another property of AGR is that its transitive closure part minimally extends the result of
AGRRf to make it complete (i.e., all conﬂicts represented explicitly) in the sense that new
opinions are only added between worlds already involved in a conﬂict:
Proposition 18 Suppose S ⊆ S, ≺∗ = AGRRf(S), ≺= AGR(S), and x ≺∗ y for x, y ∈ W.
If x ≺ y, then x  y.
One small observation: AGR(∅) = ∅ is a property of our deﬁnition, reﬂecting the fact that
we should not generate opinions out of nothing.
4.5 Arrow, Revisited
Finally, a strong argument in favor of AGR is that it satisﬁes Arrow’s conditions. Technically, our setting is slightly diﬀerent from that of Arrow’s, so we need to modify each
condition so that it is appropriate for our setting, yet retains the intended spirit of the
original condition. Let f be an operator which aggregates the belief states <s1 , . . . , <sn
over W of n sources s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S ⊆ S, respectively, let ≺ = f (<s1 , . . . , <sn ), and let S
be a total preorder over S. We consider each condition separately.
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Restricted range For our setting, the output of the aggregation function will be a modular, transitive belief state rather than a total preorder considered by Arrow.
Deﬁnition 16 (modiﬁed) Restricted Range: The range of f is B.
Unrestricted domain Similarly, the input to the aggregation function will be modular,
transitive belief states of sources rather than total preorders.
Deﬁnition 17 (modiﬁed) Unrestricted Domain: For each i, <si can be any member of B.
Pareto principle In Arrow’s setting, the relations represented non-strict relative likelihood (preference, actually) so that the asymmetric restrictions of the relations were used
to deﬁne the Pareto principle. However, in our setting, generalized belief states already
represent strict likelihood. Consequently, we use the actual input and output relations
of the aggregation function in place of their asymmetric restrictions to deﬁne the Pareto
principle. Obviously, because of AGR’s ability to introduce conﬂicts, it will not satisfy the
original formal Pareto principle which would essentially require that if all sources have an
unconﬂicted belief of one world being strictly more likely than another, this must also be
true in the aggregate belief state. Neither condition is necessarily stronger than the other.
Deﬁnition 18 (modiﬁed) Pareto Principle: If x <si y for all i, then x ≺ y.
Independence of irrelevant alternatives Conﬂicts are deﬁned in terms of cycles, not
necessarily binary. By allowing the existence of conﬂicts, we eﬀectively have made it possible
for outside worlds to aﬀect the relation between a pair of worlds, viz., by involving them in
a cycle. As a result, we need to weaken IIA to say that the relation between worlds should
be independent of other worlds unless these other worlds put them in conﬂict. This makes
intuitive sense: if two worlds are put into conﬂict after aggregation due to a cycle involving
other worlds, we may need to access these other worlds to be able to detect the conﬂict.
Deﬁnition 19 (modiﬁed) Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA): Suppose


s1 , . . . , sn ∈ S such that si ≡S si for all i, and ≺ = f (<s1 , . . . , <sn ). Further suppose x <si y

iﬀ x <si y for all i, x  y, and x  y. Then x ≺ y iﬀ x ≺ y.
Non-dictatorship As with the Pareto principle deﬁnition, we use the actual input and
output relations to deﬁne non-dictatorship since belief states represent strict likelihood.
From this perspective, our setting requires that informant sources of the highest rank be
“dictators” in the sense considered by Arrow. However, the setting originally considered
by Arrow was one where all individuals are ranked equally. Thus, we make this explicit in
our new deﬁnition of non-dictatorship by adding the pre-condition that all sources be of
equal rank. Now, AGR treats a set of equally ranked sources equally by taking all their
opinions seriously, at the price of introducing conﬂicts. So, intuitively, there are no dictators.
However, because Arrow did not account for conﬂicts in his formulation, all the sources will
be “dictators” by his deﬁnition. We need to modify the deﬁnition of non-dictatorship to
say that no source should always push opinions through without them ever being contested.
Deﬁnition 20 (modiﬁed) Non-Dictatorship: If si ≡S sj for all i, j, then there is no i such
that, for every combination of source belief states and every x, y ∈ W, x <si y and y <si x
implies x ≺ y and y ≺ x.
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We now show that AGR indeed satisﬁes these conditions:
Proposition 19 Let S = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S and AGRf (<s1 , . . . , <sn ) = AGR(S). AGRf
satisﬁes (the modiﬁed versions of ) restricted range, unrestricted domain, Pareto principle,
IIA, and non-dictatorship.

5. Multi-Agent Fusion
So far, we have only considered the case where a single agent must construct or update
her belief state once informed by a set of sources. Multi-agent fusion is the process of
aggregating the belief states of a set of agents, each with its respective set of informant
sources. We proceed to formalize this setting.
5.1 Formalization
An agent A is informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S.8 Agent A’s induced belief state is the
belief state formed by aggregating the belief states of its informant sources, i.e., AGR(S).
We will use A∅ and AS to denote special agents informed by ∅ and S, respectively.
Assume the set of agents to fuse agree upon rank (and, consequently, ).9 We deﬁne
the fusion of this set to be an agent informed by the combination of informant sources:
Deﬁnition 21 Let A = {A1 , . . . , An } be a set of agents such that each agent
n Ai is informed
by Si ⊆ S. The fusion of A, written ⊕(A), is an agent informed by S = i=1 Si .

Not surprisingly given its set-theoretic deﬁnition, fusion is idempotent, commutative, and
associative. These properties guarantee the invariance required in multi-agent belief aggregation applications such as our space robot domain.
5.2 Computing Fusion Eﬃciently

In the multi-agent space robot scenario described in Section 1, we only have a direct need
for the belief states that result from fusion. We are only interested in the belief states of the
original sources in so far as we want the fused belief state to reﬂect its informant history.
An obvious question is whether it is possible to compute the belief state induced by the
agents’ fusion solely from their initial belief states, that is, without having to reference the
belief states of their informant sources. This is highly desirable because of the expense
of storing—or, as in the case of our space robot example, transmitting—all source belief
states; we would like to represent each agent’s knowledge as compactly as possible.
In fact, we can do this if all sources have equal rank. We simply take the transitive
closure of the union of the agents’ belief states:
Ai , agent A ’s induced belief state,
Proposition 20 Let A and S be as in Deﬁnition
i
 21, ≺
+
A
i
≺
is
A’s
induced
belief state.
and S , fully connected. If A = ⊕(A), then
Ai ∈A

8. Each source can be thought of as a primitive agent with ﬁxed belief state.
9. We could easily extend the framework to allow for individual rankings, but we felt that the small gain
in generality would not justify the additional complexity and loss of perspicuity. Similarly, we could
consider each agent as having a credibility ordering only over its informant sources. However, it is
unclear how, for example, crediblity orderings over disjoint sets of sources should be combined into a
new credibility ordering since their union will not be total.
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Unfortunately, the equal rank case is special. If we have sources of diﬀerent ranks, we
generally cannot compute the induced belief state after fusion using only the agent belief
states before fusion, as the following simple example demonstrates:
Example 7 Let W = {a, b}. Suppose two agents A1 and A2 are informed by sources s1 with
belief state <s1 = {(a, b)} and s2 with belief state <s2 = {(b, a)}, respectively. A1 ’s belief state
is the same as s1 ’s and A2 ’s is the same as s2 ’s. If s1  s2 , then the belief state induced by
⊕(A1 , A2 ) is <s1 , whereas if s2  s1 , then it is <s2 .
Thus, just knowing the belief states of the fused agents is not suﬃcient for computing the
induced belief state. We need to maintain more information about each agent’s informants.
The question is whether we can do better than storing all the original sources.
We might wonder whether it is possible to somehow compute a credibility rank for each
agent based on the credibility of her informant sources, then simply apply AGR to the
agents’ induced belief states. This works ﬁne if, for every pair of agents, all the informants
of one are more credible than those of the other. However, this does not work in general if
each agent can have informants both more and less credible than those of another agent as
the following example demonstrates:
Example 8 Let W = {a, b, c}. Suppose agent A1 is informed by source s1 with belief state
<s1 = {(a, b), (b, c), (a, c)}, and suppose agent A2 is informed by sources s0 and s2 with belief
states <s0 = {(c, b), (b, a), (c, a)} and <s2 = {(b, a), (c, a)}, respectively. Further suppose that
s2  s1  s0 . Then A1 ’s induced belief state is <s1 and A2 ’s is <s0 . The belief state induced
by ⊕(A1 , A2 ) is {(b, c), (c, a), (b, a)}. On the otherhand, if we rank A1 over A2 and apply
AGR to their induced belief states, we get <s1 ; if we rank A2 over A1 , we get <s0 ; and,
if we rank them equally, we get the fully connected belief state. All of these are obviously
incorrect.
Hence, we need to store more information about the source of each opinion. However,
we can still do better than keeping the sources around if sources are totally preordered by
credibility. It is enough to store for each opinion of AGRRf(S) the rank of the highest
ranked source supporting it. We deﬁne pedigreed belief states which enrich belief states with
this additional information:
Deﬁnition 22 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S. A’s pedigreed belief
state is a pair (≺, l) where ≺= AGRRf(S) and l :≺→ R such that l((x, y)) = max({rank(s) :
x <s y, s ∈ S}). We use ≺A
r to denote the restriction of A’s pedigreed belief state to r, that
A
is, ≺r = {(x, y) ∈≺: l((x, y)) = r}.
We verify that a pair’s label is, in fact, the rank of the source used to determine the pair’s
membership in AGRRf(S), not that of some higher ranked source:
Proposition 21 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S and with pedigreed
belief state (≺, l). Then ≺A
r is the relation




(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S. x <s y ∧ r = rank(s) ∧ ∀s ∈ S. s  s ⇒ x ≈s y .
The belief state induced by a pedigreed belief state (≺, l) is, obviously, the transitive closure
of ≺.
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Now, given only the pedigreed belief states of a set of agents, we can compute the
new pedigreed belief state after fusion. We simply combine the labeled opinions using our
reﬁnement techniques. We call this operation pedigreed fusion:
Deﬁnition 23 Let S and A be as in Deﬁnition 21, S , a total preorder, and PA , the set
of pedigreed belief states of the agents in A. The pedigreed fusion of PA , written ⊕ped (PA ),
is (≺, l) where
1. ≺ is the relation



Aj


i
y
∧
∀A
∈
A,
r
∈
R.
r
>
r
⇒
x
∼
y
(x, y) : ∃Ai ∈ A, r ∈ R. x ≺A
j
r
r
over W, and
i
2. l :≺→ R such that l((x, y)) = max({r : x ≺A
r y, Ai ∈ A}).

Proposition 22 Let A, PA , S, and S be as in Deﬁnition 23. Then ⊕ped (PA ) is the
pedigreed belief state of ⊕(A).
From the perspective of the induced belief states, we are essentially discarding unlabeled
opinions (i.e., those derived by the closure operation) before fusion. Intuitively, we are
learning new information so we may need to retract some of our inferred opinions. After
fusion, we re-apply closure to complete the new belief state. Interestingly, in the special
case where the sources are strictly-ranked, the closure is unnecessary:
Proposition 23 If A, PA , and S are as in Deﬁnition 23, S is a total order, and
⊕ped (PA ) = (≺, l), then ≺+ =≺.
Let us return once more to the space robot scenario considered in Example 1 to illustrate
pedigreed fusion.
Example 9 Suppose the arrogant programmer is not part of the telemetry team, but instead works for a company on the other side of the country. Then the robot has to request
information from two separate agents, one to query the manager and technician and one to
query the programmer. Assume that the agents and the robot all rank the sources the same,
assigning the technician rank 2 and the other two agents rank 1, which induces the same
credibility ordering used in Example 5. The agents’ pedigreed belief states and the result of
their fusion are shown in Figure 5.
The ﬁrst agent does not provide any information about overloading and the second agent
provides incorrect information. However, we see that after fusing the two, the robot has a
belief state that is identical to what it computed in Example 5 when there was only one agent
informed by all three sources (we’ve only separated the top set of worlds so as to show the
labeling). Consequently, it now knows the correct state of the system. And, satisfyingly, the
ﬁnal result does not depend on the order in which the robot receives the agents’ reports.
The savings obtained in required storage space by this scheme can be substantial. Suppose S is the set of an agent’s informant sources, n = W , and m = S . Explicitly storing
S (along with the rank of each source) requires O(n2 m) amount of space; this worst case
bound is reached when all the sources’ belief states are fully connected relations. On the
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Figure 5: The pedigreed belief states of agent A1 informed by sm and st and of agent A2
informed by sp , and the result of their fusion in Example 9.

other hand, storing a pedigreed belief state only requires O(n2 ) space.10 Moreover, not only
does the enriched representation allow us to conserve space, it also provides for potential
savings in the eﬃciency of computing fusion since, for each pair of worlds, we only need to
consider the opinions of the agents rather than those of all the sources in the combined set
of informants.
Incidentally, if we had used the strawman AGR∗ as the basis for our general aggregation,
simply storing the rank of the maximum supporting sources would not give us suﬃcient
information to compute the induced belief state after fusion. To demonstrate this, we give
an example where two pairs of sources induce the same annotated agent belief states, yet
yield diﬀerent belief states after fusion:
Example 10 Let W, S, and  be as in Example 4. Suppose agents A1 , A2 , A1 , and A2
are informed by sets of sources S1 , S2 , S1 , and S2 , respectively, where S1 = S2 = {s2 },
S1 = {s0 , s2 }, and S2 = {s1 , s2 }. AGR∗ dictates that the pedigreed belief states of all four
agents equal <s2 with all opinions annotated with rank(s2 ). In spite of this indistinguishability, if A = ⊕({A1 , A2 }) and A = ⊕({A1 , A2 }), then A’s induced belief state equals <s2 ,
i.e., {(a, b), (c, b)}, whereas A ’s is {(a, b), (c, b), (a, c), (c, a), (a, a), (b, b), (c, c)}.
Also notice that Maynard-Reid II and Shoham (2001) consider essentially the special
case of fusing two agents informed by strictly-ranked sources. They show the surprising
result that standard AGM belief revision can be modeled as the fusion of two agents, the
informant and the informee, where the informant’s sources are all strictly more credible than
the informee’s. Furthermore, they show that, because of its clean set-theoretic semantics,
fusion provides a very attractive, semantically well-behaved solution to the diﬃcult problem
of iterated belief revision. Our general fusion deﬁnition satisﬁes all the examples of iterated
fusion they describe.
10. These bounds assume that the amount of space needed to store each rank is bounded by some small
constant.
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6. Incorporating Voting
A potential drawback of the framework we have described is it does not account for
“strength” of support. For example, we cannot diﬀerentiate between the situation where
one thousand sources of the highest rank support a < b and only one source of that rank
supports b < a, and the situation where the one source supports a < b and the thousand
other sources support b < a. In both cases our framework yields a simple conﬂict between
a and b rather than acknowledging the overwhelming support one way or the other. This
additional information about strength of support is often suﬃcient to resolve what would
otherwise have appeared to be a conﬂict.
To address this problem, we generalize our framework to incorporate voting. We ﬁrst
describe a family of aggregation operators based on voting of which AGR is a special case.
In the process, we introduce a novel modular closure operator. We discuss properties of
special members of this family including indiscriminate aggregation, simple majority, and
unanimity, as well as attractive properties of the family as a whole. We then describe an
extension of our setting to accommodate ranked individuals so that individuals of higher
rank are given precedence during aggregation. Finally, we consider fusion.
6.1 Voting Functions
We will use a pairwise voting strategy similar to the well-known Condorcet’s method. (For
more on the Condorcet method and the other methods and results from standard voting
theory we cite, see Black’s (1958) classical reference on voting theory). Condorcet’s method
considers each pair of worlds separately, ranking world x over world y in the aggregate if
and only if there are more votes for that ranking than there are for y over x. If one world
beats or ties all other worlds, it is known as the Condorcet winner. We deviate from this
method in that we use a ﬁxed threshold proportion of support to decide on the acceptance
of an opinion in the aggregate rather than the size of its support relative to that of the
opposite opinion. Let countS (x, y) = {s ∈ S : x <s y} for any S ⊆ S.
Deﬁnition 24 Let S ⊆ S. For p ∈ [0, 1], the voting function for p, written vtp , maps S to
the relation
{(x, y) : countS (x, y) > 0 and countS (x, y)/ S ≥ p}.
This deﬁnition falls under the class of voting systems Black (1958) calls absolute majority
systems. It is motivated by the observation that relative support is many times less relevant
than strength of support. The support for the two possible rankings of two worlds may be
so low that neither can justiﬁably be considered part of the aggregate belief state. Similarly,
the support for both alternative rankings may be so high that it may be more reasonable to
introduce both and create a conﬂict rather than choose one with slightly higher support. Our
strategy will not be appropriate for all applications, of course, but there are many instances
when it is most appropriate. Also, our method satisﬁes a generalization of the Condorcet
criterion, a widely accepted criteria of “good” voting systems that requires the Condorcet
winner, if it exists, be the most likely world in the aggregate belief state. Our method never
produces a strict ranking of two worlds opposite to that of Condorcet’s method, although
there will be cases where Condorcet’s method ranks one world strictly more likely than
another and our method produces agnosticism or a conﬂict. As a result, the Condorcet
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winner will always be among the most likely worlds. At any rate, our aggregation results
do not depend signiﬁcantly on the choice of voting strategy; one could easily replace it with
a diﬀerent strategy if desired.
That said, we make a few observations about our voting functions. First, the voting
function deﬁnition requires that we accept an opinion if at least p proportion of the sources
support it. However, we often want to specify that opinions only be accepted if strictly
more than some cutoﬀ proportion of sources support it. For example, the best-known
voting function is the majority function where we only accept an opinion if it gets more
than 50% of the vote. We can easily specify majority vote with the function vt0.5+ (S)
where 0 <  < 0.5/ S (e.g.,  = 0.25/ S ) so that tied opinions are rejected. In general,
to only accept opinions garnering more than p proportion of the vote (for 0 ≤ p < 1), it
suﬃces to use the function vtp+ (S) where
0<<

1 − p S + p S 
S

e.g.,  = (1 − p S + p S )/(2 S ).11
Second, it is immediately obvious that the aggregate relation may contain conﬂicts if
p ≤ 0.5, even if the original source belief states are conﬂict-free. In fact, it is possible to
get conﬂicts in the aggregate of conﬂict-free belief states even for larger p, as the following
famous example demonstrates:
Example 11 Let W = {a, b, c} and S be such that 1/3 of the sources have belief state
{(a, b), (b, c), (a, c)}, 1/3 have {(b, c), (c, a), (b, a)}, and 1/3 have {(c, a), (a, b), (c, b)}. Then
vtp (S) = {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)}, a cycle, for 1/3 < p ≤ 2/3. This is known as the Condorcet
paradox (cf. Brams and Fishburn’s (2002) voting survey).
Many solutions have been proposed for resolving such conﬂicts – using Borda counts or
instant runoﬀ voting (aka single transferable vote) (cf. Center for Voting and Democracy,
2002) are two popular examples. As before, we do not attempt to resolve the conﬂicts but,
instead, make them explicit in a way that supports ﬂexibility in the choice of resolution
methodology and allows for semantically well-behaved iteration of aggregation.
Third, the end-point members of the family of voting functions have special signiﬁcance.
The voting function for 0 is equivalent to the union operator we saw earlier that takes all
opinions seriously, i.e., is indiscriminate:
Proposition 24 If S ⊆ S, then vt0 (S) = Un(S).
At the other extreme, we have the voting function for 1. In this case, it is equivalent to
taking the intersection of the sources’ belief states, i.e., only accepting unanimous opinions:
Proposition 25 If S ⊆ S, then vt1 (S) =

s∈S

<s .

In contrast to vt0 which generates many conﬂicts, vt1 generates a lot of agnosticism.
Fourth, voting functions are opinion-centered; that is, if the proportion of agnostic
sources is larger than p, the voting function for p will not necessarily reﬂect this agnosticism
as it would in the case of an opinion. If, for example, the belief states of three sources over
11. x denotes the floor of x, i.e., the largest integer less than or equal to x.
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W = {a, b} are {(a, b)}, {(b, a)}, and {}, respectively, then the voting function for p = 1/3
will produce a conﬂict with respect to a and b, not agnosticism. However, this is not to say
that abstainers have no impact on the ﬁnal result. The fact that abstainers are counted
among the total number of voters has the eﬀect that agnosticism with respect to a pair of
worlds counts as a “no” vote for both possible opinions. This issue usually does not arise in
standard voting schemes because these usually assume that sources totally rank candidates.
However, the most important observation is that members of the family of voting operators do not produce belief states in general. As we’ve already shown, vt0 produces a
modular relation that is not necessarily transitive. At the other end of the spectrum, vt1
produces a transitive relation that is not necessarily modular:
Proposition 26 Suppose S ⊆ S. vt1 (S) is transitive but not necessarily modular.
For the other members of the family, the result may be neither modular nor transitive,
as the Condorcet paradox in Example 11 illustrates for 1/3 < p ≤ 2/3. In fact, we can
construct such a scenario for every 0 < p < 1:
Proposition 27 If W ≥ 3, then for every p ∈ (0, 1), there exists S such that vtp (S) is
neither modular nor transitive.
Part of the problem is that voting may introduce conﬂicts which may imply other conﬂicts.
As before, we need to take the transitive closure to infer these implied conﬂicts. In the
Condorcet paradox example, this produces the fully connected belief state as we would
hope. Unfortunately, closing under transitivity does not necessarily restore modularity as
well, as the following example demonstrates:
Example 12 Let W = {a, b, c} and S be such that 1/3 of the sources have belief state
{(a, b), (b, c), (a, c)}, 1/3 have {(b, c), (c, a), (b, a)}, and 1/3 have {(b, a), (b, c)}. Then, for
p > 2/3, vtp (S) = vtp (S)+ = {(b, c)} which is not modular.
We solve this problem by deﬁning a natural modular closure operation which converts
a transitive relation into a belief state. We will then deﬁne a modular-transitive closure
operation which will take the result of an arbitrary voting function and transform it into a
belief state using a transitive closure followed by a modular closure.
6.2 Modular-Transitive Closure
We start by deﬁning a helper function which returns the level of a world in a relation, i.e.,
the length of the longest path (along strict edges) from a world to a member of the choice
set of W. For convenience, throughout this modular-transitive closure subsection we will
use  to denote an arbitrary relation, ≺ and  to denote its asymmetric and symmetric
restrictions, respectively.
Deﬁnition 25 The level of x ∈ W in a transitive relation  over W, written lev (x), is
lev (x) =

0
1 + max ({lev (y) : y ≺ x})
y∈W

if x ∈ ch(W, )
otherwise.

(Recall that ch is the choice set function deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.) The following simple
properties relating  and lev are immediate:
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Proposition 28 Suppose  is a transitive relation over W and x, y ∈ W.
1. If x ≺ y, then lev (x) < lev (y).
2. If x  y, then lev (x) = lev (y).
3. If lev (x) < lev (y), then ∃z. lev (z) = lev (x) ∧ z ≺ y.
4. If lev (x) = lev (y), then x  y iﬀ y  x.
We now deﬁne the modular closure of a relation to be the relation that results from fully
connecting all equi-level alternatives unless they are fully disconnected:
Deﬁnition 26 The modular closure MC() of a transitive relation  over W is the relation
such that (x, y) ∈ MC() iﬀ
1. lev (x) < lev (y) or
2. lev (x) = lev (y) and ∃x , y  . lev (x ) = lev (y  ) = lev (x) ∧ x  y  .
Intuitively, as long as we have reason to doubt that some pair in a level are interchangeable,
we doubt all the pairs at that level, but only then. Note that the deﬁnition of MC is similar
to one of the equivalent constructions of the rational closure Lehmann and Magidor (1992)
describe.
We see that MC indeed makes any transitive relation modular while preserving transitivity:
Proposition 29 If  is a transitive relation over W, then MC() ∈ B.
MC is an additive process that changes a relation minimally to achieve modularity while
preserving transitivity and the levels of the worlds:
Proposition 30 Suppose  is a transitive relation over W and ∗ = MC().
1. ⊆∗ and ≺⊆≺∗ .
2. If  is modular, then ∗ =.
3. lev∗ (x) = lev (x) for all x ∈ W.
4. If  ∈ B such that ⊆ and lev (x) = lev (x) for all x ∈ W, then ∗ ⊆ .
We now deﬁne the modular, transitive closure of an arbitrary relation  as MC applied
to the transitive closure of , and show that the result is a belief state:
Deﬁnition 27 The modular, transitive closure MT() of a relation  over W is the relation MC (+ ).
Proposition 31 If  is a relation over W, then MT() ∈ B.
MT is also a minimally additive operator:
Proposition 32 Suppose  is a relation over W and ∗ = MT().
1. ⊆∗ .
2. If  is transitive, then ∗ = MC().
3. If  is modular, then ∗ =+ .
4. If  is modular and transitive, then ∗ =.
5. If  has no conﬂicts, then neither does ∗ .
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6.3 The Aggregation Family
We are now fully equipped to solve the problem of incorporating voting into aggregation.
First, consider the special case where all sources have the same rank. Our aggregation
operators will construct an aggregate belief state by ﬁrst applying voting, then closing
under MT:
Deﬁnition 28 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGREqp (S) = MT (vtp (S)).
Proposition 33 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGREqp (S) ∈ B.
We can now easily generalize this deﬁnition to accommodate a ranking on the sources.
We accept an opinion if enough individuals at the highest rank with an opinion support it,
then close under MT:
Deﬁnition 29 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGRRf p (S) is the relation




(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S. x <s y ∧ (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}) ∧ ∀s ∈ S. s S s ⇒ x ≈s y .
Deﬁnition 30 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGRp (S) = MT(AGRRf p (S)).
Proposition 34 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGRp (S) ∈ B.
All the aggregation functions we have encountered so far are special cases of this general
family:
Proposition 35 Suppose S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1].
1. If S is fully connected, then AGRp (S) = AGREqp (S).
2. If S is a total order, then AGRp (S) = AGRRf p (S) = AGRRf(S) = AGR(S).
3. AGR0 (S) = AGR(S).
As an obvious consequence of the last property, AGR0 satisﬁes the modiﬁed Arrovian conditions.
Corollary 35.1 Let S = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S and AGRf (<s1 , . . . , <sn ) = AGR0 (S). AGRf
satisﬁes (the modiﬁed versions of ) restricted range, unrestricted domain, Pareto principle,
IIA, and non-dictatorship.
6.4 Fusion
Fusion is still deﬁned as in Deﬁnition 21, i.e., the belief state created by fusion of a set of
agents is the aggregate belief state of the agents’ cumulative informant sets. However, we
now use AGRp rather than AGR to compute the aggregate belief state.
Once again, we want to compute fusion without storing all the belief states of all the
informant sources, if possible. Unfortunately, this is not possible in general for aggregation
functions based on voting. The reason is we need to keep track of the actual identity of
the sources supporting each opinion so as to avoid “double-counting” sources shared by
multiple agents.
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However, we can often do better than the O(n2 m) space required to store the full sources,
where n = W and m is the number of informant sources. We only store those parts that
matter. Speciﬁcally, for a given source, we only store those opinions for which the source
is one of the highest ranked supporting an opinion over the corresponding worlds. We
can eﬀectively accomplish this by extending the pedigreed belief state so that we label each
opinion not only with the rank of the highest ranking sources supporting an opinion over the
corresponding worlds, but also with the set of unique identiﬁers for the sources supporting
the particular opinion. We also maintain a table that stores, for each rank represented in
the set of informant sources, the set of identiﬁers for all sources at that rank. We call the
resulting representation a support pedigreed belief state.
Deﬁnition 31 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S. A’s support pedigreed
belief state is a triple (l, sup, rtab) where
• l : W × W → R ∪ {♣} such that l(x, y) = max({rank(s) : x ≈s y, s ∈ S} ∪ {♣}) where
♣ ∈ R and ♣ < r for all r ∈ R,
• sup : W × W → 2S such that sup(x, y) = {s ∈ S : rank(s) = l(x, y), x <s y}, and
• rtab : ranks(S) → 2S such that rtab(r) = {s ∈ S : rank(s) = r}.
Note that l is symmetric: l(x, y) = l(y, x). On the other hand, sup is not. Now, we can
easily compute an agent’s belief state from its support pedigreed belief state. To compute
the proportion of support for a particular opinion, we simply divide the size of the support
set for that opinion by the number of informant sources with the labeled rank.
Proposition 36 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S, with support pedigreed belief state (l, sup, rtab), and using aggregation function AGRp for p ∈ [0, 1]. A’s belief
state is the relation
MT ({(x, y) : sup(x, y) > 0 and sup(x, y) / rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p})
Observe that, unlike with pedigreed belief states, support pedigreed belief states label all
possible opinions, not just those appearing in the agent’s induced belief state, i.e., whose
support falls below the threshhold. The reason is another agent may come along later with
enough new votes to cross the threshold, in which case the votes from the earlier sources
become relevant. Similarly, support pedigreed belief states maintain rank information even
for ranks not appearing as labels. No source of a particular rank may currently support
any opinion, but another agent may later bring sources of that rank supporting an opinion
hitherto unsupported by any source of equal or higher rank. The correct computation of
the proportion of support for this opinion must take into account the earlier sources.
Before we address fusion, let us consider the space required to store a support pedigreed
belief state (l, sup, rtab). l requires O(n2 ) space, rtab requires Θ(m) space, and, if rmax
denotes the number of sources of a rank having the most sources with that rank, sup
requires O(n2 rmax ) space, for a total of O(n2 rmax + m) space.12 Thus, in a best-case
scenario where, for example, sources are strictly ranked, a support pedigreed belief state
only requires O(n2 + m) space since each opinion has at most one supporter. However, in
12. As before, we assume representing ranks requires constant space. We assume that we can represent each
source label with constant space as well.
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the worst-case scenario where, for example, sources are all equally ranked so that rmax = m,
we will still need O(n2 m) space.
Now, computing the support pedigreed belief state resulting from fusion is straightforward. For each opinion, we set l to be the highest l value for that opinion among the agents
and set sup to be the union of sup sets for that opinion of all agents with that l value. And
for each rank represented in some agent’s rank table, we set rtab to be the union of the
rtab sets of all agents for whom it is deﬁned.
Deﬁnition 32 Let S and A be as in Deﬁnition 21, S , a total preorder, and PA , the set
of support pedigreed belief states of the agents in A. The support pedigreed fusion of PA ,
written ⊕sup (PA ), is (l, sup, rtab) where
1. l :≺→ R such that l((x, y)) = max({l (x, y) : (l , sup , rtab ) ∈ PA }),
2. sup : W × W → 2S such that
sup (x, y),

sup(x, y) =
(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , l (x,y)=l(x,y)

and
3. rtab : ranks(S) → 2S such that
rtab (r).

rtab(r) =
(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , r∈range(rtab )

Proposition 37 Let A, PA , S, and S be as in Deﬁnition 32. Then ⊕sup (PA ) is the
support pedigreed belief state of ⊕(A).
Thus, in addition to the potential savings in space gained by using support pedigreed
belief states, we also potentially save in the time needed to compute fusion since, for a given
opinion, we do not need to consider the opinions of lesser ranked sources.

7. Related Work
Much of the work in belief aggregation has been geared towards unbiased kinds of belief
pooling. Besides the work in social choice we described in Section 3.2, recent attempts from
the belief revision community (e.g. Borgida & Imielinski, 1984; Baral, Kraus, Minker, &
Subrahmanian, 1992; Liberatore & Schaerf, 1995; Makinson, 1997; Revesz, 1997; Konieczny
& Pérez, 1998; Meyer, 2001; Benferhat, Dubois, Kaci, & Prade, 2002) have sought to modify
the AGM theory to capture “fair” revisions, that is, revisions where the revisee and reviser’s
beliefs are treated equally seriously. Like our proposal, Benferhat et al. and Meyer accommodate iterative merging. Benferhat et al.’s proposal is also distinct in that they approach
the problem from a possibilistic logic point of view. Besides the restriction to equally-ranked
sources, these fairness-based proposals diﬀer from ours in that they are generally syntactic
in nature in the sense that sentences are prioritized rather than possible worlds. Meyer’s
proposal is an exception; his belief states are epistemic states, structures in the style of
Spohn’s (1988) ordinal conditional functions (aka κ-rankings). In fact, Meyer, Ghose, and
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Chopra (2001) have shown that a number of simple aggregation operators on epistemic
belief states also satisfy Arrow’s postulates when appropriately modiﬁed for this context
(unrestricted domain, restricted range, and IIA in particular need modiﬁcation). Unfortunately, epistemic states are enriched total preorders and, thus, suﬀer from the problems we
described earlier, i.e., the inability to explicitly handle conﬂicts.
Cantwell’s (1998) work is also syntactic in nature, but does allow for sources of diﬀering credibility. Cantwell addresses a complementary problem to our own: deciding what
information to reject given the subset of informing sources rejecting the information. He
assumes a generalization of our credibility ordering, a partial preorder over sets of sources.
He explores ways of inducing a partial preorder over sentences based on this ordering, then
uses this ordering to determine a subset (although not all) of the sentences to reject. Another diﬀerence from our work is that he only considers the non-counterfactual beliefs of
sources.
We are not, of course, the ﬁrst to consider using the lexicographic ordering for aggregation purposes. Lexicographic operators have long been studied in the ﬁelds of management
and social science; Fishburn (1974) gives a good survey of much of that work. More recently, researchers in artiﬁcial intelligence have taken an interest in these operators; examples include Grosof (1991), Maynard-Reid II and Shoham (2001) and Andréka, Ryan, and
Schobbens (2002).
Grosof uses lexicographic aggregation of preorders as a means of tackling the problem of
default reasoning in the presence of conﬂicting defaults. Besides the more general preorders
being aggregated, another interesting diﬀerence from our work is that although Grosof does
not allow for sources of equal rank, he does allow for sources of incomparable rank, i.e., the
ranking on sources is a strict partial order. Thus, in the extreme case where the ordering
is completely disconnected, the operator reduces to our Un operator (and, thus, does not
necessarily preserve transitivity).
Andréka et al., on the other hand, frame their work in the context of preference aggregation. They go one step further than Grosof and allow input relations to be arbitrary.
They prove that the lexicographic operator is the only one that satisﬁes a variation on
Arrow’s properties – unanimity, IIA, preservation of transitivity, and a weaker version of
non-dictatorship. (We should point out that from the perspective of Arrow’s original framework, the relation with the highest priority is always a dictator.) They describe a collection
of other properties besides transitivity preserved by the operator. However, as in our work,
they do not preserve totality.
Our work derives much of its inspiration from Maynard-Reid II and Shoham’s work.
They restrict their attention to total preorders, but this does not create problems because
they assume sources to be totally ordered. They focus, instead, on the strong connection
between belief aggregation and iterated belief revision. They show that ⊕ can be used as
an iterated belief operator in an AGM-based setting, then compare its properties as such
against those of a representative sampling of well-known iterated belief operator proposals
– Boutilier’s (1996) natural revision, Darwiche and Pearl’s (1997) operators, Spohn’s (1988)
ordinal conditional function revision, Lehmann’s (1995) widening rank model revision, and
Williams’s (1994) conditionalization and adjustment operators. They show that ⊕ is the
only operator among them that is semantically well-behaved: the results of all the other
operators depend on the order of iteration.
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Finally, to our knowledge, none of these related approaches outside of social choice have
yet been extended to incorporate voting.

8. Conclusion
We have described a semantically clean representation – the class of modular, transitive
relations – for collective qualitative beliefs which allows us to represent conﬂicting opinions
without sacriﬁcing the ability to make decisions. We have proposed an intuitive operator
which takes advantage of this representation so that an agent can combine the belief states of
a set of informant sources totally preordered by credibility. We showed that this operator
circumvents Arrow’s Impossibility result in a satisfactory manner. We also described a
mechanism for fusing the belief states of diﬀerent agents that iterates well and extended
the framework to incorporate voting.
We have assumed that all agents share the credibility ranking on sources. In general,
these rankings can vary among agents, and even change over time. Furthermore, an agent’s
ranking function can depend on the context; diﬀerent sources may have diﬀerent areas of
expertise. Exploring the behavior of fusion in these more general settings is an obvious next
step.
Note that although we have described operators to incorporate voting, under no condition will any of these ever side with lower rank sources when they conﬂict with higher rank
sources, no matter how many of these disagreeing lower rank sources there are. An aggregation scheme that behaves diﬀerently would have to be built on fundamentally diﬀerent
assumptions than our framework.
Another problem which deserves further study is developing a fuller understanding of
the properties of the Bel, Agn, and Con operators and how they interrelate.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proposition 1
1. The transitive closure of a modular relation is modular.
2. Every transitive relation is quasi-transitive.
3. (Sen, 1986) Every quasi-transitive relation is acyclic.
Proof:
1. Suppose a relation ≤ over ﬁnite set Ω is modular, and ≤+ is the transitive closure of ≤. Suppose x, y, z ∈ Ω and x ≤+ y. Then there exist w0 , . . . , wn such that
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x = w0 ≤ · · · ≤ wn = y. Since ≤ is modular and w0 ≤ w1 , either w0 ≤ z or z ≤ w1 .
In the former case, x = w0 ≤ z, so x ≤+ z. In the latter case, z ≤ w1 ≤ · · · wn = y, so
z ≤+ y.
2. Suppose Ω is a ﬁnite set, x, y, z ∈ Ω, ≤ is a transitive relation over Ω, and < is its
asymmetric restriction. Suppose x < y and y < z. Then x ≤ y, y ≤ x, y ≤ z, and
z ≤ y. x ≤ y and y ≤ z imply x ≤ z, and y ≤ z and y ≤ x imply z ≤ x, both by
transitivity. So x < z.
2
Proposition 2 (Sen, 1986) Given a relation ≤ over a ﬁnite set Ω, the choice set operation
ch deﬁnes a choice function iﬀ ≤ is acyclic.
Proof:

See Sen’s (1986) proof. 2

Proposition 3 (Arrow, 1963) There is no aggregation operator that satisﬁes restricted
range, unrestricted domain, (weak) Pareto principle, independendence of irrelevant alternatives, and nondictatorship.
Proof:

See Arrow’s (1963) proof. 2

Proposition 4 Let  be a relation over a ﬁnite set Ω and let ∼ be its symmetric restriction.
If  is total and quasi-transitive but not transitive, then ∼ is not transitive.
Proof: Let  be a total, quasi-transitive, non-transitive relation. Suppose x  y and
y  z but x  z. By totality, z  x, so z ≺ x. If x ≺ y, then z ≺ y by quasi-transitivity, a
contradiction. Thus, x ∼ y. Similarly, if y ≺ z, then y ≺ x, a contradiction, so y ∼ z. But
z ≺ x, so x ∼ z. Therefore, ∼ is not transitive. 2
Proposition 5 Suppose a relation ≺ is transitive and ∼ is the corresponding agnosticism
relation. Then ∼ is transitive iﬀ ≺ is modular.
Proof: Suppose ∼ is transitive and suppose x ≺ z, x, y, z ∈ W. We prove by contradiction: Suppose x ≺ y and y ≺ z. By transitivity, z ≺ y and y ≺ x, so x ∼ y and y ∼ z. By
assumption, x ∼ z, so x ≺ z, a contradiction.
Suppose, instead, ≺ is modular and suppose x ∼ y and y ∼ z, x, y, z ∈ W. Then x ≺ y,
y ≺ x, y ≺ z, and z ≺ y. By modularity, x ≺ z and z ≺ x, so x ∼ z. 2
Proposition 6 T< ⊂ B and is the set of irreﬂexive relations in B.
Proof: Let x, y, z ∈ W. We ﬁrst show that T< ⊂ B. Let ≺∈ T< . Then there exists
∈ T such that ≺ is the asymmetric restriction of . By deﬁnition,  is transitive, so
by Proposition 1, so is ≺. Suppose x ≺ y. Then x  y and y  x. Since  is total,
x  z or z  x. Suppose x  z. If y  z, then z  x (otherwise y  x by transitivity,
a contradiction), so x ≺ z. And if, on the other hand, y  z, then z  y by totality, so
z ≺ y. Suppose, instead, z  x. Then z  y by transitivity and y  z (otherwise y  x by
transitivity, a contradiction), so z ≺ y. Thus, x ≺ z or z ≺ y, so ≺ is modular.
Now we show that ≺∈ B is in T< if and only if it is irreﬂexive. If ≺∈ T< , it is asymmetric,
so it is irreﬂexive. Suppose, instead, ≺ is irreﬂexive. We deﬁne a relationship , show that ≺
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is its asymmetric restriction, and show that  is in T . Let  be deﬁned as x  y iﬀ y ≺ x.
We ﬁrst show that ≺ is the asymmetric restriction of . Suppose ≺ is the asymmetric
restriction of . If x ≺ y, then x  y and y  x, so x ≺ y. If, instead, x ≺ y, then y  x.
By totality, x  y, so x ≺ y. We next show that ∈ T . If x ≺ y then y  x. Otherwise,
x ≺ y. But since ≺ is irreﬂexive, y ≺ x (otherwise x ≺ x by transitivity), so x  y and 
is total. Next, suppose x  y and y  z. Then y ≺ x and z ≺ y. By modularity, z ≺ x, so
x  z, and, thus  is transitive. 2
Proposition 7 ≺∈ B iﬀ there is a partition W = W0 , . . . , Wn  of W such that:
1. For every x ∈ Wi and y ∈ Wj , i = j implies i < j iﬀ x ≺ y.
2. Every Wi is either fully connected (w ≺ w for all w, w ∈ Wi ) or fully disconnected
(w ≺ w for all w, w ∈ Wi ).
Proof: We refer to the conditions in the proposition as conditions 1 and 2, respectively.
We prove each direction of the proposition separately.
(=⇒) Suppose ≺∈ B, that is, ≺ is a modular and transitive relation over W. We use a
series of deﬁnitions and lemmas to show that a partition of W exists satisfying conditions 1
and 2. We ﬁrst deﬁne an equivalence relation by which we will partition W. Two elements
will be equivalent if they “look the same” from the perspective of every element of W:
Deﬁnition 33 x ≡ y iﬀ for every z ∈ W, x ≺ z iﬀ y ≺ z and z ≺ x iﬀ z ≺ y.
Lemma 7.1 ≡ is an equivalence relation over W.
Proof: Suppose x ∈ W. For every z ∈ W, x ≺ z iﬀ x ≺ z and z ≺ x iﬀ z ≺ x, so x ≡ x.
Therefore, ≡ is reﬂexive.
Suppose x, y ∈ W and x ≡ y. Then for every z ∈ W, x ≺ z iﬀ y ≺ z and z ≺ x iﬀ z ≺ y.
But then for every z ∈ W, y ≺ z iﬀ x ≺ z and z ≺ y iﬀ z ≺ x. Therefore, y ≡ x, so ≡ is
symmetric.
Suppose x, y, z ∈ W, x ≡ y, and y ≡ z. Suppose further that w ∈ W. By deﬁnition of
≡, x ≺ w iﬀ y ≺ w and w ≺ x iﬀ w ≺ y, and y ≺ w iﬀ z ≺ w and w ≺ y iﬀ w ≺ z. Therefore,
x ≺ w iﬀ z ≺ w and w ≺ x iﬀ w ≺ z. Since w is arbitrary, x ≡ z, so ≡ is transitive. 2
≡ partitions W into its equivalence classes. We use [w] to denote the equivalence class
containing w, that is, the set {w ∈ W : w ≡ w }. Observe that two worlds in conﬂict
always appear in the same equivalence class:
Lemma 7.2 If x, y ∈ W and x  y, then [x] = [y].
Proof: Suppose x, y ∈ W and x  y. Since [x] is an equivalence class, it suﬃces to show
that y ∈ [x], that is, x ≡ y. Suppose z ∈ W. By transitivity, if x ≺ z, then y ≺ z; if y ≺ z,
then x ≺ z; if z ≺ x, then z ≺ y; and, if z ≺ y then z ≺ x. Thus, x ≺ z iﬀ y ≺ z and z ≺ x
iﬀ z ≺ y, and since z is arbitrary, x ≡ y. 2
We now deﬁne a total order over these equivalence classes:
Deﬁnition 34 For all x, y ∈ W, [x] ≤ [y] iﬀ [x] = [y] or x ≺ y.
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Lemma 7.3 ≤ is well-deﬁned, that is, if x ≡ x and y ≡ y  , then x ≺ y iﬀ x ≺ y  , for all
x, x , y, y  ∈ W.
Proof: Suppose x ≡ x and y ≡ y  , x, x , y, y  ∈ W. By the deﬁnition of ≡, for every
z ∈ W, x ≺ z iﬀ x ≺ z. In particular, x ≺ y iﬀ x ≺ y. Also by the deﬁnition of ≡, for
every z  ∈ W, z  ≺ y iﬀ z  ≺ y  . In particular, x ≺ y iﬀ x ≺ y  . Therefore, x ≺ y iﬀ x ≺ y  .
2
Lemma 7.4 ≤ is a total order over the equivalence classes of W deﬁned by ≡.
Proof: Suppose x, y, z ∈ W. We ﬁrst show that ≤ is total. By deﬁnition of ≤, if x ≺ y
or y ≺ x, then [x] ≤ [y] or [y] ≤ [x], respectively. Suppose x ≺ y and y ≺ x, and suppose
z ∈ W. By modularity of ≺, x ≺ z implies y ≺ z, y ≺ z implies x ≺ z, z ≺ x implies z ≺ y,
and z ≺ y implies z ≺ x, so x ≡ y. Therefore, [x] = [y], so [x] ≤ [y] by the deﬁnition of ≤.
Next, we show that ≤ is anti-symmetric. Suppose [x] ≤ [y] and [y] ≤ [x]. Then [x] = [y]
or x ≺ y and y ≺ x. In the former case we are done, in the latter, the result follows from
Lemma 7.2.
Finally, we show that ≤ is transitive. Suppose [x] ≤ [y] and [y] ≤ [z]. Obviously, if
[x] = [y] or [y] = [z], then [x] ≤ [z]. Suppose not. Then x ≺ y and y ≺ z, so x ≺ z by the
transitivity of ≺. Therefore, [x] ≤ [y] by the deﬁnition of ≤. 2
We name the members of the partition W0 , . . . , Wn such that Wi ≤ Wj iﬀ i ≤ j, where
n is an integer. Such a naming exists since every ﬁnite, totally ordered set is isomorphic to
some ﬁnite preﬁx of the integers.
We now check that this partition satisﬁes the two conditions. For the ﬁrst condition,
suppose x ∈ Wi , y ∈ Wj , and i = j. We want to show that i < j iﬀ x ≺ y. Since i = j,
[x] = [y]. Suppose i < j. Then i ≤ j, so [x] ≤ [y]. Since [x] = [y], x ≺ y by the deﬁnition of
≤. Now suppose, instead, that x ≺ y. Then [x] ≤ [y] by the deﬁnition of ≤, so i ≤ j. Since
[x] = [y], y ≺ x by Lemma 7.2. Since [x] = [y] and y ≺ x, [y] ≤ [x] by the deﬁnition of ≤,
so j ≤ i. Thus, i < j.
Finally, we show that each Wi is either fully connected or fully disconnected. Suppose
x, y, z ∈ Wi so that x ≡ y ≡ z. It suﬃces to show that x ≺ x iﬀ y ≺ z. By the deﬁnition of
≡, x ≺ x iﬀ y ≺ x, and x ≺ x iﬀ x ≺ z. Suppose x ≺ x. Then, y ≺ x and x ≺ z, so y ≺ z
by transitivity of ≺. Suppose now, x ≺ x. Then, y ≺ x and x ≺ z, so y ≺ z by modularity
of ≺.
(⇐=) Suppose W = W0 , . . . , Wn  is a partition of W and ≺ is a relation over W satisfying the given conditions. We want to show that ≺ is modular and transitive. We ﬁrst
give the following lemma:
Lemma 7.5 Suppose W is a partition of W and ≺ is a relation over W satisfying condition 1. If Wi , Wj ∈ W, x ∈ Wi , y ∈ Wj , and x ≺ y, then i ≤ j.
Proof:

If i = j, we’re done. Suppose i = j. Then, since x ≺ y, i < j by condition 1. 2

We now show ≺ is modular. Suppose x ∈ Wi , y ∈ Wj , and x ≺ y. Then i ≤ j by
Lemma 7.5. Suppose z ∈ Wk . Then i ≤ k or k ≤ j by the modularity of ≤. Suppose i < k
or k < j. Then x ≺ z or z ≺ y by condition 1. Otherwise i = k = j, so x, y, z ∈ Wi . Since
x ≺ y, Wi is fully connected by condition 2, so x ≺ z (and z ≺ y).
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Finally, we show that ≺ is transitive. Suppose x ∈ Wi , y ∈ Wj , z ∈ Wk , x ≺ y, and
y ≺ z. By Lemma 7.5, i ≤ j and j ≤ k, so i ≤ k by the transitivity of ≤. Suppose i < k.
Then x ≺ z by condition 1. Otherwise i = k = j, so x, y, z ∈ Wi . Since x ≺ y, Wi is fully
connected by condition 2, so x ≺ z. 2
(END OF PROPOSITION 7 PROOF)
Proposition 8 T ⊂ B and is the set of reﬂexive relations in B.
Proof: We ﬁrst show that T ⊂ B. Let ∈ T and x, y, z ∈ W. By deﬁnition,  is transitive. Suppose x  y. Since  is total, x  z or z  x. If z  x, then z  y by transitivity,
so  is modular. On the other hand, the empty relation over W is modular and transitive,
but not total and, consequently, not in T .
Now we show that ≺∈ B is in T if and only if it is reﬂexive. If ≺∈ T , it is total, so it is
reﬂexive. If, instead, ≺ is reﬂexive, then x ≺ x so, by modularity, x ≺ y or y ≺ x. Thus, ≺
is total. And, since ≺∈ B, it is transitive. 2
Proposition 9
1. Q ∩ B = T .
2. B ⊆ Q.
3. Q ⊆ B if W has at least three elements.
4. Q ⊂ B if W has one or two elements.
Proof:
1. Suppose ∈ Q ∩ B. Then  is total and transitive and, hence, in T . Suppose ∈ T .
By deﬁnition,  is total. Also by deﬁnition, it is transitive, so by Proposition 1, it is
quasi-transitive and, thus, in Q. By Proposition 8, ∈ B and, so, in Q ∩ B.
2. The empty relation is modular and transitive, but not total and, so, not in Q.
3. Suppose a and b are distinct elements of W. The relation W × W \ {(b, a)} is total,
and, since the asymmetric restriction is {(a, b)} which is transitive, it is also quasitransitive. However, if there are at least three elements in W, it is not transitive and,
so, not in B.
4. Suppose W has one element. Then B contains both possible relations over W, whereas
Q contains only the fully connected relation over W.
Suppose W has two elements a and b. Then B contains the empty relation, the fully
connected relation, and all the remaining eight relations which contain either (a, b) or
(b, a), but not both. Q, on the other hand, only contains the three reﬂexive relations
containing either (a, b) or (b, a).
2
Proposition 10
1. Q< ∩ B = T< .
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2. B ⊆ Q< .
3. Q< ⊆ B if W has at least three elements.
4. Q< ⊂ B if W has one or two elements.
Proof:
1. Suppose ≺∈ Q< ∩ B. Since ≺∈ Q< , it is irreﬂexive, so since it is in B, it is in T< by
Proposition 6. Suppose, instead, ≺∈ T< . By Proposition 6, ≺∈ B. Let ∈ T be a
relation such that ≺ is its asymmetric restriction. (Obviously such a relation must
exist.) From Proposition 9, ∈ Q, so ≺∈ Q< . Thus, ≺∈ Q< ∩ B.
2. The fully connected relation over W is in B, but not asymmetric and, so, not in Q< .
3. Suppose a and b are distinct elements of W. If W has at least three elements, the
relation {(a, b)} is not modular and, thus, not in B, yet it is the asymmetric restriction
of the relation W × W \ {(b, a)} which is total and quasi-transitive (since {(a, b)} is
transitive).
4. Suppose W has one element. Then B contains both possible relations over W, whereas
Q< contains only the empty relation over W.
Suppose W has two elements a and b. Then B contains the empty relation, the fully
connected relation, and all eight of the remaining relations which contain either (a, b)
or (b, a), but not both. Q< , on the other hand, only contains the three irreﬂexive
relations.
2
Proposition 11 If S ⊆ S, then Un(S) is modular but not necessarily transitive.
Proof: Let ≺= Un(S). Suppose x, y, z ∈ W and x ≺ y. Then there is some s ∈ S such
that x <s y. By assumption, <s is modular, so x <s z or z <s y. By the deﬁnition of Un(S),
x ≺ z or z ≺ y, so ≺ is modular.
Suppose a, b, c ∈ W and S = {s1 , s2 } such that <s1 = {(a, b), (a, c)} and
s
< 2 = {(b, a), (c, a)}. Un(S) is not transitive. 2
Proposition 12 If S ⊆ S, then AGRUn(S) ∈ B.
Proof: The transitive closure of any relation is transitive. Since Un(S) is modular, the
transitive closure of Un(S) is also modular by Proposition 1. 2
Proposition 13 If S ⊆ S, then AGRRf(S) is modular but not necessarily transitive.
Proof: We ﬁrst prove modularity. Suppose x, y, z ∈ W and (x, y) ∈ AGRRf(S). Then

there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y and for all s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y. By modularity of <s ,
either x <s z or z <s y. Since S is ﬁnite, this implies that either there exists s ∈ S such



that x <s z and for all s S s ∈ S, x ≈s z, or there exists s ∈ S such that y <s z

and for all s S s ∈ S, y ≈s z. Thus, (x, z) ∈ AGRRf(S) or (z, y) ∈ AGRRf(S), so
AGRRf(S) is modular.
Suppose W = {x, y, z} and S = {s1 , s2 } such that s1 = {(x, y), (z, y)}, s2 = {(y, x), (y, z)},
and s1 ≡S s2 . Then AGRRf(S) = {(x, y), (z, y), (y, x), (y, z)} which is not transitive. 2
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Proposition 14 If S ⊆ S and S is a total order, then AGRRf(S) ∈ B.
Proof: We’ve already proven in Proposition 13 that AGRRf(S) is modular. Let
≺= AGRRf(S) and suppose x, y, z ∈ W. It remains to show that ≺ is transitive. Suppose x ≺ y and y ≺ z. Then there exists s1 ∈ S such that x <s1 y and, for every s1 ∈ S,


s1 S s implies x <s1 y and y <s1 x, and there exists s2 ∈ S such that y <s2 z and, for


every s2 ∈ S, s2 S s implies y <s2 z and z <s2 y. Suppose s1 S s2 (the case s2 S s1 is
similar). Then y <s1 z and z <s1 y. By modularity, since x <s1 y and z <s1 y, x <s1 z. Let



s ∈ S and s S s1 . Then x <s y and y <s x. And, since s1 S s2 , s S s2 , so y <s z



and z <s y. By modularity, x <s z and z <s x. Therefore, x ≺ z. 2
Proposition 15 If S ⊆ S, then AGR∗ (S) ∈ B.
Proof: By Proposition 12, <r ∈ B for every r ∈ ranks(S). For convenience, we assume the
existence of a “virtual” source sr corresponding to each <r . Precisely, for each r ∈ ranks(S),
assume there exists a source sr ∈ S such that <sr =<r and rank(sr ) = r, and let S  be the
set of these sources. Then,



AGR∗ (S) = (x, y) : ∃r ∈ R. x <r y ∧ ∀r  ∈ ranks(S). r  > r ⇒ x ≈r y




=
(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S  . x <s y ∧ ∀s ∈ S  . s S  s ⇒ x ≈s y
= AGRRf(S  ).

Since there is one source in S  per rank r, and since > is a total order over R, S  is a total
order. The result follows from Proposition 14. 2
Proposition 16 If S ⊆ S, then AGR(S) ∈ B.
Proof: By Proposition 13, AGRRf(S) is modular. AGRRf(S)+ is obviously transitive,
and, by Proposition 1, it is modular as well. 2
Proposition 17 Suppose S ⊆ S.
1. If S is fully connected, AGR(S) = AGRUn(S).
2. If S is a total order, AGR(S) = AGRRf(S).
Proof:
1. Suppose S is fully connected. Then the second half of the deﬁnition of AGRRf is
vacuously
that AGRRf(S) simpliﬁes to {(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S. x <s y}. But this is
 true so
exactly s∈S <s , i.e., Un(S), so AGR(S) = AGRRf(S)+ = Un(S)+ = AGRUn(S).

2. Suppose S is an total order. By Proposition 14, AGRRf(S) is transitive, so AGR(S) =
AGRRf(S)+ = AGRRf(S).
2
Proposition 18 Suppose S ⊆ S, ≺∗ = AGRRf(S), ≺= AGR(S), and x ≺∗ y for x, y ∈ W.
If x ≺ y, then x  y.
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Proof:

We ﬁrst show the following lemma:

Lemma 18.1 Suppose S ⊆ S and ≺∗ = AGRRf(S). For every integer n ≥ 2, if x, y ∈ W,
x ≺∗ y, there exist x0 , . . . , xn ∈ W such that x = x0 ≺∗ · · · ≺∗ xn = y, and n is the smallest
integer such that this is true, then xn ≺∗ · · · ≺∗ x0 .
Proof: Suppose x, y ∈ W, x ≺∗ y, and there exist x0 , . . . , xn ∈ W such that x = x0 ≺∗
· · · ≺∗ xn = y, and n is the smallest integer such that this is true. Consider any triple
xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. First, xi−1 ≺∗ xi+1 , otherwise there would be a chain
of shorter length than n between x and y. Now, since xi−1 ≺∗ xi , there exists s1 ∈ S such

that xi−1 <s1 xi and, for all s S s1 ∈ S, xi−1 ≈s xi . Similarly, there exists s2 ∈ S such

that xi <s2 xi+1 and, for all s S s2 ∈ S, xi ≈s xi+1 . Thus, all sources with higher rank
than max(s1 , s2 ) are agnostic with respect to xi−1 and xi+1 .
Suppose s1 S s2 . Then xi ≈s1 xi+1 so, by modularity, xi−1 <s1 xi+1 . But then
xi−1 ≺∗ xi+1 , a contradiction. Similarly, we derive a contradiction if s2  s1 . Thus, s1 ≡S s2 .
Now, since xi−1 ≺∗ xi+1 and all sources with rank higher than s1 and s2 are agnostic
with respect to xi−1 and xi+1 , xi−1 <s1 xi+1 . By modularity, xi+1 <s1 xi . Since s1 ≡S s2 ,
and all the sources with higher rank than s2 are agnostic with respect to xi and xi+1 ,
xi+1 ≺∗ xi . Similarly, xi <s2 xi−1 , so xi ≺∗ xi−1 . Since i was chosen arbitrarily between 1
and n − 1, xn ≺∗ · · · ≺∗ x0 . And, in fact, all the opinions between these worlds originate
from sources of the same rank. 2
Now suppose x ≺∗ y. If x ≺ y, then there exist x0 , . . . , xn such that x = x0 ≺∗ · · · ≺∗
xn = y and n is the smallest positive integer such that this is true. Then, by Lemma 18.1,
y = xn ≺∗ · · · ≺∗ x0 = x, so y ≺ x and x  y. 2
Proposition 19 Let S = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S and AGRf (<s1 , . . . , <sn ) = AGR(S). AGRf
satisﬁes (the modiﬁed versions of ) restricted range, unrestricted domain, Pareto principle,
IIA, and non-dictatorship.
Proof: Let ≺= AGRf (<s1 , . . . , <sn ). Then ≺= AGR(S).
Restricted range: AGRf satisﬁes restricted range by Proposition 16.
Unrestricted domain: AGRf satisﬁes unrestricted domain by Deﬁnition 7.
Pareto principle: Suppose x <si y for all si . In particular, x <s y where s is a maximal
rank source of S. Since s is maximal, it is vacuously true that for every s S s ∈ S, x <s y

and y <s x. Therefore, x ≺ y, so AGRf satisﬁes the Pareto principle.
IIA: Let S  = {s1 , . . . , sn }. First note that AGRRf satisﬁes IIA:
Lemma 19.1 Suppose S = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S, S  = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S, si ≡S si for all i,

≺∗ = AGRRf(S), and ≺∗ = AGRRf(S  ). If, for x, y ∈ W, x <si y iﬀ x <si y for all i, then
x ≺∗ y iﬀ x ≺∗ y.


Proof: Suppose si ≡S si , and x <si y iﬀ x <si y, for all i. Then x ≺∗ y iﬀ x ≺∗ y since
Deﬁnition 13 only relies on the relative ranking of the sources and the relations between
x and y in their belief states to determine the relation between x and y in the aggregated
state. 2
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Thus, IIA can only be disobeyed when the closure step of AGR introduces new opinions.
(Note that IIA is satisﬁed when there are no sources of equal rank since, by Proposition 17,
the closure step introduces no new opinions under these conditions.)

Now, suppose x, y ∈ W, x <si y iﬀ x <si y for all i, x  y, and x  y. We show that
x ≺ y implies x ≺ y (the other direction is identical). Suppose x ≺ y. Let ≺∗ = AGRRf(S)
and ≺∗ = AGRRf(S  ). Since x  y, x ≺∗ y by Proposition 18. But then x ≺∗ y by
Lemma 19.1, so x ≺ y.
(END OF IIA SUB-PROOF)
Non-dictatorship: Suppose S is fully connected and suppose x <si y and y <si x.
Let sj be such that y <sj x. Then x ≺ y and y ≺ x, so si is not a dictator. 2
(END OF PROPOSITION 19 PROOF)
Ai , agent A ’s induced belief state,
Proposition 20 Let A and S be as in Deﬁnition
i
 21, ≺
+
A
i
and S , fully connected. If A = ⊕(A), then
≺
is
A’s
induced
belief state.
Ai ∈A

Proof:

We will use the following lemma:

Lemma 20.1 If Π is a set of relations over an arbitrary ﬁnite set Ω, then
+




≤∈Π

+



≤+  = 

≤∈Π

≤

where ≤+ is the transitive closure of ≤.

+
+

+
=
≤
,

≤
, and a, b ∈ Ω. Suppose a  b. Then
Proof: Let =
≤∈Π
≤∈Π
there exist ≤0 , . . . , ≤n−1 ∈ Π and w0 , . . . , wn ∈ Ω such that
+
a = w0 ≤+
0 · · · ≤n−1 wn = b

Thus, there exist x00 , . . . , x0m0 , . . ., x(n−1)0 , . . . , x(n−1)mn−1 in Ω such that
a = w0 = x00 ≤0 · · · ≤0 x0m0 = w1 = · · · = wn−1 = x(n−1)0 ≤n−1 · · · ≤n−1 x(n−1)mn−1 = wn
and wn = b, so a  b.
Now suppose a  b. Then there exist ≤0 , . . . , ≤n−1 ∈ Π and w0 , . . . , wn ∈ Ω such that
a = w0 ≤0 · · · ≤n−1 wn = b
Obviously, this implies that
+
a = w0 ≤+
0 · · · ≤n−1 wn = b

which implies that
+
a = w0 ≤+
∗ · · · ≤∗ wn = b

where ≤∗ =



≤∈Π


≤ , so a  b. 2
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Now, let ≺ be the belief state induced by ⊕(A). Then ≺= AGR(S). By Proposition 17,
≺= AGRUn(S), so
≺= Un(S)+ =



<s

s∈S

+

+



=


s∈ n
i=1 Si

+



<s  = 

Ai ∈A s∈Si

<s 

By the lemma,


≺= 

Ai ∈A

+ +




s∈Si

+



<s   = 

Ai ∈A



AGRUn(Si ) = 

Ai ∈A

+

≺ Ai 

2
Proposition 21 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S and with pedigreed
belief state (≺, l). Then ≺A
r is the relation




(x, y) : ∃s ∈ S. x <s y ∧ r = rank(s) ∧ ∀s ∈ S. s  s ⇒ x ≈s y .
Proof: Suppose x ≺A
r y. Then x ≺ y and l((x, y)) = r. By Deﬁnitions 13 and 22, there


exists s ∈ S such that x <s y and for every s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y. In particular, if x <s y
for some s ∈ S, then s S s , so rank(s) ≥ rank(s ). Thus,


r = l((x, y)) = max({rank(s ) : x <s y, s ∈ S}) = rank(s).
Now suppose there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y, r = rank(s), and, for every s S s ∈ S,


x ≈s y. Then x ≺ y. Moreover, since for every s ∈ S, x <s y implies s S s which implies
rank(s) ≥ rank(s ),


l((x, y)) = max({rank(s ) : x <s y, s ∈ S}) = rank(s) = r.
Therefore, x ≺A
r y. 2
Proposition 22 Let A, PA , S, and S be as in Deﬁnition 23. Then ⊕ped (PA ) is the
pedigreed belief state of ⊕(A).
Proof: Let ⊕ped (PA ) = (≺, l), ≺ = AGRRf(S), and l :≺ → R such that l ((x, y)) =
max({rank(s) : x <s y, s ∈ S}). It suﬃces to show that ≺=≺ and l = l .
Suppose x ≺ y. We show that x ≺ y, i.e., there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y and, for


every s S s ∈ S, x <s y and y <s x, and that l ((x, y)) = l((x, y)). Since x ≺ y, there
Aj

i
exists Ai and r such that x ≺A
r y and, for every Aj ∈ A and r > r ∈ R, x ≺r  y and
A
s
i
y ≺rj x. Since x ≺A
r y, there exists s ∈ Si such that x < y, rank(s) = r, and, for evs
s
1
1
ery s1 S s ∈ Si , x < y and y < x. Si ⊆ S, so there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y.


Now suppose s is a maximal rank source of S with x <s y or y <s x. Such an s exists since x <s y. Since S is a total preorder, it suﬃces to show that s S s . Suppose


s ∈ Sj . Since Sj ⊆ S, s is also a maximal rank source of Sj with x <s y or y <s x, so
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A

A

j
j
Ai y, r = rank(s) ≥ rank(s ), so s  s . Furx ≺rank(s
 ) y or y ≺rank(s ) x. But since x ≺r
S
thermore, l ((x, y)) = rank(s) = r = l((x, y)).
i
Now suppose x ≺ y. We show that x ≺ y, i.e., there exists Ai and r such that x ≺A
r y
Aj
Aj


and, for every Aj ∈ A and r > r ∈ R, x ≺r y and y ≺r x, and that l((x, y)) = l ((x, y)).

Since x ≺ y, there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y and, for every s S s ∈ S, x <s y and

y <s x. Suppose s ∈ Si . Since Si ⊆ S, it is also the case that for every s S s ∈ Si ,


Aj
Aj

i
x <s y and y <s x, so x ≺A
rank(s) y. Now, let Aj and r be such that x ≺r  y or y ≺r  x. It


suﬃces to show that rank(s) ≥ r  . By Proposition 21, there exists s ∈ Sj such that x <s y

or y <s x and rank(s ) = r  . But then s S s , so rank(s) ≥ rank(s ) = r  . Furthermore,
l((x, y)) = rank(s) = l ((x, y)). 2

Proposition 23 If A, PA , and S are as in Deﬁnition 23, S is a total order, and
⊕ped (PA ) = (≺, l), then ≺+ =≺.
Proof: Since S is a total order, AGR(S) = AGRRf(S) by Proposition 17. Thus, ≺=
AGRRf(S) = AGR(S) = AGRRf(S)+ =≺+ . 2
Proposition 24 If S ⊆ S, then vt0 (S) = Un(S).
Proof: Suppose (x, y) ∈ Un(S). Then S = ∅ and x <s y for some s ∈ S. Thus,
countS (x, y) > 0 and countS (x, y)/ S > 0, so (x, y) ∈ vt0 (S). Suppose, instead, (x, y) ∈
Un(S). Then x <s y for all s ∈ S, so countS (x, y) = 0, so (x, y) ∈ vt0 (S). 2
Proposition 25 If S ⊆ S, then vt1 (S) =

s∈S

<s .

Proof: Suppose (x, y) ∈ s∈S <s . Then S = ∅ and x <s y for all s ∈ S. Thus,
countS (x, y) > 0 and countS (x, y)/ S ≥ 1, so (x, y) ∈ vt1 (S). Suppose, instead, (x, y) ∈
s
s
s∈S < . Then there exists s ∈ S such that x < y, so countS (x, y) < S . Thus,
countS (x, y)/ S < 1, so (x, y) ∈ vt1 (S). 2
Proposition 26 Suppose S ⊆ S. vt1 (S) is transitive but not necessarily modular.
Proof: Let W = {x, y, z} and S = {s1 , s2 } where <s1 = {(x, y), (y, z), (x, z)} and <s2 =
{(x, y), (z, y)}. Then vt1 (S) = {(x, y)} which is not modular. 2
Proposition 27 If W ≥ 3, then for every p ∈ (0, 1), there exists S such that vtp (S) is
neither modular nor transitive.
Proof: Note that if W = 2, every relation over W is either transitive or modular
(but not necessarily both), and if W = 1 every relation over W is both modular and
transitive. Let W be a set of worlds such that W ≥ 3 and let x, y, and z denote three
distinct members of W. We will deﬁne S parameterized by p such that vtp (S) is the relation
{(x, y), (y, z)} which is neither transitive or modular.
Let S = {s1 , . . . , sn } satisfying the following conditions:
1. n = 1/p + 1 if p ≤ 1/3, 2/(1 − p) + 1 otherwise.13
13. x denotes the ceiling of x, i.e., the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
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2. <s1 = {(w, y)|w ∈ W, w = y}.
3. <s2 = {(y, w)|w ∈ W, w = y}.
4. pn−1 of the remaining sources have belief state {(x, w)|w ∈ W, w = x}∪{(w, z)|w ∈
W, w = z}.
5. The remaining sources have fully disconnected belief states.
It is clear that <si ∈ B for all i. We make two observations: First, observe that pn > 1. If
p ≤ 1/3,
pn = p1/p + 1 ≥ 1 + p > 1.
If p > 1/3,

pn = p2/(1 − p) + 1 ≥ 2p/(1 − p) + p

which is a monotonically increasing function, so
pn > 2(1/3)/(1 − 1/3) + 1/3 = 4/3 > 1.
Second, note that the set described in the ﬁfth condition is non-empty since the number
of sources described in conditions 2-4 is 2 + pn − 1 < 1 + pn which is less than n if
n > 1/(1 − p). This is true if p ≤ 1/3 since for these values
n = 1/p + 1 > 1/p > 1/(1 − p).
And it is also true if p > 1/3 since
n = 2/(1 − p) + 1 > 2/(1 − p) > 1/(1 − p).
(x, y) appears only in <s1 and each of the belief states described in condition 3, so
countS (x, y) = 1 + pn − 1 ≥ 1 + pn − 1 = pn
so (x, y) ∈ vtp (S). Similarly, (y, z) appears only in <s2 and each of the belief states described
in condition 3, so
countS (y, z) = 1 + pn − 1 ≥ 1 + pn − 1 = pn
so (y, z) ∈ vtp (S). It remains to show that vtp (S) has no other members. We show
that the count of each pair is less than pn. countS (w, w) = 0 < pn for all w ∈ W.
countS (z, w) = countS (w, x) = 0 for all w = y ∈ W. For all w ∈ W − {x, y}, (w, y)
only appears in <s1 , so countS (w, y) = 1 < pn from our ﬁrst observation above. For all
w ∈ W − {y, z}, (y, w) only appears in <s2 , so countS (y, w) = 1 < pn. Finally, for all
w ∈ W − {x, y, z}, (x, z), (x, w), and (w, z) only appear in the belief states described in
condition 3, so
countS (x, z) = countS (x, w) = countS (w, z) = pn − 1 < pn.
2
Proposition 28 Suppose  is a transitive relation over W and x, y ∈ W.
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1. If x ≺ y, then lev (x) < lev (y).
2. If x  y, then lev (x) = lev (y).
3. If lev (x) < lev (y), then ∃z. lev (z) = lev (x) ∧ z ≺ y.
4. If lev (x) = lev (y), then x  y iﬀ y  x.
Proof:
1. Suppose x ≺ y. Then
lev (y) = 1 + max


y ∈W



lev (y  ) : y  ≺ y

≥ 1 + lev (x)



> lev (x).
2. Suppose x  y. If x ∈ ch(W, ) then y ∈ ch(W, ), so lev (x) = lev (y) = 0. Sup({lev (y  ) : y  ≺ x}).
pose x ∈ ch(W, ). Then y ∈ ch(W, ) and lev (x) = 1 + max

y ∈W

If y  is one such element, then y  ≺ y by transitivity, so


lev (y  ) : y  ≺ y ≥ lev (x).
lev (y) = 1 + max

y ∈W

By an identical argument, lev (x) ≥ lev (y). Thus, lev (x) = lev (y).
3. Suppose lev (x) < lev (y). It is suﬃcient to prove the following: For every nonnegative integer l < lev (y), there exists z ≺ y such that lev (z) = l. We prove by
induction on l. If l = lev (y)−1, there must exist z ≺ y and lev (z) = l by deﬁnition.
Assume there exists z ≺ y for 0 < l < lev (y) − 1 such that lev (z) = l. Since l > 0,
there exists z  ≺ z such that lev (z  ) = l − 1. By transitivity, z  ≺ y.
4. Suppose lev (x) = lev (y). If x  y then x ≺ y from the ﬁrst part of this proposition,
otherwise lev (x) < lev (x), so y  x. Similarly, if y  x then y ≺ x, so x  y.
2
Proposition 29 If  is a transitive relation over W, then MC() ∈ B.
Proof: Let ∗ = MC() and x, y, z ∈ W. Suppose x ∗ y. Then lev (x) < lev (y)
or lev (x) = lev (y) and ∃x , y  ∈ W. (lev (x ) = lev (y  ) = lev (x) ∧ x  y  ). If
lev (x) < lev (z) or lev (z) < lev (y), then x ∗ z or z ∗ y. Otherwise, lev (x) =
lev (y) = lev (z) and ∃x , y  ∈ W. (lev  (x ) = lev (y  ) = lev (x) ∧ x  y  ), so x ∗ z.
Thus, ∗ is modular.
Now also suppose y ∗ z. Then lev (y) < lev (z) or lev (y) = lev (z) and ∃y  , z  ∈
W. (lev (y  ) = lev (z  ) = lev (y) ∧ y   z  ). If lev (x) < lev (y) or lev (y) < lev (z),
then lev (x) < lev (z) by transitivity of <, so x ∗ z. Otherwise, lev (x) = lev (y) =
lev (z) and ∃x , y  ∈ W. (lev (x ) = lev (y  ) = lev (x) ∧ x  y  ), so x ∗ z. Thus, ∗ is
transitive. 2
Proposition 30 Suppose  is a transitive relation over W and ∗ = MC().
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1. ⊆∗ and ≺⊆≺∗ .
2. If  is modular, then ∗ =.
3. lev∗ (x) = lev (x) for all x ∈ W.
4. If  ∈ B such that ⊆ and lev (x) = lev (x) for all x ∈ W, then ∗ ⊆ .
Proof:

Let x, y ∈ W.

1. Suppose x  y. Then lev (x) ≤ lev (y). If lev (x) < lev (y), x ∗ y. Suppose
lev (x) = lev (y). Then x  y, so there exist x , y  such that lev (x ) = lev (y  ) =
lev (x) and x  y  , i.e., x = x and y  = y, so x ∗ y.
Now suppose x ≺ y. Then lev (x) < lev (y), so x ∗ y and y ∗ x, so x ≺∗ y.
2. From the ﬁrst part of this proposition, ⊆∗ , so it suﬃces to show ∗ ⊆. Suppose
x ∗ y.
Case 1: lev (x) < lev (y). Then, by Proposition 28, there exists z such that
lev (z) = lev (x) and z ≺ y. By modularity, z  x or x  y. In the latter case,
we’re done. In the former case, z  x otherwise lev (z) = lev (x). Thus, x  y by
transitivity.
Case 2: lev (x) = lev (y). Then there exist x , y  such that lev (x ) = lev (y  ) =
lev (x) and x  y  . By modularity, x  x or x  y  . In the former case x  x by
Proposition 28, in the latter x  x by Proposition 28 and transitivity. By modularity,
x  y or y  x. Again applying Proposition 28 and transitivity, we have x  y, so
x  y.
3. We prove by induction on the level of x in .
Base case: lev (x) = 0. Then x ∈ ch(W, ). Suppose y ∗ x. Then lev (x) =
lev (y) and there exist x and y  such that lev (x ) = lev (y  ) = lev (x) = lev (y)
and x  y  , so x ∗ y. Thus, x ∈ ch(W, ∗ ), so lev∗ (x) = 0 = lev (x).
Inductive case: Assume that lev∗ (x ) = lev (x ) for all x such that lev (x ) <
({lev∗ (y  ) : y  ≺∗ x});
lev (x); we show that lev∗ (x) = lev (x). Let z = arg max

y ∈W

({lev (y  ) : y  ≺ x}); then
then lev∗ (x) = 1 + lev∗ (z). Also, let y = arg max

y ∈W

lev (x) = 1 + lev (y). By the ﬁrst part of this proposition, ≺⊆≺∗ , so y ≺∗ x.
Thus, lev∗ (z) ≥ lev∗ (y). Furthermore, lev∗ (y) = lev (y) by the inductive hypothesis, so lev∗ (z) ≥ lev (y). Now lev (z) < lev (x) by Deﬁnition 26 (otherwise x ∗ z, a contradiction). By the inductive hypothesis, lev∗ (z) = lev (z), so
lev∗ (z) < lev (x) = 1 + lev (y). Since levels are integral, lev∗ (z) ≤ lev (y), so
lev∗ (z) = lev (y). Thus, lev∗ (x) = 1 + lev∗ (z) = 1 + lev (y) = lev (x).
4. Suppose  ∈ B, ⊆ , and lev (z) = lev (z) for all z ∈ W. It is clear that for
any  ∈ B and x ∈ W, x is in the partition corresponding to its level, i.e., Wlev (x) .
Since both ∗ and  are both in B and both preserve the levels of all worlds in , the
must have identical partitions. Suppose x, y ∈ W and Wi and Wj are the partitions
(for both ∗ and  ) such that x ∈ Wi and y ∈ Wj .
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Suppose x ∗ y. If Wi = Wj then i < j by Proposition 7, so x  y, again by
Proposition 7. If, instead Wi = Wj , then lev∗ (x) = lev∗ (y). By Deﬁnition 26,
there exist x , y  ∈ W such that lev∗ (x ) = lev∗ (y  ) = lev∗ (x) and x  y  . Thus,
x , y  ∈ Wi and, since ⊆ , x  y  . By Proposition 7, Wi is either fully connected
or fully disconnected in  , so Wi must be fully connected in  . In particular, x  y.
2
Proposition 31 If  is a relation over W, then MT() ∈ B.
Proof:

Since + is transitive, MT() = MC (+ ) ∈ B by Proposition 29. 2

Proposition 32 Suppose  is a relation over W and ∗ = MT().
1. ⊆∗ .
2. If  is transitive, then ∗ = MC().
3. If  is modular, then ∗ =+ .
4. If  is modular and transitive, then ∗ =.
5. If  has no conﬂicts, then neither does ∗ .
Proof:

Let x, y ∈ W.

1. ⊆+ and, by the ﬁrst property of Proposition 30, + ⊆ MC(+ ) =∗ , so ⊆∗ .
2. Since  is transitive, + =. Thus, ∗ = MC(+ ) = M C().
3. Since  is modular, + is modular by Proposition 1 so, by Proposition 30,
MC(+ ) =+ . Thus, ∗ =+ .
4. Since  is transitive, ∗ = MC() and since  is modular, MC() = by Proposition 30, so ∗ =.
5. We ﬁrst prove the following lemma:
Lemma 32.1 x and y are in conﬂict wrt + iﬀ they are in conﬂict wrt .
Proof: The “if” direction is obvious since the transitive closure is a monotonically
additive operation. For the “only if” direction, suppose x and y are in conﬂict wrt
+ . Then there exist w0 , . . . , wn , z0 , . . . , zm ∈ W such that
x = w0 + · · · + wn = y = z0 + · · · + zm = x.
But then, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, there exist wi0 , . . . , wipi ∈ W such that
wi = wi0  · · ·  wipi = wi+1 .
Similarly, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, there exist zj0 , . . . , zjqj ∈ W such that
zj = zj0  · · ·  zjqj = zj+1 .
Thus,
x = w0  · · ·  wn = y = z0  · · ·  zm = x,
so x and y are in conﬂict wrt . 2
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Now, suppose x and y are in conﬂict wrt ∗ . Then x ∗ y since ∗ ∈ B by Proposition 31. By Propositions 28 and 30,
lev+ (x) = lev∗ (x) = lev∗ (y) = lev+ (y)
So, since x ∗ y, there exist x , y  ∈ W such that lev+ (x ) = lev+ (y  ) = lev+ (x)
and x + y  by Deﬁnition 26. Thus, + has a conﬂict. By the lemma above,  must
also have a conﬂict.
2
Proposition 33 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGREqp (S) ∈ B.
Proof:

Follows immediately from the deﬁnition of AGREqp and Proposition 31. 2

Proposition 34 If S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1], then AGRp (S) ∈ B.
Proof:

Again, this follows immediately from Proposition 31. 2

Proposition 35 Suppose S ⊆ S and p ∈ [0, 1].
1. If S is fully connected, then AGRp (S) = AGREqp (S).
2. If S is a total order, then AGRp (S) = AGRRf p (S) = AGRRf(S) = AGR(S).
3. AGR0 (S) = AGR(S).
Proof:

Assume x, y ∈ W.

1. It suﬃces to show that AGRRf p (S) = vtp (S) when S is fully connected. Suppose
(x, y) ∈ AGRRf p (S). Then, by the deﬁnition of AGRRf p , there exists s ∈ S such that
(x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}). Since S is fully connected, {s ∈ S : s ≡S s} = S,
so (x, y) ∈ vtp (S).
Suppose, instead, (x, y) ∈ vtp (S). By the deﬁnition of vtp , countS (x, y) > 0 so there
exists s ∈ S such that x <s y. Pick one such s. Again, {s ∈ S : s ≡S s} = S since
S is fully connected, so (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}). Finally, ∀s ∈ S. s S s ⇒

x ≈s y holds vacuously, so (x, y) ∈ AGRRf p (S).
2. Suppose S is a total order.
AGRRf(S) = AGR(S).

We have already shown in Proposition 17 that

Next we show that AGRRf p (S) = AGRRf(S). AGRRf p (S) is the set (x, y) such
that there exists s ∈ S such that x <s y, (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}), and,

for all s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y.  is a total order, {s ∈ S : s ≡S s} = {s}. Since
x <s y, so count{s} (x, y) = 1 > 0 and count{s} (x, y)/ {s} = 1 ≥ p. Consequently,
(x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}), proving that this requirement is redundant when
S is a total order. Thus, AGRRf p (S) is the set (x, y) such that x <s y and, for all

s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y, i.e., AGRRf p (S) = AGRRf(S).
Finally, AGRp (S) = MT(AGRRf p (S)) = MT(AGRRf(S)). By Proposiion 14,
AGRRf(S) is modular and transitive, so AGRp (S) = AGRRf(S) by Proposition 32.
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3. It suﬃces to show that AGRRf 0 (S) = AGRRf(S), since then
AGR0 (S) = MT(AGRRf 0 (S)) = MT(AGRRf(S)) = AGRRf(S)+
by Propositions 13 and 32, so AGR0 (S) = AGR(S).


Suppose (x, y) ∈ AGRRf 0 (S). Then x <s y and, for all s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y,
so (x, y) ∈ AGRRf(S). Suppose, instead, (x, y) ∈ AGRRf(S). Then x <s y and,

for all s S s ∈ S, x ≈s y. Let S  = {s ∈ S : s ≡S s}. Since x <s y and
s ∈ S  , countS  (x, y) > 0 and countS  (x, y)/ S  ≥ 0, so (x, y) ∈ vt0 (S  ). Therefore,
(x, y) ∈ AGRRf 0 (S).
2
Corollary 35.1 Let S = {s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ S and AGRf (<s1 , . . . , <sn ) = AGR0 (S). AGRf
satisﬁes (the modiﬁed versions of ) restricted range, unrestricted domain, Pareto principle,
IIA, and non-dictatorship.
Proof:

Follows immediately from Propositions 35 and 19. 2

Proposition 36 Let A be an agent informed by a set of sources S ⊆ S, with support pedigreed belief state (l, sup, rtab), and using aggregation function AGRp for p ∈ [0, 1]. A’s belief
state is the relation
MT ({(x, y) : sup(x, y) > 0 and sup(x, y) / rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p})
Proof:

Let
R = {(x, y) : sup(x, y) > 0 and sup(x, y) / rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p}

It suﬃces to show AGRRf p (S) = R. Suppose (x, y) ∈ AGRRf p (S). Then there exists s ∈ S
such that (a) x <s y, (b) (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}), and (c) for all s S s ∈ S,

x ≈s y. By the (a) and (c), rank(s) = max({rank(s) : x ≈s y, s ∈ S} ∪ {♣}), so
l(x, y) = rank(s). Thus, {s ∈ S : s ≡S s} = {s ∈ S : rank(s ) = l(x, y)} = rtab(l(x, y)),
so (x, y) ∈ vtp (rtab(l(x, y))) by (b). By the deﬁnition of vtp , countrtab(l(x,y)) (x, y) > 0
and countrtab(l(x,y)) (x, y)/ rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p. But sup(x, y) = {s ∈ S : rank(s ) =


l(x, y), x <s y} = {s ∈ rtab(l(x, y)) : x <s y}, so sup(x, y) = countrtab(l(x,y)) (x, y).
Thus, sup(x, y) > 0 and sup(x, y) / rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p, so (x, y) ∈ R.
Now suppose (x, y) ∈ R. Then (a) sup(x, y) > 0 and (b) sup(x, y) / rtab(l(x, y)) ≥
p. Suppose s ∈ sup(x, y); by (a), at least one such s exists. By the deﬁnition of sup, x <s y,
satisfying the ﬁrst condition of AGRRf p , and rank(s) = l(x, y). By the deﬁnition of l(x, y),
rank(s) = max({rank(s) : x ≈s y, s ∈ S} ∪ {♣}), so for all s ∈ S such that rank(s ) >

rank(s) (i.e., s S s), x ≈s y. It only remains to show that (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}).
Since rank(s) = l(x, y), {s ∈ S : s ≡S s} = rtab(l(x, y)) as we showed above, so
vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s})
= vtp (rtab(l(x, y)))
= {(x , y  ) : countrtab(l(x,y)) (x , y  ) > 0, countrtab(l(x,y)) (x , y  )/ rtab(l(x, y)) ≥ p}.
As we showed above, sup(x, y) = countrtab(l(x,y)) (x, y). Making this substitution into (a)
and (b), we see that (x, y) ∈ vtp ({s ∈ S : s ≡S s}), so (x, y) ∈ AGRRf p (S). 2
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Proposition 37 Let A, PA , S, and S be as in Deﬁnition 32. Then ⊕sup (PA ) is the
support pedigreed belief state of ⊕(A).
Proof:

Let ⊕sup (PA ) = (l, sup, rtab), l : W × W → R ∪ {♣} such that
l ((x, y)) = max({l (x, y) : (l , sup , rtab ) ∈ PA }),

sup : W × W → 2S such that
sup (x, y) =

sup (x, y),
(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , l (x,y)=l (x,y)

and rtab : ranks(S) → R such that
rtab (r) =

rtab (r).
(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , r∈range(rtab )

It suﬃces to show that l = l , sup = sup , and rtab = rtab .
Suppose x, y ∈ W and agent Ai ’s support pedigreed belief state is (li , supi , rtabi ).
l(x, y) = max({rank(s) : x <s y, s ∈ S} ∪ {♣})

= max 

Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A





({rank(s) : x <s y, s ∈ Si } ∪ {♣})



{max ({rank(s) : x <s y, s ∈ Si } ∪ {♣})}

= max 

Si


informs Ai , Ai ∈A
= max({l (x, y) : (l , sup , rtab ) ∈ PA })
= l (x, y).

Also,
sup(x, y) = {s ∈ S : rank(s) = l(x, y), x <s y}
{s ∈ Si : rank(s) = l(x, y), x <s y}

=
Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A

{s ∈ Si : rank(s) = l (x, y), x <s y}

=
Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A

{s ∈ Si : rank(s) = li (x, y), x <s y}

=
Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A, li (x,y)=l (x,y)

sup (x, y)

=


(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , l (x,y)=l (x,y)


= sup (x, y).
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Finally,
rtab(r) = {s ∈ S : rank(s) = r}
{s ∈ Si : rank(s) = r}

=
Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A

=

rtabi (r)
Si

informs

Ai , Ai ∈A, r∈range(rtabi )

rtab (r)

=
(l ,sup ,rtab )∈PA , r∈range(rtab )


= rtab (x, y).
2

Appendix B. Notation key
Ω: arbitrary ﬁnite set
a, b, c, . . .: speciﬁc elements of a set
x, y, z, . . .: arbitrary elements of a set
A, B, C, . . .: speciﬁc subsets of a set
X, Y, Z, . . .: arbitrary subsets of a set
Π: arbitrary set of relations
≤: arbitrary relation
≤+ : transitive closure of ≤
ch(X, ≤): choice set of X wrt ≤
X : cardinality of set X
W: ﬁnite set of possible worlds
w, W : element, subset of W, respectively
B: set of generalized belief states (modular, transitive relations)
≺: element of B, strict likelihood
: weak likelihood
∼: equal likelihood, agnosticism
: conﬂict
Bel: belief of a conditional statement
Agn: agnosticism over a conditional statement
Con: conﬂict over a conditional statement
T : set of total preorders
T< : strict versions of total preorders
Q: set of total, quasi-transitive relations
Q< : strict versions of total, quasi-transitive relations
S: set of sources
s, S: element, subset of S, respectively
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<s : belief state of source s
≈s : source agnosticism
s : source conﬂict
R: set of ranks
r: element of R
rank(s): rank of source s
ranks(S): set of ranks of sources in S
, S : credibility ordering over S, S ⊆ S, respectively
Un: union of a set of belief states
AGRUn: aggregation via union
AGRRf: aggregation via reﬁnement
AGR: general aggregation
A: set of agents
A: element of A
≺A : A’s induced belief state
(≺, l): pedigreed belief state
≺A
r : restriction of A’s pedigreed belief state to rank r
⊕: fusion
⊕ped : pedigreed fusion
vtp : voting function for p
lev: level of a world in a transitive relation
MC: modular closure
MT: modular, transitive closure
AGREqp : aggregation with voting without reﬁnement
AGRRf p : aggregation with voting via reﬁnement
AGRp : general aggregation with voting
(l, sup, rtab): support pedigreed belief state
⊕sup : support pedigreed fusion
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Abstract
Shaping has proven to be a powerful but precarious means of improving reinforcement
learning performance. Ng, Harada, and Russell (1999) proposed the potential-based shaping
algorithm for adding shaping rewards in a way that guarantees the learner will learn optimal
behavior.
In this note, we prove certain similarities between this shaping algorithm and the initialization step required for several reinforcement learning algorithms. More specifically,
we prove that a reinforcement learner with initial Q-values based on the shaping algorithm’s potential function make the same updates throughout learning as a learner receiving
potential-based shaping rewards. We further prove that under a broad category of policies,
the behavior of these two learners are indistinguishable. The comparison provides intuition
on the theoretical properties of the shaping algorithm as well as a suggestion for a simpler
method for capturing the algorithm’s benefit. In addition, the equivalence raises previously
unaddressed issues concerning the efficiency of learning with potential-based shaping.

1. Potential-Based Shaping
Shaping is a common technique for improving learning performance in reinforcement learning tasks. The idea of shaping is to provide the learner with supplemental rewards that
encourage progress towards highly rewarding states in the environment. If these shaping
rewards are applied arbitrarily, they run the risk of distracting the learner from the intended
goals in the environment. In this case, the learner converges on a policy that is optimal in
the presence of the shaping rewards, but suboptimal in terms of the original task.
Ng, Harada, and Russell (1999) proposed a method for adding shaping rewards in a way
that guarantees the optimal policy maintains its optimality. They model a reinforcement
learning task as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where the learner tries to find a policy
that maximizes discounted future reward (Sutton & Barto, 1998). They define a potential
function Φ(·) over the states. The shaping reward for transitioning from state s to s0 is
defined in terms of Φ as:
F (s, s0 ) = γΦ(s0 ) − Φ(s),
where γ is the MDP’s discount rate. This shaping reward is added to the environmental
reward for every state transition the learner experiences. The potential function can be
viewed as defining a topography over the state space. The shaping reward for transitioning from one state to another is therefore the discounted change in this state potential.
Potential-based shaping guarantees that no cycle through a sequence of states yields a net
c
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benefit from the shaping. In fact, under standard conditions Ng et al. prove that any policy
that is optimal for an MDP augmented with a potential-based shaping reward will also be
optimal for the unaugmented MDP.

2. New Results
Many reinforcement learning algorithms learn an optimal policy by maintaining Q-values.
Q-values are estimates of the expected future reward of taking a given action in a given
state. We show that the effects of potential-based shaping can be achieved by initializing
a learner’s Q-values with the state potential function. We prove this result only for the
Q-learning algorithm, but the results extend to Sarsa and other TD algorithms as well.
We define two reinforcement learners, L and L0 , that will experience the same changes in
Q-values throughout learning. Let the initial values of L’s Q-table be Q(s, a) = Q0 (s, a). A
potential-based shaping reward F based on the potential function Φ will be applied during
learning. The other learner, L0 , will have a Q-table initialized to Q00 (s, a) = Q0 (s, a) + Φ(s).
This learner will not receive shaping rewards.
Let an experience be a 4-tuple hs, a, r, s0 i, representing a learner taking action a in state
s, transitioning to state s0 and receiving the reward r. Both learners’ Q-values are updated
based on an experience using the standard update rule for Q-learning. Q(s, a) is updated
with the potential-based shaping reward, while Q0 (s, a) is updated without the shaping
reward:

Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α r + F (s, s0 ) + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 ) − Q(s, a) ,
0
a
|
{z
}
0

0

0

0

δQ(s,a)
0


Q (s, a) ← Q (s, a) + α r + γ max
Q (s , a ) − Q0 (s, a) .
0
a
|
{z
}
δQ0 (s,a)

The above equations can be interpreted as updating the Q-values with an error term
scaled by α, the learning rate (assume the same α for the learners). We refer to the error
terms as δQ(s, a) and δQ0 (s, a). We also track the total change in Q and Q0 during learning.
The difference between the original and current values in Q(s, a) and Q0 (s, a) are referred to
as ∆Q(s, a) and ∆Q0 (s, a), respectively. The Q-values for the learners can be represented
as their initial values plus the change in those values that resulted from the updates:
Q(s, a) = Q0 (s, a) + ∆Q(s, a)
Q0 (s, a) = Q0 (s, a) + Φ(s) + ∆Q0 (s, a).
Theorem 1 Given the same sequence of experiences during learning, ∆Q(s, a) always
equals ∆Q0 (s, a).
Proof: Proof by induction. The base case is when the Q-table entries for s and s0 are still
their initial values. The theorem holds for this case, because the entries in ∆Q and ∆Q0
are both uniformly zero.
For the inductive case, assume that the entries ∆Q(s, a) = ∆Q0 (s, a) for all s and a. We
show that in response to experience hs, a, r, s0 i, the error terms δQ(s, a) and δQ0 (s, a) are
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equal. First we examine the update performed on Q(s, a) in the presence of the potentialbased shaping reward:

δQ(s, a) = r + F (s, s0 ) + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 ) − Q(s, a)
0
a


0 0
0 0
= r + γΦ(s0 ) − Φ(s) + γ max
Q
(s
,
a
)
+
∆Q(s
,
a
)
− Q0 (s, a) − ∆Q(s, a)
0
0
a

Now we examine the update performed on Q0 :
δQ0 (s, a) = r + γ max
Q0 (s0 , a0 ) − Q0 (s, a)
0
a


0 0
0
0 0
= r + γ max
Q
(s
,
a
)
+
Φ(s
)
+
∆Q(s
,
a
)
− Q0 (s, a) − Φ(s) − ∆Q(s, a)
0
a0

Q0 (s0 , a0 ) + ∆Q(s0 , a0 ) − Q0 (s, a) − ∆Q(s, a)
= r + γΦ(s0 ) − Φ(s) + γ max
0
a

= δQ(s, a)
Both Q-tables are updated by the same value, and thus ∆Q(·) and ∆Q0 (·) are equal. 2
The implications of the proof can be appreciated when we consider how a learner chooses
actions. Most policies are defined in terms of the learner’s Q-values. We define an advantagebased policy as a policy that chooses an action in a given state with a probability that is
determined by the differences of the Q-values for that state, not their absolute magnitude.
Thus, if some constant is added to all the the Q-values, the probability distribution of the
next action will not change.
Theorem 2 If L and L0 have learned on the same sequence of experiences and use an
advantage-based policy, they will have an identical probability distribution for their next
action.
Proof: Recall how the Q-values are defined:
Q(s, a) = Q0 (s, a) + ∆Q(s, a)
Q0 (s, a) = Q0 (s, a) + Φ(s) + ∆Q0 (s, a)
We proved that ∆Q(s, a) and ∆Q0 (s, a) are equal if they have been updated with the same
experiences. Therefore, the only difference between the two Q-tables is the addition of the
state potentials in Q0 . Because this addition is uniform across the actions in a given state,
it does not affect the policy.
2
It turns out that almost all policies used in reinforcement learning are advantage-based.
The most important such policy is the greedy policy. The two most popular exploratory
policies, -greedy and Boltzmann soft-max, are also advantage-based. For any of these
policies, there is no difference in learning between the initialization described above and
potential-based shaping.
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3. Shaping in Goal-Directed Tasks
It has been shown that the initial Q-values have a large influence on the efficiency of
reinforcement learning for goal directed tasks (Koenig & Simmons, 1996). These problems
are characterized by a state-space with some goal region. The agent’s task is to find a policy
that reaches this goal region as quickly as possible. Clearly an agent must find a goal state
at least once during exploration before an optimal policy can be found. With Q-values
initialized below their optimal value, an agent may require learning time exponential in the
state and action space in order to find a goal state. However, in deterministic environments,
an optimistic initialization of Q-values requires learning time that is polynomial in the stateaction space before a goal is found. See Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) for further analysis
of reinforcement learning algorithms with various initializations. Because potential-based
shaping is equivalent to Q-value initialization, care must be taken in choosing a potential
function that does not lead to poor learning performance.

4. Conclusion
We have shown that the effects of potential-based shaping can be captured by a particular
initialization of Q-values for agents using Q-learning. These results extend to Sarsa and
other TD methods. In addition, these results extend to the versions of these algorithms
augmented by eligibility traces.
For a discrete-state environment, these results imply that one should simply initialize
the learner’s Q-values with the potential function rather than alter the learning algorithm
to incorporate shaping rewards. In the case of continuous state-spaces, potential-based
shaping may still offer some benefit. A continuous potential function over the state-space
would be analogous to a continuous initialization of state values. Because potential-based
shaping allows any function defined on the state space to be used as the potential function,
the method may be beneficial to an agent with a restricted representation of state. A careful
analysis of this case would be a fruitful avenue of future research.
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Abstract
Auctions are becoming an increasingly popular method for transacting business, especially over the Internet. This article presents a general approach to building autonomous
bidding agents to bid in multiple simultaneous auctions for interacting goods. A core
component of our approach learns a model of the empirical price dynamics based on past
data and uses the model to analytically calculate, to the greatest extent possible, optimal
bids. We introduce a new and general boosting-based algorithm for conditional density
estimation problems of this kind, i.e., supervised learning problems in which the goal is to
estimate the entire conditional distribution of the real-valued label. This approach is fully
implemented as ATTac-2001, a top-scoring agent in the second Trading Agent Competition
(TAC-01). We present experiments demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of our boosting-based
price predictor relative to several reasonable alternatives.

1. Introduction
Auctions are an increasingly popular method for transacting business, especially over the
Internet. In an auction for a single good, it is straightforward to create automated bidding
strategies—an agent could keep bidding until reaching a target reserve price, or it could
monitor the auction and place a winning bid just before the closing time (known as sniping).
When bidding for multiple interacting goods in simultaneous auctions, on the other
hand, agents must be able to reason about uncertainty and make complex value assessments. For example, an agent bidding on one’s behalf in separate auctions for a camera and
ﬂash may end up buying the ﬂash and then not being able to ﬁnd an aﬀordable camera.
c
2003
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Alternatively, if bidding for the same good in several auctions, it may purchase two ﬂashes
when only one was needed.
This article makes three main contributions. The ﬁrst contribution is a general approach to building autonomous bidding agents to bid in multiple simultaneous auctions for
interacting goods. We start with the observation that the key challenge in auctions is the
prediction of eventual prices of goods: with complete knowledge of eventual prices, there
are direct methods for determining the optimal bids to place. Our guiding principle is to
have the agent model its uncertainty in eventual prices and, to the greatest extent possible,
analytically calculate optimal bids.
To attack the price prediction problem, we propose a machine-learning approach: gather
examples of previous auctions and the prices paid in them, then use machine-learning methods to predict these prices based on available features in the auction. Moreover, for our
strategy, we needed to be able to model the uncertainty associated with predicted prices;
in other words, we needed to be able to sample from a predicted distribution of prices
given the current state of the game. This can be viewed as a conditional density estimation
problem, that is, a supervised learning problem in which the goal is to estimate the entire
distribution of a real-valued label given a description of current conditions, typically in the
form of a feature vector. The second main contribution of this article is a new algorithm
for solving such general problems based on boosting (Freund & Schapire, 1997; Schapire &
Singer, 1999).
The third contribution of this article is a complete description of a prototype implementation of our approach in the form of ATTac-2001, a top-scoring agent1 in the second Trading
Agent Competition (TAC-01) that was held in Tampa Bay, FL on October 14, 2001 (Wellman, Greenwald, Stone, & Wurman, 2003a). The TAC domain was the main motivation for
the innovations reported here. ATTac-2001 builds on top of ATTac-2000 (Stone, Littman,
Singh, & Kearns, 2001), the top-scoring agent at TAC-00, but introduces a fundamentally
new approach to creating autonomous bidding agents.
We present details of ATTac-2001 as an instantiation of its underlying principles that
we believe have applications in a wide variety of bidding situations. ATTac-2001 uses a predictive, data-driven approach to bidding based on expected marginal values of all available
goods. In this article, we present empirical results demonstrating the robustness and eﬀectiveness of ATTac-2001’s adaptive strategy. We also report on ATTac-2001’s performance at
TAC-01 and TAC-02 and reﬂect on some of the key issues raised during the competitions.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our general
approach to bidding for multiple interacting goods in simultaneous auctions. In Section 3,
we summarize TAC, the substrate domain for our work. Section 4 describes our boostingbased price predictor. In Section 5, we give the details of ATTac-2001. In Section 6,
we present empirical results including a summary of ATTac-2001’s performance in TAC01, controlled experiments isolating the successful aspects of ATTac-2001, and controlled
experiments illustrating some of the lessons learned during the competition. A discussion
and summary of related work is provided in Sections 7 and 8.

1. Top-scoring by one metric, and second place by another.
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2. General Approach
In a wide variety of decision-theoretic settings, it is useful to be able to evaluate hypothetical
situations. In computer chess, for example, a static board evaluator is used to heuristically
measure which player is ahead and by how much in a given board situation. The scenario
is similar in auction domains, and our bidding agent ATTac-2001 uses a situation evaluator,
analogous to the static board evaluator, which estimates the agent’s expected proﬁt in a
hypothetical future situation. This “proﬁt predictor” has a wide variety of uses in the agent.
For example, to determine the value of an item, the agent compares the predicted proﬁt
assuming the item is already owned to the predicted proﬁt assuming that the item is not
available.
Given prices for goods, one can often compute a set of purchases and an allocation that
maximizes proﬁt.2 Similarly, if closing prices are known, they can be treated as ﬁxed, and
optimal bids can be computed (bid high for anything you want to buy). So, one natural
proﬁt predictor is simply to calculate the proﬁt of optimal purchases under ﬁxed predicted
prices. (The predicted prices can, of course, be diﬀerent in diﬀerent situations, e.g., previous
closing prices can be relevant to predicting future closing prices.)
A more sophisticated approach to proﬁt prediction is to construct a model of the probability distribution over possible future prices and to place bids that maximize expected
proﬁt. An approximate solution to this diﬃcult optimization problem can be created by
stochastically sampling possible prices and computing a proﬁt prediction as above for each
sampled price. A sampling-based scheme for proﬁt prediction is important for modeling
uncertainty and the value of gaining information, i.e., reducing the price uncertainty.
Section 2.1 formalizes this latter approach within a simpliﬁed sequential auction model.
This abstraction illustrates some of the decision-making issues in our full sampling-based
approach presented in Section 2.2. The full setting that our approach addresses is considerably more complex than the abstract model, but our simplifying assumptions allow us to
focus on a core challenge of the full scenario. Our guiding principle is to make decisiontheoretically optimal decisions given proﬁt predictions for hypothetical future situations.3
2.1 Simpliﬁed Abstraction
In the simple model, there are n items to be auctioned oﬀ in sequence (ﬁrst item 0, then
item 1, etc.). The bidder must place a bid ri for each item i, and after each bid, a closing
price yi is chosen for the corresponding item from a distribution speciﬁc to the item. If the
bid matches or exceeds the closing price, ri ≥ yi , the bidder holds item i, hi = 1. Otherwise,
the bidder does not hold the item, hi = 0. The bidder’s utility v(H) is a function of its
ﬁnal vector of holdings H = (h0 , . . . , hn−1 ) and its cost is a function of the holdings and
2. The problem is computationally diﬃcult in general, but has been solved eﬀectively in the non-trivial
TAC setting (Greenwald & Boyan, 2001; Stone et al., 2001).
3. An alternative approach would be to abstractly calculate the Bayes-Nash equilibrium (Harsanyi, 1968)
for the game and play the optimal strategy. We dismissed this approach because of its intractability in
realistically complex situations, including TAC. Furthermore, even if we were able to approximate the
equilibrium strategy, it is reasonable to assume that our opponents would not play optimal strategies.
Thus, we could gain additional advantage by tuning our approach to our opponents’ actual behavior as
observed in the earlier rounds, which is essentially the strategy we adopted.
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the vector of closing prices, H · Y . We will formalize the problem of optimal bid selection
and develop a series of approximations to make the problem solvable.
2.1.1 Exact Value
What is the value of the auction, that is, the bidder’s expected proﬁt (utility minus cost)
for bidding optimally for the rest of the auction? If a bidder knows this value, it can make
its next bid to be one that maximizes its expected proﬁt. The value is a function of the
bidder’s current holdings H and the current item to bid on, i. It can be expressed as
value(i, H) = max Eyi max Eyi+1 . . . max Eyn−1 (v(G + H) − G · Y ),
ri

ri+1

rn−1

(1)

where the components of G are the new holdings as a result of additional winnings gj ≡
rj ≥ yj . Note that H only has non-zero entries for items that have already been sold
(∀j ≥ i, Hj = 0) and G only has non-zero entries for items that have yet to be sold
(∀j < i, Gj = 0). Note also that G and Y are fully speciﬁed when the gj and yj variables
(for j ≥ i) are bound sequentially by the expectation and maximization operators. The
idea here is that the bids ri through rn−1 are chosen to maximize value in the context of
the possible closing prices yj .
Equation 1 is closely related to the equations deﬁning the value of a ﬁnite-horizon partially observable Markov decision process (Papadimitriou & Tsitsiklis, 1987) or a stochastic
satisﬁability expression (Littman, Dean, & Kaelbling, 1995). Like these other problems,
the sequential auction problem is computationally intractable for suﬃciently general representations of v(·) (speciﬁcally, linear functions of the holdings are not expressive enough to
achieve intractability while arbitrary nonlinear functions are).
2.1.2 Approximate Value by Reordering
There are three major sources of intractability in Equation 1—the alternation of the maximization and expectation operators (allowing decisions to be conditioned on an exponential
number of possible sets of holdings), the large number of maximizations (forcing an exponential number of decisions to be considered), and the large number of expectations
(resulting in sums over an exponential number of variable settings).
We attack the problem of interleaved operators by moving all but the ﬁrst of the maximizations inside the expectations, resulting in an expression that approximates the value:
value-est(i, H) = max Eyi Eyi+1 . . . Eyn−1 max . . . max(v(G + H) − G · Y ).
ri

ri+1

rn−1

(2)

Because the choices for bids ri+1 through rn−1 appear more deeply nested than the bindings
for the closing prices yi through yn−1 , they cease to be bids altogether, and instead represent
decisions as to whether to purchase goods at given prices. Let G = opt(H, i, Y ) be a vector
representing the optimal number of goods to purchase at the prices speciﬁed by the vector
Y given the current holdings H starting from auction i. Conceptually, this can be computed
by evaluating
opt(H, i, Y ) = argmax (v(G + H) − H · Y ).
(3)
gi ,...,gn−1
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Thus, Equation 2 can be written:
value-est(i, H) = max Eyi ,...,yn−1 (v(opt(H  , i + 1, Y ) + H  ) − opt(H  , i + 1, Y ) · Y )
ri

(4)

where H  is identical to H except the i-th component reﬂects whether item i is won—ri ≥ yi .
Note that there is a further approximation that can be made by computing the expected
prices (as point values) before solving the optimization problem. This approach corresponds
to further swapping the expectations towards the core of the equation:
value-est(i, H)ev = max(v(opt(H  , i + 1, EY ) + H  ) − opt(H  , i + 1, EY ) · EY )
ri

(5)

where EY = E[yi+1 , . . . , yn−1 ], the vector of expected costs of the goods. In the remainder
of the article, we refer to methods that use this further approximation from Equation 5 as
expected value approaches for reasons that will be come apparent shortly.
The technique of swapping maximization and expectation operators was previously used
by Hauskrecht (1997) to generate a bound for solving partially observable Markov decision
processes. The decrease of uncertainty when decisions are made makes this approximation
an upper bound on the true value of the auction: value-est ≥ value. The tightness of the approximations in Equations 2 and 5 depends on the true distributions of the expected prices.
For example, if the prices were known in advance with certainty, then both approximations
are exact.
2.1.3 Approximate Bidding
Given a vector of costs Y , the optimization problem opt(H, i, Y ) in Equation 4 is still NPhard (assuming the representation of the utility function v(·) is suﬃciently complex). For
many representations of v(·), the optimization problem can be cast as an integer linear program and approximated by using the fractional relaxation instead of the exact optimization
problem. This is precisely the approach we have adopted in ATTac (Stone et al., 2001).
2.1.4 Approximation via Sampling
Even assuming that opt(H, i, Y ) can be solved in unit time, a literal interpretation of Equation 4 says we’ll need to solve this optimization problem for an exponential number of cost
vectors (or even more if the probability distributions Pr(yj ) are continuous). Kearns, Mansour, and Ng (1999) showed that values of partially observable Markov decision processes
could be estimated accurately by sampling trajectories instead of exactly computing sums.
Littman et al. (1995) did the same for stochastic satisﬁability expressions. Applying this
idea to Equation 4 leads to the following algorithm.
1. Generate a set S of vectors of closing costs Y according to the product distribution
Pr(yi ) × · · · × Pr(yn−1 ).
2. For each of these samples, calculate opt(H  , i + 1, Y ) as deﬁned above and average the
results, resulting in the approximation
value-ests (i, H) = max
ri



(v(opt(H  , i + 1, Y ) + H  ) − opt(H  , i + 1, Y ) · Y )/|S|. (6)

Y ∈S
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This expression converges to value-est with increasing sample size.
A remaining challenge in evaluating Equation 6 is computing the real-valued bid ri that
maximizes the value. Note that we want to buy item i precisely at those closing prices for
which the value of having the item (minus its cost) exceeds the value of not having the item;
this maximizes proﬁt. Thus, to make a positive proﬁt, we are willing to pay up to, but not
more than, the diﬀerence in value of having the item and not having the item.
Formally, let H be the vector of current holdings and Hw be the holdings modiﬁed to
reﬂect winning item i. Let Gw (Y ) = opt(Hw , i+1, Y ), the optimal set of purchases assuming
item i was won, and G(Y ) = opt(H, i+1, Y ) the optimal set of purchases assuming otherwise
(except in cases of ambiguity, we write simply Gw and G for Gw (Y ) and G(Y ) respectively).
We want to select ri to achieve the equivalence
ri ≥ y i ≡



(v(Gw + H) − Gw · Y )/|S| − yi ≥

Y ∈S



(v(G + H) − G · Y )/|S|.

(7)

Y ∈S

Setting
ri =



([v(Gw + H) − Gw · Y ] − [v(G + H) − G · Y ])/|S|.

(8)

Y ∈S

achieves the equivalence desired in Equation 7, as can be veriﬁed by substitution, and
therefore bidding the average diﬀerence between holding and not holding the item maximizes
the value.4
2.2 The Full Approach
Leveraging from the preceding analysis, we deﬁne our sampling-based approach to proﬁt
prediction in general simultaneous, multi-unit auctions for interacting goods. In this scenario, let there be n simultaneous, multi-unit auctions for interacting goods a0 , . . . , an−1 .
The auctions might close at diﬀerent times and these times are not, in general, known in
advance to the bidders. When an auction closes, let us assume that the m units available
are distributed irrevocably to the m highest bidders, who each need to pay the price bid
by the mth highest bidder. This scenario corresponds to an mth price ascending auction.5
Note that the same bidder may place multiple bids in an auction, and thereby potentially
win multiple units. We assume that after the auction closes, the bidders will no longer have
any opportunity to acquire additional copies of the goods sold in that auction (i.e., there
is no aftermarket).
Our approach is based upon ﬁve assumptions. For G = (g0 , . . . , gn−1 ) ∈ INn , let v(G) ∈
IR represent the value derived by the agent if it owns gi units of the commodity being sold
in auction ai . Note that v is independent of the costs of the commodities. Note further that
this representation allows for interacting goods of all kinds, including complementarity and
substitutability.6 The assumptions of our approach are as follows:
4. Note that the strategy for choosing ri in Equation 8 does not exploit the fact that the sample S contains
only a ﬁnite set of possibilities for yi , which might make it more robust to inaccuracies in the sampling.
5. For large enough m it is practically the same as the more eﬃcient m + 1st auction. We use the mth
price model because that is what is used in TAC’s hotel auctions.
6. Goods are considered complementary if their value as a package is greater than the sum of their individual
values; goods are considered substitutable if their value as a package is less than the sum of their
individual values.
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1. Closing prices are somewhat, but only somewhat, predictable. That is, given a set
of input features X, for each auction ai , there exists a sampling rule that outputs a
closing price yi according to a probability distribution of predicted closing prices for
ai .
2. Given a vector of holdings H = (h0 , . . . , hn−1 ) where hi ∈ IN represents the quantity
of the commodity being sold in auction ai that are already owned by the agent, and
given a vector of ﬁxed closing prices Y = (y0 , . . . , yn−1 ), there exists a tractable
procedure opt(H, Y ) to determine the optimal set of purchases (g0 , . . . , gn−1 ) where
gi ∈ IN represents the number of goods to be purchased in auction i such that
v(opt(H, Y ) + H) − opt(H, Y ) · Y ≥ v(G + H) − G · Y
for all G ∈ INn . This procedure corresponds to the optimization problem opt(H, i, Y )
in Equation 3.
3. An individual agent’s bids do not have an appreciable eﬀect on the economy (large
population assumption).
4. The agent is free to change existing bids in auctions that have not yet closed.
5. Future decisions are made in the presence of complete price information. This assumption corresponds to the operator reordering approximation from the previous
section.
While these assumptions are not all true in general, they can be reasonable enough approximations to be the basis for an eﬀective strategy.
By Assumption 3, the price predictor can generate predicted prices prior to considering
one’s bids. Thus, we can sample from these distributions to produce complete sets of closing
prices of all goods.
For each good under consideration, we assume that it is the next one to close. If a
diﬀerent auction closes ﬁrst, we can then revise our bids later (Assumption 4). Thus, we
would like to bid exactly the good’s expected marginal utility to us. That is, we bid the
diﬀerence between the expected utilities attainable with and without the good. To compute
these expectations, we simply average the utilities of having and not having the good under
diﬀerent price samples as in Equation 8. This strategy rests on Assumption 5 in that we
assume that bidding the good’s current expected marginal utility cannot adversely aﬀect
our future actions, for instance by impacting our future space of possible bids. Note that as
time proceeds, the price distributions change in response to the observed price trajectories,
thus causing the agent to continually revise its bids.
Table 1 shows pseudo-code for the entire algorithm. A fully detailed description of an
instantiation of this approach is given in Section 5.
2.3 Example
Consider a camera and a ﬂash with interacting values to an agent as shown in Table 2.
Further, consider that the agent estimates that the camera will sell for $40 with probability
25%, $70 with probability 50%, and $95 with probability 25%. Consider the question
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• Let H = (h0 , . . . , hn−1 ) be the agent’s current holdings in each of the n auctions.
• For i = 0 to n − 1 (assume auction i is next to close):
– total-diﬀ = 0
– counter = 0
– As time permits:
∗ For each auction aj , j = i, generate a predicted price sample yj . Let Y =
(y0 , . . . , yi−1 , ∞, yi+1 , . . . , yn−1 ).
∗ Let Hw = (h0 , . . . , hi−1 , hi + 1, hi+1 , . . . , hn−1 ), the vector of holdings if the agent
wins a unit in auction ai .
∗ Compute Gw = opt(Hw , Y ), the optimal set of purchases if the agent wins a unit in
auction ai . Note that no additional units of the good will be purchased, since the
i-th component of Y is ∞.
∗ Compute G = opt(H, Y ), the optimal set of purchases if the agent never acquires
any additional units in the auction ai and prices are set to Y .
∗ diﬀ = [v(Gw + H) − Gw · Y ] − [v(G + H) − G · Y ]
∗ total-diﬀ = total-diﬀ + diﬀ
∗ counter = counter + 1
– r = total-diﬀ/counter
– Bid r in auction ai .

Table 1: The decision-theoretic algorithm for bidding in simultaneous, multi-unit, interacting auctions.
utility
camera alone
$50
ﬂash alone
10
both
100
neither
0
Table 2: The table of values for all combination of camera and ﬂash in our example.
of what the agent should bid for the ﬂash (in auction a0 ). The decision pertaining to the
camera would be made via a similar analysis. First, the agent samples from the distribution
of possible camera prices. When the price of the camera (sold in auction a1 ) is $70 in the
sample:
• H = (0, 0), Hw = (1, 0), Y = (∞, 70)
• Gw = opt(Hw , Y ) is the best set of purchases the agent can make with the ﬂash, and
assuming the camera costs $70. In this case, the only two options are buying the
camera or not. Buying the camera yields a proﬁt of 100 − 70 = 30. Not buying the
camera yields a proﬁt of 10 − 0 = 10. Thus, Gw = (0, 1), and [v(Gw + H) − Gw · Y ] =
v(1, 1) − (0, 1) · (∞, 70) = 100 − 70.
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• Similarly G = (0, 0) (since if the ﬂash is not owned, buying the camera yields a proﬁt of
50−70 = −20, and not buying it yields a proﬁt of 0−0 = 0) and [v(G+H)−G·Y ] = 0.
• val = 30 − 0 = 30.
Similarly, when the camera is predicted to cost $40, val = 60−10 = 50; and when the camera
is predicted to cost $95, val = 10 − 0 = 10. Thus, we expect that 50% of the camera price
samples will suggest a ﬂash value of $30, while 25% will lead to a value of $50 and the other
25% will lead to a value of $10. Thus, the agent will bid .5 × 30 + .25 × 50 + .25 × 10 = $30
for the ﬂash.
Notice that in this analysis of what to bid for the ﬂash, the actual closing price of
the ﬂash is irrelevant. The proper bid depends only on the predicted price of the camera.
To determine the proper bid for the camera, a similar analysis would be done using the
predicted price distribution of the ﬂash.

3. TAC
We instantiated our approach as an entry in the second Trading Agent Competition (TAC),
as described in this section. Building on the success of TAC-00 held in July 2000 (Wellman,
Wurman, O’Malley, Bangera, Lin, Reeves, & Walsh, 2001), TAC-01 included 19 agents from
9 countries (Wellman et al., 2003a). A key feature of TAC is that it required autonomous
bidding agents to buy and sell multiple interacting goods in auctions of diﬀerent types. It
is designed as a benchmark problem in the complex and rapidly advancing domain of emarketplaces, motivating researchers to apply unique approaches to a common task. By
providing a clear-cut objective function, TAC also allows the competitors to focus their
attention on the computational and game-theoretic aspects of the problem and leave aside
the modeling and model validation issues that invariably loom large in real applications of
automated agents to auctions (see Rothkopf & Harstad, 1994). Another feature of TAC
is that it provides an academic forum for open comparison of agent bidding strategies in
a complex scenario, as opposed to other complex scenarios, such as trading in real stock
markets, in which practitioners are (understandably) reluctant to share their technologies.
A TAC game instance pits eight autonomous bidding agents against one another. Each
TAC agent is a simulated travel agent with eight clients, each of whom would like to travel
from TACtown to Tampa and back again during a 5-day period. Each client is characterized
by a random set of preferences for the possible arrival and departure dates, hotel rooms, and
entertainment tickets. To satisfy a client, an agent must construct a travel package for that
client by purchasing airline tickets to and from TACtown and securing hotel reservations; it
is possible to obtain additional bonuses by providing entertainment tickets as well. A TAC
agent’s score in a game instance is the diﬀerence between the sum of its clients’ utilities for
the packages they receive and the agent’s total expenditure. We provide selected details
about the game next; for full details on the design and mechanisms of the TAC server and
TAC game, see http://www.sics.se/tac.
TAC agents buy ﬂights, hotel rooms and entertainment tickets through auctions run
from the TAC server at the University of Michigan. Each game instance lasts 12 minutes
and includes a total of 28 auctions of 3 diﬀerent types.
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Flights (8 auctions): There is a separate auction for each type of airline ticket: to Tampa
(inﬂights) on days 1–4 and from Tampa (outﬂights) on days 2–5. There is an unlimited
supply of airline tickets, and every 24–32 seconds their ask price changes by from −$10
to $x. x increases linearly over the course of a game from 10 to y, where y ∈ [10, 90]
is chosen uniformly at random for each auction, and is unknown to the bidders. In
all cases, tickets are priced between $150 and $800. When the server receives a bid at
or above the ask price, the transaction is cleared immediately at the ask price and no
resale is allowed.
Hotel Rooms (8): There are two diﬀerent types of hotel rooms—the Tampa Towers (TT)
and the Shoreline Shanties (SS)—each of which has 16 rooms available on days 1–4.
The rooms are sold in a 16th-price ascending (English) auction, meaning that for each
of the 8 types of hotel rooms, the 16 highest bidders get the rooms at the 16th highest
price. For example, if there are 15 bids for TT on day 2 at $300, 2 bids at $150, and
any number of lower bids, the rooms are sold for $150 to the 15 high bidders plus
one of the $150 bidders (earliest received bid). The ask price is the current 16thhighest bid and transactions clear only when the auction closes. Thus, agents have
no knowledge of, for example, the current highest bid. New bids must be higher than
the current ask price. No bid withdrawal or resale is allowed, though the price of bids
may be lowered provided the agent does not reduce the number of rooms it would win
were the auction to close. One randomly chosen hotel auction closes at minutes 4–11
of the 12-minute game. Ask prices are changed only on the minute.
Entertainment Tickets (12): Alligator wrestling, amusement park, and museum tickets
are each sold for days 1–4 in continuous double auctions. Here, agents can buy and
sell tickets, with transactions clearing immediately when one agent places a buy bid
at a price at least as high as another agent’s sell price. Unlike the other auction
types in which the goods are sold from a centralized stock, each agent starts with a
(skewed) random endowment of entertainment tickets. The prices sent to agents are
the bid-ask spreads, i.e., the highest current bid price and the lowest current ask price
(due to immediate clears, ask price is always greater than bid price). In this case, bid
withdrawal and ticket resale are both permitted. Each agent gets blocks of 4 tickets
of 2 types, 2 tickets of another 2 types, and no tickets of the other 8 types.
In addition to unpredictable market prices, other sources of variability from game instance to game instance are the client proﬁles assigned to the agents and the random initial
allotment of entertainment tickets. Each TAC agent has eight clients with randomly assigned travel preferences. Clients have parameters for ideal arrival day, IAD (1–4); ideal
departure day, IDD (2–5); hotel premium, HP ($50–$150); and entertainment values, EV
($0–$200) for each type of entertainment ticket.
The utility obtained by a client is determined by the travel package that it is given in
combination with its preferences. To obtain a non-zero utility, the client must be assigned
a feasible travel package consisting of an inﬂight on some arrival day AD, an outﬂight on a
departure day DD, and hotel rooms of the same type (TT or SS) for the days in between
(days d such that AD ≤ d < DD). At most one entertainment ticket of each type can be
assigned, and no more than one on each day. Given a feasible package, the client’s utility
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is deﬁned as
1000 − travelPenalty + hotelBonus + funBonus
where
• travelPenalty = 100(|AD − IAD| + |DD − IDD|)
• hotelBonus = HP if the client is in the TT, 0 otherwise.
• funBonus = sum of EVs for assigned entertainment tickets.
A TAC agent’s score is the sum of its clients’ utilities in the optimal allocation of
its goods (computed by the TAC server) minus its expenditures. The client preferences,
allocations, and resulting utilities from a sample game are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Client
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

IAD
Day 2
Day 1
Day 4
Day 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 1
Day 1

IDD
Day 5
Day 3
Day 5
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 3

HP
73
125
73
102
75
86
90
50

AW
175
113
157
50
12
197
56
79

AP
34
124
12
67
135
8
197
92

MU
24
57
177
49
110
59
162
136

Table 3: ATTac-2001’s client preferences from an actual game. AW, AP, and MU are EVs
for alligator wrestling, amusement park, and museum respectively.
Client
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

AD
Day 2
Day 1
Day 3
Day 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 1
Day 1

DD
Day 5
Day 2
Day 5
Day 2
Day 2
Day 3
Day 5
Day 2

Hotel
SS
TT
SS
TT
TT
TT
SS
TT

Ent’ment
AW4
AW1
MU3, AW4
None
AP1
AW2
AF2, AW3, MU4
MU1

Utility
1175
1138
1234
1102
1110
1183
1415
1086

Table 4: ATTac-2001’s client allocations and utilities from the same actual game as that in
Table 3. Client 1’s “4” under “Ent’ment” indicates on day 4.

The rules of TAC-01 are largely identical to those of TAC-00, with three important
exceptions:
1. In TAC-00, ﬂight prices did not tend to increase;
2. In TAC-00, hotel auctions usually all closed at the end of the game;
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3. In TAC-00, entertainment tickets were distributed uniformly to all agents
While relatively minor on the surface, these changes signiﬁcantly enriched the strategic
complexity of the game. Stone and Greenwald (2005) detail agent strategies from TAC-00.
TAC-01 was organized as a series of four competition phases, culminating with the
semiﬁnals and ﬁnals on October 14, 2001 at the EC-01 conference in Tampa, Florida. First,
the qualifying round, consisting of about 270 games per agent, served to select the 16
agents that would participate in the semiﬁnals. Second, the seeding round, consisting of
about 315 games per agent, was used to divide these agents into two groups of eight. After
the semiﬁnals, on the morning of the 14th consisting of 11 games in each group, four teams
from each group were selected to compete in the ﬁnals during that same afternoon. The
ﬁnals are summarized in Section 6.
TAC is not designed to be fully realistic in the sense that an agent from TAC is not
immediately deployable in the real world. For one thing, it is unrealistic to assume that an
agent would have complete, reliable access to all clients’ utility functions (or even that the
client would!); typically, some sort of preference elicitation procedure would be required (e.g.
Boutilier, 2002). For another, the auction mechanisms are somewhat contrived for the
purposes of creating an interesting, yet relatively simple game. However, each mechanism
is representative of a class of auctions that is used in the real world. And it is not diﬃcult
to imagine a future in which agents do need to bid in decentralized, related, yet varying
auctions for similarly complex packages of goods.

4. Hotel Price Prediction
As discussed earlier, a central part of our strategy depends on the ability to predict prices,
particularly hotel prices, at various points in the game. To do this as accurately as possible,
we used machine-learning techniques that would examine the hotel prices actually paid
in previous games to predict prices in future games. This section discusses this part of
our strategy in detail, including a new boosting-based algorithm for conditional density
estimation.
There is bound to be considerable uncertainty regarding hotel prices since these depend
on many unknown factors, such as the time at which the hotel room will close, who the
other agents are, what kind of clients have been assigned to each agent, etc. Thus, exactly
predicting the price of a hotel room is hopeless. Instead, we regard the closing price as a
random variable that we need to estimate, conditional on our current state of knowledge
(i.e., number of minutes remaining in the game, ask price of each hotel, ﬂight prices, etc.).
We might then attempt to predict this variable’s conditional expected value. However,
our strategy requires that we not only predict expected value, but that we also be able to
estimate the entire conditional distribution so that we can sample hotel prices.
To set this up as a learning problem, we gathered a set of training examples from
previously played games. We deﬁned a set of features for describing each example that
together are meant to comprise a snap-shot of all the relevant information available at the
time each prediction is made. All of the features we used are real valued; a couple of the
features can have a special value ⊥ indicating “value unknown.” We used the following
basic features:
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• The number of minutes remaining in the game.
• The price of each hotel room, i.e., the current ask price for rooms that have not closed
or the actual selling price for rooms that have closed.
• The closing time of each hotel room. Note that this feature is deﬁned even for rooms
that have not yet closed, as explained below.
• The prices of each of the ﬂights.
To this basic list, we added a number of redundant variations, which we thought might help
the learning algorithm:
• The closing price of hotel rooms that have closed (or ⊥ if the room has not yet closed).
• The current ask price of hotel rooms that have not closed (or ⊥ if the room has already
closed).
• The closing time of each hotel room minus the closing time of the room whose price
we are trying to predict.
• The number of minutes from the current time until each hotel room closes.
During the seeding rounds, it was impossible to know during play who our opponents
were, although this information was available at the end of each game, and therefore during
training. During the semiﬁnals and ﬁnals, we did know the identities of all our competitors.
Therefore, in preparation for the semiﬁnals and ﬁnals, we added the following features:
• The number of players playing (ordinarily eight, but sometimes fewer, for instance if
one or more players crashed).
• A bit for each player indicating whether or not that player participated in this game.
We trained specialized predictors for predicting the price of each type of hotel room.
In other words, one predictor was specialized for predicting only the price of TT on day
1, another for predicting SS on day 2, etc. This would seem to require eight separate
predictors. However, the tournament game is naturally symmetric about its middle in the
sense that we can create an equivalent game by exchanging the hotel rooms on days 1 and
2 with those on days 4 and 3 (respectively), and by exchanging the inbound ﬂights on
days 1, 2, 3 and 4 with the outbound ﬂights on days 5, 4, 3 and 2 (respectively). Thus,
with appropriate transformations, the outer days (1 and 4) can be treated equivalently, and
likewise for the inner days (2 and 3), reducing the number of specialized predictors by half.
We also created specialized predictors for predicting in the ﬁrst minute after ﬂight prices
had been quoted but prior to receiving any hotel price information. Thus, a total of eight
specialized predictors were built (for each combination of TT versus SS, inner versus outer
day, and ﬁrst minute versus not ﬁrst minute).
We trained our predictors to predict not the actual closing price of each room per se,
but rather how much the price would increase, i.e., the diﬀerence between the closing price
and the current price. We thought that this might be an easier quantity to predict, and,
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because our predictor never outputs a negative number when trained on nonnegative data,
this approach also ensures that we never predict a closing price below the current bid.
From each of the previously played games, we were able to extract many examples.
Speciﬁcally, for each minute of the game and for each room that had not yet closed, we
extracted the values of all of the features described above at that moment in the game, plus
the actual closing price of the room (which we are trying to predict).
Note that during training, there is no problem extracting the closing times of all of the
rooms. During the actual play of a game, we do not know the closing times of rooms that
have not yet closed. However, we do know the exact probability distribution for closing
times of all of the rooms that have not yet closed. Therefore, to sample a vector of hotel
prices, we can ﬁrst sample according to this distribution over closing times, and then use
our predictor to sample hotel prices using these sampled closing times.
4.1 The Learning Algorithm
Having described how we set up the learning problem, we are now ready to describe the
learning algorithm that we used. Brieﬂy, we solved this learning problem by ﬁrst reducing to
a multiclass, multi-label classiﬁcation problem (or alternatively a multiple logistic regression
problem), and then applying boosting techniques developed by Schapire and Singer (1999,
2000) combined with a modiﬁcation of boosting algorithms for logistic regression proposed
by Collins, Schapire and Singer (2002). The result is a new machine-learning algorithm for
solving conditional density estimation problems, described in detail in the remainder of this
section. Table 5 shows pseudo-code for the entire algorithm.
Abstractly, we are given pairs (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym ) where each xi belongs to a space X
and each yi is in R. In our case, the xi ’s are the auction-speciﬁc feature vectors described
above; for some n, X ⊆ (R ∪{⊥})n . Each target quantity yi is the diﬀerence between closing
price and current price. Given a new x, our goal is to estimate the conditional distribution
of y given x.
We proceed with the working assumption that all training and test examples (x, y) are
i.i.d. (i.e, drawn independently from identical distributions). Although this assumption is
false in our case (since the agents, including ours, are changing over time), it seems like a
reasonable approximation that greatly reduces the diﬃculty of the learning task.
Our ﬁrst step is to reduce the estimation problem to a classiﬁcation problem by breaking
the range of the yi ’s into bins:
[b0 , b1 ), [b1 , b2 ), . . . , [bk , bk+1 ]
for some breakpoints b0 < b1 < · · · < bk ≤ bk+1 where for our problem, we chose k = 50.7
The endpoints b0 and bk+1 are chosen to be the smallest and largest yi values observed
during training. We choose the remaining breakpoints b1 , . . . , bk so that roughly an equal
number of training labels yi fall into each bin. (More technically, breakpoints are chosen so
that the entropy of the distribution of bin frequencies is maximized.)
For each of the breakpoints bj (j = 1, . . . , k), our learning algorithm attempts to estimate
the probability that a new y (given x) will be at least bj . Given such estimates pj for each
7. We did not experiment with varying k, but expect that the algorithm is not sensitive to it for suﬃciently
large values of k.
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Input: (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym ) where xi ∈ X, yi ∈ R
positive integers k and T
Compute breakpoints: b0 < b1 < · · · < bk+1 where
• b0 = mini yi
• bk+1 = maxi yi
k
• b1 , . . . , bk chosen to minimize j=0 qj ln qj where q0 , . . . , qk are fraction of yi ’s in
[b0 , b1 ), [b1 , b2 ), . . . , [bk , bk+1 ] (using dynamic programing)
Boosting:
• for t = 1, . . . T :
− compute weights Wt (i, j) =

1
esj (yi )ft (xi ,j)

1+
where sj (y) is as in Eq. (10)
− use Wt to obtain base function ht : X × {1, . . . , k} → R minimizing
m 
k

Wt (i, j)e−sj (yi )ht (xi ,j) over all decision rules ht considered. The decision rules
i=1 j=1

can take any form. In our work, we use “decision stumps,” or simple thresholds on one
of the features.
Output sampling rule:
T

• let f =
ht
t=1

• let f  = (f + f )/2 where
f (x, j) = max{f (x, j  ) : j ≤ j  ≤ k}
f (x, j) = min{f (x, j  ) : 1 ≤ j  ≤ j}
• to sample, given x ∈ X
1
− let pj =
−f
1 + e  (x,j)
− let p0 = 1, pk+1 = 0
− choose j ∈ {0, . . . , k} randomly with probability pj − pj+1
− choose y uniformly at random from [bj , bj+1 ]
− output y

Table 5: The boosting-based algorithm for conditional density estimation.
bj , we can then estimate the probability that y is in the bin [bj , bj+1 ) by pj+1 − pj (and
we can then use a constant density within each bin). We thus have reduced the problem
to one of estimating multiple conditional Bernoulli variables corresponding to the event
y ≥ bj , and for this, we use a logistic regression algorithm based on boosting techniques as
described by Collins et al. (2002).
Our learning algorithm constructs a real-valued function f : X × {1, . . . , k} → R with
the interpretation that
1
1 + exp(−f (x, j))
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is our estimate of the probability that y ≥ bj , given x. The negative log likelihood of the
conditional Bernoulli variable corresponding to yi being above or below bj is then
ln 1 + e−sj (yi )f (xi ,j)


where
sj (y) =





+1 if y ≥ bj
−1 if y < bj .

(10)

We attempt to minimize this quantity for all training examples (xi , yi ) and all breakpoints bj . Speciﬁcally, we try to ﬁnd a function f minimizing
m 
k


ln 1 + e−sj (yi )f (xi ,j) .

i=1 j=1





We use a boosting-like algorithm described by Collins et al. (2002) for minimizing objective
functions of exactly this form. Speciﬁcally, we build the function f in rounds. On each
round t, we add a new base function ht : X × {1, . . . , k} → R. Let
ft =

t−1


t =1

ht

be the accumulating sum. Following Collins, Schapire and Singer, to construct each ht , we
ﬁrst let
1
Wt (i, j) =
s
(y
j
1 + e i )ft (xi ,j)
be a set of weights on example-breakpoint pairs. We then choose ht to minimize
k
m 


Wt (i, j)e−sj (yi )ht (xi ,j)

(11)

i=1 j=1

over some space of “simple” base functions ht .
stumps” h of the form


 Aj
Bj
h(x, j) =

 C
j

For this work, we considered all “decision
if φ(x) ≥ θ
if φ(x) < θ
if φ(x) =⊥

where φ(·) is one of the features described above, and θ, Aj , Bj and Cj are all real numbers.
In other words, such an h simply compares one feature φ to a threshold θ and returns a
vector of numbers h(x, ·) that depends only on whether φ(x) is unknown (⊥), or above
or below θ. Schapire and Singer (2000) show how to eﬃciently search for the best such
h over all possible choices of φ, θ, Aj , Bj and Cj . (We also employed their technique for
“smoothing” Aj , Bj and Cj .)
When computed by this sort of iterative procedure, Collins et al. (2002) prove the
asymptotic convergence of ft to the minimum of the objective function in Equation (11)
over all linear combinations of the base functions. For this problem, we ﬁxed the number
of rounds to T = 300. Let f = fT +1 be the ﬁnal predictor.
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As noted above, given a new feature vector x, we compute pj as in Equation (9) to be
our estimate for the probability that y ≥ bj , and we let p0 = 1 and pk+1 = 0. For this to
make sense, we need p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pk , or equivalently, f (x, 1) ≥ f (x, 2) ≥ · · · ≥ f (x, k), a
condition that may not hold for the learned function f . To force this condition, we replace
f by a reasonable (albeit heuristic) approximation f  that is nonincreasing in j, namely,
f  = (f + f )/2 where f (respectively, f ) is the pointwise minimum (respectively, maximum)
of all nonincreasing functions g that everywhere upper bound f (respectively, lower bound
f ).
With this modiﬁed function f  , we can compute modiﬁed probabilities pj . To sample
a single point according to the estimated distribution on R associated with f  , we choose
bin [bj , bj+1 ) with probability pj − pj+1 , and then select a point from this bin uniformly at
random. Expected value according to this distribution is easily computed as
k


(pj − pj+1 )

j=0

bj+1 + bj
2

.

Although we present results using this algorithm in the trading agent context, we did
not test its performance on more general learning problems, nor did we compare to other
methods for conditional density estimation, such as those studied by Stone (1994). This
clearly should be an area for future research.

5. ATTac-2001
Having described hotel price prediction in detail, we now present the remaining details of
ATTac-2001’s algorithm. We begin with a brief description of the goods allocator, which
is used as a subroutine throughout the algorithm. We then present the algorithm in a
top-down fashion.
5.1 Starting Point
A core subproblem for TAC agents is the allocation problem: ﬁnding the most proﬁtable
allocation of goods to clients, G∗ , given a set of owned goods and prices for all other goods.
The allocation problem corresponds to ﬁnding opt(H, i, Y ) in Equation 3. We denote the
value of G∗ (i.e., the score one would attain with G∗ ) as v(G∗ ). The general allocation
problem is NP-complete, as it is equivalent to the set-packing problem (Garey & Johnson,
1979). However it can be solved tractably in TAC via integer linear programming (Stone
et al., 2001).
The solution to the integer linear program is a value-maximizing allocation of owned
resources to clients along with a list of resources that need to be purchased. Using the linear
programming package “LPsolve”, ATTac-2001 is usually able to ﬁnd the globally optimal
solution in under 0.01 seconds on a 650 MHz Pentium II. However, since integer linear
programming is an NP-complete problem, some inputs can lead to a great deal of search
over the integrality constraints, and therefore signiﬁcantly longer solution times. When only
v(G∗ ) is needed (as opposed to G∗ itself), the upper bound produced by LPsolve prior to
the search over the integrality constraints, known as the LP relaxation, can be used as an
estimate. The LP relaxation can always be generated very quickly.
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Note that this is not by any means the only possible formulation of the allocation
problem. Greenwald and Boyan (2001) studied a fast, heuristic search variant and found
that it performed extremely well on a collection of large, random allocation problems. Stone
et al. (2001) used a randomized greedy strategy as a fallback for the cases in which the linear
program took too long to solve.
5.2 Overview
Table 6 shows a high-level overview of ATTac-2001. The italicized portions are described in
the remainder of this section.
When the ﬁrst ﬂight quotes are posted:
• Compute G∗ with current holdings and expected prices
• Buy the ﬂights in G∗ for which expected cost of postponing commitment exceeds the expected
beneﬁt of postponing commitment
Starting 1 minute before each hotel close:
• Compute G∗ with current holdings and expected prices
• Buy the ﬂights in G∗ for which expected cost of postponing commitment exceeds expected
beneﬁt of postponing commitment (30 seconds)
• Bid hotel room expected marginal values given holdings, new ﬂights, and expected hotel
purchases (30 seconds)
Last minute: Buy remaining ﬂights as needed by G∗
In parallel (continuously): Buy/sell entertainment tickets based on their expected values

Table 6: ATTac-2001’s high-level algorithm. The italicized portions are described in the
remainder of this section.
5.3 Cost of Additional Rooms
Our hotel price predictor described in Section 4 assumes that ATTac-2001’s bids do not
aﬀect the ultimate closing price (Assumption 3 from Section 2). This assumption holds in
a large economy. However in TAC, each hotel auction involved 8 agents competing for 16
hotel rooms. Therefore, the actions of each agent had an appreciable eﬀect on the clearing
price: the more hotel rooms an agent attempted to purchase, the higher the clearing price
would be, all other things being equal. This eﬀect needed to be taken into account when
solving the basic allocation problem.
The simpliﬁed model used by ATTac-2001 assumed that the nth highest bid in a hotel
auction was roughly proportional to c−n (over the appropriate range of n) for some c ≥ 1.
Thus, if the predictor gave a price of p, ATTac-2001 only used this for purchasing two hotel
rooms (the “fair” share of a single agent of the 16 rooms), and adjusted prices for other
quantities of rooms by using c.
For example, ATTac-2001 would consider the cost of obtaining 4 rooms to be 4pc2 . One
or two rooms each cost p, but 3 each cost pc, 4 each cost pc2 , 5 each cost pc3 , etc. So in
total, 2 rooms cost 2p, while 4 cost 4pc2 . The reasoning behind this procedure is that if
ATTac-2001 buys two rooms — its fair share given that there are 16 rooms and 8 agents,
then the 16th highest bid (ATTac-2001’s 2 bids in addition to 14 others) sets the price.
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But if ATTac-2001 bids on an additional unit, the previous 15th highest bid becomes the
price-setting bid: the price for all rooms sold goes up from p to pc.
The constant c was calculated from the data of several hundred games during the seeding
round. In each hotel auction, the ratio of the 14th and 18th highest bids (reﬂecting the
most relevant range of n) was taken as an estimate of c4 , and the (geometric) mean of the
resulting estimates was taken to obtain c = 1.35.
The LP allocator takes these price estimates into account when computing G∗ by assigning higher costs to larger purchase volumes, thus tending to spread out ATTac-2001’s
demand over the diﬀerent hotel auctions.
In ATTac-2001, a few heuristics were applied to the above procedure to improve stability
and to avoid pathological behavior: prices below $1 were replaced by $1 in estimating c;
c = 1 was used for purchasing fewer than two hotel rooms; hotel rooms were divided into
early closing and late closing (and cheap and expensive) ones, and the c values from the
corresponding subsets of auctions of the seeding rounds were used in each case.
5.4 Hotel Expected Marginal Values
Using the hotel price prediction module as described in Section 4, coupled with a model
of its own eﬀect on the economy, ATTac-2001 is equipped to determine its bids for hotel
rooms.
Every minute, for each hotel auction that is still open, ATTac-2001 assumes that auction
will close next and computes the marginal value of that hotel room given the predicted
closing prices of the other rooms. If the auction does not close next, then it assumes that
it will have a chance to revise its bids. Since these predicted prices are represented as
distributions of possible future prices, ATTac-2001 samples from these distributions and
averages the marginal values to obtain an expected marginal value. Using the full minute
between closing times for computation (or 30 seconds if there are still ﬂights to consider
too), ATTac-2001 divides the available time among the diﬀerent open hotel auctions and
generates as many price samples as possible for each hotel room. In the end, ATTac-2001
bids the expected marginal values for each of the rooms.
The algorithm is described precisely and with explanation in Table 7.
One additional complication regarding hotel auctions is that, contrary to one of our
assumptions in Section 2.2 (Assumption 4), bids are not fully retractable: they can only
be changed to $1 above the current ask price. In the case that there are current active
bids for goods that ATTac-2001 no longer wants that are less than $1 above the current ask
price, it may be advantageous to refrain from changing the bid in the hopes that the ask
price will surpass them: that is, the current bid may have a higher expected value than the
best possible new bid. To address this issue, ATTac-2001 samples from the learned price
distribution to ﬁnd the average expected values of the current and potential bids, and only
enters a new bid in the case that the potential bid is better.
5.5 Expected Cost/Beneﬁt of Postponing Commitment
ATTac-2001 makes ﬂight bidding decisions based on a cost-beneﬁt analysis: in particular,
ATTac-2001 computes the incremental cost of postponing bidding for a particular ﬂight
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• For each hotel (in order of increasing expected price):
• Repeat until time bound
1. Generate a random hotel closing order (only over open hotels)
2. Sample closing prices from predicted hotel price distributions
3. Given these closing prices, compute V0 , V1 , . . . Vn
− Vi ≡ v(G∗ ) if owning i of the hotel
− Estimate v(G∗ ) with LP relaxation
− Assume that no additional hotel rooms of this type can be bought
− For other hotels, assume outstanding bids above sampled price are already owned
(i.e., they cannot be withdrawn).
− Note that V0 ≤ V1 ≤ . . . ≤ Vn : the values are monotonically increasing since having
more goods cannot be worse in terms of possible allocations.
• The value of the ith copy of the room is the mean of Vi − Vi−1 over all the samples.
• Note further that V1 − V0 ≥ V2 − V1 . . . ≥ Vn − Vn−1 : the value diﬀerences are monotonically
decreasing since each additional room will be assigned to the client who can derive the most
value from it.
• Bid for one room at the value of the ith copy of the room for all i such that the value is
at least as much as the current price. Due to the monotonicity noted in the step above, no
matter what the closing price, the desired number of rooms at that price will be purchased.

Table 7: The algorithm for generating bids for hotel rooms.

versus the value of delaying commitment. In this section, we describe the determination of
the cost of postponing the bid.
Due to diﬃculties that compounded with more sophisticated approaches, ATTac-2001
used the following very simple model for estimating the price of a ﬂight ticket at a given
future time. It is evident from the formulation that—given y—the expected price increase
from time 0 to time t was very nearly of the form M t2 for some M . It was also clear that
as long as the price did not hit the artiﬁcial boundaries at $150 and $800, the constant M
must depend linearly on y − 10. This linear dependence coeﬃcient was then estimated from
several hundred ﬂight price evolutions during the qualifying round. Thus, for this constant
m, the expected price increase from time t to time T was m(T 2 − t2 )(y − 10). When a
price prediction was needed, this formula was ﬁrst used for the ﬁrst and most recent actual
price observations to obtain a guess for y, and then this y was used in the formula again to
estimate the future price. No change was predicted if the formula yielded a price decrease.
This approach suﬀers from systemic biases of various kinds (mainly due to the fact that
the variance of price changes gets relatively smaller over longer periods of time), but was
thought to be accurate enough for its use, which was to predict whether or not the ticket
can be expected to get signiﬁcantly more expensive over the next few minutes.
In practice, during TAC-01, ATTac-2001 started with the ﬂight-lookahead parameter set
to 3 (i.e., cost of postponing is the average of the predicted ﬂight costs 1, 2, and 3 minutes
in the future). However, this parameter was changed to 2 by the end of the ﬁnals in order
to cause ATTac-2001 to delay its ﬂight commitments further.
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5.5.1 Expected Benefit of Postponing Commitment
Fundamentally, the beneﬁt of postponing commitments to ﬂights is that additional information about the eventual hotel prices becomes known. Thus, the beneﬁt of postponing
commitment is computed by sampling possible future price vectors and determining, on
average, how much better the agent could do if it bought a diﬀerent ﬂight instead of the
one in question. If it is optimal to buy the ﬂight in all future scenarios, then there is no
value in delaying the commitment and the ﬂight is purchased immediately. However, if
there are many scenarios in which the ﬂight is not the best one to get, the purchase is more
likely to be delayed.
The algorithm for determining the beneﬁt of postponing commitment is similar to that
for determining the marginal value of hotel rooms. It is detailed, with explanation, in
Table 8.

• Assume we’re considering buying n ﬂights of a given type
• Repeat until time bound
1. Generate a random hotel closing order (open hotels)
2. Sample closing prices from predicted price distributions (open hotels)
3. Given these closing prices compute V0 , V1 , . . . Vn
− Vi = v(G∗ ) if forced to buy i of the ﬂight
− Estimate v(G∗ ) with LP relaxation
− Assume more ﬂights can be bought at the current price
− Note that V0 ≥ V1 ≥ . . . ≥ Vn since it is never worse to retain extra ﬂexibility.
• The value of waiting to buy copy i is the mean of Vi − Vi−1 over all the samples. If
all price samples lead to the conclusion that the ith ﬂight should be bought, then
Vi = Vi−1 and there is no beneﬁt to postponing commitment.
Table 8: The algorithm for generating value of postponing ﬂight commitments.

5.6 Entertainment Expected Values
The core of ATTac-2001’s entertainment-ticket-bidding strategy is again a calculation of the
expected marginal values of each ticket. For each ticket, ATTac-2001 computes the expected
value of having one more and one fewer of the ticket. These calculations give bounds on the
bid and ask prices it is willing to post. The actual bid and ask prices are a linear function
of time remaining in the game: ATTac-2001 settles for a smaller and smaller proﬁt from
ticket transactions as the game goes on. Details of the functions of bid and ask price as a
function of game time and ticket value remained unchanged from ATTac-2000 (Stone et al.,
2001).
Details of the entertainment-ticket expected marginal utility calculations are given in
Table 9.
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• Assume n of a given ticket type are currently owned
• Repeat until time bound
1. Generate a random hotel closing order (open hotels)
2. Sample closing prices from predicted price distributions (open hotels)
3. Given these closing prices compute Vn−1 , Vn , Vn+1
− Vi = v(G∗ ) if own i of the ticket
− Estimate v(G∗ ) with LP relaxation
− Assume no other tickets can be bought or sold
− Note that Vn−1 ≤ Vn ≤ Vn+1 since it is never worse to own extra tickets.
• The value of buying a ticket is the mean of Vn+1 − Vn over all the samples; the value
of selling is the mean of Vn − Vn−1 .
• Since tickets are considered sequentially, if the determined buy or sell bid leads to a
price that would clear according to the current quotes, assume the transaction goes
through before computing the values of buying and selling other ticket types.
Table 9: The algorithm for generating value of entertainment tickets.

6. Results
This section presents empirical results demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of the ATTac-2001
strategy. First, we summarize its performance in the 2001 and 2002 Trading Agent Competitions (TACs). These summaries provide evidence of the strategy’s overall eﬀectiveness,
but, due to the small number of games in the competitions, are anecdotal rather than scientiﬁcally conclusive. We then present controlled experiments that provide more conclusive
evidence of the utility of our decision theoretic and learning approaches embedded within
ATTac-2001.
6.1 TAC-01 Competition
Of the 19 teams that entered the qualifying round, ATTac-2001 was one of eight agents
to make it to the ﬁnals on the afternoon of October 14th, 2001. The ﬁnals consisted of
24 games among the same eight agents. Right from the beginning, it became clear that
livingagents (Fritschi & Dorer, 2002) was the team to beat in the ﬁnals. They jumped to an
early lead in the ﬁrst two games, and by eight games into the round, they were more than
135 points per game ahead of their closest competitor (SouthamptonTAC, He & Jennings,
2002). 16 games into the round, they were more than 250 points ahead of their two closest
competitors (ATTac-2001 and whitebear).
From that point, ATTac-2001, which was continually retraining its price predictors based
on recent games, began making a comeback. By the time the last game was to be played,
it was only an average of 22 points per game behind livingagents. It thus needed to beat
livingagents by 514 points in the ﬁnal game to overtake it, well within the margins observed
in individual game instances. As the game completed, ATTac-2001’s score of 3979 was one
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of the ﬁrst scores to be posted by the server. The other agents’ scores were reported one
by one, until only the livingagents score was left. After agonizing seconds (at least for us),
the TAC server posted a ﬁnal game score of 4626, resulting in a win for livingagents.
After the competition, the TAC team at the University of Michigan conducted a regression analysis of the eﬀects of the client proﬁles on agent scores. Using data from the seeding
rounds, it was determined that agents did better when their clients had:
1. fewer total preferred travel days;
2. higher total entertainment values; and
3. a higher ratio of outer days (1 and 4) to inner (2 and 3) in preferred trip intervals.
Based on these signiﬁcant measures, the games in the ﬁnals could be handicapped based
on each agents’ aggregate client proﬁles. Doing so indicated that livingagents’ clients were
much easier to satisfy than those of ATTac-2001, giving ATTac-2001 the highest handicapped
score. The ﬁnal scores, as well as the handicapped scores, are shown in Table 10. Complete
results and aﬃliations are available from http://tac.eecs.umich.edu.
Agent
ATTac-2001
livingagents
whitebear
Urlaub01
Retsina
CaiserSose
SouthamptonTAC
TacsMan

Mean
3622
3670
3513
3421
3352
3074
3253
2859

Handicapped score
4154
4094
3931
3909
3812
3766
3679
3338

Table 10: Scores during the ﬁnals. Each agent played 24 games. Southampton’s score was
adversely aﬀected by a game in which their agent crashed after buying many
ﬂights but no hotels, leading to a loss of over 3000 points. Discarding that game
results in an average score of 3531.

6.2 TAC-02 Competition
A year after the TAC-01 competition, ATTac-2001 was re-entered in the TAC-02 competition
using the models trained at the end of TAC-01. Speciﬁcally, the price predictors were left
unchanged throughout (no learning). The seeding round included 19 agents, each playing
440 games over the course of about 2 weeks. ATTac-2001 was the top-scoring agent in this
round, as shown in Table 11. Scores in the seeding round were weighted so as to emphasize
later results over earlier results: scores on day n of the seeding round were given a weight
of n. This practice was designed to encourage experimentation early in the round. The
oﬃcial ranking in the competitions was based on the mean score after ignoring each agent’s
worst 10 results so as to allow for occasional program crashes and network problems.
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Agent
ATTac-2001
SouthamptonTAC
UMBCTAC
livingagents
cuhk
Thalis
whitebear
RoxyBot

Mean
3050
3100
2980
3018
2998
2952
2945
2738

Weighted, dropped worst 10
3131
3129
3118
3091
3055
3000
2966
2855

Table 11: Top 8 scores during the seeding round of TAC-02. Each agent played 440 games,
with its worst 10 games ignored when computing the rankings.

On the one hand, it is striking that ATTac-2001 was able to ﬁnish so strongly in a ﬁeld
of agents that had presumably improved over the course of the year. On the other hand,
most agents were being tuned, for better and for worse, while ATTac-2001 was consistent
throughout. In particular, we are told that SouthamptonTAC experimented with its approach during the later days of the round, perhaps causing it to fall out of the lead (by
weighted score) in the end. During the 14-game semiﬁnal heat, ATTac-2001, which was
now restored with its learning capability and retrained over the data from the 2002 seeding
round, ﬁnished 6th out of 8 thereby failing to reach the ﬁnals.
There are a number of possible reasons for this sudden failure. One relatively mundane explanation is that the agent had to change computational environments between the
seeding rounds and the ﬁnals, and there may have been a bug or computational resource
constraint introduced. Another possibility is that due to the small number of games in
the semiﬁnals, ATTac-2001 simply got unlucky with respect to clients and the interaction
of opponent strategies. However, it is also plausible that the training data from the 2002
qualifying and seeding round data was less representative of the 2002 ﬁnals than the was the
training data from 2001; and/or that the competing agents improved signiﬁcantly over the
seeding round while ATTac-2001 remained unchanged. The TAC team at the University of
Michigan has done a study of the price predictors of several 2002 TAC agents that suggests
that the bug hypothesis is most plausible: the ATTac-2001 predictor from 2001 outperforms
all other predictors from 2002 on the data from the 2002 semiﬁnals and ﬁnals; and one other
agent that uses the 2002 data did produce good predictions based on that data (Wellman,
Reeves, Lochner, & Vorobeychik, 2003b).8
6.3 Controlled Experiments
ATTac-2001’s success in the TAC-01 competition demonstrates its eﬀectiveness as a complete system. However, since the competing agents diﬀered along several dimensions, the
8. Indeed, in the TAC-03 competition, ATTac-2001 was entered using the trained models from 2001, and it
won the competition, suggesting further that the failure in 2002 was due to a problem with the learned
models that were used during the ﬁnals in 2002.
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competition results cannot isolate the successful approaches. In this section, we report controlled experiments designed to test the eﬃcacy of ATTac-2001’s machine-learning approach
to price prediction.
6.3.1 Varying the Predictor
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we attempted to determine how the quality of ATTac-2001’s
hotel price predictions aﬀects its performance. To this end, we devised seven price prediction
schemes, varying considerably in sophistication and inspired by approaches taken by other
TAC competitors, and incorporated these schemes into our agent. We then played these
seven agents against one another repeatedly, with regular retraining as described below.
Following are the seven hotel prediction schemes that we used, in decreasing order of
sophistication:
• ATTac-2001s : This is the “full-strength” agent based on boosting that was used during
the tournament. (The s denotes sampling.)
• Cond’lMeans : This agent samples prices from the empirical distribution of prices from
previously played games, conditioned only on the closing time of the hotel room (a
subset of of the features used by ATTac-2001s ). In other words, it collects all historical
hotel prices and breaks them down by the time at which the hotel closed (as well as
room type, as usual). The price predictor then simply samples from the collection of
prices corresponding to the given closing time.
• SimpleMeans : This agent samples prices from the empirical distribution of prices from
previously played games, without regard to the closing time of the hotel room (but
still broken down by room type). It uses a subset of the features used by Cond’lMeans .
• ATTac-2001ev , Cond’lMeanev , SimpleMeanev : These agents predict in the same way
as their corresponding predictors above, but instead of returning a random sample
from the estimated distribution of hotel prices, they deterministically return the expected value of the distribution. (The ev denotes expected value, as introduced in
Section 2.1.)
• CurrentBid: This agent uses a very simple predictor that always predicts that the hotel
room will close at its current price.
In every case, whenever the price predictor returns a price that is below the current price,
we replace it with the current price (since prices cannot go down).
In our experiments, we added as an eighth agent EarlyBidder, inspired by the livingagents
agent. EarlyBidder used SimpleMeanev to predict closing prices, determined an optimal set
of purchases, and then placed bids for these goods at suﬃciently high prices to ensure that
they would be purchased ($1001 for all hotel rooms, just as livingagents did in TAC-01)
right after the ﬁrst ﬂight quotes. It then never revised these bids.
Each of these agents require training, i.e., data from previously played games. However,
we are faced with a sort of “chicken and egg” problem: to run the agents, we need to
ﬁrst train the agents using data from games in which they were involved, but to get this
kind of data, we need to ﬁrst run the agents. To get around this problem, we ran the
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Agent
ATTac-2001ev
ATTac-2001s
EarlyBidder
SimpleMeanev
SimpleMeans
Cond’lMeanev
Cond’lMeans
CurrentBid

Phase I
105.2 ± 49.5
27.8 ± 42.1
140.3 ± 38.6
−28.8 ± 45.1
−72.0 ± 47.5
8.6 ± 41.2
−147.5 ± 35.6
−33.7 ± 52.4

(2)
(3)
(1)
(5)
(7)
(4)
(8)
(6)

Relative Score
Phase II
131.6 ± 47.7 (2)
86.1 ± 44.7 (3)
152.8 ± 43.4 (1)
−53.9 ± 40.1 (5)
−71.6 ± 42.8 (6)
3.5 ± 37.5 (4)
−91.4 ± 41.9 (7)
−157.1 ± 54.8 (8)

Phase III
166.2 ± 20.8
122.3 ± 19.4
117.0 ± 18.0
−11.5 ± 21.7
−44.1 ± 18.2
−60.1 ± 19.7
−91.1 ± 17.6
−198.8 ± 26.0

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Table 12: The average relative scores (± standard deviation) for eight agents in the three
phases of our controlled experiment in which the hotel prediction algorithm was
varied. The relative score of an agent is its score minus the average score of all
agents in that game. The agent’s rank within each phase is shown in parentheses.
agents in phases. In Phase I, which consisted of 126 games, we used training data from
the seeding, semiﬁnals and ﬁnals rounds of TAC-01. In Phase II, lasting 157 games, we
retrained the agents once every six hours using all of the data from the seeding, semiﬁnals
and ﬁnals rounds as well as all of the games played in Phase II. Finally, in Phase III, lasting
622 games, we continued to retrain the agents once every six hours, but now using only
data from games played during Phases I and II, and not including data from the seeding,
semiﬁnals and ﬁnals rounds.
Table 12 shows how the agents performed in each of these phases. Much of what we
observe in this table is consistent with our expectations. The more sophisticated boostingbased agents (ATTac-2001s and ATTac-2001ev ) clearly dominated the agents based on simpler prediction schemes. Moreover, with continued training, these agents improved markedly
relative to EarlyBidder. We also see the performance of the simplest agent, CurrentBid, which
does not employ any kind of training, signiﬁcantly decline relative to the other data-driven
agents.
On the other hand, there are some phenomena in this table that were very surprising
to us. Most surprising was the failure of sampling to help. Our strategy relies heavily
not only on estimating hotel prices, but also taking samples from the distribution of hotel
prices. Yet these results indicate that using expected hotel price, rather than price samples,
consistently performs better. We speculate that this may be because an insuﬃcient number
of samples are being used (due to computational limitations) so that the numbers derived
from these samples have too high a variance. Another possibility is that the method of using
samples to estimate scores consistently overestimates the expected score because it assumes
the agent can behave with perfect knowledge for each individual sample—a property of our
approximation scheme. Finally, as our algorithm uses sampling at several diﬀerent points
(computing hotel expected values, deciding when to buy ﬂights, pricing entertainment tickets, etc.), it is quite possible that sampling is beneﬁcial for some decisions while detrimental
for others. For example, when directly comparing versions of the algorithm with sampling
used at only subsets of the decision points, the data suggests that sampling for the hotel
decisions is most beneﬁcial, while sampling for the ﬂights and entertainment tickets is neu234
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tral at best, and possibly detrimental. This result is not surprising given that the sampling
approach is motivated primarily by the task of bidding for hotels.
We were also surprised that Cond’lMeans and Cond’lMeanev eventually performed worse
than the less sophisticated SimpleMeans and SimpleMeanev . One possible explanation is
that the simpler model happens to give predictions that are just as good as the more
complicated model, perhaps because closing time is not terribly informative, or perhaps
because the adjustment to price based on current price is more signiﬁcant. Other things
being equal, the simpler model has the advantage that its statistics are based on all of the
price data, regardless of closing time, whereas the conditional model makes each prediction
based on only an eighth of the data (since there are eight possible closing times, each equally
likely).
In addition to agent performance, it is possible to measure the inaccuracy of the eventual
predictions, at least for the non-sampling agents. For these agents, we measured the root
mean squared error of the predictions made in Phase III. These were: 56.0 for ATTac-2001ev ,
66.6 for SimpleMeanev , 69.8 for CurrentBid and 71.3 for Cond’lMeanev . Thus, we see that
the lower the error of the predictions (according to this measure), the higher the score
(correlation R = −0.88).
6.3.2 ATTac-2001 vs. EarlyBidder
In a sense, the two agents that ﬁnished at the top of the standings in TAC-01 represented
opposite ends of a spectrum. The livingagents agent uses a simple open-loop strategy,
committing to a set of desired goods right at the beginning of the game, while ATTac-2001
uses a closed-loop, adaptive strategy.
The open-loop strategy relies on the other agents to stabilize the economy and create
consistent ﬁnal prices. In particular, if all eight agents are open loop and place very high bids
for the goods they want, many of the prices will skyrocket, evaporating any potential proﬁt.
Thus, a set of open-loop agents would tend to get negative scores—the open-loop strategy
is a parasite, in a manner of speaking. Table 13 shows the results of running 27 games
with 7 copies of the open-loop EarlyBidder and one of ATTac-2001. Although motivated
by livingagents, in actuality it is identical to ATTac-2001 except that it uses SimpleMeanev
and it places all of its ﬂight and hotel bids immediately after the ﬁrst ﬂight quotes. It bids
only for the hotels that appear in G∗ at that time. All hotel bids are for $1001. In the
experiments, one copy of ATTac-2001s is included for comparison. The price predictors are
all from Phase I in the preceding experiments. EarlyBidder’s high bidding strategy backﬁres
and it ends up overpaying signiﬁcantly for its goods. As our experiments above indicate,
ATTac-2001 may improve even further if it is allowed to train on the games of the on-going
experiment as well.
The open-loop strategy has the advantage of buying a minimal set of goods. That is, it
never buys more than it can use. On the other hand, it is susceptible to unexpected prices
in that it can get stuck paying arbitrarily high prices for the hotel rooms it has decided to
buy.
Notice in Table 13 that the average utility of the EarlyBidder’s clients is signiﬁcantly
greater than that of ATTac-2001’s clients. Thus, the diﬀerence in score is accounted for
entirely by the cost of the goods. EarlyBidder ends up paying exorbitant prices, while
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Agent
ATTac-2001
EarlyBidder(7)

Score
2431 ± 464
−4880 ± 337

Utility
8909 ± 264
9870 ± 34

Table 13: The results of running ATTac-2001 against 7 copies of EarlyBidder over the course
of 27 games. EarlyBidder achieves high utility, but overpays signiﬁcantly, resulting
in low scores.

ATTac-2001 generally steers clear of the more expensive hotels. Its clients’ utility suﬀers,
but the cost-savings are well worth it.
Compared to the open-loop strategy, ATTac-2001’s strategy is relatively stable against
itself. Its main drawback is that as it changes its decision about what goods it wants and as
it may also buy goods to hedge against possible price changes, it can end up getting stuck
paying for some goods that are ultimately useless to any of its clients.
Table 14 shows the results of 7 copies of ATTac-2001 playing against each other and
one copy of the EarlyBidder. Again, training is from the seeding round and ﬁnals of TAC01: the agents don’t adapt during the experiment. Included in this experiment are three
variants of ATTac-2001, each with a diﬀerent ﬂight-lookahead parameter (from the section
on “cost of postponing ﬂight commitments”). There were three copies each of the agents
with ﬂight-lookahead set to 2 and 3 (ATTac-2001(2) and ATTac-2001(3), respectively), and
one ATTac-2001 agent with ﬂight-lookahead set to 4 (ATTac-2001(4)).

Agent
EarlyBidder
ATTac-2001(2)
ATTac-2001(3)
ATTac-2001(4)

Score
2869 ± 69
2614 ± 38
2570 ± 39
2494 ± 68

Utility
10079 ± 55
9671 ± 32
9641 ± 32
9613 ± 55

Table 14: The results of running the EarlyBidder against 7 copies of ATTac-2001 over the
course of 197 games. The three diﬀerent versions of ATTac-2001 had slightly
diﬀerent ﬂight-lookaheads.

From the results in Table 14 it is clear that ATTac-2001 does better when committing
to its ﬂight purchases later in the game (ATTac-2001(2) as opposed to ATTac-2001(4)). In
comparison with Table 13, the economy represented here does signiﬁcantly better overall.
That is, having many copies of ATTac-2001 in the economy does not cause them to suﬀer.
However, in this economy, EarlyBidder is able to invade. It gets a signiﬁcantly higher utility
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for its clients and only pays slightly more than the ATTac-2001 agents (as computed by
utility minus score).9
The results in this section suggest that the variance of the closing prices is the largest
determining factor between the eﬀectiveness of the two strategies (assuming nobody else
is using the open-loop strategy). We speculate that with large price variances, the closedloop strategy (ATTac-2001) should do better, but with small price variances, the open-loop
strategy could do better.

7. Discussion
The open-loop and closed-loop strategies of the previous section diﬀer in their handling of
price ﬂuctuation. A fundamental way of taking price ﬂuctuation into account is to place
“safe bids.” A very high bid exposes an agent to the danger of buying something at a
ridiculously high price. If prices are in fact stable then high bids are safe. But if prices
ﬂuctuate, then high bids, such as the bids of the stable-price strategy, are risky. In TAC,
hotel rooms are sold in a Vickrey-style nth price action. There is a separate auction for
each day of each hotel and these auctions are done sequentially. Although the order of the
auctions is randomized, and not known to the agent, when placing bids in one of these
auctions the agent assumes that auction will close next. We assumed in the design of our
agent that our bids in one auction do not aﬀect prices in other auctions. This assumption
is not strictly true, but in a large economy one expects that the bids of a single individual
have a limited eﬀect on prices. Furthermore, the price most aﬀected by a bid is the price
of the item being bid on; the eﬀect on other auctions seems less direct and perhaps more
limited. Assuming bids in one auction do not aﬀect prices in another, the optimal bidding
strategy is the standard strategy for a Vickrey auction—the bid for an item should be equal
to its utility to the bidder. So, to place a Vickrey-optimal bid, one must be able to estimate
the utility of an item. The utility of owning an item is simply the expected ﬁnal score
assuming one owns the item minus the expected ﬁnal score assuming one does not own the
item. So, the problem of computing a Vickrey-optimal bid can be reduced to the problem
of predicting ﬁnal scores for two alternative game situations. We use two score prediction
procedures, which we call the stable-price score predictor (corresponding to Equation 5)
and the unstable-price score predictor (Equation 4).
The Stable-Price Score Predictor. The stable-price score predictor ﬁrst estimates
the expected prices in the rest of the game using whatever information is available in the
given game situation. It then computes the value achieved by optimal purchases under the
estimated prices. In an economy with stable prices, this estimate will be quite accurate—
if we make the optimal purchases for the expected price then, if the prices are near our
estimates, our performance will also be near the estimated value.
The Unstable-Price Score Predictor. Stable-price score prediction does not take
into account the ability of the agent to react to changes in price as the game progresses. Suppose a given room is often cheap but is sometimes expensive. If the agent can ﬁrst determine
the price of the room, and then plan for that price, the agent will do better than guessing
9. We suspect that were the agents allowed to retrain over the course of the experiments, ATTac-2001 would
end up improving, as we saw in Phase III of the previous set of experiments. Were this to occur, it is
possible that EarlyBidder would no longer be able to invade.
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the price ahead of time and sticking to the purchases dictated by that price. The unstable
price predictor uses a model of the distribution of possible prices. It repeatedly samples
prices from this distribution, computes the stable-price score prediction under the sampled
price, and then takes the average of these stable-price scores over the various price samples.
This score prediction algorithm is similar to the algorithm used in Ginsberg’s (2001) quite
successful computer bridge program where the score is predicted by sampling the possible
hands of the opponent and, for each sample, computing the score of optimal play in the case
where all players have complete information (double dummy play). While this approach
has a simple intuitive motivation, it is clearly imperfect. The unstable-price score predictor
assumes both that future decisions are made in the presence of complete price information,
and that the agent is free to change existing bids in auctions that have not yet closed. Both
of these assumptions are only approximately true at best. Ways of compensating for the
imperfections in score prediction were described in Section 5.
Buy Now or Decide Later. The trading agent must decide what airline tickets to buy
and when to buy them. In deciding whether to buy an airline ticket, the agent can compare
the predicted score in the situation where it owns the airline ticket with the predicted score
in the situation where it does not own the airline ticket but may buy it later. Airline tickets
tend to increase in price, so if the agent knows that a certain ticket is needed it should buy
it as soon as possible. But whether or not a given ticket is desirable may depend on the
price of hotel rooms, which may become clearer as the game progresses. If airline tickets
did not increase in price, as was the case in TAC-00, then they should be bought at the
last possible moment (Stone et al., 2001). To determine whether an airline ticket should be
bought now or not, one can compare the predicted score in the situation where one has just
bought the ticket at its current price with the predicted score in the situation where the
price of the ticket is somewhat higher but has not yet been bought. It is interesting to note
that if one uses the stable-price score predictor for both of these predictions, and the ticket
is purchased in the optimal allocation under the current price estimate, then the predicted
score for buying the ticket now will always be higher—increasing the price of the ticket can
only reduce the score. However, the unstable-price score predictor can yield an advantage
for delaying the purchase. This advantage comes from the fact that buying the ticket may
be optimal under some prices but not optimal under others. If the ticket has not yet been
bought, then the score will be higher for those sampled prices where the ticket should not
be bought. This corresponds to the intuition that in certain cases the purchase should be
delayed until more information is available.
Our guiding principle in the design of the agent was, to the greatest extent possible, to
have the agent analytically calculate optimal actions. A key component of these calculations
is the score predictor, based either on a single estimated assignment of prices or on a model of
the probability distribution over assignments of prices. Both score predictors, though clearly
imperfect, seem useful. Of these two predictors, only the unstable-price predictor can be
used to quantitatively estimate the value of postponing a decision until more information is
available. The accuracy of price estimation is clearly of central importance. Future research
will undoubtedly focus on ways of improving both price modeling and score prediction based
on price modeling.
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8. Related and Future Work
Although there has been a good deal of research on auction theory, especially from the
perspective of auction mechanisms (Klemperer, 1999), studies of autonomous bidding agents
and their interactions are relatively few and recent. TAC is one example. FM97.6 is
another auction test-bed, which is based on ﬁshmarket auctions (Rodriguez-Aguilar, Martin,
Noriega, Garcia, & Sierra, 1998). Automatic bidding agents have also been created in this
domain (Gimenez-Funes, Godo, Rodriguez-Aguiolar, & Garcia-Calves, 1998). There have
been a number of studies of agents bidding for a single good in multiple auctions (Ito,
Fukuta, Shintani, & Sycara, 2000; Anthony, Hall, Dang, & Jennings, 2001; Preist, Bartolini,
& Phillips, 2001).
A notable auction-based competition that was held prior to TAC was the Santa Fe
Double Auction Tournament (Rust, Miller, & Palmer, 1992). This auction involved several
agents competing in a single continuous double auction similar to the TAC entertainment
ticket auctions. As analyzed by Tesauro and Das (2001), this tournament was won by a
parasite strategy that, like livingagents as described in Section 6.3, relied on other agents
to ﬁnd a stable price and then took advantage of it to gain an advantage. In that case, the
advantage was gained by waiting until the last minute to bid, a strategy commonly known
as sniping.
TAC-01 was the second iteration of the Trading Agent Competition. The rules of TAC01 are largely identical to those of TAC-00, with three important exceptions:
1. In TAC-00, ﬂight prices did not tend to increase;
2. In TAC-00, hotel auctions usually all closed at the end of the game;
3. In TAC-00, entertainment tickets were distributed uniformly to all agents
While minor on the surface, the diﬀerences signiﬁcantly enriched the strategic complexity
of the game. In TAC-00, most of the designers discovered that a dominant strategy was
to defer all serious bidding to the end of the game. A result, the focus was on solving
the allocation problem, with most agents using a greedy, heuristic approach. Since the
hotel auctions closed at the end of the game, timing issues were also important, with
signiﬁcant advantages going to agents that were able to bid in response to last-second price
quotes (Stone & Greenwald, 2005). Nonetheless, many techniques developed in 2000 were
relevant to the 2001 competition: the agent strategies put forth in TAC-00 were important
precursors to the second year’s ﬁeld, for instance as pointed out in Section 5.1.
Predicting hotel clearing prices was perhaps the most interesting aspect of TAC agent
strategies in TAC-01, especially in relation to TAC-00 where the last-minute bidding created
essentially a sealed-bid auction. As indicated by our experiments described in Section 6.3,
there are many possible approaches to this hotel price estimation problem, and the approach
chosen can have a signiﬁcant impact on the agent’s performance. Among those observed
in TAC-01 are the following (Wellman, Greenwald, Stone, & Wurman, 2002), associated in
some cases with the price-predictor variant in our experiments that was motivated by it.
1. Just use the current price quote pt (CurrentBid).
2. Adjust based on historic data. For example, if ∆t is the average historical diﬀerence
between clearing price and price at time t, then the predicted clearing price is pt + ∆t .
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3. Predict by ﬁtting a curve to the sequence of ask prices seen in the current game.
4. Predict based on closing price data for that hotel in past games (SimpleMeanev ,
SimpleMeans ).
5. Same as above, but condition on hotel closing time, recognizing that the closing
sequence will inﬂuence the relative prices.
6. Same as above, but condition on full ordering of hotel closings, or which hotels are
open or closed at a particular point (Cond’lMeanev , Cond’lMeans ).
7. Learn a mapping from features of the current game (including current prices) to closing
prices based on historic data (ATTac-2001s , ATTac-2001ev ).
8. Hand-construct rules based on observations about associations between abstract features.
Having demonstrated ATTac-2001’s success at bidding in simultaneous auctions for multiple interacting goods in the TAC domain, we extended our approach to apply it to the
U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) spectrum auctions domain (Weber, 1997).
The FCC holds spectrum auctions to sell radio bandwidth to telecommunications companies. Licenses entitle their owners to use a speciﬁed radio spectrum band within a speciﬁed
geographical area, or market. Typically several licenses are auctioned oﬀ simultaneously
with bidders placing independent bids for each license. The most recent auction brought in
over $16 billion dollars. In a detailed simulation of this domain (Csirik, Littman, Singh, &
Stone, 2001), we discovered a novel, successful bidding strategy in this domain that allows
the bidders to increase their proﬁts signiﬁcantly over a reasonable default strategy (Reitsma,
Stone, Csirik, & Littman, 2002).
Our ongoing research agenda includes applying our approach to other similar domains.
We particularly expect the boosting approach to price prediction and the decision-theoretic
reasoning over price distributions to transfer to other domains. Other candidate real-world
domains include electricity auctions, supply chains, and perhaps even travel booking on
public e-commerce sites.
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Abstract
As examples such as the Monty Hall puzzle show, applying conditioning to update a
probability distribution on a “naive space”, which does not take into account the protocol used, can often lead to counterintuitive results. Here we examine why. A criterion
known as CAR (“coarsening at random”) in the statistical literature characterizes when
“naive” conditioning in a naive space works. We show that the CAR condition holds rather
infrequently, and we provide a procedural characterization of it, by giving a randomized
algorithm that generates all and only distributions for which CAR holds. This substantially
extends previous characterizations of CAR. We also consider more generalized notions of
update such as Jeffrey conditioning and minimizing relative entropy (MRE). We give a
generalization of the CAR condition that characterizes when Jeffrey conditioning leads to
appropriate answers, and show that there exist some very simple settings in which MRE
essentially never gives the right results. This generalizes and interconnects previous results
obtained in the literature on CAR and MRE.

1. Introduction
Suppose an agent represents her uncertainty about a domain using a probability distribution. At some point, she receives some new information about the domain. How should she
update her distribution in the light of this information? Conditioning is by far the most
common method in case the information comes in the form of an event. However, there are
numerous well-known examples showing that naive conditioning can lead to problems. We
give just two of them here.
Example 1.1: The Monty Hall puzzle (Mosteller, 1965; vos Savant, 1990): Suppose that
you’re on a game show and given a choice of three doors. Behind one is a car; behind the
others are goats. You pick door 1. Before opening door 1, Monty Hall, the host (who knows
what is behind each door) opens door 3, which has a goat. He then asks you if you still
want to take what’s behind door 1, or to take what’s behind door 2 instead. Should you
switch? Assuming that, initially, the car was equally likely to be behind each of the doors,
naive conditioning suggests that, given that it is not behind door 3, it is equally likely to be
behind door 1 and door 2. Thus, there is no reason to switch. However, another argument
suggests you should switch: if a goat is behind door 1 (which happens with probability 2/3),
c
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switching helps; if a car is behind door 1 (which happens with probability 1/3), switching
hurts. Which argument is right? 2
Example 1.2: The three-prisoners puzzle (Bar-Hillel & Falk, 1982; Gardner, 1961; Mosteller,
1965): Of three prisoners a, b, and c, two are to be executed, but a does not know which.
Thus, a thinks that the probability that i will be executed is 2/3 for i ∈ {a, b, c}. He says
to the jailer, “Since either b or c is certainly going to be executed, you will give me no
information about my own chances if you give me the name of one man, either b or c, who
is going to be executed.” But then, no matter what the jailer says, naive conditioning leads
a to believe that his chance of execution went down from 2/3 to 1/2. 2
There are numerous other well-known examples where naive conditioning gives what
seems to be an inappropriate answer, including the two-children puzzle (Gardner, 1982;
vos Savant, 1996, 1994) and the second-ace puzzle (Freund, 1965; Shafer, 1985; Halpern &
Tuttle, 1993).1
Why does naive conditioning give the wrong answer in such examples? As argued by
Halpern and Tuttle (1993) and Shafer (1985), the real problem is that we are not conditioning in the right space. If we work in a larger “sophisticated” space, where we take the
protocol used by Monty (in Example 1.1) and the jailer (in Example 1.2) into account, conditioning does deliver the right answer. Roughly speaking, the sophisticated space consists
of all the possible sequences of events that could happen (for example, what Monty would
say in each circumstance, or what the jailer would say in each circumstance), with their
probability.2 However, working in the sophisticated space has problems too. For one thing,
it is not always clear what the relevant probabilities in the sophisticated space are. For
example, what is the probability that the jailer says b if b and c are to be executed? Indeed,
in some cases, it is not even clear what the elements of the larger space are. Moreover, even
when the elements and the relevant probabilities are known, the size of the sophisticated
space may become an issue, as the following example shows.
Example 1.3: Suppose that a world describes which of 100 people have a certain disease.
A world can be characterized by a tuple of 100 0s and 1s, where the ith component is 1
iff individual i has the disease. There are 2100 possible worlds. Further suppose that the
“agent” in question is a computer system. Initially, the agent has no information, and
considers all 2100 worlds equally likely. The agent then receives information that is assumed
to be true about which world is the actual world. This information comes in the form of
statements like “individual i is sick or individual j is healthy” or “at least 7 people have the
disease”. Each such statement can be identified with a set of possible worlds. For example,
the statement “at least 7 people have the disease” can be identified with the set of tuples
with at least 7 1s. For simplicity, assume that the agent is given information saying “the
actual world is in set U ”, for various sets U . Suppose at some point the agent has been
1. Both the Monty Hall puzzle and the two-children puzzle were discussed in Ask Marilyn, Marilyn vos Savant’s weekly column in “Parade Magazine”. Of all Ask Marilyn columns ever published, they reportedly
(vos Savant, 1994) generated respectively the most and the second-most response.
2. The notions of “naive space” and “sophisticated space” will be formalized in Section 2. This introduction
is meant only to give an intuitive feel for the issues.
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told that the actual world is in U1 , . . . , Un . Then, after doing conditioning, the agent has a
uniform probability on U1 ∩ . . . ∩ Un .
But how does the agent keep track of the worlds it considers possible? It certainly will
not explicitly list them; there are simply too many. One possibility is that it keeps track
of what it has been told; the possible worlds are then the ones consistent with what it has
been told. But this leads to two obvious problems: checking for consistency with what it
has been told may be hard, and if it has been told n things for large n, remembering them
all may be infeasible. In situations where these two problems arise, an agent may not be
able to condition appropriately. 2
Example 1.3 provides some motivation for working in the smaller, more naive space. Examples 1.1 and 1.2 show that this is not always appropriate. Thus, an obvious question is
when it is appropriate. It turns out that this question is highly relevant in the statistical
areas of selectively reported data and missing data. Originally studied within these contexts
(Rubin, 1976; Dawid & Dickey, 1977), it was later found that it also plays a fundamental
role in the statistical work on survival analysis (Kleinbaum, 1999). Building on previous approaches, Heitjan and Rubin (1991) presented a necessary and sufficient condition for when
conditioning in the “naive space” is appropriate. Nowadays this so-called CAR (Coarsening
at Random) condition is an established tool in survival analysis. (for overviews, see (Gill,
van der Laan, & Robins, 1997; Nielsen, 1998).) We examine this criterion in our own, rather
different context, and show that it applies rather rarely. Specifically, we show that there are
realistic settings where the sample space is structured in such a way that it is impossible to
satisfy CAR, and we provide a criterion to help determine whether or not this is the case.
We also give a procedural characterization of the CAR condition, by giving a randomized
algorithm that generates all and only distributions for which CAR holds, thereby solving
an open problem posed by Gill et al. (1997).
We then show that the situation is worse if the information does not come in the form
of an event. For that case, several generalizations of conditioning have been proposed. Perhaps the best known are Jeffrey conditioning (Jeffrey, 1968) (also known as Jeffrey’s rule)
and Minimum Relative Entropy (MRE) Updating (Kullback, 1959; Csiszár, 1975; Shore &
Johnson, 1980) (also known as cross-entropy). Jeffrey conditioning is a generalization of
ordinary conditioning; MRE updating is a generalization of Jeffrey conditioning.
We show that Jeffrey conditioning, when applicable, can be justified under an appropriate generalization of the CAR condition. Although it has been argued, using mostly
axiomatic characterizations, that MRE updating (and hence also Jeffrey conditioning) is,
when applicable, the only reasonable way to update probability (see, e.g., (Csiszár, 1991;
Shore & Johnson, 1980)), it is well known that there are situations where applying MRE
leads to paradoxical, highly counterintuitive results (Hunter, 1989; Seidenfeld, 1986; van
Fraassen, 1981).
Example 1.4: Consider the Judy Benjamin problem (van Fraassen, 1981): Judy is lost in a
region that is divided into two halves, Blue and Red territory, each of which is further divided
into Headquarters Company area and Second Company area. A priori, Judy considers it
equally likely that she is in any of these four quadrants. She contacts her own headquarters
by radio, and is told “I can’t be sure where you are. If you are in Red territory, the odds are
3:1 that you are in HQ Company area ...” At this point the radio gives out. MRE updating
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on this information leads to a distribution where the posterior probability of being in Blue
territory is greater than 1/2. Indeed, if HQ had said “If you are in Red territory, the odds
are α : 1 that you are in HQ company area . . . ”, then for all α 6= 1, according to MRE
updating, the posterior probability of being in Blue territory is always greater than 1/2. 2
Grove and Halpern (1997) provide a “sophisticated space” where conditioning gives
what is arguably the more intuitive answer in the Judy Benjamin problem, namely that
if HQ sends a message of the form “if you are in Red territory, then the odds are α : 1
that you are in HQ company area” then Judy’s posterior probability of being in each of the
two quadrants in Blue remains at 1/4. Seidenfeld (1986), strengthening results of Friedman
and Shimony (1971), showed that there is no sophisticated space in which conditioning will
give the same answer as MRE in this case. (See also (Dawid, 2001), for similar results
along these lines.) We strengthen these results by showing that, even in a class of much
simpler situations (where Jeffrey conditioning cannot be applied), using MRE in the naive
space corresponds to conditioning in the sophisticated space in essentially only trivial cases.
These results taken together show that generally speaking, working with the naive space,
while an attractive approach, is likely to give highly misleading answers. That is the main
message of this paper.
We remark that, although there are certain similarities, our results are quite different
in spirit from the well-known results of Diaconis and Zabell (1986). They considered when
a posterior probability could be viewed as the result of conditioning a prior probability
on some larger space. By way of contrast, we have a fixed larger space in mind (the
“sophisticated space”), and are interested in when conditioning in the naive space and the
sophisticated space agree.
It is also worth stressing that the distinction between the naive and the sophisticated
space is entirely unrelated to the philosophical view that one has of probability and how one
should do probabilistic inference. For example, the probabilities in the Monty Hall puzzle
can be viewed as the participant’s subjective probabilities about the location of the car and
about what Monty will say under what circumstances; alternatively, they can be viewed as
“frequentist” probabilities, inferred from watching the Monty Hall show on television for
many weeks and then setting the probabilities equal to observed frequencies. The problem
we address occurs both from a frequentist and from a subjective stance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formalize the notion of
naive and sophisticated spaces. In Section 3, we consider the case where the information
comes in the form of an event. We describe the CAR condition and show that it is violated
in a general setting of which the Monty Hall and three-prisoners puzzle are special cases.
In Section 4 we give several characterizations of CAR. We supply conditions under which
it is guaranteed to hold and guaranteed not to hold, and we give a randomized algorithm
that generates all and only distributions for which CAR holds. In Section 5 we consider
the case where the information is not in the form of an event. We first consider situations
where Jeffrey conditioning can be applied. We show that Jeffrey conditioning in the naive
space gives the appropriate answer iff a generalized CAR condition holds. We then show
that, typically, applying MRE in the naive space does not give the appropriate answer. We
conclude with some discussion of the implication of these results in Section 6.
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2. Naive vs. Sophisticated Spaces
Our formal model is a special case of the multi-agent systems framework (Halpern & Fagin,
1989), which is essentially the same as that used by Friedman and Halpern (1997) to model
belief revision. We assume that there is some external world in a set W , and an agent who
makes observations or gets information about that world. We can describe the situation
by a pair (w, l), where w ∈ W is the actual world, and l is the agent’s local state, which
essentially characterizes her information. W is what we called the “naive space” in the
introduction. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that l has the form ho1 , . . . , on i,
where oj is the observation that the agent makes at time j, j = 1, . . . , n. This representation
implicitly assumes that the agent remembers everything she has observed (since her local
state encodes all the previous observations). Thus, we ignore memory issues here. We
also ignore computational issues, just so as to be able to focus on when conditioning is
appropriate.
A pair (w, ho1 , . . . , on i) is called a run. A run may be viewed as a complete description
of what happens over time in one possible execution of the system. For simplicity, in this
paper, we assume that the state of the world does not change over time. The “sophisticated
space” is the set of all possible runs.
In the Monty Hall puzzle, the naive space has three worlds, representing the three possible locations of the car. The sophisticated space describes what Monty would have said
in all circumstances (i.e., Monty’s protocol ) as well as where the car is. The three-prisoners
puzzle is treated in detail in Example 2.1 below. While in these cases the sophisticated
space is still relatively simple, this is no longer the case for the Judy Benjamin puzzle.
Although the naive space has only four elements, constructing the sophisticated space involves considering all the things that HQ could have said, which is far from clear, and the
conditions under which HQ says any particular thing. Grove and Halpern (1997) discuss
the difficulties in constructing such a sophisticated space.
In general, not only is it not clear what the sophisticated space is, but the need for
a sophisticated space and the form it must take may become clear only after the fact.
For example, in the Judy Benjamin problem, before contacting headquarters, Judy would
almost certainly not have had a sophisticated space in mind (even assuming she was an
expert in probability), and could not have known the form it would have to take until after
hearing headquarter’s response.
In any case, if the agent has a prior probability on the set R of possible runs in the
sophisticated space, after hearing or observing ho1 , . . . , ok i, she can condition, to get a
posterior on R. Formally, the agent is conditioning her prior on the set of runs where her
local state at time k is ho1 , . . . , ok i.
Clearly the agent’s probability Pr on R induces a probability PrW on W by marginalization. We are interested in whether the agent can compute her posterior on W after observing
ho1 , . . . , ok i in a relatively simple way, without having to work in the sophisticated space.
Example 2.1: Consider the three-prisoners puzzle in more detail. Here the naive space is
W = {wa , wb , wc }, where wx is the world where x is not executed. We are only interested
in runs of length 1, so n = 1. The set O of observations (what agent can be told) is
{{wa , wb }, {wa , wc }}. Here “{wa , wb }” corresponds to the observation that either a or b will
not be executed (i.e., the jailer saying “c will be executed”); similarly, {wa , wc } corresponds
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to the jailer saying “b will be executed”. The sophisticated space consists of the four runs
(wa , h{wa , wb }i), (wa , h{wa , wc }i), (wb , h{wa , wb }i), (wc , h{wa , wc }i).
Note that there is no run with observation h{wb , wc }i, since the jailer will not tell a that he
will be executed.
According to the story, the prior PrW in the naive space has PrW (w) = 1/3 for w ∈ W .
The full distribution Pr on the runs is not completely specified by the story. In particular,
we are not told the probability with which the jailer will say b and c if a will not be executed.
We return to this point in Example 3.2. 2

3. The CAR Condition
A particularly simple setting is where the agent observes or learns that the external world
is in some set U ⊆ W . For simplicity, we assume throughout this paper that the agent
makes only one observation, and makes it at the first step of the run. Thus, the set O of
possible observations consists of nonempty subsets of W . Thus, any run r can be written
as r = (w, hU i) where w is the actual world and U is a nonempty subset of W . However, O
does not necessarily consist of all the nonempty subsets of W . Some subsets may never be
observed. For example, in Example 2.1, a is never told that he will be executed, so {wb , wc }
is not observed. We assume that the agent’s observations are accurate, in that if the agent
observes U in a run r, then the actual world in r is in U . That is, we assume that all runs
are of the form r = (w, hU i) where w ∈ U . In Example 2.1, accuracy is enforced by the
requirement that runs have the form (wx , h{wx , wy }i).
The observation or information obtained does not have to be exactly of the form “the
actual world is in U ”. It suffices that it is equivalent to such a statement. This is the case
in both the Monty Hall puzzle and the three-prisoners puzzle. For example, in the threeprisoners puzzle, being told that b will be executed is essentially equivalent to observing
{wa , wc } (either a or c will not be executed).
In this setting, we can ask whether, after observing U , the agent can compute her
posterior on W by conditioning on U . Roughly speaking, this amounts to asking whether
observing U is the same as discovering that U is true. This may not be the case in general—
observing or being told U may carry more information than just the fact that U is true.
For example, if for some reason a knows that the jailer would never say c if he could help
it (so that, in particular, if b and c will be executed, then he will definitely say b), then
hearing c (i.e., observing {wa , wb }) tells a much more than the fact that the true world is
one of wa or wb . It says that the true world must be wb (for if the true world were wa , the
jailer would have said b).
In the remainder of this paper we assume that W is finite. For every scenario we consider
we define a set of possible observations O, consisting of nonempty subsets of W . For given
W and O, the set of runs R is then defined to be the set
R = {(w, hU i) | U ∈ O, w ∈ U }.
Given our assumptions that the state does not change over time and that the agent makes
only one observation, the set R of runs can be viewed as a subset of W × O. While
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just taking R to be a subset of W × O would slightly simplify the presentation here, in
general, we certainly want to allow sequences of observations. (Consider, for example, an
n-door version of the Monty Hall problem, where Monty opens a sequence of doors.) This
framework extends naturally to that setting.
Whenever we speak of a distribution Pr on R, we implicitly assume that the probability
of any set on which we condition is strictly greater than 0. Let XW and XO be two random
variables on R, where XW is the actual world and XO is the observed event. Thus, for
r = (w, hU i), XW (r) = w and XO (r) = U . Given a distribution Pr on runs R, we denote
by PrW the marginal distribution of XW , and by PrO the marginal distribution of XO .
For example, for V, U ⊆ W , PrW (V ) is short for Pr(XW ∈ V ) and PrW (V | U ) is short for
Pr(XW ∈ V | XW ∈ U ).
Let Pr be a prior on R and let Pr0 = Pr(· | XO = U ) be the posterior after observing U .
The main question we ask in this paper is under what conditions we have
Pr0W (V ) = PrW (V |U )

(1)

for all V ⊆ W . That is, we want to know under what conditions the posterior W induced by
Pr0 can be computed from the prior on W by conditioning on the observation. (Example 3.2
below gives a concrete case.) We stress that Pr and Pr0 are distributions on R, while PrW
and Pr0W are distributions on W (obtained by marginalization from Pr and Pr0 , respectively).
Note that (1) is equivalently stated as
Pr(XW = w | XO = U ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ U ) for all w ∈ U .

(2)

(1) (equivalently, (2)) is called the “CAR condition”. It can be characterized as follows3 :
Theorem 3.1 : (Gill et al., 1997) Fix a probability Pr on R and a set U ⊆ W . The
following are equivalent:
(a) If Pr(XO = U ) > 0, then Pr(XW = w | XO = U ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ U ) for all
w ∈ U.
(b) The event XW = w is independent of the event XO = U given XW ∈ U , for all w ∈ U .
(c) Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = Pr(XO = U | XW ∈ U ) for all w ∈ U such that Pr(XW =
w) > 0.
(d) Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = Pr(XO = U | XW = w0 ) for all w, w0 ∈ U such that
Pr(XW = w) > 0 and Pr(XW = w0 ) > 0.
For completeness (and because it is useful for our later Theorem 5.1), we provide a proof
of Theorem 3.1 in the appendix.
The first condition in Theorem 3.1 is just (2). The third and fourth conditions justify
the name “coarsening at random”. Intuitively, first some world w ∈ W is realized, and then
3. Just after this paper was accepted, we learned that there really exist two subtly different versions of the
CAR condition: “weak” CAR and “strong” CAR. What is called CAR in this paper is really “weak”
CAR. Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997) implicitly use the “strong” definition of CAR. Indeed, the
statement and proof of Theorem 3.1 (about weak CAR) are very slightly different from the corresponding
statement by Gill et al. (1997) (about strong CAR); the difference is explained in Section 6.
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some “coarsening mechanism” decides which event U ⊆ W such that w ∈ U is revealed
to the agent. The event U is called a “coarsening” of w. The third and fourth conditions
effectively say that the probability that w is coarsened to U is the same for all w ∈ U . This
means that the “coarsening mechanism” is such that the probability of observing U is not
affected by the specific value of w ∈ U that was realized.
In the remainder of this paper, when we say “Pr satisfies CAR”, we mean that Pr
satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 3.1 (or, equivalently, any of the other three conditions)
for all U ∈ O. Thus, “Pr satisfies CAR” means that conditioning in the naive space W
coincides with conditioning in the sophisticated space R with probability 1. The CAR
condition explains why conditioning in the naive space is not appropriate in the Monty Hall
puzzle or the three-prisoners puzzle. We consider the three-prisoners puzzle in detail; a
similar analysis applies to Monty Hall.
Example 3.2: In the three-prisoners puzzle, what is a’s prior distribution Pr on R? In
Example 2.1 we assumed that the marginal distribution PrW on W is uniform. Apart from
this, Pr is unspecified. Now suppose that a observes {wa , wc } (“the jailer says b”). Naive
conditioning would lead a to adopt the distribution PrW (· | {wa , wc }). This distribution
satisfies PrW (wa | {wa , wc }) = 1/2. Sophisticated conditioning leads a to adopt the distribution Pr0 = Pr(· | XO = {wa , wc }). By part (d) of Theorem 3.1, naive conditioning is
appropriate (i.e., Pr0W = PrW (· | {wa , wc })) only if the jailer is equally likely to say b in
both worlds wa and wc . Since the jailer must say that b will be executed in world wc , it
follows that Pr(XO = {wa , wc } | XW = wc ) = 1. Thus, conditioning is appropriate only if
the jailer’s protocol is such that he definitely says b in wa , i.e., even if both b and c are
executed. But if this is the case, when the jailer says c, conditioning PrW on {wa , wb } is not
appropriate, since then a knows that he will be executed. The world cannot be wa , for then
the jailer would have said b. Therefore, no matter what the jailer’s protocol is, conditioning
in the naive space cannot coincide with conditioning in the sophisticated space for both of
his responses. 2
The following example shows that in general, in settings of the type arising in the Monty
Hall and the three-prisoners puzzle, the CAR condition can only be satisfied in very special
cases:
Example 3.3: Suppose that O = {U1 , U2 }, and both U1 and U2 are observed with positive
probability. (This is the case for both Monty Hall and the three-prisoners puzzle.) Then
the CAR condition (Theorem 3.1(c)) cannot hold for both U1 and U2 unless Pr(XW ∈
U1 ∩ U2 ) is either 0 or 1. For suppose that Pr(XO = U1 ) > 0, Pr(XO = U2 ) > 0, and
0 < Pr(XW ∈ U1 ∩ U2 ) < 1. Without loss of generality, there is some w1 ∈ U1 − U2 and
w2 ∈ U1 ∩ U2 such that Pr(XW = w1 ) > 0 and Pr(XW = w2 ) > 0. Since observations are
accurate, we must have Pr(XO = U1 | XW = w1 ) = 1. If CAR holds for U1 , then we must
have Pr(XO = U1 | XW = w2 ) = 1. But then Pr(XO = U2 | XW = w2 ) = 0. But since
Pr(XO = U2 ) > 0, it follows that there is some w3 ∈ U2 such that Pr(XW = w3 ) > 0 and
Pr(XO = U2 | XW = w3 ) > 0. This contradicts the CAR condition. 2
So when does CAR hold? The previous example exhibited a combination of O and W for
which CAR can only be satisfied in “degenerate” cases. In the next section, we shall study
this question for arbitrary combinations of O and W .
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4. Characterizing CAR
In this section, we provide some characterizations of when the CAR condition holds, for
finite O and W . Our results extend earlier results of Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997).
We first exhibit a simple situation in which CAR is guaranteed to hold, and we show that
this is the only situation in which it is guaranteed to hold. We then show that, for arbitrary
O and W , we can construct a 0-1–valued matrix from which a strong necessary condition
for CAR to hold can be obtained. It turns out that, in some cases of interest, CAR is
(roughly speaking) guaranteed not to hold except in “degenerate” situations. Finally, we
introduce a new “procedural” characterization of CAR: we provide a mechanism such that
a distribution Pr can be thought of as arising from the mechanism if and only if Pr satisfies
CAR.
4.1 When CAR is Guaranteed to Hold
We first consider the only situation where CAR is guaranteed to hold: if the sets in O are
pairwise disjoint.
Proposition 4.1: The CAR condition holds for all distributions Pr on R if and only if O
consists of pairwise disjoint subsets of W .
What happens if the sets in O are not pairwise disjoint? Are there still cases (combinations of O, W , and distributions on R) when CAR holds? There are, but they are quite
special.
4.2 When CAR May Hold
We now present a lemma that provides a new characterization of CAR in terms of a simple
0/1-matrix. The lemma allows us to determine for many combinations of O and W , whether
a distribution on R exists that satisfies CAR and gives certain worlds positive probability.
Fix a set R of runs, whose worlds are in some finite set W and whose observations come
from some finite set O = {U1 , . . . , Un }. We say that A ⊆ W is an R-atom relative to W and
O if A has the form V1 ∩ . . . ∩ Vn , where each Vi is either Ui or U i , and {r ∈ R : XW (r) ∈
A} 6= ∅. Let A = {A1 , . . . , Am } be the set of R-atoms relative to W and O. We can think
of A as a partition of the worlds according to what can be observed. Two worlds w1 and
w2 are in the same set Ai ∈ A if there are no observations that distinguish them; that is,
there is no observation U ∈ O such that w1 ∈ U and w2 6∈ U . Define the m × n matrix S
with entries sij as follows:
(

sij =

1 if Ai ⊆ Uj
0 otherwise.

(3)

We call S the CARacterizing matrix (for O and W ). Note that each row i in S corresponds
to a unique atom in A; we call this the atom corresponding to row i. This matrix (actually,
its transpose) was first introduced (but for a different purpose) by Gill et al. (1997).
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Example 4.2: Returning to Example 3.3, the CARacterizing matrix is given by




1 0


 1 1 ,
0 1
where the columns correspond to U1 and U2 and the rows correspond to the three atoms
U1 − U2 , U1 ∩ U2 and U2 − U1 . For example, the fact that entry s31 of this matrix is 0
indicates that U1 cannot be observed if the actual world w is in U2 − U1 . 2
In the following lemma, ~γ T denotes the transpose of the (row) vector ~γ , and ~1 denotes the
row vector consisting of all 1s.
Lemma 4.3: Let R be the set of runs over observations O and worlds W , and let S be the
CARacterizing matrix for O and W .
(a) Let Pr be any distribution over R and let S 0 be the matrix obtained by deleting from
S all rows corresponding to an atom A with Pr(XW ∈ A) = 0. Define the vector
~γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) by setting γj = Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) if Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0, and
γj = 0 otherwise, for j = 1 . . . n. If Pr satisfies CAR, then S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T .
(b) Let S 0 be a matrix consisting of a subset of the rows of S, and let PW,S 0 be the set of
distributions over W with support corresponding to S 0 ; i.e.,
PW,S 0 = {PW | PW (A) > 0 iff A corresponds to a row in S 0 }.
If there exists a vector ~γ ≥ ~0 such that S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T , then, for all PW ∈ PW,S 0 , there
exists a distribution Pr over R with PrW = PW (i.e., the marginal of Pr on W is
PW ) such that (a) Pr satisfies CAR and (b) Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) = γj for all j
with Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0.
Note that (b) is essentially a converse of (a). A natural question to ask is whether (b) would
still hold if we replaced “for all PW ∈ PW,S 0 there exists Pr satisfying CAR with PrW = PW ”
by “for all distributions PO over O there exists Pr satisfying CAR with PrO = PO .” The
answer is no; see Example 4.6(b)(ii).
Lemma 4.3 says that a distribution Pr that satisfies CAR and at the same time has
Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0 for m different atoms A can exist if and only if a certain set of m linear
equations in n unknowns has a solution. In many situations of interest, m ≥ n (note that m
may be as large as 2n − 1). Not surprisingly then, in such situations there often can be no
distribution Pr that satisfies CAR, as we show in the next subsection. On the other hand,
if the set of equations S 0~γ T = ~1 does have a solution in ~γ , then the set of all solutions forms
the intersection of an affine subspace (i.e. a hyperplane) of Rn and the positive orthant
[0, ∞)n . These solutions are just the conditional probabilities Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) for all
distributions for which CAR holds that have support corresponding to S 0 . These conditional
probabilities may then be extended to a distribution over R by setting PrW = PW for an
arbitrary distribution PW over the worlds in atoms corresponding to S 0 ; all Pr constructed
in this way satisfy CAR.
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Summarizing, we have the remarkable fact that for any given set of atoms A there are
only two possibilities: either no distribution exists which has Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0 for all A ∈ A
and satisfies CAR, or for all distributions PW over worlds corresponding to atoms in A,
there exists a distribution satisfying CAR with marginal distribution over worlds equal to
PW .
4.3 When CAR is Guaranteed Not to Hold
We now present a theorem that gives two explicit and easy-to-check sufficient conditions
under which CAR cannot hold unless the probabilities of some atoms and/or observations
are 0. The theorem is proved by showing that the condition of Lemma 4.3(a) cannot hold
under the stated conditions.
We briefly recall some standard definitions from linear algebra. A set of vectors ~v1 , . . . , ~vm
is called linearly dependent if there exist coefficients λ1 , . . . , λm (not all zero) such that
Pm
vi = ~0; the vectors are affinely dependent if there exist coefficients λ1 , . . . , λm (not
i=1 λi~
P
P
all zero) such that m
vi = ~0 and m
u is called an affine combination
i=1 λi~
i=1 λi = 0. A vector ~
P
P
of ~v1 , . . . , ~vm if there exist coefficients λ1 , . . . , λm such that m
vi = ~u and m
i=1 λi~
i=1 λi = 0.
Theorem 4.4: Let R be a set of runs over observations O = {U1 , . . . , Un } and worlds W ,
and let S be the CARacterizing matrix for O and W .
(a) Suppose that there exists a subset R of the rows in S and a vector ~u = (u1 , . . . , un )
that is an affine combination of the rows of R such that uj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and uj ∗ > 0 for some j ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then there is no distribution Pr on R that
satisfies CAR such that Pr(XO = Uj ∗ ) > 0 and Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0 for each R-atom A
corresponding to a row in R.
(b) If there exists a subset R of the rows of S that is linearly dependent but not affinely
dependent, then there is no distribution Pr on R that satisfies CAR such that Pr(XW ∈
A) > 0 for each R-atom A corresponding to a row in R.
(c) Given a set R consisting of n linearly independent rows of S and a distribution PW
on W such that PW (A) > 0 for all A corresponding to a row in R, there is a unique
distribution PO on O such that if Pr is a distribution on R satisfying CAR and
Pr(XW ∈ A) = PW (A) for each atom A corresponding to a row in R, then Pr(XO =
U ) = PO (U ).
It is well known that in an m × n matrix, at most n rows can be linearly independent.
In many cases of interest (cf. Example 4.5 below), the number of atoms m is larger than the
number of observations n, so that there must exist subsets R of rows of S that are linearly
dependent. Thus, part (b) of Theorem 4.4 puts nontrivial constraints on the distributions
that satisfy CAR.
The requirement in part (a) may seem somewhat obscure but it can be easily checked
and applied in a number of situations, as illustrated in Example 4.5 and 4.6 below. Part
(c) says that in many other cases of interest where neither part (a) nor (b) applies, even if
a distribution on R exists satisfying CAR, the probabilities of making the observations are
completely determined by the probability of various events in the world occurring, which
seems rather unreasonable.
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Example 4.5: Consider the CARacterizing matrix of Example 4.2. Notice there exists an
affine combination of the first two rows that is not ~0 and has no negative components:
−1 ·

1
0

!

+1·

1
1

!

=

0
1

!

.

Similarly, there exists an affine combination of the last two rows that is not ~0 and has no
negative components. It follows from Theorem 4.4(a) that there is no distribution satisfying
CAR that gives both of the observations XO = U1 and XO = U2 positive probability and
either (a) gives both XW ∈ U1 − U2 and XW ∈ U1 ∩ U2 positive probability or (b) gives
both XW ∈ U2 − U1 and XW ∈ U1 ∩ U2 positive probability. If both observations have
positive probability, then CAR can hold only if the probability of U1 ∩ U2 is either 0 or 1.
(Example 3.3 already shows this using a more direct argument.) 2
The next example further illustrates that in general, it can be very difficult to satisfy
CAR.
Example 4.6: Suppose that O = {U1 , U2 , U3 }, and all three observations can be made
with positive probability. It turns out that in this situation the CAR condition can hold,
but only if (a) Pr(XW ∈ U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 ) = 1 (i.e., all of U1 , U2 , and U3 must hold), (b)
Pr(XW ∈ ((U1 ∩ U2 ) − U3 ) ∪ ((U2 ∩ U3 ) − U1 ) ∪ ((U1 ∩ U3 ) − U2 )) = 1 (i.e., exactly two of U1 ,
U2 , and U3 must hold), (c) Pr(XW ∈ (U1 −(U2 ∪U3 ))∪(U2 −(U1 ∪U3 ))∪(U3 −(U2 ∪U1 ))) = 1
(i.e., exactly one of U1 , U2 , or U3 must hold), or (d) one of (U1 − (U2 ∪ U3 )) ∪ (U2 ∩ U3 ),
(U2 − (U1 ∪ U3 )) ∪ (U1 ∩ U3 ) or (U3 − (U1 ∪ U2 )) ∪ (U1 ∩ U2 ) has probability 1 (either exactly
one of U1 , U2 , or U3 holds, or the remaining two both hold).
We first check that CAR can hold in all these cases. It should be clear that CAR
can hold in case (a). Moreover, there are no constraints on Pr(XO = Ui | XW = w) for
w ∈ U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 (except, by the CAR condition, for each fixed i, the probability must be
the same for all w ∈ U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 , and the three probabilities must sum to 1).
For case (b), let Ai be the atom where exactly two of U1 , U2 , and U3 hold, and Ui does
not hold, for i = 1, 2, 3. Suppose that Pr(XW ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ) = 1. Note that, since all
three observations can be made with positive probability, at least two of A1 , A2 , and A3
must have positive probability. Hence we can distinguish between two subcases: (i) only
two of them have positive probability, and (ii) all three have positive probability.
For subcase (i), suppose without loss of generality that only A1 and A2 have positive
probability. Then it immediately follows from the CAR condition that there must be some
α with 0 < α < 1 such that Pr(XO = U3 | XW = w) = α, for all w ∈ A1 ∪ A2 such
that Pr(XW = w) > 0. Thus, Pr(XO = U1 | XW = w) = 1 − α for all w ∈ A2 such
that Pr(XW = w) > 0, and Pr(XO = U2 | XW = w) = 1 − α for all w ∈ A1 such that
Pr(XW = w) > 0.
Subcase (ii) is more interesting. The rows of the CARacterizing matrix S corresponding
to A1 , A2 , and A3 are (0 1 1), (1 0 1), and (1 1 0), respectively. Now Lemma 4.3(a) tells
us that if Pr satisfies CAR, then we must have S · ~γ T = ~1T for some ~γ = (γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ) with
γi = Pr(XO = Ui | XW ∈ Ui ). These three linear equations have solution
1
γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = .
2
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Since this solution is unique, it follows by Lemma 4.3(b) that all distributions that satisfy
CAR must have conditional probabilities Pr(XO = Ui | XW ∈ Ui ) = 1/2, and that their
marginal distributions on W can be arbitrary. This fully characterizes the set of distributions Pr for which CAR holds in this case. Note that for i = 1, 2, 3, since we can write
γi = Pr(XO = Ui )/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui ) we have Pr(XO = Ui ) = Pr(Xw ∈ Ui )γi ≤ 1/2 so that, in
contrast to the marginal distribution over W , the marginal distribution over O cannot be
chosen arbitrarily.
In case (c), it should also be clear that CAR can hold. Moreover, Pr(X0 = Ui | XW = w)
is either 0 or 1, depending on whether w ∈ Ui . Finally, for case (d), suppose that Pr(XW ∈
U1 ∪ (U2 ∩ U3 )) = 1. CAR holds iff there exists α such that Pr(XO = U2 | XW = w) = α
and Pr(XO = U3 | XW = w) = 1 − α for all w ∈ U2 ∩ U3 such that Pr(XW = w) > 0. (Of
course, Pr(XO = U1 | XW = w) = 1 for all w ∈ U1 such that Pr(XW = w) > 0.)
Now we show that CAR cannot hold in any other case. First suppose that 0 < Pr(XW ∈
U1 ∩U2 ∩U3 ) < 1. Thus, there must be at least one other atom A such that Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0.
The row corresponding to the atom U1 ∩U2 ∩U3 is (1 1 1). Suppose r is the row corresponding
to the other atom A. Since S is a 0-1 matrix, the vector (1 1 1) − r gives is an affine
combination of (1 1 1) and r that is nonzero and has nonnegative components. It now
follows by Theorem 4.4 that CAR cannot hold in this case.
Similar arguments give a contradiction in all the other cases; we leave details to the
reader. 2
4.4 Discussion: “CAR is Everything” vs. “Sometimes CAR is Nothing”
In one of their main theorems, Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997, Section 2) show that
the CAR assumption is untestable from observations of XO alone, in the sense that the
assumption “Pr satisfies CAR” imposes no restrictions at all on the marginal distribution
PrO on XO . More precisely, they show that for every finite set W of worlds, every set
O of observations, and every distribution PO on O, there is a distribution Pr∗ on R such
that Pr∗O (the marginal of Pr∗ on O) is equal to PO and Pr∗ satisfies CAR. The authors
summarize this as “CAR is everything”.
We must be careful in interpreting this result. Theorem 4.4 shows that, for many
combinations of O and W , CAR can hold only for distributions Pr with Pr(XW ∈ A) = 0
for some atoms A. (In the previous sections, we called such distributions “degenerate”.)
In our view, this says that in some cases, CAR effectively cannot hold. To see why, first
suppose we are given a set W of worlds and a set O of observations. Now we may feel
confident a priori that some U0 ∈ O and some w0 ∈ W cannot occur in practice. In this
case, we are willing to consider only distributions Pr on O × W that have Pr(XO = U0 ) = 0,
Pr(XW = w0 ) = 0. (For example, W may be a product space W = Wa × Wb and it
is known that some combination wa ∈ Wa and wb in Wb can never occur together; then
Pr(Xw = (wa , wb )) = 0.) Define O∗ to be the subset of O consisting of all U that we cannot
a priori rule out; similarly, W ∗ is the subset of W consisting of all w that we cannot a priori
rule out. By Theorem 4.4, it is still possible that O∗ and W ∗ are such that, even if we restrict
to runs where only observations in O∗ are made, CAR can only hold if Pr(XW ∈ A) = 0
for some atoms (nonempty subsets) A ⊆ W ∗ . This means that CAR may force us to assign
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probability 0 to some events that, a priori, were considered possible. Examples 3.3 and 4.6
illustrate this phenomenon. We may summarize this as “sometimes CAR is nothing”.
Given therefore that CAR imposes such strong conditions, the reader may wonder why
there is so much study of the CAR condition in the statistics literature. The reason is
that some of the special situations in which CAR holds often arise in missing data and
survival analysis problems. Here is an example: Suppose that the set of observations can be
written as O = ∪ki=1 Πi , where each Πi is a partition of W (that is, a set of pairwise disjoint
subsets of W whose union is W ). Further suppose that observations are generated by the
following process, which we call CARgen. Some i between 1 and k is chosen according
to some arbitrary distribution P0 ; independently, w ∈ W is chosen according to PW . The
agent then observes the unique U ∈ Πi such that w ∈ U . Intuitively, the partitions Πi may
represent the observations that can be made with a particular sensor. Thus, P0 determines
the probability that a particular sensor is chosen; PW determines the probability that a
particular world is chosen. The sensor and the world together determine the observation
that is made. It is easy to see that this mechanism induces a distribution on R for which
CAR holds.
The special case with O = Π1 ∪Π2 , Π1 = {W }, and Π2 = {{w} | w ∈ W } corresponds to a
simple missing data problem (Example 4.7 below). Intuitively, either complete information
is given, or there is no data at all. In this context, CAR is often called MAR: missing
at random. In more realistic MAR problems, we may observe a vector with some of its
components missing. In such cases the CAR condition sometimes still holds. In practical
missing data problems, the goal is often to infer the distribution Pr on runs R from successive
observations of XO . That is, one observes a sample U(1) , U(2) , . . . , U(n) , where U(i) ∈ O.
Typically, the U(i) are assumed to be an i.i.d. (independently identically distributed) sample
of outcomes of XO . The corresponding “worlds” w1 , w2 , . . . (outcomes of XW ) are not
observed. Depending on the situation, Pr may be completely unknown or is assumed to be
a member of some parametric family of distributions. If the number of observations n is
large, then clearly the sample U(1) , U(2) , . . . , U(n) can be used to obtain a reasonable estimate
of PrO , the marginal distribution on XO . But one is interested in the full distribution Pr.
That distribution usually cannot be inferred without making additional assumptions, such
as the CAR assumption.
Example 4.7 : (adapted from (Scharfstein, Daniels, & Robins, 2002)) Suppose that a
medical study is conducted to test the effect of a new drug. The drug is administered
to a group of patients on a weekly basis. Before the experiment is started and after it is
finished, some characteristic (say, the blood pressure) of the patients is measured. The data
are thus differences in blood pressure for individual patients before and after the treatment.
In practical studies of this kind, often several of the patients drop out of the experiment.
For such patients there is then no data. We model this as follows: W is the set of possible
values of the characteristic we are interested in (e.g., blood pressure difference). O = Π1 ∪Π2
with Π1 = {W }, and Π2 = {{w} | w ∈ W } as above. For “compliers” (patients that did
not drop out), we observe XO = {w}, where w is the value of the characteristic we want
to measure. For dropouts, we observe XO = W (that is, we observe nothing at all). We
thus have, for example, a sequence of observations U1 = {w1 }, U2 = {w2 }, U3 = W, U4 =
{w4 }, U5 = W, . . . , Un = {wn }. If this sample is large enough, we can use it to obtain a
reasonable estimate of the probability that a patient drops out (the ratio of outcomes with
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Ui = W to the total number of outcomes). We can also get a reasonable estimate of the
distribution of XW for the complying patients. Together these two distributions determine
the distribution of XO .
We are interested in the effect of the drug in the general population. Unfortunately, it
may be the case that the effect on dropouts is different from the effect on compliers. (Scharfstein, Daniels, and Robins (2002) discuss an actual medical study in which physicians judged
the effect on dropouts to be very different from the effect of compliers.) Then we cannot
infer the distribution on W from the observations U1 , U2 , . . . alone without making additional assumptions about how the distribution for dropouts is related to the distribution for
compliers. Perhaps the simplest such assumption that one can make is that the distribution
of XW for dropouts is in fact the same as the distribution of XW for compliers: the data
are “missing at random”. Of course, this assumption is just the CAR assumption. By
Theorem 3.1(a), CAR holds iff for all w ∈ W
Pr(XW = w | XO = W ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ W ) = Pr(XW = w),
which means just that the distribution of W is independent of whether a patient drops out
(XO = W ) or not. Thus, if CAR can be assumed, then we can infer the distribution on W
(which is what we are really interested in). 2
Many problems in missing data and survival analysis are of the kind illustrated above: The
analysis would be greatly simplified if CAR holds, but whether or not this is so is not clear.
It is therefore of obvious interest to investigate whether, from observing the “coarsened”
data U(1) , U(2) , . . . , U(n) alone, it may already be possible to test the assumption that CAR
holds. For example, one might imagine that there are distributions on XO for which CAR
simply cannot hold. If the empirical distribution of the Ui were “close” (in the appropriate
sense) to a distribution that rules out CAR, the statistician might infer that Pr does not
satisfy CAR. Unfortunately, if O is finite, then the result of Gill, van der Laan, and Robins
(1997, Section 2) referred to at the beginning of this section shows that we can never rule
out CAR in this way.
We are interested in the question of whether CAR can hold in a “nondegenerate” sense,
given O and W . From this point of view, the slogan “sometimes CAR is nothing” makes
sense. In contrast, Gill et al. (1997) were interested in the question whether CAR can
be tested from observations of XO alone. From that point of view, the slogan “CAR is
everything” makes perfect sense. In fact, Gill, van der Laan, and Robins were quite aware,
and explicitly stated, that CAR imposes very strong assumptions on the distribution Pr. In
a later paper, it was even implicitly stated that in some cases CAR forces Pr(XW ∈ A) = 0
for some atoms A (Robins, Rotnitzky, & Scharfstein, 1999, Section 9.1). Our contribution is
to provide the precise conditions (Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4) under which this happens.
Robins, Rodnitzky, and Scharfstein (1999) also introduced a Bayesian method (later
extended by Scharfstein et al. (2002)) that allows one to specify a prior distribution over
a parameter α which indicates, in a precise sense, how much Pr deviates from CAR. For
example, α = 0 corresponds to the set of distributions Pr satisfying CAR. The precise
connection between this work and ours needs further investigation.
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4.5 A Mechanism for Generating Distributions Satisfying CAR
In Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.3 we described CAR in an algebraic way, as a collection of
probabilities satisfying certain equalities. Is there a more “procedural” way of representing
CAR? In particular, does there exist a single mechanism that gives rise to CAR such
that every case of CAR can be viewed as a special case of this mechanism? We have
already encountered a possible candidate for such a mechanism: the CARgen procedure.
In Section 4.4 we described this mechanism and indicated that it generates only distributions
that satisfy CAR. Unfortunately, as we now show, there exist CAR distributions that cannot
be interpreted as being generated by CARgen.
Our example is based on an example given by Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997), who
were actually the first to consider whether there exist ‘natural’ mechanisms that generate
all and only distributions satisfying CAR. They show that in several problems of survival
analysis, observations are generated according to what they call a randomized monotone
coarsening scheme. They also show that their randomized scheme generates only distributions that satisfy CAR. In fact, the randomized monotone coarsening scheme turns out to
be a special case of CARgen, although we do not prove this here. Gill, van der Laan, and
Robins show by example that the randomized coarsening schemes do not suffice to generate
all CAR distributions. Essentially the same example shows that CARgen does not either.
Example 4.8: Consider subcase (ii) of Example 4.6 again. Let U1 , U2 , U3 and A1 , A2 and
A3 be as in that example, and assume for simplicity that W = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 . The example
showed that there exists distributions Pr satisfying CAR in this case with Pr(Ai ) > 0 for
i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, all having conditional probabilities Pr(XO = Ui | XW = w) = 1/2 for all
w ∈ Ui . Clearly, U1 , U2 and U3 cannot be grouped together to form a set of partitions of
W . So, even though CAR holds for Pr, CARgen cannot be used to simulate Pr. 2
While Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997, Section 3) ask whether there exists a
general mechanism for generating all and only CAR distributions, they do not make this
question mathematically precise. As noted by Gill, van der Laan, and Robins, the problem
here is that without any constraint to what constitutes a valid mechanism, there is clearly
a trivial solution to the problem: Given a distribution Pr satisfying CAR, we simply draw a
world w according to PrW , and then draw U such that w ∈ U according to the distribution
Pr(XO = U | XW = w). This is obviously cheating in some sense. Intuitively, it seems that
a ‘reasonable’ mechanism should not be allowed to choose U according to a distribution
depending on w. It does not have that kind of control over the observations that are made.
So what counts as a “reasonable” mechanism? Intuitively, the mechanism should be
able to control only what can be controlled in an experimental setup. We can think of the
mechanism as an “agent” that uses a set of sensors to obtain information about the world.
The agent does not have control over PW . While the agent may certainly choose which
sensor to use, it is not reasonable to assume that she can control their output (or exactly
what they can sense). Indeed, given a world w, the observation returned by the sensor is
fully determined. This is exactly the setup implemented in the CARgen scheme discussed
in Section 4.4, which we therefore regard as a legitimate mechanism. We now introduce
a procedure CARgen∗ , which extends CARgen, and turns out to generate all and only
distributions satisfying CAR. Just like CARgen, CARgen∗ assumes that there is a collection of sensors, and it consults a given sensor with a certain predetermined probability.
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However, unlike CARgen, CARgen∗ may ignore a sensor reading. The decision whether
or not a sensor reading is ignored is allowed to depend only on the sensor that has been
chosen by the agent, and on the observation generated by that sensor. It is not allowed to
depend on the actual world, since the agent may not know what the actual world is. Once
again, the procedure is “reasonable” in that the agent is only allowed to control what can
be controlled in an experimental setup.
We now present CARgen∗ , then argue that it is “reasonable” in the sense above, and
that it generates all and only CAR distributions.
Procedure CARgen∗
1. Preparation:
• Fix an arbitrary distribution PW on W .
• Fix a set P of partitions of W , and fix an arbitrary distribution PP on P.
• Choose numbers q ∈ [0, 1) and qU |Π ∈ [0, 1] for each pair (U, Π) such that Π ∈
P and U ∈ Π satisfying the following constraint, for each w ∈ W such that
PW (w) > 0:
X
q=
PP (Π)qU |Π .
(4)
{(U,Π): w∈U, U ∈Π}

2. Generation:
2.1 Choose w ∈ W according to PW .
2.2 Choose Π ∈ P according to PP . Let U be the unique set in Π such that w ∈ U .
2.3 With probability 1 − qU |Π , return (w, U ) and halt. With probability qU |Π , go to
step 2.2.
It is easy to see that CARgen is the special case of CARgen∗ where qU |Π = 0 for all
(U, Π). Allowing qU |Π > 0 gives us a little more flexibility. To understand the role of the
constraint (4), note that qU |Π is the probability that the algorithm does not terminate at
step 2.3, given that U and Π are chosen at step 2.2. It follows that the probability qw that
a pair (w, U ) is not output at step 2.3 for some U is
qw =

X

PP (Π)qU |Π .

{(U,Π): w∈U, U ∈Π}

Thus, (4) says that the probability qw that a pair whose first component is w is not output
at step 2.3 is the same for all w ∈ W .
CARgen∗ can generate the CAR distribution in Example 4.8, which could not be
generated by CARgen. To see this, using the same notation as in the example, consider
the set of partitions P = {Π1 , Π2 , Π3 } with Πi = {Ui , Ai }. Let PP (Π1 ) = PP (Π2 ) =
PP (Π3 ) = 1/3, qUi |Πi = 0, and qAi |Πi = 1. It is easy to verify that for all w ∈ W , we have
P
that {U,Π:w∈U,U ∈Π} PP (Π)qU |Π = 1/3, so that the constraint (4) is satisfied. Moreover,
direct calculation shows that, for arbitrary PW , the distribution Pr∗ on runs generated
by CARgen∗ with this choice of parameters is precisely the unique distribution satisfying
CAR in this case.
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So why is CARgen∗ reasonable? Even though we have not given a formal definition
of “reasonable” (although it can be done in the runs framework—essentially, each step of
the algorithm can depend only on information available to the experimenter, where the
“information” is encoded in the observations made by the experimenter in the course of
running the algorithm), it is not hard to see that CARgen∗ satisfies our intuitive desiderata. The key point is that all the relevant steps in the algorithm can be carried out by
an experimenter. The parameters q and qU |Π for Π ∈ P and U ∈ Π are chosen before the
algorithm begins; this can certainly be done by an experimenter. Similarly, it is straightforward to check that the equation (4) holds for each w ∈ W . As for the algorithm itself,
the experimenter has no control over the choice of w; this is chosen by nature according
its distribution, PW . However, the experimenter can perform steps 2.2 and 2.3, that is
choosing Π ∈ P according to the probability distribution PP , and rejecting the observation
U with probability qU |Π , since the experimenter knows both the sensor chosen (i.e., Π) and
the observation (U ).
The following theorem shows that CARgen∗ does exactly what we want.
Theorem 4.9: Given a set R of runs over a set W of worlds and a set O of observations,
Pr is a distribution on R that satisfies CAR if and only if there is a setting of the parameters
in (step 1 of ) CARgen∗ such that, for all w ∈ W and U ∈ O, Pr({r : XW (r) = w, XO (r) =
U }) is the probability that CARgen∗ returns (w, U ).

5. Beyond Observations of Events
In the previous section, we assumed that the information received was of the form “the
actual world is in U ”. Information must be in this form to apply conditioning. But in
general, information does not always come in such nice packages. In this section we study
more general types of observations, leading to generalizations of conditioning.
5.1 Jeffrey Conditioning
Perhaps the simplest possible generalization is to assume that there is a partition {U1 , . . . , Un }
of W and the agent observes α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un , where α1 + · · · + · · · αn = 1. This is to be
interpreted as an observation that leads the agent to believe Uj with probability αj , for
j = 1, . . . , n. According to Jeffrey conditioning, given a distribution PW on W ,
PW (V | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = α1 PW (V | U1 ) + · · · + αn PW (V | Un ).
Jeffrey conditioning is defined only if αi > 0 implies that PW (Ui ) > 0; if αi = 0 and
PW (Ui ) = 0, then αi PW (V | Ui ) is taken to be 0. Clearly ordinary conditioning is the special
case of Jeffrey conditioning where αi = 1 for some i so, as is standard, we deliberately use
the same notation for updating using Jeffrey conditioning and ordinary conditioning.
We now want to determine when updating in the naive space using Jeffrey conditioning is appropriate. Thus, we assume that the agent’s observations now have the form of
α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un for some partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W . (Different observations may, in general, use different partitions.) Just as we did for the case that observations are events
(Section 3, first paragraph), we once again assume that the agent’s observations are accurate. What does that mean in the present context? We simply require that, conditional
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on making the observation, the probability of Ui really is αi for i = 1, . . . , n. That is, for
i = 1, . . . , n, we have
Pr(XW ∈ Ui | XO = α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = αi .

(5)

This clearly generalizes the requirement of accuracy given in the case that the observations
are events.
Not surprisingly, there is a generalization of the CAR condition that is needed to guarantee that Jeffrey conditioning can be applied to the naive space.
Theorem 5.1: Fix a probability Pr on R, a partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W , and probabilities
α1 , . . . , αn such that α1 + · · · + αn = 1. Let C be the observation α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un . Fix some
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) If Pr(XO = C) > 0, then Pr(XW = w | XO = C) = PrW (w | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) for all
w ∈ Ui .
(b) Pr(XO = C | XW = w) = Pr(XO = C | XW ∈ Ui ) for all w ∈ Ui such that Pr(XW =
w) > 0.
Part (b) of Theorem 5.1 is analogous to part (c) of Theorem 3.1. There are a number
of conditions equivalent to (b) that we could have stated, similar in spirit to the conditions
in Theorem 3.1. Note that these are even more stringent conditions than are required for
ordinary conditioning to be appropriate.
Examples 3.3 and 4.6 already suggest that there are not too many nontrivial scenarios
where applying Jeffrey conditioning to the naive space is appropriate. However, just as for
the original CAR condition, there do exist special situations in which generalized CAR is
a realistic assumption. For ordinary CAR, we mentioned the CARgen mechanism (Section 4.5). For Jeffrey conditioning, a similar mechanism may be a realistic model in some
situations where all observations refer to the same partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W . We now
describe a scenario for such a situation. Suppose O consists of k > 1 observations C1 , . . . , Ck
with Ci = αi1 U1 ; . . . ; αin Un such that all αij > 0. Now, fix n (arbitrary) conditional distributions Prj , j = 1, . . . , n, on W . Intuitively, Prj is PrW (· | Uj ). Consider the following
mechanism: first an observation Ci is chosen (according to some distribution PO on O);
then a set Uj is chosen with probability αij (i.e., according to the distribution induced by
Ci ); finally, a world w ∈ Uj is chosen according to Prj .
If the observation Ci and world w are generated this way, then the generalized CAR
condition holds, that is, conditioning in the sophisticated space coincides with Jeffrey conditioning:
Proposition 5.2: Consider a partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W and a set of k > 1 observations
O as above. For every distribution PO on O with PO (Ci ) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there
exists a distribution Pr on R such that PO = PrO (i.e. PO is the marginal of Pr on O) and
Pr satisfies the generalized CAR condition (Theorem 5.1(b)) for U1 , . . . , Un .
Proposition 5.2 demonstrates that, even though the analogue of the CAR condition
expressed in Theorem 5.1 is hard to satisfy in general, at least if the set {U1 , . . . , Un } is the
same for all observations, then for every such set of observations there exist some priors Pr
on R for which the CAR-analogue is satisfied for all observations. As we show next, for
MRE updating, this is no longer the case.
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5.2 Minimum Relative Entropy Updating
What about cases where the constraints are not in the special form where Jeffrey’s conditioning can be applied? Perhaps the most common approach in this case is to use MRE. Given
a constraint (where a constraint is simply a set of probability distributions—intuitively, the
distributions satisfying the constraint) and a prior distribution PW on W , the idea is to
pick, among all distributions satisfying the constraint, the one that is “closest” to the prior
0 to P
distribution, where the “closeness” of PW
W is measured using relative entropy. The
0
relative entropy between PW and PW (Kullback & Leibler, 1951; Cover & Thomas, 1991) is
defined as
 0

X
PW (w)
0
PW (w) log
.
PW (w)
w∈W
0 (w) = 0 then P 0 (w) log(P 0 (w)/P (w))
(The logarithm here is taken to the base 2; if PW
W
W
W
is taken to be 0. This is reasonable since limx→0 x log(x/c) = 0 if c > 0.) The relative en0 is absolutely continuous with respect to P , in that if
tropy is finite provided that PW
W
0 (w) = 0, for all w ∈ W . Otherwise, it is defined to be infinite.
PW (w) = 0, then PW
The constraints we consider here are all closed and convex sets of probability measures.
In this case, it is known that there is a unique distribution that satisfies the constraints
and minimizes the relative entropy. Given a nonempty constraint C and a probability
distribution PW on W , let PW (· | C) denote the distribution that minimizes relative entropy
with respect to PW .
If the constraints have the form to which Jeffrey’s Rule is applicable, that is, if they
0 : P 0 (U ) = α , i = 1, . . . , n} for some partition {U , . . . , U }, then
have the form {PW
i
i
1
n
W
it is well known that the distribution that minimizes entropy relative to a prior PW is
PW (· | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) (see, e.g., (Diaconis & Zabell, 1986)). Thus, MRE updating generalizes Jeffrey conditioning (and hence also standard conditioning).
To study MRE updating in our framework, we assume that the observations are now
arbitrary closed convex constraints on the probability measure. Again, we assume that the
observations are accurate in that, conditional on making the observation, the constraints
hold. For now, we focus on the simplest possible case that cannot be handled by Jeffrey
updating. In this case, constraints (observations) still have the form α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un , but
now the Ui ’s do not have to form a partition (they may overlap and/or not cover W ) and
the αi do not have to sum to 1. Such an observation is accurate if it satisfies (5), just as
before.
We can now ask the same questions that we asked before about ordinary conditioning
and Jeffrey conditioning in the naive space.

1. Is there an alternative characterization of the conditions under which MRE updating
coincides with conditioning in the sophisticated space? That is, are there analogues
of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 5.1 for MRE updating?
2. Are there combinations of O and W for which it is not even possible that MRE can
coincide with conditioning in the sophisticated space?
With regard to question 1, it is easy to provide a counterexample showing that there is no
obvious analogue to Theorem 5.1 for MRE. There is a constraint C such that the condition of
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part (a) of Theorem 5.1 holds for MRE updating whereas part (b) does not hold. (We omit
the details here.) Of course, it is possible that there are some quite different conditions that
characterize when MRE updating coincides with conditioning in the sophisticated space.
However, even if they exist, such conditions may be uninteresting in that they may hardly
ever apply. Indeed, as a partial answer to question 2, we now introduce a very simple
setting in which MRE updating necessarily leads to a result different from conditioning in
the sophisticated space.
Let U1 and U2 be two subsets of W such that V1 = U1 − U2 , V2 = U2 − U1 , V3 = U1 ∩ U2 ,
and V4 = W −(U1 ∪U2 ) are all nonempty. Consider a constraint of the form C = α1 U1 ; α2 U2 ,
where α1 , α2 are both in (0, 1). We investigate what happens if we use MRE updating on C.
Since U1 and U2 overlap and do not cover the space, in general Jeffrey conditioning cannot
be applied to update on C. There are some situations where, despite the overlap, Jeffrey
conditioning can essentially be applied. We say that observation C = α1 U1 ; α2 U2 is Jeffreylike iff, after MRE updating on one of the constraints α1 U1 or α2 U2 , the other constraint
holds as well. That is, C is Jeffrey-like (with respect to PW ) if either PW (U2 | α1 U1 ) = α2
or PW (U1 | α2 U2 ) = α1 . Suppose that PW (U2 | α1 U1 ) = α2 ; then it is easy to show that
PW (· | α1 U1 ) = PW (· | α1 U1 ; α2 U2 ).
0 to P
0
Intuitively, if the “closest” distribution PW
W that satisfies PW (U1 ) = α1 also
0 (U ) = α , then P 0 is the closest distribution to P
satisfies PW
2
2
W that satisfies the constraint
W
C = α1 U1 ; α2 U2 . Note that MRE updating on αU is equivalent to Jeffrey conditioning on
αU ; (1 − α)(W − U ). Thus, if C is Jeffrey-like, then updating with C is equivalent to Jeffrey
updating.

Theorem 5.3 : Given a set R of runs and a set O = {C1 , C2 } of observations, where
Ci = αi1 U1 ; αi2 U2 , for i = 1, 2, let Pr be a distribution on R such that Pr(XO = C1 ),
Pr(XO = C2 ) > 0, and PrW (w) = Pr(XW = w) > 0 for all w ∈ W . Let Pri = Pr(· | XO =
Ci ), and let PriW be the marginal of Pri on W . If either C1 or C2 is not Jeffrey-like, then
we cannot have PriW = PrW (· | Ci ), for both i = 1, 2.

For fixed U1 and U2 , we can identify an observation α1 U1 ; α2 U2 with the pair (α1 , α2 ) ∈
(0, 1)2 . Under our conditions on U1 and U2 , the set of all Jeffrey-like observations is a
subset of 0 (Lebesgue) measure of this set. Thus, the set of observations for which MRE
conditioning corresponds to conditioning in the sophisticated space is a (Lebesgue) measure
0 set in the space of possible observations. Note however, that this set depends on the prior
PW over W .
A result similar to Theorem 5.3 was proved by Seidenfeld (1986) (and considerably
generalized by Dawid (2001)). Seidenfeld shows that, under very weak conditions, MRE
updating cannot coincide with sophisticated conditioning if the observations have the form
“the conditional probability of U given V is α” (as is the case in the Judy Benjamin
problem). Theorem 5.3 shows that this is impossible even for observations of the much
simpler form α1 U1 ; α2 U2 , unless we can reduce the problem to Jeffrey conditioning (in
which case Theorem 5.1 applies).
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always (Proposition 4.1)
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holds (Theorem 5.1)
if both observations Jeffreylike (Theorem 5.3)

Figure 1: Conditions under which updating in the naive space coincides with conditioning
in the sophisticated space.

6. Discussion
We have studied the circumstances under which ordinary conditioning, Jeffrey conditioning,
and MRE updating in a naive space can be justified, where “justified” for us means “agrees
with conditioning in the sophisticated space”. The main message of this paper is that,
except for quite special cases, the three methods cannot be justified. Figure 1 summarizes
the main insights of this paper in more detail.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the idea of comparing an update rule in a “naive
space” with conditioning in a “sophisticated space” is not new; it appears in the CAR
literature and the MRE literature (as well as in papers such as (Halpern & Tuttle, 1993)
and (Dawid & Dickey, 1977)). In addition to bringing these two strands of research together,
our own contributions are the following: (a) we show that the CAR framework can be used
as a general tool to clarify many of the well-known paradoxes of conditional probability;
(b) we give a general characterization of CAR in terms of a binary-valued matrix, showing
that in many realistic scenarios, the CAR condition cannot hold (Theorem 4.4); (c) we
define a mechanism CARgen∗ that generates all and only distributions satisfying CAR
(Theorem 4.9); (d) we show that the CAR condition has a natural extension to cases where
Jeffrey conditioning can be applied (Theorem 5.1); and (e) we show that no CAR-like
condition can hold in general for cases where only MRE (and not Jeffrey) updating can be
applied (Theorem 5.3).
Our results suggest that working in the naive space is rather problematic. On the other
hand, as we observed in the introduction, working in the sophisticated space (even assuming
it can be constructed) is problematic too. So what are the alternatives?
For one thing, it is worth observing that MRE updating is not always so bad. In
many successful practical applications, the “constraint” on which to update is of the form
1 Pn
i=1 Xi = t for some large n, where Xi is the ith outcome of a random variable X on
n
W . That is, we observe an empirical average of outcomes of X. In such a case, the MRE
distribution is “close” (in the appropriate distance measure) to the distribution we arrive
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at by sophisticated conditioning. That is, if Pr00 = PrW (· | E(X) = t), Pr0 = Pr(· | XO =<
1 Pn
n
i=1 Xi = ti), and Q denotes the n-fold product of a probability distribution Q, then
n
for sufficiently large n, we have that (Pr00 )n ≈ (Pr0W )n (van Campenhout & Cover, 1981;
Grünwald, 2001; Skyrms, 1985; Uffink, 1996). Thus, in such cases MRE (almost) coincides
with sophisticated conditioning after all. (See (Dawid, 2001) for a discussion of how this
result can be reconciled with the results of Section 5.)
But when this special situation does not apply, it is worth asking whether there exists an
approach for updating in the naive space that can be easily applied in practical situations,
yet leads to better, in some formally provable sense, updated distributions than the methods
we have considered? A very interesting candidate, often informally applied by human agents,
is to simply ignore the available extra information. It turns out that there are situations
where this update rule behaves better, in a precise sense, than the three methods we have
considered. This will be explored in future work.
Another issue that needs further exploration is the subtle distinction between “weak”
and “strong” CAR, which was brought to our attention by Manfred Jaeger. The terminology
is due to James Robins, who only very recently discovered the distinction. It turns out
that the notion of CAR we use in this paper (“weak” CAR) is slightly different from the
“strong’ version of CAR used by Gill et al. (1997). They view the CAR assumption quite
literallly as an assumption about a “coarsening process”. Adjusted to our notation, they
write (Gill et al., 1997, page 260): “Firstly the random variable XW of interest is realized;
secondly, a conceptually different process (usually associated with features of measurement
or observational restrictions, rather than the scientific phenomenon under study itself),
given the value w taken by XW , replaces this value by a set U such that w ∈ U .” Thus, in
their view, the distribution on R is constructed from a distribution on W and a (conceptually
unrelated) set of conditional distributions Pr(XO = · | XW = w), one for each w ∈ W . This
implies that Pr(XO = · | XW = w) is a well-defined number even if Pr(XW = w) = 0.
Gill, van der Laan, and Robins (1997) then define the CAR condition as “for all U ∈ O,
Pr(XO = U | XW = w) is constant in w ∈ U ”. This is just part (d) of Theorem 3.1,
which now has to hold even if Pr(XW = w) = 0. Thus, the set of distributions satisfying
strong CAR is a subset of the set satisfying weak CAR. Robins and Jaeger show that the
inclusion can be strict and that this can have substantial consequences. Therefore, our
characterizations of CAR in Section 4 apply only to weak CAR, and further research is
needed to see the extent to which they also apply to strong CAR.
Our discussion here has focused completely on the probabilistic case. However, these
questions also make sense for other representations of uncertainty. Interestingly, Friedman
and Halpern (1999) show that that AGM-style belief revision (Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, &
Makinson, 1985) can be represented in terms of conditioning using a qualitative representation of uncertainty called a plausibility measure; to do this, the plausibility measure must
satisfy the analogue of Theorem 3.1(a), so that observations carry no more information
than the fact that they are true. No CAR-like condition is given to guarantee that this
condition holds for plausibility measures though. It would be interesting to know if there
are analogues to CAR for other representations of uncertainty, such as possibility measures
(Dubois & Prade, 1990) or belief functions (Shafer, 1976).
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Appendix A. Proofs
In this section, we provide the proofs of all the results in the paper. For convenience, we
restate the results here.
Theorem 3.1: Fix a probability Pr on R and a set U ⊆ W . The following are equivalent:
(a) If Pr(XO = U ) > 0, then Pr(XW = w | XO = U ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ U ) for all
w ∈ U.
(b) The event XW = w is independent of the event XO = U given XW ∈ U , for all w ∈ U .
(c) Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = Pr(XO = U | XW ∈ U ) for all w ∈ U such that Pr(XW =
w) > 0.
(d) Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = Pr(XO = U | XW = w0 ) for all w, w0 ∈ U such that
Pr(XW = w) > 0 and Pr(XW = w0 ) > 0.
Proof: Suppose (a) holds. We want to show that XW = w and XO = U are independent,
for all w ∈ U . Fix w ∈ U . If Pr(XO = U ) = 0 then the events are trivially independent. So
suppose that Pr(XO = U ) > 0. Clearly
Pr(XW = w | XO = U ∩ XW ∈ U ) = Pr(XW = w | XO = U )
(since observing U implies that the true world is in U). By part (a),
Pr(XW = w | XO = U ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ U ).
Thus,
Pr(XW = w | XU = U ∩ XW ∈ U ) = Pr(XW = w | XW ∈ U ),
showing that XW = w is independent of XO = U , given XW ∈ U .
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Next suppose that (b) holds, and w ∈ U is such that Pr(XW = w) > 0. From part (b)
it is immediate that Pr(XO = U | XW = w ∩ XW ∈ U ) = Pr(XO = U | XW ∈ U ). Moreover,
since w ∈ U , clearly Pr(XO = U | XW = w ∩ XW ∈ U ) = Pr(XO = U | XW = w). Part (c)
now follows.
Clearly (d) follows immediately from (c). Thus, it remains to show that (a) follows from
(d). We do this by showing that (d) implies (c) and that (c) implies (a). So suppose that (d)
holds. Suppose that Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = a for all w ∈ U such that Pr(XW = w) > 0.
From the definition of conditional probability
Pr(X = U | XW ∈ U )
P O
=
Pr(XO = U ∩ XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U )
P{w∈U :Pr(XW =w)>0}
=
Pr(XO = U | XW = w) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U )
P{w∈U :Pr(XW =w)>0}
=
{w∈U :Pr(XW =w)>0} a Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U )
= a
Thus, (c) follows from (d).
Finally, to see that (a) follows from (c), suppose that (c) holds. If w ∈ U is such that
Pr(XW = w) = 0, then (a) is immediate, so suppose that Pr(XW = w) > 0. Then, using
(c) and the fact that XO = U ⊆ XW ∈ U , we have that

=
=
=
=
=
=

Pr(XW = w | XO = U )
Pr(XO = U | XW = w) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XO = U )
Pr(XO = U | XW ∈ U ) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XO = U )
Pr(XO = U ∩ XW ∈ U ) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U ) Pr(XO = U )
Pr(XO = U ) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U ) Pr(XO = U )
Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ U )
Pr(X = w | XW ∈ U ),

as desired.
Proposition 4.1: The CAR condition holds for all distributions Pr on R if and only if
O consists of pairwise disjoint subsets of W .
Proof: First suppose that the sets in O are pairwise disjoint. Then for each probability
distribution Pr on R, each U ∈ O, and each world w ∈ U such that Pr(XW = w) > 0, it
must be the case that Pr(XO = U | XW = w) = 1. Thus, part (d) of Theorem 3.1 applies.
For the converse, suppose that the sets in O are not pairwise disjoint. Then there exist
sets U, U 0 ∈ O such that both U − U 0 and U ∩ U 0 are nonempty. Let w0 ∈ U ∩ U 0 . Clearly
there exists a distribution Pr on R such that Pr(XO = U ) > 0, Pr(XO = U 0 ) > 0, Pr(XW =
w0 | XO = U ) = 0, Pr(XW = w0 | XO = U 0 ) > 0. But then Pr(XW = w0 | XW ∈ U ) > 0.
Thus
Pr(XW = w0 | XO = U ) 6= Pr(XW = w0 | XW ∈ U ),
and the CAR condition (part (a) of Theorem 3.1) is violated.
Lemma 4.3: Let R be the set of runs over observations O and worlds W , and let S be
the CARacterizing matrix for O and W .
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(a) Let Pr be any distribution over R and let S 0 be the matrix obtained by deleting from
S all rows corresponding to an atom A with Pr(XW ∈ A) = 0. Define the vector
~γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) by setting γj = Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) if Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0, and
γj = 0 otherwise, for j = 1, . . . , n. If Pr satisfies CAR, then S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T .
(b) Let S 0 be a matrix consisting of a subset of the rows of S, and let PW,S 0 be the set of
distributions over W with support corresponding to S 0 ; i.e.,
PW,S 0 = {PW | PW (A) > 0 iff A corresponds to a row in S 0 }.
If there exists a vector ~γ ≥ ~0 such that S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T , then, for all PW ∈ PW,S 0 , there
exists a distribution Pr over R with PrW = PW (i.e., the marginal of Pr on W is
PW ) such that (a) Pr satisfies CAR and (b) Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) = γj for all j
with Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0.
Proof: For part (a), suppose that Pr is a distribution on R that satisfies CAR. Let k be
the number of rows in S 0 , and let αi = Pr(XW ∈ Ai ), for i = 1, . . . , k, where Ai is the atom
corresponding to the ith row of S 0 . Note that αi > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. Clearly,
X

Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Ai ) = 1.

(6)

{j:Ai ⊆Uj }

It easily follows from the CAR condition that
Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Ai ) = Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj )
for all Ai ⊆ Uj , so (6) is equivalent to
X

Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) = 1.

(7)

{j:Ai ⊆Uj }

(7) implies that {j:Ai ⊆Uj } γj = 1 for i = 1, . . . , k. Let ~si be the row in S 0 corresponding
to Ai . Since ~si has a 1 as its jth component if Ai ⊆ Uj and a 0 otherwise, it follows that
~si · ~γ T = 1 and hence S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T .
For part (b), let k be the number of rows in S 0 , let ~s1 , . . . , ~sk be the rows of S 0 , and
let A1 , . . . , Ak be the corresponding atoms. Fix PW ∈ PW,S , and set αi = PW (Ai ) for
i = 1, . . . , k. Let Pr be the unique distribution on R such that
P

Pr(XW ∈ Ai )
Pr(XW ∈ A)
Pr(XO = Uj | XW

= αi , for i = 1, . . . , k,
= (
0 if A ∈ A − {A1 , . . . , Ak },
γj if Ai ∈ Uj ,
∈ Ai ) =
0 otherwise.

(8)

Note that Pr is indeed a probability distribution on R, since A∈A Pr(XW ∈ A) = 1,
Pr(XW ∈ Ai ) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , k, and, since we are assuming that S 0 · ~γ T = ~1T ,
P

n
X

Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Ai ) = ~si · ~γ T = 1,

j=1
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for i = 1, . . . , k. Clearly PrW = PW . It remains to show that Pr satisfies CAR and that
γj = Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ). Given j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, suppose that there exist atoms Ai , Ai0
corresponding to rows ~si and ~si0 of S 0 such that Ai , Ai0 ∈ Uj . Then
Pr(XO = Uj |XW ∈ Ai ) = Pr(XO = Uj |XW ∈ Ai0 ) = γj .
It now follows by Theorem 3.1(c) that Pr satisfies the CAR condition for U1 , . . . , Un . Moreover, Theorem 3.1(d), it must be the case that Pr(XO = Uj | XW ∈ Uj ) = γj .
The proof of Theorem 4.4 builds on Lemma 4.3 and the following proposition, which
shows that the condition of part (b) of Theorem 4.4 is actually stronger than the condition
of part (a). It is therefore not surprising that it leads to a stronger conclusion.
Proposition A.1: If there exists a subset R of rows of S that is linearly dependent but
not affinely dependent, then for all R-atoms A corresponding to a row in R and all j ∗ ∈
{1, . . . , n}, if A ⊆ Uj ∗ , there exists a vector ~u that is an affine combination of the rows in
R such that uj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and uj ∗ > 0.
Proof: Suppose that there exists a subset R of rows of S that is linearly dependent but
not affinely dependent. Without loss of generality, let ~v1 , . . . , ~vk be the rows in R. There
P
P
exist λ1 , . . . , λk such that κ = ki=1 λi 6= 0 and ki=1 λi~vi = 0. We first show that in fact
every row ~v in R is an affine combination of the other rows. Fix some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let
P
P
P
µj = (λj − ki=1 λi ) = − i6=j λi and let µi = λi for i 6= j. Then ki=1 µi = 0 and
k
X
i=1

µi~vi =

k
X

λi~vi −

i=1

k
X

λi~vj = −κ~vj .

i=1

For i = 1, . . . , k, let µ0i = −µi /κ. Then ki=1 µ0i = 0 and ki=1 µ0i~vi = ~vj . Now if Ai ⊆ Uj ∗
for some i = 1, . . . , k and some j ∗ = 1, . . . , n, then ~vi has a 1 as its j ∗ th component. Also, ~vi
is an affine combination of the rows of R with no negative components, so ~vi is the desired
vector.
P

P

Theorem 4.4: Let R be a set of runs over observations O = {U1 , . . . , Un } and worlds W ,
and let S be the CARacterizing matrix for O and W .
(a) Suppose that there exists a subset R of the rows in S and a vector ~u = (u1 , . . . , un )
that is an affine combination of the rows of R such that uj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and uj ∗ > 0 for some j ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then there is no distribution Pr on R that
satisfies CAR such that Pr(XO = Uj ∗ ) > 0 and Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0 for each R-atom A
corresponding to a row in R.
(b) If there exists a subset R of the rows of S that is linearly dependent but not affinely
dependent, then there is no distribution Pr on R that satisfies CAR such that Pr(XW ∈
A) > 0 for each R-atom A corresponding to a row in R.
(c) Given a set R consisting of n linearly independent rows of S and a distribution PW
on W such that PW (A) > 0 for all A corresponding to a row in R, there is a unique
distribution PO on O such that if Pr is a distribution on R satisfying CAR and
Pr(XW ∈ A) = PW (A) for each atom A corresponding to a row in R, then Pr(XO =
U ) = PO (U ).
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Proof:
For part (a), suppose that R consists of ~v1 , . . . , ~vk , corresponding to atoms
P
A1 , . . . , Ak . By assumption, there exist coefficients λ1 , . . . , λk such that ki=1 λi = 0, and a
P
vector ~u = ki=1 λi~vi such that every component of ~u is nonnegative. Suppose, by way of
contradiction, that Pr satisfies CAR and that αi = Pr(XW ∈ Ai ) > 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By
Lemma 4.3(a), we have
~u · ~γ =

k
X

!

λi~vi · ~γ =

i=1

k
X
i=1

λi (~vi · ~γ ) =

k
X

λi = 0,

(9)

i=1

where ~γ is defined as in Lemma 4.3. For j = 1, . . . , n, if Pr(XO = Uj ) > 0 then Pr(XO =
Uj ∩ XW ∈ Uj ) = Pr(XO = Uj ) > 0 and Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0, so γj > 0. By assumption,
all the components of ~u and ~γ are nonnegative. Therefore, if there exists j ∗ such that
Pr(XO = Uj ∗ ) > 0 and uj ∗ > 0, then ~u · ~γ > 0. This contradicts (9), and part (a) is proved.
For part (b), suppose that there exists a subset R of rows of S that is linearly dependent but not affinely dependent. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Pr satisfies CAR
and that Pr(XW ∈ A) > 0 for all atoms A corresponding to a row in R. Pick an atom
A∗ corresponding to such a row. By Proposition A.1 and Theorem 4.4(a), we have that
Pr(XO = Uj ∗ ) = 0 for all j ∗ such that A∗ ∈ Uj ∗ . But then Pr(XW ∈ A∗ ) = 0, and we have
arrived at a contradiction.
For part (c), suppose that R consists of the rows ~v1 , . . . , ~vn . Let S 0 be the n × n
submatrix of S consisting of the rows of R. Since these rows are linearly independent, a
standard result of linear algebra says that S 0 is invertible. Let Pr be a distribution on R
satisfying CAR. By Lemma 4.3(a), S 0~γ = ~1T . Thus, ~γ = (S 0 )−1~1. For j = 1, . . . , n we must
have γj = βj / Pr(XW ∈ Uj ), where βj = Pr(XO = Uj ). Given PrW (A) for each atom A,
we can clearly solve for the βj ’s.
Theorem 4.9: Given a set R of runs over a set W of worlds and a set O of observations,
Pr is a distribution on R that satisfies CAR iff there is a setting of the parameters in
CARgen∗ such that, for all w ∈ W and U ∈ O, Pr({r : XW (r) = w, XO (r) = U }) is the
probability that CARgen∗ returns (w, U ).
Proof: First we show that if Pr is a probability on R such that, for some setting of
the parameters of CARgen∗ , Pr({r : XW (r) = w, XO (r) = U }) is the probability that
CARgen∗ returns (w, U ), then Pr satisfies CAR. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that,
for each set U ∈ O and worlds w1 , w2 ∈ U such that Pr(XW = w1 ) > 0 and Pr(XW = w2 ) >
0, we have Pr(XO = U | XW = w1 ) = Pr(XO = U | XW = w2 ). So suppose that w1 , w2 ∈ U ,
P
Pr(XW = w1 ) > 0, and Pr(XW = w2 ) > 0. Let αU = {Π∈P:U ∈Π} PP (Π)(1 − qU |Π ).
Intuitively, αU is the probability that the algorithm terminates immediately at step 2.3
with (w, U ) conditional on some w ∈ U being chosen at step 2.1. Notice for future reference
that, for all w,
X
{U :w∈U }

αU =

X

PP (Π)(1 − qU |Π ) = 1 − q,

(10)

{(U,Π):U ∈Π,w∈U }

where q is defined by (4). As explained in the main text, for both i = 1, 2, q is the probability
that the algorithm does not terminate at step 2.3 given that wi is chosen in step 2.1. It
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easily follows that the probability that (wi , U ) is output at step 2.3 is
PW (wi )αU (1 + q + q 2 + · · ·) = PW (wi )αU /(1 − q).
Thus, Pr(XW = wi ∩ XO = U ) = PW (wi )αU /(1 − q). Using (10), we have that
Pr(XW = wi ) =

X

Pr(XW = wi ∩ XO = U ) =

{U :wi ∈U }

PW (wi ) X
αU = PW (wi ).
1 − q {U :w ∈U }
i

Finally, we have that Pr(XO = U | XW = wi ) = αU /(1 − q), for i = 1, 2. Thus, Pr satisfies
the CAR condition.
For the converse, suppose that Pr satisfies the CAR condition. Let O = {U1 , . . . , Un }.
We choose the parameters for CARgen∗ as follows. Set PW (w) = Pr(XW = w) and let
βi = Pr(XO = Ui ). Without loss of generality, we assume that βi > 0 (otherwise, take O0
to consist of those sets that are observed with positive probability, and do the proof using
O0 ).
For i = 1, . . . , n, let Πi = {Ui , Ui }. Set PP (Πi ) = Pr(XO = Ui ) = βi and qU i |Πi = 1.
(Thus, the set U i is always rejected, unless U i = Uj .) Since Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) ≥ Pr(XO =
Uj ) > 0 by assumption, it must be the case that  = minnj=1 Pr(XW ∈ Uj ) > 0. Now set
qUi |Πi = 1 − / Pr(XW ∈ Ui ).
We first show that, with these parameter settings, we can choose q such that constraint
P
(4) is satisfied. Let qw = {U,Π: w∈U, U ∈Π} PP (Π)qU |Π . For each w ∈ W such that PW (w) >
0, we have
qw
P
=
w∈U, U ∈Π} PP (Π)qU |Π
P{U,Π:
n P
=
P (Π )q
Pi=1 {U : w∈U, U ∈Πi } P Pi U |Πi
=
{i:w∈Ui } PP (Πi )qUi |Πi +
{i:w∈U i } PP (Πi )qU i |Πi .
The last equality follows because Π = {Ui , U i }. Thus, for a fixed i, {U : w∈U, U ∈Πi } PP (Πi )qU |Πi
is either PP (Πi )qUi |Πi if w ∈ Ui , or PP (Πi )qU i |Πi if w ∈ U i . It follows that
P

qw
=
=
=
=
=

P
P
βi (1 − / Pr(XW ∈ Ui )) + {i:w∈U
i·1
{i:w∈U
}
/ i } βP
i
P
Pr(XO = Ui )(1 − / Pr(XW ∈ Ui )) + {i:w∈U
/ i } Pr(XO = Ui )
i}
P{i:w∈U
P
n
Pr(X
=
U
)
−

Pr(X
=
U
|
X
∈
U
i
i
i)
O
O
W
{i:w∈Ui }
i=1 P

1−
1 − .

{i:w∈Ui } Pr(XO

= Ui | XW = w)

[since Pr satisfies CAR]

Thus, qw = qw0 if PW (w), PW (w0 ) > 0, so these parameter settings are appropriate for
CARgen∗ (taking q = qw for any w such that PW (w) > 0). Moreover,  = 1 − q.
We now show that, with these parameter settings, Pr(XW = w ∩ XO = U ) is the
probability that CARgen∗ halts with (w, U ), for all w ∈ W and U ∈ O. Clearly if
Pr(XW = w) = 0, this is true, since then Pr(XW = w ∩ XO = U ) = 0, and the probability
that CARgen∗ halts with output (w, U ) is at most PW (w) = Pr(XW = w) = 0. So
suppose that Pr(XW = w) > 0. Then it suffices to show that Pr(XO = Ui | XW = w) is the
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probability that (w, Ui ) is output, given that w is chosen at the first step. But the argument
αUi
of the first half of the proof shows that this probability is just 1−q
. But
=

αUi
1−q
α Ui

P

{Π∈P:Ui ∈Π}

[since  = 1 − q]
PP (Π)(1−qUi |Π )

=

W ∈Ui ))
= βi (/ Pr(X

= Pr(XO = Ui )/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui )
= Pr(XO = Ui | XW = w)
[since Pr satisfies CAR],
as desired.
Theorem 5.1: Fix a probability Pr on R, a partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W , and probabilities
α1 , . . . , αn such that α1 + · · · + αn = 1. Let C be the observation α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un . Fix some
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) If Pr(XO = C) > 0, then Pr(XW = w | XO = C) = PrW (w | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) for all
w ∈ Ui .
(b) Pr(XO = C | XW = w) = Pr(XO = C | XW ∈ Ui ) for all w ∈ Ui such that Pr(XW =
w) > 0.
Proof: The proof is similar in spirit to that of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (a) holds,
w ∈ Ui , and Pr(XW = w) > 0. Then
=
=
=
=

Pr(XO = C | XW = w)
Pr(XW = w | XO = C) Pr(XO = C)/ Pr(XW = w)
PrW (w | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) Pr(XO = C)/ Pr(XW = w)
αi PrW (w | Ui ) Pr(XO = C)/ PrW (w)
αi Pr(XO = C)/ PrW (Ui )

Similarly,
=
=
=
=

Pr(XO = C | XW ∈ Ui )
Pr(XW ∈ Ui | XO = C) Pr(XO = C)/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui )
P
Pr (w0 | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) Pr(XO = C)/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui )
0
Pw ∈Ui W
0
w0 ∈Ui αi PrW (w | Ui ) Pr(XO = C)/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui )
αi Pr(XO = C)/ PrW (Ui )

Thus, Pr(XO = C | XW = w) = Pr(XO = C | XW ∈ Ui ) for all w ∈ Ui such that Pr(XW =
w) > 0.
For the converse, suppose that (b) holds and Pr(XO = C) > 0. Given w ∈ Ui , if
Pr(XW = w) = 0, then (a) trivially holds, so suppose that Pr(r(XW = w) > 0. Suppose
that w ∈ Ui . Clearly Pr(w | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = αi PrW (w | Ui ). Now, using (b), we have
that
Pr(XW = w | XO = C)
= Pr(XO = C | XW = w) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XO = C)
= Pr(XO = C | XW ∈ Ui ) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XO = C)
= Pr(XW ∈ Ui | XO = C) Pr(XW = w)/ Pr(XW ∈ Ui )
= αi PrW (w | Ui ) [using (5)].
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Thus, (a) holds.
Proposition 5.2: Consider a partition {U1 , . . . , Un } of W and a set of k > 1 observations
O = {C1 , . . . , Ck } with Ci = αi1 U1 ; . . . ; αin Un such that all αij > 0. For every distribution
PO on O with PO (Ci ) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there exists a distribution Pr on R such
that PO = PrO (i.e. PO is the marginal of Pr on O) and Pr satisfies the generalized CAR
condition (part (b) of Theorem 5.1) for U1 , . . . , Un .
Proof: Given a set W of worlds, a set O = {C1 , . . . , Ck } of observations with distribution
PO satisfying PO (Ci ) > 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and arbitrary distributions Prj on Uj , j =
1, . . . , n, we explicitly construct a prior Pr on R that satisfies CAR such that PO = PrO ,
where PrO is the marginal of Pr on O and Prj = PrW (· | Uj ).
Given w ∈ Uj , define
Pr({r ∈ R : XO (r) = Ci , XW (r) = w}) = PO (Ci )αij Prj (w).
(How the probability is split up over all the runs r such that XO (r) = Ci and XW (r) = w
is irrelevant.) It remains to check that Pr is a distribution on R and that it satisfies all the
requirements. It is easy to check that
Pr(XO = Ci ) =

n X
X

PO (Ci )αij Prj (w) = PO (Ci ).

j=1 w∈Uj

It follows that ki=1 Pr(XO = Ci ) = 1, showing that Pr is a probability measure and PO is
the marginal of Pr on O. If w ∈ Uj , then
P

PrW (w | Uj ) = PrW (w)/ PrW (Uj )
Pk

=

i=1

P

w0 ∈Uj

=

PrO (Ci )αij Prj (w)

Pk
i=1

Pr(w)
(

P

w0 ∈Uj

PrO (Ci )αij Prj (w0 )

Pk

Prj

i=1
(w0 ))

PrO (Ci )αij

Pk
i=1

PrO (Ci )αij

= Prj (w).
Finally, note that, for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, for all w ∈ Uj such that Pr(XW = w) > 0, we have
that
Pr(XO = Ci | XW = w)
Pr (C )α Pr (w)
= Pk O i ij j
PrO (Ci )αij
i=1
PrO (Ci )αij

=

Pk

=

P

Prj (w)

PrO (Ci )αij
i=1
PrO (Ci )αij Pr(XW ∈Uj )
k
PrO (Ci )αij Pr(XW ∈Uj )
i=1
Pr(XO =Ci ∩XW ∈Uj )

=
Pr(XW ∈Uj )
= Pr(XO = Ci | XW ∈ Uj )
so the generalized CAR condition holds for {U1 , . . . , Un }.

To prove Theorem 5.3, we first need some background on minimum relative entropy
distributions. Fix some space W and let U1 , . . . , Un be subsets of W . Let ∆ be the set of
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(α1 , . . . , αn ) for which there exists some distribution PW with PW (Ui ) = αi for i = 1, . . . , n
and PW (w) > 0 for all w ∈ W . Now let PW be a distribution with PW (w) > 0 for all
~ = (β1 , . . . , βn ) ∈ Rn , let
w ∈ W . Given a vector β
~

β
(w) =
PW

1 β1 1U (w)+...+βn 1Un (w)
1
PW (w),
e
Z

where 1U is the indicator function, i.e. 1U (w) = 1 if w ∈ U and 0 otherwise, and Z =
~

β
eβ1 1U1 (w)+...+βn 1Un (w) PW (w) is a normalization factor. Let αi = PW
(Ui ) for i =
1, . . . , n. By (Csiszár, 1975, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1), it follows that

P

w∈W

~

β
;
PW (· | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = PW

(11)

~ = (β1 , . . . , βn ) ∈ Rn such
Moreover, for each vector (α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ ∆, there is a vector β
that (11) holds. (For an informal and easy derivation of (11), see (Cover & Thomas, 1991,
Chapter 9).)
Lemma A.2: Let C = α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un for some (α1 , . . . , αn ) ∈ ∆. Let (β1 , . . . , βn ) be a
vector such that (11) holds for α1 , . . . , αn . If βi = 0 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
PW (Ui | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αi−1 Ui−1 ; αi+1 Ui+1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = αi .
~

β
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that β1 = 0. Taking αi0 = PW
(Ui ) for i = 2, . . . , n,
it follows from (11) that

PW (w | α20 U2 ; . . . ; αn0 Un0 ) =

1 β2 1U +...+βn 1Un
2
PW (w),
e
Z

so that
PW (· | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = PW (· | α20 U2 ; . . . ; αn0 Un ).
Since PW (Ui | α20 U2 ; . . . ; αn0 Un ) = αi0 and PW (Ui | α1 U1 ; . . . αn Un ) = αi for i = 2, . . . , n, we
have that αi = αi0 for i = 2, . . . , n. Thus, PW (· | α2 U2 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = PW (· | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un )
and, in particular,
α1 = PW (U1 | α1 U1 ; . . . ; αn Un ) = PW (U1 | α2 U2 ; . . . ; αn Un ).

Theorem 5.3: Given a set R of runs and a set O = {C1 , C2 } of observations, where
Ci = αi1 U1 ; αi2 U2 , for i = 1, 2, let Pr be a distribution on R such that Pr(XO = C1 ),
Pr(XO = C2 ) > 0, and PrW (w) = Pr(XW = w) > 0 for all w ∈ W . Let Pri = Pr(· | XO =
Ci ), and let PriW be the marginal of Pri on W . If either C1 or C2 is not Jeffrey-like, then
we cannot have PriW = PrW (· | Ci ), for both i = 1, 2.
Proof: Let V1 = U1 − U2 , V2 = U2 − U1 , V3 = U1 ∩ U2 , and V4 = W − (U1 ∪ U2 ). Since
V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 are all assumed to be nonempty, we have ∆ = (0, 1)2 , where ∆ is defined as
above, that is, ∆ is the set (α1 , α2 ) such that there exists a distribution PW with PW (U1 ) =
α1 , PW (U2 ) = α2 , PW (w) > 0 for all w ∈ W . If PriW = PrW (· | Ci ) for i = 1, 2, then
λPrW (·|C1 ) + (1 − λ)PrW (· | C2 ) = PrW ,
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where λ = Pr(XO = C1 ). We prove the theorem by showing that (12) cannot hold if either
C1 or C2 is not Jeffrey-like. Since we have assumed that (αi1 , αi2 ) ∈ (0, 1)2 = ∆ for i = 1, 2,
we can apply (11) to Ci for i = 1, 2. Thus, there are vectors (βi1 , βi2 ) ∈ R2 for i = 1, 2 such
that, for all w ∈ W ,
1
(13)
PrW (w|Ci ) = eβi1 1U1 +βi2 1U2 PrW (w).
Zi
(13) implies PrW (V1 |Ci ) = Zi−1 eβi1 PrW (V1 ), PrW (V2 |Ci ) = Zi−1 eβi2 PrW (V2 ), PrW (V3 |Ci ) =
Zi−1 eβi1 +βi2 PrW (V3 ), PrW (V4 |Ci ) = Zi−1 PrW (V4 ). Plugging this into (12), we obtain the
following four equations:
eβ11
eβ21
PrW (V1 ) + (1 − λ)
PrW (V1 )
Z1
Z2
eβ12
eβ22
PrW (V2 ) = λ
PrW (V2 ) + (1 − λ)
PrW (V2 )
Z1
Z2
eβ11 +β21
eβ21 +β22
PrW (V3 ) = λ
PrW (V3 ) + (1 − λ)
PrW (V3 )
Z1
Z2
1
1
PrW (V4 ) = λ PrW (V4 ) + (1 − λ) PrW (V4 ).
Z1
Z2
PrW (V1 ) = λ

(14)

Since we have assumed that Pr(w) > 0 for all w ∈ W , it must be the case that PrW (Vi ) > 0,
for i = 1, . . . , 4. Thus, Pr(Vi ) factors out of the ith equation above. By the change of
variables µ = λ/Z1 , 1 − µ = (1 − λ)/Z2 , ij = eβij − 1 and some rewriting, we see that (14)
is equivalent to
0 = µ11 + (1 − µ)21
0 = µ12 + (1 − µ)22
0 = µ(11 + 12 + 11 12 ) + (1 − µ)(21 + 22 + 21 22 ).

(15)

If, for some i, both i1 and i2 are nonzero, then the three equations of (15) have no
solutions for µ ∈ (0, 1). Equivalently, if for some i, both βi1 and βi2 are nonzero, then the
four equations of (14) have no solutions for λ ∈ (0, 1). So it only remains to show that for
some i, both βi1 and βi2 are nonzero. To see this, note that by assumption for some i, Ci
is not Jeffrey-like. But then it follows from Lemma A.2 above that both βi1 and βi2 are
nonzero. Thus, the theorem is proved.
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Abstract
We describe a system for specifying the eﬀects of actions. Unlike those commonly
used in AI planning, our system uses an action description language that allows one to
specify the eﬀects of actions using domain rules, which are state constraints that can
entail new action eﬀects from old ones. Declaratively, an action domain in our language
corresponds to a nonmonotonic causal theory in the situation calculus. Procedurally, such
an action domain is compiled into a set of logical theories, one for each action in the domain,
from which fully instantiated successor state-like axioms and STRIPS-like systems are then
generated. We expect the system to be a useful tool for knowledge engineers writing action
speciﬁcations for classical AI planning systems, GOLOG systems, and other systems where
formal speciﬁcations of actions are needed.

1. Introduction
We describe a system for generating action eﬀect speciﬁcations from a set of domain rules
and direct action eﬀect axioms, among other things. We expect the system to be a useful
tool for knowledge engineers writing action speciﬁcations for classical AI planning systems,
GOLOG systems (Levesque et al., 1997), and other systems where formal speciﬁcations of
actions are needed.
To motivate, consider the language used by STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971) for describing the eﬀects of actions. Brieﬂy speaking, an action is described in this language by
a ﬁrst-order formula, called its precondition that describes the condition under which the
action is executable, an add list that enumerates the propositions that the action will make
true when successfully executed in a situation, and a delete list that enumerates the propositions that the action will make false when successfully executed in a situation. While the
original STRIPS allowed the precondition and the elements of the two lists to be complex
formulas, STRIPS actions now refer only to those whose precondition is given by a conjunction of atomic formulas and whose add and delete lists are lists of atomic formulas.
It is widely acknowledged that this language is inadequate for describing actions in the
real world. One of the limitations, the one that we address in this paper, is that with the
language, one has to enumerate all possible eﬀects of an action, a diﬃcult if not impossible
task for complex domains. For example, given a large C program, it is hard to ﬁgure out the
eﬀects of changing the value of a pointer on the values of all other pointers in the program.
However, the underlying principle is very simple: when the value of a pointer changes, the
values of all other pointers that point to the same memory location change as well. Put
another way, the direct eﬀect of the action of changing the value of a pointer to x is that the
c
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value of the pointer will be x. The indirect or side eﬀects of this action are those derived
from the constraint which says that if two pointers point to a common location, then their
values must be the same.
This idea of specifying the eﬀects of actions using domain constraints is like “engineering
from ﬁrst principle”, and has many advantages. First of all, constraints are action independent, and work on all actions. Secondly, if the eﬀects of actions derived from domain
constraints agree with one’s expectation, then this will be a good indication that one has
axiomatized the domain correctly. Finally, domain constraints can be used for other purposes as well. For instance, they can be used to check the consistency of the initial situation
database. In general, when a set of sentences violates a domain constraint, we know that no
legal situation can satisfy this set of sentences. This idea can and has been used in planning
to prune impossible states. Recently, there have even been eﬀorts at “reverse engineering”
domain constraints from STRIPS-like systems to speed up planners (e.g. Zhang & Foo,
1997; Gerevini & Schubert, 1998; Fox & Long, 1998, and others).
While it is appealing to use domain constraints to derive the indirect eﬀects of actions,
making the idea work formally turned out to be a challenge. The problem is commonly
known as the ramiﬁcation problem, and various proposals have been made to solve it. Until
recently, however, these proposals were at best of theoretical interest only because of their
high computational complexity. The situation has since changed substantially due to the
use of causality in representing domain constraints (Lin, 1995, 1996; McCain & Turner,
1995, 1997; Thielscher, 1995, 1997; Baral, 1995; Lifschitz, 1997, and others). What we will
describe in this paper is an implemented system that builds on this recent work on causalitybased approaches to the ramiﬁcation problem. Speciﬁcally, our system takes as input an
action domain description where actions are described by their precondition axioms and
direct eﬀect axioms, and domain constraints are represented by what we call domain rules.
The system returns as output a complete action speciﬁcation both in STRIPS-like format
and as a set of fully instantiated successor state axioms (Reiter, 1991).
This paper is organized as follows. We begin by introducing our action description language. We then propose a procedure to compile an action domain speciﬁed in this language
into a complete set of successor state axioms from which a STRIPS-like description is then
extracted. We then show the soundness of this procedure with respect to a translation from
action domain descriptions to situation calculus causal theories of Lin (1995). We next
describe an implementation of this procedure, and present some experimental results. As
one will see, one of the limitations of our system is that it is essentially propositional. While
eﬀect axioms and domain rules can have variables, they need to be fully instantiated during
the compilation process. To partially overcome this limitation, we show some results that
allow one to generalize the propositional output to the ﬁrst-order case for certain classes of
action domain descriptions. We then discuss some related work, and conclude this paper
with some pointers for future work.

2. An Action Description Language
We assume a ﬁrst-order language with equality. We shall call those predicates whose extensions may be changed by actions ﬂuents, and those whose extensions are not changed by
any actions static relations. We also call unary static relations types. By ﬂuent atoms we
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mean those atomic formulas formed by ﬂuents. An equality atom is one of the form u = v,
where u and v are variables or constants, and an inequality constraint is one of the form
u = v. Actions are represented by functions, and they are assumed to be the only functions
with positive arities in the language.
Our action description language includes the following components.
2.1 Type Deﬁnitions
A type deﬁnition is speciﬁed by expressions of the following form:
Domain(p, {a1, ..., an}),
where p is a type, and a1 , ..., an are constants. The intuitive meaning of this expression is
that the domain (extension) of the type p is the set {a1 , ..., an}. For instance, in the blocks
world, we may have a type called block, and have, say, ﬁve blocks named numerically:
Domain(block, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). In a logistics domain, we may have a type called loc for
locations, and have, say, 3 locations l1 , l2 , and l3 : Domain(loc, {l1, l2, l3 }).
2.2 Primitive Fluent Deﬁnitions
Primitive ﬂuents are deﬁned by expressions of the following form:
Fluent(f (x1 , ..., xn), p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em ),
where f is an n-ary ﬂuent, each pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a type, and each ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, an
inequality constraint of the form xj = xk , for some 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n. The intuitive meaning
of this expression is that f (x1 , ..., xn) is a legal ﬂuent atom if the second argument is true.
For instance, in the blocks world, given the type deﬁnition Domain(block, {1, 2, 3}), the
following ﬂuent speciﬁcation:
Fluent(on(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y)
would generate the following six legal ﬂuent atoms:
on(1, 2), on(1, 3), on(2, 1), on(2, 3), on(3, 1), on(3, 2).
Clearly, there should be exactly one ﬂuent deﬁnition for each ﬂuent.
2.3 Complex Fluent Deﬁnitions
Given a set of primitive ﬂuents, one may want to deﬁne some new ones. For instance,
in the blocks world, given the primitive ﬂuent on, we can deﬁne clear in terms of on as:
(∀x)clear(x) ≡ ¬(∃y)on(y, x).
To specify complex ﬂuents like clear, we ﬁrst deﬁne ﬂuent formulas as follows:
• t1 = t2 is a ﬂuent formula, where t1 and t2 are terms, i.e. either a constant in the
domain of a type or a variable.
• f (t1 , ..., tn) is a ﬂuent formula, where t1 , ..., tn are terms, and f is either an n-ary
primitive ﬂuent, a complex ﬂuent, or a static relation.
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• If ϕ and ϕ are ﬂuent formula, then ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ϕ , ϕ ∧ ϕ , ϕ ⊃ ϕ , and ϕ ≡ ϕ are also
ﬂuent formulas.
• If ϕ is a ﬂuent formula, x a variable, and p a type, then ∀(x, p)ϕ (for all x of type p,
ϕ holds) and ∃(x, p)ϕ (for some x of type p, ϕ holds) are ﬂuent formulas. Notice that
we require types to have ﬁnite domains, so these quantiﬁcations are really shorthands:
If the domain of p is {a1 , ..., an}, then ∀(x, p)ϕ stands for
ϕ(x/a1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(x/an),
and ∃(x, p)ϕ stands for

ϕ(x/a1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ ϕ(x/an).

A complex ﬂuent is then speciﬁed in our language by a pair of expressions of the following
form:
Complex(f (x1 , ..., xn), p1(x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 · · · ∧ em ),
Defined(f (x1 , ..., xn), ϕ),
where pi ’s and ei ’s are the same as in primitive ﬂuent deﬁnitions, and ϕ a ﬂuent formula
that does not mention any complex ﬂuents and whose free variables are among x1 , ..., xn.
The ﬁrst expression speciﬁes the syntax and the second the semantics of the complex ﬂuent.
For instance, the complex ﬂuent clear in the blocks world can be speciﬁed as:
Complex(clear(x), block(x)),
Defined(clear(x), ¬∃(y, block)on(y, x)).
As we mentioned above, quantiﬁers here are just shorthands because each type must have
a ﬁnite domain. For instance, given the following speciﬁcation:
Domain(block, {1, 2, 3}),
Fluent(on(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y))
the above ﬂuent deﬁnition for clear will be expanded to:
Defined(clear(1), ¬(on(1, 1) ∨ on(2, 1) ∨ on(3, 1))),
Defined(clear(2), ¬(on(1, 2) ∨ on(2, 2) ∨ on(3, 2))),
Defined(clear(3), ¬(on(1, 3) ∨ on(2, 3) ∨ on(3, 3))).
2.4 Static Relation Deﬁnitions
As we mentioned, a static relation is one that is not changed by any action in the domain.
For instance, in the robot navigation domain, we may have a proposition connected(d, r1, r2)
meaning that door d connects rooms r1 and r2. The truth value of this proposition cannot
be changed by the navigating robot that just rolls from room to room.
In our language, a static relation is deﬁned by an expression of the following form:
Static(g(x1, ..., xn), p1(x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em ),
where g is an n-ary predicate, and pi ’s and ei ’s are the same as in primitive ﬂuent deﬁnitions.
The meaning of this expression is similar to a ﬂuent deﬁnition, and there should be exactly
one deﬁnition for each static relation.
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2.5 Domain Axioms
Domain axioms are constraints on static relations. For instance, for the static proposition
connected(d, r1, r2), we may want to impose the following constraint: connected(d, r1, r2) ≡
connected(d, r2, r1). In our language, domain axioms are speciﬁed by expressions of the
form:
Axiom(ϕ),
where ϕ is a ﬂuent formula that does not mention any ﬂuents, i.e. it mentions only static
relations and equality. For instance, the above constraint on connected is written as:
Axiom(∀(d, door)∀(r1, room)∀(r2, room)connected(d, r1, r2) ≡
connected(d, r2, r1)),
where door and room are types.
2.6 Action Deﬁnitions
Actions are deﬁned by expressions of the following form:
Action(a(x1 , ..., xn), p1(x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em ),
where a is an n-ary action, and pi ’s and ei ’s are the same as in primitive ﬂuent deﬁnitions.
For instance, in the blocks world, given the type deﬁnition Domain(block, {1, 2, 3}), the
following action speciﬁcation:
Action(stack(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y)
would generate the following six action instances:
stack(1, 2), stack(1, 3), stack(2, 1), stack(2, 3), stack(3, 1), stack(3, 2).
There should be exactly one action deﬁnition for each action.
2.7 Action Precondition Deﬁnitions
Action precondition deﬁnitions are speciﬁed by expressions of the following form:
P recond(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ),
where a is an n-ary action, ϕ is a ﬂuent formula whose free variables are among x1 , ..., xn.
There should be exactly one precondition deﬁnition for each action. For instance, in the
blocks world, we may have:
P recond(stack(x, y), clear(x) ∧ clear(y) ∧ ontable(x)),
which says that for the action stack(x, y) to be executable in a situation, clear(x), clear(y),
and ontable(x) must be true in it.
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2.8 Action Eﬀect Speciﬁcations
Action eﬀects are speciﬁed by expressions of the following form:
Effect(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ, f (y1, ..., yk)),
or of the form:
Effect(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ, ¬f (y1, ..., yk)),
where ϕ is a ﬂuent formula, and f a primitive ﬂuent. The intuitive meaning of these
expressions is that if ϕ is true in the initial situation, then action a(x1 , ..., xn) will cause
f (y1 , ..., yk) to be true (false). For instance, in the blocks world, action stack(x, y) causes
x to be on y:
Effect(stack(x, y), true, on(x, y)).
For an example of a context dependent eﬀect, consider action drop(x) that breaks an object
only if it is fragile:
Effect(drop(x), f ragile(x), broken(x)).
Notice here that the ﬂuent formula ϕ in the action eﬀect speciﬁcations can have variables that are not in x1 , ..., xn, y1 , ..., yk. Informally, all the variables are supposed to be
“universally quantiﬁed.” More precisely, when these expressions are instantiated, one can
substitute any objects for these variables, provided the resulting formulas are well-formed.
For instance, given the action eﬀect speciﬁcation Effect(move(x), g(x1) ∧ q(x1 , x2), f (y)),
one can instantiate it to: Effect(move(a), g(b) ∧ q(b, c), f (d)), as long as move(a) is a legal
action (according to the action deﬁnition for move) and g(b), q(b, c), and f (d) are legal
ﬂuent atoms (according to the ﬂuent deﬁnitions for g, q, and f ).
2.9 Domain Rules
Domain rules are speciﬁed by expressions of the following form:
Causes(ϕ, f (x1 , ..., xn)),
or of the following form:
Causes(ϕ, ¬f (x1 , ..., xn)),
where ϕ is a ﬂuent formula, and f a primitive ﬂuent. Like action eﬀect speciﬁcations, ϕ
here can have variables that are not in x1 , ..., xn. The intuitive meaning of a domain rule
is that in any situation, if ϕ holds, then the ﬂuent atom f (x1 , ..., xn) will be caused to be
true. A domain rule is stronger than material implication. Its formal semantics is given
by mapping it to a causal rule of Lin (1995) (see Section 4), thus the name “causes”. For
instance, in the blocks world, a block can be on only one other block:
Causes(on(x, y) ∧ y = z, ¬on(x, z)).
In a logistics domain, one may want to say that if a package is inside a truck which is at
location l, then the package is at location l as well:
Causes(in(x, y) ∧ at(y, l), at(x, l)).
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2.10 Action Domain Descriptions
The following deﬁnition sums up our action description language:
Deﬁnition 1 An action domain description is a set of type deﬁnitions, primitive ﬂuent
deﬁnitions, complex ﬂuent deﬁnitions, static proposition deﬁnitions, domain axioms, action
deﬁnitions, action precondition deﬁnitions, action eﬀect speciﬁcations, and domain rules.
Example 1 The following action domain description deﬁnes a blocks world with three
blocks:
Domain(block, {1, 2, 3}),
Fluent(on(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y)),
Fluent(ontable(x), block(x)),
Complex(clear(x), block(x)),
Defined(clear(x), ¬∃(y, block)on(y, x)),
Causes(on(x, y) ∧ x = z, ¬on(z, y)),
Causes(on(x, y) ∧ y = z, ¬on(x, z)),
Causes(on(x, y), ¬ontable(x)),
Causes(ontable(x), ¬on(x, y)),
Action(stack(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y),
P recond(stack(x, y), ontable(x) ∧ clear(x) ∧ clear(y)),
Effect(stack(x, y), true, on(x, y)),
Action(unstack(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y),
P recond(unstack(x, y), clear(x) ∧ on(x, y)),
Effect(unstack(x, y), true, ontable(x)),
Action(move(x, y, z), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ block(z) ∧ x = y ∧ x = z ∧ y = z),
P recond(move(x, y, z), on(x, y) ∧ clear(x) ∧ clear(z)),
Effect(move(x, y, z), true, on(x, z)).

3. A Procedural Semantics
Given an action domain description D, we use the following procedure called CCP (Causal
Completion Procedure) to generate a complete action eﬀect speciﬁcation:
1. Use primitive and complex ﬂuent deﬁnitions to generate all legal ﬂuent atoms. In the
following let F be the set of ﬂuent atoms so generated.
2. Use action deﬁnitions to generate all legal action instances, and for each such action
instance A do the following.
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2.1. For each primitive ﬂuent atom F ∈ F , collect all ground instances1 of A’s positive
eﬀects:
Effect(A, ϕ1 , F ), · · ·, Effect(A, ϕn, F ),
all ground instances of A’s negative eﬀects:
Effect(A, φ1 , ¬F ), · · · , Effect(A, φm, ¬F ),
all ground instances of positive domain rules:
Causes(ϕ1 , F ), · · ·, Causes(ϕk , F ),
all ground instances of negative domain rules:
Causes(φ1 , ¬F ), · · ·, Causes(φl , ¬F ),
and generate the following pseudo successor state axiom;
succ(F ) ≡ init(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(ϕn ) ∨ succ(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(ϕl ) ∨
init(F ) ∧ ¬[init(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(φm ) ∨
succ(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(φk )],

(1)

where for any ﬂuent formula ϕ, init(ϕ) is the formula obtained from ϕ by replacing every ﬂuent atom f in ϕ by init(f ), and similarly succ(ϕ) is the formula
obtained from ϕ by replacing every ﬂuent atom f in ϕ by succ(f ). Intuitively,
init(f ) means that f is true in the initial situation, and succ(f ) that f is true
in the successor situation of performing action A in the initial situation.
2.2. Let Succ be the set of pseudo successor state axioms, one for each primitive
ﬂuent F , generated by the last step, Succ1 the following set of axioms:
Succ1 = {succ(F ) ≡ succ(ϕ) | Defined(F, ϕ) is a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition},
and Init the following set of axioms:
Init = {ϕ | Axiom(ϕ) is a domain axiom} ∪
{init(ϕ) ⊃ init(F ) | Causes(ϕ, F ) is a domain rule} ∪
{init(ϕ) ⊃ ¬init(F ) | Causes(ϕ, ¬F ) is a domain rule} ∪
{init(F ) ≡ init(ϕ) | Defined(F, ϕ) is a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition} ∪
{init(φA ) | P recond(A, φA ) is the precondition deﬁnition for A}.
For each ﬂuent atom F , if there is a formula ΦF such that
Init ∪ Succ ∪ Succ1 |= succ(F ) ≡ ΦF ,
and ΦF does not mention propositions of the form succ(f ), then output the
axiom
succ(F ) ≡ ΦF .
1. When generating ground instances, all shorthands like ∀(x, p) are expanded. See the definition of fluent
formulas in the last section.
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Otherwise, the action A’s eﬀect on F is indeterminate. In this case, output two
axioms:
succ(F ) ⊃ αF ,
βF ⊃ succ(F ),
where αF is a strongest formula satisfying the ﬁrst implication, and βF a weakest
formula satisfying the second implication. In the following, to be explicit about
the action A for which we are computing its eﬀects, we will write the axioms as
SuccA, InitA , and Succ1A.
Conceptually, Step 2.1 in the above procedure is most signiﬁcant. In the next section,
we shall prove that this step is provably correct under a translation to the situation calculus
causal theories of Lin (1995). Computationally, Step 2.2 is the most expensive. We shall
describe the strategies that our system uses to implement it in Section 5.
For this procedure to work properly, the action domain description should satisfy the
following conditions.
1. We require that all ﬂuent atoms in Init, Succ, and Succ1 be among those generated
in Step 1. This would rule out cases like
Fluent(on(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y)
together with Defined(clear(x), ¬∃(y, block)on(y, x)), as the latter would generate
ﬂuent atoms of the form on(x, x) which are ruled out by the ﬂuent deﬁnition for on.
Here one could either drop the inequality constraint in the deﬁnition of on or change
the complex ﬂuent deﬁnition into Defined(clear(x), ¬∃(y, block)(on(y, x) ∧ x = y)).
We could have built in a test in our procedure above to reject an action domain
description with incoherent ﬂuent deﬁnitions like this. One easy way of making sure
this does not happen is not to use inequality constraints in the deﬁnition of ﬂuents.
2. As we mentioned above, for each action there should be exactly one action precondition that captures exactly the conditions under which the action is executable.
When the action precondition is given explicitly like this, one needs to be careful
in writing action eﬀect axioms and domain rules so that no contradictory eﬀects
would be generated. For instance, given P recond(A, true), the action eﬀect axioms
Effect(A, true, F ) and Effect(A, true, ¬F ) are clearly not realizable simultaneously.
Similarly, if Causes(true, F ) is given as a domain rule, then one should not write the
eﬀect axiom Effect(A, true, ¬F ). Had we not insisted that A be always executable, we
could simply conclude that A is not executable when its eﬀect axioms are in contradiction or when some of its eﬀect axioms contradict domain rules. It remains future
work to extend our procedure to allow for automatic generation of these implicitly
given action preconditions. For now, we shall assume that the given action domain
speciﬁcation is consistent in the sense that for each action instance A generated in
Step 1, the following theory
Init ∪ Succ ∪ Succ1 ∪ {init(ϕ) ⊃ ¬succ(F ) |
Effect(A, ϕ, ¬F ) is a ground instance of eﬀect axiom}
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is consistent.
3. On a related point, our procedure assumes that information about the initial situation
is given by Init. In particular, action eﬀect axioms should not entail any information about the initial situation. For instance, given Causes(q, ¬p), Effect(A, true, p),
and P recond(A, true), it must be that in the initial situation, q cannot be true, for
otherwise, it will persist into the next situation, causing p to be false, which contradicts the action eﬀect. Formally, this means that given any set I of atoms of the
form init(f ), where f is a primitive ﬂuent atom, if I ∪ I − ∪ Init is consistent, then
I ∪I − ∪Succ∪Succ1 is also consistent, where I − , the complement of I, is the following
set:
{¬init(f ) | init(f ) ∈ I and
f is a primitive ﬂuent atom generated by Step 1}
Notice that for a similar reason, Reiter needed what he called the consistency assumption in order for his completion procedure to be sound and complete for generating
successor state axioms (Reiter, 1991).
While our action domain descriptions are clearly targeted at specifying deterministic actions,
some indeterminate eﬀects can sometimes arise from cyclic domain rules. For instance,
consider the following action domain description:
Causes(p, p),
P recond(A, true)
For action A, Init is a tautology, Succ1 is empty, and Succ consists of the following pseudosuccessor state axiom for p:
succ(p) ≡ succ(p) ∨ init(p),
which is equivalent to init(p) ⊃ succ(p). So if initially p is true, then after A is performed,
we know that p will continue to be true. But if p is initially false, then after A is performed,
we do not know if p is true or not.
Example 2 Consider the blocks world description in Example 1. The set of ﬂuent atoms
generated by Step 1 is:
F = {on(1, 1), on(1, 2), on(1, 3), on(2, 1), on(2, 2), on(2, 3),
on(3, 1), on(3, 2), on(3, 3), clear(1), clear(2), clear(3),
ontable(1), ontable(2), ontable(3)}.
Step 2 generates the following action instances:
stack(1, 2), stack(1, 3), stack(2, 1), stack(2, 3), stack(3, 1), stack(3, 2),
unstack(1, 2), unstack(1, 3), unstack(2, 1), unstack(2, 3), unstack(3, 1),
unstack(3, 2), move(1, 2, 3), move(1, 3, 2), move(2, 1, 3), move(2, 3, 1),
move(3, 1, 2), move(3, 2, 1)
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For each of these action instances, we need to go through Steps 2.1 and 2.2. For instance,
for stack(1, 2), there is only one eﬀect axiom about on(1, 2):
Effect(stack(1, 2), true, on(1, 2)),
and the following causal rules about on(1, 2):
Causes(on(1, 1), ¬on(1, 2)),
Causes(on(1, 3), ¬on(1, 2)),
Causes(on(2, 2), ¬on(1, 2)),
Causes(on(3, 2), ¬on(1, 2)),
Causes(ontable(1), ¬on(1, 2)).
Therefore Step 2.1 generates the following pseudo-successor state axiom for on(1, 2):
succ(on(1, 2)) ≡ true ∨
init(on(1, 2)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 1)) ∨ succ(on(1, 3)) ∨
succ(on(2, 2)) ∨ succ(on(3, 2) ∨ succ(ontable(1))].
We can similarly generate the following pseudo-successor state axioms for the other primitive
ﬂuent atoms:
succ(on(1, 1)) ≡ init(on(1, 1)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 2)) ∨ succ(on(1, 3)) ∨
succ(on(2, 1)) ∨ succ(on(3, 1) ∨ succ(ontable(1))],
succ(on(1, 3)) ≡ init(on(1, 3)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 1)) ∨ succ(on(1, 2)) ∨
succ(on(2, 3)) ∨ succ(on(3, 3)) ∨ succ(ontable(1))],
succ(on(2, 1)) ≡ init(on(2, 1)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 1)) ∨ succ(on(3, 1)) ∨
succ(on(2, 2)) ∨ succ(on(2, 3)) ∨ succ(ontable(2))],
succ(on(2, 2)) ≡ init(on(2, 2)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 2)) ∨ succ(on(1, 3)) ∨
succ(on(2, 1) ∨ succ(on(2, 3)) ∨ succ(ontable(2))],
succ(on(2, 3)) ≡ init(on(2, 3)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 3)) ∨ succ(on(3, 3)) ∨
succ(on(2, 1) ∨ succ(on(2, 2)) ∨ succ(ontable(2))],
succ(on(3, 1)) ≡ init(on(3, 1)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(3, 2)) ∨ succ(on(3, 3)) ∨
succ(on(1, 1) ∨ succ(on(1, 3)) ∨ succ(ontable(1))],
succ(on(3, 2)) ≡ init(on(3, 2)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(3, 1)) ∨ succ(on(3, 3)) ∨
succ(on(1, 2) ∨ succ(on(2, 2)) ∨ succ(ontable(2))],
succ(on(3, 3)) ≡ init(on(3, 3)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(3, 1)) ∨ succ(on(3, 2)) ∨
succ(on(1, 3) ∨ succ(on(2, 3)) ∨ succ(ontable(3))],
succ(ontable(1)) ≡
init(ontable(1)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(1, 2)) ∨ succ(on(1, 1)) ∨ succ(on(1, 3))],
succ(ontable(2)) ≡
init(ontable(2)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(2, 1)) ∨ succ(on(2, 2)) ∨ succ(on(2, 3))],
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succ(ontable(3)) ≡
init(ontable(3)) ∧ ¬[succ(on(3, 1)) ∨ succ(on(3, 2)) ∨ succ(on(3, 3))].
For the complex ﬂuent clear, its deﬁnition yields the following axioms:
succ(clear(1)) ≡ ¬succ(on(1, 1)) ∧ ¬succ(on(2, 1)) ∧ ¬succ(on(3, 1)),
succ(clear(2)) ≡ ¬succ(on(1, 2)) ∧ ¬succ(on(2, 2)) ∧ ¬succ(on(3, 2)),
succ(clear(3)) ≡ ¬succ(on(1, 3)) ∧ ¬succ(on(2, 3)) ∧ ¬succ(on(3, 3)).
We can then “solve” these pseudo-successor state axioms and generate the following successor state axioms:
succ(on(1, 1)) ≡ f alse
succ(on(1, 3)) ≡ f alse
succ(on(2, 2)) ≡ f alse
succ(on(3, 1)) ≡ f alse
succ(on(3, 3)) ≡ init(on(3, 3))
succ(ontable(2)) ≡ init(ontable(2))
succ(clear(1)) ≡ init(clear(1))
succ(clear(3)) ≡ init(clear(3))

succ(on(1, 2)) ≡ true
succ(on(2, 1)) ≡ f alse
succ(on(2, 3)) ≡ init(on(2, 3))
succ(on(3, 2)) ≡ f alse
succ(ontable(1)) ≡ f alse
succ(ontable(3)) ≡ init(ontable(3))
succ(clear(2)) ≡ f alse

Once we have a set of these fully instantiated successor state axioms, we then generate
STRIPS-like descriptions like the following:
stack(1, 2)
Preconditions:
Add list:
Delete list:
Cond. effects:
Indet. effects:

ontable(1), clear(1), clear(2).
on(1, 2).
ontable(1), clear(2).
none.
none.

stack(1, 3)
Preconditions:
Add list:
Delete list:
Cond. effects:
Indet. effects:

ontable(1), clear(1), clear(3).
on(1,3).
ontable(1), clear(3).
none.
none.
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We have the following remarks:
• Although we generate the axiom succ(on(1, 3)) ≡ f alse for stack(1, 2), we do not put
on(1, 3) into its delete list. This is because we can deduce init(on(1, 3)) ≡ f alse from
Init as well. A ﬂuent atom is put into the add or the delete list of an action only if
this ﬂuent atom’s truth value is deﬁnitely changed by the action. See Section 5 for
more details about how a STRIPS-like description is generated from successor state
axioms.
• As one can see, our CCP procedure crucially depends on the fact that each type has
a ﬁnite domain so that all reasoning can be done in propositional logic. This is a
limitation of our current system, and this limitation is not as bad as one might think.
First of all, typical planning problems all assume ﬁnite domains, and changing the
domain of a type in an action description is easy - all one needs to do is to change the
corresponding type deﬁnition. More signiﬁcantly, a generic action domain description
can often be obtained from one that assumes a ﬁnite domain. In our blocks world
example, the numbers “1”, “2”, and “3” are generic names, and can be replaced by
parameters. For instance, if we replace “1” by x and “2” by y in the above STRIPSlike description of stack(1, 2), we will get a STRIPS-like description for stack(x, y)
that works for any x and y. We have found that this is a strategy that often works in
planning domains.

4. Formal Semantics
The formal semantics of an action domain description is deﬁned by translating it into a
situation calculus causal theory of Lin (1995). We shall show that the procedure CCP given
above is sound under this semantics.
This section is mainly for those who are interested in nonmonotonic action theories. For
those who are interested only in using our action description language for describing action
domains, this section can be safely skipped.
We ﬁrst brieﬂy review the language of the situation calculus.
4.1 Situation Calculus
The language of the situation calculus is a many sorted ﬁrst-order language. We assume the
following sorts: situation for situations, action for actions, ﬂuent for propositional ﬂuents,
truth-value for truth values true and f alse, and object for everything else.
We use the following domain independent predicates and functions:
• Binary function do - for any action a and any situation s, do(a, s) is the situation
resulting from performing a in s.
• Binary predicate H - for any p and any situation s, H(p, s) is true if p holds in s.
• Binary predicate P oss - for any action a and any situation s, P oss(a, s) is true if a is
possible (executable) in s.
• Ternary predicate Caused - for any ﬂuent atom p, any truth value v, and any situation
s, Caused(p, v, s) is true if the ﬂuent atom p is caused (by something unspeciﬁed) to
have the truth value v in the situation s.
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In the last section, we introduced ﬂuent formulas. We now extend H to these formulas:
for any ﬂuent formula ϕ and situation s, H(ϕ, s) is deﬁned as follows:
• H(t1 = t2 , s) is t1 = t2 .
• if P is a static proposition, then H(P, s) is P .
• inductively, H(¬ϕ, s) is ¬H(ϕ, s), H(ϕ ∨ ϕ , s) is H(ϕ, s) ∨ H(ϕ, s), and similarly for
other connectives.
• inductively, H(∀(x, p)ϕ, s) is ∀x.[p(x) ⊃ H(ϕ, s)] and H(∃(x, p)ϕ, s) is ∃x.[p(x) ∧
H(ϕ, s)].
According to this deﬁnition, H(ϕ, s) will be expanded to a situation calculus formula where
H is applied to ﬂuents.
4.2 A Translation to the Situation Calculus
Given a ﬁrst-order language L for writing action domain descriptions, we assume that there
will be a corresponding language L for the situation calculus such that constants in L
will be constants of sort object in L , types in L will be types (unary predicates) in L ,
static relations will be predicates of the same arities in L , ﬂuents in L will be functions
of sort f luent in L , and actions in L will be functions of sort action in L . Under these
conventions, the following translation will map an action domain description to a situation
calculus theory.
Let D be an action domain description. The translation of D into a situation calculus
theory is deﬁned as follows:
• a type deﬁnition Domain(p, {a1, ..., ak}) is translated to:
(∀x).p(x) ≡ (x = a1 ∨ · · · ∨ x = ak ),
a1 = a2 = · · · = ak .
• a primitive ﬂuent deﬁnition
Fluent(f (x1 , ..., xn), p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em )
is translated to
(∀x1 , ..., xn).Fluent(f (x1, ..., xn)) ≡ p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em .
• a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition
Complex(f (x1 , ..., xn), p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (x) ∧ e1 · · · ∧ em ),
Defined(f (x1 , ..., xn), ϕ),
is translated to
(∀x1 , ..., xn).Fluent(f (x1, ..., xn)) ≡ p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (x) ∧ e1 · · · ∧ em ,
(∀x1 , ..., xn, s).Fluent(f (x1, ..., xn)) ⊃ [H(f (x1, ..., xn), s) ≡ H(ϕ, s)].
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• a domain axiom about static propositions:
Axiom(ϕ)
is translated to ϕ with quantiﬁers in it treated as shorthands:
∀(x, p)φ = ∀x.p(x) ⊃ φ,
∃(x, p)φ = ∃x.p(x) ∧ φ.
• an action deﬁnition
Action(a(x1 , ..., xn), p1(x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em )
is translated to
(∀x1 , ..., xn).Action(a(x1 , ..., xn)) ≡ p1 (x1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ pn (xn ) ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em .
We assume here that the domain description has only one action deﬁnition for each
action.
• An action precondition axiom
P recond(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ)
is translated to
 s).Action(a(x1, ..., xn)) ⊃ [P oss(a(x1 , ..., xn), s) ≡ H(ϕ, s)],
(∀ξ,
where ξ is the list of all free variables in a(x1 , ..., xn) and ϕ. We mentioned earlier
that one of the limitations of our current system is that action preconditions have to
be given explicitly. This is reﬂected in the above translation.
• An action eﬀect axiom:
Effect(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ, f (y1, ..., yk)),
is translated to
 s).Action(a(x1, ..., xn)) ∧ Fluent(f (y1 , ..., yk)) ∧ P oss(a(x1 , ..., xn), s) ⊃
(∀ξ,
{H(ϕ, s) ⊃ Caused(f (y1 , ..., yk), true, do(a(x1, ..., xn), s))},
where ξ is the list of all free variables in a(x1 , ..., xn), f (y1 , ..., yk), and ϕ.
Similarly, an eﬀect axiom
Effect(a(x1 , ..., xn), ϕ, ¬f (y1, ..., yk)),
is translated to
 s).Action(a(x1, ..., xn)) ∧ Fluent(f (y1 , ..., yk)) ∧ P oss(a(x1 , ..., xn), s) ⊃
(∀ξ,
{H(ϕ, s) ⊃ Caused(f (y1 , ..., yk), f alse, do(a(x1, ..., xn), s))}.
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• A domain rule of the form
Causes(ϕ, f (x1 , ..., xn))
is translated to

(∀ξ).Fluent(f
(x1 , ..., xn)) ⊃ (∀s){H(ϕ, s) ⊃ Caused(f (x1 , ..., xn), true, s)},
where ξ is the list of all free variables in f (x1 , ..., xn) and ϕ. Similarly, a domain rule
of the form
Causes(ϕ, ¬f (x1 , ..., xn))
is translated to

(∀ξ).Fluent(f
(x1, ..., xn)) ⊃ (∀s){H(ϕ, s) ⊃ Caused(f (x1 , ..., xn), f alse, s)}.
Now given an action domain description D, let T be its translation in the situation
calculus. The semantics of T is then determined by its completion comp(T ) that is deﬁned
as the set of following sentences:
1. The circumscription of Caused in T with all other predicates ﬁxed.
2. The following basic axioms about Caused that says that if a ﬂuent atom is caused to
be true (false), then it is true (false):
Caused(p, true, s) ⊃ Holds(p, s),

(2)

Caused(p, f alse, s) ⊃ ¬Holds(p, s).

(3)

3. For the truth values, the following unique names and domain closure axiom:
true = f alse ∧ (∀v)(v = true ∨ v = f alse).

(4)

4. The unique names assumptions for ﬂuents and actions. Speciﬁcally, if F1 ,..., Fn are
all the ﬂuents, then we have:
Fi (x) = Fj (y), i and j are diﬀerent,
Fi (x) = Fi (y) ⊃ x = y.
Similarly for actions.
5. For each primitive ﬂuent atom F , the following generic successor state axiom:
∀a, s.P oss(a, s) ⊃ H(F, do(a, s)) ≡

(5)

[Caused(F, true, do(a, s)) ∨ H(F, s) ∧ ¬Caused(F, f alse, do(a, s))].
6. The foundational axioms (Lin & Reiter, 1994b) for the discrete situation calculus.
These axioms characterize the structure of the space of situations. For the purpose
of this paper, it is enough to mention that they include the following unique names
axioms for situations:
s = do(a, s),
do(a, s) = do(a , s ) ⊃ (a = a ∧ s = s ).
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The following theorem shows that the procedural semantics given in the previous section
is sound with respect to the semantics given here.
Theorem 1 Let D be an action domain description, and T its translation in the situation
calculus. Let A be any ground action instance, s a situation variable, and ϕ(s) a situation
calculus formula that satisﬁes the following two conditions (1) it contains at most the two
situation terms s and do(A, s); and (2) it does not mention any predicate other than H,
equality, and static relations. Let ϕ̂ be obtained from ϕ by replacing each H(f, s) in it by
init(f ), and each H(f, do(A, s)) in it by succ(f ). Then
comp(T ) |= ∀s.P oss(A, s) ⊃ ϕ(s)

(6)

Init ∪ Succ ∪ Succ1 |= ϕ̂,

(7)

if
where Init, Succ, and Succ1 are the sets of axioms generated for A according to the procedure in Section 3
Proof: Suppose S is a situation and M is a model of comp(T ) ∪ {P oss(A, S)}. Construct
MS,A as follows:
• the domain of MS,A is the object domain of M .
• the interpretations of non-situational function and predicate symbols in MS,A are the
same as those in M .
• for any ﬂuent atom f , MS,A |= init(f ) iﬀ M |= H(f, S) and MS,A |= succ(f ) iﬀ
M |= H(f, do(A, S)).
Clearly, M |= ϕ(S) iﬀ MS,A |= ϕ̂. We show below that MS,A is a model of the left hand
side of (7). From this, we see that if (7), then (6).
Notice ﬁrst that a ground ﬂuent atom F is generated by the procedure CCP iﬀ Fluent(F )
is true in M . Notice also that all ﬂuent atoms in Init ∪ Succ ∪ Succ1 must be generated by
the procedure.
We show ﬁrst that MS,A is a model of Init:
1. If Axiom(ψ) is a domain axiom, then ψ is in T . Thus M satisﬁes ψ. Since ψ has no
ﬂuent symbols in it, MS,A satisﬁes it too.
2. If Causes(ψ, f (x1 , ..., xn)) is a domain rule, then

(∀ξ).Fluent(f
(x1, ..., xn)) ⊃ (∀s){H(ψ, s) ⊃ Caused(f (x1 , ..., xn), true, s)}
is in T . Thus M satisﬁes

(∀ξ).Fluent(f
(x1 , ..., xn)) ⊃ (∀s){H(ψ, s) ⊃ H(f (x1, ..., xn), s)}.
Thus if init(ψ  ) ⊃ init(F ) is a corresponding formula in Init, where ψ  and F is
some ground instantiation of ψ and f (x1 , ..., xn), respectively, then Fluent(F ) must
be true in M (otherwise the above formula would not be in Init), so M satisﬁes
H(ψ , S) ⊃ H(F, S). By the construction of MS,A , it satisﬁes init(ψ ) ⊃ init(F ). The
case for Causes(ψ, ¬f ) is similar.
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3. Suppose Defined(F, ψ) is an instantiation of a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition such that
F ≡ ψ is in Init. For it to be in Init, Fluent(F ) must be true. Thus M must satisfy
H(F, S) ≡ H(ψ, S). By the construction of MS,A , it satisﬁes init(F ) ≡ init(ψ, S).
4. Suppose P recond(A, φA ) is the precondition axiom for A. Since M satisﬁes P oss(A, S)
and Action(A) (because A is one of the action instances generated by the procedure),
thus M satisﬁes H(φA , S). So MS,A satisﬁes init(φA ).
We now show that MS,A is a model of Succ, that is, for each primitive ﬂuent atom F
generated by the procedure in Step 1, the pseudo-successor state axiom (1) holds. Referring
to the notation in the axiom, we need to show that M satisﬁes the following formula:
H(F, do(A, S)) ≡ H(ϕ1, S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕn, S) ∨
H(ϕ1, do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕl , do(A, S)) ∨
H(F, S) ∧ ¬[H(φ1 , S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φm , S) ∨

H(φ1 , do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φk , do(A, S))].

First of all, instantiating the generic successor state axiom (5) over A and S, we get:
P oss(A, S) ⊃ H(F, do(A, S)) ≡
[Caused(F, true, do(A, S)) ∨ H(F, S) ∧ ¬Caused(F, f alse, do(A, S))].
Since M is a model of P oss(A, S), we have
H(F, do(A, S)) ≡

(8)

[Caused(F, true, do(A, S)) ∨ H(F, S) ∧ ¬Caused(F, f alse, do(A, S))].
Now consider the circumscription of Caused in T with all other predicates ﬁxed. Notice that
all axioms about Caused in T have the form W ⊃ Caused(x, y, z), where W is a formula
that does not mention Caused. Therefore the circumscription of Caused is equivalent to
the predicate completion of Caused. Suppose F is f (t), and that all of the axioms about
Caused(f (x), v, s) in T are as follows:
W1 ⊃ Caused(f (x), v, s), · · ·, Wi ⊃ Caused(f (x), v, s).
Because of the unique names axioms about ﬂuents, the result of predicate completion on
Caused will entail:
Caused(f (x), v, s) ≡ W1 ∨ · · · ∨ Wi .
Now W1 ,...,Wi are from action eﬀect axioms and domain rules about f . By the way that
(1) is generated, and noting that Action(A), Fluent(F ), and P oss(A, S) are true, one can
see that when the above equivalence is instantiated by replacing t for x, true for v, and S
for s, we will get
Caused(F, true, do(A, S)) ≡ H(ϕ1 , S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕn , S) ∨
H(ϕ1 , do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕl , do(A, S)).
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Similarly, we have the following axiom about Caused(F, f alse, do(A, S)):
Caused(F, f alse, do(A, S)) ≡ H(φ1 , S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φm, S) ∨
H(φ1 , do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φk , do(A, S)).

From these two axioms and (8), we get:
H(F, do(A, S)) ≡ H(ϕ1, S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕn, S) ∨

H(ϕ1, do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(ϕl , do(A, S)) ∨
H(F, S) ∧ ¬[H(φ1 , S) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φm, S) ∨

H(φ1 , do(A, S)) ∨ · · · ∨ H(φk , do(A, S))].

Since M is a model of Comp(T ), M satisﬁes the above formula. By the construction of
MS,A , it satisﬁes the pseudo-successor state axiom (1).
2
Finally, the fact that MS,A is a model of Succ1 should be apparent.
In general, (6) does not imply (7). There are several reasons:
• As we mentioned after the procedure CCP, we assume that all information about the
initial situation is given by Init.
• Our procedure works on actions one at a time. The situation calculus theory T
captures the eﬀects of all actions in a single theory. So it is possible that a bad speciﬁcation of an action causes the entire theory to become inconsistent. For instance,
if we have Causes(true, p), P recond(A, true), and Effect(A, f alse, p), then the corresponding situation calculus theory will be inconsistent because of action A. But for
our procedure, it will generate an inconsistent theory only on A.

5. An Implementation
Except for Step 2.2, the procedure CCP in Section 3 is straightforward to implement. This
section describes the strategy that our system uses for implementing Step 2.2. The main
idea comes from the work of Lin (2001a) on strongest necessary and weakest suﬃcient
conditions.
Given a propositional theory T , a proposition q, and a set B of propositions, a formula
ϕ is said to be a suﬃcient condition of q on B under T if ϕ consists of propositions in B
and T |= ϕ ⊃ q. It is said to be the weakest suﬃcient condition if for any such suﬃcient
condition ϕ , we have that T |= ϕ ⊃ ϕ. Similarly, a formula ϕ is said to be a necessary
condition of q on B under T if ϕ consists of propositions in B and T |= q ⊃ ϕ. It is said
to be the strongest necessary condition if for any such necessary condition ϕ , we have that
T |= ϕ ⊃ ϕ .
It is easy to see that the weakest suﬃcient condition and the strongest necessary condition are unique up to logical equivalence under the background theory. It was shown (Lin,
2001a) that these two notions are closely related, and can be computed using the technique
of forgetting (Lin & Reiter, 1994a). In particular, for action theories, an eﬀective strategy is to ﬁrst compute the strongest necessary condition, add it to the background theory,
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and then compute the weakest suﬃcient condition under the new theory. This strategy is
justiﬁed by the following proposition Lin (2001a):
Proposition 1 Let T be a theory, q a proposition, and B a set of propositions. If ϕ is a
necessary condition of q on B under T , and ψ the weakest suﬃcient condition of q on B
under T ∪ {ϕ}, then ϕ ∧ ψ is the weakest suﬃcient condition of q on B under T .
We can now describe our strategy for implementing Step 2.2 of the procedure CCP. In
the following, given an action instance A, as in Step 2.2, let Succ be the set of pseudosuccessor state axioms for primitive ﬂuent atoms, Succ1 the set of pseudo-successor state
axioms for complex ﬂuent atoms, and Init the set of initial situation axioms derived from
the action precondition axiom for A, domain axioms, domain rules, and complex ﬂuent
deﬁnitions. Also in the following, a succ-proposition is one of the form succ(f ), and an
init-proposition is one of the form init(f ).
1. Transform Init into a clausal form and derive from it a set of unit clauses U nit.
2. Use U nit to simplify the axioms in Succ and for each resulting axiom in it:
succ(f ) ≡ Φf ,

(9)

if Φf does not mention succ-propositions, then delete it from Succ, output it and
replace succ(f ) in the rest of the axioms by Φf .
3. For each ﬂuent atom f whose pseudo-successor state axiom (9) is in Succ, if Φf has
the form init(f ) ∧ ... (a candidate of a frame axiom), then check to see if succ(f ) can
be derived from Succ, U nit, and init(f ) by unit resolution. If so, delete it from Succ,
output succ(f ) ≡ init(f ), and replace succ(f ) in Succ by init(f ).
4. For each ﬂuent atom f whose pseudo-successor state axiom (9) is in Succ, compute
the strongest necessary condition αf of succ(f ) on the init-propositions under the
theory Init ∪ Succ, and the weakest suﬃcient condition βf of succ(f ) on the initpropositions under the theory {αf } ∪ Init ∪ Succ. If βf is a tautology, then delete
(9) from Succ, output succ(f ) ≡ αf , and replace succ(f ) in Succ by αf . If β is not
a tautology, then output succ(f ) ⊃ αf and αf ∧ βf ⊃ succ(f ), but do not delete (9)
from Succ. The correctness of this step follows from Proposition 1.
5. The previous steps solve the equations in Succ, and generate appropriate output for
primitive ﬂuent atoms. For each complex ﬂuent atom F :
Defined(F, ϕ),
if every primitive ﬂuent atom in ϕ has a successor state axiom, then do the following:
(a) if no primitive ﬂuent atoms in ϕ are changed by the action, then this complex
ﬂuent atom is not changed by the action either, so output succ(F ) ≡ init(F );
(b) otherwise, output succ(F ) ≡ Φ, where Φ is obtained from succ(ϕ) by replacing
every succ-proposition in it by the right side of its successor state axiom.
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Otherwise, if some of the primitive ﬂuent atoms in ϕ do not have a successor state
axiom, which means the action may have an indeterminate eﬀect on them, then this
action may have an indeterminate eﬀect on F as well. Compute the strongest necessary and weakest suﬃcient conditions of succ(F ) under Init ∪ Succ ∪ Succ1 as in the
last step, and output them.
6. This step will try to generate a STRIPS-like description for the action instance A
based on the results of Steps 4 and 5. For each ﬂuent atom F , do according to one of
the following cases:
(a) if its successor state axiom is succ(F ) ≡ true, then put F into the add list unless
init(F ) is entailed by Init;
(b) if its successor state axiom is succ(F ) ≡ f alse, then put F into the delete list
unless ¬init(F ) is entailed by Init;
(c) if its successor state axiom is succ(F ) ≡ Φ, and Φ is not the same as true, f alse,
or init(F ), then put F in the conditional eﬀect list and output its successor state
axiom.
(d) If F does not have a successor state axiom, then put it in the list of indeterminate
eﬀects.
Clearly, if F is not put into any of the lists, then its truth value is not aﬀected by A.
Steps 4 and 5 of the above procedure are the bottleneck as in the worst case, computing
the strongest necessary condition of a proposition is coNP-hard. However, it has been our
experience that if action A has a context-free eﬀect on ﬂuent atom F , then its successor
state axiom can be computed without going through Step 4.
We have implemented the procedure CCP using the above strategy in SWI-Prolog 3.2.92.
The url for this system is as follows:
http://www.cs.ust.hk/~flin/ccp.html
Using the system, we have encoded in our action description language many of the planning
domains that come with the original release of PDDL (McDermott, 1998), and compiled
them to STRIPS-like speciﬁcations. Our encodings of the domains and the results returned
by the system are included in the online appendix. In the following, we illustrate some
interesting features of our system using the following two domains: the blocks world and
the monkey and bananas domain.
5.1 The Blocks World
We have used the blocks world as the running example. Here we shall give an alternative speciﬁcation of the domain using the following better known set of actions: stack,
unstack, pickup, and putdown. We shall use this domain to show that changing slightly
the precondition of one of the actions can result in a very diﬀerent action speciﬁcation.
2. SWI-Prolog is developed by Jan Wielemaker at University of Amsterdam
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We begin with a description that corresponds to the standard STRIPS encoding of the
domain.
Fluent(on(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y)),
Fluent(ontable(x), block(x)),
Fluent(holding(x), block(x)),
Complex(clear(x), block(x),
Defined(clear(x), (¬∃(y, block)on(y, x)) ∧ ¬holding(x)),
Complex(handempty, true),
Defined(handempty, ¬∃(x, block)holding(x)),
Causes(on(x, y) ∧ x = z, ¬on(z, y)),
Causes(on(x, y) ∧ y = z, ¬on(x, z)),
Causes(on(x, y), ¬ontable(x)),
Causes(ontable(x), ¬on(x, y)),
Causes(on(x, y), ¬holding(x)),
Causes(on(x, y), ¬holding(y)),
Causes(holding(x), ¬ontable(x)),
Causes(holding(x), ¬on(x, y)),
Causes(holding(x), ¬on(y, x)),
Causes(holding(x) ∧ y = x, ¬holding(y)),
Action(stack(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y),
P recond(stack(x, y), holding(x) ∧ clear(y)),
Effect(stack(x, y), true, on(x, y)),
Action(unstack(x, y), block(x) ∧ block(y) ∧ x = y),
P recond(unstack(x, y), clear(x) ∧ on(x, y) ∧ handempty),
Effect(unstack(x, y), true, holding(x)),
Action(putdown(x), block(x)),
P recond(putdown(x), holding(x)),
Effect(putdown(x), true, ontable(x)),
Action(pickup(x), block(x)),
P recond(pickup(x), handempty ∧ ontable(x) ∧ clear(x)),
Effect(pickup(x), true, holding(x)).
Notice that compared to the description in Example 1, there are two more ﬂuents, holding
and handempty here. Thus we have a few more domain rules about them, and the deﬁnition
of clear is changed to take into account that when a block is held, it is not considered to
be clear.
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Now assuming a domain with three blocks Domain(block, {1, 2, 3}), our system will
generate 19 ﬂuent atoms, and 18 action instances. For each action instance, it returns
both a complete set of successor state axioms and a STRIPS-like representation. The total
computation time for all actions is 835K inferences and 0.5 seconds.3 This is a pure STRIPS
domain, i.e. all actions are context free. For this type of domains, as we mentioned earlier,
Step 4 in our implementation procedure is not needed, and Step 5 is easy.
The results are as expected. For instance, for action pickup(1), the STRIPS-like representation returned by the system looks like the following: track 1 to track 2), the STRIPSlike representation looks like:
pickup(1):
Preconditions: clear(1), handempty, ontable(1)
Add list: holding(1)
Delete list: ontable(1), clear(1), handempty
Conditional effects:
Indeterminate effects:
The complete output is given in the online appendix. Now let us consider what happen
if we drop ontable(x) from the precondition of pickup(x):
P recond(pickup(x), handempty ∧ clear(x)).
This means that as long as a block is clear, it can be picked up. With this new precondition,
our system returns the following STRIPS-like representation for action pickup(1);
pickup(1):
Preconditions: clear(1), handempty
Add list: holding(1)
Delete list: clear(1), handempty, on(1, 2), on(1, 3), ontable(1)
Conditional effects:
succ(clear(2))<-> - (init(on(2, 2))\/init(on(3, 2)))
succ(clear(3))<-> - (init(on(2, 3))\/init(on(3, 3)))
Indeterminate effects:
Here “-” is negation, and “\/” is disjunction. An ADL-like description for this action
would be something like the following:
pickup(x):
Preconditions: clear(x), handempty
Add list: holding(x),
clear(y) when on(x,y)
Delete list: clear(x), handempty,
on(x,y) when on(x,y)
ontable(x) when ontable(x)
3. All times in this paper refer to CPU times on a Pentium III 1GHz machine with 512MB RAM running
SWI-Prolog 3.2.9 under Linux. The number of inferences is the one reported by SWI-Prolog, and
roughly corresponds to the number of resolution steps carried out by the Prolog interpreter, and is
machine independent.
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5.2 The Monkey and Bananas Domain
This domain is again adapted from McDermott’s PDDL library of planning domains, which
attributes it to the University of Washington’s UCPOP collection of action domains, which
in turn attributes it to Prodigy. While some of the action eﬀects generated by our system
are context-dependent, they are all context-free in the other systems. We shall elaborate
on this diﬀerence later.
In this domain, there are two types, loc for locations (we assume there are three locations
here), and object for things like monkey, banana, box, etc.:
Domain(loc, {1, 2, 3}),
Domain(object, {monkey, box, banana, knif e, glass, f ountain}).
The following are ﬂuent deﬁnitions:
Fluent(onF loor),
Fluent(at(M, X), object(M ) ∧ loc(X)),
Fluent(hasknif e),
Fluent(onbox(X), loc(X)),
Fluent(hasbanana),
Fluent(haswater),
Fluent(hasglass).
The following are domain rules about these ﬂuents:
Causes(onbox(X), at(monkey, X)),

(10)

Causes(onbox(X), at(box, X)),

(11)

Causes(onbox(X), ¬onF loor),

(12)

Causes(onF loor, ¬onbox(X)),
Causes(at(M, X) ∧ X = Y, ¬at(M, Y )),

(13)
(14)

Causes(hasglass ∧ at(monkey, X), at(glass, X)),

(15)

Causes(hasknif e ∧ at(monkey, X), at(knif e, X)),

(16)

Causes(hasbanana ∧ at(monkey, X), at(banana, X)).

(17)

The following are action deﬁnitions along with their respective preconditions and eﬀect
axioms:
• goto(x, y) - the monkey goes to x from y:
Action(goto(X, Y ), loc(X) ∧ loc(Y ) ∧ X = Y ),
P recond(goto(X, Y ), at(monkey, Y ) ∧ onF loor),
Effect(goto(X, Y ), true, at(monkey, X)).
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• climb(X) - the monkey climbs onto the box at location X:
Action(climb(X), loc(X)),
P recond(climb(X), at(box, X) ∧ onF loor ∧ at(monkey, X)),
Effect(climb(X), true, onbox(X)).
• pushbox(X, Y ) - the monkey pushes the box from Y to X.
Action(pushbox(X, Y ), loc(X) ∧ loc(Y ) ∧ X = Y ),
P recond(pushbox(X, Y ), at(monkey, Y ) ∧ at(box, Y )) ∧ onF loor),
Effect(pushbox(X, Y ), true, at(monkey, X)),
Effect(pushbox(X, Y ), true, at(box, X)).
• getknif e(X) - get knife at location X.
Action(getknif e(X), loc(X)),
P recond(getknif e(X), at(knif e, X) ∧ at(monkey, X) ∧ ¬hasknif e),
Effect(getknif e(X), true, hasknif e).
• getbanana(X) - grab banana at loc X, provided the monkey is on the box.
Action(getbanana(X), loc(X)),
P recond(getbanana(X), onbox(X) ∧ at(banana, X) ∧ ¬hasbanana),
Effect(getbanana(X), true, hasbanana).
• pickglass(X) - pick up glass at loc X.
Action(pickglass(X), loc(X)),
P recond(pickglass(X), at(glass, X) ∧ at(monkey, X) ∧ ¬hasglass),
Effect(pickglass(X), true, hasglass).
• getwater(X) - get water from fountain at loc X, provided the monkey is on the box,
and has a glass in hand.
Action(getwater(X), loc(X)),
P recond(getwater(X), at(f ountain, X) ∧ onbox(X) ∧ hasglass ∧ ¬haswater),
Effect(getwater(X), true, haswater).
This domain has 27 actions and 26 ﬂuent atoms. Again, for each action, our system
generates both a complete set of fully instantiated successor state axioms and a STRIPSlike representation. For instance, for action goto(1, 2), the following is the STRIPS-like
representation generated by the system:
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Action goto(1, 2)
Preconditions: at(monkey, 2), onFloor
Add list: at(monkey, 1)
Delete list: at(monkey, 2)
Conditional effects:
succ(at(banana, 1)) <-> init(hasbanana) \/ init(at(banana, 1))
succ(at(knife, 1)) <-> init(hasknife) \/ init(at(knife, 1))
succ(at(glass, 1)) <-> init(hasglass) \/ init(at(glass, 1))
succ(at(banana, 2)) <-> - init(hasbanana) & init(at(banana, 2))
succ(at(knife, 2)) <-> - init(hasknife) & init(at(knife, 2))
succ(at(glass, 2)) <-> - init(hasglass) & init(at(glass, 2))
The total running time for all actions is 8 seconds while performing 20 million inferences.
About 90 percent of time is spent on Step 4, i.e. on computing the strongest necessary
and weakest suﬃcient conditions of ﬂuent atoms on which the given action has contextdependent eﬀects. For instance, for action goto(1, 2) above, the majority of time was spent
on generating the above 6 conditional eﬀects.
For this action, actually for all the actions in this domain, we could use an ADL-like
description (Pednault, 1989) for conditional eﬀects:
Add list: at(banana,1) when hasbanana
at(knife,1) when hasknife
at(glass,1) when hasglass
Delete list: at(banana,2) when hasbanana
at(knife,2) when hasknife
at(glass,2) when hasglass
However, it is not clear whether this can always be done in the general case.
We mentioned earlier that the speciﬁcations for this domain given in McDermott’s collection as well as others are all context-free. For instance, the following is a speciﬁcation
for action goto in PDDL in McDermott’s collection:
(:action GO-TO
:parameters (?x ?y)
:precondition (and (location ?x) (location ?y)
(not (= ?y ?x)) (on-floor) (at monkey ?y))
:effect (and (at monkey ?x) (not (at monkey ?y))))
This corresponds to a context-free action that does not change any other ﬂuent except at.
It is clear that the design of this action does not take into account domain rules (15) - (17).
With this speciﬁcation, if initially banana is at location 1, then the goal of having banana
at location 2 would not be achievable.
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5.3 Summary
The other domains that we have experimented including a scheduling domain that includes
Pednault’s dictionary and paycheck domain as a special case, the rocket domain, the SRI
robot domain, the machine shop assembling domain, the ferry domain, the grid domain,
the sokoban domain, and the gear domain. They are all included in the online appendix.
We summarize below some of the common features of these domains:
• In all the domains that we tried, it is quite straightforward to decide what eﬀects of
an action should be encoded as direct eﬀects (those given by the predicate Effect) and
what eﬀects as indirect eﬀects (those derived from domain rules).
• The most common domain rules are functional dependency constraints. For instance,
in the blocks world, the ﬂuent atom on(x, y) is functional on both arguments; in
the monkey and banana domain, the ﬂuent atom at(object, loc) is functional on the
second argument (each object can be at only one location). It makes sense then that
we would have a special shorthand for these domain rules, and perhaps a special
procedure for handling them as well. But more signiﬁcantly, given the prevalence
of these functional dependency constraints in action domains, it is worthwhile to
investigate the possibility of a general purpose planner making good use of these
constraints.
• As we mentioned earlier, our system is propositional. The generated successor state
axioms and STRIPS-like systems are all fully instantiated. However, it is often easy
for the user to generalize these propositional speciﬁcations to ﬁrst-order ones. We
shall investigate the generality of this observation next.

6. Generalizing Propositional STRIPS-Like Systems to Ones With
Parameters
As we mentioned, for many action domain descriptions, the successor state axioms and
STRIPS-like systems generated for a speciﬁc domain can be generalized to arbitrary ones.
More precisely, let D be a domain description, and
Domain(p1 , Dp1 ), · · · , Domain(pk , Dpk )
its type speciﬁcation. Suppose in D for action A we have that InitA ∪ SuccA |= ϕ. Now
suppose D is another domain description that is just like D except that it has a diﬀerent
type speciﬁcation:
Domain(p1 , Dp 1 ), · · ·, Domain(pk , Dp k ).
The question that we are interested in is this: given any one-to-one mapping from the type
speciﬁcation of D to that of D , will InitA ∪ SuccA |= ϕ be true in D ? Here A (resp. ϕ )
is the result of replacing all objects in A (resp. ϕ) according to the mapping.
For instance, if the above is true for the blocks world, then we can generalize the results
for the domain description in Example 1 as follows. As we have shown, for action stack(1, 2),
both succ(on(1, 2)) and ¬succ(on(1, 3)) are true. Now if we change the type speciﬁcation
to Domain(block, {a, b, c, d, e}), and if we map 1 to a, 2 to c, and 3 to e, in the new domain
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speciﬁcation, we will have that for action stack(a, c), succ(on(a, c)) and ¬succ(on(a, e)) are
true. Furthermore, by changing the mapping for 3, we see that for any x that is diﬀerent
from a and c (the mapping needs to be one-to-one), ¬succ(on(a, x)) is true.
Obviously, this is to be expected of the blocks world. We now proceed to show that for
some general classes of domain descriptions, we can do this as well. We ﬁrst make precise
the mapping from one type speciﬁcation to another.
Deﬁnition 2 Given two type speciﬁcations O:
Domain(p1 , Dp1 ), · · ·, Domain(pk , Dpk ),
and O :

Domain(p1 , Dp 1 ), · · ·, Domain(pk , Dp k ),

an embedding from O to O is a one-to-one mapping τ from Dp1 ∪· · ·∪Dpk to Dp 1 ∪· · ·∪Dp k
such that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and any a ∈ Dpi , f (a) ∈ Dp i .
Clearly, if there is an embedding of O to O , then for each type p, the size of the domain
for p in O must be at least the size of the domain for p in O. Given such an embedding
τ , any expression β (actions, propositions, formulas) in an action domain description D
with O as its type speciﬁcation can be mapped to τ (β) in the language of D : one simply
replaces each object a in β by τ (a), where D diﬀers from D only in that it uses O as its
type speciﬁcation. Notice that only objects (those in the domain of some type) are to be
replaced, not constants that may occur in the eﬀect axioms or domain rules.
Deﬁnition 3 An action domain description belongs to simple-I class if it does not mention
any function of positive arity, does not mention any complex ﬂuents except in complex ﬂuent
deﬁnitions, and satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. If P recond(A, φA ) is an action precondition deﬁnition, then φA has the form
(∀x, p)...(∀y, q)W , where W is a ﬂuent formula that does not have any quantiﬁers.
2. If Effect(A, ϕ, F ) or Effect(A, ϕ, ¬F ) is an action eﬀect axiom, then ϕ does not have
any quantiﬁers, and the variables in ϕ and F are among those in A. That is, one
cannot have something like
Effect(explodeAt(x), nearby(y, x), dead(y)).
3. If Causes(ϕ, F ) or Causes(ϕ, ¬F ) is a domain rule, then ϕ does not have any quantiﬁers, and all the variables in ϕ must be in F .
Theorem 2 Let D be a simple-I action domain description, and A an action instance in
D. Let D be just like D except for the type speciﬁcation. Then for any formula ψ that
does not mention any complex ﬂuent and has no quantiﬁers, and any embedding τ from
the type speciﬁcation of D to that of D , we have that if InitA ∪ SuccA |= ψ in D. then
Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) |= τ (ψ) in D .
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Proof: Suppose Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) |= τ (ψ) is not true, and that M1 is a truth assignment
in the language of D that satisﬁes Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) and ¬τ (ψ). Now construct a truth
assignment M2 in the language of D as follows: for any proposition P in the language of
D that does not mention any complex ﬂuent, M2 |= P iﬀ M1 |= τ (P ) (P is really either
a static proposition, succ(F ),or init(F ), where F is a primitive ﬂuent atom). The truth
values of complex ﬂuent atoms in M2 are deﬁned according to their deﬁnitions. Clearly,
M2 |= ψ. We now need to show that M2 also satisﬁes InitA and SuccA. For InitA , there
are three cases:
1. M2 |= init(F ) ≡ init(ϕ) when Defined(F, ϕ) is a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition. This
follows from the construction of M2 .
2. M2 |= init(φA ) when P recond(A, φA ) is the precondition deﬁnition for A. By our
assumption, φA has the form (∀x, p)...(∀y, q).W , where W is a formula without any
quantiﬁers. Without loss of generality, let us assume it is (∀x, p)W . Then this formula
is equivalent to

W (x/a)
a∈Dp

under D, where Dp is the domain of type p in D. So M2 |= (∀x, p)W iﬀ
M2 |=



W (x/a)

a∈Dp

iﬀ
M1 |=



W (x/τ (a)),

a∈Dp

which is true since M1 |= (∀x, p)W .
3. All other formulas in InitA do not mention complex ﬂuents and have no quantiﬁers.
They are true in M2 because the corresponding ones are true in M1 .
For SuccA, suppose F is a primitive ﬂuent atom, and its pseudo-successor state axiom ΦF
as constructed according to the procedure CCP given in Section 3 is as follows:
succ(F ) ≡ init(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(ϕn ) ∨ succ(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(ϕl ) ∨

init(F ) ∧ ¬[init(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(φm ) ∨ succ(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(φk )].

Because of the following properties about D:
• each eﬀect axiom Effect(A, ϕ, F ) or Effect(A, ϕ, ¬F ) has the property that ϕ has no
quantiﬁer, and that the variables in ϕ are also in F ;
• each domain rule of the form Causes(ϕ, F ) or Causes(ϕ, ¬F ) has the property that
ϕ has no quantiﬁer, and that the variables in ϕ are also in F ;
so the pseudo-successor state axiom for τ (succ(F )) under D is just τ (ΦF ). Thus M2 |= ΦF
since M1 |= τ (ΦF ). This proves that M2 is a model of SuccA , thus the theorem.
2
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However, most of the examples that we have in the paper do not belong to this simple-I
class, for two reasons: action preconditions, like those in the blocks world, can mention
complex ﬂuents; and some of the negative domain rules Causes(ϕ, ¬F ) may have some
variables not in F . The ﬁrst problem is not a problem in principle as complex ﬂuents can
be replaced by their deﬁnitions. The second problem is more serious, and that leads to a
new type of simple action theories.
Deﬁnition 4 An action domain description belongs to simple-II class if it does not mention
any function of positive arity, does not mention any complex ﬂuents except in complex ﬂuent
deﬁnitions, and satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. If P recond(A, φA ) is an action precondition deﬁnition, then φA has the form
(∀x, p)...(∀y, q)W , where W is a ﬂuent formula that does not have any quantiﬁers.
2. If Effect(A, ϕ, F ) or Effect(A, ϕ, ¬F ) is an action eﬀect axiom, then ϕ does not have
any quantiﬁers, and the variables in ϕ and F are among those in A.
3. There are no positive domain rules of the form Causes(ϕ, F ).
4. If Causes(ϕ, ¬F ) is a domain rule, then ϕ must be of the form ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , where ϕ1 is
any formula that does not mention any ﬂuents and ϕ2 is a ﬂuent atom. Notice that
there is no restriction on variables in ϕ2 .
Simple-II class action domain descriptions seem to be very limited in that there can be no
positive domain rules, and the only negative domain rules allowed are binary. Nevertheless,
they still capture many context-free action domains. For instance, both the blocks world
and meet-and-pass domains in this paper belong to this class: for the blocks world, notice
that while it uses the complex ﬂuent clear in some of its action precondition deﬁnitions, as in
P recond(stack(x, y), ontable(x) ∧ clear(x)∧ clear(y)), these deﬁnitions can be reformulated
as follows using clear’s deﬁnition:
P recond(stack(x, y),
ontable(x) ∧ (∀x1 , block)(∀y1, block)(¬on(x1, x) ∧ ¬on(y1 , y))).
This will then satisfy the condition about P recond in the above deﬁnition of simple-II
action domain descriptions. While we have not veriﬁed it formally, it seems that all the
context-free action domains in McDermott’s PDDL library of action domains, including the
logistics domain, belong to the simple-II class.
Theorem 3 Let D be a simple-II action domain description, and A an action instance in
D. Let D be just like D except for the type speciﬁcation. Then for any formula ψ that
does not mention any complex ﬂuent and has no quantiﬁers, and any embedding τ from
the type speciﬁcation of D to that of D , we have that if InitA ∪ SuccA |= ψ in D then
Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) |= τ (ψ) in D .
Proof: Suppose Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) |= τ (ψ) is not true, and that M1 is a truth assignment
in the language of D that satisﬁes Initτ (A) ∪ Succτ (A) and ¬τ (ψ). Now construct a truth
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assignment M2 in the language of D as follows: for any proposition P in the language of
D that does not mention any complex ﬂuent, M2 |= P iﬀ M1 |= τ (P ) (P is really either
a static proposition, succ(F ),or init(F ), where F is a primitive ﬂuent atom). The truth
values of complex ﬂuent atoms in M2 are deﬁned according to their deﬁnitions. Clearly,
M2 |= ψ. We now need to show that M2 also satisﬁes InitA and SuccA. For InitA , there
are three cases:
1. M2 |= init(F ) ≡ init(ϕ) when Defined(F, ϕ) is a complex ﬂuent deﬁnition. This
follows from the construction of M2 .
2. M2 |= init(φA ) when P recond(A, φA ) is the precondition deﬁnition for A. By our
assumption, φA has the form (∀x, p)...(∀y, q).W , where W is a formula without any
quantiﬁers. Without loss of generality, let us assume it is (∀x, p1 )W . Then this
formula is equivalent to
W (x/a11 ) ∨ · · · ∨ W (x/a1n1 )
under D. So M2 |= (∀x, p1 )W iﬀ
M2 |= W (x/a11 ) ∨ · · · ∨ W (x/a1n1 )
iﬀ
M1 |= W (x/τ (a11)) ∨ · · · ∨ W (x/τ (a1n1 )),
which is true since M1 |= (∀x, p1 )W .
3. All other formulas in InitA do not mention complex ﬂuents and have no quantiﬁers.
They are true in M2 because the corresponding ones are true in M1 .
For SuccA, suppose F is a primitive ﬂuent atom. Since there is no positive domain rule of
the form Causes(ϕ, F ), the pseudo-successor state axiom for F as constructed according to
the procedure CCP given in Section 3 must be of the following form:
succ(F ) ≡ init(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(ϕn ) ∨
init(F ) ∧ ¬[init(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(φm ) ∨ succ(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(φk )],
where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Causes(φi , ¬F ) is an instance of a domain rule in D.
Because in D and D , each eﬀect axiom Effect(ϕ, F ) or Effect(ϕ, ¬F ) has the property
that ϕ has no quantiﬁer, and that the variables in ϕ are also in F , the pseudo-successor
state axiom for τ (succ(F )) under D must have the form:
succ(τ (F )) ≡ init(τ (ϕ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (ϕn )) ∨
init(τ (F )) ∧ ¬[init(τ (φ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (φm )) ∨

succ(τ (φ1))

∨···∨

succ(τ (φk ))

(18)

∨ succ(φ)],

where φ is a disjunction such that each disjunct α must be such that Causes(α, ¬τ (F )) is
an instance in D and that the ﬂuent atom in α contains an object not in τ (A) and τ (F ).
There are two cases:
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• Suppose M2 |= succ(F ). Then M1 |= succ(τ (F )). Since M1 is a model of Succτ (A),
M1 satisﬁes the above axiom about succ(τ (F )). Therefore M1 satisﬁes the following
formula:
init(τ (ϕ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (ϕn)) ∨
init(τ (F )) ∧ ¬[init(τ (φ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (φm)) ∨
succ(τ (φ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(τ (φk ))].
Since the above formula does not mention any complex ﬂuents and has no quantiﬁers,
M2 satisﬁes the corresponding formula:
init(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(ϕn) ∨
init(F ) ∧ ¬[init(φ1 ) ∨

(19)
· · · ∨ init(φm ) ∨ succ(φ1 ) ∨

· · · ∨ succ(φk )],

which is the right side of the equivalence of the pseudo-successor state axiom for
succ(F ) in SuccA .
• Now suppose M2 satisﬁes (19). We’ll show that M1 satisﬁes the right side of (18),
thus M1 |= succ(τ (F )) so M2 |= succ(F ). There are two cases:
– M2 satisﬁes the following formula:
init(ϕ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(ϕn ).

(20)

In this case, since the above formula does not mention any complex ﬂuents and
has no quantiﬁer, M1 satisﬁes the following corresponding formula:
init(τ (ϕ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (ϕn)).

(21)

Thus M1 satisﬁes the right side of (18).
– M2 does not satisfy (20) but satisﬁes the following formula:
init(F ) ∧ ¬[init(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ init(φm ) ∨ succ(φ1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(φk )].
Thus M1 satisﬁes the following formula:
init(τ (F )) ∧ ¬[init(τ (φ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ init(τ (φm )) ∨
succ(τ (φ1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ succ(τ (φk ))].

So to show that the right side of the equivalence of (18) is satisﬁed by M1 , we
need to show that M1 |= ¬succ(φ). Recall that φ is a disjunction such that each
disjunct α must correspond to a domain rule of the form Causes(α, ¬τ (F )), and
that α is of the form α1 ∧ G such that α1 does not mention ﬂuents, and G is
a ﬂuent atom that mentions an object that does not occur in τ (A). Note that
init(α) ⊃ ¬init(τ (F )) is an axiom in Succτ (A), which is satisﬁed by M1 . Thus
M1 |= ¬init(α). This means that either α1 or init(G) is false in M1 . If α1
is false, then succ(α) is false since succ(α1 ) is the same as α1 . Suppose that
init(G) is false in M1 . Notice that since there are no positive domain rules, and
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that G has an object not in τ (A) and τ (F ), the pseudo-successor state axiom
for G in Succτ (A) must be of the form succ(G) ≡ init(G) ∧ Φ. Therefore from
M1 |= ¬init(G) we get M1 |= ¬succ(α). Since α is any disjunct of φ, we have
proved that M1 |= ¬succ(φ). Therefore M1 |= succ(τ (F )). Thus M2 |= succ(F ).
2

7. Related Work
In planning, the most closely related work is the causal reasoning module in Wilkins’s SIPE
system (Wilkins, 1988). Wilkins writes (page 85, Wilkins, 1988): “Use of the STRIPS
assumptions has made operators unacceptably diﬃcult to describe in previous classical
planners... One of the primary reasons for this is that all eﬀects of an action must be explicitly stated... Deductive causal theories are one of the most important mechanisms used
by SIPE to alleviate problems in operator representation caused by the STRIPS assumption.” This is certainly one of the motivations for our system as well. In SIPE, domain rules
have triggers, preconditions, conditions, and eﬀects. Informally, when the triggers become
true in the new situation, SIPE would then check in sequence to see if the preconditions
were true in the old situation, and the conditions are true in the new situation. If all these
conditions are true, it will then deduce the eﬀects. For instance, a SIPE causal rule for
on(x, y) in the blocks world would look like:
Causal-rule: Not-on
Arguments: x, y, z;
Trigger: on(x,y);
Precondition: on(x,z);
Effects: not on(x,z);
In comparison, our domain rules are much simpler. For instance, our corresponding rule
for the above SIPE rule is simply: Causes(on(x, y) ∧ y = z, on(x, z)). We do not need
procedural directives like triggers. To a large degree, we can see our system as a rational
reconstruction of the causal reasoning module in SIPE. As we have shown in Theorem 1,
the procedure used by our system is sound under a translation to causal theories in the
situation calculus. While Wilkins also gave a translation of his causal rules to formulas in
the situation calculus, he did not specify an underlying logic to reason about such formulas.
In fact, as shown by Lin (1995), such translations would not work.
For those familiar with PDDL, the original version by McDermott and the AIPS-98
Planning Competition Committee allows domain axioms over stratiﬁed theories. According
to the manual of PDDL 1.2 (McDermott, 1998), “axioms are logical formulas that assert
relationships among propositions that hold within a situation.” The format for writing
axioms in PDDL is as follows:
(:axiom
:vars (?x ?y ...)
:context W
:implies P)
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where W is a formula and P a literal. Axioms are treated directionally, from W to P . The
following is the rule and intention for using the axioms according to the manual:
“The rule is that action deﬁnitions are not allowed to have eﬀects that mention
predicates that occur in the :implies ﬁeld of an axiom. The intention is that
action deﬁnitions mention ‘primitive’ predicates like on, and that all changes in
truth value of ‘derived’ predicates like above occur through axioms. Without
axioms, the action deﬁnitions will have to describe changes in all predicates that
might be aﬀected by an action, which leads to a complex software engineering
(or ’domain engineering’) problem.”
It is clear from this quotation that axioms in PDDL are intended for deﬁning “derived”
predicates. They are similar to our complex ﬂuent deﬁnitions. New versions of PDDL have
extended the original version by allowing actions with durations and continuous changes.
They have not considered using axioms to derive changes to “primitive” predicates like what
we have done here with domain rules.
Our action domain description language, while having a very diﬀerent syntax that is
strongly inﬂuenced by Prolog syntax, shares much of the same ideas behind action languages
(Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1999). However, unlike action languages, ours does not provide facilities for expressing the truth value of a ﬂuent atom in a particular situation like the initial
situation. Rather, it is aimed at specifying the generic eﬀects of actions. On the other hand,
it has facilities for specifying types and static relations. Most importantly, to date, action
languages are either implemented directly or mapped to a nonmonotonic logic programming
system rather than by compilation into a monotonic system where action eﬀects are given
explicitly, as is done here. For instance, a new SAT-based planning method would have to
be implemented (e.g. McCain & Turner, 1998) for action languages. In comparison, once
an action domain description is compiled to a STRIPS-like description, existing planning
systems such as Blackbox (Selman & Kautz, 1999) or System R (Lin, 2001b) can be directly
called.

8. Concluding Remarks
We have described a system for generating the eﬀects of actions from direct action eﬀect
axioms and domain rules, among other things. We have shown the soundness of the procedure used by the system and tested it successfully in many benchmark action domains used
by current AI planners. For future work, we are considering how to generalize the simple
action theories in Section 6 to include context-dependent action domain descriptions like
the monkey and bananas domain.
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Abstract
For large, real-world inductive learning problems, the number of training examples often
must be limited due to the costs associated with procuring, preparing, and storing the training
examples and/or the computational costs associated with learning from them. In such circumstances, one question of practical importance is: if only n training examples can be selected,
in what proportion should the classes be represented? In this article we help to answer this
question by analyzing, for a fixed training-set size, the relationship between the class distribution of the training data and the performance of classification trees induced from these data.
We study twenty-six data sets and, for each, determine the best class distribution for learning.
The naturally occurring class distribution is shown to generally perform well when classifier
performance is evaluated using undifferentiated error rate (0/1 loss). However, when the area
under the ROC curve is used to evaluate classifier performance, a balanced distribution is
shown to perform well. Since neither of these choices for class distribution always generates
the best-performing classifier, we introduce a “budget-sensitive” progressive sampling algorithm for selecting training examples based on the class associated with each example. An
empirical analysis of this algorithm shows that the class distribution of the resulting training
set yields classifiers with good (nearly-optimal) classification performance.

1. Introduction
In many real-world situations the number of training examples must be limited because obtaining
examples in a form suitable for learning may be costly and/or learning from these examples may
be costly. These costs include the cost of obtaining the raw data, cleaning the data, storing the
data, and transforming the data into a representation suitable for learning, as well as the cost of
computer hardware, the cost associated with the time it takes to learn from the data, and the “opportunity cost” associated with suboptimal learning from extremely large data sets due to limited
computational resources (Turney, 2000). When these costs make it necessary to limit the amount
of training data, an important question is: in what proportion should the classes be represented in
the training data? In answering this question, this article makes two main contributions. It addresses (for classification-tree induction) the practical problem of how to select the class distribution of the training data when the amount of training data must be limited, and, by providing a
detailed empirical study of the effect of class distribution on classifier performance, it provides a
better understanding of the role of class distribution in learning.
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Some practitioners believe that the naturally occurring marginal class distribution should be
used for learning, so that new examples will be classified using a model built from the same underlying distribution. Other practitioners believe that the training set should contain an increased
percentage of minority-class examples, because otherwise the induced classifier will not classify
minority-class examples well. This latter viewpoint is expressed by the statement, “if the sample
size is fixed, a balanced sample will usually produce more accurate predictions than an unbalanced 5%/95% split” (SAS, 2001). However, we are aware of no thorough prior empirical study
of the relationship between the class distribution of the training data and classifier performance,
so neither of these views has been validated and the choice of class distribution often is made
arbitrarily—and with little understanding of the consequences. In this article we provide a thorough study of the relationship between class distribution and classifier performance and provide
guidelines—as well as a progressive sampling algorithm—for determining a “good” class distribution to use for learning.
There are two situations where the research described in this article is of direct practical use.
When the training data must be limited due to the cost of learning from the data, then our results—and the guidelines we establish—can help to determine the class distribution that should
be used for the training data. In this case, these guidelines determine how many examples of
each class to omit from the training set so that the cost of learning is acceptable. The second
scenario is when training examples are costly to procure so that the number of training examples
must be limited. In this case the research presented in this article can be used to determine the
proportion of training examples belonging to each class that should be procured in order to
maximize classifier performance. Note that this assumes that one can select examples belonging
to a specific class. This situation occurs in a variety of situations, such as when the examples
belonging to each class are produced or stored separately or when the main cost is due to transforming the raw data into a form suitable for learning rather than the cost of obtaining the raw,
labeled, data.
Fraud detection (Fawcett & Provost, 1997) provides one example where training instances belonging to each class come from different sources and may be procured independently by class.
Typically, after a bill has been paid, any transactions credited as being fraudulent are stored
separately from legitimate transactions. Furthermore transactions credited to a customer as being
fraudulent may in fact have been legitimate, and so these transactions must undergo a verification
process before being used as training data.
In other situations, labeled raw data can be obtained very cheaply, but it is the process of
forming usable training examples from the raw data that is expensive. As an example, consider
the phone data set, one of the twenty-six data sets analyzed in this article. This data set is used to
learn to classify whether a phone line is associated with a business or a residential customer. The
data set is constructed from low-level call-detail records that describe a phone call, where each
record includes the originating and terminating phone numbers, the time the call was made, and
the day of week and duration of the call. There may be hundreds or even thousands of call-detail
records associated with a given phone line, all of which must be summarized into a single training example. Billions of call-detail records, covering hundreds of millions of phone lines, potentially are available for learning. Because of the effort associated with loading data from dozens
of computer tapes, disk-space limitations and the enormous processing time required to summarize the raw data, it is not feasible to construct a data set using all available raw data. Consequently, the number of usable training examples must be limited. In this case this was done
based on the class associated with each phone line—which is known. The phone data set was
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limited to include approximately 650,000 training examples, which were generated from approximately 600 million call-detail records. Because huge transaction-oriented databases are
now routinely being used for learning, we expect that the number of training examples will also
need to be limited in many of these cases.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces terminology that
will be used throughout this article. Section 3 describes how to adjust a classifier to compensate
for changes made to the class distribution of the training set, so that the generated classifier is not
improperly biased. The experimental methodology and the twenty-six benchmark data sets analyzed in this article are described in Section 4. In Section 5 the performance of the classifiers
induced from the twenty-six naturally unbalanced data sets is analyzed, in order to show how
class distribution affects the behavior and performance of the induced classifiers. Section 6,
which includes our main empirical results, analyzes how varying the class distribution of the
training data affects classifier performance. Section 7 then describes a progressive sampling
algorithm for selecting training examples, such that the resulting class distribution yields classifiers that perform well. Related research is described in Section 8 and limitations of our research
and future research directions are discussed in Section 9. The main lessons learned from our
research are summarized in Section 10.

2. Background and Notation
Let x be an instance drawn from some fixed distribution D. Every instance x is mapped (perhaps
probabilistically) to a class C ∈ {p, n} by the function c, where c represents the true, but unknown, classification function.1  /HW  EH WKH PDUJLQDO SUREDELOLW\ RI PHPEHUVKLS RI x in the
positive class and 1 –  WKH PDUJLQDO SURbability of membership in the negative class. These
marginal probabilities sometimes are referred to as the “class priors” or the “base rate.”
A classifier t is a mapping from instances x to classes {p, n} and is an approximation of c.
For notational convenience, let t(x) ∈ {P, N} so that it is always clear whether a class value is an
actual (lower case) or predicted (upper case) value. The expected accuracy of a classifier t, t, is
GHILQHGDV t = Pr(t(x) = c(x)), or, equivalently as:
 t   • Pr(t(x) = P | c(x) = p) + (1 – Pr(t(x) = N | c(x) = n)

[1]

Many classifiers produce not only a classification, but also estimates of the probability that x
will take on each class value. Let Postt(x) be classifier t’s estimated (posterior) probability that
for instance x, c(x) = p. Classifiers that produce class-membership probabilities produce a classification by applying a numeric threshold to the posterior probabilities. For example, a threshold
value of .5 may be used so that t(x) = P iff Postt (x) > .5; otherwise t(x) = N.
A variety of classifiers function by partitioning the input space into a set L of disjoint regions
(a region being defined by a set of potential instances). For example, for a classification tree, the
regions are described by conjoining the conditions leading to the leaves of the tree. Each region
L ∈ L ZLOOFRQWDLQVRPHQXPEHURIWUDLQLQJLQVWDQFHV L/HW LpDQG Ln be the numbers of
positiYHDQGQHJDWLYHWUDLQLQJLQVWDQFHVLQUHJLRQ/VXFKWKDW L  Lp + Ln. Such classifiers
1. This paper addresses binary classification; the positive class always corresponds to the minority class and the negative class to the majority class.
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often estimate Postt(x | x ∈ / DV Lp Lp+ Ln) and assign a classification for all instances x ∈ L
based on this estimate and a numeric threshold, as described earlier. Now, let LP and LN be the
sets of regions that predict the positive and negative classes, respectively, such that LP  LN = L.
For each region L ∈ L, tKDVDQDVVRFLDWHGDFFXUDF\ L = Pr(c(x) = t(x) | x ∈ L /HW LP represent the expected accuracy for x ∈ LPDQG LN the expected accuracy for x ∈ LN.2 As we shall see
LQ6HFWLRQZHH[SHFW LP ≠ LN when ≠ .5.

3. Correcting for Changes to the Class Distribution of the Training Set
Many classifier induction algorithms assume that the training and test data are drawn from the
same fixed, underlying, distribution D. In particular, these algorithms assume that rtrain and rtest,
the fractions of positive examples in the training and test sets, approximDWH  WKH WUXH ³SULRU´
probability of encountering a positive example. These induction algorithms use the estimated
class priors based on rtrain, either implicitly or explicitly, to construct a model and to assign classifications. If the estimated value of the class priors is not accurate, then the posterior probabilities of the model will be improperly biased. Specifically, “increasing the prior probability of a
class increases the posterior probability of the class, moving the classification boundary for that
class so that more cases are classified into the class” (SAS, 2001). Thus, if the training-set data
are selected so that rtrain GRHVQRWDSSUR[LPDWH WKHQWKHSRVWHULRUSUREDELOLWLHVVKRXOGEHDdjusted based on the differences beWZHHQ DQGrtrain. If such a correction is not performed, then
the resulting bias will cause the classifier to classify the preferentially sampled class more accurately, but the overall accuracy of the classifier will almost always suffer (we discuss this further
in Section 4 and provide the supporting evidence in Appendix A).3
In the majority of experiments described in this article the class distribution of the training set
is purposefully altered so that rtrainGRHVQRWDSSUR[LPDWH 7KHSXUSRVHIRUPRGLIying the class
distribution of the training set is to evaluate how this change affects the overall performance of
the classifier—and whether it can produce better-performing classifiers. However, we do not
want the biased posterior probability estimates to affect the results. In this section we describe a
method for adjusting the posterior probabilities to account for the difference between rtrainDQG 
This method (Weiss & Provost, 2001) is justified informally, using a simple, intuitive, argument.
Elkan (2001) presents an equivalent method for adjusting the posterior probabilities, including a
formal derivation.
When learning classification trees, differences between rtrainDQG QRUPDOO\UHVXOWLQEiased
posterior class-probability estimates at the leaves. To remove this bias, we adjust the probability
estimates to take these differences into account. Two simple, common probability estimation
IRUPXODV DUH OLVWHG LQ 7DEOH   )RU HDFK OHW Lp Ln) represent the number of minority-class
(majority-class) training examples at a leaf L of a decision tree (or, more generally, within any
region L). The uncorrected estimates, which are based on the assumption that the training and
test sets are drawn from D and approximate , estimate the probability of seeing a minority-class
(positive) example in L. The uncorrected frequency-based estimate is straightforward and requires no explanation. However, this estimate does not perform well when the sample size,
Lp Ln, is small—and is not even defined when the sample size is 0. For these reasons the
2. For notational convenience we treat LP and LN as the union of the sets of instances in the corresponding regions.
3. In situations where it is more costly to misclassify minority-class examples than majority-class examples, practitioners sometimes introduce this bias on purpose.
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Laplace estimate often is used instead. We consider a version based on the Laplace law of succession (Good, 1965). This probability estimate will always be closer to 0.5 than the frequencybased estimate, but the difference between the two estimates will be negligible for large sample
sizes.
Estimate Name
Frequency-Based
Laplace (law of succession)

Uncorrected
Lp/( Lp+ Ln)
Lp+1)/( Lp+ Ln+2)

Corrected
 Lp  Lp+o Ln)
Lp

  Lp+o Ln+2)

Table 1: Probability Estimates for Observing a Minority-Class Example
The corrected versions of the estimates in Table 1 account for differences between rtrainDQG 
by factoring in the over-sampling ratio o, which measures the degree to which the minority class
is over-sampled in the training set relative to the naturally occurring distribution. The value of o
is computed as the ratio of minority-class examples to majority-class examples in the training set
divided by the same ratio in the naturally occurring class distribution. If the ratio of minority to
majority examples were 1:2 in the training set and 1:6 in the naturally occurring distribution,
then o would be 3. A learner can account properly for differences between rtrainDQG E\XVLQJ
the corrected estimates to calculate the posterior probabilities at L.
As an example, if the ratio of minority-class examples to majority-class examples in the naturally occurring class distribution is 1:5 but the training distribution is modified so that the ratio is
1:1, then o is 1.0/0.2, or 5. For L to be labeled with the minority class the probability must be
greater than 0.5, so, using the corrected frequency-EDVHG HVWLPDWH Lp Lp Ln) > 0.5, or,
Lp! Ln. Thus, L is labeled with the minority class only if it covers o times as many minorityclass examples as majority-class examples. Note that in calculating o above we use the class
ratios and not the fraction of examples belonging to the minority class (if we mistakenly used the
latter in the above example, then o would be one-half divided by one-sixth, or 3). Using the class
ratios substantially simplifies the formulas and leads to more easily understood estimates. Elkan
(2001) provides a more complex, but equivalent, formula that uses fractions instead of ratios. In
this discussion we assume that a good approximation of the true base rate is known. In some
real-world situations this is not true and different methods are required to compensate for
changes to the training set (Provost & Fawcett, 2001; Saerens et al., 2002).
In order to demonstrate the importance of using the corrected estimates, Appendix A presents
results comparing decision trees labeled using the uncorrected frequency-based estimate with
trees using the corrected frequency-based estimate. This comparison shows that for a particular
modification of the class distribution of the training sets (they are modified so that the classes are
balanced), using the corrected estimates yields classifiers that substantially outperform classifiers
labeled using the uncorrected estimate. In particular, over the twenty-six data sets used in our
study, the corrected frequency-based estimate yields a relative reduction in error rate of 10.6%.
Furthermore, for only one of the twenty-six data sets does the corrected estimate perform worse.
Consequently it is critical to take the differences in the class distributions into account when
labeling the leaves. Previous work on modifying the class distribution of the training set (Catlett,
1991; Chan & Stolfo, 1998; Japkowicz, 2002) did not take these differences into account and this
undoubtedly affected the results.
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4. Experimental Setup
In this section we describe the data sets analyzed in this article, the sampling strategy used to
alter the class distribution of the training data, the classifier induction program used, and, finally,
the metrics for evaluating the performance of the induced classifiers.

4.1 The Data Sets and the Method for Generating the Training Data
The twenty-six data sets used throughout this article are described in Table 2. This collection
includes twenty data sets from the UCI repository (Blake & Merz, 1998), five data sets, identified with a “+”, from previously published work by researchers at AT&T (Cohen & Singer,
1999), and one new data set, the phone data set, generated by the authors. The data sets in Table
2 are listed in order of decreasing class imbalance, a convention used throughout this article.

Dataset
letter-a*
pendigits*
abalone*
sick-euthyroid
connect-4*
optdigits*
covertype*
solar-flare*
phone
letter-vowel*
contraceptive*
adult
splice-junction*

% Minority Dataset
Examples
Size
# Dataset
3.9
20,000 14 network2
8.3
13,821 15 yeast*
8.7
4,177 16 network1+
9.3
3,163 17 car*
9.5
11,258 18 german
9.9
5,620 19 breast-wisc
14.8
581,102 20 blackjack+
15.7
1,389 21 weather+
18.2
652,557 22 bands
19.4
20,000 23 market1+
22.6
1,473 24 crx
23.9
48,842 25 kr-vs-kp
24.1
3,175 26 move+

% Minority Dataset
Examples
Size
27.9
3,826
28.9
1,484
29.2
3,577
30.0
1,728
30.0
1,000
34.5
699
35.6
15,000
40.1
5,597
42.2
538
43.0
3,181
44.5
690
47.8
3,196
49.9
3,029

Table 2: Description of Data Sets
In order to simplify the presentation and the analysis of our results, data sets with more than
two classes were mapped to two-class problems. This was accomplished by designating one of
the original classes, typically the least frequently occurring class, as the minority class and then
mapping the remaining classes into the majority class. The data sets that originally contained
more than 2 classes are identified with an asterisk (*) in Table 2. The letter-a data set was created from the letter-recognition data set by assigning the examples labeled with the letter “a” to
the minority class; the letter-vowel data set was created by assigning the examples labeled with
any vowel to the minority class.
We generated training sets with different class distributions as follows. For each experimental run, first the test set is formed by randomly selecting 25% of the minority-class examples and
25% of the majority-class examples from the original data set, without replacement (the resulting
test set therefore conforms to the original class distribution). The remaining data are available
for training. To ensure that all experiments for a given data set have the same training-set size—
no matter what the class distribution of the training set—the training-set size, S, is made equal to
the total number of minority-class examples still available for training (i.e., 75% of the original
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number). This makes it possible, without replicating any examples, to generate any class distribution for training-set size S. Each training set is then formed by random sampling from the
remaining data, without replacement, such that the desired class distribution is achieved. For the
experiments described in this article, the class distribution of the training set is varied so that the
minority class accounts for between 2% and 95% of the training data.

4.2 C4.5 and Pruning
The experiments in this article use C4.5, a program for inducing classification trees from labeled
examples (Quinlan, 1993). C4.5 uses the uncorrected frequency-based estimate to label the
leaves of the decision tree, since it assumes that the training data approximate the true, underlying distribution. Given that we modify the class distribution of the training set, it is essential that
we use the corrected estimates to re-label the leaves of the induced tree. The results presented in
the body of this article are based on the use of the corrected versions of the frequency-based and
Laplace estimates (described in Table 1), using a probability threshold of .5 to label the leaves of
the induced decision trees.
C4.5 does not factor in differences between the class distributions of the training and test
sets—we adjust for this as a post-processing step. If C4.5’s pruning strategy, which attempts to
minimize error rate, were allowed to execute, it would prune based on a false assumption (viz.,
that the test distribution matches the training distribution). Since this may negatively affect the
generated classifier, except where otherwise indicated all results are based on C4.5 without pruning. This decision is supported by recent research, which indicates that when target misclassification costs (or class distributions) are unknown then standard pruning does not improve, and
may degrade, generalization performance (Provost & Domingos, 2001; Zadrozny & Elkan, 2001;
Bradford et al., 1998; Bauer & Kohavi, 1999). Indeed, Bradford et al. (1998) found that even if
the pruning strategy is adapted to take misclassification costs and class distribution into account,
this does not generally improve the performance of the classifier. Nonetheless, in order to justify
using C4.5 without pruning, we also present the results of C4.5 with pruning when the training
set uses the natural distribution. In this situation C4.5’s assumption about rtrainDSSUR[LPDWLQJ 
is valid and hence its pruning strategy will perform properly. Looking ahead, these results show
that C4.5 without pruning indeed performs competitively with C4.5 with pruning.

4.3 Evaluating Classifier Performance
A variety of metrics for assessing classifier performance are based on the terms listed in the confusion matrix shown below.

c(x) Actual Positive
Actual Negative

t(x)
Positive Prediction Negative Prediction
tp (true positive)
fn (false negative)
fp (false positive)
tn (true negative)

Table 3 summarizes eight such metrics. The metrics described in the first two rows measure
the ability of a classifier to classify positive and negative examples correctly, while the metrics
described in the last two rows measure the effectiveness of the predictions made by a classifier.
For example, the positive predictive value (PPV), or precision, of a classifier measures the fraction of positive predictions that are correctly classified. The metrics described in the last two
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rows of Table 3 are used throughout this article to evaluate how various training-set class distributions affect the predictions made by the induced classifiers. Finally, the metrics in the second
column of Table 3 are “complements” of the corresponding metrics in the first column, and can
alternatively be computed by subtracting the value in the first column from 1. More specifically,
proceeding from row 1 through 4, the metrics in column 1 (column 2) represent: 1) the accuracy
(error rate) when classifying positive/minority examples, 2) the accuracy (error rate) when classifying negative/minority examples, 3) the accuracy (error rate) of the positive/minority predictions, and 4) the accuracy (error rate) of the negative/majority predictions.
§

tp
tp + fn

True Positive Rate FN = Pr(N|p)
(recall or sensitivity)

§

fn
tp + fn

False Negative Rate

TN = Pr(N|n) §

tn
tn + fp

True Negative Rate FP = Pr(P|n)
(specificity)

§

fp
tn + fp

False Positive Rate

PPV = Pr(p|P) §

tp
tp + fp

NPV = Pr(n|N) §

tn
tn + fn

TP = Pr(P|p)

fp
Positive Predictive Value PPV = Pr(n|P) §
(precision)
tp + fp
Negative Predictive Value NPV =Pr(y|N) §

fn
tn + fn

Table 3: Classifier Performance Metrics
We use two performance measures to gauge the overall performance of a classifier: classification accuracy and the area under the ROC curve (Bradley, 1997). Classification accuracy is (tp +
fp)/(tp + fp + tn + fn). This formula, which represents the fraction of examples that are correctly
FODVVLILHGLVDQHVWLPDWHRIWKHH[SHFWHGDFFXUDF\ t, defined earlier in equation 1. Throughout
this article we specify classification accuracy in terms of error rate, which is 1 – accuracy.
We consider classification accuracy in part because it is the most common evaluation metric
in machine-learning research. However, using accuracy as a performance measure assumes that
the target (marginal) class distribution is known and unchanging and, more importantly, that the
error costs—the costs of a false positive and false negative—are equal. These assumptions are
unrealistic in many domains (Provost et al., 1998). Furthermore, highly unbalanced data sets
typically have highly non-uniform error costs that favor the minority class, which, as in the case
of medical diagnosis and fraud detection, is the class of primary interest. The use of accuracy in
these cases is particularly suspect since, as we discuss in Section 5.2, it is heavily biased to favor
the majority class and therefore will sometimes generate classifiers that never predict the minority class. In such cases, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is more appropriate
(Swets et al., 2000; Bradley, 1997; Provost & Fawcett, 2001). When producing the ROC curves
we use the Laplace estimate to estimate the probabilities at the leaves, since it has been shown to
yield consistent improvements (Provost & Domingos, 2001). To assess the overall quality of a
classifier we measure the fraction of the total area that falls under the ROC curve (AUC), which
is equivalent to several other statistical measures for evaluating classification and ranking models
(Hand, 1997). Larger AUC values indicate generally better classifier performance and, in particular, indicate a better ability to rank cases by likelihood of class membership.
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5. Learning from Unbalanced Data Sets
We now analyze the classifiers induced from the twenty-six naturally unbalanced data sets described in Table 2, focusing on the differences in performance for the minority and majority
classes. We do not alter the class distribution of the training data in this section, so the classifiers need not be adjusted using the method described in Section 3. However, so that these experiments are consistent with those in Section 6 that use the natural distribution, the size of the
training set is reduced, as described in Section 4.1.
Before addressing these differences, it is important to discuss an issue that may lead to confusion if left untreated. Practitioners have noted that learning performance often is unsatisfactory
when learning from data sets where the minority class is substantially underrepresented. In particular, they observe that there is a large error rate for the minority class. As should be clear
from Table 3 and the associated discussion, there are two different notions of “error rate for the
minority class”: the minority-class predictions could have a high error rate (large PPV ) or the
minority-class test examples could have a high error rate (large FN). When practitioners observe
that the error rate is unsatisfactory for the minority class, they are usually referring to the fact
that the minority-class examples have a high error rate (large FN). The analysis in this section
will show that the error rate associated with the minority-class predictions ( PPV ) and the minority-class test examples (FN) both are much larger than their majority-class counterparts ( NPV and
FP, respectively). We discuss several explanations for these observed differences.

5.1 Experimental Results
The performances of the classifiers induced from the twenty-six unbalanced data sets are described in Table 4. This table warrants some explanation. The first column specifies the data set
name while the second column, which for convenience has been copied from Table 2, specifies
the percentage of minority-class examples in the natural class distribution. The third column
specifies the percentage of the total test errors that can be attributed to the test examples that
belong to the minority class. By comparing the values in columns two and three we see that in
all cases a disproportionately large percentage of the errors come from the minority-class examples. For instance, minority-class examples make up only 3.9% of the letter-a data set but contribute 58.3% of the errors. Furthermore, for 22 of 26 data sets a majority of the errors can be
attributed to minority-class examples.
The fourth column specifies the number of leaves labeled with the minority and majority
classes and shows that in all but two cases there are fewer leaves labeled with the minority class
than with the majority class. The fifth column, “Coverage,” specifies the average number of
training examples that each minority-labeled or majority-labeled leaf classifies (“covers”). These
results indicate that the leaves labeled with the minority class are formed from far fewer training
examples than those labeled with the majority class.
The “Prediction ER” column specifies the error rates associated with the minority-class and
majority-class predictions, based on the performance of these predictions at classifying the test
examples. The “Actuals ER” column specifies the classification error rates for the minority and
majority class examples, again based on the test set. These last two columns are also labeled
using the terms defined in Section 2 ( PPV , NPV , FN, and FP). As an example, these columns
show that for the letter-a data set the minority-labeled predictions have an error rate of 32.5%
while the majority-labeled predictions have an error rate of only 1.7%, and that the minorityclass test examples have a classification error rate of 41.5% while the majority-class test exam323
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ples have an error rate of only 1.2%. In each of the last two columns we underline the higher
error rate.

Dataset
letter-a
pendigits
abalone
sick-euthyroid
connect-4
optdigits
covertype
solar-flare
phone
letter-vowel
contraceptive
adult
splice-junction
network2
yeast
network1
car
german
breast-wisc
blackjack
weather
bands
market1
crx
kr-vs-kp
move
Average
Median

% Minority % Errors
Examples from Min.
3.9
8.3
8.7
9.3
9.5
9.9
14.8
15.7
18.2
19.4
22.6
23.9
24.1
27.9
28.9
29.2
30.0
30.0
34.5
35.6
40.1
42.2
43.0
44.5
47.8
49.9
25.8
26.0

58.3
32.4
68.9
51.2
51.4
73.0
16.7
64.4
64.4
61.8
48.7
57.5
58.9
57.1
58.9
57.1
58.6
55.4
45.7
81.5
50.7
91.2
50.3
51.0
54.0
61.4
56.9
57.3

Leaves
Min. Maj.

Coverage
Min. Maj.

Prediction ER
Min.
Maj.

Actuals ER
Min.
Maj.

11
6
5
4
47
15
350
12
1008
233
31
627
26
50
8
42
38
34
5
13
134
52
87
28
23
235
120
33

2.2
4.3
16.8 109.3
2.8 35.5
7.1 26.9
1.7
5.8
2.9
2.4
27.3 123.2
1.7
3.1
13.0 62.7
2.4
0.9
1.8
2.8
3.1
1.6
5.5
9.6
4.0 10.3
14.4 26.1
5.1 12.8
3.1
6.6
2.0
2.0
12.6 26.0
57.7 188.0
5.0
7.2
1.4
0.3
5.1
2.7
3.9
2.1
24.0 41.2
2.4
0.6
8.8 27.4
3.9
6.9

(PPV)
32.5
25.8
69.8
22.5
55.8
18.0
23.1
67.8
30.8
27.0
69.8
34.3
15.1
48.2
45.6
46.2
14.0
57.1
11.4
28.9
41.0
17.8
30.9
23.2
1.2
24.4
33.9
29.9

(FN)
41.5
14.3
84.4
24.7
57.6
36.7
5.7
78.9
44.6
37.5
68.3
41.5
20.3
55.5
55.0
53.9
18.6
62.4
9.8
64.4
41.7
69.8
31.2
24.1
1.4
33.9
41.4
41.5

138
8
8
9
128
173
446
48
1220
2547
70
4118
46
61
12
49
42
81
5
19
142
389
227
65
15
1025
426
67

(NPV)
1.7
1.3
7.7
2.5
6.0
3.9
1.0
13.7
9.5
8.7
20.1
12.6
6.3
20.4
20.9
21.0
7.7
25.4
5.1
27.9
27.7
34.8
23.4
18.9
1.3
29.9
13.8
11.1

(FP)
1.2
2.7
3.6
2.4
5.7
1.5
4.9
8.1
5.5
5.6
21.1
9.6
4.5
16.2
15.6
16.7
5.6
21.5
6.1
8.1
27.1
4.9
23.3
18.5
1.1
21.2
10.1
5.9

Table 4: Behavior of Classifiers Induced from Unbalanced Data Sets
The results in Table 4 clearly demonstrate that the minority-class predictions perform much
worse than the majority-class predictions and that the minority-class examples are misclassified
much more frequently than majority-class examples. Over the twenty-six data sets, the minority
predictions have an average error rate ( PPV ) of 33.9% while the majority-class predictions have
an average error rate ( NPV ) of only 13.8%. Furthermore, for only three of the twenty-six data
sets do the majority-class predictions have a higher error rate—and for these three data sets the
class distributions are only slightly unbalanced. Table 4 also shows us that the average error rate
for the minority-class test examples (FN) is 41.4% whereas for the majority-class test examples
the error rate (FP) is only 10.1%. In every one of the twenty-six cases the minority-class test
examples have a higher error rate than the majority-class test examples.
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5.2 Discussion
Why do the minority-class predictions have a higher error rate ( PPV ) than the majority-class
predictions ( NPV )? There are at least two reasons. First, consider a classifier trandom where the
partitions L are chosen randomly and the assignment of each L ∈ L to LP and LN is also made
randomly (recall that LP and LN represent the regions labeled with the positive and negative
classes). For a two-class learning problem WKH H[SHFWHG RYHUDOO DFFXUDF\ t, of this randomly
generated and labeled classifier must be 0.5. However, the expected accuracy of the regions in
the positive partiWLRQ LPZLOOEH ZKLOHWKHH[SHFWHGDFFXUDF\RIWKHUHJLRQVLQWKHQHJDWLYH
partition, LN, will be 1 – )RUDKLJKO\XQEDODQFHGFODVVGLVWULEXWLRQZKHUH  LP = .01
DQG LN = .99. Thus, in such a scenario the negative/majority predictions will be much more
“accurate.” While this “test distribution effect” will be small for a well-learned concept with a
low Bayes error rate (and non-existent for a perfectly learned concept with a Bayes error rate of
0), many learning problems are quite hard and have high Bayes error rates.4
The results in Table 4 suggest a second explanation for why the minority-class predictions are
so error prone. According to the coverage results, minority-labeled predictions tend to be formed
from fewer training examples than majority-labeled predictions. Small disjuncts, which are the
components of disjunctive concepts (i.e., classification rules, decision-tree leaves, etc.) that cover
few training examples, have been shown to have a much higher error rate than large disjuncts
(Holte, et al., 1989; Weiss & Hirsh, 2000). Consequently, the rules/leaves labeled with the minority class have a higher error rate partly because they suffer more from this “problem of small
disjuncts.”
Next, why are minority-class examples classified incorrectly much more often than majorityclass examples (FN > FP)—a phenomenon that has also been observed by others (Japkowicz &
Stephen, 2002)? Consider the estimated accuracy, at, of a classifier t, where the test set is drawn
from the true, underlying distribution D:
at = TP • rtest + TN • (1 – rtest)

[2]

Since the positive class corresponds to the minority class, rtest < .5, and for highly unbalanced
data sets rtest << .5. Therefore, false-positive errors are more damaging to classification accuracy
than false negative errors are. A classifier that is induced using an induction algorithm geared
toward maximizing accuracy therefore should “prefer” false-negative errors over false-positive
errors. This will cause negative/majority examples to be predicted more often and hence will
lead to a higher error rate for minority-class examples. One straightforward example of how
learning algorithms exhibit this behavior is provided by the common-sense rule: if there is no
evidence favoring one classification over another, then predict the majority class. More generally, induction algorithms that maximize accuracy should be biased to perform better at classifying majority-class examples than minority-class examples, since the former component is
weighted more heavily when calculating accuracy. This also explains why, when learning from
data sets with a high degree of class imbalance, classifiers rarely predict the minority class.
A second reason why minority-class examples are misclassified more often than majorityclass examples is that fewer minority-class examples are likely to be sampled from the distribu4. The (optimal) Bayes error rate, using the terminology from Section 2, occurs when t(.)=c(.). Because c(.) may be
probabilistic (e.g., when noise is present), the Bayes error rate for a well-learned concept may not always be low.
The test distribution effect will be small when the concept is well learned and the Bayes error rate is low.
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tion D. Therefore, the training data are less likely to include (enough) instances of all of the
minority-class subconcepts in the concept space, and the learner may not have the opportunity to
represent all truly positive regions in LP. Because of this, some minority-class test examples will
be mistakenly classified as belonging to the majority class.
Finally, it is worth noting that PPV > NPV does not imply that FN > FP. That is, having
more error-prone minority predictions does not imply that the minority-class examples will be
misclassified more often than majority-class examples. Indeed, a higher error rate for minority
predictions means more majority-class test examples will be misclassified. The reason we generally observe a lower error rate for the majority-class test examples (FN > FP) is because the
majority class is predicted far more often than the minority class.

6. The Effect of Training-Set Class Distribution on Classifier Performance
We now turn to the central questions of our study: how do different training-set class distributions affect the performance of the induced classifiers and which class distributions lead to the
best classifiers? We begin by describing the methodology for determining which class distribution performs best. Then, in the next two sections, we evaluate and analyze classifier performance for the twenty-six data sets using a variety of class distributions. We use error rate as the
performance metric in Section 6.2 and AUC as the performance metric in Section 6.3.

6.1 Methodology for Determining the Optimum Training Class Distribution(s)
In order to evaluate the effect of class distribution on classifier performance, we vary the training-set class distributions for the twenty-six data sets using the methodology described in Section
4.1. We evaluate the following twelve class distributions (expressed as the percentage of minority-class examples): 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 95%. For
each data set we also evaluate the performance using the naturally occurring class distribution.
Before we try to determine the “best” class distribution for a training set, there are several issues that must be addressed. First, because we do not evaluate every possible class distribution,
we can only determine the best distribution among the 13 evaluated distributions. Beyond this
concern, however, is the issue of statistical significance and, because we generate classifiers for
13 training distributions, the issue of multiple comparisons (Jensen & Cohen, 2000). Because of
these issues we cannot always conclude that the distribution that yields the best performing classifiers is truly the best one for training.
We take several steps to address the issues of statistical significance and multiple comparisons. To enhance our ability to identify true differences in classifier performance with respect to
changes in class distribution, all results presented in this section are based on 30 runs, rather than
the 10 runs employed in Section 5. Also, rather than trying to determine the best class distribution, we adopt a more conservative approach, and instead identify an “optimal range” of class
distributions—a range in which we are confident the best distribution lies. To identify the optimal range of class distributions, we begin by identifying, for each data set, the class distribution
that yields the classifiers that perform best over the 30 runs. We then perform t-tests to compare
the performance of these 30 classifiers with the 30 classifiers generated using each of the other
twelve class distributions (i.e., 12 t-tests each with n=30 data points). If a t-test yields a probability ≤ .10 then we conclude that the “best” distribution is different from the “other” distribution
(i.e., we are at least 90% confident of this); otherwise we cannot conclude that the class distributions truly perform differently and therefore “group” the distributions together. These grouped
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distributions collectively form the “optimal range” of class distributions. As Tables 5 and 6 will
show, in 50 of 52 cases the optimal ranges are contiguous, assuaging concerns that our conclusions are due to problems of multiple comparisons.

6.2 The Relationship between Class Distribution and Classification Error Rate
Table 5 displays the error rates of the classifiers induced for each of the twenty-six data sets.
The first column in Table 5 specifies the name of the data set and the next two columns specify
the error rates that result from using the natural distribution, with and then without pruning. The
next 12 columns present the error rate values for the 12 fixed class distributions (without pruning). For each data set, the “best” distribution (i.e., the one with the lowest error rate) is highlighted by underlining it and displaying it in boldface. The relative position of the natural
distribution within the range of evaluated class distributions is denoted by the use of a vertical
bar between columns. For example, for the letter-a data set the vertical bar indicates that the
natural distribution falls between the 2% and 5% distributions (from Table 2 we see it is 3.9%).
Error Rate when using Specified Training Distribution
(training distribution expressed as % minority)

Dataset
Nat-Prune Nat
letter-a

2

5

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Relative %
Improvement
80

90

95 best vs. nat best vs. bal

2.80 x 2.78

2.86 2.75 2.59 3.03 3.79 4.53 5.38 6.48 8.51 12.37 18.10 26.14

6.8

51.9

pendigits

3.65 + 3.74

5.77 3.95 3.63 3.45 3.70 3.64 4.02 4.48 4.98 5.73 8.83 13.36

7.8

14.2

abalone

10.68 x 10.46

9.04 9.61 10.64 13.19 15.33 20.76 22.97 24.09 26.44 27.70 27.73 33.91

13.6

60.6

4.46 x 4.10

5.78 4.82 4.69 4.25 5.79 6.54 6.85 9.73 12.89 17.28 28.84 40.34

0.0

40.1

10.68 x 10.56

7.65 8.66 10.80 15.09 19.31 23.18 27.57 33.09 39.45 47.24 59.73 72.08

27.6

72.3

4.94 x 4.68

8.91 7.01 4.05 3.05 2.83 2.79 3.41 3.87 5.15 5.75 9.72 12.87

40.4

18.2

5.12 x 5.03

22.6

sick-euthyroid
connect-4
optdigits

5.54 5.04 5.00 5.26 5.64 5.95 6.46 7.23 8.50 10.18 13.03 16.27

0.6

solar-flare

19.16 + 19.98 16.54 17.52 18.96 21.45 23.03 25.49 29.12 30.73 33.74 38.31 44.72 52.22

17.2

43.2

phone

12.63 x 12.62 13.45 12.87 12.32 12.68 13.25 13.94 14.81 15.97 17.32 18.73 20.24 21.07

2.4

16.8

letter-vowel

11.76 x 11.63 15.87 14.24 12.53 11.67 12.00 12.69 14.16 16.00 18.68 23.47 32.20 41.81

0.0

17.9

contraceptive

31.71 x 30.47 24.09 24.57 25.94 30.03 32.43 35.45 39.65 43.20 47.57 54.44 62.31 67.07

20.9

39.2

adult

17.42 x 17.25 18.47 17.26 16.85 17.09 17.78 18.85 20.05 21.79 24.08 27.11 33.00 39.75

2.3

16.0

8.30 + 8.37 20.00 13.95 10.72 8.68 8.50 8.15 8.74 9.86 9.85 12.08 16.25 21.18

2.6

6.8

27.13 x 26.67 27.37 25.91 25.71 25.66 26.94 28.65 29.96 32.27 34.25 37.73 40.76 37.72

3.8

14.4

yeast

26.98 x 26.59 29.08 28.61 27.51 26.35 26.93 27.10 28.80 29.82 30.91 35.42 35.79 36.33

0.9

8.5

network1

27.57 + 27.59 27.90 27.43 26.78 26.58 27.45 28.61 30.99 32.65 34.26 37.30 39.39 41.09

3.7

14.2

covertype

splice-junction
network2

car
german

9.51 x 8.85 23.22 18.58 14.90 10.94 8.63 8.31 7.92 7.35 7.79 8.78 10.18 12.86

16.9

7.2

33.76 x 33.41 30.17 30.39 31.01 32.59 33.08 34.15 37.09 40.55 44.04 48.36 55.07 60.99

9.7

18.7
0.0

7.41 x 6.82 20.65 14.04 11.00 8.12 7.49 6.82 6.74 7.30 6.94 7.53 10.02 10.56

1.2

blackjack

28.14 + 28.40 30.74 30.66 29.81 28.67 28.56 28.45 28.71 28.91 29.78 31.02 32.67 33.87

0.0

1.1

weather

33.68 + 33.69 38.41 36.89 35.25 33.68 33.11 33.43 34.61 36.69 38.36 41.68 47.23 51.69

1.7

4.3

breast-wisc

bands

32.26 + 32.53 38.72 35.87 35.71 34.76 33.33 32.16 32.68 33.91 34.64 39.88 40.98 40.80

1.1

1.6

market1

26.71 x 26.16 34.26 32.50 29.54 26.95 26.13 26.05 25.77 26.86 29.53 31.69 36.72 39.90

1.5

0.0

crx

20.99 x 20.39 35.99 30.86 27.68 23.61 20.84 20.82 21.48 21.64 22.20 23.98 28.09 32.85

0.0

5.1

1.25 + 1.39 12.18 6.50 3.20 2.33 1.73 1.16 1.22 1.34 1.53 2.55 3.66 6.04

16.5

4.9

27.54 + 28.57 46.13 42.10 38.34 33.48 30.80 28.36 28.24 29.33 30.21 31.80 36.08 40.95

1.2

0.0

kr-vs-kp
move

Table 5: Effect of Training Set Class Distribution on Error Rate
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The error rate values that are not significantly different, statistically, from the lowest error
rate (i.e., the comparison yields a t-test value > .10) are shaded. Thus, for the letter-a data set,
the optimum range includes those class distributions that include between 2% and 10% minorityclass examples—which includes the natural distribution. The last two columns in Table 5 show
the relative improvement in error rate achieved by using the best distribution instead of the natural and balanced distributions. When this improvement is statistically significant (i.e., is associated with a t-test value ≤ .10) then the value is displayed in bold.
The results in Table 5 show that for 9 of the 26 data sets we are confident that the natural distribution is not within the optimal range. For most of these 9 data sets, using the best distribution
rather than the natural distribution yields a remarkably large relative reduction in error rate. We
feel that this is sufficient evidence to conclude that for accuracy, when the training-set size must
be limited, it is not appropriate simply to assume that the natural distribution should be used.
Inspection of the error-rate results in Table 5 also shows that the best distribution does not differ
from the natural distribution in any consistent manner—sometimes it includes more minorityclass examples (e.g., optdigits, car) and sometimes fewer (e.g., connect-4, solar-flare). However,
it is clear that for data sets with a substantial amount of class imbalance (the ones in the top half
of the table), a balanced class distribution also is not the best class distribution for training, to
minimize undifferentiated error rate. More specifically, none of the top-12 most skewed data
sets have the balanced class distribution within their respective optimal ranges, and for these data
sets the relative improvements over the balanced distributions are striking.
Let us now consider the error-rate values for the remaining 17 data sets for which the t-test results do not permit us to conclude that the best observed distribution truly outperforms the natural distribution. In these cases we see that the error rate values for the 12 training-set class
distributions usually form a unimodal, or nearly unimodal, distribution. This is the distribution
one would expect if the accuracy of a classifier progressively degrades the further it deviates
from the best distribution. This suggests that “adjacent” class distributions may indeed produce
classifiers that perform differently, but that our statistical testing is not sufficiently sensitive to
identify these differences. Based on this, we suspect that many of the observed improvements
shown in the last column of Table 5 that are not deemed to be significant statistically are nonetheless meaningful.
Figure 1 shows the behavior of the learned classifiers for the adult, phone, covertype, and letter-a data sets in a graphical form. In this figure the natural distribution is denoted by the “X”
tick mark and the associated error rate is noted above the marker. The error rate for the best
distribution is underlined and displayed below the corresponding data point (for these four data
sets the best distribution happens to include 10% minority-class examples). Two of the curves
are associated with data sets (adult, phone) for which we are >90% confident that the best distribution performs better than the natural distribution, while for the other two curves (covertype,
letter-a) we are not. Note that all four curves are perfectly unimodal. It is also clear that near the
distribution that minimizes error rate, changes to the class distribution yield only modest changes
in the error rate—far more dramatic changes occur elsewhere. This is also evident for most data
sets in Table 5. This is a convenient property given the common goal of minimizing error rate.
This property would be far less evident if the correction described in Section 3 were not performed, since then classifiers induced from class distributions deviating from the naturally occurring distribution would be improperly biased.
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Figure 1: Effect of Class Distribution on Error Rate for Select Data Sets

Finally, to assess whether pruning would have improved performance, consider the second
column in Table 5, which displays the error rates that result from using C4.5 with pruning on the
natural distribution (recall from Section 4.2 that this is the only case when C4.5’s pruning strategy will give unbiased results). A “+”/“x” in the second column indicates that C4.5 with pruning
outperforms/underperforms C4.5 without pruning, when learning from the natural distribution.
Note that C4.5 with pruning underperforms C4.5 without pruning for 17 of the 26 data sets,
which leads us to conclude that C4.5 without pruning is a reasonable learner. Furthermore, in no
case does C4.5 with pruning generate a classifier within the optimal range when C4.5 without
pruning does not also generate a classifier within this range.

6.3 The Relationship between Class Distribution and AUC
The performance of the induced classifiers, using AUC as the performance measure, is displayed
in Table 6. When viewing these results, recall that for AUC larger values indicate improved
performance. The relative improvement in classifier performance is again specified in the last
two columns, but now the relative improvement in performance is calculated in terms of the area
above the ROC curve (i.e., 1 – AUC). We use the area above the ROC curve because it better
reflects the relative improvement—just as in Table 5 relative improvement is specified in terms
of the change in error rate instead of the change in accuracy. As before, the relative improvements are shown in bold only if we are more than 90% confident that they reflect a true improvement in performance (i.e., t-test value  
In general, the optimum ranges appear to be centered near, but slightly to the right, of the balanced class distribution. For 12 of the 26 data sets the optimum range does not include the natural distribution (i.e., the third column is not shaded). Note that for these data sets, with the
exception of the solar-flare data set, the class distributions within the optimal range contain more
minority-class examples than the natural class distribution. Based on these results we conclude
even more strongly for AUC (i.e., for cost-sensitive classification and for ranking) than for accu329
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racy that it is not appropriate simply to choose the natural class distribution for training. Table 6
also shows that, unlike for accuracy, a balanced class distribution generally performs very well,
although it does not always perform optimally. In particular, we see that for 19 of the 26 data
sets the balanced distribution is within the optimal range. This result is not too surprising since
AUC, unlike error rate, is unaffected by the class distribution of the test set, and effectively factors in classifier performance over all class distributions.
AUC when using Specified Training Distribution
(training distribution expressed as % minority)

Dataset
Nat-prune Nat

2

5

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Relative %
Improv. (1-AUC)
90

95 best vs. nat best vs. bal

letter-a

.500 x

.772

.711 .799 .865 .891 .911 .938 .937 .944 .951 .954 .952 .940

79.8

pendigits

.962 x

.967

.892 .958 .971 .976 .978 .979 .979 .978 .977 .976 .966 .957

36.4

27.0
0.0

abalone

.590 x

.711

.572 .667 .710 .751 .771 .775 .776 .778 .768 .733 .694 .687

25.8

0.9

sick-euthyroid

.937 x

.940

.892 .908 .933 .943 .944 .949 .952 .951 .955 .945 .942 .921

25.0

6.3

connect-4

.658 x

.731

.664 .702 .724 .759 .763 .777 .783 .793 .793 .789 .772 .730

23.1

4.6

optdigits

.659 x

.803

.599 .653 .833 .900 .924 .943 .948 .959 .967 .965 .970 .965

84.8

42.3
20.0

covertype

.982 x

.984

.970 .980 .984 .984 .983 .982 .980 .978 .976 .973 .968 .960

0.0

solar-flare

.515 x

.627

.614 .611 .646 .627 .635 .636 .632 .650 .662 .652 .653 .623

9.4

8.2

phone

.850 x

.851

.843 .850 .852 .851 .850 .850 .849 .848 .848 .850 .853 .850

1.3

2.6

letter-vowel

.806 +

.793

.635 .673 .744 .799 .819 .842 .849 .861 .868 .868 .858 .833

36.2

12.6

contraceptive

.539 x

.611

.567 .613 .617 .616 .622 .640 .635 .635 .640 .641 .627 .613

7.7

1.6

adult

.853 +

.839

.816 .821 .829 .836 .842 .846 .851 .854 .858 .861 .861 .855

13.7

6.7

splice-junction

.932 +

.905

.814 .820 .852 .908 .915 .925 .936 .938 .944 .950 .944 .944

47.4

21.9

network2

.712 +

.708

.634 .696 .703 .708 .705 .704 .705 .702 .706 .710 .719 .683

3.8

4.7

yeast

.702 x

.705

.547 .588 .650 .696 .727 .714 .720 .723 .715 .699 .659 .621

10.9

2.5

network1

.707 +

.705

.626 .676 .697 .709 .709 .706 .702 .704 .708 .713 .709 .696

2.7

3.7

car

.931 +

.879

.754 .757 .787 .851 .884 .892 .916 .932 .931 .936 .930 .915

47.1

23.8

german

.660 +

.646

.573 .600 .632 .615 .635 .654 .645 .640 .650 .645 .643 .613

2.3

2.5

breast-wisc

.951 x

.958

.876 .916 .940 .958 .963 .968 .966 .963 .963 .964 .949 .948

23.8

5.9

blackjack

.682 x

.700

.593 .596 .628 .678 .688 .712 .713 .715 .700 .678 .604 .558

5.0

0.7
1.5

weather

.748 +

.736

.694 .715 .728 .737 .738 .740 .736 .730 .736 .722 .718 .702

1.5

bands

.604 x

.623

.522 .559 .564 .575 .599 .620 .618 .604 .601 .530 .526 .536

0.0

1.3

market1

.815 +

.811

.724 .767 .785 .801 .810 .808 .816 .817 .812 .805 .795 .781

3.2

0.5

crx

.889 +

.852

.804 .799 .805 .817 .834 .843 .853 .845 .857 .848 .853 .866

9.5

8.8

kr-vs-kp

.996 x

.997

.937 .970 .991 .994 .997 .998 .998 .998 .997 .994 .988 .982

33.3

0.0

move

.762 +

.734

.574 .606 .632 .671 .698 .726 .735 .738 .742 .736 .711 .672

3.0

2.6

Table 6: Effect of Training Set Class Distribution on AUC
If we look at the results with pruning, we see that for 15 of the 26 data sets C4.5 with pruning
underperforms C4.5 without pruning. Thus, with respect to AUC, C4.5 without pruning is a
reasonable learner. However, note that for the car data set the natural distribution with pruning
falls into the optimum range, whereas without pruning it does not.
Figure 2 shows how class distribution affects AUC for the adult, covertype, and letter-a data
sets (the phone data set is not displayed as it was in Figure 1 because it would obscure the adult
data set). Again, the natural distribution is denoted by the “X” tick mark. The AUC for the best
distribution is underlined and displayed below the corresponding data point. In this case we also
see that near the optimal class distribution the AUC curves tend to be flatter, and hence less sensitive to changes in class distribution.
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0.9
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Figure 2: Effect of Class Distribution on AUC for Select Data Sets
Figure 3 shows several ROC curves associated with the letter-vowel data set. These curves each
were generated from a single run of C4.5 (which is why the AUC values do not exactly match the
values in Table 6). In ROC space, the point (0,0) corresponds to the strategy of never making a
positive/minority prediction and the point (1,1) to always predicting the positive/minority class.
Points to the “northwest” indicate improved performance.
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Figure 3: ROC Curves for the Letter-Vowel Data set
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Observe that different training distributions perform better in different areas of ROC space.
Specifically note that the classifier trained with 90% minority-class examples performs substantially better than the classifier trained with the natural distribution for high true-positive rates and
that the classifier training with 2% minority-class examples performs fairly well for low truepositive rates. Why? With only a small sample of minority-class examples (2%) a classifier can
identify only a few minority-labeled “rules” with high confidence. However, with a much larger
sample of minority-class examples (90%) it can identify many more such minority-labeled rules.
However, for this data set a balanced distribution has the largest AUC and performs best overall.
Note that the curve generated using the balanced class distribution almost always outperforms
the curve associated with the natural distribution (for low false-positive rates the natural distribution performs slightly better).

7. Forming a Good Class Distribution with Sensitivity to Procurement Costs
The results from the previous section demonstrate that some marginal class distributions yield
classifiers that perform substantially better than the classifiers produced by other training distributions. Unfortunately, in order to determine the best class distribution for training, forming all
thirteen training sets of size n, each with a different class distribution, requires nearly 2n examples. When it is costly to obtain training examples in a form suitable for learning, then this approach is self-defeating. Ideally, given a budget that allows for n training examples, one would
select a total of n training examples all of which would be used in the final training set—and the
associated class distribution would yield classifiers that perform better than those generated from
any other class distribution (given n training examples). In this section we describe and evaluate
a heuristic, budget-sensitive, progressive sampling algorithm that approximates this ideal.
In order to evaluate this progressive sampling algorithm, it is necessary to measure how class
distribution affects classifier performance for a variety of different training-set sizes. These
measurements are summarized in Section 7.1 (the detailed results are included in Appendix B).
The algorithm for selecting training data is then described in Section 7.2 and its performance
evaluated in Section 7.3, using the measurements included in Appendix B.
7.1

The Effect of Class Distribution and Training-Set Size on Classifier Performance

Experiments were run to establish the relationship between class distribution, training-set size
and classifier performance. In order to ensure that the training sets contain a sufficient number
of training examples to provide meaningful results when the training-set size is dramatically reduced, only the data sets that yield relatively large training sets are used (this is determined based
on the size of the data set and the fraction of minority-class examples in the data set). Based on
this criterion, the following seven data sets were selected for analysis: phone, adult, covertype,
blackjack, kr-vs-kp, letter-a, and weather. The detailed results associated with these experiments
are contained in Appendix B.
The results for one of these data sets, the adult data set, are shown graphically in Figure 4 and
Figure 5, which show classifier performance using error rate and AUC, respectively. Each of the
nine performance curves in these figures is associated with a specific training-set size, which
contains between 1/128 and all of the training data available for learning (using the methodology
described in Section 4.1). Because the performance curves always improve with increasing dataset size, only the curves corresponding to the smallest and largest training-set sizes are explicitly
labeled.
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Figure 4: Effect of Class Distribution and Training-set Size on Error Rate (Adult Data Set)
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 show several important things. First, while a change in training-set size
shifts the performance curves, the relative rank of each point on each performance curve remains
roughly the same. Thus, while the class distribution that yields the best performance occasionally varies with training-set size, these variations are relatively rare and when they occur, they are
small. For example, Figure 5 (and the supporting details in Appendix B) indicates that for the
adult data set, the class distribution that yields the best AUC typically contains 80% minorityclass examples, although there is occasionally a small deviation (with 1/8 the training data 70%
minority-class examples does best). This gives support to the notion that there may be a “best”
marginal class distribution for a learning task and suggests that a progressive sampling algorithm
may be useful in locating the class distribution that yields the best, or nearly best, classifier performance.
The results also indicate that, for any fixed class distribution, increasing the size of the training set always leads to improved classifier performance. Also note that the performance curves
tend to “flatten out” as the size of the data set grows, indicating that the choice of class distribution may become less important as the training-set size grows. Nonetheless, even when all of the
available training data are used, the choice of class distribution does make a difference. This is
significant because if a plateau had been reached (i.e., learning had stopped), then it would be
possible to reduce the size of the training set without degrading classifier performance. In that
case it would not be necessary to select the class distribution of the training data carefully.
The results in Figure 4 and Figure 5 also show that by carefully selecting the class distribution, one can sometimes achieve improved performance while using fewer training examples. To
see this, consider the dashed horizontal line in Figure 4, which intersects the curve associated
with ¾ of the training data at its lowest error rate, when the class distribution includes 10% minority-class examples. When this horizontal line is below the curve associated with all available
training data, then the training set with ¾ of the data outperforms the full training set. In this
case we see that ¾ of the training data with a 10% class distribution outperforms the natural class
distribution using all of the available training data. The two horizontal lines in Figure 5 highlight
just some of the cases where one can achieve improved AUC using fewer training data (because
larger AUC values indicate improved performance, compare the horizontal lines with the curves
that lie above them). For example, Figure 5 shows that the training set with a class distribution
that contains 80% minority-class examples and 1/128th of the total training data outperforms a
training set with twice the training data when its class distribution contains less than or equal to
40% minority-class examples (and outperforms a training set with four times the data if its class
distribution contains less than or equal to 10% minority-class examples). The results in Appendix B show that all of the trends noted for the adult data set hold for the other data sets and that
one can often achieve improved performance using less training data.
7.2

A Budget-Sensitive Progressive sampling Algorithm for Selecting Training Data

As discussed above, the size of the training set sometimes must be limited due to costs associated
with procuring usable training examples. For simplicity, assume that there is a budget n, which
permits one to procure exactly n training examples. Further assume that the number of training
examples that potentially can be procured is sufficiently large so that a training set of size n can
be formed with any desired marginal class distribution. We would like a sampling strategy that
selects x minority-class examples and y majority-class examples, where x + y = n, such that the
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resulting class distribution yields the best possible classification performance for a training set of
size n.
The sampling strategy relies on several assumptions. First, we assume that the cost of executing the learning algorithm is negligible compared to the cost of procuring examples, so that the
learning algorithm may be run multiple times. This certainly will be true when training data are
costly. We further assume that the cost of procuring examples is the same for each class and
hence the budget n represents the number of examples that can be procured as well as the total
cost. This assumption will hold for many, but not all, domains. For example, for the phone data
set described in Section 1 the cost of procuring business and consumer “examples” is equal,
while for the telephone fraud domain the cost of procuring fraudulent examples may be substantially higher than the cost of procuring non-fraudulent examples. The algorithm described in this
section can be extended to handle non-uniform procurement costs.
The sampling algorithm selects minority-class and majority-class training examples such that
the resulting class distribution will yield classifiers that tend to perform well. The algorithm
begins with a small amount of training data and progressively adds training examples using a
geometric sampling schedule (Provost, Jensen & Oates, 1999). The proportion of minority-class
examples and majority-class examples added in each iteration of the algorithm is determined
empirically by forming several class distributions from the currently available training data,
evaluating the classification performance of the resulting classifiers, and then determining the
class distribution that performs best. The algorithm implements a beam-search through the space
of possible class distributions, where the beam narrows as the budget is exhausted.
We say that the sampling algorithm is budget-efficient if all examples selected during any iteration of the algorithm are used in the final training set, which has the heuristically determined
class distribution. The key is to constrain the search through the space of class distributions so
that budget-efficiency is either guaranteed, or very likely. As we will show, the algorithm described in this section is guaranteed to be budget-efficient. Note, however, that the class distribution of the final training set, that is heuristically determined, is not guaranteed to be the best
class distribution; however, as we will show, it performs well in practice.
The algorithm is outlined in Table 7, using pseudo-code, followed by a line-by-line explanation (a complete example is provided in Appendix C). The algorithm takes three user-specified
LQSXWSDUDPHWHUV WKHJHRPHWULFIDFWRUXVHGWRGHWHUPLQHWKHUDWHDWZKLFKWKHWUDLQLQJ-set size
grows; n, the budget; and cmin, the minimum fraction of minority-class examples and majorityclass examples that are assumed to appear in the final training set in order for the budgetefficiency guarantee to hold.5)RUWKHUHVXOWVSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVVHFWLRQ LVVHWWRVRWKDWWKH
training-set size doubles every iteration of the algorithm, and cmin is set to 1/32.
The algorithm begins by initializing the values for the minority and majority variables, which
represent the total number of minority-class examples and majority-class examples requested by
the algorithm. Then, in line 2, the number of iterations of the algorithm is determined, such that
the initial training-set size, which is subsequently set in line 5, will be at most cmin • n. This
will allow all possible class distributions to be formed using at most cmin minority-class examples and cmin majority-FODVVH[DPSOHV)RUH[DPSOHJLYHQWKDW LVDQGcmin is 1/32, in line 2
variable K will be set to 5 and in line 5 the initial training-set size will be set to 1/32 n.
5. Consider the degenerate case where the algorithm determines that the best class distribution contains no minorityclass examples or no majority-class examples. If the algorithm begins with even a single example of this class, then
it will not be budget-efficient.
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1. minority = majority = 0;


2.

K = log



 1 


 c min 



# current number minority/majority examples in hand

;

# number of iterations is K+1

3. for (j = 0; j .M M
4. {
5.
size = n  K-j
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

# for each iteration (e.g., j = 0, 1,2,3,4,5)
# set training-set size for iteration j

if (j = 0)
beam_bottom = 0; beam_top = 1;
# initialize beam for first iteration
else if (j = K)
beam_bottom = best; beam_top = best; # last iteration only evaluate previous best
else
min(best,1− best )
beam_radius =
µ +1 µ −1
beam_bottom = best – beam_radius; beam_top = best + beam_radius;

13.
14.

min_needed = size • beam_top;
# number minority examples needed
maj_needed = size • (1.0 – beam_bottom); # number majority examples needed

15.
16.
17.
18.

if (min_needed > minority)
request (min_needed - minority) additional minority-class examples;
if (maj_needed > majority)
request (maj_needed - majority) additional majority-class examples;

19.
20.

evaluate(beam_bottom, beam_top, size); # evaluate distributions in the beam; set best
}
Table 7: The Algorithm for Selecting Training Data

Next, in lines 6-12, the algorithm determines the class distributions to be considered in each
iteration by setting the boundaries of the beam. For the first iteration, all class distributions are
considered (i.e., the fraction of minority-class examples in the training set may vary between 0
and 1) and for the very last iteration, only the best-performing class distribution from the previous iteration is evaluated. In all other iterations, the beam is centered on the class distribution
that performed best in the previous iteration and the radius of the beam is set (in line 11) such
that the ratio beam_top/beam_bottom wiOOHTXDO )RUH[DPSOHLI LVDQGbest is .15, then
beam_radius is .05 and the beam will span from .10 to .20—which difIHUE\DIDFWRURI LH 
In lines 13 and 14 the algorithm computes the number of minority-class examples and majority-class examples needed to form the class distributions that fall within the beam. These values
are determined from the class distributions at the boundaries of the beam. In lines 15-18 additional examples are requested, if required. In line 19 an evaluation procedure is called to form
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the class distributions within the beam and then to induce and to evaluate the classifiers. At a
minimum this procedure will evaluate the class distributions at the endpoints and at the midpoint
of the beam; however, this procedure may be implemented to evaluate additional class distributions within the beam. The procedure will set the variable best to the class distribution that performs best. If the best performance is achieved by several class distributions, then a resolution
procedure is needed. For example, the class distribution for which the surrounding class distributions perform best may be chosen; if this still does not yield a unique value, then the bestperforming class distribution closest to the center of the beam may be chosen. In any event, for
the last iteration, only one class distribution is evaluated—the previous best. To ensure budgetefficiency, only one class distribution can be evaluated in the final iteration.
This algorithm is guaranteed to request only examples that are subsequently used in the final
training set, which will have the heuristically determined class distribution. This guarantee can
be verified inductively. First, the base case. The calculation for K in line 2 ensures that the initial training set will contain cmin • n training examples. Since we assume that the final training
set will have at least cmin minority-class examples and cmin majority-class examples, all examples used to form the initial training set are guaranteed to be included in the final training set.
Note that cmin may be set arbitrarily small—the smaller cmin the larger K and the smaller the
size of the initial training set.
The inductive step is based on the observation that because the radius of the beam in line 11 is
sHWVRWKDWWKHEHDPVSDQVDWPRVWDIDFWRURI DOOH[DPSOHVUHTXHVWHGLQHDFKLWHUDWLRQDUHJXDranteed to be used in the final training set. To see this, we will work backward from the final
iteration, rather than working forward as is the case in most inductive proofs. Assume that the
result of the algorithm is that the fraction of minority-class examples in the final training set is p,
so that there are p • n minority-class examples in the final training set. This means that p was the
best distribution from the previous iteration. Since p must fall somewhere within the beam for
the previous iteration and the beam must span a factor ZHFDQVD\WKHIROORZLQJWKHIUDFWLRQ
of minority-class examples in the previous iteration could range from p  LIp was at the top of
WKH SUHYLRXV EHDP  WR • p (if p was at the bottom of the previous beam). Since the previous
iteration contains n/ H[DPSOHVGXHWRWKHJHRPHWULFVDPSOLQJVFKHPHWKHQWKHSUHYLRXVLWHUaWLRQKDVDWPRVW p) • n RUp • n, minority-class examples. Thus, in all possible cases all
minority-class examples from the previous iteration can be used in the final interaction. This
argument applies similarly to the majority-class examples and can be extended backwards to
previous iterations.6 Thus, because of the bound on the initial training-set size and the restriction
on the width of the beam not to exceed the geometULFIDFWRU WKHDOJRULWKPJXDUDQWHHVWKDWDOO
examples requested during the execution of the algorithm will be used in the final training set.
A complete, detailed, iteration-by-iteration example describing the sampling algorithm as it is
applied to the phone data set is provided in Appendix C, Table C1. In that example error rate is
used to evaluate classifier performance. The description specifies the class distributions that are
evaluated during the execution of the algorithm. This “trajectory” is graphically depicted in
Figure 6, narrowing in on the final class distribution. At each iteration, the algorithm considers
the “beam” of class distributions bounded by the two curves.

6. The only exception is for the first iteration of the algorithm, since in this situation the beam is unconditionally set to
span all class distributions. This is the reason why the cmin value is required to provide the efficiency guarantee.
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Figure 6: The Trajectory of the Algorithm through the Space of Class Distributions.
7.3 Results for the Sampling Algorithm
The budget-sensitive progressive sampling algorithm was applied to the phone, adult, covertype,
kr-vs-kp, weather, letter-a and blackjack data sets using both error rate and AUC to measure classifier performance. However, the method for setting the beam (described in lines 6-12 in Table 7)
was modified so that the results from the experiments described in Section 7.1 (and detailed in
Appendix B), which evaluate only the 13 listed class distributions, could be used. Specifically,
at each iteration the low end (high end) of the beam is set to the class distribution specified in
Appendix B that is just below (above) the best performing class distribution from the prior iteration. For example, if in one iteration the best performing class distribution contains 30% minority-class examples, then in the next iteration the bottom of the beam is set to include 20%
minority-class examples and the top of the beam to include 40% minority-class examples (of the
13 sampled class distributions, these are the closest to the 30% class distribution). Although this
will someWLPHVDOORZWKHEHDPWRVSDQDUDQJHJUHDWHUWKDQ   LQSUDFWLFHWKLVGRHVQRWUHVXOW
in a problem—for the seven data sets all examples requested by the algorithm are included in the
final training set. In addition, a slight improvement was made to the algorithm. Specifically, for
any iteration, if the number of examples already in hand (procured in previous iterations) is sufficient to evaluate additional class distributions, then the beam is widened to include these additional class distributions (this can happen because during the first iteration the beam is set very
wide).
The performance of this sampling algorithm is summarized in Table 8, along with the performance of two other strategies for selecting the class distribution of the training data. The first
of the two additional strategies, the “Pick Natural/Balanced Strategy,” is based on the guidelines
suggested by the empirical results from Section 6. This strategy selects the natural distribution
when error rate is the performance metric and the balanced class distribution when AUC is the
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performance metric. The “Pick Best” strategy selects the class distribution that performs best
over the 13 evaluated class distributions (see Tables 5 and 6). Given that we only consider the
13 class distributions, this strategy will always yield the best results but, as we shall see, is more
costly than the other strategies. The value representing the best, budget-efficient performance
(lowest error rate, highest AUC) is underlined for each data set. A detailed iteration-by-iteration
description of the algorithm, for all seven data sets, is provided in Appendix C, Table C3.
Table 8 also specifies the cost for each strategy, based on the number of training examples requested by the algorithm. This cost is expressed with respect to the budget n (each strategy yields
a final training set with n examples). The “Pick Natural/Balanced” strategy always requires exactly n examples to be selected and therefore has a cost of n and is budget-efficient. The “Pick
Best” strategy has a total cost of 1.93n and hence is not budget-efficient (because it evaluates
class distributions with between 2% and 95% minority-class examples, it requires .95n minorityclass examples and .98n majority-class examples). The cost of the sampling algorithm depends
on the performance of the induced classifiers: with the changes to the algorithm described in this
section, it is no longer guaranteed to be budget-efficient. Nonetheless, in all cases—for both
error rate and AUC—the sampling algorithm has a cost of exactly n and hence turns out to be
budget-efficient.

Data Set

phone
adult
covertype
kr-vs-kp
weather
letter-a
blackjack

Sampling Algorithm Pick Natural/Balanced
ER
AUC Cost
ER
AUC Cost

12.3%
17.1%
5.0%
1.2%
33.1%
2.8%
28.4%

.851
.861
.984
.998
.740
.954
.715

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

12.6%
17.3%
5.0%
1.4%
33.7%
2.8%
28.4%

.849
.851
.980
.998
.736
.937
.713

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

ER

Pick Best
AUC Cost

12.3%
16.9%
5.0%
1.2%
33.1%
2.6%
28.4%

.853
.861
.984
.998
.740
.954
.715

1.93n
1.93n
1.93n
1.93n
1.93n
1.93n
1.93n

Table 8: Comparative Performance of the Sampling Algorithm
The results in Table 8 show that by using the budget-sensitive progressive sampling algorithm to choose the training data it is possible to achieve results that are as good as or better than
the strategy of always using the natural distribution for error rate and the balanced distribution
for AUC—without requiring that any extra examples be procured. In particular, when comparing these two strategies, the progressive sampling strategy has a win-tie-loss record of 10-4-0.
While in some cases these wins do not lead to large improvements in performance, in some cases
they do (e.g., for the kr-vs-kp data set the sampling strategy yields a relative reduction in error
rate of 17%). The results in Table 8 also show that the sampling algorithm performs nearly as
well as the “Pick Best” strategy (it performs as well in 11 of 14 cases), which is almost twice as
costly. Because the progressive sampling strategy performs nearly as well as the “Pick Best”
strategy, we conclude that when the progressive sampling strategy does not substantially outperform the “Pick Natural/Balanced” strategy, it is not because the sampling strategy cannot identify a good (i.e., near-optimal) class distribution for learning, but rather that the optimal class
distribution happens to be near the natural (balanced) distribution for error rate (AUC). Note
that there are some data sets (optdigits, contraceptive, solar-flare, car) for which this is not the
case and hence the “Pick Natural/Balanced” strategy will perform poorly. Unfortunately, because these data sets would yield relatively small training sets, the progressive sampling algorithm could not be run on them.
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In summary, the sampling algorithm introduced in this section leads to near-optimal results—
results that outperform the straw-man strategy of using the natural distribution to minimize error
rate and the balanced distribution to maximize AUC. Based on these results, the budgetsensitive progressive sampling algorithm is attractive—it incurs the minimum possible cost in
terms of procuring examples while permitting the class distribution for training to be selected
using some intelligence.

8. Related Work
Several researchers have considered the question of what class distribution to use for a fixed
training-set size, and/or, more generally, how class distribution affects classifier performance.
Both Catlett (1991) and Chan & Stolfo (1998) study the relationship between (marginal) training
class distribution and classifier performance when the training-set size is held fixed, but focus
most of their attention on other issues. These studies also analyze only a few data sets, which
makes it impossible to draw general conclusions about the relationship between class distribution
and classifier performance. Nonetheless, based on the results for three data sets, Chan & Stolfo
(1998) show that when accuracy is the performance metric, a training set that uses the natural
class distribution yields the best results. These results agree partially with our results—although
we show that the natural distribution does not always maximize accuracy, we show that the optimal distribution generally is close to the natural distribution. Chan & Stolfo also show that
when actual costs are factored in (i.e., the cost of a false positive is not the same as a false negative), the natural distribution does not perform best; rather a training distribution closer to a balanced distribution performs best. They also observe, as we did, that by increasing the percentage
of minority-class examples in the training set, the induced classifier performs better at classifying
minority examples. It is important to note, however, that neither Chan & Stolfo nor Catlett adjusted the induced classifiers to compensate for changes made to the class distribution of the
training set. This means that their results are biased in favor of the natural distribution (when
measuring classification accuracy) and that they could improve the classification performance of
minority class examples simply by changing (implicitly) the decision threshold. As the results in
Appendix A show, compensating for the changed class distribution can affect the performance of
a classifier significantly.
Several researchers have looked at the general question of how to reduce the need for labeled
training data by selecting the data intelligently, but without explicitly considering the class distribution. For example, Cohn et al. (1994) and Lewis and Catlett (1994) use “active learning” to
add examples to the training set for which the classifier is least certain about the classification.
Saar-Tsechansky and Provost (2001, 2003) provide an overview of such methods and also extend
them to cover AUC and other non-accuracy based performance metrics. The setting where these
methods are applicable is different from the setting we consider. In particular, these methods
assume either that arbitrary examples can be labeled or that the descriptions of a pool of unlabeled examples are available and the critical cost is associated with labeling them (so the algorithms select the examples intelligently rather than randomly). In our typical setting, the cost is
in procuring the descriptions of the examples—the labels are known beforehand.
There also has been some prior work on progressive sampling strategies. John and Langley
(1996) show how one can use the extrapolation of learning curves to determine when classifier
performance using a subset of available training data comes close to the performance that would
be achieved by using the full data set. Provost et al. (1999) suggest using a geometric sampling
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schedule and show that it is often more efficient than using all of the available training data. The
techniques described by John and Langley (1996) and Provost et al. (1999) do not change the
distribution of examples in the training set, but rather rely on taking random samples from the
available training data. Our progressive sampling routine extends these methods by stratifying
the sampling by class, and using the information acquired during the process to select a good
final class distribution.
There is a considerable amount of research on how to build “good” classifiers when the class
distribution of the data is highly unbalanced and it is costly to misclassify minority-class examples (Japkowicz et al., 2000). This research is related to our work because a frequent approach
for learning from highly skewed data sets is to modify the class distribution of the training set.
Under these conditions, classifiers that optimize for accuracy are especially inappropriate because they tend to generate trivial models that almost always predict the majority class. A common approach for dealing with highly unbalanced data sets is to reduce the amount of class
imbalance in the training set. This tends to produce classifiers that perform better on the minority class than if the original distribution were used. Note that in this situation the training-set size
is not fixed and the motivation for changing the distribution is simply to produce a “better” classifier—not to reduce, or minimize, the training-set size.
The two basic methods for reducing class imbalance in training data are under-sampling and
over-sampling. Under-sampling eliminates examples in the majority class while over-sampling
replicates examples in the minority class (Breiman, et al., 1984; Kubat & Matwin, 1997; Japkowicz & Stephen, 2001). Neither approach consistently outperforms the other nor does any specific under-sampling or over-sampling rate consistently yield the best results. Estabrooks and
Japkowicz (2001) address this issue by showing that a mixture-of-experts approach, which combines classifiers built using under-sampling and over-sampling methods with various sampling
rates, can produce consistently good results.
Both under-sampling and over-sampling have known drawbacks. Under-sampling throws out
potentially useful data while over-sampling increases the size of the training set and hence the
time to build a classifier. Furthermore, since most over-sampling methods make exact copies of
minority class examples, overfitting is likely to occur—classification rules may be induced to
cover a single replicated example.7 Recent research has focused on improving these basic methods. Kubat and Matwin (1997) employ an under-sampling strategy that intelligently removes
majority examples by removing only those majority examples that are “redundant” or that “border” the minority examples—figuring they may be the result of noise. Chawla et al. (2000) combine under-sampling and over-sampling methods, and, to avoid the overfitting problem, form new
minority class examples by interpolating between minority-class examples that lie close together.
Chan and Stolfo (1998) take a somewhat different, and innovative, approach. They first run preliminary experiments to determine the best class distribution for learning and then generate multiple training sets with this class distribution. This is typically accomplished by including all
minority-class examples and some of the majority-class examples in each training set. They then
apply a learning algorithm to each training set and then combine the generated classifiers to form
a composite learner. This method ensures that all available training data are used, since each
majority-class example will be found in at least one of the training sets.

7. This is especially true for methods such as C4.5, which stops splitting based on counting examples at the leaves of
the tree.
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The research in this article could properly be viewed as research into under-sampling and its
effect on classifier performance. However, given this perspective, our research performs undersampling in order to reduce the training-set size, whereas in the research relating to skewed data
sets the primary motivation is to improve classifier performance. For example, Kubat and Matwin (1997) motivate the use of under-sampling to handle skewed data sets by saying that “adding
examples of the majority class to the training set can have a detrimental effect on the learner’s
behavior: noisy or otherwise unreliable examples from the majority class can overwhelm the
minority class” (p. 179). A consequence of these different motivations is that in our experiments
we under-sample the minority and/or majority classes, while in the research concerned with
learning from skewed distributions it is only the majority class that is under-sampled.
The use of under-sampling for reducing the training-set size (and thereby reducing cost) may
be the more practically useful perspective. Reducing the class imbalance in the training set effectively causes the learner to impose a greater cost for misclassifying minority-class examples
(Breiman et al., 1984). Thus, when the cost of acquiring and learning from the data is not an
issue, cost-sensitive or probabilistic learning methods are a more direct and arguably more appropriate way of dealing with class imbalance, because they do not have the problems, noted
earlier, that are associated with under-sampling and over-sampling. Such approaches have been
shown to outperform under-sampling and over-sampling (Japkowicz & Stephen, 2002). To quote
Drummond and Holte (2000) “all of the data available can be used to produce the tree, thus
throwing away no information, and learning speed is not degraded due to duplicate instances” (p.
239).

9. Limitations and Future Research
One limitation with the research described in this article is that because all results are based on
the use of a decision-tree learner, our conclusions may hold only for this class of learners. However, there are reasons to believe that our conclusions will hold for other learners as well.
Namely, since the role that class distribution plays in learning—and the reasons, discussed in
Section 5.2, for why a classifier will perform worse on the minority class—are not specific to
decision-tree learners, one would expect other learners to behave similarly. One class of learners
that may especially warrant further attention, however, are those learners that do not form disjunctive concepts. These learners will not suffer in the same way from the “problem of small
disjuncts,” which our results indicate is partially responsible for minority-class predictions having a higher error rate than majority-class predictions.8 Thus, it would be informative to extend
this study to include other classes of learners, to determine which results indeed generalize.
The program for inducing decision trees used throughout this article, C4.5, only considers the
class distribution of the training data when generating the decision tree. The differences between
the class distribution of the training data and the test data are accounted for in a post-processing
step by re-computing the probability estimates at the leaves and using these estimates to re-label
the tree. If the induction program had knowledge of the target (i.e., test) distribution during the
tree-building process, then a different decision tree might be constructed. However, research
indicates that this is not a serious limitation. In particular, Drummond and Holte (2000) showed
that there are splitting criteria that are completely insensitive to the class distribution and that
8. However, many learners do form disjunctive concepts or something quite close. For example, Van den Bosch et al.
(1997) showed that instance-based learners can be viewed as forming disjunctive concepts.
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these splitting criteria perform as well or better than methods that factor in the class distribution.
They further showed that C4.5’s splitting criterion is relatively insensitive to the class distribution—and therefore to changes in class distribution.
We employed C4.5 without pruning in our study because pruning is sensitive to class distribution and C4.5’s pruning strategy does not take the changes made to the class distribution of the
training data into account. To justify this choice we showed that C4.5 without pruning performs
competitively with C4.5 with pruning (Sections 6.2 and 6.3). Moreover, other research (Bradford et al., 1998) indicates that classifier performance does not generally improve when pruning
takes class distribution and costs into account. Nevertheless it would be worthwhile to see just
how a “cost/distribution-sensitive” pruning strategy would affect our results. We know of no
published pruning method that attempts to maximize AUC.
In this article we introduced a budget-sensitive algorithm for selecting training data when it is
costly to obtain usable training examples. It would be interesting to consider the case where it is
more costly to procure examples belonging to one class than to another.

10. Conclusion
In this article we analyze, for a fixed training-set size, the relationship between the class distribution of training data and classifier performance with respect to accuracy and AUC. This analysis
is useful for applications where data procurement is costly and data can be procured independently by class, or where the costs associated with learning from the training data are sufficient to
require that the size of the training set be reduced. Our results indicate that when accuracy is the
performance measure, the best class distribution for learning tends to be near the natural class
distribution, and when AUC is the performance measure, the best class distribution for learning
tends to be near the balanced class distribution. These general guidelines are just that—
guidelines—and for a particular data set a different class distribution may lead to substantial
improvements in classifier performance. Nonetheless, if no additional information is provided
and a class distribution must be chosen without any experimentation, our results show that for
accuracy and for AUC maximization, the natural distribution and a balanced distribution (respectively) are reasonable default training distributions.
If it is possible to interleave data procurement and learning, we show that a budget-sensitive
progressive sampling strategy can improve upon the default strategy of using the natural distribution to maximize accuracy and a balanced distribution to maximize the area under the ROC
curve—in our experiments the budget-sensitive sampling strategy never did worse. Furthermore,
in our experiments the sampling strategy performs nearly as well as the strategy that evaluates
many different class distributions and chooses the best-performing one (which is optimal in terms
of classification performance but inefficient in terms of the number of examples required).
The results presented in this article also indicate that for many data sets the class distribution
that yields the best-performing classifiers remains relatively constant for different training-set
sizes, supporting the notion that there often is a “best” marginal class distribution. These results
further show that as the amount of training data increases the differences in performance for
different class distributions lessen (for both error rate and AUC), indicating that as more data
becomes available, the choice of marginal class distribution becomes less and less important—
especially in the neighborhood of the optimal distribution.
This article also provides a more comprehensive understanding of how class distribution affects learning and suggests answers to some fundamental questions, such as why classifiers almost always perform worse at classifying minority-class examples. A method for adjusting a
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classifier to compensate for changes made to the class distribution of the training set is described
and this adjustment is shown to substantially improve classifier accuracy (see Appendix A). We
consider this to be particularly significant because previous research on the effect of class distribution on learning has not employed this, or any other, adjustment (Catlett, 1991; Chan & Stolfo,
1998; Japkowicz & Stephen, 2002).
Practitioners often make changes to the class distribution of training data, especially when the
classes are highly unbalanced. These changes are seldom done in a principled manner and the
reasons for changing the distribution—and the consequences—are often not fully understood.
We hope this article helps researchers and practitioners better understand the relationship between class distribution and classifier performance and permits them to learn more effectively
when there is a need to limit the amount of training data.
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Appendix A: Impact of Class Distribution Correction on Classifier Performance
Table A1 compares the performance of the decision trees labeled using the uncorrected frequencybased estimate (FB) with those labeled using the corrected frequency-based estimate (CT-FB).
Dataset
letter-a
pendigits
abalone
sick-euthyroid
connect-4
optdigits
covertype
solar-flare
phone
letter-vowel
contraceptive
adult
splice-junction
network2
yeast
network1
car
german
breast-wisc
blackjack
weather
bands
market1
crx
kr-vs-kp
move
Average

Error Rate
FB
CT-FB
9.79
5.38
4.09
4.02
30.45
22.97
9.82
6.85
30.21
27.57
6.17
3.41
6.62
6.46
36.20
29.12
17.85
14.81
18.89
14.16
40.77
39.65
22.69
20.05
9.02
8.74
30.80
29.96
34.01
28.80
31.99
30.99
8.26
7.92
38.37
37.09
6.76
6.74
33.02
28.71
34.62
34.61
32.68
32.68
25.77
25.77
20.84
21.48
1.22
1.22
28.24
28.24
21.89
19.90

% Rel.
Improv.
45.0
1.7
24.6
30.2
8.7
44.7
2.4
19.6
17.0
25.0
2.7
11.6
3.1
2.7
15.3
3.1
4.1
3.3
0.3
13.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-3.1
0.0
0.0
10.6

% Labels % Errors from Min.
Changed
FB
CT-FB
39.0
2.7
7.2
3.2
5.6
7.8
5.6
8.5
19.1
6.7
8.8
14.6
14.7
8.5
10.4
42.5
6.0
21.2
2.4
7.0
8.5
20.4
19.3
30.7
3.2
25.2
44.4
44.1
15.9
30.2
11.1
20.6
27.6
30.7
19.6
36.8
14.1
20.1
28.4
1.2
32.9
40.1
4.6
29.4
47.0
1.3
32.9
38.2
5.3
25.9
33.8
16.1
30.8
35.8
0.4
38.5
38.7
17.1
42.9
76.2
0.0
40.5
40.5
0.6
90.2
90.2
23.9
46.0
48.6
17.2
46.2
51.4
0.2
58.5
58.5
20.8
52.6
60.7
13.3
28.3
36.4

Table A1: Impact of the Probability Estimates on Error Rate
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The results in the main body of the article were all based on the use of the corrected frequencybased estimate to label the leaves of the induced decision trees, so that the decision trees were
not improperly biased by the changes made to the class distribution of the training set. Thus, the
comparison in Table A1 evaluates the significance of correcting for changes to the class distribution of the training data. This comparison is based on the situation where the class distribution
of the training set is altered to contain an equal number of minority-class and majority-class examples (the test set will still contain the natural class distribution). The results are based on 30
runs and the data sets are listed in order of decreasing class imbalance.
The error rate for the estimates is displayed in the second and third columns in Table A1, and,
for each data set, the lowest error rate is underlined. The fourth column specifies the relative
improvement that results from using the corrected frequency-based estimate. The fifth column
specifies the percentage of the leaves in the decision tree that are assigned a different class label
when the corrected estimate is used. The last two columns specify, for each estimate, the percentage of the total errors that are contributed by the minority-class test examples.
Table A1 shows that by employing the corrected frequency-based estimate instead of the uncorrected frequency-based estimate, there is, on average, a relative 10.6% reduction in error rate.
Furthermore, in only one case does the uncorrected frequency-based estimate outperform the
corrected frequency-based estimate. The correction tends to yield a larger reduction for the most
highly unbalanced data sets—in which cases it plays a larger role. If we restrict ourselves to the
first 13 data sets listed in Table 2, for which the minority class makes up less than 25% of the
examples, then the relative improvement over these data sets is 18.2%. Note that because in this
scenario the minority class is over-sampled in the training set, the corrected frequency-based
estimate can only cause minority-labeled leaves to be labeled with the majority-class. Consequently, as the last column in the table demonstrates, the corrected version of the estimate will
cause more of the errors to come from the minority-class test examples.

Appendix B: The Effect of Training-Set Size and Class Distribution on Learning
Experiments were run to establish the joint impact that class distribution and training-set size
have on classifier performance. Classifier performance is reported for the same thirteen class
distributions that were analyzed in Section 6 and for nine different training set sizes. The nine
training set sizes are generated by omitting a portion of the available training data (recall that, as
described in Section 4.1, the amount of available training data equals ¾ of the number of minority-class examples). For these experiments the training set sizes are varied so as to contain the
following fractions of the total available training data: 1/128, 1/64, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4
and 1. In order to ensure that the training sets contain a sufficient number of training examples
to provide meaningful results, the original data set must be relatively large and/or contain a high
proportion of minority-class examples. For this reason, only the following seven data sets were
selected for analysis: phone, adult, covertype, kr-vs-kp, weather, letter-a and blackjack. Because
the last four data sets in this list yield a smaller number of training examples than the first three,
for these data sets the two smallest training-set sizes (1/128 and 1/64) are not evaluated. The
experimental results are summarized in Tables B1a and B1b. An asterisk is used to denote the
natural class distribution for each data set and, for each training-set size, the class distribution
that yields the best performance is displayed in bold and is underlined.
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Data Set
PHONE
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Size Metric
2
5
10
18.2*
20
30
40
50
60
1/128
.641 .737 .784 .793 .792 .791 .791 .789 .788
1/64
.707 .777 .784 .803 .803 .803 .801 .802 .801
1/32
.762 .794 .809 .812 .812 .811 .811 .811 .810
1/16
.784 .813 .816 .823 .823 .824 .818 .821 .822
1/8
AUC .801 .823 .828 .830 .830 .830 .830 .829 .830
1/4
.819 .835 .837 .839 .839 .837 .837 .836 .836
1/2
.832 .843 .846 .846 .845 .845 .843 .843 .843
3/4
.838 .847 .849 .849 .849 .848 .846 .847 .846
1
.843 .850 .852 .851 .851 .850 .850 .849 .848
1/128
17.47 16.42 15.71 16.10 16.25 17.52 18.81 21.21 22.87
1/64
17.01 15.75 15.21 15.12 15.20 16.39 17.59 19.60 22.11
1/32
16.22 15.02 14.52 14.50 14.75 15.41 16.81 18.12 20.02
1/16 Error 15.78 14.59 14.01 14.02 14.18 14.70 16.09 17.50 18.68
1/8
Rate 15.17 14.08 13.46 13.61 13.71 14.27 15.30 16.51 17.66
1/4
14.44 13.55 13.12 13.23 13.27 13.85 14.78 15.85 17.09
1/2
13.84 13.18 12.81 12.83 12.95 13.47 14.38 15.30 16.43
3/4
13.75 13.03 12.60 12.70 12.74 13.35 14.12 15.01 16.17
1
13.45 12.87 12.32 12.62 12.68 13.25 13.94 14.81 15.97

ADULT
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1/128
1/64
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/128
1/64
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1

COVERTYPE
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1/128
1/64
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/128
1/64
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1

AUC

Error
Rate

AUC

Error
Rate

2
.571
.621
.638
.690
.735
.774
.795
.811
.816
23.80
23.32
22.95
22.66
21.65
20.56
19.51
18.82
18.47

5
.586
.630
.674
.721
.753
.779
.803
.814
.821
23.64
22.68
22.09
21.34
20.15
19.08
18.10
17.70
17.26

10
.633
.657
.711
.733
.768
.793
.812
.823
.829
23.10
22.21
21.12
20.29
19.13
18.20
17.54
17.17
16.85

20
.674
.702
.735
.760
.785
.804
.822
.830
.836
23.44
21.77
20.77
19.90
18.87
18.42
17.54
17.32
17.09

23.9*
.680
.714
.742
.762
.787
.809
.825
.833
.839
23.68
21.80
20.97
20.07
19.30
18.70
17.85
17.46
17.25

70
.786
.798
.812
.821
.829
.836
.843
.847
.848
26.40
24.80
21.77
20.70
19.66
18.94
17.88
17.33
17.32

80
.785
.799
.811
.822
.831
.838
.844
.848
.850
30.43
27.34
24.86
22.46
21.26
20.43
19.57
18.82
18.73

90
.774
.788
.805
.817
.828
.836
.846
.851
.853
33.26
30.21
25.31
24.15
23.23
22.28
21.68
20.43
20.24

95
.731
.744
.778
.805
.818
.832
.844
.848
.850
37.27
26.86
28.74
24.52
23.33
22.90
21.68
21.24
21.07

30
.694
.711
.751
.778
.793
.813
.829
.837
.842
23.90
23.08
21.11
20.37
19.67
19.12
18.39
18.07
17.78

40
.701
.722
.755
.787
.799
.820
.834
.843
.846
25.22
24.38
22.37
21.43
20.86
20.10
19.38
18.96
18.85

50
.704
.732
.766
.791
.809
.827
.838
.845
.851
26.94
26.29
24.41
23.18
22.33
21.39
20.83
20.40
20.05

60
.723
.739
.762
.794
.812
.831
.841
.849
.854
29.50
28.07
27.08
25.27
24.56
23.48
22.81
22.13
21.79

70
.727
.746
.765
.787
.816
.832
.847
.853
.858
33.08
31.45
30.27
28.67
27.14
25.78
24.88
24.32
24.08

80
.728
.755
.772
.785
.813
.834
.849
.856
.861
37.85
36.41
34.04
33.41
31.06
29.54
28.15
27.59
27.11

90
.722
.752
.766
.780
.803
.824
.847
.855
.861
46.13
43.64
42.40
40.65
38.35
36.17
34.71
33.92
33.00

95
.708
.732
.759
.771
.797
.811
.834
.848
.855
48.34
47.52
47.20
46.68
45.83
43.93
41.24
40.47
39.75

2
5
10
14.8*
20
30
.767 .852 .898 .909 .916 .913
.836 .900 .924 .932 .937 .935
.886 .925 .942 .947 .950 .947
.920 .944 .953 .957 .959 .959
.941 .955 .963 .965 .967 .968
.953 .965 .970 .973 .975 .976
.963 .972 .979 .981 .981 .980
.968 .976 .982 .982 .983 .982
.970 .980 .984 .984 .984 .983
10.44 10.56 10.96 11.86 13.50 16.16
9.67 9.29 10.23 11.04 12.29 14.55
8.87 8.66 9.44 10.35 11.29 13.59
8.19 7.92 8.93 9.67 10.37 11.93
7.59 7.32 7.87 8.65 9.26 10.31
6.87 6.44 7.04 7.49 8.01 9.05
6.04 5.71 5.97 6.45 6.66 7.14
5.81 5.31 5.48 5.75 5.87 6.25
5.54 5.04 5.00 5.03 5.26 5.64

40
.916
.936
.948
.959
.969
.975
.978
.980
.982
18.26
16.52
15.34
13.51
11.63
9.86
7.53
6.57
5.95

50
.916
.932
.948
.957
.968
.973
.977
.979
.980
20.50
18.58
17.30
15.35
13.06
10.56
8.03
6.89
6.46

60
.909
.928
.944
.955
.967
.972
.975
.976
.978
23.44
21.40
19.31
17.42
14.68
11.45
8.80
7.58
7.23

70
.901
.922
.939
.951
.963
.970
.972
.975
.976
26.95
24.78
21.82
19.40
16.39
12.28
9.94
8.72
8.50

80
.882
.913
.930
.945
.957
.965
.970
.971
.973
31.39
27.65
24.86
22.30
18.28
14.36
11.44
10.69
10.18

90
.854
.885
.908
.929
.948
.956
.961
.966
.968
37.92
34.12
28.37
25.74
22.50
18.05
14.85
13.92
13.03

95
.817
.851
.876
.906
.929
.943
.953
.958
.960
44.54
41.67
33.91
28.36
26.87
22.59
18.37
16.29
16.27

Table B1a: The Effect of Training-Set Size and Class Distribution on Classifier Performance
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Data Set
KR-VS-KP
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
WEATHER
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Size
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1

LETTER-A
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1

BLACKJACK
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1
1/32
1/16
1/8
1/4
1/2
3/4
1

Metric

AUC

Error
Rate

AUC

Error
Rate

AUC

Error
Rate

AUC

Error
Rate

2
.567
.618
.647
.768
.886
.922
.937
42.61
37.99
35.16
26.33
17.11
13.37
12.18

5
.637
.681
.809
.888
.946
.966
.970
36.35
33.02
22.73
15.74
11.07
7.49
6.50

10
20
30
40
47.8*
50
60
70
80
90
.680 .742 .803 .852 .894 .894 .897 .854 .797 .695
.800 .888 .920 .942 .951 .952 .951 .945 .929 .839
.893 .947 .960 .976 .976 .976 .975 .974 .967 .936
.938 .980 .984 .987 .989 .989 .989 .985 .982 .973
.981 .992 .994 .995 .995 .995 .995 .994 .990 .982
.987 .994 .995 .996 .995 .996 .996 .995 .994 .986
.991 .994 .997 .998 .997 .998 .998 .997 .994 .988
33.49 27.44 21.92 17.82 14.08 14.06 17.17 21.18 26.31 33.10
22.76 15.49 12.66 10.46 10.14 9.74 10.08 11.53 13.97 22.14
15.30 10.51 8.66 7.10 6.45 6.63 6.91 7.44 9.24 13.21
11.26 6.16 5.46 4.59 4.24 4.32 4.23 5.27 5.97 8.54
6.00 3.71 2.72 2.38 2.05 2.11 2.32 2.66 4.16 5.61
4.10 2.75 2.12 1.60 1.64 1.55 1.55 1.93 2.88 5.05
3.20 2.33 1.73 1.16 1.39 1.22 1.34 1.53 2.55 3.66

95
.637
.724
.807
.947
.974
.980
.982
38.82
30.95
23.97
12.45
8.66
7.03
6.04

2
.535
.535
.535
.563
.578
.582
.694
40.76
39.56
39.27
39.00
38.62
38.56
38.41

5
.535
.533
.565
.606
.626
.657
.715
40.76
39.56
38.70
38.11
37.66
37.23
36.89

10
.535
.562
.591
.627
.682
.698
.728
40.76
38.85
37.95
36.72
35.89
35.38
35.25

95
.529
.540
.555
.600
.629
.642
.702
53.77
53.55
53.46
53.32
53.19
52.53
51.69

2
.532
.552
.603
.637
.677
.702
.711
7.86
5.19
4.60
4.38
3.63
3.22
2.86

3.9*
.532
.601
.622
.654
.724
.745
.772
7.86
6.04
4.58
4.36
3.49
3.08
2.78

5
.532
.601
.642
.692
.734
.776
.799
7.86
6.04
4.84
4.77
3.47
3.07
2.75

2
.545
.556
.579
.584
.587
.593
.593
34.26
34.09
32.83
31.84
31.11
30.80
30.74

5
.575
.589
.592
.594
.596
.596
.596
33.48
32.96
31.90
30.78
30.70
30.68
30.66

10
.593
.603
.604
.612
.621
.622
.628
32.43
31.27
30.70
30.60
30.30
29.93
29.81

20
.557
.588
.617
.680
.690
.700
.737
41.06
38.87
36.45
35.40
35.32
35.23
33.68

30
.559
.593
.632
.678
.705
.715
.738
41.55
39.96
37.01
35.84
34.39
34.14
33.11

40
.571
.595
.651
.670
.712
.720
.740
41.91
39.81
37.68
36.98
35.62
34.25
33.43

40.1*
.570
.595
.651
.670
.712
.720
.736
41.91
39.81
37.68
36.98
35.62
35.21
33.69

50
.570
.600
.642
.671
.707
.713
.736
41.91
41.19
39.29
37.79
36.47
36.08
34.61

60
.563
.617
.619
.672
.700
.711
.730
45.40
41.08
41.49
38.37
37.62
37.35
36.69

70
.536
.603
.617
.675
.690
.699
.736
49.73
43.25
42.84
40.47
40.07
39.91
38.36

80
.556
.597
.615
.644
.679
.700
.722
48.59
46.42
46.32
45.47
44.11
43.55
41.68

90
.529
.562
.583
.615
.664
.661
.718
52.77
52.73
51.34
50.68
49.80
49.46
47.23

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
.558 .637 .699 .724 .775 .765 .769 .745 .747
.639 .704 .726 .798 .804 .828 .833 .830 .799
.645 .758 .798 .826 .841 .860 .861 .871 .854
.743 .793 .845 .865 .878 .893 .899 .904 .900
.790 .868 .893 .912 .916 .921 .926 .933 .927
.841 .890 .908 .917 .930 .935 .941 .948 .939
.865 .891 .911 .938 .937 .944 .951 .954 .952
8.81 11.11 12.58 12.31 15.72 19.66 22.55 32.06 42.38
7.38 8.05 9.23 10.48 14.44 16.40 20.84 27.38 40.64
5.22 6.76 8.19 10.03 12.32 13.67 16.74 24.00 35.44
5.25 6.12 6.87 7.90 9.66 12.21 14.33 18.69 30.22
3.97 4.27 5.32 6.08 7.03 9.02 10.33 15.65 22.76
3.05 3.60 4.04 5.23 5.99 7.31 9.86 12.93 20.60
2.59 3.03 3.79 4.53 5.38 6.48 8.51 12.37 18.10
20
.607
.613
.639
.652
.675
.675
.678
32.30
30.41
29.63
29.61
28.96
28.73
28.67

30
.620
.629
.651
.672
.688
.688
.688
31.97
30.57
29.71
29.25
28.73
28.56
28.56

35.6*
.621
.636
.657
.673
.692
.699
.700
32.44
30.91
30.02
29.34
28.60
28.44
28.40

40
.624
.643
.657
.677
.697
.703
.712
32.84
30.97
30.30
29.64
29.03
28.50
28.45

50
.619
.651
.665
.686
.703
.710
.713
33.48
31.82
30.66
29.62
29.33
28.77
28.71

60
.618
.648
.665
.686
.704
.710
.715
34.89
32.12
31.34
30.40
29.32
28.99
28.91

70
.609
.634
.659
.680
.690
.699
.700
36.05
33.61
32.05
30.86
30.10
29.95
29.78

80
.600
.622
.630
.650
.670
.677
.678
38.04
35.55
32.44
31.33
31.32
31.17
31.02

90
.580
.594
.603
.603
.603
.604
.604
38.31
38.19
35.11
33.02
32.80
32.75
32.67

95
.724
.780
.824
.876
.910
.927
.940
48.52
47.61
45.09
43.12
35.93
29.62
26.14
95
.532
.551
.553
.554
.556
.558
.558
43.65
37.86
37.73
35.09
34.46
34.18
33.87

Table B1b: The Effect of Training-Set Size and Class Distribution on Classifier Performance
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The benefit of selecting the class distribution of the training data is demonstrated using several examples. Table B1a highlights six cases (by using a line to connect pairs of data points)
where competitive or improved performance is achieved from fewer training examples. In each
of these six cases, the data point corresponding to the smaller data-set size performs as well or
better than the data point that corresponds to the larger data-set size (the latter being either the
natural distribution or a balanced one).

Appendix C: Detailed Results for the Budget-Sensitive Sampling Algorithm
This appendix describes the execution of the progressive sampling algorithm that was described
in Table 7. The execution of the algorithm is evaluated using the detailed results from Appendix
B. First, in Table C1, a detailed iteration-by-iteration description of the sampling algorithm is
presented as it is applied to the phone data set using error rate to measure classifier performance.
Table C2 then provides a more compact version of this description, by reporting only the key
variables as they change value from iteration to iteration. Finally, in Table C3a and Table C3b,
this compact description is used to describe the execution of the sampling algorithm for the
phone, adult, covertype, kr-vs-kp, weather and blackjack data sets, using both error rate and AUC
to measure performance. Note that for each of these tables, the column labeled “budget” refers
to the budget used, or cost incurred—and that in no case is the budget exceeded, which means
that all examples requested during the execution of the algorithm are used in the final training
set, with the heuristically-determined class distribution (i.e., the algorithm is budget-efficient).
The results that are described in this appendix, consistent with the results presented in Section
7, are baVHGRQDJHRPHWULFIDFWRU RIDQGDYDOXHRIcmin of 1/32. The total budget available for procuring training examples is n. Based on these values, the value of K, which determines the number of iterations of the algorithm and is computed on line 2 of Table 7, is set to 5.
Note that the value of n is different for each data set and, given the methodology for altering the
class distribution specified in Section 4.1, if the training set size in Table 2 is S and the fraction
of minority-class examples is f, then n = ¾⋅S⋅f.
Below is the description of the sampling algorithm, as it is applied to the phone data set with
error rate as the performance measure:

j = 0 Training-set size = 1/32 n. Form 13 data sets, which will contain between 2% and 95%
minority-class examples. This requires .0297n (95% of 1/32 n) minority-class examples
and .0306n (100%-2% = 98% of 1/32 n) majority-class examples. Induce and then
evaluate the resulting classifiers. Based on the results in Table 7, the natural distribution, which contains 18.2% minority-class examples, performs best. Total Budget:
.0603n (.0297n minority, .0306n majority).
j=1

Training-set size = 1/16 n. Form data sets corresponding to the best-performing class
distribution form the previous iteration (18.2% minority) and the adjoining class distributions used in the beam search, which contain 10% and 20% minority-class examples.
This requires .0250n (20% of 1/16 n) minority-class examples and .0563n (90% of 1/16
n) majority-class examples. Since .0297n minority-class examples were previously obtained, class distributions containing 30% and 40% minority-class examples can also be
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formed without requesting additional examples. This iteration requires .0257n additional
majority-class examples. The best-performing distribution contains 10% minority-class
examples. Total Budget: .0860 n (.0297n minority, .0563n majority).
j=2

Training-set size = 1/8 n. Since the 10% distribution performed best, the beam search
evaluates the 5%, 10%, and 18.2% minority-class distributions. The 20% class distribution is also evaluated since this requires only .0250n of the .0297n previously obtained
minority-class examples. A total of .1188n (95% of 1/8 n) majority-class examples are
required. The best performing distribution contains 10% minority-class examples. This
iteration requires .0625n additional majority-class examples. Total Budget: .1485n
(.0297n minority, .1188n majority).

j=3

Training-set size = 1/4 n. The distributions to be evaluated are 5%, 10%, and 18.2%.
There are no “extra” minority-class examples available to evaluate additional class distributions. This iteration requires .0455n (18.2% of 1/4 n) minority-class examples and
.2375n (95% of 1/4 n) majority-class examples. The best-performing class distribution
contains 10% minority-class examples. Total Budget: .2830n (.0455n minority, .2375n
majority)

j=4

Training-set size = 1/2 n. The 5%, 10%, and 18.2% class distributions are evaluated.
This iteration requires .0910n (18.2% of 1/2 n) minority-class examples and .4750n (95%
of 1/2 n) majority-class examples. The best-performing distribution contains 10% minority-class examples. Total Budget: .5660n (.0910n minority, .4750n majority).

j=5

Training-set size = n. For this last iteration only the best class distribution from the previous iteration is evaluated. Thus, a data set of size n is formed, containing .1n minorityclass examples and .9n majority-class examples. Thus .0090n additional minority-class
examples and .4250n additional majority-class examples are required. Since all the previously obtained examples are used, there is no “waste” and the budget is not exceeded.
Total Budget: 1.0n (.1000n minority, .9000n majority)

Table C1: A Detailed Example of the Sampling Algorithm (Phone Data Set using Error Rate)

j size
class-distr
0 1/32 n all
1 1/16 n 10, 18.2 , 20, 30, 40
2 1/8 n 5, 10 , 18.2, 20
3 1/4 n 5, 10 , 18.2
4 1/2 n 5, 10 , 18.2
1 n 10
5

Expressed as a fraction on n
best min-need maj-need minority majority budget
18.2%
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
10%
.0250
.0563
.0297
.0563 .0860
10%
.0250
.1188
.0297
.1188 .1485
10%
.0455
.2375
.0455
.2375 .2830
10%
.0910
.4750
.0910
.4750 .5660
.1000
.9000
.1000
.9000 1.0000

Table C2: Compact Description of the Results in Table B1a for the Phone Data Set
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Data set
Phone

Metric j
ER
0
1
2
3
4
5
Phone
AUC
0
1
2
3
4
5
Adult
ER
0
1
2
3
4
5
Adult
AUC
0
1
2
3
4
5
Covertype ER
0
1
2
3
4
5
Covertype AUC
0
1
2
3
4
5
Kr-vs-kp ER
0
1
2
3
4
5
Kr-vs-kp AUC
0
1
2
3
4
5

size
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n
1/32 n
1/16 n
1/8 n
1/4 n
1/2 n
1n

class-distr
all
10, 18.2 , 20, 30, 40
5, 10 , 18.2, 20
5, 10 , 18.2
5, 10 , 18.2
10
all
18.2, 20 , 30, 40
20, 30 , 40
20, 3 0, 40
18.2, 20 , 30
18.2
all
10, 20 , 23.9, 30, 40
10, 20 , 23.9
10, 20 , 23.9
5, 10 , 20
20
all
60, 70, 80 , 90
60, 70 , 80
60, 70 , 80
70, 80 , 90
80
all
2, 5 , 10, 20, 30, 40
2, 5 , 10, 20
2, 5 , 10
2, 5 , 10
5
all
14.8, 20 , 30, 40
20, 30 , 40
30, 40 , 50
20, 30 , 40
20
all
47.8, 50, 60
47.8, 50, 60
40, 47.8 , 50
40, 47.8 , 50
50
all
50, 60, 70
47.8, 50, 60
47.8, 50, 60
47.8, 50, 60
50

Expressed as a fraction of n
best min-need maj-need minority majority budget
18.2
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
10
.0250
.0563
.0297
.0563 .0860
10
.0250
.1188
.0297
.1188 .1485
10
.0455
.2375
.0455
.2375 .2830
10
.0910
.4750
.0910
.4750 .5660
.1000
.9000
.1000
.9000
1.0
20
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
30
.0250
.0511
.0297
.0511 .0808
30
.0500
.1000
.0500
.1000 .1500
20
.1000
.2000
.1000
.2000 .3000
18.2
.1500
.4090
.1500
.4090 .5590
.1820
.8180
.1820
.8180
1.0
20
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
20
.0250
.0563
.0297
.0563 .0860
20
.0299
.1125
.0299
.1125 .1424
10
.0598
.2250
.0598
.2250 .2848
20
.1000
.4750
.1000
.4750 .5750
.2000
.8000
.2000
.8000
1.0
80
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
70
.0563
.0250
.0563
.0306 .0869
70
.1000
.0500
.1000
.0500 .1500
80
.2000
.1000
.2000
.1000 .3000
80
.4500
.1500
.4500
.1500 .6000
.8000
.2000
.8000
.2000
1.0
5
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
5
.0250
.0613
.0297
.0613 .0910
5
.0250
.1225
.0297
.1225 .1522
5
.0250
.2450
.0297
.2450 .2747
5
.0500
.4900
.0500
.4900 .5400
.0500
.9500
.0500
.9500
1.0
20
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
30
.0250
.0533
.0297
.0533 .0830
40
.0500
.1000
.0500
.1000 .1500
30
.1250
.1750
.1250
.1750 .3000
20
.2000
.4000
.2000
.4000 .6000
.2000
.8000
.2000
.8000
1.0
50
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
50
.0375
.0327
.0375
.0327 .0702
47.8
.0750
.0653
.0750
.0653 .1403
47.8
.1250
.1500
.1250
.1500 .2750
50
.2500
.3000
.2500
.3000 .5500
.5000
.5000
.5000
.5000
1.0
60
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
50
.0438
.0313
.0438
.0313 .0751
50
.0750
.0653
.0750
.0653 .1403
50
.1500
.1305
.1500
.1305 .2805
50
.3000
.2610
.3000
.2610 .5610
.5000
.5000
.5000
.5000
1.0

Table C3a: Summary Results for the Sampling Algorithm (phone, adult, covertype, kr-vs-kp)
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Data set
Weather

Metric j size
ER
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n
Weather AUC
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n
Letter-a
ER
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n
Letter-a
AUC
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n
Blackjack ER
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n
Blackjack AUC
0 1/32 n
1 1/16 n
2 1/8 n
3 1/4 n
4 1/2 n
5 1n

class-distr
all
2,5 ,10,20,30,40, 40.1
5, 10, 20
10, 20 , 30
10, 20 , 30
30
all
30, 40 , 50
40, 50 , 60
30, 40, 50
40, 50 , 60
40
all
2, 3.9 , 5, 10, 20, 30, 40
2 , 3.9, 5, 10, 20
2, 3.9 , 5, 10
2, 3.9, 5
5
all
40, 50 , 60
50, 60 , 70
60, 70 , 80
70, 80 , 90
all
20, 30, 35.6, 40
10, 20, 30
10, 20, 30
20, 30, 35.6
35.6
all
20, 35.6, 40, 50
40, 50, 60
40, 50, 60
40, 50, 60
60

Expressed as a fraction of n
best min-need maj-need minority majority budget
5
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0316 .0613
10
.0250
.0613
.0297
.0613 .0910
20
.0250
.1188
.0297
.1188 .1485
20
.0750
.2250
.0750
.2250 .3000
30
.1500
.4500
.1500
.4500 .6000
.3000
.7000
.3000
.7000
1.0
40
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0316 .0613
50
.0313
.0438
.0313
.0438 .0751
40
.0750
.0750
.0750
.0750 .1500
50
.1250
.1750
.1250
.1750 .3000
40
.3000
.3000
.3000
.3000 .6000
.4000
.6000
.4000
.6000
1.0
3.9
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
2
.0250
.0613
.0297
.0613 .0910
3.9
.0250
.1125
.0297
.1225 .1522
3.9
.0250
.2450
.0297
.2450 .2747
5
.0250
.4900
.0250
.4900 .5150
.0500
.9500
.0500
.9500
1.0
50
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0306 .0603
60
.0375
.0375
.0375
.0375 .0750
70
.0875
.0625
.0875
.0625 .1500
80
.2000
.1000
.2000
.1000 .3000
80
.4500
.1500
.4500
.1500 .6000
.8000
.2000
.8000
.2000
1.0
30
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0316 .0613
20
.0250
.0500
.0297
.0500 .0797
20
.0375
.1125
.0375
.1125 .1500
30
.0750
.2250
.0750
.2250 .3000
35.6
.1780
.4000
.1780
.4000 .5780
.3560
.6440
.3560
.6440
1.0
40
.0297
.0306
.0297
.0316 .0613
50
.0313
.0403
.0313
.0403 .0716
50
.0750
.0750
.0750
.0750 .1500
50
.1500
.1500
.1500
.1500 .3000
60
.3000
.3000
.3000
.3000 .6000
.6000
.4000
.6000
.4000
1.0

Table C3b: Summary Results for the Sampling Algorithm (weather, letter-a, blackjack)
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Abstract
Hierarchical task decomposition is a method used in many agent systems to organize
agent knowledge. This work shows how the combination of a hierarchy and persistent
assertions of knowledge can lead to diﬃculty in maintaining logical consistency in asserted
knowledge. We explore the problematic consequences of persistent assumptions in the
reasoning process and introduce novel potential solutions. Having implemented one of
the possible solutions, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, its eﬀectiveness is demonstrated
with an empirical analysis.

1. Introduction
The process of executing a task by dividing it into a series of hierarchically organized subtasks is called hierarchical task decomposition. Hierarchical task decomposition has been
used in a large number of agent systems, including the Adaptive Intelligent Systems architecture (Hayes-Roth, 1990), ATLANTIS (Gat, 1991a), Cypress (Wilkins et al., 1995),
the Entropy Reduction Engine (Bresina, Drummond, & Kedar, 1993), the Procedural Reasoning System (Georgeﬀ & Lansky, 1987), RAPS (Firby, 1987), Soar (Laird, Newell, &
Rosenbloom, 1987; Laird & Rosenbloom, 1990), and Theo (Mitchell, 1990; Mitchell et al.,
1991), and is a cornerstone in belief-desire-intention-based agent implementations (Rao &
Georgeﬀ, 1991; Wooldridge, 2000). Hierarchical task decomposition helps both an agent’s
knowledge developer and the agent itself manage environmental complexity. For example,
an agent may consider high-level tasks such as “ﬁnd a power source” or “ﬂy to Miami”
independent of low-level subtasks such as “go east 10 meters” or “turn to heading 135.”
The low-level tasks can be chosen dynamically based on the currently active high level
tasks and the current situation; thus the high-level task is progressively decomposed into
smaller subtasks. This division of labor simpliﬁes the design of agents, thus reducing their
cost. Additional advantages of hierarchical task decomposition include knowledge sharing
(a low-level subtask can be invoked for many diﬀerent high-level procedures), modularity
(the decomposition helps insulate subtasks from interaction with other knowledge) and the
naturalness of this representation (Simon, 1969).
Without careful design, it can be diﬃcult to ensure consistent reasoning in agents employing hierarchical task decompositions. By “consistency,” we mean that reasoning does
not lead to a set of assertions that contains a contradiction. Ensuring consistency becomes
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much more diﬃcult to solve – and thus more costly – as the complexity of an agent’s
knowledge grows. Although this problem can be solved through careful design of agent
knowledge, such an approach requires an understanding of all possible interactions in the
hierarchy. Thus, the correctness of this solution depends on the skill and vigilance of the
knowledge engineer. Our bias is to seek solutions in which the operation of an agent’s primitive memories and processes are structured to ensure inconsistencies do not arise. Thus,
we will prefer architectural solutions to knowledge-based ones. Architectural solutions can
guarantee consistency for all tasks and domains, reducing brittleness due to omissions in
task knowledge. Further, while developing an architectural solution may be costly, it should
be less costly than repeatedly developing knowledge-based solutions for diﬀerent domains.
The following sections describe the inconsistency problem and introduce a space of
solutions to the problem, including two novel solutions. Through both theoretical and
empirical analysis, one of the new solutions, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, is shown
to provide an eﬃcient architectural solution to the problem of ensuring reasoning consistency
in hierarchical execution.

2. Maintaining Reasoning Consistency in Hierarchical Agents
This section describes the inconsistency problem in greater detail. We review methods
for ensuring consistency in non-hierarchical systems and discuss the limitations of these
approaches in hierarchical systems.
2.1 Consistency in Non-hierarchical Systems
Truth maintenance systems (TMSs) are often used to maintain consistency in non-hierarchical systems (Doyle, 1979; McDermott, 1991; Forbus & deKleer, 1993). An inference engine
uses domain knowledge to create two diﬀerent kinds of assertions of knowledge in an agent’s
knowledge base: assumptions and entailments. The inference engine enables assumptions
that it has decided to treat as being true, without requiring that the assertion be justiﬁed. Agents often treat environmental percepts as assumptions or “unquestioned beliefs”
(Shoham, 1993). Entailments are justiﬁed assertions. A data structure, the justiﬁcation,
captures the reasons for asserting the entailment. When the reasons no longer hold (the
entailment is no longer justiﬁed), the TMS retracts it from the set of asserted beliefs. Thus,
a TMS automatically manages the assertion and retraction of entailments as an agent’s
situation changes, ensuring all entailments are consistent with the external environment
and the enabled assumptions.
Careful construction of the domain knowledge is required to ensure that no enabled
assumptions are contradictory. For example, if some assumption is inconsistent with the
current input, then the agent must have domain knowledge that recognizes the situation and
removes the assumption. Thus, when an agent utilizes a TMS, the problem of maintaining
consistency in reasoning is largely one of managing assumptions through the agent’s domain
knowledge.
Assumptions often reﬂect hypothetical reasoning about the world (hence “assumptions”). However, assumptions can be used to represent any persistent feature. Although
researchers have explored structuring the external environment to provide persistent memory (Agre & Horswill, 1997), internal, persistent memory is usually necessary in agent
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Figure 1: A hierarchical agent.
domains. For example, persistence is required for hypothetical reasoning, nonmonotonic
revisions of assertions (such as when counting), and remembering.
2.2 Truth Maintenance in Hierarchical Agents
The TMS agent framework introduced above can be extended to hierarchical agent architectures. In such an agent, the inference engine and TMS are more or less identical to those of
a non-hierarchical agent. When the agent initiates a new subtask via dynamic hierarchical
task decomposition, it also creates a new database that will contain assumptions and entailments speciﬁc to the subtask. Further decomposition can result in a stack of subtasks, each
containing entailments and assumptions speciﬁc to the subtask, as shown in Figure 1. We
consider the creation and deletion of these distinct databases of assertions the sine qua non
of a hierarchical architecture. The architecture decomposes the task not only by identifying
relevant subtasks, but also by dynamically organizing its memory according to the current
decomposition.
A new system component, “hierarchy maintenance,” is responsible for creating and
destroying the subtask databases when subtasks begin and terminate. When a subtask is
achieved (or determined to be no longer worth pursuing), hierarchy maintenance responds
by immediately removing all the assertions associated with the subtask. This function is of
central importance in hierarchical architectures because it allows the agent to automatically
retract all assertions associated with a terminated subtask, requiring no agent knowledge
to “clean up” or remove individual assertions associated with the terminated subtask. The
hierarchy maintenance component can eﬃciently remove the assertions because they are
(conceptually) located in a distinct unit, the subtask database.
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Figure 2: An example of hierarchy maintenance. Assumptions (“a”) and entailments (“e”)
are asserted within subtasks.

An agent’s hierarchy maintenance function can be employed to help maintain consistency, illustrated notionally in Figure 2. The agent architecture identiﬁes assertions at each
of the higher levels in the hierarchy that led to a new subtask. These assertions together
form a subtask “support set.” In Figure 2, assertions a14 , a15 , e14 , and e19 form the support
set for Subtask2 while a12 , a22 , e22 “support” Subtask3 . These support sets, in eﬀect, form
justiﬁcations for subtasks in the hierarchy. When an assertion in a support set is removed
(e.g., a22 ), the agent responds by removing the subtask (Subtask3 ). While not all hierarchical architectures use architectural processes to create and destroy subtask databases, this
example illustrates how an architectural hierarchical maintenance function can be realized
via a process similar to that of justiﬁcation in truth maintenance.
Within a speciﬁc subtask, reason maintenance can go on as before. However, the hierarchical structure adds a complication to the maintenance of logical consistency. Assumptions
at some level in the hierarchy can be dependent on entailments and assumptions in higher
levels of the hierarchy.1 This dependence relationship is suggested in Figure 1 by the curved
lines extending from one subtask to the one below it. Higher levels of the hierarchy form a
“context” for reasoning in the local subtask.
For execution agents embedded in dynamic domains, the hierarchical context may
change at almost any time. The changing context is not problematic for entailments; the
1. Assumptions in a lower level subtask are always at least indirectly dependent on the higher level assertions. This observation will be exploited in Section 3.3.
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TMS can readily determine dependent context changes and retract aﬀected entailments.
However, changes in higher levels of the hierarchy (such as those deriving from inputs)
may also invalidate the assumptions of lower levels. Without any additional architectural
mechanisms, domain knowledge is required to ensure consistency among assumptions and
the hierarchical context as in non-hierarchical systems. The domain knowledge for ensuring consistency in the assumptions is complicated by the necessity of spanning multiple
(possibly many) subtasks. We refer to such knowledge as “across-level” consistency knowledge. As described in further detail below, identifying and creating across-level consistency
knowledge is a tedious, costly, and often incomplete process. Across-level knowledge must
explicitly consider the interactions between diﬀerent subtasks (in diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy), rather than focus solely on the local subtask, compromising the beneﬁt of the
hierarchical decomposition.
Before continuing, we note that hierarchical architectures should be contrasted with
hierarchical task network (HTN) planners (Sacerdoti, 1975; Erol, Hendler, & Nau, 1994)
and execution-oriented systems that use HTN representations, such as DECAF (Graham
& Decker, 2000) and RETSINA (Sycara, Decker, Pannu, Williamson, & Zeng, 1996). A
planning problem for an HTN planner is represented by an initial task network that can
consist of primitive and non-primitive tasks. The planner uses operators to ﬁnd a plan
to solve the tasks. Methods allow the planner to match non-primitive tasks with other
task networks that describe how to accomplish the task; thus, methods enable hierarchical
decomposition of the planning problem into a family of connected task networks.
The main diﬀerence between HTN systems and hierarchical architectures is that the
planner represents its plan in a single global state. That is, while methods represent decomposition steps, the hierarchical structure of an evolving plan is represented in a blackboardlike database that does not also reﬂect the structure of the decomposition. The following
sections discuss problems and especially solutions that depend on the hierarchical organization of asserted knowledge during execution, in addition to a hierarchical task decomposition encoded as an agent’s task knowledge. Thus, the following will not be generally
applicable to HTN-based execution systems. However, HTN systems need to address the
inconsistency problem; Section 5.1.1 examines the consequences of global state with respect
to inconsistency arising from persistence in a hierarchy.
2.3 Failing to Respond to Relevant Changes in Hierarchical Context
As mentioned in the introduction, when an agent fails to respond to a relevant change
in its hierarchical context and leaves a now-inconsistent assumption enabled, the resulting
behavior can become irrational; that is, not consistent with its knowledge. This section
explores how such irrational behavior can arise with several illustrative examples.
2.3.1 The Blocks World
We use a variant of the blocks world to illustrate the inconsistency problem in a domain
familiar to most readers. This domain is an execution domain rather than a planning
domain, which we call the “Dynamic Blocks World” to reﬂect this diﬀerence from the static
blocks world used in planning. We assume the agent has knowledge to build an ordered
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Figure 3: Failing to respond to relevant changes in hierarchical context in the Dynamic
Blocks World.

tower (1-on-2-on-3) without resorting to planning and uses hierarchical task decomposition
to determine what actions to take as it builds the tower.
In Figure 3, the agent is placing block-2 on the table, in order to reach block-3 and
begin the goal tower. The put-down subtask ﬁnds an empty location on the table. The
agent places the empty assertion in the memory associated with the put-down subtask. In
the ﬁgure, the space immediately to the left of the gripper was chosen. Whether or not a
space is empty may not be directly observable but may need to be inferred from a number
of other facts in the domain and stored as an assumption in memory. Assume the empty
assertion is an assumption. Now, assume block-3 is suddenly placed underneath block-2.
The result is an inconsistency between the assumption (the location is a good place to put
block-2) and the hierarchical context (the location is no longer a good place to put the
block on the table).
If the agent fails to recognize that block-3 has moved, it will attempt to put block-2
into the same location occupied by block-3. This behavior is irrational, or not consistent
with the agent’s goals and knowledge (assuming the agent has knowledge that indicates
that blocks should not be placed in positions already occupied by other blocks). The inconsistency arises because the agent has failed to recognize its previously-derived assumption
(empty) is no longer true in the current situation.
Although this example may appear contrived, this speciﬁc situation arose in an experimental system developed to explore architecture and learning issues. Of course, it is possible
in such a simple domain to reformulate the task such that the problem does not occur. This
reformulation of the task via changes to or additions of knowledge is exactly the solution
we wish to avoid. That is, we desire that the architecture guarantee consistency between
the hierarchical context and local assumptions such that the architecture provides a priori
constraints (guidance) in the knowledge development process and increased robustness in
execution (via consistency). The conclusion returns to this example to describe how an
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patrol
intercept
attack(defensive)
achieve−proximity
turn−to−heading

Figure 4: Decomposition of behavior into subtasks.
architectural solution to the inconsistency problem solves this particular problem – without
requiring any reformulation of the agent’s task knowledge.
2.3.2 TacAir-Soar
TacAir-Soar agents pilot virtual military aircraft in a complex, real-time computer simulation of tactical combat (Tambe et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1999). The TacAir-Soar domain is
only indirectly accessible (each agent uses simulated aircraft sensor models and can perceive
only what a pilot in a real aircraft would sense), nondeterministic (from the point of view
of the agent, the behavior of other agents cannot be strictly predicted or anticipated), nonepisodic (the decisions an agent makes early in the simulation can impact later options and
capabilities), dynamic (the world changes in real time while the agent is reasoning), and
continuous (individual inputs have continuous values). Domains with these characteristics
are the most diﬃcult ones in which to create and apply agents (Russell & Norvig, 1995).
The domain knowledge of TacAir-Soar agents is organized into over 450 subtasks; during
execution, the resulting hierarchical task decomposition sometimes reaches depths of greater
than 10 subtasks. Each agent can have one of several diﬀerent mission roles, among them
ﬂying a patrol mission, and acting as a partner or “wing” to some other agent’s “lead.”
Consider a pair of planes on patrol, which have been given speciﬁc instructions for
engaging enemy aircraft. When enemy aircraft enter the patrol area, the lead agent decides
to intercept the aircraft. The lead then decomposes the intercept into a series of situationdependent subtasks, which themselves may be further decomposed. For example, Figure 4
shows that the complex task of intercepting an enemy aircraft has been decomposed into a
decision to turn the agent’s aircraft to a speciﬁc heading. The agent turns to this heading
in order to get close enough to the enemy agent (via achieve-proximity) to launch an
attack.
Assume three diﬀerent kinds of attack can be chosen for an intercept. The ﬁrst tactic
(scare) is to engage and attempt to scare away enemy planes without using deadly force.
This tactic is selected when the rules of engagement specify that deadly force should not be
used, regardless of the number of aircraft in the area. One of the remaining two tactics will
be chosen when deadly force is allowed. Offensive attack is appropriate when friendly
patrol
intercept
count (enemy)

patrol
intercept
count(friendly)

patrol
intercept
attack(defensive)
achieve−proximity
turn−to−heading

Figure 5: Trace of behavior leading to intercept tactic in TacAir-Soar.
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Figure 6: Inconsistency due to persistence.

planes outnumber or equal enemy planes. Defensive attack is used when enemy planes
outnumber friendly planes.
Choosing between oﬀensive and defensive attack requires counting the current aircraft
in the area. Figure 5 shows the evolution of an executing example decomposition. The
agent must count relevant enemy and friendly planes. Determining a plane’s “side” and
its relevance to the count often requires remembering and is suﬃciently complex that entailment of the count is not possible. For instance, non-combatant aircraft should not be
counted, requiring some reasoning about the type of each aircraft. If the agent determines
that enemy planes outnumber friendly ones, the agent selects defensive-attack, leading
to further decomposition.
What happens if an enemy plane ﬂees, thus reducing the actual count of relevant enemy planes by one? The count maintained by the agent is now invalid. Standard TMS
mechanisms are insuﬃcient because the count was asserted as an assumption. If the actual
number of enemy and friendly planes is now equal, then the agent should switch its tactic to oﬀensive attack. Continuing the defensive attack is not consistent with the agent’s
knowledge. Additionally, other “friendly” agents participating in the attack may base their
behavior on the expectation that the agent is pursuing an oﬀensive attack. Thus the agent
needs to recognize the inconsistency and remove the current count.
Figure 6 presents a conceptual illustration of the problem. Assumptions are represented
as squares, entailments as circles. The horizontal line represents a hierarchical relationship
between the assertions (i.e., assumptions and entailments) in the hierarchical context (above
the line) and assertions in a local subtask (below the line). The arrowed lines represent
dependence in the creation of an assertion. As in the previous examples, some reasoning
in the subtask may require persistence, leading to the creation of an assumption such as
assumption 1. However, the persistent assertion may still depend on other assertions. This
work focuses on the dependent assertions in the higher level context, such as A, B, C, D,
and E1 in the ﬁgure.
Suppose the world changes so that E1 is retracted from memory and E2 is asserted.
Assumption 1 remains in memory. If E2 would not also lead to 1 (e.g., it could lead to some
new assumption 2, as shown), then 1 is no longer justiﬁed and may not be consistent with
the higher level context. Whether or not this potential inconsistency among the assertions
leads to inconsistent behavior depends on the use of assumption 1 in later reasoning.
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3. Solutions
Our goal is to develop architectural solutions that allow an agent to support persistent
assumptions and simultaneously avoid inconsistencies across the hierarchical context that
can lead to irrational behavior. Before introducing two new architectural solutions, however,
we examine knowledge-based approaches and their consequences in order to provide further
rationale for the architectural approach.
3.1 Knowledge-based Solutions
Inconsistency can be avoided in hierarchical agents by creating domain knowledge that
recognizes potential inconsistencies and responds by removing assumptions. Many planning and agent systems use explicit domain knowledge to represent knowledge about the
interactions among assertions in the world. For example, the Entropy Reduction Engine
(ERE) (Bresina et al., 1993) is one agent system that relies on this knowledge-based assumption consistency (KBAC). ERE requires domain constraints, or knowledge that describes
the physics of the task domain. Domain constraints identify impossible conditions. For
instance, a domain constraint would indicate that a robot cannot occupy two diﬀerent
physical locations simultaneously.
In ERE, domain constraints are speciﬁcally used “to maintain consistency in the current
world model state during execution” (Bresina et al., 1993, pp. 166). However, many other
architectures use KBAC as well (perhaps in conjunction with other methods). KBAC
knowledge can be viewed simply as domain knowledge that must be added to the system
to achieve consistent behavior.
KBAC will always be necessary to maintain consistency among the assumptions within
a level of the hierarchy. However, in order to guarantee consistency for assumptions distributed throughout the hierarchy, all possible interactions leading to inconsistency must
be identiﬁed throughout the hierarchy. This knowledge engineering problem can add signiﬁcant cost to agent development. A knowledge designer must not only specify the conditions
under which an assumption is asserted but also all the conditions under which it must be
removed. In the TacAir-Soar interception example, when the enemy plane ﬂees, the agent
requires knowledge that disables all assumptions that depend upon the number of enemy
airplanes. Similarly, in the Dynamic Blocks World, the agent must have knowledge that
recognizes any situation, in any subtask, that should cause the disabling of empty. In both
cases, this KBAC knowledge “crosses” levels of the hierarchy. A complete KBAC solution
requires that an agent’s knowledge capture all potential dependencies between assumptions
in a local subtask and any higher levels in the hierarchy.
Although it will be possible to encode complete across-level consistency knowledge for
simple domains, experience in TacAir-Soar and other complex agent systems has convinced
us that KBAC requires signiﬁcant investments of time and energy. Further, because it is
often not possible to enumerate all conditions under which an assumption must be removed,
agents are also brittle, failing in diﬃcult-to-understand, diﬃcult-to-duplicate ways.
The insuﬃciency of knowledge-based solutions led us to consider architectural solutions
to the problem. Architectural solutions eliminate the need for domain knowledge encoded
only to address inconsistency between the hierarchical context and assumptions within a
subtask. Thus, the cost of developing individual agents should be reduced. In addition to
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their generality, by deﬁnition, architectural solutions are also complete, and thus able to
guarantee consistency between the hierarchical context and assumptions within a subtask,
at all times, for any agent task. Such completeness should improve the robustness of agent
systems, especially in situations not explicitly anticipated by their designers.
3.2 Assumption Justification
One potential architectural solution to the inconsistency problem is to justify each assumption in the hierarchy with respect to assertions in higher levels of the hierarchy. Assumption
Justiﬁcation is an extension of the truth maintenance approaches to consistency outlined
previously. Each assumption in the hierarchy is treated as if it were an entailment with
respect to dependent assertions higher in the hierarchy. A new data structure, the assumption justiﬁcation, is created that captures the reasons in the hierarchical context for
a particular assumption. Locally, an assumption is treated exactly like an assumption in a
non-hierarchical system. However, when the assumption justiﬁcation is no longer supported
(indicating a change in the dependent hierarchical context), the architecture retracts the
assumption.
Refer again to Figure 2. When the agent asserts a34 , the architecture builds an assumption justiﬁcation for the assumption that includes a22 and a21 . If the agent retracts
a21 , the assumption justiﬁcation for a34 is no longer supported and the architecture also
retracts a34 . The architecture ensures reasoning consistency across hierarchy levels because
an assumption persists no longer than the context assertions that led to its creation.
Assumption Justiﬁcation solves the inconsistency problem because all dependencies in
the hierarchical context are captured in the justiﬁcation. Within the subtask, domain knowledge is still required to ensure consistency among the enabled assumptions in the subtask.
However, no across-level consistency knowledge is needed. Assumption Justiﬁcation still
supports local nonmonotonic and hypothetical reasoning. Thus, Assumption Justiﬁcation
appears to meet functional evaluation criteria. However, in order to assess its impact on
performance, some implementation details must be considered.
3.2.1 Implementing Assumption Justification
Creating assumption justiﬁcations requires computing context dependencies for each assumption, similar to the computation of justiﬁcations for entailments.2 Figure 7 outlines
a procedure for computing the assumption justiﬁcation data structure. This procedure is
invoked when any assertion is created. This procedure creates assumption justiﬁcations for
every assertion in a local subtask; that is, for entailments as well as assumptions. This approach allows the architecture to cache context dependencies for each local assertion. The
advantage of this caching is that the architecture can simply concatenate the assumption
justiﬁcations of the local assertions contributing directly to the creation of the assumption
2. The Assumption Justiﬁcation procedure, as presented, requires that the inference engine record a justiﬁcation for every assertion during the course of processing. In Soar, the architecture in which Assumption
Justiﬁcation was implemented, these calculations are available from its production rule matcher for both
assumptions and entailments. However, justiﬁcation calculations for assumptions may not be supported
in other architectures, requiring modiﬁcations to the underlying inference engine. Laird and Rosenbloom
(1995) and the Soar User’s Manual (Laird, Congdon, & Coulter, 1999) describe the speciﬁc mechanisms
of justiﬁcation creation in Soar.
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PROC create new assertion(. . .)
An assumption justiﬁcation is computed when each new assertion A is
created. Thus, assumption justiﬁcations are computed for both
assumptions and entailments.
...
Ajust ← create justif ication(. . .)
Justiﬁcations can be created via well-known, textbook algorithms
(e.g., Forbus & deKleer, 1993; Russell & Norvig, 1995)
Aaj ← make assumption justif ication f or assertion(A)
...
END
PROC make assumption justif ication f or assertion(assertion A)
AJ ← NIL
FOR Each assertion j in Ajust , the justiﬁcation of A

1
IF (Level(j) closer to the root than Level(A))
AJ ← append(j, AJ) (add j to the assumption justiﬁcation)

2
ELSE
(j and A at the same level)
AJ ← concatenate(jaj , AJ) (add assumption justiﬁcation of j to
assumption justiﬁcation of A)
return AJ, a list of assertions comprising the assumption justiﬁcation of A
END
PROC Level(assertion A)
Return the subtask level associated with assertion A
Figure 7: A procedure for building assumption justiﬁcations.
(in 
2). We chose this caching option for computing assumption justiﬁcations over an “ondemand” implementation that would, when an assumption was created, recursively follow
local dependencies until all context dependencies were determined. The advantage of the
caching implementation is that the context dependencies for any assertion must be computed only once, even when a local assertion contributes to the creation of multiple local
assumptions.
The procedure that creates an assumption justiﬁcation loops over the assertions in the
justiﬁcation of a new assertion A. The assertions in the justiﬁcation can be either context or
local assertions. Context assertions, in 
1, are added to the assumption justiﬁcation directly.
However, local assertions should not be added to the assumption justiﬁcation because the
assumption justiﬁcation should include only context dependencies. For example, the architecture can retract a local assertion for reasons other than a change in the hierarchical
context (e.g., a non-monotonic reasoning step or a change in enabled assumptions in the
subtask) and in these cases, the agent should not necessarily retract dependent assumptions.
Because assumption justiﬁcations for all local assertions in the justiﬁcation have already
been computed (i.e., they are cached, as described above), the assumption justiﬁcation of a
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Figure 8: Technical problems with Assumption Justiﬁcation. In (a), an assumption replaces
another assumption nonmonotonically. In (b), multiple assumption justiﬁcations
for the same assumption must be supported.

local assertion j can simply be added to the assumption justiﬁcation of A, as in 
2. For an
on-demand implementation, the procedure here would recur through local assertions, until
all context dependencies for local assertions contributing to A had been identiﬁed.
The worst-case computational complexity of this algorithm is polynomial in the number
of assertions in the subtask. The addition of a higher-level assertion can be done in constanttime (a single pointer reference). However, 
2 must uniquely add context assertions from the
assumption justiﬁcation of the local assertion. There are at most (n − 1) local assumption
justiﬁcations whenever the nth assertion is created. Thus, the concatenation needs to be
performed no more than (n − 1) times for any call to the assumption justiﬁcation procedure.
This limit provides an upper bound of O(n) on the complexity of the assumption justiﬁcation
procedure: the worst-case cost of building an individual assumption justiﬁcation is linear in
the number of assertions, n, in the level. However, the architecture executes the assumption
justiﬁcation procedure for every assertion in the level. Thus, the worst case cost for building
all the justiﬁcations in a particular level is O(1 + 2 . . . + n) or O(n2 ).
Non-monotonic changes complicate the implementation. The architecture must disable
a replaced assumption, rather than delete it, because the initial assumption may need to
be restored. For example, in Figure 8 (a), assume that the assertion of E leads to both
the assertion of 2 in the local subtask and the retraction of 1 (i.e., 2 is a revision of 1). If
the agent retracts E, Assumption Justiﬁcation will retract 2, as desired, but it must also
re-enable 1. Thus, assumption 1 must remain available in memory, although disabled.
Figure 8 (b) illustrates a second problem. An assumption can have multiple assumption justiﬁcations. These justiﬁcations can change as reasoning progresses. Assumption 1
initially depends on assertions A, B, and C in higher levels. Now assume that later in
the processing, the agent removes A, which normally would result in the retraction of 1.
However, in the meantime, the context has changed such that 1 is now also justiﬁed by {C,
D, E}. Now when the agent removes A, the architecture should not immediately retract 1
but must determine if 1 is justiﬁed from other sources.
An implementation of Assumption Justiﬁcation in Soar was completed by members of
the Soar research group at the University of Michigan. Experiments using Air-Soar, a ﬂight
simulator domain (Pearson et al., 1993), showed that the overhead of maintaining all prior
assumptions in a level produced a signiﬁcant negative impact on agent performance. In
this domain, Assumption Justiﬁcation incurred signiﬁcant computational cost, requiring at
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least 100% more time than the original Air-Soar agent. Further, the number of assumption
justiﬁcations maintained within a level continued to grow during execution, for the reasons
explained above. Some subtasks required minutes to execute as the aircraft performed a
maneuver, leading to large (and problematic) increases in the amount of memory required.
Thus, Assumption Justiﬁcation failed to meet eﬃciency requirements on both theoretical
and empirical grounds. Although the limitations of Assumption Justiﬁcation might be improved by developing solutions to its technical problems, we abandoned further exploration
of this approach after such strongly discouraging results.
3.3 Dynamic Hierarchical Justification
Figure 2 introduced the notion of a support set for subtasks. Both the Procedural Reasoning
System (PRS) (Georgeﬀ & Lansky, 1987) and Soar (Laird et al., 1987) use architectural
mechanisms to retract complete levels of a subtask hierarchy when the support set no longer
holds. In this section, we consider a solution that leverages the hierarchy maintenance
function to ensure consistency between assumptions and the higher level context.
A signiﬁcant disadvantage of the support set in existing systems is that it is ﬁxed. In
Soar, the support set is computed for the initiation of the subtask but is not updated to
reﬂect reasoning that occurs within the subtask. For example, in Figure 2, suppose that
assumption a34 depends on assumptions a22 and a21 (represented by the dashed, arrowed
lines). The support set does not include a21 ; this assertion may not have even been present
when Subtask3 was created. When a local assumption depends on an assertion not in the
support set, then a change in that assertion will not directly lead to the retraction of the
assumption (or the subtask). Thus, approaches using such Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation
(FHJ) still require knowledge-based solutions for consistency. FHJ is discussed further in
Section 5.1.2.
We propose a novel solution, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation (DHJ), that is similar
to Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, but dynamically updates the support set as reasoning
progresses. Assumption justiﬁcations for individual assumptions are unnecessary. However,
one consequence of this simpliﬁcation is that a subtask (and all assertions within it) will
be retracted when the dependent context changes. Refer to Figure 2. When a DHJ agent
asserts a34 in Figure 2, the architecture updates the support set for Subtask3 to include a21 .
Assumption a22 is already a member of the support set and need not be added again. When
any member of the support set for Subtask3 changes, the architecture retracts the entire
subtask. Thus Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation enforces reasoning consistency across the
hierarchy because a subtask persists only as long as all dependent context assertions.
3.3.1 Implementing Dynamic Hierarchical Justification
Figure 9 outlines the procedure for computing the support set in DHJ. As in Assumption
Justiﬁcation, the architecture can directly add context assertions to the support set 
1.
When the architecture computes the dependencies for a local assertion 
3, the assertion
is marked as having been inspected 
4. Inspected assertions can simply be ignored in the
future 
2, because the architecture has already added the assertion’s dependencies to the
support set. The architecture will also ignore dependent, local assumptions 
2 because
the dependencies of those assumptions will have already been added to the support set.
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PROC create new assertion(. . .)
Whenever a new assumption is asserted, the support set is updated
to include any additional context dependencies.
...
Ajust ← create justif ication(. . .)
IF A is an assumption
S is the subtask in which A is asserted
Ssupport set ← append(Ssupport set , add dependencies to support set(A))
...
END
PROC add dependencies to support set(assertion A)
FOR Each assertion j in Ajust , the justiﬁcation of A

1
IF {Level(j) closer to the root than Level(A)}
append(j, S) (append context dependency to support set)

2

3

4

ELSEIF {Level(j) same as Level(A) AND
j is NOT an assumption AND
j has not previously been inspected }
S ← append(S, add dependencies to support set(j))
(compute support set dependencies for j and add to S)
jinspected ← true
(j’s context dependencies have now been added to the support set)

return S, the list of new dependencies in the support set
END
PROC Level(assertion A)
Return the subtask level associated with assertion A
Figure 9: A procedure for Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation.
Because DHJ needs to inspect any local assertion only once, context dependencies are
computed on-demand, rather than cached as in Assumption Justiﬁcation. Condition 
2 will
be true whenever there is a local entailment whose context dependencies have not yet been
computed. These dependencies are determined by calling add dependencies to support set
recursively. Recursive instantiations of add dependencies to support set each receive a local
assertion in the justiﬁcation of an uninspected entailment, j, and return a list comprising
the context dependencies of j. The return value is then appended to the support set S in
the prior instantiation of add dependencies to support set.
3 is the only non-constant time
The recursive call to add dependencies to support set at 
operation in the procedure. It must be made only once for any assertion ji and thus the
worst case complexity to compute the dependencies is linear in the number of assertions in
the level, as in Assumption Justiﬁcation. However, DHJ requires only a single inspection of
any individual assertion, rather than repeated inspections for each new assumption as in As368
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sumption Justiﬁcation. Thus the architecture needs to call add dependencies to support set at most n times for any subtask consisting of n assertions, and the worst case cost of
updating the support set in a level remains O(n). This reduction in complexity potentially makes Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation a more eﬃcient solution than Assumption
Justiﬁcation, especially as the number of local assertions increases.
Additionally, the two technical problems outlined for Assumption Justiﬁcation do not
impact DHJ. DHJ never needs to restore a previous assumption. When a dependency
changes, the architecture retracts the entire level. Thus, DHJ can immediately delete
replaced assumptions from memory. DHJ collects all dependencies for assumptions, so
there is no need to switch from one justiﬁcation to another. In Figure 8 (b), dependencies
A, B, C, D, and E are all added to the support set. These simpliﬁcations can make the
support set overly speciﬁc but reduce the memory and computation overhead required by
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation.
DHJ retractions will sometimes be followed by the regeneration of the subtask and
the re-assertion of reasoning that was retracted. For example, if the enemy plane ﬂed as
described in the TacAir-Soar scenario, DHJ would retract the entire level associated with
the counting subtask. The count would then need to be re-started from the beginning.
Section 3.4.3 examines potential problems introduced by interruption and regeneration.
The cost incurred through the regeneration of previously-derived assertions is the primary
drawback of Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation.
3.4 Implications of Dynamic Hierarchical Justification
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation solves the speciﬁc problem of maintaining reasoning
consistency in a hierarchy, guaranteeing consistency and utilizing an eﬃcient algorithm.
The heuristic DHJ employs assumes that assumptions are so closely associated with their
subtasks that retracting subtasks is nearly equivalent to retracting individual assumptions.
This section explores the implications of this heuristic, focusing on task decompositions, the
impact on the agent’s ability to use persistent assumptions, and the feasibility of interrupting
an agent (with a subtask retraction) in the midst of reasoning.
3.4.1 The Influence of the Task Decomposition
An agent’s reasoning can be viewed as knowledge search (Newell, 1990). From this perspective, the inconsistency problem is failure to backtrack in knowledge search. The world
changes, leading to changes in the agent hierarchy. The agent must retract some of the
knowledge it has previously asserted, so it should backtrack to a knowledge state consistent
with the world state.3 Each solution can be described in terms of the way its achieves (or
avoids) backtracking in the knowledge search. For instance, KBAC leads to knowledge-based
backtracking, in which the KBAC knowledge tells the agent how to correct its assumptions
given the current situation.
3. Obviously, this world state will usually be diﬀerent than the agent’s initial state and it is often impossible
to return to a prior state in an execution system. We use “backtrack” in this section to refer to the
retraction of asserted execution knowledge such that any remaining asserted knowledge is consistent with
the currently perceived world state.
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(a)

1

A B C D E
(b)

2

1

2

Figure 10: Examples of (a) disjoint dependencies and (b) intersecting assumption dependencies.

Assumption Justiﬁcation is a form of dependency-directed backtracking (Stallman &
Sussman, 1977). In dependency-directed backtracking, regardless of the chronological order
in which an architecture makes assertions, the architecture can identify and retract those
assertions that contributed to failure in a search and retain all other assertions. In Assumption Justiﬁcation, the architecture retracts only those assumptions that are directly aﬀected
by a change in the context. Assumptions created later in the processing, not dependent
on the change, are unaﬀected. Consider the examples in Figure 10. In (a), assumptions
1 and 2 each depend upon disjoint sets of assertions. With Assumption Justiﬁcation, removal of any assertion in 1’s assumption justiﬁcation will result in the retraction of 1; 2 is
unchanged, even if the architecture asserted 2 after 1.
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation is similar to backjumping (Gaschnig, 1979). Backjumping heuristically determines the state to which a current search should backtrack or
“backjump.” The heuristics used by backjumping are based on syntactic features of the
problem. For instance, in constraint satisfaction problems, the backjumping algorithm
identiﬁes which variable assignments are related to other variable assignments via the constraints speciﬁed in the problem deﬁnition. When a violation is discovered, the algorithm
backtracks to the most recent, related variable (Dechter, 1990). Intervening variable assignments are discarded. In DHJ, when an assertion in the hierarchy changes, the system
“backjumps” in its knowledge search to the highest subtask in the hierarchy not dependent
on the change. In Figure 10 (a) all dependent assertions are collected in the support set for
the subtask. If any of the higher level assertions change, the entire subtask is removed.
When using DHJ, as in backjumping, some previous knowledge search may need to
be repeated after backtracking. Assume the removal of the subtask in Figure 10 (a) was
due to a change in A. If a similar subtask is reinitiated, assumption 2 may need to be
regenerated. This regeneration is unnecessary because 2 did not need to be retracted
to avoid inconsistency. Under Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, the agent retracts all
reasoning in the dependent subtask (and all lower levels in the hierarchy); assertions not
dependent on the change in the context can also be removed. Thus, like backjumping, DHJ
uses a syntactic feature of reasoning (decomposition into subtasks) to choose a backtracking
point and this backtracking is not always as conservative as possible.
Although the subtask decomposition is a syntactic feature of the knowledge search, it
is a strongly principled one, reﬂecting a semantic analysis of the task by a knowledge designer. Hierarchical task decomposition is based on the premise that tasks can be broken
down into discrete units that have little interaction with other units; they are nearly decom370
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posable (Simon, 1969). Thus, the goal of a hierarchical decomposition is to separate mostly
independent subtasks from one another. A consequence of this separation is that dependencies in higher levels will be limited as much as possible (interaction between subtasks should
be minimized) and the dependencies among the assertions in any particular subtask will be
shared (otherwise, the subtask could be subdivided into two or more independent subtasks).
Of course, it is often possible to decompose a given task in many diﬀerent ways. In most
cases the domain imposes minimal constraint and the knowledge engineer has signiﬁcant
latitude in crafting the task decomposition.
In the situation illustrated in Figure 10, (b) would be a more complete decomposition
of a task by the knowledge engineer than (a), assuming the two alternatives represent a
decomposition of the same task. In (b), the number of dependent assertions does not necessarily grow as a function of the number of assumptions in the local level, while in (a) it
does. Further, in (a), two independent assumptions are being pursued. These assumptions
could potentially be inferred in separate subtasks in an alternate decomposition. In (b),
on the other hand, the assumptions in the subtask are closely tied together in terms of
their dependencies and thus better asserted within the same subtask. Because the dependencies of assumptions 1 and 2 have considerable overlap in (b), Assumption Justiﬁcation
pays a high overhead cost to track individual assumptions because (most) everything in
the local subtask would be removed simultaneously if assertions B, C, or D changed. Because DHJ incurs no such overhead, DHJ is a better choice when the intersection between
assumption dependencies is high. Task knowledge structured more like the situation in
(b), rather than (a) would lead to few unnecessary retractions. Because (b) appears to
better reﬂect well-decomposed tasks, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation will constrain the
knowledge development process and improve the resulting decompositions. Consequently,
nearly-decomposed tasks should allow DHJ to avoid most unnecessary regenerations while
avoiding the processing overhead of Assumption Justiﬁcation.
3.4.2 Limiting Persistence under DHJ
DHJ limits persistence in subtasks, resulting in assumptions that are not as persistent as
assumptions in typical truth maintenance systems. This section explores the consequences
of these limitations to determine if DHJ architectures4 can still provide the persistence
necessary for agent execution (Section 2.1).
DHJ will retract a subtask when a potential inconsistency could impact hypothetical and
recursive reasoning like counting. Consider the aircraft classiﬁcation and counting example.
Perhaps an aircraft’s altitude contributes to a hypothetical classiﬁcation of the aircraft
(e.g., particular altitude and speed combinations might suggest a reconnaissance aircraft).
The agent would create assumptions locally that depend on this aircraft’s altitude. If the
altitude (or an altitude boundary) changes, then the assumption should be retracted. This
retraction is required to avoid inconsistency. If the contact’s altitude no longer suggests that
it is a reconnaissance aircraft, then the assumption that depended on that assertion should
be removed. DHJ captures these dependencies and performs the retraction. The agent now
4. For clarity, and because Assumption Justiﬁcation has already been eliminated as a candidate solution,
the following discussion focuses exclusively on DHJ. However, Assumption Justiﬁcation limits persistence
similarly.
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has the opportunity to reconsider the classiﬁcation of the aircraft, or pursue other tasks if
the classiﬁcation is no longer important.
DHJ will also retract a subtask if an assumption was created in the local subtask for
the purpose of remembering some input (or elaboration of input). For example, if an agent
needed to remember a particular aircraft’s altitude at a particular point in time, then that
assumption cannot be stored in a local subtask. DHJ limits persistence in such a way that
remembering within a local subtask is generally impossible.
In order to remember previous situations, assumptions can be asserted in the root task.
Any assumption asserted in this level will never be retracted because there are no higher level
dependencies (assuming percepts are associated with the top level and not a higher “input
level,” as in Theo, Mitchell et al., 1991). The primary drawback of this requirement for
remembering is that remembered items are no longer local to the subtask that created them,
requiring additional domain knowledge to manage remembered assumptions. However,
remembering already requires domain knowledge; it is not possible to remember an assertion
regardless of its dependencies and also be able to retract it architecturally.
These examples show that Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation still allows all forms of
persistence, but trades capturing dependencies for nonmonotonic assumptions in local subtasks with remembering assumptions in the root task, where no dependencies are captured.
Because DHJ forces remembered items into the root task, it also suggests that a fundamental aspect of this root task should be managing these remembered assumptions. We view
this requirement as a positive consequence of DHJ, because it forces knowledge engineers
to better recognize the reasons for creating an assumption (e.g., remembering vs. a hypothetical) and circumscribes remembering so that we can now develop or adopt functional
or temporal theories to manage assumptions created for remembering (e.g., Allen, 1991;
Altmann & Gray, 2002).
3.4.3 Recovery from Interruption with DHJ
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation makes an agent more reactive to its environment, ensuring that relevant changes in the environment lead to the retraction of any dependent
subtasks. DHJ imposes an automatic interruption of the agent for a subtask retraction,
without evaluating the state of the system ﬁrst. Although automatic interruption increases
the reactivity of the system, it can lead to diﬃculties if there is no way to override it.
In this section we examine two cases where uncontrolled interruption can cause problems.
The problems arise because DHJ biases the system to be reactive; that is, to respond automatically to changes in the environment without deliberation. However, in both cases,
additional agent knowledge can overcome that bias and make the system more deliberate
and avoid uncontrolled interruption.
The ﬁrst problem arises when there is a sequence of actions that must be completed
without interruption in order for a subgoal to be achieved. If the processing is interrupted,
then it is possible, because of the dynamics of the world, that the task cannot be resumed.
For example, imagine an aircraft nearing the point where it can launch a missile at a target.
When the task is interrupted and then resumed, the aircraft’s position may have changed
enough, relative to the target, that additional steering commands are necessary before the
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missile can be launched. In this case, it may be preferable not to interrupt the original
launch sequence once it has begun.
Consider two possible approaches to achieving this capability with Dynamic Hierarchical
Justiﬁcation architectures. The ﬁrst is to move the processing to the root task. Because
the root task is not interrupted, the processing will not be interrupted. However, this
approach greatly restricts how a task can be hierarchically decomposed and thus should be
considered only as a last resort. The second approach is to add new reasoning for the task
that “freezes” the external situation with respect to additional reasoning in the subtask.
The new processing initiates the execution of the subtask and creates persistent structures
in the root task. These persistent structures represent a deliberate commitment to not
being interrupted. The remaining processing in the subtask accesses only these structures
in the execution of the task. Thus, because they are persistent, even if there are changes
to the surrounding situation that would have interrupted the subtask, its processing is
now insensitive to those changes and interruption is prevented. This approach also requires
additional reasoning to recognize completion of the uninterruptible behavior and remove the
persistent structures built by the initial subtask. This reasoning reﬂects a deliberate act,
signaling that the commitment no longer holds. In the abstract, together these additions
provide a mechanism for overcoming automatic interruption. The disadvantage of this
approach is that, as part of the system design, those subgoals that cannot be interrupted
must be identiﬁed beforehand. For those subtasks, additional agent knowledge must be
implemented to create and remove encapsulations of any dynamic data.
A more critical problem for DHJ is the “Wesson Oil” problem: when someone is cooking
dinner and a higher-priority activity suddenly occurs (a hurt child), the cook should turn oﬀ
the stove (a “cleanup” procedure) before leaving for the hospital (Gat, 1991b). This problem
occurs when there is a change in the hierarchical context at a level far from the terminal
level of the hierarchy. In this situation, similar tasks may not be resumed or initiated
following the interruption. The agent must therefore recognize whether “cleanup” of the
external and/or internal states is necessary, and, if so, perform that cleanup. Even with
DHJ, the agent can still behave appropriately if it has the right knowledge. In particular,
the agent must be able to recognize partially completed tasks (like cooking dinner) and be
able to select cleanup actions speciﬁc to the task state (like turning oﬀ a stove burner).
Because DHJ requires all remembered assumptions to be asserted in the root level of the
hierarchy, this recognition task has internal state available; it need not try to reconstruct
that state from the external environment alone. However, it does require some analysis
of the task domain(s) by a knowledge engineer so that any interruptible activity requiring
cleanup include triggering assertions for cleanup in the root task.
This work was prompted by a desire for architectural solutions to inconsistency, yet
maintaining consistency eﬃciently can lead to interruptions, which, under DHJ, requires
knowledge-based solutions to problems arising from automatic interruption.5 However, most
of the requirements imposed by DHJ are positive consequences. Subtask retractions and
observed recovery in the development process help deﬁne what must be remembered in the
root task for cleanup, which is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than the laborious process of debugging
5. Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation could also be used as a trigger for meta-level deliberation rather than
immediate subtask retraction. It would then possibly provide an architectural solution to the question
of when to deliberate about potential inconsistency for intention reconsideration (see Section 5.2).
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agent programs that are failing due to inconsistency. In theory, Dynamic Hierarchical
Justiﬁcation imposes requirements for handling interruptions that do pose serious questions
about its overall utility. In practice, we have not found addressing these questions to be a
problem in a variety of recent agent implementations using the Soar-DHJ architecture (e.g.,
Laird, 2001; Wray et al., 2002).

4. Empirical Evaluation of Dynamic Hierarchical Justification
Architectural mechanisms like DHJ must be eﬃcient. We have demonstrated that the
algorithm itself is eﬃcient, but the question of its impact on the overall behavior generation
capability of an agent remains an open question due to interruption and regeneration. Given
the complexity of both agent-based systems and the domains in which they are applied,
analytical evaluations must be extremely narrow in scope, and even then require specialized
techniques (Wooldridge, 2000). This section instead pursues an empirical evaluation of
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, focusing on eﬃciency and responsiveness in two domains
at extremes in the continua of agent domain characteristics. Because the architectural
solution to inconsistency was motivated by the cost (and incompleteness) of knowledgebased solutions, knowledge development costs will also be estimated.
4.1 Methodological Issues
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation is a general solution, applicable in a wide range of agent
tasks. In order to evaluate such a solution, a number of methodological issues must be
addressed. The following describes three important issues and the choices made for this
evaluation.
4.1.1 Relative vs. Absolute Evaluation
What constitutes “good” or “poor” cost and performance evaluations? In general, an
absolute evaluation of performance and cost is diﬃcult because the task itself, in addition
to the agent’s knowledge and architecture, determines overall cost and performance results.
We circumvent this problem by making relative comparisons between agents using the
original, Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation Soar architecture (“FHJ agents”) and new agents
(“DHJ agents”). The FHJ agents provide cost and performance benchmarks, obviating the
need for absolute evaluations.
4.1.2 Addressing Multiple Degrees of Freedom in Agent Design
Even when architecture and task are ﬁxed, many diﬀerent functional agents can be developed. How can one know if comparative results are valid and general if the experimenter
has control over both benchmarks and new agents?
DHJ agents will be compared to agents previously implemented by others. Such systems
will provide good performance targets, because they were optimized for performance, and
will minimize bias, because they were developed independently.
FHJ systems were used as ﬁxed benchmarks, and were not modiﬁed. DHJ agents use the
identical task decompositions employed by the FHJ agents and the same initial knowledge
base. We observed opportunities to improve performance in the DHJ agents by modifying
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either the task decomposition or re-designing signiﬁcant portions of the agent knowledge
base. However, agent knowledge was modiﬁed only when necessary for correct behavior, in
order to ensure that DHJ agents remained tightly constrained by their FHJ counterparts,
thus limiting bias in the evaluation.
4.1.3 The Choice of Representative Tasks
This evaluation will be limited to execution agents in the Dynamic Blocks World and in
a reduced-knowledge version of TacAir-Soar (“micro-TacAir-Soar”). The choice of only a
few tasks or domains is a considerable drawback of benchmarks (Hanks, Pollack, & Cohen, 1993). Although these choices were motivated primarily by the availability of domains
with pre-existing FHJ agents, the two domains do represent opposite extremes for many
domain characteristics. Micro-TacAir-Soar, like TacAir-Soar, is inaccessible, nondeterministic, dynamic, and continuous, while the Dynamic Blocks World simulator used in the
experiments is accessible, deterministic, static and discrete. The primary motivation for
using the Dynamic Blocks World, which is less representative of typical agent tasks than
Micro-TacAir-Soar, is to assess the cost of employing DHJ in a domain where a priori it
appears it would not be useful (although Section 6 suggests DHJ can prove useful even
in relatively static domains). Thus, the Dynamic Blocks World will provide a baseline for
the actual cost of deploying the algorithm, even though little beneﬁt is expected from its
deployment in this domain.
4.2 Evaluation Hypotheses
Although speciﬁc expectations will diﬀer in diﬀerent domains, diﬀerences in the dimensions
of knowledge cost and performance can be anticipated when comparing DHJ agents to
baseline agents. The following discusses the expectations and the metric(s) used for each
dimension.
4.2.1 Knowledge Engineering Cost
Knowledge engineering eﬀort in DHJ agents should decrease in comparison to previously
developed agents. Knowledge in Soar is represented with production rules. Each production
represents a single, independent knowledge unit. We assume the addition of more productions represents an increase in cost and measure knowledge cost by counting the number of
productions in each type of agent. The number of productions, of course, provides only a
coarse metric of cost because the complexity of individual productions varies signiﬁcantly.
However, the productions that will be removed in DHJ agents are often the most diﬃcult
ones to create. Therefore, the diﬀerence in number of productions is probably a conservative
metric for knowledge cost in DHJ.
4.2.2 Performance: Efficiency and Responsiveness
In general, overall performance should change little in DHJ agents, as compared to FHJ
counterparts. Although Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation does add a new architectural
mechanism, the algorithm itself is eﬃcient and should not contribute to signiﬁcant diﬀerences in performance. Further, less domain knowledge will need to be asserted because all
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across-level consistency knowledge is now incorporated in the architecture. Thus, if applying across-level KBAC knowledge represented a signiﬁcant expense in the overall cost of
executing a task, DHJ agents might perform better than FHJ agents.
There are two speciﬁc exceptions to this expectation. First, in domains where consistency knowledge is (mostly) unnecessary for task performance, FHJ agents may perform
better than DHJ agents. For example, the Dynamic Blocks World requires little consistency knowledge but the DHJ architecture will still update the support set, even though
few inconsistency-causing context changes should arise.
Second, if regeneration is problematic, overall performance will suﬀer. In DHJ, whenever
the dependent context changes, a subtask will be retracted. If the change does not lead
to a diﬀerent choice of subtask, the subtask will be necessarily regenerated. Thus, under
DHJ, some subtask regeneration will occur, and, if regeneration is signiﬁcant, performance
degradation will result.
CPU execution time provides a simple, single dimension of gross performance. The CPU
time reported for individual experiments reﬂects the time the agent spends reasoning and
initiating actions rather than the time it takes to execute those actions in the environment.
Decisions: In Soar, subtasks correspond to the selection of operators and subgoals for
implementing operators. The selection of an operator is called a decision. When Soar
selects an operator, it tries to apply the operator. Soar reaches an impasse when it cannot
apply a newly selected operator. These non-primitive operators lead to the generation of
a subgoal in the subsequent decision. For example, Soar selects the put-down operator
in one decision and creates a subgoal to implement put-down in the subsequent decision.
Together, these two steps constitute the notion of a subtask in Soar.
The number of decisions can thus be used as an indication of the number of subtasks
undertaken for a task. In FHJ, a subtask was generally never interrupted until it terminated
(either successfully or unsuccessfully). In DHJ, subtasks will be interrupted whenever a
dependent change occurs. Thus, decisions should increase in DHJ agents because subtasks
will be interrupted and re-started. Further, if decisions increase substantially (suggesting
signiﬁcant regeneration), overall performance will degrade.
Production Firings: A production rule “ﬁres” when its conditions match and its result is
applied to the current situation. Production ﬁrings should decrease in DHJ for two reasons.
First, any across-level consistency knowledge that was previously used in FHJ agents will no
longer be necessary (or represented); therefore, this knowledge will not be accessed. Second,
any reasoning that occurred after inconsistency arose in FHJ agents will be interrupted and
eliminated. However, production ﬁrings will increase if signiﬁcant regeneration is necessary.
4.3 Empirical Evaluation in the Blocks World
Agents in this Dynamic Blocks World domain have execution knowledge to transform any
initial conﬁguration of three blocks into an ordered tower using a simulated gripper arm.
The table in this simulation has a width of nine blocks. The agent’s task goal is always to
build the 1-on-2-on-3 tower. Each agent built a tower from each of the resulting 981 unique,
non-goal, initial conﬁgurations of blocks. Table 1 summarizes the results of these tasks. As
expected, total knowledge decreased. Overall performance improved. Decisions increased,
as expected, but the number of rule ﬁrings increased as well, which was not anticipated.
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Rules
Decision Avg.
Avg. Rule Firings
Avg. CPU Time (ms)

FHJ
x̄
s.d.
188
—
87.1
20.9
720.3 153.5
413.1 121.6

DHJ
x̄
s.d.
175
—
141.1
38.7
855.6 199.6
391.6 114.0

Table 1: Summary of knowledge and performance data from the Blocks World. The agents
performed the tower-building task for each of 981 conﬁgurations. Task order was
randomly determined.

4.3.1 Knowledge Differences
Total knowledge decreased about 7% in the DHJ agent. This small reduction is consistent
with expectation. The aggregate comparison is misleading because knowledge was both
added (16 productions) and deleted (29).
Removing Consistency Knowledge: In Soar, the subtask operator and subgoal are
terminated separately. Soar monitors impasse-causing assertions to determine if a subgoal
(such as the subtask goal) should be removed via FHJ. However, the removal of a subtask
operator requires knowledge. The original, FHJ architecture treats the initiation of an
operator as a persistent assumption and requires knowledge to recognize when a selected
operator should be interrupted or terminated. This knowledge can be categorized as consistency knowledge because it determines the time at which a subtask should be terminated,
even when the initiating conditions for the subtask no longer hold.
In DHJ, only the eﬀects of operators are persistent; all other assertions are entailments
of the situation. Thus, the initiation of a subtask is now treated as an entailment and
a subtask remains selected only as long as the initiation conditions for the subtask hold.
This change removes the need for knowledge to terminate the subtask: when the subtask
initiation conditions are no longer true, the subtask is automatically retracted. Thus,
termination knowledge was removed for all subtask operators.
Filling Gaps in Domain Knowledge: The persistence of subtasks in the original architecture allows FHJ agents to ignore large parts of the state space in their domain knowledge.
For example, the knowledge that initiates stack and put-on-table subtasks assumes that
the gripper is currently not holding a block. As these tasks are executed, the gripper, of
course, does grasp individual blocks. The conditions for initiating stack or put-on-table
when holding a block were ignored in the original domain knowledge.
The DHJ agent now requires knowledge to determine which subtasks it should choose
when holding blocks, because subtasks can be interrupted while the agent still holds a block.
16 productions were necessary, primarily for the stack and put-on-table operators. It is
important to note that this knowledge is necessary domain knowledge. FHJ agents could
not solve any problem in which they began a task holding a block because they lacked
domain knowledge for these states. These additions are thus a positive consequence of
DHJ. The architecture’s enforcement of consistency revealed gaps in domain knowledge.
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4.3.2 Performance Differences
Somewhat surprisingly, overall performance of the DHJ agents (measured in CPU time) improves slightly in comparison to the FHJ agents, even though both decisions and production
ﬁrings increase. Each of the Soar-speciﬁc performance metrics are considered individually
below, and then the overall performance improvement is considered.
Decisions: FHJ agents, on average, made considerably fewer decisions than DHJ agents.
The diﬀerence was consistent across every task. These additional decisions result from the
removal and subsequent regeneration of subtasks. For example, when the agent picks up a
block in pursuit of a stack task, the selection of the stack task must be regenerated. The
knowledge in the DHJ agents could be modiﬁed to avoid testing speciﬁc conﬁgurations of
blocks and thus avoid many of these regenerations.
Production Firings: The number of production ﬁrings also increased in the Blocks World.
The increase in production ﬁrings can be attributed to the knowledge added to the system
and the regeneration of subtasks that made the additions necessary. The relative increase in
number of production ﬁrings (19%) was much smaller than the increase in decisions (62%).
The smaller diﬀerence can be attributed to the productions that were removed (and thus
did not ﬁre).
CPU Time: Generally, when production ﬁrings increase in Soar, an increase in CPU
time is expected. However, CPU time in DHJ decreased slightly in comparison to FHJ
even though production ﬁrings increased. To explain this result, some additional aspects of
Soar’s processing must be considered.
The match cost of a production is not constant but grows linearly with the number of
tokens, partial instantiations of the production (Tambe, 1991). Each token indicates what
conditions in the production have matched and the variable bindings for those conditions.
Thus, each token represents a node in a search over the agent’s memory for matching
instantiation(s) of the production. The more speciﬁc a production’s conditions are, the more
constrained the search through memory, and thus it costs less to generate the instantiation.
The new productions added to the DHJ Blocks World agent were more speciﬁc to
the agent’s memory (i.e., its external and internal state) than the productions removed.
Further, simply having fewer total productions also can reduce the amount of total search
in memory.6 An informal inspection of the match time and tokens for several FHJ and
DHJ runs showed that the number of tokens decreased in DHJ by 10-15%. This reduction
in token activity is the primary source of improvement in Dynamic Blocks World DHJ
agent CPU time. This improvement, of course, is not a general result and provides no
guarantee that in some other task or domain the cost of matching will not increase rather
than decrease.

6. The RETE algorithm (Forgy, 1979) shares condition elements across diﬀerent productions. Thus, the
removal of productions only decreases the total search if removed productions contain condition elements
not appearing in the remaining productions. We did not perform an exhaustive analysis of the condition
elements to determine if the removed productions reduce the number of unique condition elements in
the RETE network.
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4.4 Empirical Evaluation in µTacAir-Soar
Converting TacAir-Soar to the DHJ architecture would be very expensive, requiring many
months of eﬀort. DHJ agents were instead developed for a research and instruction version
of TacAir-Soar, “Micro-TacAir-Soar” (µTAS). µTAS agents use the TacAir-Soar simulation
environment (ModSAF) and interface but have knowledge to ﬂy only a few missions, resulting in an order of magnitude decrease in the number of productions in the agents. However,
µTAS uses the same tactics and doctrine for its missions as TacAir-Soar.
In µTAS, a team of two agents (“lead” and “wing”) ﬂy the patrol mission described
previously. They engage any hostile aircraft that are headed toward them and are within
a speciﬁc range. The lead agent’s primary role is to ﬂy the patrol route and intercept
enemy planes. The wing’s responsibility is to ﬂy in formation with the lead. Because the
total knowledge is signiﬁcantly reduced, converting µTAS DHJ agents should be relatively
inexpensive. However, the results should be representative of TacAir-Soar because µTAS
retains the complexity and dynamics of TacAir-Soar.
The patrol mission has no clearly-deﬁned task termination condition like the Dynamic
Blocks World. To address this problem, each agent in the simulation executes for ten
minutes of simulator time. During this time, each agent has the opportunity to take oﬀ,
ﬂy in formation with its partner on patrol, intercept one enemy agent, and return to patrol
after the intercept. In an actual TacAir-Soar scenario, these activities would normally be
separated by much larger time scales. However, an agent spends much of its time on a
patrol mission simply monitoring the situation (waiting), rather than taking new actions.
Ten minutes of simulated time proved to be brief enough that overall behavior was not
dominated by wait-states, while also providing time for a natural ﬂow of events.
When running for a ﬁxed period of time, an increase in the number of decisions can be
attributed to regeneration or simply an improvement in decision cycle time. We avoid this
potential confusion by running the simulator with a constant cycle time. In this mode, each
simulator update represents 67 milliseconds of simulated time. Because each agent now
runs for a ﬁxed period of time with ﬁxed updates, each FHJ and DHJ agent will execute
the same number of decisions. Any problems due to regeneration will be apparent in the
number of rule ﬁrings and degradation in responsiveness. Additionally, the general results
do not change signiﬁcantly if the scenarios are executed with the real-time mode normally
used for TacAir-Soar agents. The ﬁxed cycle simply eliminates some variability.
Although the patrol scenario was designed to minimize variation from run to run, the
µTAS simulator is inherently stochastic and the speciﬁc actions taken by an agent and the
time course of those actions varies when the same task is repeated. To control for this variation, each scenario was run for the lead and wing agents approximately 50 times. Logging
and data collection signiﬁcantly impacted CPU time and other performance statistics. In
order to control for this eﬀect, we actually ran each scenario 99 times, randomly choosing
one agent (lead or wing) to perform logging functions (and discarding its performance measures). The other agent performed no logging functions. Data from logging agents was used
to create Figure 9. The performance measures of the “no logging” agents were recorded at
the conclusion of each scenario and are summarized in Table 2.
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Lead Agent
Rules
Number of runs (n)
Decisions
Outputs
Rule Firings
CPU Time (msec)

FHJ
591
43
x̄ s.d.
8974
0.0
109.1 6.71
2438 122
1683 301

x̄
8974
142.8
2064
1030

DHJ
539
53
s.d.
0.0
7.03
81.1
242

Wing Agent
FHJ
DHJ
591
539
56
46
x̄ s.d.
x̄ s.d.
8958
0.0
8958
0.0
1704 42.7
869 12.8
16540 398
6321 104
12576 861
2175 389

Table 2: Summary of µTAS run data.
4.4.1 Improving Task Decompositions
µTacAir-Soar DHJ agents required extensive knowledge revision. Such revision was not
unexpected. For instance, unlike the Dynamic Blocks World, µTAS agents remember many
percepts, such as the last known location of an enemy aircraft. As previously described,
assertions for remembering must now be located in the root level of the hierarchy, thus
requiring some knowledge revision. However, other problems were discovered. In some
cases, FHJ agents took advantage of inconsistency in asserted knowledge. In other words, the
FHJ agent not only allowed inconsistency in the assertions but actually depended on those
inconsistencies to apply new knowledge. There were two major categories of this knowledge.
“Within-level” consistency knowledge recognized speciﬁc inconsistencies (e.g., retraction of
the proposal for the subtask) as a trigger for actions such as “clean up” of the subtask
state. “Complex subtasks” allowed the non-interruptible execution of a complex procedure
regardless of the continuing acceptability of the subtask. In both cases, agent knowledge
was modiﬁed to remove any dependence on inconsistency. Appendix A provides further
explanation of the original knowledge and subsequent changes. Section 4.4.3 summarizes
the changes quantitatively.
4.4.2 Results
Table 2 lists average data for the FHJ and DHJ lead and wing agents for the patrol/intercept
scenario after the modiﬁcations to the DHJ agent’s knowledge base were completed. The
results in this domain are consistent with expectations: total knowledge decreases, rule
ﬁrings decrease and performance improves, substantially so for the DHJ wing agent. The
following sections explore each of these results in greater detail.
4.4.3 Knowledge Differences
Table 3 quantiﬁes the changes to the Soar production rules described above.7 Modiﬁcations include deletions, additions and changes. A rule was considered “changed” only if
its conditions changed slightly, but it made the same type of computation for the same
subtask. For example, most of the “changed” within-level consistency knowledge now refers
7. The DHJ agent data was generated with a knowledge base that included some changes to accommodate
learning (Wray, 1998) and these changes are included in the table for completeness. The presence of
these rules in the knowledge base has negligible impact on the performance data reported here.
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Across-level
Consistency

Remembering

Within-level
Consistency

Complex
Subtasks

Learning

Miscellaneous
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44
0

36
32

9
5

10
21

4
0

8
1

0

33

8

0

24

0

FHJ Agent:
Deletions:
Additions:
DHJ Agent:
Additional Changes:

TOTALS
591
(111)
59
539
65

Table 3: Quantitative summary of changes to production rules in the FHJ agent knowledge
base for DHJ agents.

to an entailed structure rather than one created as an assumption, but that structure is
located in the same subtask. This somewhat restrictive deﬁnition of a change inﬂates the
addition and deletion accounting. In many cases a production was “deleted” and then immediately “added” to a diﬀerent subtask. For example, the productions that manipulate
motor commands were all moved from local subtasks to the highest subtask. Almost all
the additions and deletions in the “Remembering” category can be attributed to this move,
which required no synthesis of new production knowledge.
Total knowledge required for the DHJ agents decreased. This approximately 9% reduction was achieved by making some type of modiﬁcation to about 40% of the FHJ agent
rules, and may seem a modest gain, given the conversion cost. However, this cost is an
artifact of the chosen methodology. Had the DHJ agents been constructed in this domain
without previously existing FHJ agents, at least a 9% decrease in the total knowledge would
be expected. This result thus suggests a reduction in the cost of the agent design. The
high conversion cost does suggest that converting a much larger system, like TacAir-Soar,
would probably be very costly. On the other hand, the modiﬁcations were made evident by
identiﬁable regenerations in the architecture. Thus, the 235 total changes made to the FHJ
knowledge base were much easier to make than constructing a similar number of rules.
4.4.4 Performance Differences
As the performance results in Table 2 show, DHJ agents improved in performance relative to
their FHJ peers. However, the improvements of the lead and wing agents was substantially
diﬀerent. Diﬀerences in the tasks of lead and wing pilots led to the diﬀerences in relative
improvements.
Lead and Wing Agents: The lead and wing agent share the same knowledge base but
perform diﬀerent tasks in the µTAS scenario.8 These diﬀerences lead to diﬀerences in their
8. The agents share the same knowledge base because they can dynamically swap roles during execution.
For instance, if the lead exhausts its long-range missiles, it will order the wing to take over the lead role,
and then take the role of wing itself.
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Figure 11: Cumulative outputs over the course of one ten minute scenario for DHJ (black)
and FHJ (gray) agents. Cumulative outputs for lead agents are represented with
solid lines, wing agents with dashed lines.

absolute performance. Recall that the lead’s primary responsibility is to ﬂy the patrol route
and intercept enemy aircraft. On the other hand, the wing’s primary mission role is to follow
the lead. These diﬀerent tasks require diﬀerent responses in the agents.
An agent’s overall reasoning activity is often correlated with its output activity; that
is, the commands it sends to the external environment to take action in it. Figure 11
summarizes the output activity of two pairs of lead and wing agents (FHJ & DHJ) over the
course of a ten-minute scenario. The output activity of both leads is mostly concentrated
at a few places over the course of the scenario (take-off, intercept, launch-missile,
and when resuming patrol following the intercept). The wings’ most concentrated output
activity occurs when the leads turn to a new leg of the patrol and the wings must follow
the lead through a 180 degree turn. In the remainder of this section, we focus only on DHJ
agents to contrast lead and wing agent behavior. The discussion of the performance metrics
will examine diﬀerences between FHJ and DHJ leads and wings.
The lead actually spends most of the scenario waiting, with short bursts of reasoning
and output activity occurring at tactically important junctures in the scenario. On patrol,
the lead ﬂies straight and makes a decision to turn when it reaches the end of a patrol
leg. The lead monitors the environment and searches for enemy planes. This search is
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(mostly) passive; the agent’s radar notiﬁes the agent if any new entities have been detected.
After detecting and classifying an enemy plane as a potential threat, the lead commits to an
intercept. The lead immediately makes a number of course, speed, and altitude adjustments,
based on the tactical situation. These actions are evident in the ﬁgure by the pulse labeled
“intercept.” The lead spends most of the time in the intercept closing the distance between
the aircraft to get within weapon range, again having to maneuver very little and thus
requiring few actions in the environment (thus the relatively ﬂat slope following intercept).
When the agent reaches missile range of the enemy plane, the lead executes a number of
actions very quickly. The lead steers the plane into a launch window for the missile, pushes
the ﬁre button, waits for the missile to clear, and then determines a course to maintain
radar contact as the missile ﬂies to its target (at launch-missile). Once the intercept has
been completed, the lead resumes its patrol task. Again, it issues a large number of output
commands in a short period of time. These examples show that the lead’s reasoning focuses
primarily on reacting to discrete changes in the tactical situation (patrol leg ended, enemy
in range, etc.) and the behavior generally requires little continuous adjustment.
The execution of the wing’s follow-leader task, on the other hand, requires reaction to
continuous change in the lead’s position in order to maintain formation. Position corrections
require observing the lead’s position, recognizing an undesired separation in the formation,
and then responding by adjusting speed, course, altitude, etc. Because the wing is following
the lead throughout the scenario, it is executing this position maintenance knowledge almost
constantly. When the lead is ﬂying straight and level, as on a patrol leg, the wing’s task does
not require the generation of many outputs. In Figure 11, these periods of little activity
are evident in the periodic ﬂat segments in the wing’s cumulative outputs. When the lead
begins a maneuver (e.g., a turn), the wing must maintain the formation throughout the
maneuver. During a turn the wing generates many motor commands as it follows the lead.
Because the turn takes a few seconds to complete, the outputs increase gradually over the
course of the turn, as can be seen in the ﬁgure. Thus, the wing periodically encounters
a dynamic situation that requires signiﬁcant reasoning and motor responses. Further, the
response to this change is not discrete, as in the lead, but occurs continuously over the
course of the lead’s maneuver.
These diﬀerences in the tasks for the two agents account for the relatively large absolute
diﬀerences in the performance metrics between the lead and wing agents. Because the wings
are adjusting their positions relative to the leads, they issue many more output commands
than the leads, which requires many more inferences to determine what those commands
should be.
Decisions: The diﬀerences between decisions in the lead and wing is due to an artifact of
the data collection. The lead agents ran for an extra second after the wings halted in order
to initiate data collection.
Production Firings: In both the lead and wing agents, production ﬁrings decrease. However, the wing’s production ﬁrings decrease by 62%, while in the lead, the decrease is only
15%. One reason for the large improvement in the DHJ wing is due to the elimination of
some redundant output commands in the FHJ agents. The FHJ wing sometimes issues the
same motor command more than once. The reason for this duplication is that a speciﬁc motor command is computed locally, and is thus not available to other subtasks. In some cases,
two subtasks may issue the same motor command. When the command is stored locally, a
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command may be issued again because the agent cannot recognize that the command has
already been issued by another subtask. Because motor commands are remembered in the
top subtask by DHJ agents, they can be inspected by all subtasks. The DHJ wing thus
never issues a redundant motor command. The large relative decrease in outputs in the
wing agent from FHJ to DHJ (Figure 11) can be attributed to this improvement. Production ﬁrings decrease with the decrease in output activity because most reasoning activity
in the wing concerns reacting to the lead’s maneuvers.
In contrast to the wing, the lead’s average number of outputs actually increases. Regeneration is the source of these additional outputs. In a few situations, a DHJ agent’s
subtask for adjusting heading, speed or altitude can get updated repeatedly in a highly
dynamic situation (e.g., a hard turn). The FHJ agent uses subtask knowledge to decide if
the current output command needs to be updated. However, in DHJ, the subtask may be
retracted due to dependence on a changing value (e.g., current heading). When the subtask is regenerated following a retraction, the lead may generate a slightly diﬀerent motor
command. For example, the lead might decide to turn to heading 90.1Æ instead of 90.2Æ .
This decision causes the generation of a new output command that would not have been
re-issued in FHJ agents and accounts for the small increase in outputs. It also suggests
that without the self-imposed constraint of the methodology, the knowledge base could be
further modiﬁed to avoid this regeneration and further decrease production ﬁrings.
Although the large magnitude of the improvement in the wing is primarily due to remembering motor commands, both agents also needed less consistency knowledge and thus
accessed less knowledge while performing the same task. The agents perform the same tasks
using less knowledge.
CPU Time: CPU time decreases in both the DHJ lead and wing agents. The improvement
in the lead (39%) is about half the improvement in the wing (81%). These diﬀerences are due
primarily to the decrease in production ﬁrings. There are fewer production ﬁrings and thus
fewer instantiations to generate, leading to improvements in CPU time. Match time also
improved, contributing to the overall performance improvement.9 The larger improvements
in CPU time as compared to production ﬁrings improvements (39% vs. 15% in the lead,
81% vs. 62% in the wing) might be attributable to decreases in both the number of rule
ﬁrings and match time. Again, these results oﬀer no guarantee that match time will always
decrease with DHJ. It is important to note, however, in two very diﬀerent domains DHJ
reduces total knowledge and further constrains the remaining knowledge. The architecture
then leveraged these small diﬀerences for improved overall performance.
4.4.5 Differences in Responsiveness
Because CPU time decreases in the DHJ agents, responsiveness should generally improve.
However, because some agent knowledge has been split into several diﬀerent subtasks, some
actions may not be initiated as quickly as would be initiated by the FHJ agent. In this
section, we explore diﬀerences in responsiveness in one of these situations.
9. As in the Dynamic Blocks World, these trends are based on a few observations of the data, rather than
a signiﬁcant analysis. In particular, in µTAS, data for the number of tokens generated was not collected.
The results reported here are consistent with the expectation that the token activity falls in DHJ agents,
as compared to FHJ agents.
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FHJ
DHJ

Avg. In-Range Time
(sec)
161.816
162.048

Avg. Launch Time
(sec)
162.084
162.993

Reaction Time
(sec)
.268
.945

n
95
99

Table 4: A comparison of average reaction times for launching a missile in µTAS.
When an enemy plane comes in range, the agent executes a series of actions, leading to
the ﬁring of a missile. Reaction time is the diﬀerence between the time at which an enemy
agent comes in range and the time when the agent actually pushes the ﬁre button to launch
a missile. This reaction time is one measure of the agent’s responsiveness. As Table 4 shows,
the FHJ agent is able to launch the missile in just over a quarter of a second. However,
the DHJ agent is about three-and-a-half times slower than the FHJ agent in launching the
missile, taking almost a full second, on average.
Split subtasks, regeneration, and subtask selection all contribute to the increase in
reaction time. Splitting a subtask with n steps, which may have all been executed in a
single decision previously, may now take n decisions in the DHJ agent. Only a few actions
are necessary for launching a missile so one would expect an increase of, at most, a few
hundred milliseconds for this change. However, by dividing subtasks into separate steps,
the sequential series of actions can be interrupted. In particular, a number of regenerations
occur under the launch-missile subtask as the agent prepares to ﬁre the missile in a highly
dynamic situation. The agent sometimes chooses to undertake a similar action because the
situation has changed enough that a slightly diﬀerent action might be necessary, as described
above. The result is that the DHJ agents are taking more accurate aim than the FHJ agents,
as they are responding more quickly to the dynamics of the environment. This “aiming,”
however takes more time, although the increase in time is not tactically signiﬁcant (i.e.,
enemy planes were not escaping that were previously hit by FHJ agents).
Some additional re-engineering of the knowledge would improve the reaction time (e.g.,
as described in Section 3.4.3). However, decreases in responsiveness will be diﬃcult to avoid,
in general. Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation requires that subtasks with diﬀerent dependencies be initiated and terminated separately, or risk unnecessary regeneration. However,
by splitting complex tasks into separate subtasks, individual actions are delayed both because the subtasks are now separate procedures, and because the selection for a particular
subtask in the series can be postponed when additional subtask choices are available.
4.5 Summary of Empirical Evaluations
Figure 12 summarizes results from the Dynamic Blocks World and µTAS. In both domains,
DHJ agents require fewer total productions, suggesting a decrease in knowledge cost. Performance is roughly the same in the Dynamic Blocks World and for the lead agents in µTAS.
The DHJ wing agents show a much greater improvement in overall performance, which is due
both to DHJ and to changes in knowledge. These results suggest that Dynamic Hierarchical
Justiﬁcation can be expected to reduce engineering eﬀort and not degrade performance in
a variety of domains, simple and complex. However, response time in some situations may
decrease.
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Figure 12: Mean CPU Time vs. knowledge in productions for FHJ (black) and DHJ (gray)
agents in the Dynamic Blocks World and µTAS. The graph includes the actual
distribution of CPU time for each agent as well as the mean for each agent.
Means for the Dynamic Blocks World agents are illustrated with squares, µTAS
lead agents with triangles, and µTAS wing agents with diamonds.

5. Discussion
Solutions other than KBAC and the new solutions introduced here can be developed for
the inconsistency problem (Wray, 1998). We brieﬂy introduce a few additional solutions,
and also consider the relationship of Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation to intention reconsideration in belief-desire-intention agents and belief revision.
5.1 Other solutions to inconsistency across the hierarchy
In this section, we review other existing architectural solutions to the problem of inconsistency arising from persistence in a hierarchy of assertions.
5.1.1 Limiting Persistence
One obvious approach to eliminating inconsistency arising from persistence is to disallow
persistent assumptions altogether. This approach was adopted in Theo (Mitchell et al.,
1991). All reasoning in Theo is entailed from sensors; only perceptual inputs are unjustiﬁed.
Theo cannot reason non-monotonically about any particular world state; only the world can
change non-monotonically. Thus, Theo cannot generally remember previous inputs.
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Another possible limitation would be to restrict all assumptions to a single memory
(global state), or, equivalently, allow assumptions only in the root level of the hierarchy
in a hierarchical architecture. This solution ensures that the hierarchical context is always
consistent (all assertions within an associated subtask are entailments) and also allows
persistence. Because HTN execution systems such as RETSINA and DECAF, mentioned
previously, have only a global state, they obviously do not suﬀer from inconsistency over
a hierarchy. However, the interactions between persistent assertions and new information
derived from sensors will be a problem in systems with global state.
RETSINA has recently adopted rationale-based monitoring (Veloso, Pollack, & Cox,
1998) to identify environmental changes that could impact a currently executing task network (Paolucci et al., 1999). Rationale-based monitoring uses the structure of plan knowledge (in this case, plan operators, including task networks) to alleviate inconsistency. Monitors for relevant world features are created dynamically as planning progresses by identifying
pre-conditions in operators and instantiating them via a straightforward taxonomy of monitor types (e.g., a monitor for quantiﬁed conditions). The collection of monitors form a plan
rationale, “reasons that support a planner’s decisions” (Veloso et al., 1998). Plan rationales
are thus similar to the justiﬁcations used in truth maintenance. Monitors are activated
when a pre-condition element in the world changes. They then inform the planner of the
change, and the planner can then deliberate about whether the change should impact the
plan under construction and, if so, consider appropriate repairs.
Rationale-based monitoring is similar to Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, especially
because they both leverage the structures of their (diﬀerent) underlying task representations to provide consistency. However, there are two important diﬀerences. First, because
DHJ identiﬁes the speciﬁc subtask impacted by a change, it does not require deliberation
to determine the impact of the change; immediate return to a consistent knowledge state
is possible. When a monitor is activated in rationale-based monitoring, the planner must
ﬁrst determine where and how the plan is aﬀected, which can require deliberation. Second,
because monitors trigger deliberation, rather than automatically retracting reasoning, an
agent using rationale-based monitoring can determine if the plan should be repaired and
how. DHJ (as implemented) does not oﬀer this ﬂexibility; retraction is automatic. Automatic retraction assumes the cost of retrieving (or regenerating) pre-existing plan knowledge
is less costly than deliberation to determine if/how the plan can be revised. Because plan
modiﬁcation can be as expensive as plan generation (Nebel & Koehler, 1995), this assumption is reasonable. However, invoking a deliberate revision process could circumvent
potential problems arising from recovery from interruption (Section 3.4.3).
5.1.2 Fixed Hierarchical Justification
As mentioned previously, both the pre-DHJ version of Soar and the Procedural Reasoning
System (PRS) (Georgeﬀ & Lansky, 1987) use Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation to retract
complete levels of the hierarchy when the support set no longer holds. In PRS, the support
set consists of a set of context elements that must hold during the execution of the subtask.
These elements are deﬁned by a knowledge engineer. Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation oﬀers a
complete solution to the inconsistency problem if context references within the reasoning in
a subtask are limited to the support set. This approach guarantees consistency. However,
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it requires that the knowledge designer identify all potentially relevant features used in
reasoning within the subtask. Additionally, the resulting system may be overly sensitive
to the features in the support set if those features only rarely impact reasoning, leading to
unnecessary regeneration.
Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation requires less explicit consistency knowledge than knowledgebased solutions. However, KBAC knowledge is still required if access to the whole task hierarchy is possible. Thus, an agent’s ability to make subtask-speciﬁc reactions to unexpected
changes in the environment is limited by the knowledge designer’s ability to anticipate and
explicitly encode the consequences of those changes.
5.2 Intention Reconsideration
In the belief-desire-intention (BDI) model of agency, an intention represents a commitment
to achieving a goal (Rao & Georgeﬀ, 1991; Wooldridge, 2000). An intention is thus similar
to the instantiation of a subtask in a hierarchical architecture.
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation can be viewed as a partial implementation of intention reconsideration (Schut & Wooldridge, 2000, 2001). Intention reconsideration is the
process of determining when an agent should abandon its intentions (due to goal achievement, recognition of failure, or recognition that the intention itself is no longer desired).
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation is only a partial implementation of intention reconsideration because it is only able to capture syntactic features of the problem solving (i.e.,
the identiﬁcation of dependencies via the support set) to determine when to reconsider an
intention. Situations that require deliberation to determine that an intention should be
abandoned are not captured in DHJ.10 Schut & Wooldridge (2001) describe an initial attempt to allow the run-time determination of reconsideration policies. An optimal policy
would maximize the likelihood that deliberate intention reconsideration actually leads to
abandoning an intention (i.e., the agent reconsiders when reconsideration is necessary). In
contrast, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation oﬀers a low-cost, always available, domain general process for abandoning intentions, but cannot automatically identify reconsiderations
requiring semantic analysis of the problem state.
In BDI models, agents can choose to execute their current action plans with or without
reconsidering their current intentions ﬁrst. Kinny and Georgeﬀ (1991) showed that, in more
static domains, “bold” agents that never reconsider their intentions perform more eﬀectively
than “cautious” agents that always reconsider before executing a plan step. The opposite
is true in highly dynamic domains: “cautious” agents out perform “bold” ones. Both Soar
and PRS can be described as being cautious via Fixed Hierarchical Justiﬁcation. That is,
at each plan step, the architectures determine if elements in the support set remain asserted
before executing the step. FHJ approaches are, in eﬀect, more “bold” than they appear,
because they do not reconsider intentions when assertions have changed in the dependent
context, but not in the support set. Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation provides more
“cautious” agents, because it ensures that the agent’s reconsideration function takes into
account all context dependencies for subtask reasoning. From the perspective of intention
10. DHJ does not preclude deliberate reconsideration. However, Soar (as the testbed for the exploration of
DHJ) does not provide an architectural solution for deliberate reconsideration. Thus, these situations
will be addressed through knowledge and the deliberative processes of the architecture.
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reconsideration, the problems introduced by more dynamic domains prompted us to explore
more “cautious” solutions.
The results of the empirical analysis were somewhat consistent with those of Kinny &
Georgeﬀ. The “cautious” DHJ agents performed better than less “cautious” FHJ agents in
the highly dynamic µTacAir-Soar domain. In the Dynamic Blocks World, the performance
diﬀerences were more equivocal. In comparison to FHJ the number of new intentions
increased with Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation (measured as Soar decisions). While
there was a slight overall performance improvement with DHJ, it was due to improvements
in the match time of productions, a Soar-speciﬁc measure that likely will not generalize
to other systems. These results suggest that DHJ is possibly overly cautious in static
domains. However, because Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation did not present a signiﬁcant
performance cost and unexpectedly played a constructive role in agent execution even in
the static domain, DHJ seems warranted in both static and dynamic domains.
5.3 Belief Revision
Belief Revision refers to the process of changing beliefs to accommodate newly acquired
information. The inconsistency problem is an example of the need for revision in asserted
beliefs: some change in the hierarchical context (deriving ultimately from perceived changes
in the world) leads to a situation in which a currently asserted assumption would not (necessarily) be regenerated if it were re-derived. Theories of belief revision identify functions
that can be used to update a belief set so that it remains consistent.
The best known theory of belief revision is the “AGM” theory (Alchourŕon, Gärdenfors,
& Makinson, 1985; Gärdenfors, 1988, 1992). AGM is a coherence theory, meaning that
changes to beliefs are determined based on mutual coherence with one another. This approach contrasts with the foundations approach, in which justiﬁcations (reasons) determine
when/how to revise a belief set. Obviously, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation is an extension to the foundations approach to belief revision. However, as the foundations and
coherence approaches can be reconciled (Doyle, 1994), in this section we explore the repercussions of Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation in the context of the AGM theory of belief
revision.
In AGM theory, when a new sentence is presented to a database of sentences representing
the current knowledge state, an agent is faced with the task of revising its knowledge base
via one of three processes: expansion (adding sentences to the knowledge base), contraction
(removing sentences from the knowledge base) and revision (a combination of expansions
and contractions). AGM theory emphasizes making minimal changes to a knowledge base
and epistemic entrenchment, a notion of the usefulness of a sentence within the database.
AGM theory prefers that sentences with high epistemic entrenchment (relative to other
sentences) are retained during revision.
Comparing Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation to Assumption Justiﬁcation suggests that
it is sometimes cheaper to remove a subtask (and all asserted beliefs associated with that
subtask) than it is to compute the minimal revision with Assumption Justiﬁcation. In
the context of belief revision, this result is not surprising, since it has been shown that
computing a minimal revision to a knowledge base can be computationally harder than
deduction (Eiter & Gottlob, 1992). This theoretical result has led to applications that
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compute belief updates via incremental derivations of a belief state, rather than via belief
revision (Kurien & Nayak, 2000).
The power of the heuristic approach used by DHJ over the analytic solution follows from
the characteristics outlined in Section 3.4.1: the hierarchical structure and organization of
the agent assertions and the eﬃciency of the underlying reasoning system to regenerate any
unnecessarily removed assertions. Assumptions (persistent beliefs) are associated with particular subtasks in hierarchical architectures. A change in perception (an epistemic input)
leads to a revision. Rather than determining the minimal revision, DHJ uses a heuristic
that, in this context, says that persistent beliefs in a subtask have similar epistemic entrenchment to the subtask/intention itself. In some cases, this heuristic will be incorrect,
leading to regeneration, but, when correct, it provides a much simpler mechanism for revision. Gärdenfors (1988) anticipates such conclusions, suggesting that systems possessing
additional internal structure (as compared to the the relatively unstructured belief sets of
AGM theory) may provide additional constraints for orderings of epistemic entrenchment.

6. Conclusion
The empirical results from both the Dynamic Blocks World and µTAS domains were consistent with expectations: knowledge engineering cost decreased and overall performance in
DHJ was roughly the same (or slightly improved) in comparison to independently-developed
FHJ benchmarks. Development cost decreases because the designer is freed from the task
of creating across-level consistency knowledge. One drawback of DHJ is that responsiveness
can degrade when regeneration occurs.
DHJ has been incorporated into the currently released version of Soar (Soar 8) for over
3 years and the experience of users further conﬁrms that development cost decreases. It
is partly true that developers need a deeper understanding of the architecture to realize
this beneﬁt. However, DHJ removes the need for the encoding of across-level consistency
knowledge, which has proven diﬃcult to understand and encode in many systems. DHJ also
makes understanding the role of assumptions in Soar systems more straightforward, by imposing design and development constraints. For instance, the knowledge designer must now
think about why, when, and where persistence should be used in the agent. Once the knowledge designer determines the functional role of some persistent assumption, DHJ guides the
development of the knowledge necessary for that assumption. For a nonmonotonic or hypothetical assumption, no knowledge must be created that “looks outside” the subtask in
order to ensure consistency (i.e., no across-level knowledge is necessary). Assumptions for
remembering must be asserted in the root level of the hierarchy, and knowledge must be
created to manage the remembered assumption. Functions of the root task now include
monitoring, updating, and removing remembered assumptions (we are developing domaingeneral methods for managing these remembered assumptions to further reduce cost). Thus,
while DHJ does increase the complexity of the architecture, it makes design decisions more
explicit and manageable than previous KBAC approaches.
Regeneration, seemingly one of the drawbacks of DHJ, also contributes to decreased
knowledge development costs. Regeneration serves as a debugging tool, allowing immediate
localization of problem areas in the domain knowledge (and its speciﬁc decomposition).
This debugging aid contrasts with previous knowledge development in which inconsistency
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often became evident only in irrational behavior, making it often diﬃcult to determine the
actual source of a problem. Thus, in addition to reducing total knowledge necessary for
some task, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation might also reduce the cost per knowledge
unit when creating agent knowledge by localizing problems via regeneration. However, if
it is the case that some domain cannot be decomposed into nearly decomposable subunits,
regeneration could be debilitating.
Another positive consequence of DHJ is that an agent may behave more robustly in novel
situations not anticipated by the knowledge engineer. For example, as a simple experiment,
the FHJ and DHJ Dynamic Blocks World agents were placed in the situation described in
Figure 3. The FHJ agent fails when the block moves because it lacks knowledge to recognize
moving blocks; the knowledge designer assumed a static domain. With the same knowledge,
however, the DHJ agent responds to this situation gracefully. In the speciﬁc situation
in Figure 3, the DHJ agent immediately retracts the put-on-table(3) subtask, because
block-3 is on the table, and thus the selection of that subtask is no longer consistent with
the current situation. The agent then chooses stack(2,3) and decomposes this subtask
into actions to put block-2 on block-3. If a new block (e.g., block-4) is placed in the
empty space below block-2, the architecture responds by retracting the subtask goal for
put-down(2) (i.e., the subtask that contains the empty assumption). It then begins to search
for empty spaces in order to continue its attempt to put block-2 on the table. Because the
architecture, rather than agent knowledge, ensures consistency across the hierarchy, DHJ
agents should be less brittle in situations not explicitly anticipated in agent design.
DHJ also provides a solution to the problem of learning rules with non-contemporaneous
constraints (Wray, Laird, & Jones, 1996). Non-contemporaneous constraints arise when
temporally distinct assertions (e.g., red light, green light) are collected in a single learned
rule via knowledge compilation. A rule with non-contemporaneous constraints will not lead
to inappropriate behavior but rather will never apply. This problem makes it diﬃcult to
use straightforward explanation-based learning approaches to operationalize agent execution
knowledge. Non-contemporaneous constraints arise when the architecture creates persistent
assumptions that can become inconsistent with the hierarchical context (Wray et al., 1996).
Because DHJ never allows such inconsistency, it solves the non-contemporaneous problem.
For instance, agents in both the Dynamic Blocks World and µTAS were able to learn
unproblematically in the new architecture, with no/little knowledge re-design. Wray (1998)
provides additional details and an empirical assessment of the learning.
Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation operates at a higher level of granularity than Assumption Justiﬁcation or knowledge-based solution methods, trading ﬁne-grained consistency for lower computational cost. This higher level of abstraction does introduce additional cost in execution. In particular, necessary regeneration led to some redundancy in
knowledge search in both the Dynamic Blocks World and µTAS agents. Although overall eﬃciency improved, some of the improvement was due to improvements in the average
match cost of productions, which cannot be guaranteed in all domains or in other architectures. Further, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation requires that complex subtasks be
split into distinct subtasks. This requirement improves the knowledge decomposition and
reduces regeneration in performance but can reduce responsiveness. However, with the
straightforward compilation of reasoning in subtasks that DHJ enables, the reduction in
responsiveness can be overcome with learning (Wray, 1998).
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Although the implementation and evaluation of DHJ was limited to Soar, we attempted
to reduce the speciﬁcity of the results to Soar in two ways. First, we identiﬁed the problems that across-level consistency knowledge introduces in knowledge-based approaches: it
is expensive to develop, degrades the modularity and simplicity of the hierarchical representation, and is only as robust as the knowledge designer’s imagination. When agents are
developed in suﬃciently complex domains, the expense of creating this knowledge will grow
prohibitive. This cost may lead additional researchers to consider architectural assurances
of consistency. Second, Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation gains its power via the structure
of hierarchically decomposed tasks. Although speciﬁc implementations may diﬀer for other
agent architectures, the heuristic simpliﬁcations employed by DHJ should transfer to any
architecture utilizing a hierarchical organization of memory for task decomposition. Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation is an eﬃcient, architectural solution that ensures reasoning
consistency across the hierarchy in agents employing hierarchical task decompositions. This
solution allows agents to act more reliably in complex, dynamic environments while more
fully realizing low cost agent development via hierarchical task decomposition.
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Appendix A: Improving Task Decompositions
This appendix describes in detail the changes that were made to the µTAS agent knowledge
for DHJ.
Remembering: Figure 4 showed an agent computing a new heading as a subtask of the
achieve-proximity subtask. This calculation usually depends upon the current heading.
When the agent generates the command to turn, the heading changes soon thereafter. In
this situation, the DHJ agent must “remember” that it has already made a decision to turn
to a new heading by placing the assumption that reﬂects the new heading in the top level.
If it places the assumption in the local level, then the new current heading will trigger the
removal of turn-to-heading and then regeneration of the subtask (if the agent determines
that it still needs to turn to some new heading).
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In the FHJ agents, all output commands (such as turn to some speciﬁc heading) were
asserted as assumptions in the local subtask. The DHJ agent’s knowledge was changed to
issue output commands directly to the output interface (which, in Soar, is always part of
the highest subtask in the hierarchy). No unnecessary regeneration now occurs because
the agent remembers all motor commands and generates a new one only when a diﬀerent
output is necessary. This change, of course, requires consistency knowledge because the
motor commands are unjustiﬁed and thus must be explicitly removed, as is true for any
remembered knowledge with DHJ.
Within-level Consistency Knowledge: Dynamic Hierarchical Justiﬁcation, like all solutions to the across-level consistency problem, still requires consistency knowledge within
an individual subtask. Some of this knowledge in the FHJ agents is used to remove intermediate results in the execution of a subtask. This “clean up” knowledge allows the agent
to remove local assertions that contributed to some terminating subtask and thus avoid the
(mis)use of these assertions in later reasoning.
As an example, consider the achieve-proximity subtask. This subtask is used in
a number of diﬀerent situations when an agent needs to get closer to another agent. If
the wing strays too far from the lead, it may invoke achieve-proximity to get back into
formation with the lead. The lead uses achieve-proximity to get close enough to an enemy
aircraft to launch a missile. The subtask requires many local computations as the agent
reasons about what heading it should take to get closer to another aircraft. The speciﬁc
computation depends on what information is available about the other aircraft. When the
wing is pursuing the lead, it may know the lead’s heading and thus calculate a collision
course to maximize the rate of convergence. Sometimes the other agent’s heading is not
available. In this case, the agent simply moves toward the current location of the other agent.
These local computations are stored in the local subtask. When achieve-proximity is
terminated in the FHJ agent, the agent removes the local structure. Removing the structure
is important both because it interrupts entailment of the local structure (e.g., calculation of
the current collision course) and guarantees that if the agent decides to achieve-proximity
with a diﬀerent aircraft, supporting data structures are properly initialized. This knowledge
thus maintains consistency in the local subtask by removing the local structure when the
achieve-proximity subtask is no longer selected.
The FHJ agent could recognize when it was going to remove a subtask. The termination
conditions in FHJ agents acted as a signal to the within-level consistency knowledge. The
knowledge that removes the local structure for achieve-proximity can be summarized as:
“if the achieve-proximity operator is selected, but its initiation conditions no longer hold,
then remove the local achieve-proximity data structure.” Thus, the FHJ agent uses a
recognition of an inconsistency in the assertions to trigger the activation of this within-level
consistency knowledge.
When the subtask’s initiating conditions are no longer supported in the DHJ agents, the
selected subtask is removed immediately. Thus, the DHJ agent never has the opportunity
to apply the FHJ agent’s within-level consistency knowledge. The failure to utilize this
knowledge led to a number of problems, including more regenerations than expected.
To solve this problem, the local subtask data structure was created as an entailment of
the initiation conditions of the subtask itself. When the subtask initiation conditions no
longer held, both the subtask selection and the local structure are immediately removed by
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the architecture, requiring no additional knowledge. Thus, this change obviated the need
for some within-level consistency knowledge. However, the local data structure may need
to be regenerated if a subtask is temporarily displaced. For instance, the FHJ within-level
consistency knowledge could determine under what conditions the local structure should be
removed. The DHJ solution has lost that ﬂexibility.
Subtasks with Complex Actions: FHJ agents can execute a number of actions in rapid
succession, regardless of any inconsistency in the local assertions. A single subtask operator
can be initiated in a situation representing the conditions under which to apply the ﬁrst
action in a sequence, and terminated when the last step in the sequence has applied. If
some intermediate step invalidates the initiation conditions, the subtask still executes the
actions.
Consider the process of launching a missile. An actual missile launch requires only
the push of a button, assuming that previous steps such as selecting the target and an
appropriate missile have been accomplished beforehand. After pushing the ﬁre button, the
pilot must ﬂy straight and level for a few seconds while the missile rockets ignite and launch
the missile into ﬂight. Once the missile has cleared the aircraft, the agent “supports” the
missile by keeping radar contact with the target. In FHJ agents, the push-fire-button
subtask includes both the act of pushing the ﬁre button and counting while the missile clears
the aircraft. These tasks have diﬀerent and mutually exclusive dependencies. The initiation
condition for push-fire-button requires that no missile is already launched. However, the
subsequent counting requires monitoring the newly launched missile.
DHJ agents using the FHJ knowledge base always remove the push-fire-button subtask as soon as the missile is perceived to be in the air, interrupting the complete procedure.
Regeneration of the push-fire-button subtask occurs because the agent never waits for the
missile to clear and thus never realizes that the missile just launched needs to be supported.
The DHJ agent unsuccessfully ﬁres all available missiles at the enemy plane.
Pushing the ﬁre button and waiting for the missile to clear are independent tasks
which happen to arise in serial order in the domain. We enforced this independence by
creating a new subtask, wait-for-missile-to-clear, which depends only on having a
newly launched missile in the air. The DHJ agent now pushes the ﬁre button, selects
wait-for-missile-to-clear to count a few seconds before taking any other action, and
then supports the missile if it clears successfully.
This solution reduces regeneration and improves behavior quality but it does have a
non-trivial cost. Whenever a subtask is split, the eﬀects of subtask actions no longer occur
in rapid succession within a decision. Instead, the eﬀect of the ﬁrst subtask occurs in one
decision, the eﬀect of the second subtask in the second decision, etc. Thus, this solution
can compromise responsiveness.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of planning under uncertainty in large Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs). Factored MDPs represent a complex state space using state variables and
the transition model using a dynamic Bayesian network. This representation often allows an
exponential reduction in the representation size of structured MDPs, but the complexity of exact
solution algorithms for such MDPs can grow exponentially in the representation size. In this paper,
we present two approximate solution algorithms that exploit structure in factored MDPs. Both
use an approximate value function represented as a linear combination of basis functions, where
each basis function involves only a small subset of the domain variables. A key contribution of this
paper is that it shows how the basic operations of both algorithms can be performed eﬃciently
in closed form, by exploiting both additive and context-specific structure in a factored MDP. A
central element of our algorithms is a novel linear program decomposition technique, analogous to
variable elimination in Bayesian networks, which reduces an exponentially large LP to a provably
equivalent, polynomial-sized one. One algorithm uses approximate linear programming, and the
second approximate dynamic programming. Our dynamic programming algorithm is novel in that
it uses an approximation based on max-norm, a technique that more directly minimizes the terms
that appear in error bounds for approximate MDP algorithms. We provide experimental results
on problems with over 1040 states, demonstrating a promising indication of the scalability of our
approach, and compare our algorithm to an existing state-of-the-art approach, showing, in some
problems, exponential gains in computation time.

1. Introduction
Over the last few years, Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) have been used as the basic
semantics for optimal planning for decision theoretic agents in stochastic environments. In
the MDP framework, the system is modeled via a set of states which evolve stochastically.
The main problem with this representation is that, in virtually any real-life domain, the
state space is quite large. However, many large MDPs have signiﬁcant internal structure,
and can be modeled compactly if the structure is exploited in the representation.
Factored MDPs (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt, 2000) are one approach to representing large, structured MDPs compactly. In this framework, a state is implicitly described
by an assignment to some set of state variables. A dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) (Dean
& Kanazawa, 1989) can then allow a compact representation of the transition model, by
exploiting the fact that the transition of a variable often depends only on a small number
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of other variables. Furthermore, the momentary rewards can often also be decomposed as
a sum of rewards related to individual variables or small clusters of variables.
There are two main types of structure that can simultaneously be exploited in factored
MDPs: additive and context-speciﬁc structure. Additive structure captures the fact that
typical large-scale systems can often be decomposed into a combination of locally interacting components. For example, consider the management of a large factory with many
production cells. Of course, in the long run, if a cell positioned early in the production line
generates faulty parts, then the whole factory may be aﬀected. However, the quality of the
parts a cell generates depends directly only on the state of this cell and the quality of the
parts it receives from neighboring cells. Such additive structure can also be present in the
reward function. For example, the cost of running the factory depends, among other things,
on the sum of the costs of maintaining each local cell.
Context-speciﬁc structure encodes a diﬀerent type of locality of inﬂuence: Although a
part of a large system may, in general, be inﬂuenced by the state of every other part of this
system, at any given point in time only a small number of parts may inﬂuence it directly.
In our factory example, a cell responsible for anodization may receive parts directly from
any other cell in the factory. However, a work order for a cylindrical part may restrict this
dependency only to cells that have a lathe. Thus, in the context of producing cylindrical
parts, the quality of the anodized parts depends directly only on the state of cells with a
lathe.
Even when a large MDP can be represented compactly, for example, by using a factored
representation, solving it exactly may still be intractable: Typical exact MDP solution algorithms require the manipulation of a value function, whose representation is linear in the
number of states, which is exponential in the number of state variables. One approach is
to approximate the solution using an approximate value function with a compact representation. A common choice is the use of linear value functions as an approximation — value
functions that are a linear combination of potentially non-linear basis functions (Bellman,
Kalaba, & Kotkin, 1963; Sutton, 1988; Tsitsiklis & Van Roy, 1996b). Our work builds on
the ideas of Koller and Parr (1999, 2000), by using factored (linear) value functions, where
each basis function is restricted to some small subset of the domain variables.
This paper presents two new algorithms for computing linear value function approximations for factored MDPs: one that uses approximate dynamic programming and another
that uses approximate linear programming. Both algorithms are based on the use of factored linear value functions, a highly expressive function approximation method. This
representation allows the algorithms to take advantage of both additive and context-speciﬁc
structure, in order to produce high-quality approximate solutions very eﬃciently. The capability to exploit both types of structure distinguishes these algorithms diﬀer from earlier
approaches (Boutilier et al., 2000), which only exploit context-speciﬁc structure. We provide
a more detailed discussion of the diﬀerences in Section 10.
We show that, for a factored MDP and factored value functions, various critical operations for our planning algorithms can be implemented in closed form without necessarily
enumerating the entire state space. In particular, both our new algorithms build upon a
novel linear programming decomposition technique. This technique reduces structured LPs
with exponentially many constraints to equivalent, polynomially-sized ones. This decomposition follows a procedure analogous to variable elimination that applies both to additively
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structured value functions (Bertele & Brioschi, 1972) and to value functions that also exploit context-speciﬁc structure (Zhang & Poole, 1999). Using these basic operations, our
planning algorithms can be implemented eﬃciently, even though the size of the state space
grows exponentially in the number of variables.
Our ﬁrst method is based on the approximate linear programming algorithm (Schweitzer
& Seidmann, 1985). This algorithm generates a linear, approximate value function by
solving a single linear program. Unfortunately, the number of constraints in the LP proposed
by Schweitzer and Seidmann grows exponentially in the number of variables. Using our LP
decomposition technique, we exploit structure in factored MDPs to represent exactly the
same optimization problem with exponentially fewer constraints.
In terms of approximate dynamic programming, this paper makes a twofold contribution.
First, we provide a new approach for approximately solving MDPs using a linear value
function. Previous approaches to linear function approximation typically have utilized a
least squares (L2 -norm) approximation to the value function. Least squares approximations
are incompatible with most convergence analyses for MDPs, which are based on max-norm.
We provide the ﬁrst MDP solution algorithms — both value iteration and policy iteration —
that use a linear max-norm projection to approximate the value function, thereby directly
optimizing the quantity that appears in our provided error bounds. Second, we show how
to exploit the structure of the problem to apply this technique to factored MDPs, by again
leveraging on our LP decomposition technique.
Although approximate dynamic programming currently possesses stronger theoretical
guarantees, our experimental results suggest that approximate linear programming is a
good alternative. Whereas the former tends to generate better policies for the same set of
basis functions, due to the simplicity and computational advantages of approximate linear
programming, we can add more basis functions, obtaining a better policy and still requiring
less computation than the approximate dynamic programming approach.
Finally, we present experimental results comparing our approach to the work of Boutilier
et al. (2000), illustrating some of the tradeoﬀs between the two methods. In particular, for
problems with signiﬁcant context-speciﬁc structure in the value function, their approach
can be faster due to their eﬃcient handling of their value function representation. However,
there are cases with signiﬁcant context-speciﬁc structure in the problem, rather than in
the value function, in which their algorithm requires an exponentially large value function
representation. In such classes of problems, we demonstrate that by using a value function that exploits both additive and context-speciﬁc structure, our algorithm can obtain a
polynomial-time near-optimal approximation of the true value function.
This paper starts with a presentation of factored MDPs and approximate solution algorithms for MDPs. In Section 4, we describe the basic operations used in our algorithms,
including our LP decomposition technique. In Section 5, we present the ﬁrst of our two
algorithms: the approximate linear programming algorithm for factored MDPs. The second
algorithm, approximate policy iteration with max-norm projection, is presented in Section 6.
Section 7 describes an approach for eﬃciently computing bounds on policy quality based on
the Bellman error. Section 8 shows how to extend our methods to deal with context-speciﬁc
structure. Our paper concludes with an empirical evaluation in Section 9 and a discussion
of related work in Section 10.
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This paper is a greatly expanded version of work that was published before in Guestrin
et al. (2001a), and some of the work presented in Guestrin et al. (2001b, 2002).

2. Factored Markov Decision Processes
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a mathematical framework for sequential decision
problems in stochastic domains. It thus provides an underlying semantics for the task of
planning under uncertainty. We begin with a concise overview of the MDP framework, and
then describe the representation of factored MDPs.
2.1 Markov Decision Processes
We brieﬂy review the MDP framework, referring the reader to the books by Bertsekas and
Tsitsiklis (1996) or Puterman (1994) for a more in-depth review. A Markov Decision Process
(MDP) is deﬁned as a 4-tuple (X, A, R, P ) where: X is a ﬁnite set of |X| = N states; A is
a ﬁnite set of actions; R is a reward function R : X × A → R, such that R(x, a) represents
the reward obtained by the agent in state x after taking action a; and P is a Markovian
transition model where P (x | x, a) represents the probability of going from state x to state
x with action a. We assume that the rewards are bounded, that is, there exists Rmax such
that Rmax ≥ |R(x, a)| , ∀x, a.
Example 2.1 Consider the problem of optimizing the behavior of a system administrator
(SysAdmin) maintaining a network of m computers. In this network, each machine is
connected to some subset of the other machines. Various possible network topologies can be
deﬁned in this manner (see Figure 1 for some examples). In one simple network, we might
connect the machines in a ring, with machine i connected to machines i + 1 and i − 1. (In
this example, we assume addition and subtraction are performed modulo m.)
Each machine is associated with a binary random variable Xi , representing whether it
is working or has failed. At every time step, the SysAdmin receives a certain amount of
money (reward) for each working machine. The job of the SysAdmin is to decide which
machine to reboot; thus, there are m + 1 possible actions at each time step: reboot one of the
m machines or do nothing (only one machine can be rebooted per time step). If a machine
is rebooted, it will be working with high probability at the next time step. Every machine
has a small probability of failing at each time step. However, if a neighboring machine fails,
this probability increases dramatically. These failure probabilities deﬁne the transition model
P (x | x, a), where x is a particular assignment describing which machines are working or
have failed in the current time step, a is the SysAdmin’s choice of machine to reboot and x
is the resulting state in the next time step.
We assume that the MDP has an inﬁnite horizon and that future rewards are discounted
exponentially with a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1). A stationary policy π for an MDP is a
mapping π : X → A, where π(x) is the action the agent takes at state x. In the computer
network problem, for each possible conﬁguration of working and failing machines, the policy
would tell the SysAdmin which machine to reboot. Each policy is associated with a value
function Vπ ∈ RN , where Vπ (x) is the discounted cumulative value that the agent gets if
it starts at state x and follows policy π. More precisely, the value Vπ of a state x under
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Figure 1: Network topologies tested; the status of a machine is inﬂuence by the status of
its parent in the network.

policy π is given by:
Vπ (x) = Eπ

 ∞

t=0
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(t)

(t)




 (0)
) X = x ,


where X(t) is a random variable representing the state of the system after t steps. In our
running example, the value function represents how much money the SysAdmin expects to
collect if she starts acting according to π when the network is at state x. The value function
for a ﬁxed policy is the ﬁxed point of a set of linear equations that deﬁne the value of a
state in terms of the value of its possible successor states. More formally, we deﬁne:
Definition 2.2 The DP operator, Tπ , for a stationary policy π is:
Tπ V(x) = R(x, π(x)) + γ



P (x | x, π(x))V(x ).

x

The value function of policy π, Vπ , is the ﬁxed point of the Tπ operator: Vπ = Tπ Vπ .
The optimal value function V ∗ describes the optimal value the agent can achieve for
each starting state. V ∗ is also deﬁned by a set of non-linear equations. In this case, the
value of a state must be the maximal expected value achievable by any policy starting at
that state. More precisely, we deﬁne:
Definition 2.3 The Bellman operator, T ∗ , is:
T ∗ V(x) = max[R(x, a) + γ
a



P (x | x, a)V(x )].

x

The optimal value function V ∗ is the ﬁxed point of T ∗ : V ∗ = T ∗ V ∗ .
For any value function V, we can deﬁne the policy obtained by acting greedily relative
to V. In other words, at each state, the agent takes the action that maximizes the one-step
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utility, assuming that V represents our long-term utility achieved at the next state. More
precisely, we deﬁne:
Greedy(V)(x) = arg max[R(x, a) + γ
a



P (x | x, a)V(x )].

(1)

x

The greedy policy relative to the optimal value function V ∗ is the optimal policy π ∗ =
Greedy(V ∗ ).
2.2 Factored MDPs
Factored MDPs are a representation language that allows us to exploit problem structure
to represent exponentially large MDPs very compactly. The idea of representing a large
MDP using a factored model was ﬁrst proposed by Boutilier et al. (1995).
In a factored MDP, the set of states is described via a set of random variables X =
{X1 , . . . , Xn }, where each Xi takes on values in some ﬁnite domain Dom(Xi ). A state x
deﬁnes a value xi ∈ Dom(Xi ) for each variable Xi . In general, we use upper case letters
(e.g., X) to denote random variables, and lower case (e.g., x) to denote their values. We
use boldface to denote vectors of variables (e.g., X) or their values (x). For an instantiation
y ∈ Dom(Y) and a subset of these variables Z ⊂ Y, we use y[Z] to denote the value of the
variables Z in the instantiation y.
In a factored MDP, we deﬁne a state transition model τ using a dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) (Dean & Kanazawa, 1989). Let Xi denote the variable Xi at the current
time and Xi , the same variable at the next step. The transition graph of a DBN is a
two-layer directed acyclic graph Gτ whose nodes are {X1 , . . . , Xn , X1 , . . . , Xn }. We denote
the parents of Xi in the graph by Parentsτ (Xi ). For simplicity of exposition, we assume
that Parentsτ (Xi ) ⊆ X; thus, all arcs in the DBN are between variables in consecutive
time slices. (This assumption is used for expository purposes only; intra-time slice arcs
are handled by a small modiﬁcation presented in Section 4.1.) Each node Xi is associated
with a conditional probability distribution (CPD) Pτ (Xi | Parentsτ (Xi )). The transition
probability Pτ (x | x) is then deﬁned to be:
Pτ (x | x) =


i

Pτ (xi | ui ) ,

where ui is the value in x of the variables in Parentsτ (Xi ).
Example 2.4 Consider an instance of the SysAdmin problem with four computers, labelled
M1 , . . . , M4 , in an unidirectional ring topology as shown in Figure 2(a). Our ﬁrst task in
modeling this problem as a factored MDP is to deﬁne the state space X. Each machine
is associated with a binary random variable Xi , representing whether it is working or has
failed. Thus, our state space is represented by four random variables: {X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 }.
The next task is to deﬁne the transition model, represented as a DBN. The parents of the
next time step variables Xi depend on the network topology. Speciﬁcally, the probability that
machine i will fail at the next time step depends on whether it is working at the current
time step and on the status of its direct neighbors (parents in the topology) in the network
at the current time step. As shown in Figure 2(b), the parents of Xi in this example are Xi
and Xi−1 . The CPD of Xi is such that if Xi = false, then Xi = false with high probability;
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Figure 2: Factored MDP example: from a network topology (a) we obtain the factored
MDP representation (b) with the CPDs described in (c).

that is, failures tend to persist. If Xi = true, then Xi is a noisy or of its other parents (in
the unidirectional ring topology Xi has only one other parent Xi−1 ); that is, a failure in any
of its neighbors can independently cause machine i to fail.
We have described how to represent factored the Markovian transition dynamics arising
from an MDP as a DBN, but we have not directly addressed the representation of actions.
Generally, we can deﬁne the transition dynamics of an MDP by deﬁning a separate DBN
model τa = Ga , Pa for each action a.
Example 2.5 In our system administrator example, we have an action ai for rebooting
each one of the machines, and a default action d for doing nothing. The transition model
described above corresponds to the “do nothing” action. The transition model for ai is
diﬀerent from d only in the transition model for the variable Xi , which is now Xi = true
with probability one, regardless of the status of the neighboring machines. Figure 2(c) shows
the actual CPD for P (Xi = W orking | Xi , Xi−1 , A), with one entry for each assignment to
the state variables Xi and Xi−1 , and to the action A.
To fully specify an MDP, we also need to provide a compact representation of the reward
function. We assume that the reward function is factored additively into a set of localized
reward functions, each of which only depends on a small set of variables. In our example, we
might have a reward function associated with each machine i, which depends on Xi . That
is, the SysAdmin is paid on a per-machine basis: at every time step, she receives money for
machine i only if it is working. We can formalize this concept of localized functions:
Definition 2.6 A function f has a scope Scope[f ] = C ⊆ X if f : Dom(C) → R.
If f has scope Y and Y ⊂ Z, we use f (z) as shorthand for f (y) where y is the part of the
instantiation z that corresponds to variables in Y.
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We can now characterize the concept of local rewards. Let R1a , . . . , Rra be a set of
functions, where the scope of each Ria is restricted to variable cluster Uai ⊂ {X1 , . . . , Xn }.

The reward for taking action a at state x is deﬁned to be Ra (x) = ri=1 Ria (Uai ) ∈ R. In
our example, we have a reward function Ri associated with each machine i, which depends
only Xi , and does not depend on the action choice. These local rewards are represented
by the diamonds in Figure 2(b), in the usual notation for inﬂuence diagrams (Howard &
Matheson, 1984).

3. Approximate Solution Algorithms
There are several algorithms to compute the optimal policy in an MDP. The three most
commonly used are value iteration, policy iteration, and linear programming. A key component in all three algorithms is the computation of value functions, as deﬁned in Section 2.1.
Recall that a value function deﬁnes a value for each state x in the state space. With an
explicit representation of the value function as a vector of values for the diﬀerent states,
the solution algorithms all can be implemented as a series of simple algebraic steps. Thus,
in this case, all three can be implemented very eﬃciently.
Unfortunately, in the case of factored MDPs, the state space is exponential in the number
of variables in the domain. In the SysAdmin problem, for example, the state x of the system
is an assignment describing which machines are working or have failed; that is, a state x
is an assignment to each random variable Xi . Thus, the number of states is exponential in
the number m of machines in the network (|X| = N = 2m ). Hence, even representing an
explicit value function in problems with more than about ten machines is infeasible. One
might be tempted to believe that factored transition dynamics and rewards would result in
a factored value function, which can thereby be represented compactly. Unfortunately, even
in trivial factored MDPs, there is no guarantee that structure in the model is preserved in
the value function (Koller & Parr, 1999).
In this section, we discuss the use of an approximate value function, that admits a
compact representation. We also describe approximate versions of these exact algorithms,
that use approximate value functions. Our description in this section is somewhat abstract,
and does not specify how the basic operations required by the algorithms can be performed
explicitly. In later sections, we elaborate on these issues, and describe the algorithms in
detail. For brevity, we choose to focus on policy iteration and linear programming; our
techniques easily extend to value iteration.
3.1 Linear Value Functions
A very popular choice for approximating value functions is by using linear regression, as ﬁrst
proposed by Bellman et al. (1963). Here, we deﬁne our space of allowable value functions
V ∈ H ⊆ RN via a set of basis functions:
Definition 3.1 A linear value function over a set of basis functions H = {h1 , . . . , hk }

is a function V that can be written as V(x) = kj=1 wj hj (x) for some coeﬃcients w =
(w1 , . . . , wk ) .
We can now deﬁne H to be the linear subspace of RN spanned by the basis functions H.
It is useful to deﬁne an N × k matrix H whose columns are the k basis functions viewed as
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vectors. In a more compact notation, our approximate value function is then represented
by Hw.
The expressive power of this linear representation is equivalent, for example, to that
of a single layer neural network with features corresponding to the basis functions deﬁning
H. Once the features are deﬁned, we must optimize the coeﬃcients w in order to obtain a
good approximation for the true value function. We can view this approach as separating
the problem of deﬁning a reasonable space of features and the induced space H, from the
problem of searching within the space. The former problem is typically the purview of
domain experts, while the latter is the focus of analysis and algorithmic design. Clearly,
feature selection is an important issue for essentially all areas of learning and approximation.
We oﬀer some simple methods for selecting good features for MDPs in Section 11, but it is
not our goal to address this large and important topic in this paper.
Once we have a chosen a linear value function representation and a set of basis functions,
the problem becomes one of ﬁnding values for the weights w such that Hw will yield
a good approximation of the true value function. In this paper, we consider two such
approaches: approximate dynamic programming using policy iteration and approximate
linear programming. In this section, we present these two approaches. In Section 4, we
show how we can exploit problem structure to transform these approaches into practical
algorithms that can deal with exponentially large state spaces.
3.2 Policy Iteration
3.2.1 The Exact Algorithm
The exact policy iteration algorithm iterates over policies, producing an improved policy at
each iteration. Starting with some initial policy π (0) , each iteration consists of two phases.
Value determination computes, for a policy π (t) , the value function Vπ(t) , by ﬁnding the
ﬁxed point of the equation Tπ(t) Vπ(t) = Vπ(t) , that is, the unique solution to the set of linear
equations:

P (x | x, π (t) (x))Vπ(t) (x ), ∀x.
Vπ(t) (x) = R(x, π (t) (x)) + γ
x

The policy improvement step deﬁnes the next policy as
π (t+1) = Greedy(Vπ(t) ).
It can be shown that this process converges to the optimal policy (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis,
1996). Furthermore, in practice, the convergence to the optimal policy is often very quick.
3.2.2 Approximate Policy Iteration
The steps in the policy iteration algorithm require a manipulation of both value functions
and policies, both of which often cannot be represented explicitly in large MDPs. To deﬁne
a version of the policy iteration algorithm that uses approximate value functions, we use
the following basic idea: We restrict the algorithm to using only value functions within the
provided H; whenever the algorithm takes a step that results in a value function V that is
outside this space, we project the result back into the space by ﬁnding the value function
within the space which is closest to V. More precisely:
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Definition 3.2 A projection operator Π is a mapping Π : RN → H. Π is said to be a
projection w.r.t. a norm · if ΠV = Hw∗ such that w∗ ∈ arg minw Hw − V .
That is, ΠV is the linear combination of the basis functions, that is closest to V with respect
to the chosen norm.
Our approximate policy iteration algorithm performs the policy improvement step exactly. In the value determination step, the value function — the value of acting according to
the current policy π (t) — is approximated through a linear combination of basis functions.
We now consider the problem of value determination for a policy π (t) . At this point,
it is useful to introduce some notation: Although the rewards are a function of the state
and action choice, once the policy is ﬁxed, the rewards become a function of the state
only, which we denote as Rπ(t) , where Rπ(t) (x) = R(x, π (t) (x)). Similarly, for the transition
model: Pπ(t) (x | x) = P (x | x, π (t) (x)). We can now rewrite the value determination step
in terms of matrices and vectors. If we view Vπ(t) and Rπ(t) as N -vectors, and Pπ(t) as an
N × N matrix, we have the equations:
Vπ(t) = Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Vπ(t) .
This is a system of linear equations with one equation for each state, which can only be
solved exactly for relatively small N . Our goal is to provide an approximate solution, within
H. More precisely, we want to ﬁnd:
w(t) = arg min Hw − (Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Hw) ;
w

= arg min (H − γPπ(t) H) w(t) − Rπ(t) .
w

Thus, our approximate policy iteration alternates between two steps:
w(t) = arg min Hw − (Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Hw) ;
w

π (t+1) = Greedy(Hw(t) ).

(2)
(3)

3.2.3 Max-norm Projection
An approach along the lines described above has been used in various papers, with several
recent theoretical and algorithmic results (Schweitzer & Seidmann, 1985; Tsitsiklis & Van
Roy, 1996b; Van Roy, 1998; Koller & Parr, 1999, 2000). However, these approaches suﬀer
from a problem that we might call “norm incompatibility.” When computing the projection,
they utilize the standard Euclidean projection operator with respect to the L2 norm or a
weighted L2 norm.1 On the other hand, most of the convergence and error analyses for MDP
algorithms utilize max-norm (L∞ ). This incompatibility has made it diﬃcult to provide
error guarantees.
We can tie the projection operator more closely to the error bounds through the use
of a projection operator in L∞ norm. The problem of minimizing the L∞ norm has been
studied in the optimization literature as the problem of ﬁnding the Chebyshev solution2 to
1. Weighted L2 norm projections are stable and have meaningful error bounds when the weights correspond
to the stationary distribution of a ﬁxed policy under evaluation (value determination) (Van Roy, 1998),
but they are not stable when combined with T ∗ . Averagers (Gordon, 1995) are stable and non-expansive
in L∞ , but require that the mixture weights be determined a priori. Thus, they do not, in general,
minimize L∞ error.
2. The Chebyshev norm is also referred to as max, supremum and L∞ norms and the minimax solution.
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an overdetermined linear system of equations (Cheney, 1982). The problem is deﬁned as
ﬁnding w∗ such that:
(4)
w∗ ∈ arg min Cw − b ∞ .
w

We use an algorithm due to Stiefel (1960), that solves this problem by linear programming:
Variables: w1 , . . . , wk , φ ;
Minimize: φ ;

(5)
Subject to: φ ≥ kj=1 cij wj − bi and
k
φ ≥ bi − j=1 cij wj , i = 1...N.






The constraints in this linear program imply that φ ≥  kj=1 cij wj − bi  for each i, or
equivalently, that φ ≥ Cw − b ∞ . The objective of the LP is to minimize φ. Thus, at the
solution (w∗ , φ∗ ) of this linear program, w∗ is the solution of Equation (4) and φ is the L∞
projection error.
We can use the L∞ projection in the context of the approximate policy iteration in the
obvious way. When implementing the projection operation of Equation (2), we can use
the L∞ projection (as in Equation (4)), where C = (H − γPπ(t) H) and b = Rπ(t) . This
minimization can be solved using the linear program of (5).
A key point is that this LP only has k + 1 variables. However, there are 2N constraints,
which makes it impractical for large state spaces. In the SysAdmin problem, for example,
the number of constraints in this LP is exponential in the number of machines in the network
(a total of 2 · 2m constraints for m machines). In Section 4, we show that, in factored MDPs
with linear value functions, all the 2N constraints can be represented eﬃciently, leading to
a tractable algorithm.
3.2.4 Error Analysis

We motivated our use of the max-norm projection within the approximate policy iteration
algorithm via its compatibility with standard error analysis techniques for MDP algorithms.
We now provide a careful analysis of the impact of the L∞ error introduced by the projection step. The analysis provides motivation for the use of a projection step that directly
minimizes this quantity. We acknowledge, however, that the main impact of this analysis
is motivational. In practice, we cannot provide a priori guarantees that an L∞ projection
will outperform other methods.
Our goal is to analyze approximate policy iteration in terms of the amount of error
introduced at each step by the projection operation. If the error is zero, then we are
performing exact value determination, and no error should accrue. If the error is small, we
should get an approximation that is accurate. This result follows from the analysis below.
More precisely, we deﬁne the projection error as the error resulting from the approximate
value determination step:


β (t) = Hw(t) − Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Hw(t)



∞

.

Note that, by using our max-norm projection, we are ﬁnding the set of weights w(t) that
exactly minimizes the one-step projection error β (t) . That is, we are choosing the best
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possible weights with respect to this error measure. Furthermore, this is exactly the error
measure that is going to appear in the bounds of our theorem. Thus, we can now make the
bounds for each step as tight as possible.
We ﬁrst show that the projection error accrued in each step is bounded:
Lemma 3.3 The value determination error is bounded: There exists a constant βP ≤ Rmax
such that βP ≥ β (t) for all iterations t of the algorithm.
Proof: See Appendix A.1.
Due to the contraction property of the Bellman operator, the overall accumulated error
is a decaying average of the projection error incurred throughout all iterations:
Definition 3.4 The discounted value determination error at iteration t is deﬁned as: β
(t−1)
(0)
β (t) + γβ
; β = 0.

(t)

=

Lemma 3.3 implies that the accumulated error remains bounded in approximate policy
(t)
(1−γ t )
. We can now bound the loss incurred when acting according
iteration: β ≤ βP 1−γ
to the policy generated by our approximate policy iteration algorithm, as opposed to the
optimal policy:
Theorem 3.5 In the approximate policy iteration algorithm, let π (t) be the policy generated
at iteration t. Furthermore, let Vπ(t) be the actual value of acting according to this policy.
The loss incurred by using policy π (t) as opposed to the optimal policy π ∗ with value V ∗ is
bounded by:
(t)
2γβ
∗
t
∗
.
(6)
V − Vπ(t) ∞ ≤ γ V − Vπ(0) ∞ +
(1 − γ)2
Proof: See Appendix A.2.
In words, Equation (6) shows that the diﬀerence between our approximation at iteration
t and the optimal value function is bounded by the sum of two terms. The ﬁrst term is
present in standard policy iteration and goes to zero exponentially fast. The second is the
discounted accumulated projection error and, as Lemma 3.3 shows, is bounded. This second
term can be minimized by choosing w(t) as the one that minimizes:


Hw(t) − Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Hw(t)



∞

,

which is exactly the computation performed by the max-norm projection. Therefore, this
theorem motivates the use of max-norm projections to minimize the error term that appears
in our bound.
The bounds we have provided so far may seem fairly trivial, as we have not provided
a strong a priori bound on β (t) . Fortunately, several factors make these bounds interesting despite the lack of a priori guarantees. If approximate policy iteration converges, as
occurred in all of our experiments, we can obtain a much tighter bound: If π is the policy
after convergence, then:
2γβπ
,
V ∗ − Vπ ∞ ≤
(1 − γ)
where βπ is the one-step max-norm projection error associated with estimating the value
of π. Since the max-norm projection operation provides βπ , we can easily obtain an a
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posteriori bound as part of the policy iteration procedure. More details are provided in
Section 7.
One could rewrite the bound in Theorem 3.5 in terms of the worst case projection error βP , or the worst projection error in a cycle of policies, if approximate policy iteration
gets stuck in a cycle. These formulations would be closer to the analysis of Bertsekas and
Tsitsiklis (1996, Proposition 6.2, p.276). However, consider the case where most policies
(or most policies in the ﬁnal cycle) have a low projection error, but there are a few policies
that cannot be approximated well using the projection operation, so that they have a large
one-step projection error. A worst-case bound would be very loose, because it would be
dictated by the error of the most diﬃcult policy to approximate. On the other hand, using
our discounted accumulated error formulation, errors introduced by policies that are hard
to approximate decay very rapidly. Thus, the error bound represents an “average” case
analysis: a decaying average of the projection errors for policies encountered at the successive iterations of the algorithm. As in the convergent case, this bound can be computed
easily as part of the policy iteration procedure when max-norm projection is used.
The practical beneﬁt of a posteriori bounds is that they can give meaningful feedback on
the impact of the choice of the value function approximation architecture. While we are not
explicitly addressing the diﬃcult and general problem of feature selection in this paper, our
error bounds motivate algorithms that aim to minimize the error given an approximation
architecture and provide feedback that could be useful in future eﬀorts to automatically
discover or improve approximation architectures.
3.3 Approximate Linear Programming
3.3.1 The Exact Algorithm
Linear programming provides an alternative method for solving MDPs. It formulates the
problem of ﬁnding a value function as a linear program (LP). Here the LP variables are
V1 , . . . , VN , where Vi represents V(xi ): the value of starting at the ith state of the system.
The LP is given by:
Variables: V1 , . . . , VN ;

Minimize:
xi α(xi ) Vi ;

Subject to: Vi ≥ [R(xi , a) + γ j P (xj | xi , a)Vj ] ∀xi ∈ X, a ∈ A,

(7)

where the state relevance weights α are positive. Note that, in this exact case, the solution
obtained is the same for any positive weight vector. It is interesting to note that steps of
the simplex algorithm correspond to policy changes at single states, while steps of policy
iteration can involve policy changes at multiple states. In practice, policy iteration tends
to be faster than the linear programming approach (Puterman, 1994).
3.3.2 Approximate Linear Program
The approximate formulation for the LP approach, ﬁrst proposed by Schweitzer and Seidmann (1985), restricts the space of allowable value functions to the linear space spanned
by our basis functions. In this approximate formulation, the variables are w1 , . . . , wk : the
weights for our basis functions. The LP is given by:
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Variables: w1 , . . . , wk ;


α(x) i wi hi (x) ;
Minimize:
x




Subject to:
i wi hi (x) ≥ [R(x, a) + γ
x P (x | x, a)
i wi hi (x )] ∀x ∈ X, ∀a ∈ A.
(8)
In other words, this formulation takes the LP in (7) and substitutes the explicit state

value function by a linear value function representation i wi hi (x), or, in our more compact
notation, V is replaced by Hw. This linear program is guaranteed to be feasible if a constant
function — a function with the same constant value for all states — is included in the set
of basis functions.
In this approximate linear programming formulation, the choice of state relevance weights,
α, becomes important. Intuitively, not all constraints in this LP are binding; that is, the
constraints are tighter for some states than for others. For each state x, the relevance
weight α(x) indicates the relative importance of a tight constraint. Therefore, unlike the
exact case, the solution obtained may diﬀer for diﬀerent choices of the positive weight vector
α. Furthermore, there is, in general, no guarantee as to the quality of the greedy policy
generated from the approximation Hw. However, the recent work of de Farias and Van
Roy (2001a) provides some analysis of the error relative to that of the best possible approximation in the subspace, and some guidance as to selecting α so as to improve the quality
of the approximation. In particular, their analysis shows that this LP provides the best
approximation Hw∗ of the optimal value function V ∗ in a weighted L1 sense subject to the
constraint that Hw∗ ≥ T ∗ Hw∗ , where the weights in the L1 norm are the state relevance
weights α.
The transformation from an exact to an approximate problem formulation has the effect of reducing the number of free variables in the LP to k (one for each basis function
coeﬃcient), but the number of constraints remains N × |A|. In our SysAdmin problem, for
example, the number of constraints in the LP in (8) is (m + 1) · 2m , where m is the number
of machines in the network. Thus, the process of generating the constraints and solving the
LP still seems unmanageable for more than a few machines. In the next section, we discuss
how we can use the structure of a factored MDP to provide for a compact representation
and an eﬃcient solution to this LP.

4. Factored Value Functions
The linear value function approach, and the algorithms described in Section 3, apply to any
choice of basis functions. In the context of factored MDPs, Koller and Parr (1999) suggest
a particular type of basis function, that is particularly compatible with the structure of a
factored MDP. They suggest that, although the value function is typically not structured,
there are many cases where it might be “close” to structured. That is, it might be wellapproximated using a linear combination of functions each of which refers only to a small
number of variables. More precisely, we deﬁne:
Definition 4.1 A factored (linear) value function is a linear function over the basis set
h1 , . . . , hk , where the scope of each hi is restricted to some subset of variables Ci .
Value functions of this type have a long history in the area of multi-attribute utility theory (Keeney & Raiﬀa, 1976). In our example, we might have a basis function hi for each
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machine, indicating whether it is working or not. Each basis function has scope restricted
to Xi . These are represented as diamonds in the next time step in Figure 2(b).
Factored value functions provide the key to performing eﬃcient computations over the
exponential-sized state spaces we have in factored MDPs. The main insight is that restricted scope functions (including our basis functions) allow for certain basic operations to
be implemented very eﬃciently. In the remainder of this section, we show how structure in
factored MDPs can be exploited to perform two crucial operations very eﬃciently: one-step
lookahead (backprojection), and the representation of exponentially many constraints in
the LPs. Then, we use these basic building blocks to formulate very eﬃcient approximation algorithms for factored MDPs, each presented in its own self-contained section: the
approximate linear programming for factored MDPs in Section 5, and approximate policy
iteration with max-norm projection in Section 6.
4.1 One-step Lookahead
A key step in all of our algorithms is the computation of the one-step lookahead value of
some action a. This is necessary, for example, when computing the greedy policy as in
Equation (1). Let’s consider the computation of a Q function, Qa (x), which represents the
expected value the agent obtains after taking action a at the current time step and receiving
a long-term value V thereafter. This Q function can be computed by:
Qa (x) = R(x, a) + γ



P (x | x, a)V(x).

(9)

x

That is, Qa (x) is given by the current reward plus the discounted expected future value.
Using this notation, we can express the greedy policy as: Greedy(V)(x) = maxa Qa (x).
Recall that we are estimating the long-term value of our policy using a set of basis

functions: V(x) = i wi hi (x). Thus, we can rewrite Equation (9) as:
Qa (x) = R(x, a) + γ



P (x | x, a)

x



wi hi (x).

(10)

i

The size of the state space is exponential, so that computing the expectation x P (x |

x, a) i wi hi (x) seems infeasible. Fortunately, as discussed by Koller and Parr (1999),
this expectation operation, or backprojection, can be performed eﬃciently if the transition
model and the value function are both factored appropriately. The linearity of the value
function permits a linear decomposition, where each summand in the expectation can be
viewed as an independent value function and updated in a manner similar to the value
iteration procedure used by Boutilier et al. (2000). We now recap the construction brieﬂy,
by ﬁrst deﬁning:


Ga (x) =


x

P (x | x, a)



wi hi (x ) =

i


i

wi



P (x | x, a)hi (x ).

x

Thus, we can compute the expectation of each basis function separately:
gia (x) =



P (x | x, a)hi (x ),

x
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and then weight them by wi to obtain the total expectation Ga (x) = i wi gia (x). The
intermediate function gia is called the backprojection of the basis function hi through the
transition model Pa , which we denote by gia = Pa hi . Note that, in factored MDPs, the
transition model Pa is factored (represented as a DBN) and the basis functions hi have
scope restricted to a small set of variables. These two important properties allow us to
compute the backprojections very eﬃciently.
We now show how some restricted scope function h (such as our basis functions)
can be backprojected through some transition model Pτ represented as a DBN τ . Here
h has scope restricted to Y; our goal is to compute g = Pτ h. We deﬁne the backprojected scope of Y through τ as the set of parents of Y  in the transition graph Gτ ;
Γτ (Y  ) = ∪Yi ∈Y Parentsτ (Yi ). If intra-time slice arcs are included, so that Parentsτ (Xi ) ∈
{X1 , . . . , Xn , X1 , . . . , Xn }, then the only change in our algorithm is in the deﬁnition of backprojected scope of Y through τ . The deﬁnition now includes not only direct parents of Y  ,
but also all variables in {X1 , . . . , Xn } that are ancestors of Y  :


Γτ (Y  ) = {Xj | there exist a directed path from Xj to any Xi ∈ Y  }.
Thus, the backprojected scope may become larger, but the functions are still factored.
We can now show that, if h has scope restricted to Y, then its backprojection g has
scope restricted to the parents of Y  , i.e., Γτ (Y  ). Furthermore, each backprojection can
be computed by only enumerating settings of variables in Γτ (Y  ), rather than settings of
all variables X:
g(x) = (Pτ h)(x);
=



Pτ (x | x)h(x );

=



Pτ (x | x)h(y );

=



Pτ (y | x)h(y )

=



Pτ (y | z)h(y );

x
x

y



Pτ (u | x);

u ∈(x −y )

y

= g(z);
where z is the value of Γτ (Y  ) in x and the term u ∈(x −y ) Pτ (u | x) = 1 as it is the
sum of a probability distribution over a complete domain. Therefore, we see that (Pτ h) is a
function whose scope is restricted to Γτ (Y  ). Note that the cost of the computation depends
linearly on |Dom(Γτ (Y  ))|, which depends on Y (the scope of h) and on the complexity of
the process dynamics. This backprojection procedure is summarized in Figure 3.
Returning to our example, consider a basis function hi that is an indicator of variable Xi :
it takes value 1 if the ith machine is working and 0 otherwise. Each hi has scope restricted to
Xi , thus, its backprojection gi has scope restricted to Parentsτ (Xi ): Γτ (Xi ) = {Xi−1 , Xi }.


4.2 Representing Exponentially Many Constraints
As seen in Section 3, both our approximation algorithms require the solution of linear programs: the LP in (5) for approximate policy iteration, and the LP in (8) for the approximate
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Backproja (h) —

where basis function h has scope C.

Define the scope of the backprojection: Γa (C ) = ∪Xi ∈C Parentsa (Xi ).
For each assignment
y ∈ Γa (C ):

a
g (y) = c ∈C i|X  ∈C Pa (c [Xi ] | y)h(c ).
i

Return g a .

Figure 3: Backprojection of basis function h.
linear programming algorithm. These LPs have some common characteristics: they have
a small number of free variables (for k basis functions there are k + 1 free variables in approximate policy iteration and k in approximate linear programming), but the number of
constraints is still exponential in the number of state variables. However, in factored MDPs,
these LP constraints have another very useful property: the functionals in the constraints
have restricted scope. This key observation allows us to represent these constraints very
compactly.
First, observe that the constraints in the linear programs are all of the form:
φ≥



wi ci (x) − b(x), ∀x,

(11)

i

where only φ and w1 , . . . , wk are free variables in the LP and x ranges over all states. This
general form represents both the type of constraint in the max-norm projection LP in (5)
and the approximate linear programming formulation in (8).3
The ﬁrst insight in our construction is that we can replace the entire set of constraints
in Equation (11) by one equivalent non-linear constraint:
φ ≥ max
x



wi ci (x) − b(x).

(12)

i

The second insight is that this new non-linear constraint can be implemented by a set of
linear constraints using a construction that follows the structure of variable elimination in
cost networks. This insight allows us to exploit structure in factored MDPs to represent
this constraint compactly.
We tackle the problem of representing the constraint in Equation (12) in two steps:
ﬁrst, computing the maximum assignment for a ﬁxed set of weights; then, representing the
non-linear constraint by small set of linear constraints, using a construction we call the
factored LP.
4.2.1 Maximizing Over the State Space
The key computation in our algorithms is to represent a non-linear constraint of the form
in Equation (12) eﬃciently by a small set of linear constraints. Before presenting this construction, let’s ﬁrst consider a simpler problem: Given some ﬁxed weights wi , we would

like to compute the maximization: φ∗ = maxx i wi ci (x) − b(x), that is, the state x, such
3. The complementary constraints in (5), φ ≥ b(x) − i wi ci (x), can be formulated using an analogous
construction to the one we present in this section by changing the sign of ci (x) and b(x). The approximate
linear programming constraints of (8) can also be formulated in this form, as we show in Section 5.
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that the diﬀerence between i wi ci (x) and b(x) is maximal. However, we cannot explicitly enumerate the exponential number of states and compute the diﬀerence. Fortunately,
structure in factored MDPs allows us to compute this maximum eﬃciently.
In the case of factored MDPs, our state space is a set of vectors x which are assignments to the state variables X = {X1 , . . . , Xn }. We can view both Cw and b as functions
of these state variables, and hence also their diﬀerence. Thus, we can deﬁne a function

F w (X1 , . . . , Xn ) such that F w (x) = i wi ci (x) − b(x). Note that we have executed a
representation shift; we are viewing F w as a function of the variables X, which is parameterized by w. Recall that the size of the state space is exponential in the number
of variables. Hence, our goal in this section is to compute maxx F w (x) without explicitly
considering each of the exponentially many states. The solution is to use the fact that F w

has a factored representation. More precisely, Cw has the form i wi ci (Zi ), where Zi is
a subset of X. For example, we might have c1 (X1 , X2 ) which takes value 1 in states where
X1 = true and X2 = false and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the vector b in our case is also a sum

of restricted scope functions. Thus, we can express F w as a sum j fjw (Zj ), where fjw may
or may not depend on w. In the future, we sometimes drop the superscript w when it is
clear from context.

Using our more compact notation, our goal here is simply to compute maxx i wi ci (x)−
b(x) = maxx F w (x), that is, to ﬁnd the state x over which F w is maximized. Recall that

w
Fw = m
j=1 fj (Zj ). We can maximize such a function, F , without enumerating every state
using non-serial dynamic programming (Bertele & Brioschi, 1972). The idea is virtually
identical to variable elimination in a Bayesian network. We review this construction here,
as it is a central component in our solution LP.
Our goal is to compute

fj (x[Zj ]).
max


x1 ,...,xn

j

The main idea is that, rather than summing all functions and then doing the maximization,
we maximize over variables one at a time. When maximizing over xl , only summands
involving xl participate in the maximization.
Example 4.2 Assume
F = f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x1 , x3 ) + f3 (x2 , x4 ) + f4 (x3 , x4 ).
We therefore wish to compute:
max

x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4

f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x1 , x3 ) + f3 (x2 , x4 ) + f4 (x3 , x4 ).

We can ﬁrst compute the maximum over x4 ; the functions f1 and f2 are irrelevant, so we
can push them out. We get
max f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x1 , x3 ) + max[f3 (x2 , x4 ) + f4 (x3 , x4 )].

x1 ,x2 ,x3

x4

The result of the internal maximization depends on the values of x2 , x3 ; thus, we can introduce a new function e1 (X2 , X3 ) whose value at the point x2 , x3 is the value of the internal
max expression. Our problem now reduces to computing
max f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x1 , x3 ) + e1 (x2 , x3 ),

x1 ,x2 ,x3
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VariableElimination (F, O)

//F = {f1 , . . . , fm } is the set of functions to be maximized;
//O stores the elimination order.

For i = 1 to number of variables:
//Select the next variable to be eliminated.

Let l = O(i) ;
//Select the relevant functions.

Let e1 , . . . , eL be the functions in F whose scope contains Xl .
//Maximize over current variable Xl .

Define a new function e = maxxl
∪L
j=1 Scope[ej ] − {Xl }.

L

j=1 ej

; note that Scope[e] =

//Update set of functions.

Update the set of functions F = F ∪ {e} \ {e1 , . . . , eL }.

//Now, all functions have empty scope and their sum is the maximum value of f1 + · · · + fm .

Return the maximum value



ei ∈F

ei .

Figure 4: Variable elimination procedure for computing the maximum value f1 + · · · + fm ,
where each fi is a restricted scope function.

having one fewer variable. Next, we eliminate another variable, say X3 , with the resulting
expression reducing to:
max f1 (x1 , x2 ) + e2 (x1 , x2 ),
x1 ,x2

where

e2 (x1 , x2 ) = max[f2 (x1 , x3 ) + e1 (x2 , x3 )].
x3

Finally, we deﬁne
e3 = max f1 (x1 , x2 ) + e2 (x1 , x2 ).
x1 ,x2

The result at this point is a number, which is the desired maximum over x1 , . . . , x4 . While
the naive approach of enumerating all states requires 63 arithmetic operations if all variables
are binary, using variable elimination we only need to perform 23 operations.
The general variable elimination algorithm is described in Figure 4. The inputs to
the algorithm are the functions to be maximized F = {f1 , . . . , fm } and an elimination
ordering O on the variables, where O(i) returns the ith variable to be eliminated. As in
the example above, for each variable Xl to be eliminated, we select the relevant functions
e1 , . . . , eL , those whose scope contains Xl . These functions are removed from the set F and

we introduce a new function e = maxxl L
j=1 ej . At this point, the scope of the functions in
F no longer depends on Xl , that is, Xl has been ‘eliminated’. This procedure is repeated
until all variables have been eliminated. The remaining functions in F thus have empty
scope. The desired maximum is therefore given by the sum of these remaining functions.
The computational cost of this algorithm is linear in the number of new “function
values” introduced in the elimination process. More precisely, consider the computation of
a new function e whose scope is Z. To compute this function, we need to compute |Dom[Z]|
diﬀerent values. The cost of the algorithm is linear in the overall number of these values,
introduced throughout the execution. As shown by Dechter (1999), this cost is exponential
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in the induced width of the cost network, the undirected graph deﬁned over the variables
X1 , . . . , Xn , with an edge between Xl and Xm if they appear together in one of the original
functions fj . The complexity of this algorithm is, of course, dependent on the variable
elimination order and the problem structure. Computing the optimal elimination order
is an NP-hard problem (Arnborg, Corneil, & Proskurowski, 1987) and elimination orders
yielding low induced tree width do not exist for some problems. These issues have been
confronted successfully for a large variety of practical problems in the Bayesian network
community, which has beneﬁted from a large variety of good heuristics which have been
developed for the variable elimination ordering problem (Bertele & Brioschi, 1972; Kjaerulﬀ,
1990; Reed, 1992; Becker & Geiger, 2001).
4.2.2 Factored LP
In this section, we present the centerpiece of our planning algorithms: a new, general
approach for compactly representing exponentially large sets of LP constraints in problems
with factored structure — those where the functions in the constraints can be decomposed
as the sum of restricted scope functions. Consider our original problem of representing
the non-linear constraint in Equation (12) compactly. Recall that we wish to represent

the non-linear constraint φ ≥ maxx i wi ci (x) − b(x), or equivalently, φ ≥ maxx F w (x),
without generating one constraint for each state as in Equation (11). The new, key insight
is that this non-linear constraint can be implemented using a construction that follows the
structure of variable elimination in cost networks.
Consider any function e used within F (including the original fi ’s), and let Z be its scope.
For any assignment z to Z, we introduce variable uez , whose value represents ez , into the
linear program. For the initial functions fiw , we include the constraint that ufzi = fiw (z). As
fiw is linear in w, this constraint is linear in the LP variables. Now, consider a new function
e introduced into F by eliminating a variable Xl . Let e1 , . . . , eL be the functions extracted
from F, and let Z be the scope of the resulting e. We introduce a set of constraints:
uez

≥

L

ej

j=1

u(z,xl )[Zj ]

∀xl .

(13)

Let en be the last function generated in the elimination, and recall that its scope is empty.
Hence, we have only a single variable uen . We introduce the additional constraint φ ≥ uen .
The complete algorithm, presented in Figure 5, is divided into three parts: First, we
generate equality constraints for functions that depend on the weights wi (basis functions).
In the second part, we add the equality constraints for functions that do not depend on the
weights (target functions). These equality constraints let us abstract away the diﬀerences
between these two types of functions and manage them in a uniﬁed fashion in the third
part of the algorithm. This third part follows a procedure similar to variable elimination
described in Figure 4. However, unlike standard variable elimination where we would in
troduce a new function e, such that e = maxxl L
j=1 ej , in our factored LP procedure we
introduce new LP variables uez . To enforce the deﬁnition of e as the maximum over Xl of
L
j=1 ej , we introduce the new LP constraints in Equation (13).
Example 4.3 To understand this construction, consider our simple example above, and
assume we want to express the fact that φ ≥ maxx F w (x). We ﬁrst introduce a set of
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FactoredLP (C, b,O)
// C = {c1 , . . . , ck } is the set of basis functions.
// b = {b1 , . . . , bm } is the set of target functions.
//O stores the elimination order.


//Return a (polynomial) set of constraints Ω equivalent to φ ≥ i wi ci (x) + j bj (x), ∀x .
//Data structure for the constraints in factored LP.

Let Ω = {} .

//Data structure for the intermediate functions generated in variable elimination.

Let F = {} .
//Generate equality constraint to abstract away basis functions.

For each ci ∈ C:
Let Z = Scope[ci ].
For each assignment z ∈ Z, create a new LP variable ufzi and add a
constraint to Ω:
ufzi = wi ci (z).
Store new function fi to use in variable elimination step: F = F ∪ {fi }.
//Generate equality constraint to abstract away target functions.

For each bj ∈ b:
Let Z = Scope[bj ].
f
For each assignment z ∈ Z, create a new LP variable uzj and add a
constraint to Ω:
f
uzj = bj (z).
Store new function fj to use in variable elimination step: F = F ∪ {fj }.

//Now, F contains all of the functions involved in the LP, our constraints become: φ ≥

e (x), ∀x , which we represent compactly using a variable elimination procedure.
e ∈F i
i

For i = 1 to number of variables:

//Select the next variable to be eliminated.

Let l = O(i) ;
//Select the relevant functions.

Let e1 , . . . , eL be the functions in F whose scope contains Xl , and let
Zj = Scope[ej ].
//Introduce linear constraints for the maximum over current variable Xl .

Define a new function e with scope Z = ∪L
j=1 Zj − {Xl } to represent
L
maxxl j=1 ej .
Add constraints to Ω to enforce maximum: for each assignment z ∈ Z:
uez ≥

L


e

j
u(z,x
l )[Zj ]

∀xl .

j=1

//Update set of functions.

Update the set of functions F = F ∪ {e} \ {e1 , . . . , eL }.
//Now, all variables have been eliminated and all functions have empty scope.

Add last constraint to Ω:
φ≥



ei .

ei ∈F

Return Ω.

Figure 5: Factored LP algorithm for the compact representation of the exponential set of


constraints φ ≥ i wi ci (x) + j bj (x), ∀x.
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variables ufx11 ,x2 for every instantiation of values x1 , x2 to the variables X1 , X2 . Thus, if
X1 and X2 are both binary, we have four such variables. We then introduce a constraint
deﬁning the value of ufx11 ,x2 appropriately. For example, for our f1 above, we have uft,t1 = 0
and uft,f1 = w1 . We have similar variables and constraints for each fj and each value z in
Zj . Note that each of the constraints is a simple equality constraint involving numerical
constants and perhaps the weight variables w.
Next, we introduce variables for each of the intermediate expressions generated by variable elimination. For example, when eliminating X4 , we introduce a set of LP variables
uex12 ,x3 ; for each of them, we have a set of constraints
uex12 ,x3 ≥ ufx32 ,x4 + ufx43 ,x4
one for each value x4 of X4 . We have a similar set of constraint for uex21 ,x2 in terms of
ufx21 ,x3 and uex12 ,x3 . Note that each constraint is a simple linear inequality.
We can now prove that our factored LP construction represents the same constraint as
non-linear constraint in Equation (12):
Theorem 4.4 The constraints generated by the factored LP construction are equivalent to
the non-linear constraint in Equation (12). That is, an assignment to (φ, w) satisﬁes the
factored LP constraints if and only if it satisﬁes the constraint in Equation (12).
Proof: See Appendix A.3.

Returning to our original formulation, we have that j fjw is Cw − b in the original
set of constraints. Hence our new set of constraints is equivalent to the original set: φ ≥

maxx i wi ci (x) − b(x) in Equation (12), which in turn is equivalent to the exponential

set of constraints φ ≥ i wi ci (x) − b(x), ∀x in Equation (11). Thus, we can represent this
exponential set of constraints by a new set of constraints and LP variables. The size of
this new set, as in variable elimination, is exponential only in the induced width of the cost
network, rather than in the total number of variables.
In this section, we presented a new, general approach for compactly representing exponentially-large sets of LP constraints in problems with factored structure. In the remainder
of this paper, we exploit this construction to design eﬃcient planning algorithms for factored
MDPs.
4.2.3 Factored Max-norm Projection
We can now use our procedure for representing the exponential number of constraints in
Equation (11) compactly to compute eﬃcient max-norm projections, as in Equation (4):
w∗ ∈ arg min Cw − b
w

∞.

The max-norm projection is computed by the linear program in (5). There are two sets


of constraints in this LP: φ ≥ kj=1 cij wj − bi , ∀i and φ ≥ bi − kj=1 cij wj , ∀i. Each of
these sets is an instance of the constraints in Equation (11), which we have just addressed
in the previous section. Thus, if each of the k basis functions in C is a restricted scope
function and the target function b is the sum of restricted scope functions, then we can
use our factored LP technique to represent the constraints in the max-norm projection LP
compactly. The correctness of our algorithm is a corollary of Theorem 4.4:
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Corollary 4.5 The solution (φ∗ , w∗ ) of a linear program that minimizes φ subject to the
constraints in FactoredLP(C, −b,O) and FactoredLP(−C, b,O), for any elimination
order O satisﬁes:
w∗ ∈ arg min Cw − b
w

∞,

and

φ∗ = min Cw − b
w

∞.

The original max-norm projection LP had k + 1 variables and two constraints for each
state x; thus, the number of constraints is exponential in the number of state variables.
On the other hand, our new factored max-norm projection LP has more variables, but
exponentially fewer constraints. The number of variables and constraints in the new factored
LP is exponential only in the number of state variables in the largest factor in the cost
network, rather than exponential in the total number of state variables. As we show in
Section 9, this exponential gain allows us to compute max-norm projections eﬃciently when
solving very large factored MDPs.

5. Approximate Linear Programming
We begin with the simplest of our approximate MDP solution algorithms, based on the
approximate linear programming formulation in Section 3.3. Using the basic operations
described in Section 4, we can formulate an algorithm that is both simple and eﬃcient.
5.1 The Algorithm
As discussed in Section 3.3, approximate linear program formulation is based on the linear
programming approach to solving MDPs presented in Section 3.3. However, in this approximate version, we restrict the space of value functions to the linear space deﬁned by
our basis functions. More precisely, in this approximate LP formulation, the variables are
w1 , . . . , wk — the weights for our basis functions. The LP is given by:
Variables: w1 , . . . , wk ;


α(x) i wi hi (x) ;
Minimize:
x





Subject to:
i wi hi (x) ≥ [R(x, a) + γ
x P (x | x, a)
i wi hi (x )] ∀x ∈ X, ∀a ∈ A.
(14)
In other words, this formulation takes the LP in (7) and substitutes the explicit state value

function with a linear value function representation i wi hi (x). This transformation from
an exact to an approximate problem formulation has the eﬀect of reducing the number
of free variables in the LP to k (one for each basis function coeﬃcient), but the number
of constraints remains |X| × |A|. In our SysAdmin problem, for example, the number of
constraints in the LP in (14) is (m + 1) · 2m , where m is the number of machines in the
network. However, using our algorithm for representing exponentially large constraint sets
compactly we are able to compute the solution to this approximate linear programming
algorithm in closed form with an exponentially smaller LP, as in Section 4.2.


First, consider the objective function x α(x) i wi hi (x) of the LP (14). Naively
representing this objective function requires a summation over a exponentially large state
space. However, we can rewrite the objective and obtain a compact representation. We
ﬁrst reorder the terms:
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FactoredALP (P , R, γ, H, O, α)
//P is the factored transition model.
//R is the set of factored reward functions.
//γ is the discount factor.
//H is the set of basis functions H = {h1 , . . . , hk }.
//O stores the elimination order.
//α are the state relevance weights.
//Return the basis function weights w computed by approximate linear programming.
//Cache the backprojections of the basis functions.

For each basis function hi ∈ H; for each action a:
Let gia = Backproja (hi ).
//Compute factored state relevance weights.

For each basis function hi , compute the factored state relevance weights
αi as in Equation (15) .
//Generate approximate linear programming constraints

Let Ω = {}.
For each action a:
Let Ω = Ω ∪ FactoredLP({γg1a − h1 , . . . , γgka − hk
}, Ra , O).

//So far, our constraints guarantee that φ ≥ R(x, a) + γ x P (x | x, a) i wi hi (x ) −

w hi (x); to satisfy the approximate linear programming solution in (14) we must add
i i
a final constraint.



Let Ω = Ω ∪ {φ = 0}.

//We can now obtain the solution weights by solving an LP.

Let w be the solution of the linear program: minimize
the constraints Ω.
Return w.



i

αi wi , subject to

Figure 6: Factored approximate linear programming algorithm.
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x

α(x)



wi hi (x) =

i



wi


x

i

α(x) hi (x).

Now, consider the state relevance weights α(x) as a distribution over states, so that α(x) > 0

and x α(x) = 1. As in backprojections, we can now write:
αi =


x

α(x) hi (x) =



α(ci ) hi (ci );

(15)

ci ∈Ci

where α(ci ) represents the marginal of the state relevance weights α over the domain
Dom[Ci ] of the basis function hi . For example, if we use uniform state relevance weights as
1
— then the marginals become α(ci ) = |C1i | . Thus, we can
in our experiments — α(x) = |X|

rewrite the objective function as i wi αi , where each basis weight αi is computed as shown
in Equation (15). If the state relevance weights are represented by marginals, then the cost
of computing each αi depends exponentially on the size of the scope of Ci only, rather than
exponentially on the number of state variables. On the other hand, if the state relevance
weights are represented by arbitrary distributions, we need to obtain the marginals over the
Ci ’s, which may not be an eﬃcient computation. Thus, greatest eﬃciency is achieved by
using a compact representation, such as a Bayesian network, for the state relevance weights.
Second, note that the right side of the constraints in the LP (14) correspond to the Qa
functions:


P (x | x, a)
wi hi (x ).
Qa (x) = Ra (x) + γ
x

i

Using the eﬃcient backprojection operation in factored MDPs described in Section 4.1 we
can rewrite the Qa functions as:
Qa (x) = Ra (x) + γ


i

wi gia (x);

gia

is the backprojection of basis function hi through the transition model Pa . As we
where
discussed, if hi has scope restricted to Ci , then gia is a restricted scope function of Γa (Ci ).
We can precompute the backprojections gia and the basis relevance weights αi . The
approximate linear programming LP of (14) can be written as:
Variables: w1 , . . . , wk ;

α w ;
Minimize:
i i i

a
a
Subject to:
i wi hi (x) ≥ [R (x) + γ
i wi gi (x)] ∀x ∈ X, ∀a ∈ A.

(16)

Variables: w1 , . . . , wk ;

Minimize:
i αi wi ;

Subject to: 0 ≥ maxx {Ra (x) + i wi [γgia (x) − hi (x)]} ∀a ∈ A.

(17)

Finally, we can rewrite this LP to use constraints of the same form as the one in Equation (12):

We can now use our factored LP construction in Section 4.2 to represent these non-linear
constraints compactly. Basically, there is one set of factored LP constraints for each action
a. Speciﬁcally, we can write the non-linear constraint in the same form as those in Equation (12) by expressing the functions C as: ci (x) = hi (x)−γgia (x). Each ci (x) is a restricted
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scope function; that is, if hi (x) has scope restricted to Ci , then gia (x) has scope restricted
to Γa (Ci ), which means that ci (x) has scope restricted to Ci ∪ Γa (Ci ). Next, the target
function b becomes the reward function Ra (x) which, by assumption, is factored. Finally,
in the constraint in Equation (12), φ is a free variable. On the other hand, in the LP in (17)
the maximum in the right hand side must be less than zero. This ﬁnal condition can be
achieved by adding a constraint φ = 0. Thus, our algorithm generates a set of factored
LP constraints, one for each action. The total number of constraints and variables in this
new LP is linear in the number of actions |A| and only exponential in the induced width
of each cost network, rather than in the total number of variables. The complete factored
approximate linear programming algorithm is outlined in Figure 6.
5.2 An Example
We now present a complete example of the operations required by the approximate LP algorithm to solve the factored MDP shown in Figure 2(a). Our presentation follows four steps:
problem representation, basis function selection, backprojections and LP construction.
Problem Representation: First, we must fully specify the factored MDP model for the
problem. The structure of the DBN is shown in Figure 2(b). This structure is maintained
for all action choices. Next, we must deﬁne the transition probabilities for each action.
There are 5 actions in this problem: do nothing, or reboot one of the 4 machines in the
network. The CPDs for these actions are shown in Figure 2(c). Finally, we must deﬁne the
reward function. We decompose the global reward as the sum of 4 local reward functions,
one for each machine, such that there is a reward if the machine is working. Speciﬁcally,
Ri (Xi = true) = 1 and Ri (Xi = false) = 0, breaking symmetry by setting R4 (X4 = true) =
2. We use a discount factor of γ = 0.9.
Basis Function Selection:
In this simple example, we use ﬁve simple basis functions.
First, we include the constant function h0 = 1. Next, we add indicators for each machine
which take value 1 if the machine is working: hi (Xi = true) = 1 and hi (Xi = false) = 0.
Backprojections:
The ﬁrst algorithmic step is computing the backprojection of the
basis functions, as deﬁned in Section 4.1. The backprojection of the constant basis is
simple:
g0a =



Pa (x | x)h0 ;



Pa (x | x) 1 ;

x

=

x

= 1.
Next, we must backproject our indicator basis functions hi :
gia =
=


x

Pa (x | x)hi (xi ) ;





x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 j

Pa (xj | xj−1 , xj )hi (xi ) ;
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=



Pa (xi | xi−1 , xi )hi (xi )

=



Pa (xi | xi−1 , xi )hi (xi ) ;

xi
xi





x [X −{Xi }] j=i

Pa (xj | xj−1 , xj ) ;

= Pa (Xi = true | xi−1 , xi ) 1 + Pa (Xi = false | xi−1 , xi ) 0 ;

= Pa (Xi = true | xi−1 , xi ) .

Thus, gia is a restricted scope function of {Xi−1 , Xi }. We can now use the CPDs in Figure 2(c) to specify gia :
greboot = i (X

i−1 , Xi )

i

reboot = i

gi

=

(Xi−1 , Xi ) =

Xi = true Xi = false
Xi−1 = true
1
1
;
Xi−1 = false
1
1
Xi−1 = true
Xi−1 = false

Xi = true Xi = false
0.9
0.09
.
0.5
0.05

LP Construction:
To illustrate the factored LPs constructed by our algorithms, we
deﬁne the constraints for the approximate linear programming approach presented above.
First, we deﬁne the functions cai = γgia − hi , as shown in Equation (17). In our example,
these functions are ca0 = γ − 1 = −0.1 for the constant basis, and for the indicator bases:
reboot = i

(Xi−1 , Xi ) =

reboot = i

(Xi−1 , Xi ) =

ci

ci

Xi = true Xi = false
Xi−1 = true
−0.1
0.9
;
Xi−1 = false
−0.1
0.9
Xi−1 = true
Xi−1 = false

Xi = true Xi = false
−0.19
0.081
.
−0.55
0.045

Using this deﬁnition of cai , the approximate linear programming constraints are given by:
0 ≥ max
x


i

Ri +


j

wj caj , ∀a .

(18)

We present the LP construction for one of the 5 actions: reboot = 1. Analogous constructions
can be made for the other actions.
In the ﬁrst set of constraints, we abstract away the diﬀerence between rewards and basis
functions by introducing LP variables u and equality constraints. We begin with the reward
functions:
R1
1
uR
x1 = 1 , ux̄1 = 0 ;

R2
2
uR
x2 = 1 , ux̄2 = 0 ;

R3
3
uR
x3 = 1 , ux̄3 = 0 ;

R4
4
uR
x4 = 2 , ux̄4 = 0 .

We now represent the equality constraints for the caj functions for the reboot = 1 action. Note
that the appropriate basis function weight from Equation (18) appears in these constraints:
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uc0 = −0.1 w0 ;
ux̄c11 ,x4 = 0.9 w1 ,
ucx11 ,x̄4 = −0.1 w1 ,
ux̄c11 ,x̄4 = 0.9 w1 ;
ucx11 ,x4 = −0.1 w1 ,
c
c
c
2
2
ux21 ,x2 = −0.19 w2 , ux̄1 ,x2 = −0.55 w2 , ux1 ,x̄2 = 0.081 w2 , ux̄c21 ,x̄2 = 0.045 w2 ;
ucx32 ,x3 = −0.19 w3 , ux̄c32 ,x3 = −0.55 w3 , ucx32 ,x̄3 = 0.081 w3 , ux̄c32 ,x̄3 = 0.045 w3 ;
ucx43 ,x4 = −0.19 w4 , ux̄c43 ,x4 = −0.55 w4 , ucx43 ,x̄4 = 0.081 w4 , ux̄c43 ,x̄4 = 0.045 w4 .
Using these new LP variables, our LP constraint from Equation (18) for the reboot = 1 action
becomes:
0≥

max

X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,X4

4
4


c
Ri
c0
uXi + u +
uXjj−1 ,Xj .
i=1

j=1

We are now ready for the variable elimination process. We illustrate the elimination of
variable X4 :
0≥

max

X1 ,X2 ,X3

3

Ri
i=1

c0

uXi + u +

3

cj

j=2

c1
c4
4
uXj−1 ,Xj + max uR
X4 + uX1 ,X4 + uX3 ,X4
X4

.

c1
c4
4
We can represent the term maxX4 uR
X4 + uX1 ,X4 + uX3 ,X4 by a set of linear constraints,
one for each assignment of X1 and X3 , using the new LP variables ueX11 ,X3 to represent this
maximum:
c1
c4
4
uex11 ,x3 ≥ uR
x4 + ux1 ,x4 + ux3 ,x4 ;

uex11 ,x3 ≥ ux̄R44 + ucx11 ,x̄4 + ucx43 ,x̄4 ;
c1
c4
4
ux̄e11 ,x3 ≥ uR
x4 + ux̄1 ,x4 + ux3 ,x4 ;

ux̄e11 ,x3 ≥ ux̄R44 + ux̄c11 ,x̄4 + ucx43 ,x̄4 ;
c4
c1
4
uex11 ,x̄3 ≥ uR
x4 + ux1 ,x4 + ux̄3 ,x4 ;

uex11 ,x̄3 ≥ ux̄R44 + ucx11 ,x̄4 + ux̄c43 ,x̄4 ;
c1
c4
4
ux̄e11 ,x̄3 ≥ uR
x4 + ux̄1 ,x4 + ux̄3 ,x4 ;

ux̄e11 ,x̄3 ≥ ux̄R44 + ux̄c11 ,x̄4 + ux̄c43 ,x̄4 .
We have now eliminated variable X4 and our global non-linear constraint becomes:
0≥

3
3


c
c0
i
uR
+
u
+
uXjj−1 ,Xj + ueX11 ,X3 .
Xi
X1 ,X2 ,X3

max

i=1

j=2

Next, we eliminate variable X3 . The new LP constraints and variables have the form:
c3
e1
3
ueX21 ,X2 ≥ uR
X3 + uX2 ,X3 + uX1 ,X3 , ∀ X1 , X2 , X3 ;

thus, removing X3 from the global non-linear constraint:
2

c2
e2
c0
i
uR
Xi + u + uX1 ,X2 + uX1 ,X2 .
X1 ,X2

0 ≥ max

i=1
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Figure 7: Number of constraints in the LP generated by the explicit state representation
versus the factored LP construction for the solution of the ring problem with
basis functions over single variables and approximate linear programming as the
solution algorithm.

We can now eliminate X2 , generating the linear constraints:
c2
e2
2
ueX31 ≥ uR
X2 + uX1 ,X2 + uX1 ,X2 , ∀ X1 , X2 .

Now, our global non-linear constraint involves only X1 :
e3
c0
1
0 ≥ max uR
X1 + u + uX1 .
X1

As X1 is the last variable to be eliminated, the scope of the new LP variable is empty and
the linear constraints are given by:
e3
1
ue4 ≥ uR
X1 + uX1 , ∀ X1 .

All of the state variables have now been eliminated, turning our global non-linear constraint
into a simple linear constraint:
0 ≥ uc0 + ue4 ,
which completes the LP description for the approximate linear programming solution to
the problem in Figure 2.
In this small example with only four state variables, our factored LP technique generates
a total of 89 equality constraints, 115 inequality constraints and 149 LP variables, while
the explicit state representation in Equation (8) generates only 80 inequality constraints
and 5 LP variables. However, as the problem size increases, the number of constraints and
LP variables in our factored LP approach grow as O(n2 ), while the explicit state approach
grows exponentially, at O(n2n ). This scaling eﬀect is illustrated in Figure 7.

6. Approximate Policy Iteration with Max-norm Projection
The factored approximate linear programming approach described in the previous section
is both elegant and easy to implement. However, we cannot, in general, provide strong
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guarantees about the error it achieves. An alternative is to use the approximate policy
iteration described in Section 3.2, which does oﬀer certain bounds on the error. However,
as we shall see, this algorithm is signiﬁcantly more complicated, and requires that we place
additional restrictions on the factored MDP.
In particular, approximate policy iteration requires a representation of the policy at each
iteration. In order to obtain a compact policy representation, we must make an additional
assumption: each action only aﬀects a small number of state variables. We ﬁrst state this
assumption formally. Then, we show how to obtain a compact representation of the greedy
policy with respect to a factored value function, under this assumption. Finally, we describe
our factored approximate policy iteration algorithm using max-norm projections.
6.1 Default Action Model
In Section 2.2, we presented the factored MDP model, where each action is associated with
its own factored transition model represented as a DBN and with its own factored reward
function. However, diﬀerent actions often have very similar transition dynamics, only differing in their eﬀect on some small set of variables. In particular, in many cases a variable
has a default evolution model, which only changes if an action aﬀects it directly (Boutilier
et al., 2000).
This type of structure turns out to be useful for compactly representing policies, a property which is important in our approximate policy iteration algorithm. Thus, in this section
of the paper, we restrict attention to factored MDPs that are deﬁned using a default transition model τd = Gd , Pd (Koller & Parr, 2000). For each action a, we deﬁne Eﬀects[a] ⊆ X
to be the variables in the next state whose local probability model is diﬀerent from τd , i.e.,
those variables Xi such that Pa (Xi | Parentsa (Xi )) = Pd (Xi | Parentsd (Xi )).
Example 6.1 In our system administrator example, we have an action ai for rebooting
each one of the machines, and a default action d for doing nothing. The transition model
described above corresponds to the “do nothing” action, which is also the default transition
model. The transition model for ai is diﬀerent from d only in the transition model for the
variable Xi , which is now Xi = true with probability one, regardless of the status of the
neighboring machines. Thus, in this example, Eﬀects[ai ] = Xi .
As in the transition dynamics, we can also deﬁne the notion of default reward model. In

this case, there is a set of reward functions ri=1 Ri (Ui ) associated with the default action
d. In addition, each action a can have a reward function Ra (Ua ). Here, the extra reward of
action a has scope restricted to Rewards [a] = Uai ⊂ {X1 , . . . , Xn }. Thus, the total reward

associated with action a is given by Ra + ri=1 Ri . Note that Ra can also be factored as a
linear combination of smaller terms for an even more compact representation.
We can now build on this additional assumption to deﬁne the complete algorithm.
Recall that the approximate policy iteration algorithm iterates through two steps: policy
improvement and approximate value determination. We now discuss each of these steps.
6.2 Computing Greedy Policies
The policy improvement step computes the greedy policy relative to a value function V (t−1) :
π (t) = Greedy(V (t−1) ).
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Recall that our value function estimates have the linear form Hw. As we described in
Section 4.1, the greedy policy for this type of value function is given by:
Greedy(Hw)(x) = arg max Qa (x),
a

where each Qa can be represented by: Qa (x) = R(x, a) + i wi gia (x).
If we attempt to represent this policy naively, we are again faced with the problem
of exponentially large state spaces. Fortunately, as shown by Koller and Parr (2000), the
greedy policy relative to a factored value function has the form of a decision list. More
precisely, the policy can be written in the form t1 , a1 , t2 , a2 , . . . , tL , aL , where each ti
is an assignment of values to some small subset Ti of variables, and each ai is an action.
The greedy action to take in state x is the action aj corresponding to the ﬁrst event tj in
the list with which x is consistent. For completeness, we now review the construction of
this decision-list policy.
The critical assumption that allows us to represent the policy as a compact decision list
is the default action assumption described in Section 6.1. Under this assumption, the Qa
functions can be written as:


Qa (x) = Ra (x) +

r


Ri (x) +

i=1


i

wi gia (x),

where Ra has scope restricted to Ua . The Q function for the default action d is just:


Qd (x) = ri=1 Ri (x) + i wi gid (x).
We now have a set of linear Q-functions which implicitly describes a policy π. It is
not immediately obvious that these Q functions result in a compactly expressible policy.
An important insight is that most of the components in the weighted combination are
identical, so that gia is equal to gid for most i. Intuitively, a component gia corresponding
to the backprojection of basis function hi (Ci ) is only diﬀerent if the action a inﬂuences
one of the variables in Ci . More formally, assume that Eﬀects[a] ∩ Ci = ∅. In this case,
all of the variables in Ci have the same transition model in τa and τd . Thus, we have
that gia (x) = gid (x); in other words, the ith component of the Qa function is irrelevant
when deciding whether action a is better than the default action d. We can deﬁne which
components are actually relevant: let Ia be the set of indices i such that Eﬀects[a] ∩ Ci = ∅.
These are the indices of those basis functions whose backprojection diﬀers in Pa and Pd .
In our example DBN of Figure 2, actions and basis functions involve single variables, so
Iai = i.
Let us now consider the impact of taking action a over the default action d. We can
deﬁne the impact — the diﬀerence in value — as:
δa (x) = Qa (x) − Qd (x);
= Ra (x) +



i∈Ia

wi gia (x) − gid (x) .

(19)

This analysis shows that δa (x) is a function whose scope is restricted to
Ta = Ua ∪ ∪i∈Ia Γa (Ci ) .
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DecisionListPolicy (Qa )
//Qa is the set of Q-functions, one for each action;
//Return the decision list policy ∆.
//Initialize decision list.

Let ∆ = {}.
//Compute the bonus functions.

For each action a, other than the default action d:
Compute the bonus for taking action a,
δa (x) = Qa (x) − Qd (x);
as in Equation (19). Note that δa has scope restricted to Ta , as in
Equation (20).
//Add states with positive bonuses to the (unsorted) decision list.

For each assignment t ∈ Ta :
If δa (t) > 0, add branch to decision list:
∆ = ∆ ∪ {t, a, δa (t) }.
//Add the default action to the (unsorted) decision list.

Let ∆ = ∆ ∪ {∅, d, 0 }.
//Sort decision list to obtain final policy.

Sort the decision list ∆ in decreasing order on the δ element of t, a, δ .
Return ∆.

Figure 8: Method for computing the decision list policy ∆ from the factored representation
of the Qa functions.

In our example DBN, Ta2 = {X1 , X2 }.
Intuitively, we now have a situation where we have a “baseline” value function Qd (x)
which deﬁnes a value for each state x. Each action a changes that baseline by adding or
subtracting an amount from each state. The point is that this amount depends only on Ta ,
so that it is the same for all states in which the variables in Ta take the same values.
We can now deﬁne the greedy policy relative to our Q functions. For each action a, deﬁne
a set of conditionals t, a, δ , where each t is some assignment of values to the variables Ta ,
and δ is δa (t). Now, sort the conditionals for all of the actions by order of decreasing δ:
t1 , a1 , δ1 , t2 , a2 , δ2 , . . . , tL , aL , δL .
Consider our optimal action in a state x. We would like to get the largest possible “bonus”
over the default value. If x is consistent with t1 , we should clearly take action a1 , as it
gives us bonus δ1 . If not, then we should try to get δ2 ; thus, we should check if x is
consistent with t2 , and if so, take a2 . Using this procedure, we can compute the decisionlist policy associated with our linear estimate of the value function. The complete algorithm
for computing the decision list policy is summarized in Figure 8.

Note that the number of conditionals in the list is a |Dom(Ta )|; Ta , in turn, depends
on the set of basis function clusters that intersect with the eﬀects of a. Thus, the size
of the policy depends in a natural way on the interaction between the structure of our
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process description and the structure of our basis functions. In problems where the actions
modify a large number of variables, the policy representation could become unwieldy. The
approximate linear programming approach in Section 5 is more appropriate in such cases,
as it does not require an explicit representation of the policy.
6.3 Value Determination
In the approximate value determination step our algorithm computes:
w(t) = arg min Hw − (Rπ(t) + γPπ(t) Hw)
w

∞.

By rearranging the expression, we get:
w(t) = arg min (H − γPπ(t) H) w − Rπ(t)
w

∞.

This equation is an instance of the optimization in Equation (4). If Pπ(t) is factored, we can
conclude that C = (H − γPπ(t) H) is also a matrix whose columns correspond to restrictedscope functions. More speciﬁcally:
ci (x) = hi (x) − γgiπ (x),
(t)

where giπ is the backprojection of the basis function hi through the transition model Pπ(t) ,
as described in Section 4.1. The target b = Rπ(t) corresponds to the reward function, which
for the moment is assumed to be factored. Thus, we can again apply our factored LP in
Section 4.2.3 to estimate the value of the policy π (t) .
Unfortunately, the transition model Pπ(t) is not factored, as a decision list representation for the policy π (t) will, in general, induce a transition model Pπ(t) which cannot be
represented by a compact DBN. Nonetheless, we can still generate a compact LP by exploiting the decision list structure of the policy. The basic idea is to introduce cost networks
corresponding to each branch in the decision list, ensuring, additionally, that only states
consistent with this branch are considered in the cost network maximization. Speciﬁcally,
we have a factored LP construction for each branch ti , ai . The ith cost network only
considers a subset of the states that is consistent with the ith branch of the decision list.
Let Si be the set of states x such that ti is the ﬁrst event in the decision list for which x
is consistent. That is, for each state x ∈ Si , x is consistent with ti , but it is not consistent
with any tj with j < i.
Recall that, as in Equation (11), our LP construction deﬁnes a set of constraints that

imply that φ ≥ i wi ci (x) − b(x) for each state x. Instead, we have a separate set of
constraints for the states in each subset Si . For each state in Si , we know that action ai is
taken. Hence, we can apply our construction above using Pai — a transition model which is
factored by assumption — in place of the non-factored Pπ(t) . Similarly, the reward function

becomes Rai (x) + ri=1 Ri (x) for this subset of states.
The only issue is to guarantee that the cost network constraints derived from this transition model are applied only to states in Si . Speciﬁcally, we must guarantee that they are
applied only to states consistent with ti , but not to states that are consistent with some
tj for j < i. To guarantee the ﬁrst condition, we simply instantiate the variables in Ti to
take the values speciﬁed in ti . That is, our cost network now considers only the variables in
(t)
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FactoredAPI (P , R, γ, H, O, ε, tmax )
//P is the factored transition model.
//R is the set of factored reward functions.
//γ is the discount factor.
//H is the set of basis functions H = {h1 , . . . , hk }.
//O stores the elimination order.
//ε Bellman error precision.
//tmax maximum number of iterations.
//Return the basis function weights w computed by approximate policy iteration.
//Initialize weights

Let w(0) = 0.
//Cache the backprojections of the basis functions.

For each basis function hi ∈ H; for each action a:
Let gia = Backproja (hi ).
//Main approximate policy iteration loop.

Let t = 0.
Repeat
//Policy improvement part of the loop.
//Compute decision list policy for iteration t weights.

Let ∆(t) = DecisionListPolicy(Ra + γ



(t)

i

wi gia ).

//Value determination part of the loop.
//Initialize constraints for max-norm projection LP.

Let Ω+ = {} and Ω− = {}.
//Initialize indicators.

Let I = {}.
//For every branch of the decision list policy, generate the relevant set of constraints, and
update the indicators to constraint the state space for future branches.

For each branch tj , aj in the decision list policy ∆(t) :
//Instantiate the variables in Tj to the assignment given in tj .
a

a

Instantiate the set of functions {h1 − γg1 j , . . . , hk − γgk j } with the
partial state assignment tj and store in C.
Instantiate the target functions Raj with the partial state assignment tj and store in b.
Instantiate the indicator functions I with the partial state assignment tj and store in I  .
//Generate the factored LP constraints for the current decision list branch.

Let Ω+ = Ω+ ∪ FactoredLP(C, −b + I  , O).
Let Ω− = Ω− ∪ FactoredLP(−C, b + I  , O).
//Update the indicator functions.

Let Ij (x) = −∞1(x = tj ) and update the indicators I = I ∪ Ij .
//We can now obtain the new set of weights by solving an LP, which corresponds to the
max-norm projection.

Let w(t+1) be the solution of the linear program: minimize φ, subject
to the constraints {Ω+ , Ω− }.
Let t = t + 1.
Until BellmanErr(Hw(t) ) ≤ ε or t ≥ tmax or w(t−1) = w(t) .
Return w(t) .

Figure 9: Factored approximate policy iteration with max-norm projection algorithm.
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{X1 , . . . , Xn }−Ti , and computes the maximum only over the states consistent with Ti = ti .
To guarantee the second condition, we ensure that we do not impose any constraints on
states associated with previous decisions. This is achieved by adding indicators Ij for each
previous decision tj , with weight −∞. More speciﬁcally, Ij is a function that takes value
−∞ for states consistent with tj and zero for other all assignments of Tj . The constraints
for the ith branch will be of the form:
φ ≥ R(x, ai ) +



wl (γgl (x, ai ) − h(x)) +

l



−∞1(x = tj ),

∀x ∼ [ti ],

(21)

j<i

where x ∼ [ti ] deﬁnes the assignments of X consistent with ti . The introduction of these
indicators causes the constraints associated with ti to be trivially satisﬁed by states in Sj
for j < i. Note that each of these indicators is a restricted-scope function of Tj and can
be handled in the same fashion as all other terms in the factored LP. Thus, for a decision
list of size L, our factored LP contains constraints from 2L cost networks. The complete
approximate policy iteration with max-norm projection algorithm is outlined in Figure 9.
6.4 Comparisons
It is instructive to compare our max-norm policy iteration algorithm to the L2 -projection
policy iteration algorithm of Koller and Parr (2000) in terms of computational costs per
iteration and implementation complexity. Computing the L2 projection requires (among
other things) a series of dot product operations between basis functions and backprojected
basis functions hi •gjπ . These expressions are easy to compute if Pπ refers to the transition
model of a particular action a. However, if the policy π is represented as a decision list, as is
the result of the policy improvement step, then this step becomes much more complicated.
In particular, for every branch of the decision list, for every pair of basis functions i and j,
and for each assignment to the variables in Scope[hi ] ∪ Scope[gja ], it requires the solution of
a counting problem which is P -complete in general. Although Koller and Parr show that
this computation can be performed using a Bayesian network (BN) inference, the algorithm
still requires a BN inference for each one of those assignments at each branch of the decision
list. This makes the algorithm very diﬃcult to implement eﬃciently in practice.
The max-norm projection, on the other hand, relies on solving a linear program at every
iteration. The size of the linear program depends on the cost networks generated. As we
discuss, two cost networks are needed for each point in the decision list. The complexity
of each of these cost networks is approximately the same as only one of the BN inferences
in the counting problem for the L2 projection. Overall, for each branch in the decision
list, we have a total of two of these “inferences,” as opposed to one for each assignment of
Scope[hi ] ∪ Scope[gja ] for every pair of basis functions i and j. Thus, the max-norm policy
iteration algorithm is substantially less complex computationally than the approach based
on L2 -projection. Furthermore, the use of linear programming allows us to rely on existing
LP packages (such as CPLEX), which are very highly optimized.
It is also interesting to compare the approximate policy iteration algorithm to the approximate linear programming algorithm we presented in Section 5. In the approximate
linear programming algorithm, we never need to compute the decision list policy. The
policy is always represented implicitly by the Qa functions. Thus, this algorithm does not
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require explicit computation or manipulation of the greedy policy. This diﬀerence has two
important consequences: one computational and the other in terms of generality.
First, not having to compute or consider the decision lists makes approximate linear
programming faster and easier to implement. In this algorithm, we generate a single LP
with one cost network for each action and never need to compute a decision list policy. On
the other hand, in each iteration, approximate policy iteration needs to generate two LPs
for every branch of the decision list of size L, which is usually signiﬁcantly longer than |A|,
with a total of 2L cost networks. In terms of representation, we do not require the policies
to be compact; thus, we do not need to make the default action assumption. Therefore, the
approximate linear programming algorithm can deal with a more general class of problems,
where each action can have its own independent DBN transition model. On the other hand,
as described in Section 3.2, approximate policy iteration has stronger guarantees in terms
of error bounds. These diﬀerences will be highlighted further in our experimental results
presented in Section 9.

7. Computing Bounds on Policy Quality
We have presented two algorithms for computing approximate solutions to factored MDPs.
All these algorithms generate linear value functions which can be denoted by Hw, where w
are the resulting basis function weights. In practice, the agent will deﬁne its behavior by
acting according to the greedy policy π = Greedy(Hw). One issue that remains is how this
policy π compares to the true optimal policy π ∗ ; that is, how the actual value Vπ of policy
π compares to V ∗ .
In Section 3, we showed some a priori bounds for the quality of the policy. Another
possible procedure is to compute an a posteriori bound. That is, given our resulting weights
w, we compute a bound on the loss of acting according to the greedy policy π rather than
the optimal policy. This can be achieved by using the Bellman error analysis of Williams
and Baird (1993).
The Bellman error is deﬁned as BellmanErr(V) = T ∗ V − V ∞ . Given the greedy
policy π = Greedy(V), their analysis provides the bound:
V ∗ − Vπ

∞

≤

2γBellmanErr(V)
.
1−γ

(22)

Thus, we can use the Bellman error BellmanErr(Hw) to evaluate the quality of our resulting
greedy policy.
Note that computing the Bellman error involves a maximization over the state space.
Thus, the complexity of this computation grows exponentially with the number of state
variables. Koller and Parr (2000) suggested that structure in the factored MDP can be
exploited to compute the Bellman error eﬃciently. Here, we show how this error bound can
be computed by a set of cost networks using a similar construction to the one in our maxnorm projection algorithms. This technique can be used for any π that can be represented
as a decision list and does not depend on the algorithm used to determine the policy. Thus,
we can apply this technique to solutions determined approximate linear programming if the
action descriptions permit a decision list representation of the policy.
For some set of weights w, the Bellman error is given by:
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FactoredBellmanErr (P , R, γ, H, O, w)
//P is the factored transition model.
//R is the set of factored reward functions.
//γ is the discount factor.
//H is the set of basis functions H = {h1 , . . . , hk }.
//O stores the elimination order.
//w are the weights for the linear value function.
//Return the Bellman error for the value function Hw.
//Cache the backprojections of the basis functions.

For each basis function hi ∈ H; for each action a:
Let gia = Backproja (hi ).
//Compute decision list policy for value function
 Hw.

Let ∆ = DecisionListPolicy(Ra + γ

i

wi gia ).

//Initialize indicators.

Let I = {}.

//Initialize Bellman error.

Let ε = 0.
//For every branch of the decision list policy, generate the relevant cost networks, solve it with
variable elimination, and update the indicators to constraint the state space for future branches.

For each branch tj , aj in the decision list policy ∆:

//Instantiate the variables in Tj to the assignment given in tj .
a

a

Instantiate the set of functions {w1 (h1 −γg1 j ), . . . , wk (hk −γgk j )} with the
partial state assignment tj and store in C.
Instantiate the target functions Raj with the partial state assignment
tj and store in b.
Instantiate the indicator functions I with the partial state assignment
tj and store in I  .
//Use variable elimination to solve first cost network, and update Bellman error, if error
for this branch is larger.

Let ε = max (ε, VariableElimination(C − b + I  , O)).

//Use variable elimination to solve second cost network, and update Bellman error, if error
for this branch is larger.

Let ε = max (ε, VariableElimination(−C + b + I  , O)).
//Update the indicator functions.

Let Ij (x) = −∞1(x = tj ) and update the indicators I = I ∪ Ij .
Return ε.

Figure 10: Algorithm for computing Bellman error for factored value function Hw.
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BellmanErr(Hw) =

T ∗ Hw − Hw

= max



∞;

maxx i wi hi (x) − Rπ (x) − γ x Pπ (x | x) j wj hj (x ) ,



maxx Rπ (x) + γ x Pπ (x | x) j wj hj (x ) − i wi hi (x)








If the rewards Rπ and the transition model Pπ are factored appropriately, then we can
compute each one of these two maximizations (maxx ) using variable elimination in a cost
network as described in Section 4.2.1. However, π is a decision list policy and it does not
induce a factored transition model. Fortunately, as in the approximate policy iteration
algorithm in Section 6, we can exploit the structure in the decision list to perform such
maximization eﬃciently. In particular, as in approximate policy iteration, we will generate
two cost networks for each branch in the decision list. To guarantee that our maximization
is performed only over states where this branch is relevant, we include the same type of
indicator functions, which will force irrelevant states to have a value of −∞, thus guaranteeing that at each point of the decision list policy we obtain the corresponding state with
the maximum error. The state with the overall largest Bellman error will be the maximum
over the ones generated for each point the in the decision list policy. The complete factored
algorithm for computing the Bellman error is outlined in Figure 10.
One last interesting note concerns our approximate policy iteration algorithm with maxnorm projection of Section 6. In all our experiments, this algorithm converged, so that
w(t) = w(t+1) after some iterations. If such convergence occurs, then the objective function
φ(t+1) of the linear program in our last iteration is equal to the Bellman error of the ﬁnal
policy:
Lemma 7.1 If approximate policy iteration with max-norm projection converges, so that
w(t) = w(t+1) for some iteration t, then the max-norm projection error φ(t+1) of the last
iteration is equal to the Bellman error for the ﬁnal value function estimate Hw = Hw(t) :
BellmanErr(Hw) = φ(t+1) .
Proof: See Appendix A.4.
Thus, we can bound the loss of acting according to the ﬁnal policy π (t+1) by substituting
(t+1)
into the Bellman error bound:
φ
Corollary 7.2 If approximate policy iteration with max-norm projection converges after
t iterations to a ﬁnal value function estimate Hw associated with a greedy policy π =
Greedy(Hw), then the loss of acting according to π instead of the optimal policy π ∗ is
bounded by:
V ∗ − Vπ

∞

≤

2γφ(t+1)
,
1−γ

where Vπ is the actual value of the policy π.
Therefore, when approximate policy iteration converges we can obtain a bound on the
quality of the resulting policy without needing to compute the Bellman error explicitly.
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8. Exploiting Context-speciﬁc Structure
Thus far, we have presented a suite of algorithms which exploit additive structure in the
reward and basis functions and sparse connectivity in the DBN representing the transition
model. However, there exists another important type of structure that should also be
exploited for eﬃcient decision making: context-speciﬁc independence (CSI). For example,
consider an agent responsible for building and maintaining a house, if the painting task can
only be completed after the plumbing and the electrical wiring have been installed, then
the probability that the painting is done is 0, in all contexts where plumbing or electricity
are not done, independently of the agents action. The representation we have used so far in
this paper would use a table to represent this type of function. This table is exponentially
large in the number of variables in the scope of the function, and ignores the context-speciﬁc
structure inherent in the problem deﬁnition.
Boutilier et al. (Boutilier et al., 1995; Dearden & Boutilier, 1997; Boutilier, Dean, &
Hanks, 1999; Boutilier et al., 2000) have developed a set of algorithms which can exploit CSI
in the transition and reward models to perform eﬃcient (approximate) planning. Although
this approach is often successful in problems where the value function contains suﬃcient
context-speciﬁc structure, the approach is not able to exploit the additive structure which
is also often present in real-world problems.
In this section, we extend the factored MDP model to include context-speciﬁc structure.
We present a simple, yet eﬀective extension of our algorithms which can exploit both CSI
and additive structure to obtain eﬃcient approximations for factored MDPs. We ﬁrst extend
the factored MDP representation to include context-speciﬁc structure and then show how
the basic operations from Section 4 required by our algorithms can be performed eﬃciently
in this new representation.
8.1 Factored MDPs with Context-specific and Additive Structure
There are several representations for context-speciﬁc functions. The most common are
decision trees (Boutilier et al., 1995), algebraic decision diagrams (ADDs) (Hoey, St-Aubin,
Hu, & Boutilier, 1999), and rules (Zhang & Poole, 1999). We choose to use rules as our
basic representation, for two main reasons. First, the rule-based representation allows a
fairly simple algorithm for variable elimination, which is a key operation in our framework.
Second, rules are not required to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, a requirement that
can be restrictive if we want to exploit additive independence, where functions can be
represented as a linear combination of a set of non-mutually exclusive functions.
We begin by describing the rule-based representation (along the lines of Zhang and
Poole’s presentation (1999)) for the probabilistic transition model, in particular, the CPDs
of our DBN model. Roughly speaking, each rule corresponds to some set of CPD entries
that are all associated with a particular probability value. These entries with the same
value are referred to as consistent contexts:
Definition 8.1 Let C ⊆ {X, X } and c ∈ Dom(C). We say that c is consistent with
b ∈ Dom(B), for B ⊆ {X, X }, if c and b have the same assignment for the variables in
C ∩ B.
The probability of these consistent contexts will be represented by probability rules:
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Electrical

Electrical

Done

Not done

Done

Not done

Plumbing

P(Painting’) = 0

Plumbing

P(Painting’) = 0
Not done

Done

Not done
P(Painting’) = 0

Done

Painting
Not done

P(Painting’) = 0

P(Painting’) = 0.95

P(Painting’) = 0

(a)

Done
P(Painting’) = 0.9

(b)

η4 = ¬Electrical : 0
η5 = Electrical ∧ ¬Plumbing : 0
η6 = Electrical ∧ Plumbing ∧ ¬Painting : 0
η7 = Electrical ∧ Plumbing ∧ Painting : 0.9
(d)

η1 = ¬Electrical : 0
η2 = Electrical ∧ ¬ Plumbing : 0
η3 = Electrical ∧ Plumbing : 0.95
(c)

Figure 11: Example CPDs for variable the Painting’ = true represented as decision trees:
(a) when the action is paint; (b) when the action is not paint. The same CPDs
can be represented by probability rules as shown in (c) and (d), respectively.

Definition 8.2 A probability rule η = c : p is a function η : {X, X } → [0, 1], where the
context c ∈ Dom(C) for C ⊆ {X, X } and p ∈ [0, 1], such that η(x, x ) = p if (x, x ) is
consistent with c and is equal to 1 otherwise.
In this case, it is convenient to require that the rules be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, so that each CPD entry is uniquely deﬁned by its association with a single rule.
Definition 8.3 A rule-based conditional probability distribution (rule CPD) Pa is a function Pa : ({Xi } ∪ X) → [0, 1], composed of a set of probability rules {η1 , η2 , . . . , ηm } whose
contexts are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. We deﬁne:
Pa (xi | x) = ηj (x, x ),
where ηj is the unique rule in Pa for which cj is consistent with (xi , x). We require that,
for all x,

Pa (xi | x) = 1.
xi

We can deﬁne Parentsa (Xi ) to be the union of the contexts of the rules in Pa (Xi | X). An
example of a CPD represented by a set of probability rules is shown in Figure 11.
Rules can also be used to represent additive functions, such as reward or basis functions.
We represent such context speciﬁc value dependencies using value rules:
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Definition 8.4 A value rule ρ = c : v is a function ρ : X → R such that ρ(x) = v when
x is consistent with c and 0 otherwise.
Note that a value rule c : v has a scope C.
It is important to note that value rules are not required to be mutually exclusive and
exhaustive. Each value rule represents a (weighted) indicator function, which takes on a
value v in states consistent with some context c, and 0 in all other states. In any given state,
the values of the zero or more rules consistent with that state are simply added together.
Example 8.5 In our construction example, we might have a set of rules:
ρ1 = Plumbing = done : 100 ;
ρ2 = Electricity = done : 100 ;
ρ3 = Painting = done : 100 ;
ρ4 = Action = plumb : −10 ;
..
.
which, when summed together, deﬁne the reward function R = ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 + ρ4 + · · ·.
In general, our reward function Ra is represented as a rule-based function:
Definition 8.6 A rule-based function f : X → R is composed of a set of rules {ρ1 , . . . , ρn }

such that f (x) = ni=1 ρi (x).

In the same manner, each one of our basis functions hj is now represented as a rule-based
function.
This notion of a rule-based function is related to the tree-structure functions used by
Boutilier et al. (2000), but is substantially more general. In the tree-structure value functions, the rules corresponding to the diﬀerent leaves are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
Thus, the total number of diﬀerent values represented in the tree is equal to the number
of leaves (or rules). In the rule-based function representation, the rules are not mutually
exclusive, and their values are added to form the overall function value for diﬀerent settings
of the variables. Diﬀerent rules are added in diﬀerent settings, and, in fact, with k rules,
one can easily generate 2k diﬀerent possible values, as is demonstrated in Section 9. Thus,
the rule-based functions can provide a compact representation for a much richer class of
value functions.
Using this rule-based representation, we can exploit both CSI and additive independence
in the representation of our factored MDP and basis functions. We now show how the basic
operations in Section 4 can be adapted to exploit our rule-based representation.
8.2 Adding, Multiplying and Maximizing Consistent Rules
In our table-based algorithms, we relied on standard sum and product operators applied to
tables. In order to exploit CSI using a rule-based representation, we must redeﬁne these
standard operations. In particular, the algorithms will need to add or multiply rules that
ascribe values to overlapping sets of states.
We will start by deﬁning these operations for rules with the same context:
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Definition 8.7 Let ρ1 = c : v1 and ρ2 = c : v2 be two rules with context c. Deﬁne the
rule product as ρ1 × ρ2 = c : v1 · v2 , and the rule sum as ρ1 + ρ2 = c : v1 + v2 .
Note that this deﬁnition is restricted to rules with the same context. We will address this
issue in a moment. First, we will introduce an additional operation which maximizes a
variable from a set of rules, which otherwise share a common context:
Definition 8.8 Let Y be a variable with Dom[Y ] = {y1 , . . . , yk }, and let ρi , for each i =
1, . . . , k, be a rule of the form ρi = c ∧ Y = yi : vi . Then for the rule-based function
f = ρ1 + · · · + ρk , deﬁne the rule maximization over Y as maxY f = c : maxi vi .
After this operation, Y has been maximized out from the scope of the function f .
These three operations we have just described can only be applied to sets of rules that
satisfy very stringent conditions. To make our set of rules amenable to the application
of these operations, we might need to reﬁne some of these rules. We therefore deﬁne the
following operation:
Definition 8.9 Let ρ = c : v be a rule, and Y be a variable. Deﬁne the rule split
Split(ρ Y ) of ρ on a variable Y as follows: If Y ∈ Scope[C], then Split(ρ Y ) = {ρ};
otherwise,
Split(ρ Y ) = {c ∧ Y = yi : v | yi ∈ Dom[Y ]} .
Thus, if we split a rule ρ on variable Y that is not in the scope of the context of ρ, then we
generate a new set of rules, with one for each assignment in the domain of Y .
In general, the purpose of rule splitting is to extend the context c of one rule ρ coincide
with the context c of another consistent rule ρ . Naively, we might take all variables in
Scope[C ] − Scope[C] and split ρ recursively on each one of them. However, this process
creates unnecessarily many rules: If Y is a variable in Scope[C ] − Scope[C] and we split ρ
on Y , then only one of the |Dom[Y ]| new rules generated will remain consistent with ρ : the
one which has the same assignment for Y as the one in c . Thus, only this consistent rule
needs to be split further. We can now deﬁne the recursive splitting procedure that achieves
this more parsimonious representation:
Definition 8.10 Let ρ = c : v be a rule, and b be a context such that b ∈ Dom[B].
Deﬁne the recursive rule split Split(ρ b) of ρ on a context b as follows:
1. {ρ}, if c is not consistent with b; else,
2. {ρ}, if Scope[B] ⊆ Scope[C]; else,
3. {Split(ρi  b) | ρi ∈ Split(ρ Y )}, for some variable Y ∈ Scope[B] − Scope[C] .

In this deﬁnition, each variable Y ∈ Scope[B] − Scope[C] leads to the generation of k =
|Dom(Y )| rules at the step in which it is split. However, only one of these k rules is used
in the next recursive step because only one is consistent with b. Therefore, the size of the

split set is simply 1 + Y ∈Scope[B]−Scope[C] (|Dom(Y )| − 1). This size is independent of the
order in which the variables are split within the operation.
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Note that only one of the rules in Split(ρ b) is consistent with b: the one with context
c ∧ b. Thus, if we want to add two consistent rules ρ1 = c1 : v1 and ρ2 = c2 : v2 , then
all we need to do is replace these rules by the set:
Split(ρ1  c2 ) ∪ Split(ρ2  c1 ),
and then simply replace the resulting rules c1 ∧ c2 : v1 and c2 ∧ c1 : v2 by their sum
c1 ∧ c2 : v1 + v2 . Multiplication is performed in an analogous manner.
Example 8.11 Consider adding the following set of consistent rules:
ρ1 = a ∧ b : 5 ,
ρ2 = a ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 3 .
In these rules, the context c1 of ρ1 is a ∧ b, and the context c2 of ρ2 is a ∧ ¬c ∧ d.
Rules ρ1 and ρ2 are consistent, therefore, we must split them to perform the addition
operation:


 a ∧ b ∧ c : 5 ,
a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d : 5 ,
Split(ρ1  c2 ) =

 a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 5 .

Likewise,

Split(ρ2 

c1 ) =



a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 3 ,
a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 3 .

The result of adding rules ρ1 and ρ2 is
a ∧ b ∧ c : 5 ,
a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d : 5 ,
a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 8 ,
a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ d : 3 .

8.3 Rule-based One-step Lookahead
Using this compact rule-based representation, we are able to compute a one-step lookahead
plan eﬃciently for models with signiﬁcant context-speciﬁc or additive independence.
As in Section 4.1 for the table-based case, the rule-based Qa function can be represented
as the sum of the reward function and the discounted expected value of the next state.
Due to our linear approximation of the value function, the expectation term is, in turn,
represented as the linear combination of the backprojections of our basis functions. To
exploit CSI, we are representing the rewards and basis functions as rule-based functions.
To represent Qa as a rule-based function, it is suﬃcient for us to show how to represent the
backprojection gj of the basis function hj as a rule-based function.
 (h )
function,
which can be written as hj (x) = i ρi j (x), where
Each hj is a rule-based


(h )
(h )
(h )
ρi j has the form ci j : vi j . Each rule is a restricted scope function; thus, we can
simplify the backprojection as:
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RuleBackproja (ρ) ,

where ρ is given by c : v , with c ∈ Dom[C].

Let g = {}.
Select the set P of relevant probability rules:
P = {ηj ∈ P (Xi | Parents(Xi )) | Xi ∈ C and c is consistent with cj }.
Remove the X assignments from the context of all rules in P.
// Multiply consistent rules:
While there are two consistent rules η1 = c1 : p1 and η2 = c2 : p2 :
If c1 = c2 , replace these two rules by c1 : p1 p2 ;
Else replace these two rules by the set: Split(η1  c2 ) ∪ Split(η2  c1 ).
// Generate value rules:
For each rule ηi in P:
Update the backprojection g = g ∪ {ci : pi v }.
Return g.

Figure 12: Rule-based backprojection.
gja (x) =



Pa (x | x)hj (x ) ;

=



Pa (x | x)

=



=

 (hj )

x
x
i
i

(h )

 (hj )
i

x

vi



ρi

(hj )

Pa (x | x)ρi
(hj )

Pa (ci

(x );

(x );

| x);

(h )

where the term vi j Pa (ci j | x) can be written as a rule function. We denote this back(h )
projection operation by RuleBackproja (ρi j ).
The backprojection procedure, described in Figure 12, follows three steps. First, the
relevant rules are selected: In the CPDs for the variables that appear in the context of ρ,
we select the rules consistent with this context, as these are the only rules that play a role
in the backprojection computation. Second, we multiply all consistent probability rules to
form a local set of mutually-exclusive rules. This procedure is analogous to the addition
procedure described in Section 8.2. Now that we have represented the probabilities that
can aﬀect ρ by a mutually-exclusive set, we can simply represent the backprojection of ρ
by the product of these probabilities with the value of ρ. That is, the backprojection of ρ is
a rule-based function with one rule for each one of the mutually-exclusive probability rules
ηi . The context of this new value rule is the same as that of ηi , and the value is the product
of the probability of ηi and the value of ρ.
Example 8.12 For example, consider the backprojection of a simple rule,
ρ =  Painting = done : 100 ,
through the CPD in Figure 11(c) for the paint action:
RuleBackprojpaint (ρ) =



Ppaint (x | x)ρ(x );

x
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=

Ppaint (Painting | x)ρ(Painting );

Painting

= 100

3


ηi (Painting’ = done, x) .

i=1

Note that the product of these simple rules is equivalent to the decision tree CPD shown in
Figure 11(a). Hence, this product is equal to 0 in most contexts, for example, when electricity
is not done at time t. The product in non-zero only in one context: in the context associated
with rule η3 . Thus, we can express the result of the backprojection operation by a rule-based
function with a single rule:
RuleBackprojpaint (ρ) = Plumbing ∧ Electrical : 95 .
Similarly, the backprojection of ρ when the action is not paint can also be represented by a
single rule:
RuleBackproj¬paint (ρ) = Plumbing ∧ Electrical ∧ Painting : 90 .
Using this algorithm, we can now write the backprojection of the rule-based basis function hj as:
gja (x) =


i

(hj )

RuleBackproja (ρi

),

(23)

where gja is a sum of rule-based functions, and therefore also a rule-based function. For
simplicity of notation, we use gja = RuleBackproja (hj ) to refer to this deﬁnition of backpro
jection. Using this notation, we can write Qa (x) = Ra (x) + γ j wj gja (x), which is again a
rule-based function.
8.4 Rule-based Maximization Over the State Space
The second key operation required to extend our planning algorithms to exploit CSI is to
modify the variable elimination algorithm in Section 4.2.1 to handle the rule-based representation. In Section 4.2.1, we showed that the maximization of a linear combination
of table-based functions with restricted scope can be performed eﬃciently using non-serial
dynamic programming (Bertele & Brioschi, 1972), or variable elimination. To exploit structure in rules, we use an algorithm similar to variable elimination in a Bayesian network with
context-speciﬁc independence (Zhang & Poole, 1999).
Intuitively, the algorithm operates by selecting the value rules relevant to the variable
being maximized in the current iteration. Then, a local maximization is performed over
this subset of the rules, generating a new set of rules without the current variable. The
procedure is then repeated recursively until all variables have been eliminated.
More precisely, our algorithm “eliminates” variables one by one, where the elimination process performs a maximization step over the variable’s domain. Suppose that we
are eliminating Xi , whose collected value rules lead to a rule function f , and f involves
additional variables in some set B, so that f ’s scope is B ∪ {Xi }. We need to compute
the maximum value for Xi for each choice of b ∈ Dom[B]. We use MaxOut (f, Xi ) to denote a procedure that takes a rule function f (B, Xi ) and returns a rule function g(B) such
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MaxOut (f, B)

Let g = {}.
Add completing rules to f : B = bi : 0 , i = 1, . . . , k.
// Summing consistent rules:
While there are two consistent rules ρ1 = c1 : v1 and ρ2 = c2 : v2 :
If c1 = c2 , then replace these two rules by c1 : v1 + v2 ;
Else replace these two rules by the set: Split(ρ1  c2 ) ∪ Split(ρ2  c1 ).
// Maximizing out variable B:
Repeat until f is empty:
If there are rules c ∧ B = bi : vi , ∀bi ∈ Dom(B) :
Then remove these rules from f and add rule c : maxi vi to g;
Else select two rules: ρi = ci ∧ B = bi : vi and ρj = cj ∧ B = bj : vj
such that ci is consistent with cj , but not identical, and replace
them with Split(ρi  cj ) ∪ Split(ρj  ci ) .
Return g.

Figure 13: Maximizing out variable B from rule function f .
that: g(b) = maxxi f (b, xi ). Such a procedure is an extension of the variable elimination
algorithm of Zhang and Poole (Zhang & Poole, 1999).
The rule-based variable elimination algorithm maintains a set F of value rules, initially
containing the set of rules to be maximized. The algorithm then repeats the following steps
for each variable Xi until all variables have been eliminated:
1. Collect all rules which depend on Xi into fi — fi = {c : v ∈ F | Xi ∈ C} — and
remove these rules from F.
2. Perform the local maximization step over Xi : gi = MaxOut (fi , Xi );
3. Add the rules in gi to F; now, Xi has been “eliminated.”
The cost of this algorithm is polynomial in the number of new rules generated in the
maximization operation MaxOut (fi , Xi ). The number of rules is never larger and in many
cases exponentially smaller than the complexity bounds on the table-based maximization in
Section 4.2.1, which, in turn, was exponential only in the induced width of the cost network
graph (Dechter, 1999). However, the computational costs involved in managing sets of rules
usually imply that the computational advantage of the rule-based approach over the tablebased one will only be signiﬁcant in problems that possess a fair amount of context-speciﬁc
structure.
In the remainder of this section, we present the algorithm for computing the local
maximization MaxOut (fi , Xi ). In the next section, we show how these ideas can be applied
to extending the algorithm in Section 4.2.2 to exploit CSI in the LP representation for
planning in factored MDPs.
The procedure, presented in Figure 13, is divided into two parts: ﬁrst, all consistent
rules are added together as described in Section 8.2; then, variable B is maximized. This
maximization is performed by generating a set of rules, one for each assignment of B, whose
contexts have the same assignment for all variables except for B, as in Deﬁnition 8.8. This
set is then substituted by a single rule without a B assignment in its context and with value
equal to the maximum of the values of the rules in the original set. Note that, to simplify
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the algorithm, we initially need to add a set of value rules with 0 value, which guarantee
that our rule function f is complete (i.e., there is at least one rule consistent with every
context).
The correctness of this procedure follows directly from the correctness of the rule-based
variable elimination procedure described by Zhang and Poole, merely by replacing summations with product with max, and products with products with sums. We conclude this
section with a small example to illustrate the algorithm:
Example 8.13 Suppose we are maximizing a for the following set of rules:
ρ1
ρ2
ρ3
ρ4

= ¬a : 1 ,
= a ∧ ¬b : 2 ,
= a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : 3 ,
= ¬a ∧ b : 1 .

When we add completing rules, we get:
ρ5 = ¬a : 0 ,
ρ6 = a : 0 .
In the ﬁrst part of the algorithm, we need to add consistent rules: We add ρ5 to ρ1 (which
remains unchanged), combine ρ1 with ρ4 , ρ6 with ρ2 , and then the split of ρ6 on the context
of ρ3 , to get the following inconsistent set of rules:
ρ2
ρ3
ρ7
ρ8
ρ9

= a ∧ ¬b : 2 ,
= a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : 3 ,
= ¬a ∧ b : 2 ,
(from adding ρ4 to the consistent rule from Split(ρ1  b))
= ¬a ∧ ¬b : 1 ,
(from Split(ρ1  b))
= a ∧ b ∧ c : 0 ,
(from Split(ρ6  a ∧ b ∧ ¬c)).

Note that several rules with value 0 are also generated, but not shown here because they are
added to other rules with consistent contexts. We can move to the second stage (repeat loop)
of MaxOut. We remove ρ2 , and ρ8 , and maximize a out of them, to give:
ρ10 = ¬b : 2 .
We then select rules ρ3 and ρ7 and split ρ7 on c (ρ3 is split on the empty set and is not
changed),
ρ11 = ¬a ∧ b ∧ c : 2 ,
ρ12 = ¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : 2 .
Maximizing out a from rules ρ12 and ρ3 , we get:
ρ13 = b ∧ ¬c : 3 .
We are left with ρ11 , which maximized over its counterpart ρ9 gives
ρ12 = b ∧ ¬c : 2 .
Notice that, throughout this maximization, we have not split on the variable C when ¬b ∈ ci ,
giving us only 6 distinct rules in the ﬁnal result. This is not possible in a table-based
representation, since our functions would then be over the 3 variables a,b,c, and therefore
must have 8 entries.
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8.5 Rule-based Factored LP
In Section 4.2.2, we showed that the LPs used in our algorithms have exponentially many

constraints of the form: φ ≥ i wi ci (x) − b(x), ∀x, which can be substituted by a single,

equivalent, non-linear constraint: φ ≥ maxx i wi ci (x) − b(x). We then showed that, using
variable elimination, we can represent this non-linear constraint by an equivalent set of
linear constraints in a construction we called the factored LP. The number of constraints in
the factored LP is linear in the size of the largest table generated in the variable elimination
procedure. This table-based algorithm can only exploit additive independence. We now
extend the algorithm in Section 4.2.2 to exploit both additive and context-speciﬁc structure,
by using the rule-based variable elimination described in the previous section.
Suppose we wish to enforce the more general constraint 0 ≥ maxy F w (y), where F w (y) =
 w
j fj (y) such that each fj is a rule. As in the table-based version, the superscript w means
that fj might depend on w. Speciﬁcally, if fj comes from basis function hi , it is multiplied
by the weight wi ; if fj is a rule from the reward function, it is not.
In our rule-based factored linear program, we generate LP variables associated with
contexts; we call these LP rules. An LP rule has the form c : u ; it is associated with a
context c and a variable u in the linear program. We begin by transforming all our original
rules fjw into LP rules as follows: If rule fj has the form cj : vj and comes from basis
function hi , we introduce an LP rule ej = cj : uj and the equality constraint uj = wi vj .
If fj has the same form but comes from a reward function, we introduce an LP rule of the
same form, but the equality constraint becomes uj = vj .

Now, we have only LP rules and need to represent the constraint: 0 ≥ maxy j ej (y).
To represent such a constraint, we follow an algorithm very similar to the variable elimination procedure in Section 8.4. The main diﬀerence occurs in the MaxOut (f, B) operation in
Figure 13. Instead of generating new value rules, we generate new LP rules, with associated
new variables and new constraints. The simplest case occurs when computing a split or
adding two LP rules. For example, when we add two value rules in the original algorithm,
we instead perform the following operation on their associated LP rules: If the LP rules
are c : ui and c : uj , we replace these by a new rule c : uk , associated with a new LP
variable uk with context c, whose value should be ui + uj . To enforce this value constraint,
we simply add an additional constraint to the LP: uk = ui + uj . A similar procedure can
be followed when computing the split.
More interesting constraints are generated when we perform a maximization. In the
rule-based variable elimination algorithm in Figure 13, this maximization occurs when we
replace a set of rules:
c ∧ B = bi : vi , ∀bi ∈ Dom(B),
by a new rule




c : max vi .
i

Following the same process as in the LP rule summation above, if we are maximizing
ei = c ∧ B = bi : ui , ∀bi ∈ Dom(B),
we generate a new LP variable uk associated with the rule ek = c : uk . However, we
cannot add the nonlinear constraint uk = maxi ui , but we can add a set of equivalent linear
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constraints
uk ≥ ui , ∀i.
Therefore, using these simple operations, we can exploit structure in the rule functions

to represent the nonlinear constraint en ≥ maxy j ej (y), where en is the very last LP
rule we generate. A ﬁnal constraint un = φ implies that we are representing exactly the
constraints in Equation (12), without having to enumerate every state.
The correctness of our rule-based factored LP construction is a corollary of Theorem 4.4
and of the correctness of the rule-based variable elimination algorithm (Zhang & Poole,
1999) .
Corollary 8.14 The constraints generated by the rule-based factored LP construction are
equivalent to the non-linear constraint in Equation (12). That is, an assignment to (φ, w)
satisﬁes the rule-based factored LP constraints if and only if it satisﬁes the constraint in
Equation (12).
The number of variables and constraints in the rule-based factored LP is linear in the
number of rules generated by the variable elimination process. In turn, the number of rules
is no larger, and often exponentially smaller, than the number of entries in the table-based
approach.
To illustrate the generation of LP constraints as just described, we now present a small
example:
Example 8.15 Let e1 , e2 , e3 , and e4 be the set of LP rules which depend on the variable
b being maximized. Here, rule ei is associated with the LP variable ui :
e1
e2
e3
e4

= a ∧ b : u1 ,
= a ∧ b ∧ c : u2 ,
= a ∧ ¬b : u3 ,
= a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : u4 .

In this set, note that rules e1 and e2 are consistent. We combine them to generate the
following rules:
e5 = a ∧ b ∧ c : u5 ,
e6 = a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : u1 .
and the constraint u1 + u2 = u5 . Similarly, e6 and e4 may be combined, resulting in:
e7 = a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : u6 .
with the constraint u6 = u1 + u4 . Now, we have the following three inconsistent rules for
the maximization:
e3 = a ∧ ¬b : u3 ,
e5 = a ∧ b ∧ c : u5 ,
e7 = a ∧ b ∧ ¬c : u6 .
Following the maximization procedure, since no pair of rules can be eliminated right away,
we split e3 and e5 to generate the following rules:
e8 = a ∧ ¬b ∧ c : u3 ,
e9 = a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c : u3 ,
e5 = a ∧ b ∧ c : u5 .
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We can now maximize b out from e8 and e5 , resulting in the following rule and constraints
respectively:
e10 = a ∧ c : u7 ,
u7 ≥ u5 ,
u7 ≥ u3 .
Likewise, maximizing b out from e9 and e6 , we get:
e11 = a ∧ ¬c : u8 ,
u8 ≥ u3 ,
u8 ≥ u6 ;
which completes the elimination of variable b in our rule-based factored LP.
We have presented an algorithm for exploiting both additive and context-speciﬁc structure in the LP construction steps of our planning algorithms. This rule-based factored LP
approach can now be applied directly in our approximate linear programming and approximate policy iteration algorithms, which were presented in Sections 5 and 6.
The only additional modiﬁcation required concerns the manipulation of the decision
list policies presented in Section 6.2. Although approximate linear programming does not
require any explicit policy representation (or the default action model), approximate policy iteration require us to represent such policy. Fortunately, no major modiﬁcations are
required in the rule-based case. In particular, the conditionals ti , ai , δi in the decision
list policies are already context-speciﬁc rules. Thus, the policy representation algorithm in
Section 6.2 can be applied directly with our new rule-based representation. Therefore, we
now have a complete framework for exploiting both additive and context-speciﬁc structure
for eﬃcient planning in factored MDPs.

9. Experimental Results
The factored representation of a value function is most appropriate in certain types of
systems: Systems that involve many variables, but where the strong interactions between
the variables are fairly sparse, so that the decoupling of the inﬂuence between variables
does not induce an unacceptable loss in accuracy. As argued by Herbert Simon (1981)
in “Architecture of Complexity,” many complex systems have a “nearly decomposable,
hierarchical structure,” with the subsystems interacting only weakly between themselves. To
evaluate our algorithm, we selected problems that we believe exhibit this type of structure.
In this section, we perform various experiments intended to explore the performance
of our algorithms. First, we compare our factored approximate linear programming (LP)
and approximate policy iteration (PI) algorithms. We also compare to the L2 -projection
algorithm of Koller and Parr (2000). Our second evaluation compares a table-based implementation to a rule-based implementation that can exploit CSI. Finally, we present
comparisons between our approach and the algorithms of Boutilier et al. (2000).
9.1 Approximate LP and Approximate PI
In order to compare our approximate LP and approximate PI algorithms, we tested both on
the SysAdmin problem described in detail in Section 2.1. This problem relates to a system
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administrator who has to maintain a network of computers; we experimented with various
network architectures, shown in Figure 1. Machines fail randomly, and a faulty machine
increases the probability that its neighboring machines will fail. At every time step, the
SysAdmin can go to one machine and reboot it, causing it to be working in the next time
step with high probability. Recall that the state space in this problem grows exponentially
in the number of machines in the network, that is, a problem with m machines has 2m states.
Each machine receives a reward of 1 when working (except in the ring, where one machine
receives a reward of 2, to introduce some asymmetry), a zero reward is given to faulty
machines, and the discount factor is γ = 0.95. The optimal strategy for rebooting machines
will depend upon the topology, the discount factor, and the status of the machines in the
network. If machine i and machine j are both faulty, the beneﬁt of rebooting i must be
weighed against the expected discounted impact of delaying rebooting j on j’s successors.
For topologies such as rings, this policy may be a function of the status of every single
machine in the network.
The basis functions used included independent indicators for each machine, with value
1 if it is working and zero otherwise (i.e., each one is a restricted scope function of a single
variable), and the constant basis, whose value is 1 for all states. We selected straightforward
variable elimination orders: for the “Star” and “Three Legs” topologies, we ﬁrst eliminated
the variables corresponding to computers in the legs, and the center computer (server) was
eliminated last; for “Ring,” we started with an arbitrary computer and followed the ring
order; for “Ring and Star,” the ring machines were eliminated ﬁrst and then the center one;
ﬁnally, for the “Ring of Rings” topology, we eliminated the computers in the outer rings
ﬁrst and then the ones in the inner ring.
We implemented the factored policy iteration and linear programming algorithms in
Matlab, using CPLEX as the LP solver. Experiments were performed on a Sun UltraSPARCII, 359 MHz with 256MB of RAM. To evaluate the complexity of the approximate policy
iteration with max-norm projection algorithm, tests were performed with increasing the
number of states, that is, increasing number of machines on the network. Figure 14 shows
the running time for increasing problem sizes, for various architectures. The simplest one
is the “Star,” where the backprojection of each basis function has scope restricted to two
variables and the largest factor in the cost network has scope restricted to two variables.
The most diﬃcult one was the “Bidirectional Ring,” where factors contain ﬁve variables.
Note that the number of states is growing exponentially (indicated by the log scale in
Figure 14), but running times increase only logarithmically in the number of states, or
polynomially in the number of variables. We illustrate this behavior in Figure 14(d), where
we ﬁt a 3rd order polynomial to the running times for the “unidirectional ring.” Note that
the size of the problem description grows quadratically with the number of variables: adding
a machine to the network also adds the possible action of ﬁxing that machine. For this
problem,
the computation
cost of our factored algorithm empirically grows approximately


as O (n · |A|)1.5 , for a problem with n variables, as opposed to the exponential complexity
— poly (2n , |A|) — of the explicit algorithm.
For further evaluation, we measured the error in our approximate value function relative
to the true optimal value function V ∗ . Note that it is only possible to compute V ∗ for small
problems; in our case, we were only able to go up to 10 machines. For comparison, we
also evaluated the error in the approximate value function produced by the L2 -projection
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Figure 14: (a)–(c) Running times for policy iteration with max-norm projection on variants
of the SysAdmin problem; (d) Fitting a polynomial to the running time for the
“Ring” topology.

algorithm of Koller and Parr (2000). As we discussed in Section 6.4, the L2 projections in
factored MDPs by Koller and Parr are diﬃcult and time consuming; hence, we were only
able to compare the two algorithms for smaller problems, where an equivalent L2 -projection
can be implemented using an explicit state space formulation. Results for both algorithms
are presented in Figure 15(a), showing the relative error of the approximate solutions to
the true value function for increasing problem sizes. The results indicate that, for larger
problems, the max-norm formulation generates a better approximation of the true optimal
value function V ∗ than the L2 -projection. Here, we used two types of basis functions: the
same single variable functions, and pairwise basis functions. The pairwise basis functions
contain indicators for neighboring pairs of machines (i.e., functions of two variables). As
expected, the use of pairwise basis functions resulted in better approximations.
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Figure 15: (a) Relative error to optimal value function V ∗ and comparison to L2 projection
for “Ring”; (b) For large models, measuring Bellman error after convergence.

For these small problems, we can also compare the actual value of the policy generated
by our algorithm to the value of the optimal policy. Here, the value of the policy generated
by our algorithm is much closer to the value of the optimal policy than the error implied by
the diﬀerence between our approximate value function and V ∗ . For example, for the “Star”
architecture with one server and up to 6 clients, our approximation with single variable
basis functions had relative error of 12%, but the policy we generated had the same value
as the optimal policy. In this case, the same was true for the policy generated by the L2
projection. In a “Unidirectional Ring” with 8 machines and pairwise basis, the relative
error between our approximation and V ∗ was about 10%, but the resulting policy only had
a 6% loss over the optimal policy. For the same problem, the L2 approximation has a value
function error of 12%, and a true policy loss was 9%. In other words, both methods induce
policies that have lower errors than the errors in the approximate value function (at least
for small problems). However, our algorithm continues to outperform the L2 algorithm,
even with respect to actual policy loss.
For large models, we can no longer compute the correct value function, so we cannot
evaluate our results by computing V ∗ − Hw ∞ . Fortunately, as discussed in Section 7,
the Bellman error can be used to provide a bound on the approximation error and can be
computed eﬃciently by exploiting problem-speciﬁc structure. Figure 15(b) shows that the
Bellman error increases very slowly with the number of states.
It is also valuable to look at the actual decision-list policies generated in our experiments.
First, we noted that the lists tended to be short, the length of the ﬁnal decision list policy
grew approximately linearly with the number of machines. Furthermore, the policy itself
is often fairly intuitive. In the “Ring and Star” architecture, for example, the decision list
says: If the server is faulty, ﬁx the server; else, if another machine is faulty, ﬁx it.
Thus far, we have presented scaling results for running times and approximation error for
our approximate PI approach. We now compare this algorithm to the simpler approximate
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Figure 16: Approximate LP versus approximate PI on the SysAdmin problem with a “Ring”
topology: (a) running time; (b) estimated value of policy.

LP approach of Section 5. As shown in Figure 16(a), the approximate LP algorithm for
factored MDPs is signiﬁcantly faster than the approximate PI algorithm. In fact, approximate PI with single-variable basis functions variables is more costly computationally than
the LP approach using basis functions over consecutive triples of variables. As shown in
Figure 16(b), for singleton basis functions, the approximate PI policy obtains slightly better
performance for some problem sizes. However, as we increase the number of basis functions
for the approximate LP formulation, the value of the resulting policy is much better. Thus,
in this problem, our factored approximate linear programming formulation allows us to use
more basis functions and to obtain a resulting policy of higher value, while still maintaining
a faster running time. These results, along with the simpler implementation, suggest that
in practice one may ﬁrst try to apply the approximate linear programming algorithm before
deciding to move to the more elaborate approximate policy iteration approach.
9.2 Comparing Table-based and Rule-based Implementations
Our next evaluation compares a table-based representation, which exploits only additive
independence, to the rule-based representation presented in Section 8, which can exploit
both additive and context-speciﬁc independence. For these experiments, we implemented
our factored approximate linear programming algorithm with table-based and rule-based
representations in C++, using CPLEX as the LP solver. Experiments were performed on
a Sun UltraSPARC-II, 400 MHz with 1GB of RAM.
To evaluate and compare the algorithms, we utilized a more complex extension of the
SysAdmin problem. This problem, dubbed the Process-SysAdmin problem, contains three
state variables for each machine i in the network: Loadi , Statusi and Selectori . Each computer runs processes and receives rewards when the processes terminate. These processes
are represented by the Loadi variable, which takes values in {Idle, Loaded, Success}, and the
computer receives a reward when the assignment of Loadi is Success. The Statusi variable,
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Figure 17: Running time for Process-SysAdmin problem for various topologies: (a) “Star”;
(b) “Ring”; (c) “Reverse star” (with ﬁt function).
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Figure 18: Fraction of total running time spent in CPLEX for the Process-SysAdmin problem with a “Ring” topology.

representing the status of machine i, takes values in {Good, Faulty, Dead}; if its value is
Faulty, then processes have a smaller probability of terminating and if its value is Dead,
then any running process is lost and Loadi becomes Idle. The status of machine i can become Faulty and eventually Dead at random; however, if machine i receives a packet from
a dead machine, then the probability that Statusi becomes Faulty and then Dead increases.
The Selectori variable represents this communication by selecting one of the neighbors of i
uniformly at random at every time step. The SysAdmin can select at most one computer
to reboot at every time step. If computer i is rebooted, then its status becomes Good
with probability 1, but any running process is lost, i.e., the Loadi variable becomes Idle.
Thus, in this problem, the SysAdmin must balance several conﬂicting goals: rebooting a
machine kills processes, but not rebooting a machine may cause cascading faults in network.
Furthermore, the SysAdmin can only choose one machine to reboot, which imposes the additional tradeoﬀ of selecting only one of the (potentially many) faulty or dead machines in
the network to reboot.
We experimented with two types of basis functions: “single+” includes indicators over
all of the joint assignments of Loadi , Statusi and Selectori , and “pair” which, in addition,
includes a set of indicators over Statusi , Statusj , and Selectori = j, for each neighbor j
of machine i in the network. The discount factor was γ = 0.95. The variable elimination
order eliminated all of the Loadi variables ﬁrst, and then followed the same patterns as in
the simple SysAdmin problem, eliminating ﬁrst Statusi and then Selectori when machine i
is eliminated.
Figure 17 compares the running times for the table-based implementation to the ones
for the rule-based representation for three topologies: “Star,” “Ring,” and “Reverse star.”
The “Reverse star” topology reverses the direction of the inﬂuences in the “Star”: rather
than the central machine inﬂuencing all machines in the topology, all machines inﬂuence
the central one. These three topologies demonstrate three diﬀerent levels of CSI: In the
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“Star” topology, the factors generated by variable elimination are small. Thus, although the
running times are polynomial in the number of state variables for both methods, the tablebased representation is signiﬁcantly faster than the rule-based one, due to the overhead of
managing the rules. The “Ring” topology illustrates an intermediate behavior: “single+”
basis functions induce relatively small variable elimination factors, thus the table-based
approach is faster. However, with “pair” basis the factors are larger and the rule-based
approach starts to demonstrate faster running times in larger problems. Finally, the “Reverse star” topology represents the worst-case scenario for the table-based approach. Here,
the scope of the backprojection of a basis function for the central machine will involve all
computers in the network, as all machines can potentially inﬂuence the central one in the
next time step. Thus, the size of the factors in the table-based variable elimination approach are exponential in the number of machines in the network, which is illustrated by
the exponential growth in Figure 17(c). The rule-based approach can exploit the CSI in this
problem; for example, the status of the central machine Status0 only depends on machine
j if the value selector is j, i.e., if Selector0 = j. By exploiting CSI, we can solve the same
problem in polynomial time in the number of state variables, as seen in the second curve in
Figure 17(c).
It is also instructive to compare the portion of the total running time spent in CPLEX
for the table-based as compared to the rule-based approach. Figure 18 illustrates this
comparison. Note that amount of time spent in CPLEX is signiﬁcantly higher for the
table-based approach. There are two reasons for this diﬀerence: ﬁrst, due to CSI, the LPs
generated by the rule-based approach are smaller than the table-based ones; second, rulebased variable elimination is more complex than the table-based one, due to the overhead
introduced by rule management. Interestingly, the proportion of CPLEX time increases as
the problem size increases, indicating that the asymptotic complexity of the LP solution is
higher than that of variable elimination, thus suggesting that, for larger problems, additional
large-scale LP optimization procedures, such as constraint generation, may be helpful.
9.3 Comparison to Apricodd
The most closely related work to ours is a line of research that began with the work of
Boutilier et al. (1995). In particular, the approximate Apricodd algorithm of Hoey et
al. (1999), which uses analytic decision diagrams (ADDs) to represent the value function
is a strong alternative approach for solving factored MDPs. As discussed in detail in Section 10, the Apricodd algorithm can successfully exploit context-speciﬁc structure in the
value function, by representing it with the set of mutually-exclusive and exhaustive branches
of the ADD. On the other hand, our approach can exploit both additive and context-speciﬁc
structure in the problem, by using a linear combination of non-mutually-exclusive rules. To
better understand this diﬀerence, we evaluated both our rule-based approximate linear
programming algorithm and Apricodd in two problems, Linear and Expon, designed by
Boutilier et al. (2000) to illustrate respectively the best-case and the worst-case behavior
of their algorithm. In these experiments, we used the web-distributed version of Apricodd (Hoey, St-Aubin, Hu, & Boutilier, 2002), running it locally on a Linux Pentium III
700MHz with 1GB of RAM.
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Figure 19: Comparing Apricodd to rule-based approximate linear programming on the (a)
Linear and (b) Expon problems.

These two problems involve n binary variables X1 , . . . , Xn and n deterministic actions
a1 , . . . , an . The reward is 1 when all variables Xk are true, and is 0 otherwise. The problem
is discounted by a factor γ = 0.99. The diﬀerence between the Linear and the Expon
problems is in the transition probabilities. In the Linear problem, the action ak sets the
variable Xk to true and makes all succeeding variables, Xi for i > k, false. If the state space
of the Linear problem is seen as a binary number, the optimal policy is to set repeatedly the
largest bit (Xk variable) which has all preceding bits set to true. Using an ADD, the optimal
value function for this problem can be represented in linear space, with n+1 leaves (Boutilier
et al., 2000). This is the “best-case” for Apricodd, and the algorithm can compute this value
function quite eﬃciently. Figure 19(a) compares the running time of Apricodd to that of
one of our algorithms with indicator basis functions between pairs of consecutive variables.
Note that both algorithms obtain the same policy in polynomial time in the number of
variables. However, in such structured problems, the eﬃcient implementation of the ADD
package used in Apricodd makes it faster in this problem.
On the other hand, the Expon problem illustrates the worst-case for Apricodd. In this
problem, the action ak sets the variable Xk to true, if all preceding variables, Xi for i < k, are
true, and it makes all preceding variables false. If the state space is seen as a binary number,
the optimal policy goes through all binary numbers in sequence, by repeatedly setting the
largest bit (Xk variable) which has all preceding bits set to true. Due to discounting, the
n
optimal value function assigns a value of γ 2 −j−1 to the jth binary number, so that the
value function contains exponentially many diﬀerent values. Using an ADD, the optimal
value function for this problem requires an exponential number of leaves (Boutilier et al.,
2000), which is illustrated by the exponential running time in Figure 19(b). However,
the same value function can be approximated very compactly as a factored linear value
function using n + 1 basis functions: an indicator over each variable Xk and the constant
base. As shown in Figure 19(b), using this representation, our factored approximate linear
programming algorithm computes the value function in polynomial time. Furthermore, the
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Figure 20: Comparing Apricodd to rule-based approximate linear programming with “single+” basis functions on the Process-SysAdmin problem with “Ring” topology
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(c) running time and (d) value of the resulting policy.

policy obtained by our approach was optimal for this problem. Thus, in this problem, the
ability to exploit additive independence allows an eﬃcient polynomial time solution.
We have also compared Apricodd to our rule-based approximate linear programming
algorithm on the Process-SysAdmin problem. This problem has signiﬁcant additive structure in the reward function and factorization in the transition model. Although this type of
structure is not exploited directly by Apricodd, the ADD approximation steps performed by
the algorithm can, in principle, allow Apricodd to ﬁnd approximate solutions to the problem. We spent a signiﬁcant amount of time attempting to ﬁnd the best set of parameters
for Apricodd for these problems.4 We settled on the “sift” method of variable reordering
and the “round” approximation method with the “size” (maximum ADD size) criteria. To
4. We are very grateful to Jesse Hoey and Robert St-Aubin for their assistance in selecting the parameters.
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allow the value function representation to scale with the problem size, we set the maximum
ADD size to 4000 + 400n for a network with n machines. (We experimented with a variety
of diﬀerent growth rates for the maximum ADD size; here, as for the other parameters,
we selected the choice that gave the best results for Apricodd.) We compared Apricodd
with these parameters to our rule-based approximate linear programming algorithm with
“single+” basis functions on a Pentium III 700MHz with 1GB of RAM. These results are
summarized in Figure 20.
On very small problems (up to 4–5 machines), the performance of the two algorithms is
fairly similar in terms of both the running time and the quality of the policies generated.
However, as the problem size grows, the running time of Apricodd increases rapidly, and
becomes signiﬁcantly higher than that of our algorithm . Furthermore, as the problem size
increases, the quality of the policies generated by Apricodd also deteriorates. This diﬀerence
in policy quality is caused by the diﬀerent value function representation used by the two
algorithms. The ADDs used in Apricodd represent k diﬀerent values with k leaves; thus,
they are forced to agglomerate many diﬀerent states and represent them using a single value.
For smaller problems, such agglomeration can still represent good policies. Unfortunately,
as the problem size increases and the state space grows exponentially, Apricodd’s policy
representation becomes inadequate, and the quality of the policies decreases. On the other
hand, our linear value functions can represent exponentially many values with only k basis
functions, which allows our approach to scale up to signiﬁcantly larger problems.

10. Related Work
The most closely related work to ours is a line of research that began with the work of
Boutilier et al. (1995). We address this comparison separately below, but we begin this
section with some broader background references.
10.1 Approximate MDP Solutions
The ﬁeld of MDPs, as it is popularly known, was formalized by Bellman (1957) in the
1950’s. The importance of value function approximation was recognized at an early stage
by Bellman himself (1963). In the early 1990’s the MDP framework was recognized by AI
researchers as a formal framework that could be used to address the problem of planning
under uncertainty (Dean, Kaelbling, Kirman, & Nicholson, 1993).
Within the AI community, value function approximation developed concomitantly with
the notion of value function representations for Markov chains. Sutton’s seminal paper on
temporal diﬀerence learning (1988), which addressed the use of value functions for prediction
but not planning, assumed a very general representation of the value function and noted
the connection to general function approximators such as neural networks. However, the
stability of this combination was not directly addressed at that time.
Several important developments gave the AI community deeper insight into the relationship between function approximation and dynamic programming. Tsitsiklis and Van
Roy (1996a) and, independently, Gordon (1995) popularized the analysis of approximate
MDP methods via the contraction properties of the dynamic programming operator and
function approximator. Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (1996b) later established a general convergence result for linear value function approximators and T D(λ), and Bertsekas and
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Tsitsiklis (1996) uniﬁed a large body of work on approximate dynamic programming under
the name of Neuro-dynamic Programming, also providing many novel and general error
analyses.
Approximate linear programming for MDPs using linear value function approximation
was introduced by Schweitzer and Seidmann (1985), although the approach was somewhat
deprecated until fairly recently due the lack of compelling error analyses and the lack of an
eﬀective method for handling the large number of constraints. Recent work by de Farias
and Van Roy (2001a, 2001b) has started to address these concerns with new error bounds
and constraint sampling methods. Our approach, rather than sampling constraints, utilizes
structure in the model and value function to represent all of the constraints compactly.
10.2 Factored Approaches
Tatman and Shachter (1990) considered the additive decomposition of value nodes in inﬂuence diagrams. A number of approaches to factoring of general MDPs have been explored in
the literature. Techniques for exploiting reward functions that decompose additively were
studied by Meuleau et al. (1998), and by Singh and Cohn (1998).
The use of factored representations such as dynamic Bayesian networks was pioneered
by Boutilier et al. (1995) and has developed steadily in recent years. These methods rely
on the use of context-speciﬁc structures such as decision trees or analytic decision diagrams
(ADDs) (Hoey et al., 1999) to represent both the transition dynamics of the DBN and
the value function. The algorithms use dynamic programming to partition the state space,
representing the partition using a tree-like structure that branches on state variables and
assigns values at the leaves. The tree is grown dynamically as part of the dynamic programming process and the algorithm creates new leaves as needed: A leaf is split by the
application of a DP operator when two states associated with that leaf turn out to have
diﬀerent values in the backprojected value function. This process can also be interpreted
as a form of model minimization (Dean & Givan, 1997).
The number of leaves in a tree used to represent a value function determines the computational complexity of the algorithm. It also limits the number of distinct values that can
be assigned to states: since the leaves represent a partitioning of the state space, every state
maps to exactly one leaf. However, as was recognized early on, there are trivial MDPs which
require exponentially large value functions. This observation led to a line of approximation
algorithms aimed at limiting the tree size (Boutilier & Dearden, 1996) and, later, limiting
the ADD size (St-Aubin, Hoey, & Boutilier, 2001). Kim and Dean (2001) also explored
techniques for discovering tree-structured value functions for factored MDPs. While these
methods permit good approximate solutions to some large MDPs, their complexity is still
determined by the number of leaves in the representation and the number of distinct values
than can be assigned to states is still limited as well.
Tadepalli and Ok (1996) were the ﬁrst to apply linear value function approximation
to Factored MDPs. Linear value function approximation is a potentially more expressive
approximation method because it can assign unique values to every state in an MDP without
requiring storage space that is exponential in the number of state variables. The expressive
power of a tree with k leaves can be captured by a linear function approximator with k basis
functions such that basis function hi is an indicator function that tests if a state belongs
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in the partition of leaf i. Thus, the set of value functions that can be represented by a
tree with k leaves is a subset of the set of value functions that can be represented by a
value function with k basis functions. Our experimental results in Section 9.3 highlight this
diﬀerence by showing an example problem that requires exponentially many leaves in the
value function, but that can be approximated well using a linear value function.
The main advantage of tree-based value functions is that their structure is determined
dynamically during the solution of the MDP. In principle, as the value function representation is derived automatically from the model description, this approach requires less insight
from the user. In problems for which the value function can be well approximated by a relatively small number of values, this approach provides an excellent solution to the problem.
Our method of linear value function approximation aims to address what we believe to be
the more common case, where a large range of distinct values is required to achieve a good
approximation.
Finally, we note that Schuurmans and Patrascu (2001), based on our earlier work on
max-norm projection using cost networks and linear programs, independently developed
an alternative approach to approximate linear programming using a cost network. Our
method embeds a cost network inside a single linear program. By contrast, their method
is based on a constraint generation approach, using a cost network to detect constraint
violations. When constraint violations are found, a new constraint is added, repeatedly
generating and attempting to solve LPs until a feasible solution is found. Interestingly,
as the approach of Schuurmans and Patrascu uses multiple calls to variable elimination in
order to speed up the LP solution step, it will be most successful when the time spent
solving the LP is signiﬁcantly larger than the time required for variable elimination. As
suggested in Section 9.2, the LP solution time is larger for the table-based approach. Thus,
Schuurmans and Patrascu’s constraint generation method will probably be more successful
in table-based problems than in rule-based ones.

11. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented new algorithms for approximate linear programming and approximate dynamic programming (value and policy iteration) for factored MDPs. Both
of these algorithms leverage on a novel LP decomposition technique, analogous to variable elimination in cost networks, which reduces an exponentially large LP to a provably
equivalent, polynomial-sized one.
Our approximate dynamic programming algorithms are motivated by error analyses
showing the importance of minimizing L∞ error. These algorithms are more eﬃcient and
substantially easier to implement than previous algorithms based on the L2 -projection. Our
experimental results suggest that they also perform better in practice.
Our approximate linear programming algorithm for factored MDPs is simpler, easier to
implement and more general than the dynamic programming approaches. Unlike our policy
iteration algorithm, it does not rely on the default action assumption, which states that
actions only aﬀect a small number of state variables. Although this algorithm does not have
the same theoretical guarantees as max-norm projection approaches, empirically it seems to
be a favorable option. Our experiments suggest that approximate policy iteration tends to
generate better policies for the same set of basis functions. However, due to the computa460
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tional advantages, we can add more basis functions to the approximate linear programming
algorithm, obtaining a better policy and still maintaining a much faster running time than
approximate policy iteration.
Unlike previous approaches, our algorithms can exploit both additive and contextspeciﬁc structure in the factored MDP model. Typical real-world systems possess both
of these types of structure. thus, this feature of our algorithms will increase the applicability of factored MDPs to more practical problems. We demonstrated that exploiting
context-speciﬁc independence, by using a rule-based representation instead of the standard
table-based one, can yield exponential improvements in computational time when the problem has signiﬁcant amounts of CSI. However, the overhead of managing sets of rules make
it less well-suited for simpler problems. We also compared our approach to the work of
Boutilier et al. (2000), which exploits only context-speciﬁc structure. For problems with
signiﬁcant context-speciﬁc structure in the value function, their approach can be faster due
to their eﬃcient handling of the ADD representation. However, there are problems with
signiﬁcant context-speciﬁc structure in the problem representation, rather than in the value
function, which require exponentially large ADDs. In some such problems, we demonstrated that by using a linear value function our algorithm can obtain a polynomial-time
near-optimal approximation of the true value function.
The success of our algorithm depends on our ability to capture the most important
structure in the value function using a linear, factored approximation. This ability, in turn,
depends on the choice of the basis functions and on the properties of the domain. The
algorithms currently require the designer to specify the factored basis functions. This is a
limitation compared to the algorithms of Boutilier et al. (2000), which are fully automated.
However, our experiments suggest that a few simple rules can be quite successful for designing a basis. First, we ensure that the reward function is representable by our basis. A
simple basis that, in addition, contained a separate set of indicators for each variable often
did quite well. We can also add indicators over pairs of variables; most simply, we can choose
these according to the DBN transition model, where an indicator is added between variables
Xi and each one of the variables in Parents(Xi ), thus representing one-step inﬂuences. This
procedure can be extended, adding more basis functions to represent more inﬂuences as
required. Thus, the structure of the DBN gives us indications of how to choose the basis
functions. Other sources of prior knowledge can also be included for further specifying the
basis.
Nonetheless, a general algorithm for choosing good factored basis functions still does
not exist. However, there are some potential approaches: First, in problems with CSI, one
could apply the algorithms of Boutilier et al. for a few iterations to generate partial treestructured solutions. Indicators deﬁned over the variables in backprojection of the leaves
could, in turn, be used to generate a basis set for such problems. Second, the Bellman
error computation, which can be performed eﬃciently as shown in Section 7, does not only
provide a bound on the quality of the policy, but also the actual state where the error is
largest. This knowledge can be used to create a mechanism to incrementally increase the
basis set, adding new basis functions to tackle states with high Bellman error.
There are many other possible extensions to this work. We have already pursued extensions to collaborative multiagent systems, where multiple agents act simultaneously to
maximize the global reward (Guestrin et al., 2001b), and factored POMDPs, where the
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full state is not observed directly, but indirectly through observation variables (Guestrin,
Koller, & Parr, 2001c). However, there are other settings that remain to be explored. In
particular, we hope to address the problem of learning a factored MDP and planning in a
competitive multiagent system.
Additionally, in this paper we have tackled problems where the induced width of the cost
network is suﬃciently low or that possess suﬃcient context-speciﬁc structure to allow for
the exact solution of our factored LPs. Unfortunately, some practical problems may have
prohibitively large induced width. We plan to leverage on ideas from loopy belief propagation algorithms for approximate inference in Bayesian networks (Pearl, 1988; Yedidia,
Freeman, & Weiss, 2001) to address this issue.
We believe that the methods described herein signiﬁcantly further extend the eﬃciency,
applicability and general usability of factored models and value functions for the control of
practical dynamic systems.
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Appendix A. Proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.3
There exists a setting to the weights — the all zero setting — that yields a bounded maxnorm projection error βP for any policy (βP ≤ Rmax ). Our max-norm projection operator
chooses the set of weights that minimizes the projection error β (t) for each policy π (t) . Thus,
the projection error β (t) must be at least as low as the one given by the zero weights βP
(which is bounded). Thus, the error remains bounded for all iterations.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.5
First, we need to bound our approximation of Vπ(t) :
Vπ(t) − Hw(t)

∞

≤

Tπ(t) Hw(t) − Hw(t)

∞

+ Vπ(t) − Tπ(t) Hw(t)

≤

Tπ(t) Hw(t) − Hw(t)

∞

+ γ Vπ(t) − Hw(t)

∞

∞

; (triangle inequality;)

; (Tπ(t) is a contraction.)

Moving the second term to the right hand side and dividing through by 1 − γ, we obtain:
Vπ(t) − Hw(t)

∞

≤

1
T (t) Hw(t) − Hw(t)
1−γ π
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∞

=

β (t)
.
1−γ

(24)
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For the next part of the proof, we adapt a lemma of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996, Lemma
6.2, p.277) to ﬁt into our framework. After some manipulation, this lemma can be reformulated as:
V ∗ − Vπ(t+1)

∞

≤ γ V ∗ − Vπ(t)

∞

+

2γ
V (t) − Hw(t)
1−γ π

∞

.

(25)

The proof is concluded by substituting Equation (24) into Equation (25) and, ﬁnally, induction on t.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.4
First, note that the equality constraints represent a simple change of variable. Thus, we
can rewrite Equation (12) in terms of these new LP variables ufzii as:
φ ≥ max
x


i

ufzii ,

(26)

where any assignment to the weights w implies an assignment for each ufzii . After this stage,
we only have LP variables.
It remains to show that the factored LP construction is equivalent to the constraint in
Equation (26). For a system with n variables {X1 , . . . , Xn }, we assume, without loss of
generality, that variables are eliminated starting from Xn down to X1 . We now prove the
equivalence by induction on the number of variables.
The base case is n = 0, so that the functions ci (x) and b(x) in Equation (12) all have
empty scope. In this case, Equation (26) can be written as:
φ≥



uei .

(27)

i

In this case, no transformation is done on the constraint, and equivalence is immediate.
Now, we assume the result holds for systems with i−1 variables and prove the equivalence
for a system with i variables. In such a system, the maximization can be decomposed into
two terms: one with the factors that do not depend on Xi , which are irrelevant to the
maximization over Xi , and another term with all the factors that depend on Xi . Using this
decomposition, we can write Equation (26) as:
φ ≥
≥

max

x1 ,...,xi

 ej

uzj ;

j



max 

x1 ,...,xi−1



l : xi ∈zl

uezll + max
xi



j : xi ∈zj



e
uzjj  .

(28)

At this point we can deﬁne new LP variables uez corresponding to the second term on
the right hand side of the constraint. These new LP variables must satisfy the following
constraint:
uez ≥ max
xi



ej

j=1
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u(z,xi )[Zj ] .

(29)
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This new non-linear constraint is again represented in the factored LP construction by a
set of equivalent linear constraints:
uez ≥



ej

j=1

u(z,xi )[Zj ] , ∀z, xi .

(30)

The equivalence between the non-linear constraint Equation (29) and the set of linear constraints in Equation (30) can be shown by considering binding constraints. For each new
LP variable created uez , there are |Xi | new constraints created, one for each value xi of Xi .
For any assignment to the LP variables in the right hand side of the constraint in Equa
ej
tion (30), only one of these |Xi | constraints is relevant. That is, one where j=1 u(z,x
i )[Zj ]
is maximal, which corresponds to the maximum over Xi . Again, if for each value of z more
than one assignment to Xi achieves the maximum, then any of (and only) the constraints
corresponding to those maximizing assignments could be binding. Thus, Equation (29) and
Equation (30) are equivalent.
Substituting the new LP variables uez into Equation (28), we get:
φ≥

max

x1 ,...,xi−1



l : xi ∈zl

uezll + uez ,

which does not depend on Xi anymore. Thus, it is equivalent to a system with i−1 variables,
concluding the induction step and the proof.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 7.1
First note that at iteration t + 1 the objective function φ(t+1) of the max-norm projection
LP is given by:


φ(t+1) = Hw(t+1) − Rπ(t+1) + γPπ(t+1) Hw(t+1)



∞

.

However, by convergence the value function estimates are equal for both iterations:
w(t+1) = w(t) .
So we have that:


φ(t+1) = Hw(t) − Rπ(t+1) + γPπ(t+1) Hw(t)



∞

.

In operator notation, this term is equivalent to:
φ(t+1) = Hw(t) − Tπ(t+1) Hw(t)

∞

.

Note that, π (t+1) = Greedy(Hw(t) ) by deﬁnition. Thus, we have that:
Tπ(t+1) Hw(t) = T ∗ Hw(t) .
Finally, substituting into the previous expression, we obtain the result:
φ(t+1) = Hw(t) − T ∗ Hw(t)
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Abstract
The automatic generation of decision trees based on oﬀ-line reasoning on models of
a domain is a reasonable compromise between the advantages of using a model-based approach in technical domains and the constraints imposed by embedded applications. In this
paper we extend the approach to deal with temporal information. We introduce a notion
of temporal decision tree, which is designed to make use of relevant information as long as
it is acquired, and we present an algorithm for compiling such trees from a model-based
reasoning system.

1. Introduction
The embedding of software components inside physical systems became widespread in the
last decades due to the convenience of including electronic control into the systems themselves. This phenomenon occurs in several industrial sectors, ranging from large-scale products such as cars to much more expensive systems like aircraft and spacecrafts.
The case of automotive systems is paradigmatic. In fact, the number and complexity
of vehicle subsystems which are managed by software control increased signiﬁcantly since
the mid 80s and will further increase in the next decades (see Foresight-Vehicle, 2002), due
to the possibility of introducing, at costs that are acceptable for such wide scale products,
more ﬂexibility in the systems, for e.g. increased performance and safety, and reduced
emissions. Systems such as fuel injection control, ABS (to prevent blockage of the wheels
while braking), ASR (to avoid slipping wheels), ESP (controlling the stability of the vehicle),
would not be possible at feasible costs without electronic control.
The software modules are usually installed on dedicated Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
and they play a very important role since they have complete control of a subsystem: human “control” becomes simply an input to the control system, together with inputs from
appropriate sensors. For example, the position of the accelerator pedal is an input to the
ECU which controls fuel delivery to the injectors.
A serious problem with these systems is that the software must behave properly also in
presence of faults and must guarantee high levels of availability and safety for the controlled
system and for the vehicle. The controlled systems, in fact, are in many cases safety
critical: the braking system is an obvious example. This means that monitoring the systems
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behaviour, detecting and isolating failures, performing the appropriate recovery actions is
a critical task that must be performed by control software. If any problem is detected or
suspected the software must react, modifying the way the system is controlled, with the
primary goal of guaranteeing safety and availability. According to recent estimates, about
75% of the ECU software deals with detecting problems and performing recovery actions,
that is to the tasks of diagnosis and repair (see again Foresight-Vehicle, 2002).
Thus the design of the diagnostic software is a very critical and time consuming activity, which is currently performed manually by expert engineers who use their knowledge
to perform the “Failure Mode and Eﬀect Analysis (FMEA)” 1 and deﬁne diagnostic and
recovery strategies.
The problem is complex and critical per-se, but it is made even more diﬃcult by a
number of other issues and constraints that have to be taken into account:
• The resources that are available on-board must be limited, in terms of memory and
computing power, to keep costs low. This has to be combined with the problem
that near real time performance is needed, especially in situations that may be safety
critical. For example, for direct injection fuel delivery systems, where fuel is maintaned
at a very high pressure (more than 1000 bar) there are cases where the system must
react to problems within a rotation of the engine (e.g. 15 milliseconds at 4000 rpm),
to prevent serious damage of the engine and danger to passengers. In fact, a fuel
leakage can be very dangerous if it comes from a high pressure line. In this case it
is important to distinguish whether a loss of pressure is due to such a leak, in order
to activate some emergency action (for example, stop the engine), or to some other
failure which can simply be signalled to the user.
• In order to keep costs acceptable for a large scale product, the set of sensors available
on board is usually limited to those necessary for controlling the systems under their
correct behaviour; thus, it is not always easy to ﬁgure out the impact that faults may
have on the quantities monitored by the sensors, whose physical, logical and temporal
relation to faults may be not straightforward.
• The devices to be diagnosed are complex from the behavioural point of view: they have
a dynamic and time-varying behaviour; they are embedded in complex systems and
they interact with other subsystems; in some cases the control system automatically
compensates deviations from the nominal behaviour.
These aspects make the design of software modules for control and diagnosis very challenging but also very expensive and time consuming. There is then a signiﬁcant need for
improving this activity, making it more reliable, complete and eﬃcient through the use of
automated systems to support and complement the experience of engineers, in order to meet
the growing standards which are required for monitoring, diagnosis and repair strategies.
Model-based reasoning (MBR) proved to be an interesting opportunity for automotive
applications and indeed some applications to real systems have been experimented in the
1. The result of FMEA is a table which lists, for each possible fault of each component of a system, the
eﬀect of the faults on the component and on the system as a whole and the possible strategy to detect the
faults. This table is compiled manually by engineers, based on experience knowledge and on a blueprint
of the system.
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90s (e.g., Cascio & Sanseverino, 1997; Mosterman, Biswas, & Manders, 1998; Sachenbacher,
Malik, & Struss, 1998; Sachenbacher, Struss, & Weber, 2000). The type of models adopted
in MBR are conceptually not too far away from those adopted by engineers. In particular,
the component oriented approach typical of MBR ﬁts quite well with the problem of dealing
with several variants of systems, assembled starting from the same set of basic components.
For a more thorough discussion of the advantages of the MBR approach, see Console and
Dressler (1999).
Most of the applications developed so far, however, concentrated on oﬀ-board diagnosis,
that is diagnosis in the workshop, and not on on-board diagnosis. The case of on-board
systems seems to be more complicated since, due to the restrictions on hardware to be
put on-board, it is still questionable if diagnostic systems can be designed to reason on
ﬁrst-principle models on-board. For this reason other approaches have been developed
in order to exploit the advantages of MBR also in on-board applications. In particular,
a compilation-based scheme to the design of on-board diagnostic systems for vehicles was
experimented in the Vehicle Model Based Diagnosis (VMBD) BRITE-Euram Project (199699), and applied to a Common-rail fuel injection system (Cascio, Console, Guagliumi, Osella,
Sottano, & Theseider, 1999). In this approach a model-based diagnostic system is used to
generate a compact on-board diagnostic system in the form of a decision tree. Similarly,
automated FMEA reports generated by Model-Based Reasoning in the Autosteve system
can be used to generate diagnostic decision trees (Price, 1999). Yet similar is the idea
proposed by Darwiche (1999), where diagnostic rules are generated from a model in order
to meet resource constraints.
These approaches have interesting advantages. On the one hand, they share most of
the beneﬁts of model-based systems, such as relying on a comprehensive representation
of the system behaviour and a well deﬁned characterization of diagnosis. On the other
hand, decision trees and other compact representations make sense for representing onboard diagnostic strategies, being eﬃcient in space and time. Furthermore, algorithms
for synthesizing decision trees from examples are well established in the machine learning
community. In this speciﬁc case the examples are the solutions (diagnoses and recovery
actions) generated by a model-based system.
However, the basic notion of decision tree and the approaches for learning such trees
from examples have a major limitation for our kind of applications: they do not cope
properly with the temporal behaviour of the systems to be diagnosed, and, in particular,
with the fact that incremental discrimination of possible faults, leading to a ﬁnal decision
on an action to be taken on-board, should be based on observations acquired across time,
thus taking into account temporal patterns.
For such a reason, in the work described in this paper we introduce a new notion of
decision tree, the temporal decision tree, which takes into account the temporal dimension,
and we introduce an algorithm for synthesizing temporal decision trees.
Temporal decision trees extend traditional decision trees in the fact that nodes have a
temporal label which speciﬁes when a condition should be checked in order to select one
of the branches or to make a decision. As we shall see, this allows taking into account
that in some cases the order and the delay between observable measures inﬂuences the
decision to be made and thus provides important power to improve the decision process.
Waiting, however, is not always possible and thus the generation of the trees includes a
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notion of deadline for each possible decision. Thus, the temporal decision process supports
the possibility of selecting the best decision, exploiting observations and their temporal
locations (patterns) and taking into account that in some cases at some point a decision
has to be taken anyway to prevent serious problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we summarize some basic
ideas about model-based diagnosis (MBD), the use of decision trees in conjunction with it,
and the temporal dimension in MBD and in decision trees. In section 3 we provide basic
formal deﬁnitions about decision trees, which form the basis for their extension to temporal
decision trees in section 4. We then describe (section 5) the problem of synthesizing temporal
decision trees and our solution (section 6).

2. Model-based Diagnosis and Decision Trees
In this section we brieﬂy recall the basic notions of model-based diagnosis and we discuss
how decision trees can be used for diagnostic purposes, focusing on how they have been
used in VMBD in conjunction with the model-based approach (Cascio et al., 1999).
2.1 The Atemporal Case
First of all let us sketch the atemporal case and the “traditional” use of diagnostic decision
trees.
2.1.1 Atemporal model-based diagnosis
The starting point for model-based diagnosis is a model of the structure and behaviour of
the device to be diagnosed. More speciﬁcally, we assume a component centered approach
in which:
• A model is provided for each component type; a component is characterized by
– A set of variables (with a distinguished set of interface variables);
– A set of modes, including an ok mode (correct behaviour) and possibly a set of
fault modes.
– A set of relations involving component variables and modes, describing the behaviour of the component in such a mode. These relations may model the correct
behaviour of the device and, in some cases, the behaviour in presence of faults
(faulty behaviour).
• A model for the device is given as a list of the component instances and of their
connections (connections between interface variables).
In the Artiﬁcial Intelligence approach, models are usually qualitative, that is the domain
of each variable is a ﬁnite set of values. Such an abstraction has proven to be useful for
diagnostic purposes.
The model can be used for simulating the behaviour of a system and then for computing
diagnoses. In fact, given a set of observations about the system behaviour, diagnoses can
be determined after comparing the behaviour predicted by the model (in normal conditions
or in the presence of single or multiple faults) and the observed behaviour.
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In order for the model to be useful for on-board diagnosis, for each fault mode F (or
combination of fault modes) the model must include the recovery action the control software
should perform in case F occurs. In general these actions have a cost, mainly related to the
resulting reduction of functionality of the system. Moreover, two actions a1 and a2 can be
related in the following sense:
• a1 , the recovery action associated with fault F1 , carries out operations that include
those performed by a2 , the recovery action associated with F2 ;
• a1 can be used as a recovery action also when F2 occurs; it may however carry out
unneeded operations, thus reducing the system functionality more than strictly necessary.
• However, in case we cannot discriminate between F1 and F2 , applying a1 is a rational
choice.
In section 4.3 we will present a model for actions which formalizes this relation.
Thus the main goal of the on-board diagnostic procedure is to decide the best action
to be performed, given the observed malfunction. This type of procedure can be eﬃciently
represented using decision trees.
2.1.2 Decision trees
Decision trees can be used to implement classiﬁcation problem solving and thus some form
of diagnostic procedure. Each node of the tree corresponds to an observable. In on-board
diagnosis, observables correspond either to direct sensor readings, or to the results of computations carried out by the ECUs on the available measurements. In the following the
word “sensor” will denote both types of observables; it is worth pointing out that the latter
may require some time to be performed. In this paper we mainly assume that a sensor
reading takes no time; however the apporach we propose deals also with the case in which a
sensor reading is time consuming, as pointed out in section 5.1. A node can have as many
descendants as the number of qualitative values associated with the sensor. The leaves of
the tree correspond to actions that can be performed on board. Thus, given the available
sensor readings, the tree can be very easily used to make a decision on the recovery action
to be performed.
Such decision trees can be generated automatically from a set of examples or cases.
By example here we mean a possible assignment of values to observables and the corresponding diagnosis, or possible alternative diagnoses, and a selected recovery action which
is appropriate for such a set of suspect diagnoses. This set can be produced using a modelbased diagnostic systems, which, given a set of observables can compute the diagnoses and
recovery actions.
In the atemporal case, with ﬁnite qualitative domains, the number of possible combinations of observations is ﬁnite, and usually small, therefore considering all cases exhaustively
(and not just a sample) is feasible and there are two equivalent ways of building such an
exhaustive set of cases:
1. Simulation approach: for each fault F , we run the model-based system to predict the
observations corresponding to F .
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2. Diagnostic approach: we run a diagnosis engine on combinations (all relevant combinations) of observations, to compute the candidate diagnoses for each one of these
cases.
In either case, the resulting decision tree contains the same information as the set of cases;
if, once sensors are placed in the system, observations have no further cost, the decision
tree is just a way to save space with respect to a table, and speed up lookup of information.
In this way the advantages of the model-based approach and of the use of compact decision trees can be combined: the model-based engine produces diagnoses based on reusable
component models and can be used as the diagnoser oﬀ-board; compact decision trees,
synthesized from cases classiﬁed by the model-based engine, can be installed on-board.
2.2 Towards Temporal Decision Trees
In this section we brieﬂy recall some basic notions on temporal model-based diagnosis (see
Brusoni, Console, Terenziani, & Theseider Dupré, 1998 for a general discussion on temporal
diagnosis), and we informally introduce temporal decision trees.
2.2.1 Temporal MBD
The basic deﬁnition of MBD is conceptually similar to the atemporal case. Let us consider
the main diﬀerences.
As regards the model of each component type we consider a further type of variable:
state variables used to model the dynamic behaviour of the component. The set of relations
describing the behavior of the component (for each mode) is augmented with temporal
information (constraints); we do not make speciﬁc assumptions on the model of time, even
though, as we shall see in the following, this has an impact on the cases which can be
considered for the tree generation. As an example, these constraints may specify a delay
between an input and an output or in the change of state of the component.
As regards recovery actions, a deadline for performing the action must be speciﬁed; this
represents the maximum time that can elapse between fault detection and the recovery action; this is the amount of time available for the control software to perform discrimination.
This piece of information is speciﬁc to each component instance, rather than component
type, because the action and the deadline are related to the potential unacceptable eﬀects
that a fault could have on the overall system; the same fault of the same component type
could be very dangerous for one instance and tolerable for another.
Diagnosis is started when observations indicate that the system is not behaving correctly.
Observations correspond to (possibly qualitative) values of variables across time. In general,
in the temporal case a diagnosis is an assignment of a mode of behaviour to component
instances across time such that the observed behaviour is explained by the assignment given
the model. For details on diﬀerent ways of deﬁning explanation in this case see Brusoni et
al. (1998). For the purposes of this paper we are only interested in the fact that, given a
set of observables, a diagnosis (or a set of candidate diagnoses if no complete discrimination
is possible) can be computed and a recovery action is determined.
This means that the starting point of our approach is a table containing the results of
running the model-based diagnostic system on a set of cases, (almost) independently of the
model-based diagnostic system used for generating the table.
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We already mentioned that in the static case, with ﬁnite qualitative domains, an exhaustive set of cases can be considered. In the temporal case, if the model of time is purely
qualitative, a table with temporal information cannot be built by prediction, while it can be
built running the diagnosis engine on a set of cases with quantitative information: diagnoses
which make qualitative predictions that are inconsistent with the quantitative information
can be ruled out. Of course, this cannot in general be done exhaustively, even if observations are assumed to be acquired at discrete times; if it is not, the decision tree generation
will actually be learning from examples.
Thus a simulation approach can only be used in case the temporal constraints in the
model are precise enough to predict at least partial information on the temporal location
of the observations, e.g., in case the model includes quantitative temporal constraints.
The diagnostic approach can be used also in case of weaker (qualitative) temporal constraints in the model.
As regards the observations, we consider the general case where a set of snapshots is
available; each snapshot is labelled with the time of observation and reports the value of the
sensors (observables) at that time. This makes the approach suitable for diﬀerent notions of
time in the underlying model and on the observations (see again the discussion in Brusoni
et al., 1998).
Example 1 The starting point for generating a temporal decision tree is a table like the
one in Figure 1.

sit1
sit2
sit3
sit4
sit5
sit6
sit7
sit8

0
n
h
n
n
h
n
h
h

1
n
h
n
n
h
n
h
h

2
n
h
n
n
h
n
h
h

s1
3 4 5 6 7 0
n h h
l
h
n h h h h l
h h h h
l
h
h
h h h
l
h h h
l
h h h
h

1
v
n
l
l
n
v
l
h

2
v
n
l
l
n
v
n
n

s2
3 4 5 6 7 0
v v v
n
n
l v v v v n
l l l v
n
n
n
z z z
n
n l v
n
n l l
n

1
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

2
n
n
n
h
n
n
n
n

s3
3 4 5 6 7 Act Dl
l l l
a
5
b
2
l l l v v b
7
h h h h
c
6
l
c
3
l l v
d
5
l l v
b
5
l v z
c
5

Figure 1: An example of a set of cases for learning temporal decision trees.
Each row of the table corresponds to a situation (case or “example” in the terminology
of machine learning) and it reports:
• For each sensor si the values that have been observed at each snapshots (in the example
we have 8 snapshots, labelled as 0 to 7); n, l, h and v correspond to the qualitative
values of the sensor measurements; n for normal, l for low, h for high, v for very low
and z for zero.
• The recovery action Act to be performed in that situation.
• The deadline Dl for performing such an action.



A table as the one in the above example represents a set of situations that may be
encountered in case of faults and, as noticed above, it can be generated using either a
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diagnostic or a simulation approach. In the next section we shall introduce the notion of
temporal decision trees and show how the pieces of information about sensor histories like
those in the table above can be exploited in the generation of such trees.
2.2.2 Introduction to temporal decision trees
Traditional decision trees do not include a notion of time, i.e., the fact that data may
be observable at diﬀerent times or that diﬀerent faults may be distinguished only by the
temporal patterns of data. Thus, neglecting the notion of time may lead to limitations in
the decision process.
For such a reason in this work we introduce a notion of temporal decision tree. Let us
analyse the intuition behind temporal decision trees and the decision process they support.
Formal deﬁnitions will be provided later in the paper.
Let us consider, for example, the fault situations sit3 and sit4 in Figure 1, and let
us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the only available sensor is s2 . The two fault
situations have to be distinguished in the control software because they require diﬀerent
recovery actions. Both of them can be detected by the fact that s2 shows a low value.
Moreover, in both situation after a while s2 starts showing a very low value.
The only way to discriminate these two situations is to make use of temporal information,
that is to exploit the fact that in sit3 value v shows up after 4 time units from fault detection,
while in sit4 the same value shows up after 6 time units.
In order to take into account this in a decision tree, we have to include time into the
tree. In both examples, the best decision procedure is to wait after observing thst s2 = l
(that is, after dectecting that a fault has occurred). After 4 time units we can make a
decision, depending on whether s2 = v or not. This corresponds to the procedure described
by the tree in Figure 2.
s2
...
...

l
s2 after 4
l
sit4

v
sit3

Figure 2: A simple example of temporal decision tree
Obviously, waiting is not always the solution or is not always possible. In many cases, in
fact, safety or other constraints may impose some deadlines for performing recovery actions.
This has to be reﬂected in the generation of the decision procedure. Suppose, in the example
above, that the deadline for sit3 was 3 rather than 6: in this case the two situations would
have been indistinguishable, beacause it would have been infeasible to wait 4 time units.
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Thus, an essential idea for generating small decision trees in the temporal case is to
take advantage of the fact that in some cases there is nothing better than waiting2 , in order
to get a good discrimination, provided that safety and integrity of the physical system are
kept into account, and that deadlines for recovery actions are always met.
More generally, one should exploit all the information about temporal patterns of observables and about deadline, like the ones in Figure 1, to produce an optimal diagnostic
procedure.
Another idea we use in our approach is the integration of incremental discrimination,
which is the basis for the generation and traversal of a decision tree, with the incremental
acquisition of information across time.
In the atemporal case, the decision tree should be generated in order to guide the incremental acquisition of information: diﬀerent subtrees of a node are relative to diﬀerent sets
of faults and therefore may involve diﬀerent measurements: in a subtree T we perform the
measurements that are useful for discriminating the faults compatible with the measurements that made us reach subtree T, starting from the root. For oﬀ-board diagnosis, this
allows reducing the average number of measurements to get to a decision (i.e. the average
depth of the tree), which is useful because measurements have a cost - e.g. time for an operator to take them from the system; for on-board diagnosis, even in case all measurements
are simply sensor readings, which have no cost once the sensor has been made part of the
system, we are interested in generating small decision trees to save space.
In the temporal case there is a further issue: the incremental acquisition of information
is naturally constrained by the ﬂow of time. If we do not want to store sensor values across
time — which seems a natural choice since we have memory constraints — information must
be acquired when it is available and it is not possible to read sensors once the choice of
waiting has been made. This issue will be taken into account in the generation of temporal
decision trees.

3. Basic Notions on Decision Trees
Before moving to a formal deﬁnition of temporal decision trees, in this section we brieﬂy
recall some deﬁnitions and algorithms for the atemporal case. In particular, we recall the
standard ID3 algorithm (Quinlan, 1986), which will be the basis for our algorithm for the
temporal case. The deﬁnitions in this section are the standard ones (see any textbook on
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, e.g., Russel & Norvig, 1995).
3.1 Decision Trees
We adopt the following formal deﬁnition of decision tree, which will be extended in section
4.1 to temporal decision trees.
Definition 1 Let us consider a decision process P where A is the set of available decisions,
O is the set of tests that can be performed on the external environment, and out(oi ) =
2. A diﬀerent approach would be that of weighing the amount of elapsed time agains the possibility of
better discriminating faults; such an approach is something we are considering in the future work on
temporal decision trees, as outlined in section 7.
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{v1 , . . . , vki } are the possible outcomes of test oi ∈ O. A decision tree for P is a labelled
tree structure T = r, N, E, L where:
• r, N, E is a tree structure with root r, set of nodes N and set of edges E ⊆ N × N ;
N is partitioned in a set of internal nodes NI and a set of leaves NL .
• L is a labelling function deﬁned over N ∪ E.
• If n ∈ NI , L(n) ∈ O; in other words each internal node is labelled with the name of a
test.
• If (n, c) ∈ E then L((n, c)) ∈ out(L(n)); that is, an edge directed from n to c is
labelled with a possible outcome of the test associated with n.
• Moreover, if (n, c1 ), (n, c2 ) ∈ E and L((n, c1 )) = L((n, c2 )) then c1 = c2 , and for each
v ∈ out(L(n)) there is c such that
(n, c) ∈ E and L((n, c)) = v; that is, n has exactly one outgoing edge for each possible
outcome of test L(n).
• If l ∈ NL , L(l) ∈ A; in other words each leaf is labelled with a decision.



When the decision-making agent uses the tree, it starts from the root. Every time it reaches
an inner node n, the agent performs test L(n), observes its outcome v and follows the vlabelled edge. When the agent reaches a leaf l, it makes decision a = L(l).
3.2 Building Decision Trees
Figure 3 shows a generic recursive algorithm that can be used to build a decision tree
starting from a set of Examples and a set of Tests.
Recursion ends when either the remaining examples do not need further discrimination
because they all correspond to the same decision, or all available observables have been used,
and the values observed match cases with diﬀerent decisions. In the latter case observables
are not enough for getting to the proper decision and if an agent is actually using the tree,
it should take into account this.
In case no terminating condition holds, the algorithm chooses an observable variable
test to become the root label for subtree T. Depending on how ChooseTest is implemented we get diﬀerent speciﬁc algorithms and diﬀerent decision trees.
A subtree is built for each possible outcome value of test in a recursive call of
BuildTree, with sets Tests Update and SubExamples as inputs. Tests Update is obtained by removing test from the set of tests, in order to avoid using it again. SubExamples
is the subset of Examples containing only those examples that have value as outcome for
test.
As mentioned before, there are as many speciﬁc algorithms, and, in general, results, as
there are implementations of ChooseTest. It is in general desirable to generate a tree
with minimum average depth, for two reasons:
• Minimizing average depth means minimizing the average number of tests and thus
speeding up the decision process.
• In machine learning, a small number of tests also means a higher degree of generalization on the particular examples used in building the tree.
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function BuildTree (set Examples, set Tests)
returns a decision tree T = root, Nodes, Edges, Labels
begin
if all ex ∈ Examples correspond to the same decision then
return BuildLeaf(Examples);
if Tests is empty then
return BuildLeaf(Examples);
test ← ChooseTest (Tests, Examples);
root ← new node;
Nodes ← {root}; Edges ← ∅; Labels(root) ← test;
T ← root, Nodes, Edges, Labels;
Tests Update ← Tests \ {test};
for each possible outcome value of test do begin
SubExamples ← {ex ∈ Examples | test has outcome value in ex};
if SubExamples is not empty then begin
SubTree ← BuildTree (SubExamples, Tests Update);
Append(T, root, SubTree);
Labels((root, Root(SubTree))) ← value;
end;
end;
return T;
end.

Figure 3: Generic algorithm for building a decision tree
3.3 ID3
Unfortunately, ﬁnding a decision tree with minimum average depth is an intractable problem; however, there exists a good best-ﬁrst heuristic for choosing tests in order to produce
trees that are “not too deep”. This heuristic was proposed in the ID3 algorithm (Quinlan,
1986), and is base on the concept of entropy from information theory. In the following we
recall this approach in some detail also in order to introduce some notation which will be
used in the rest of the paper.
Definition 2 Given a (discrete) probability distribution P = {p1 , . . . , pn } its entropy E(P)
is:
(1)

E(P) = −

n


pi log2 pi

i=1


Entropy measures the degree of disorder. When we choose a test, we want it to split the
examples with the lowest degree of disorder with respect to the decisions associated with
them.
Given a set of examples E we introduce the sets:
E |a = {e ∈ E | the decision associated with example e is a}.
If the set of available decisions is A = {a1 , . . . , an } then E |A = {E |a1 , . . . , E |an } is a partition of E.
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Definition 3 For each ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , n, we deﬁne the probability of ai with respect to
E as follows:
|(E |ai )|
P (ai ; E) =
|E|


It is worth noting that, if examples are endowed with their a priori probabilities, we can
redeﬁne P (ai ; E) in order to take them into account. The basic formulation of ID3 assumes
however that all examples are equiprobable and it computes the probability distribution
from the frequencies of the examples.
The entropy of E is:
E(E) = −

(2)

n


P (ai ; E) log2 P (ai ; E).

i=1

If all decisions are equiprobable, we get E(E) = log2 n, which is the maximum degree of
disorder for n decisions. If all decisions but one have probability equal to 0, then E(E) = 0:
the degree of disorder is minimum.
Entropy is used as follows for test selection. A test o with possible outcomes v1 , . . . , vk ,
splits the set of examples into:
E |o→vi = {e ∈ E | test o has value vi in e}.
E |o = {E |o→v1 , . . . , E |o→vk } is again a partition of E. In particular, if while building the
tree we choose test o, E |o→vj is the subset of examples we use in building the subtree for
the child corresponding to vj . The lowest the degree of disorder in E |o→vj , the closer we
are to a leaf. Therefore, following equation (2):
E(E |o→vj ) = −

n

i=1

P (ai ; E |o→vj ) log2 P (ai ; E |o→vi ).

Finally, we deﬁne the entropy of a test o as the average entropy on its possible outcomes:
Definition 4 The entropy of a test o with respect to a set of examples E is:
E(o; E) =

(3)

k

j=1

where3 P (o → vj ) =

|(E |o→vj )|
|E|

P (o → vj )E(E |o→vj ),



.

The ID3 algorithm simply consists of choosing the test with lowest entropy. Figure 4 shows
the implementation of ChooseTest that yields ID3.
3. Again, if examples are endowed with a priori probabilities, this deﬁnition can be changed in order to
take them into account
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function ID3ChooseTest (set Tests, set Examples)
returns a test best test
begin
best test ← any element in Tests;
min entropy ← log2 |Examples|;
for each test ∈ Tests do begin
part ← Partition({Examples}, test);
ent ← Entropy(part);
if (ent < min entropy) then begin
min entropy ← ent;
best test ← test;
end;
end;
return best test;
end.

Figure 4: ID3 implementation of ChooseTest

4. Extending Decision Trees
In this section we formally introduce the notion of temporal decision tree, and we show how
timing information can be added to the set of examples used in tree building. Moreover we
introduce a model for recovery action that expresses information needed by the algorithm.
4.1 Temporal Decision Trees
In section 2.2.2 we motivated the monotonicity requirement for temporal decision trees, so
that their traversal requires information relative to increasing time and then no information
has to be stored.
We now discuss how temporal information is actually included in the tree and matched
with temporal information on the observations. The tree has to be used when some abnormal value is detected for some sensor (fault detection). We then intend the time of fault
detection as the reference time for temporal labels of observations in the tree. If we look
for example at the data shown in Figure 1, we see that, for every fault situation, there is
always at least one sensor whose value at time 0 is diﬀerent than nnormal. The reason is
that, for each fault situation, we associate a 0 time label to the ﬁrst snapshot in which there
is a sensor showing some deviation from nominal behaviour.
The following deﬁnition provides the extension for the temporal dimension in decision
trees.
Definition 5 A temporal decision tree is a decision tree r, NI , NL , E, L endowed with a
time-labelling function T such that:
(1) T : NI → IR+ ; we call T (n) a time label;
(2) if n ∈ NI and there exist n such that (n, n ) ∈ E (in other words, n is child of n),

then T (n ) ≥ T (n).
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Since we assume not to store any information, but rather to use information for traversing the tree as dictated by the tree itself, a ﬁrst branching for discrimination is provided
depending on which is the sensor that provided such a value. We then assume to have
diﬀerent temporal decision trees, one for each sensor which could possibly provide the ﬁrst
abnormal value, or, alternatively, that the root node has no time label, and the edges from
the root are not labelled with diﬀerent values of a single observable, but with diﬀerent
sensors which could provide the ﬁrst abnormal observation. Each tree, or subtree in the
second alternative, can be generated independently of the other ones, only using the examples where the sensor providing fault detection is the same. This generation is what will be
described in the rest of the paper.
Let us tree how a temporal decision tree (or forest, in the case of multiple detecting
sensors) can be exploited by an on-board diagnostic agent in order to choose a recovery
action. When the ﬁrst abnormal value is detected, the agent activates a time counter and
starts visiting the appropriate tree from the root. When it reaches an inner node n, the
agent retrieves both the associated test s = L(n) and the time label t = T (n). Then it
waits until the time counter reaches t, performs test s and chooses one of the child nodes
depending on the outcome. When the agent reaches a leaf, it performs the corresponding
recovery action.
With respect to the atemporal case, the agent has now the option to wait. From the
point of view of the agent it may seem pointless to wait when it could look at sensor values,
since reading sensor values has no cost. However, from the point of view of the tree things
are quite diﬀerent: we do not want to add a test that makes the tree deeper and at the
same time is not necessary.
Condition (2) states that the agent can only move forward in time. This corresponds
to the assumption that sensor readings are not stored, discussed in section 2.2.2.
Example 2 Let us consider the diagnostic setting described in example 1. Figure 5 shows a
temporal decision tree for such setting, that is a temporal decision tree that uses the sensors
and recovery actions mentioned in Figure 1. If such a tree is run on the fault situations in

the table, a proper recovery action is selected within the deadline.

4.2 Adding Timing Information to the Set of Examples
In order to generate temporal decision trees, we need temporal information in the examples.
We already introduced informally the notion of a set of examples (or “fault situations”)
with temporal information when describing the table in Figure 1. The following deﬁnition
formalizes the same notion.
Definition 6 A temporal example-set (te-set for short) E is a collection of fault situations
sit1 , . . . , sitn characterized by a number of sensors sens1 , . . . , sensm and an ascending sequence of time labels t1 < . . . < tlast representing the instants in time for which sensor
readings are available. In this context we call observation a pair sensi , tj . A te-set is
organized in a table as follows:
(1) The table has n rows, one for each fault situation.
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low
high

〈s1,0〉

normal

Action: b

Action: a

normal

〈s2,1〉

Actions: b,c
very low

very low

high

〈s2,0〉

〈s2,3〉

〈s2,1〉

Action: c

low
normal

zero

Action: d

high

Action: b

〈s3,2〉

high

Action: c

Figure 5: A temporal decision tree for the situations described in Figure 1.
(2) The table has m × last observation columns containing the outcomes of the diﬀerent
observations for each fault situation. We denote by Val(sith , sensi , tj ) the value
measured by sensor sensi at time tj in fault situation sith .
(3) The table has a distinguished column Act containing the recovery action associated
with each fault situation. We denote by Act(sith ) the recovery action associated
with sith .
(4) The table has a second distinguished column Dl containing the deadline for each
fault situation. We denote by Dl(sith ) the deadline for sith , and we have that
Dl(sith ) ∈ {t1 , . . . , tlast } for each h = 1, . . . , n. We deﬁne a global deadline for a
te-set S as Dl(S) = min{Dl(sit) | sit ∈ S}.
4 P (sit; E) is associated with each sit ∈ E , such that
We
 moreover assume that a probability


sit∈E P (sit; E) = 1. For every E ⊂ E and for every sit ∈ E we introduce the following


notation: P (E ; E) = sit∈E P (sit; E) and P (sit; E ) = PP (sit;E)
(E ;E) .

4.3 A Model for Recovery Actions
The algorithms we shall introduce require a more detailed model of recovery actions. In
particular we want to better characterize what happens when it is not possible to uniquely
identify the most appropriate recovery action. Moreover, we want to quantify the loss we
incur in when this happens.
We start with a formal deﬁnition:
Definition 7 A basic model for recovery actions is a triple A, ≺, χ where:
(1) A = {a1 , . . . , aK } is a ﬁnite set of symbols denoting basic recovery actions.
4. P (sit; E) can be computed as a frequency, that is P (sit; E) = 1/n, where n is the number of fault
situations, or it can be known a priori and added to the set of examples.
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(2) ≺⊆ A × A is a partial strict order relation on A. We say that ai is weaker than
aj , written as ai ≺ aj , if aj produces more recovery eﬀects than ai , in the sense
that aj could be used in place of ai (but not the vice versa). We therefore assume
that there are no drawbacks in actions, that is any action can be performed at any
time with no negative consequences, apart from the cost of the action itself (see
below). This is clearly a limitation and something to be tackled in future work (see
the discussion in section 7).
(3) χ : A → IR+ is the cost function, and is such that if ai ≺ aj then χ(ai ) < χ(aj ). χ
associates a cost with each basic recovery action, expressing possible drawbacks of
the action itself. Recovery actions performed on-board usually imply a performance
limitation or the abortion of some ongoing activity; costs are meant to estimate
monetary losses or inconveniences for the users resulting from these. The requirement of monotonicity with respect to ≺ stems from the following consideration: if
ai ≺ aj and χ(ai ) ≥ χ(aj ) it would not make any sense to ever perform ai , since aj
could be performed with the same eﬀects at the same (or lower) cost. We moreover
assume that costs are independent from the fault situation (a consequence of the
no-drawbacks assumption mentioned in the previous point).

Example 3 Let us consider again the four recovery actions a, b, c, d that appear in the teset of Figure 1. Figure 6 shows a basic action model for them. The graph expresses the

oredering relation ≺, while costs are shown next to action names.
a - χ: 100

b - χ: 20

c - χ: 50

d - χ: 10

Figure 6: A basic action model.
We have seen in the previous section that with each fault situation is associated a
recovery action; usually this association depends on the fault, but it may also depend on
the operating conditions in which the fault occurs.
What happens when we cannot discriminate multiple fault situations? In section 3.2,
while outlining the generic algorithm for the atemporal case, we referred the solution to the
decision-making agent. In this case we want to be more precise.
Definition 8 Let A, ≺, χ be a basic model for recovery actions. We deﬁne the function
merge : 2A → 2A as follows:
(4)

merge(S) = {ai ∈ S | there is no aj ∈ S such that ai ≺ aj }
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We moreover deﬁne:
(5)

merge-set(A) = {merge(S) | S ∈ 2A } ⊆ 2A

merge-set(A) is the set of compound recovery actions which includes basic recovery actions

in the form of singletons.
The intuition behind merge is that when we cannot discriminate multiple fault situations
we simply merge the corresponding recovery actions. This means that we collect all recovery
actions, and then remove the unnecessary ones (equation (4)). An action in a set becomes
unnecessary when the set contains a stronger action. Thus given a te-set E, we deﬁne:
(6)

Act(E) = merge({Act(sit) | sit ∈ E}).

If we take into account compound actions, we can extend the notion of model for recovery
actions as follows:
Definition 9 Let A = A, ≺, χ be a basic model for recovery actions. An extended model
for A is a triple A, ≺ext , χext  where:
(1) ≺ext ⊆ merge-set(A) × merge-set(A) and given A, A ∈ merge-set(A), A ≺ext A if
for every a ∈ A either a ∈ A or there exists a ∈ A such that a ≺ a . Notice that
{ai } ≺ext {aj } if and only if ai ≺ aj .
actions such that for
(2) χext : merge-set(A) → IR+ is a cost function over compound

every A ∈ merge-set(A), maxa∈A χ(a) ≤ χext (A) ≤ a∈A . Moreover, if A ≺ext A
then it must hold that χext (A) < χext (A ).
While ≺ext is uniquely determined by ≺, the same does not hold for χext : for this reason there is more than one extended model for any basic model. The requirement that
maxa∈A χ(a) ≤ χext (A) is motivated as follows: if there existed a ∈ A such that χext (A) ≤
χ(a) then it would make sense never to perform a, substituting it for A. In fact, {a} ≺ext A
and A would have the same or lower cost. We also ask χext - as we did for basic models to be monotonic with respect to ≺ext .
In the following we shall consider only extended models for recovery actions, thus we
shall drop the ext preﬁx from both ≺ and χ.
Example 4 Figure 7 shows a possible extension for the basic model in Figure 6. In this
case the cost of the compound action {b, c} is given by the sum of the individual costs of b

and c.

5. The Problem of Building Temporal Decision Trees
In this section we outline the peculiarities of building temporal decision trees, showing the
diﬀerences with respect to the “traditional” case.
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{a} - χ: 100
{b, c} - χ: 70

{b} - χ: 20

{c} - χ: 50

{d} - χ: 10

Figure 7: An extended action model.
5.1 The Challenge of Temporal Decision Trees
What makes the generation of temporal decision trees more diﬃcult from standard ones is
the requirement that time labels do not decrease when moving from the root to the leaves:
this corresponds to assuming that sensor values cannot be stored; when the decision-making
agent decides to wait it gives up using all values that sensors show while it is waiting.
If we release this restriction we can actually generate temporal decision trees with a
minor variation of ID3, essentially by considering each pair formed by a sensor and a time
label as an individual test. In other words ID3ChooseTest selects a sensor s and a time
label t such that reading s at time t allows for the maximum discrimination among examples.
However in systems as the ones we are considering, that is low-memory real-time systems,
the possibility of performing the diagnostic task without discarding dynamics but also
without having to store sensor values across time is a serious issue to take into account.
For this reason the deﬁnition of temporal decision tree includes the requirement that time
labels be not decreasing on root-leaf paths.
Figure 8 shows a generic algorithm for building temporal decision trees that can help us
outline the diﬃculties of the task. Line 8 shows a minor modiﬁcation aimed at taking into
account deadlines: an observation can be used on a given set of examples only if its time
label does not exceed its global deadline. Violating this condition would result in a tree
that selects a recovery action only after the deadline for the corresponding fault situation
has expired.
The major change with respect to the standard algorithm is however shown in line
15: once we select an observation pair sensor, tlabel we must remove from the set of
observations all those pairs whose time label is lower than tlabel5 .
As a consequence of these operations - ruling out invalid observations and discarding
those that are in the past - the set of observations available when building a child node can
be diﬀerent from the one used for its parent in more than one way:
5. Actually this assumes that reading a sensor and moving downwards the tree accordingly can be done
so swiftly that the qualitative sensor values have no time to change in the meanwhile. If this is not the
case, one can choose to remove also the pairs with time labels equal to tlabel, or more generally those
with time labels lower than tlabel + k where k is the time needed by the diagnostic agent to carry out
tree operations. For the sake of simplicity, however, in the following we will assume that k is 0, since the
choice of k does not aﬀect the approach we propose.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

function BuildTemporalTree (te-set Examples, set Obs, action model ActModel)
returns a temporal decision tree T = root, Nodes, Edges, Labels, TLabels
begin
if for all sit ∈ Examples Act(sit) is the same then
return BuildLeaf(Examples, ActModel);
deadline ← Dl(Examples);
UsefulObs ← {o ∈ Obs | ∃s1, s2 ∈ Examples s.t. Val(s1, o) = Val(s2, o)};
ValidObs ← {sensor, tlabel ∈ UsefulObs | tlabel ≤ deadline};
if ValidObs is empty then
return BuildLeaf(Examples, ActModel);
sensor, tlabel ← ChooseObs (ValidObs, Examples, ActModel);
root ← new node;
Nodes ← {root}; Edges ← ∅; Labels(root) ← sensor; TLabels(root) ← tlabel;
T ← root, Nodes, Edges, Labels, TLabels;
Obs Update ← {sens, tst ∈ UsefulObs | tst ≥ tlabel};
for each possible measure value of sensor do begin
SubExamples ← {sit ∈ Examples | Val(sit, sensor, tlabel) = value};
if SubExamples is not empty then begin
SubTree ← BuildTemporalTree (SubExamples, Obs Update, ActModel);
Append(T, root, SubTree);
Labels((root, Root(SubTree))) ← value;
end;
end;
return T;
end.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

function BuildLeaf (te-set Examples, action model ActModel)
returns a loose temporal decision tree T = leaf, {leaf}, ∅, Labels, ∅
begin
all act ← {Act(sit) | sit ∈ Examples};
comp act ← merge(all act);
leaf ← new node; Labels(leaf) ← comp act; T ← leaf, {leaf}, ∅, Labels, ∅;
return T;
end.

Figure 8: Generic algorithm for building a temporal decision tree
• Some observations can be invalid for the parent and valid for the child. The recursive
call for the child works on a smaller set of examples; therefore the global deadline may
be further ahead in time, allowing more observations to be used.
• Some observations can become unavailable for the child because they have a time
label lower than that used for the parent.
Of course the problematic issue is the latter: some observations are lost, and among them
there may be some information which is necessary for properly selecting a recovery action.
Let us consider as an example the te-set in Figure 9, with four fault situations, two time
labels (0 and 1) and only one sensor (s). Each fault situation is characterized by a diﬀerent
recovery action, and the te-set obviously allows to discriminate all of them. However the
entropy criterion would ﬁrst select the observation s, 1, which is more discriminating.
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sit1
sit2
sit3
sit4

s, 0
x
x
y
y

s, 1
x
y
y
z

Act
a
b
c
d

Figure 9: A te-set causing some problems to standard ID3 algorithm if used for temporal
decision trees.

The observation s, 0 would then become unavailable, and the resulting tree could never
discriminate sit2 and sit3 .
This shows that there is a relevant diﬀerence between building standard decision trees
and building temporal decision trees. Let us look again at the generic algorithm for standard
decision trees presented in Figure 3: the particular strategy implemented in ChooseTest
does not aﬀect the capability of the tree of selecting the proper recovery action, but only the
size of the tree. Essentially the tree contains the same information as the set of examples at least for what concerns the association between observations and recovery actions. We
can say that the tree has always the same discriminating power as the set of examples,
meaning that the only case when the tree is not capable of deciding between two recovery
actions is when the set of examples contains two fault situations with identical observations
and diﬀerent actions.
If we consider the algorithm in Figure 8 we see that the order in which observations are
selected - that is, the particular implementation of ChooseObs - can aﬀect the discriminating power of the tree, and not only its size. Since from one recursive call to the following
some observations are discarded, we can obtain a tree with less discriminating information
than the original set of examples. Our primary task is then to avoid such a situation, that is
to build a tree which is small, but which does not sacriﬁce relevant information. As a consequence, we cannot exploit the strategy of simply selecting an observation with minimum
entropy.
In the next sections we shall formalize the new requirements for the output tree, and
propose an implementation of ChooseObs which meets them.
5.2 Each Tree Has a Cost
In the previous section we informally introduced the notion of discriminating power. In
this section we shall introduce a more general notion of expected cost of a temporal decision
tree. Intuitively, the expected cost associated with a temporal decision tree is the expected
cost of a recovery action selected by the tree, with respect to the probability distribution
of the fault situations.
Expected cost is a stronger notion than discriminating power: on the one hand if a tree
discriminates better than another, than it has also a lower expected cost (we shall soon
prove this statement). On the other hand expected cost adds something to the notion of
discriminating power, since any two trees are comparable from the point of view of cost,
while they may not be from the point of view of the discrimination they carry out.
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Before deﬁning expected cost, we need to introduce some preliminary deﬁnitions.
We shall make use of a function, named examples, that given an initial set of examples
E and a tree T associates to each node of the tree a subset of E. To understand the meaning
of such a function before formally deﬁning it, let us imagine to run the tree on E and at
a certain point of the decision process to reach a node n: examples tells us which is the
subset of fault situations which we have not yet discarded.
Definition 10 Let E be a te-set with sensors s1 , . . . , sm , time labels t1 , . . . , tlast and actions
model A, ≺, χ. Moreover let T = r, N, E, L, T  be a temporal decision tree such that
for every internal node n ∈ N we have L(n) ∈ {s1 , . . . , sm } and T (n) ∈ {t1 , . . . , tlast }. We
deﬁne a function examples(·; E) : N → 2E as follows:
(7) examples(r; E) = E

where r is the root of T;

examples(n; E) = {sit ∈ examples(p; E) | Val(sit, L(p), T (p)) = L((p, n))}
where n ∈ N , n = r and (p, n) ∈ E.
examples is well deﬁned since for any n ∈ N diﬀerent from the root there exists exactly

one p ∈ N such that (p, n) ∈ E.
Notice that, if E is the set of examples used for building T, examples(n; E) corresponds to
the subset of examples used while creating node n.
Example 5 Let us consider Figure 10: it shows the same tree as Figure 5, but for every
node n we can also see the set of fault situations examples(n; E), where E is the te-set of

Figure 1.
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sit1,sit3,sit4
sit6,sit7
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sit1
sit6
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Actions: b,c
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Action: d

Action: b

Action: c
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sit6

sit3

sit4

Figure 10: A temporal decision tree showing the value of example(n, E).
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In the following when using function examples we shall omit the second argument,
denoting the initial te-set, when there is no ambiguity about which te-set is considered.
Not every tree can be used on a given set of examples: actually we need some compatibility between the two, which is characterized by the following deﬁnition.
Definition 11 Let E be as in previous deﬁnition. We say that a temporal decision tree
T = r, N, E, L, T  is compatible with E if:
• For every internal node n ∈ N , L(n) ∈ {s1 , . . . , sm }, T (n) ∈ {t1 , . . . , tlast } and T (n) ≤
Dl(examples(n; E)).
• For every leaf l ∈ N , L(l) ∈ merge(A) and L(l) = merge(Act(examples(l; E))).
It is straightforward to see that a tree is compatible with the set of examples used in building
it.
We have the following property6 :
Proposition 12 Let T = r, N, E, L, T  be a temporal decision tree compatible with a teset E. Let l1 , . . . , lf ∈ N denote the leaves of T . Then examples(l1 ), . . . , examples(lf ) is a
partition of E.
For each sit ∈ E we then denote by leafT (sit) the unique leaf l of T such that sit ∈
examples(l). We are now ready to formalize the notion of discriminating power.
Definition 13 Let T = rT , NT , ET , LT , TT , U = rU , NU , EU , LU , TU  denote two temporal decision trees compatible with the same te-set E. Let moreover A, ≺, χ be the
recovery action model used in building T and U. We say that T is more discriminating
than U with respect to E if:
(1) for every sit ∈ E either LT (leafT (sit)) ≺ LU (leafU (sit)) or LT (leafT (sit)) =
LU (leafU (sit));
(2) there exists sit ∈ E such that LT (leafT (sit)) ≺ LU (leafU (sit)).



Notice that the second condition makes sure that the two trees are not equal (in which
case they would be equally discriminating), something that the ﬁrst condition alone cannot
guarantee.
Example 6 Let us consider the tree in Figure 10 above and the tree in Figure 11 below.
The former is more discriminating than the latter. In fact, the two trees associate the same
actions to sit1 , sit2 , sit3 , sit4 , sit5 and sit6 . However the former associates action b with sit7
and action c with sit8 , while the latter associates to both sit7 and sit8 the compound action

{b, c}.
Unfortunately we cannot easily use discriminating power - as deﬁned above - as a preference criterion for decision trees. The reason is that it does not deﬁne a total order on
decision trees, but only a partial one. The following situations may arise:
6. For the sake of readability, all proofs are collected in a separate appendix at the end of the paper.
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• For some sit, LT (leafT (sit)) ≺ LU (leafU (sit)); for some other sit, LU (leafU (sit)) ≺
LT (leafT (sit)).
• For a given sit, LT (leafT (sit)) ⊀ LU (leafU (sit)), nor LU (leafU (sit)) ⊀ LT (leafT (sit)).
From the point of view of discriminating power alone, it is reasonable for T and U not to be
comparable in the above cases. Nonetheless, there may be a reason for preferring one over
the other, and this reason is cost. For example if we consider the second situation, even if
LT (sit) and LU (sit) are not directly comparable from the point of view of their strength,
one of the two may be cheaper than the other and thus preferable.
We therefore introduce the notion of expected cost of a tree.
Definition 14 Let T = r, N, E, L, T  be a temporal decision tree compatible with a teset E and an action model A = A, ≺, χ. We inductively deﬁne an expected cost function
XE,A : N → IR+ on tree nodes as follows:


if l ∈ N is a leaf;
χ(L(l))

(8)
XE,A (n) =
P (L(n) → L((n, c))) · XE,A (c) if n ∈ N is an inner node.


c:(n,c)∈E

where P (L(n) → L((n, c))) is the probability of sensor L(n) showing a value v = L((n, c))
and is given by:
P (L(n) → L((n, c))) =

P (examples(c); E)
= P (examples(c); examples(n)).
P (examples(n); E)

The expected cost of T with respect to E and A, denoted by XE,A (T) , is then deﬁned as:
XE,A (T) = XE,A (r) where r is the root of T

(9)


The above deﬁnition states that:
• The expected cost of a tree leaf l is simply the cost of its recovery action L(l);
• The expected cost of an inner node n is given by the weighted sum of its children’s
expected costs; weight for child c is given by the probability P (L(n) → L((n, c))).
• The expected cost of a temporal decision tree T is the expected cost of its root.
The following proposition states that the weighted sum for computing the expected cost
of the root can be performed directly on tree leaves.
Proposition 15 Let T = r, N, E, L, T  denote a temporal decision tree, and let l1 , . . . , lu
be its leaves. Then
(10)

XE,A (T) =

u


χ(L(li )) · P (examples(l); E)

i=1
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Figure 11: A temporal decision tree less discriminating than the one in Figure 10.
The next proposition shows that expected cost is monotonic with respect to the “better
discrimination” relation, and therefore it is a good preference criterion for temporal decision
trees, since a tree with the lowest possible expected cost is the most discriminating one,
and moreover it is the cheapest among equally discriminating trees.
Proposition 16 Let T = rT , NT , ET , LT , TT , U = rU , NU , EU , LU , TU  be two temporal decision trees compatible with the same te-set E and the same actions model A. If T is
more discriminating than U then XE,A (T) < XE,A (U).
Example 7 Let us compute the expected cost of tree T1 in Figure 10 and of tree T2 in
Figure 11, with respect to the te-set E in Figure 1 and the action model A in Figure 7. We
shall assume that all fault situations are equiprobable, that is each of them has probability
1/8. By exploiting proposition 15 we obtain:
XE,A (T1 ) = P (sit1 )χ(a) + P (sit7 )χ(b) + P (sit6 )χ(d) + P (sit3 )χ(b) + P (sit4 )χ(c) +
+P ({sit2 , sit5 })χ({b, c}) + P (sit8 )χ(c) =
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
· 100 + · 20 + · 10 + · 20 + · 50 + · 70 + · 50 =
=
8
8
8
8
8
4
8
= 12.5 + 2.5 + 1.25 + 2.5 + 6.25 + 17.5 + 6.25 = 48.75
XE,A (T2 ) = P (sit1 )χ(a) + P (sit6 )χ(d) + P (sit3 )χ(b) + P (sit4 )χ(c) +
+P ({sit2 , sit5 , sit7 , sit8 })χ({b, c}) =
1
1
1
1
1
· 100 + · 10 + · 20 + · 50 + · 70 =
=
8
8
8
8
2
= 12.5 + 1.25 + 2.5 + 6.25 + 35 = 57.5
We can see that the less discriminating tree, that is T2 , has a higher expected cost.



5.3 Restating the Problem
In the previous section we introduced expected cost as a preference criterion for decision
trees. Given this notion, we can restate the problem of building temporal decision tree as
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that of building a tree with minimum possible expected cost. This section formally shows
that the notion of “minimum possible expected cost” is well deﬁned, and more precisely
it corresponds to the cost of a tree that exploits all observations in the te-set. The goal
can then be expressed as ﬁnding a reasonably small tree among those whose expected cost
is minimum.
In this section, as well as formalizing the above mentioned notions, we introduce some
formal machinery that will be useful in proving the correctness of our algorithm.
Definition 17 Let E denote a te-set. Moreover, let t1 , . . . , tlast denote the time labels of
E. We say that siti , sitj ∈ E are pairwise indistinguishable, and we write siti ∼ sitj , if
for all ti < min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitj )} and for all sensors s we have that Val(siti , s, ti ) =

Val(sitj , s, ti ).
As a relation, ∼ is obviously reﬂexive and symmetric, but it is not transitive. If we consider
a sitk with a particularly strict deadline, it might well be that siti ∼ sitk , sitk ∼ sitj , but
siti  sitj . We now introduce a new relation ≈ which is the transitive closure of ∼.
Definition 18 Let E denote a te-set. We say that siti , sitj ∈ E are indistinguishable, and
we write siti ≈ sitj , if there exists a ﬁnite sequence sitk1 , . . . , sitku ∈ E such that
• sitk1 = siti ;
• sitku = sitj ;
• for every g = 1, . . . , u − 1, sitkg ∼ sitkg+1 .



≈ is an equivalence relation over E, and we denote by E/≈ the corresponding quotient set.
We have the following deﬁnition:
Definition 19 Let E be a te-set, with actions model A. The expected cost of E, denoted
by X E,A , is deﬁned as:

X E,A =
χ(merge({Act(sit) | sit ∈ η})) · P (η; E)
(11)
η∈E/≈


Example 8 Let us consider the te-set E in Figure 1 and the action model A in Figure 7.
The only two indistinguishable fault situations in E are sit2 and sit5 . Thus we have:
X E,A = P (sit1 )χ(a) + P ({sit2 , sit5 })χ({b, c}) + P (sit3 )χ(b) + P (sit4 )χ(c) +
+P (sit6 )χ(d) + P (sit7 )χ(b) + P (sit8 )χ(c) =
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
· 100 + · 70 + · 20 + · 50 + · 10 + · 20 + · 50 =
=
8
4
8
8
8
8
8
= 12.5 + 17.5 + 2.5 + 6.25 + 1.25 + 2.5 + 6.25 = 48.75
Notice that the tree in Figure 10 has the same cost as the te-set, thus its cost is the minimum
possible, as we show below. Of course we may still be able to build another smaller tree with

the same cost.
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Now we need to show that X E,A is actually the minimum possible expected cost for a
temporal decision tree compatible with E.
Theorem 20 Let E be a te-set with actions model A. We have that:
(i) There exists a decision tree T compatible with E such that XE,A (T) = X E,A .
(ii) For every temporal decision tree T compatible with E, X E,A ≤ XE,A (T).



Now we can state more precisely the problem of building a temporal decision tree:
Given a te-set E with actions model A, we want to build a temporal decision
tree T over E, such that XE,A (T) = X E,A . Moreover, we want to keep the tree
reasonably small by exploiting entropy.

6. The Algorithm
In this section we describe in detail our proposal for building temporal decision trees from a
given te-set and action model. We also discuss the complexity of the algorithm we introduce,
and give an example of how the algorithm works.
6.1 Preconditions
Our goal is now to deﬁne an implementation of function ChooseObs such that, once
plugged into function BuildTemporalTree, yields a solution to the problem of building
temporal decision trees as stated in section 5.3. First however we shall analyze some properties of BuildTemporalTree as deﬁned in Figure 8: this will lead us smoothly to the
solution and will help us prove formally its correctness. In order to accomplish this task we
need to introduce some notation that allows us to speak about algorithm properties.
Let E be a te-set with fault situations {sit1 , . . . , sitn }, sensors {s1 , . . . , sm }, time labels
{t1 , . . . , tlast } and action model A. We aim at computing our tree T by executing:
(12)

T ← BuildTemporalTree({sit1 , . . . , sitn }, {s1 , . . . , sm } × {t1 , . . . , tlast }, A)

Each execution of BuildTemporalTree comprises several recursive calls to the same
function; given two recursive calls c, c we shall write c  c when c occurs immediately
inside c . Moreover we shall denote by c0 the initial call. Finally, we shall call terminal a
recursive call which does not have any further inner call.
For a given call c, we shall denote by [[Example]]c , [[Obs]]c , [[ActModel]]c the actual values
of the formal parameters in c. With a slight abuse of notation, we shall also write [[var]]c
to denote the value of those variables var in c that, once set, never change their value
(deadline, UsefulObs, ValidObs, sensor, tlabel, Obs Update). Finally, we shall denote
by [[T]]c the tree returned by call c.
Each recursive call c works on a diﬀerent te-set, which is deﬁned by [[Examples]]c
and [[Obs]]c . The actions model however is always the same, since for c  c we have
[[ActModel]]c = [[ActModel]]c . We shall denote by Ec the te-set used in call c, which is
determined by its input parameters.
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The following proposition is critical for proving the correctness of our approach. It
states that we can obtain a tree with minimum expected cost if and only if we guarantee
that there is no increase in the expected cost of the te-set when passing from the set of
observations Obs to the set Obs Update:
Proposition 21 Let us consider an execution of BuildTemporalTree starting with a
main call c0 . The initial te-set, which we want to build a tree over, is E = Ec0 with
A = [[ActModel]]c0 . For any recursive call c, let us denote by E∗c the te-set determined by
[[Examples]]c and [[Obs Update]]c . Then:
(1) XE,A ([[T]]c0 ) ≥ X E,A
(2) XE,A ([[T]]c0 ) = X E,A if and only if for every non terminal7 recursive call c generated
by c0 it holds that X Ec ,A = X E∗c ,A
6.2 Implementing ChooseObs
Proposition 21 suggests that we need to provide an implementation for ChooseObs such
that at each recursive call c, X Ec ,A = X E∗c ,A . Let us examine in more detail the relations
between [[Obs]]c and [[Obs Update]]c .
As a ﬁrst step, [[UsefulObs]]c is obtained by removing from [[Obs]]c those observations
that do not help in discriminating fault situations. This has no eﬀect on the expected cost
of the te-set, since it does not aﬀect the relation of indistinguishability.
Then [[Obs Update]]c is obtained from [[UsefulObs]]c by removing those observations
whose time label precedes the chosen one. The expected cost of the resulting te-set thus
depends on the time label selected by function ChooseObs. We have the following properties:
Proposition 22 Let c, d denote two independent calls to BuildTemporalTree with the
same input arguments but with diﬀerent implementations of ChooseObs. If [[tlabel]]c ≤
[[tlabel]]d then X E∗c ,A ≤ X E∗d ,A .
Proposition 23 Let c be a call to BuildTemporalTree. If [[tlabel]]c = tminc = min{t |
t, s ∈ [[ValidObs]]c } then X E∗c ,A ≤ X Ec ,A .
Now we deﬁne the notion of a safe time label:
Definition 24 Let c denote a call to BuildTemporalTree. A time label t is said to be
safe with respect to c if [[tlabel]]c = t implies X E∗c ,A = X Ec ,A .
An immediate consequence of propositions 22 and 23 is the following:
Proposition 25 For any call c to BuildTemporalTree there exist a time label tmaxc
such that the safe time labels are all and only those t with tminc ≤ t ≤ tmaxc , where tminc is
as in proposition 23.
7. We exclude terminal calls because they do not even compute Obs Update.
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Figure 12 describes ID3ChooseSafeObs, the implementation of ChooseObs we propose. It exploits the properties we have proved in this and the previous section in order to
achieve the desired task in an eﬃcient way. Let us examine it in more detail.
ID3ChooseSafeObs (Figure 12) computes the set of safe observations (line 4) and
then chooses among them one with minimum entropy (line 5). For what we have proved
up to now, such an implementation yields a temporal decision tree with minimum expected
cost, and at the same time exploits entropy in order to keep the tree small.
Let us now see how FindSafeObs (also in Figure 12) computes the set of safe observations. Proposition 23 shows that the notion of safeness is tied to time labels rather than
to individual observations. First of all FindSafeObs determines the range of valid time
labels for the current set of examples (line 12); the lower bound tlow is the lowest time label
in Obs, and is stored in variable t low, while the upper bound tup is given by the global
deadline for Examples, and is stored in variable t up.
Then the idea is to ﬁnd the maximum safe label tmax (variable t max) which allows us
to easily build the set of safe observations (line 21).
In order to accomplish this task the following steps have to be performed:
• Given the initial te-set E, deﬁned by Examples, Obs and ActModel, compute X E,A .
• For each time label t in the range delimited by tlow and tup , consider the te-set Et
deﬁned by Examples and by those observations with time label equal or greater than
t. Then compute X Et ,A .
• As soon as we ﬁnd a time label t with X Et ,A > X E,A , we know that tmax is the time
label immediately preceding t.
Here the most critical operation (in terms of eﬃciency) is that of computing the expected
cost of each Et , because this involves ﬁnding the quotient set Et /≈. In fact, in order
to obtain the quotient set, we need to repeatedly partition the te-set with respect to all
observations available for it.
QuotientSet function (Figure 12) performs precisely this task. It takes in input the
current time label tlabel, an initial partition (possibly made of a single block with the
entire te-set) and the set of all observations, from which it will select valid ones.
First of all it partitions the input te-set with respect to observations with the current
time label (lines 28–31). Then it executes iteratively the following operations:
• For each partition block it checks whether the deadline has moved further in time
(lines 36–38).
• If so, it partitions again the block and stores the resulting sub-blocks for further
examination (lines 39–41).
• If not, the block is part of the Final partition that will be returned (line 42).
In order to simplify the task, we introduce as a data type the extended partition, where each
partition block is stored together with the highest time label used in building it. In this way
we can easily check if the deadline for the block allows us to exploit more observations or
not. Using extended partitions instead of standard ones we need to deﬁne a new function,
ExtPartition, which works in the same way as the Partition function used in Figure 4,
but also records with each block the highest time label used for it.
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12
13
14
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

function ID3ChooseSafeObs (set Obs, te-set Examples, action model ActModel)
returns an observation o = sensor, tlabel
begin
SafeObs ← FindSafeObs(Obs, Examples, ActModel);
o ← ID3ChooseTest(SafeObs, Examples);
return o;
end.
function FindSafeObs (set Obs, te-set Examples, action model ActModel)
returns a set of observations SafeObs
begin

cost ← sit∈Examples Act(sit);
t up ← Dl(Examples); t low ← min{t | s, t ∈ Obs};
t max ← t up; part ← {Examples, t up};
for every time label tx starting from t up down to t low do begin
part ← QuotientSet(part, Obs, tx);
newcost ← ExpectedCost(part);
if newcost < cost then begin
cost ← newcost; t max ← tx;
end;
end;
SafeObs ← {s, t | t ≤ t max};
return SafeObs;
end.
function QuotientSet (partition Initial, set Obs, time label tlabel)
returns a reﬁned partition Final
begin
part ← Initial;
for all s, t with t = tlabel do begin
part ← ExtPartition(part, s, t);
ObsCurr ← ObsCurr ∪ {s, t};
end;
Final ← ∅;
while part = ∅ do
tmp part ← ∅;
for each block, ty ∈ part do begin
newdl ← Dl(block);
single ← {block, ty};
if newdl > ty then begin
for each s, t with ty < t ≤ newdl do
single ← ExtPartition(single, s, t);
tmp part ← tmp part ∪ single;
end else Final ← Final ∪ start;
end;
part ← tmp part;
end;
return Final;
end.

Figure 12: ID3ChooseSafeObs is an implementation of ChooseObs yielding a tree with
minimum expected cost
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Notice that QuotientSet needs the whole set of observations (and not only valid ones)
to properly compute the result; therefore when BuildTemporalTree calls ID3ChooseSafeObs
it must pass as ﬁrst argument UsefulObs instead of ValidObs.
FindSafeObs exploits QuotientSet to ﬁnd all quotient sets for all Et , but does so
using an eﬃcient approach which we call backward strategy.
First of all, we can notice that the order in which observations are considered does not
matter while building a quotient set. Moreover, if t < t , Et /≈ is a reﬁnement of Et /≈; in
other words we can obtain it from Et /≈ by simply reﬁning the partition with additional
observations.
Thus, we can compute all quotient sets at the same time as we compute E/≈.
FindSafeObs does exactly so: it computes all quotient sets and their expected cost
starting from the last time label tup . Each quotient set is not built from scratch, but as a
reﬁnement of the previous one. This is the reason why QuotientSet (and ExtPartition
as well) takes as ﬁrst argument not a single set, but a partition. In this way, all quotient sets
are computed with the same operations8 needed to build E/≈. The next section analyzes
in further detail complexity issues.
6.3 Complexity
In this section we aim at showing that the additional computations needed in building
temporal decision trees do not lead to a higher asymptotical complexity than that we
would get by using the standard ID3 algorithm on the same set of examples (we discussed
in section 5.1 the circumstances that could make such an approach feasible).
Essentially the diﬀerence between the two cases lies in the presence of FindSafeObs function. Wherever BuildTree calls ID3ChooseTest, BuildTemporalTree calls
ID3ChooseSafeObs, which in turn calls both FindSafeObs and ID3ChooseTest.
Let us compare FindSafeObs and ID3ChooseTest, which are similar in many ways.
The former repeatedly partitions the input te-set with respect to every available observation;
then it computes entropy for each partition built in such a way. FindSafeObs builds
just one partition by exploiting all available observations; in other words instead of using
each observation to partition the initial te-set, it exploits it in order to reﬁne an existing
partition of the same te-set. Moreover, at each time label it computes the expected cost
of the partition built so far. Essentially, if we denote by NS the number of sensors and
with NT the number of time labels in the initial partition, we have roughly the following
comparison:
• NS × NT (number of observations) entropy computations for ID3ChooseTest vs.
NT expected cost computations for FindSafeObs.
• NS × NT partitions of the initial te-set for ID3ChooseTest vs. NS × NT reﬁnements
of existing partitions of the initial te-set for FindSafeObs.
Entropy and expected cost can be computed with roughly the same eﬀort: both require
retrieving some information for each element of each partition block, and to combine this
information in some quite straightforward way. The complexity of this task depends only
on the overall number of elements, and not on how they are distributed between diﬀerent
8. There is a slight overhead due to the need to ﬁnd which observations should be used at each step.
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block of the partition. So even if expected cost is computed most of the times on ﬁner
partitions than entropy, the only thing that matters is that both are partitions of the same
set, thus involving the same elements.
Now let us examine the problem of creating a partition. This involves retrieving a value
for each element of each block of the initial partition (which again depends only on the
number of elements, and not on the number of blocks of the initial partition) and to properly
assign the element to a new partition block depending on the original block and on the new
value. The main diﬀerence in this case between starting with the whole te-set (creation) or
with an initial partition (reﬁnement), is the size of the new blocks that are being created,
which are smaller in the second case. Dependent on how we implement the partition data
type, this may make no diﬀerence, or may take less time for the reﬁnement case. However,
it never happens that reﬁnement (corresponding to FindSafeObs function) requires more
time than the creation (corresponding to ID3ChooseTest function) of a partition.
Therefore we can claim that FindSafeObs function has the same asymptotic complexity as function ID3ChooseTest. Thus also ID3ChooseSafeObs has the same asymptotic complexity as ID3ChooseTest, and we can conclude that BuildTree has the same
asymptotic complexity as BuildTemporalTree.
6.4 An Example
In this section we shall show how our algorithm operates on the te-set in Figure 1 with
respect to the action model in Figure 7.
Let us summarize the information the algorithm receives. Eight fault situations are
involved; moreover we can exploit three sensors, each of which can show ﬁve diﬀerent
qualitative values: h - high, n - normal, l - low, v - very low, z - zero. Time labels
correspond to natural numbers ranging from 0 to 7, and we assume they correspond to
times measured by an internal clock which is started at the time of fault detection. There
are four basic recovery actions a, b, c, d, such that d ≺ b ≺ a and d ≺ c ≺ a. The set of
compound recovery actions is thus A = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {b, c}, {d}}; the ordering relation is
pictured in 7, together with action costs.
BuildTemporalTree is ﬁrst called on the whole te-set. None of the two terminating conditions is met (notice however that there are two observations that are not useful, since they do not discriminate: s3 , 0 and s3 , 1). Then the main function calls
ID3ChooseSafeObs and consequently FindSafeObs. Since the global deadline is 2 we
must check time labels 0, 1 and 2, starting from the last one.
Exploiting only observations with time label 2 we obtain the following partition:
{{sit1 , sit6 }, {sit2 , sit5 , sit7 , sit8 }, {sit3 }, {sit4 }}
However in order to ﬁnd the expected cost we still have to check if for some partition block
the deadline has changed; this happens for {sit1 , sit6 } as well as for {sit3 } and {sit4 }. For
the last two blocks it does not change anything - they already contain only one element. As
to the ﬁrst block, the deadline is now 5 and thus it is possible to further split the partition.
Therefore we obtain that the partition for time label 2 is:
Pt=2 = {{sit1 }, {sit6 }, {sit2 , sit5 , sit7 , sit8 }, {sit3 }, {sit4 }}
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After ﬁnding the partition, the algorithm computes the expected cost, which turns out
to be:
1
+ χ(Act(sit6 )) ·
8
1
+ χ(Act(sit3 )) · + χ(Act(sit4 )) ·
8
1
1
1
1
= 100 · + 10 · + 70 · + 20 ·
8
8
2
8
= 57.5

XE,t=2 = χ(Act(sit1 )) ·

1
1
+ χ(Act({sit2 , sit5 , sit7 , sit8 })) ·
8
2
1
8
1
+ 50 ·
8

Then the algorithm moves to time label 1; starting from Pt=2 it adds observations with
time label 1, obtaining a new partition:
Pt=1 = {{sit1 }, {sit6 }, {sit2 , sit5 }, {sit7 }, {sit8 }, {sit3 }, {sit4 }}
Deadlines move for {sit7 } and {sit8 }, but since these are singletons the new observations
cannot further split the partition. The expected cost is now:
1
+ χ(Act(sit6 )) ·
8
1
+ χ(Act(sit8 )) · + χ(Act(sit3 )) ·
8
1
1
1
1
= 100 · + 10 · + 70 · + 20 ·
8
8
4
8
= 48.75

XE,t=1 = χ(Act(sit1 )) ·

1
+ χ(Act({sit2 , sit5 })) ·
8
1
1
+ χ(Act(sit4 )) ·
8
8
1
1
+ +50 · + 20 · + 50 ·
8
8

1
1
+ χ(Act(sit7 )) ·
4
8
1
8

Since XE,t=1 < XE,t=2 we can conclude that observations with time label 2 are not safe. We
now move to time label 0, and we immediately realize that the new observations do not
change the partition. Thus XE,t=0 = XE,t=1 , and safe observations are those with time label
equal either to 0 or to 1.
The algorithm now calls function ID3ChooseTest which selects the observation with
minimum entropy. Figure 13 shows the entropies of the diﬀerent observations at this stage,
from which we deduce that the best choice is s2 , 1.
Entropies for {sit1 , sit2 , sit3 , sit4 , sit5 , sit6 , sit7 , sit8 }
s1 , 0 1.5
s1 , 1 1.5
s2 , 0 1.451
s2 , 1 0.844

Figure 13: Entropies for safe observations at the initial call
Figure 15.(a) shows the tree at this point; function BuildTemporalTree recursively
invokes itself four times, yielding:
• a call c1 on Ev = {sit1 , sit6 };
• a call c2 on En = {sit2 , sit5 };
• a call c3 on El = {sit3 , sit4 , sit7 };
• a call c4 on Eh = {sit8 }.
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Let us focus on call c1 : again, none of the terminating conditions is met, therefore the
algorithm invokes ID3ChooseSafeObs and thus FindSafeObs. Notice however that on
this subset only a few observations are in UsefulObs: s1 , 3, s2 , 3, s2 , 4, s2 , 5 and
s3 , 5. The global deadline is 5.
First we ﬁnd the partition (and the expected cost) for time label 5:
Pt=5 = {{sit1 }, {sit6 }}
1
1
1
1
XEv ,t=5 = χ(Act(sit1 )) · + χ(Act(sit6 )) · = 100 · + 10 · = 55
2
2
2
2
No additional observations can split further this partition and lower the cost; therefore we
ﬁnd that all valid observations are also safe. It is moreover obvious that all these observations have the same entropy, which is 0. Therefore the algorithm can non-deterministically
select one of them; a reasonable criterion would be to select any of the earliest ones, for
example s1 , 3.
Since the initial te-set for call c1 is now split in two, there are two more recursive calls.
However we can notice that if BuildTemporalTree is called on a te-set with a single
element, the ﬁrst terminating condition is trivially met (all the fault situations have the
same recovery action). The function simply returns a tree leaf with the name of the proper
recovery action. Figure 15.(b) shows the tree after c1 has been completed.
Now let us examine c2 : the algorithm eliminates non-discriminating observations, and
ﬁnds out that the set of useful observations is empty. Thus it builds a leaf with recovery
action {b, c}. Let us pass to call c3 . In this case none of the terminating conditions is met:
Entropies for {sit3 , sit4 , sit7 }
s1 , 1 0.667 s1 , 2 0.667 s1 , 3 0.667
s2 , 2 0.667 s2 , 3 0.667 s2 , 4 0.667
s2 , 5
0
s3 , 1
0
s3 , 2
0
s3 , 3
0
s3 , 4
0

Figure 14: Entropies for safe observations at call c3
the algorithm must then look for safe observations. The global deadline is 5, so we start
examining time label 5, and we ﬁnd:
Pt=5 = {{sit3 }, {sit4 }, {sit7 }}
1
1
1
XEl ,t=5 = χ(Act(sit3 )) · + χ(Act(sit4 )) · + χ(Act(sit7 )) ·
3
3
3
1
1
1
= 20 · + 50 · + 20 · = 30
3
3
3
Much as happened for c1 , no additional observation can further split the partition, so we
can conclude that all valid observations are also safe. Figure 14 shows entropy for all valid
observations; the earliest one with minimum entropy is s3 , 2 and this the algorithm selects.
The two recursive sub-calls that are generated immediately terminate: {sit4 } is a singleton,
and in {sit3 , sit7 } both fault situations correspond to the same recovery action.
The last recursive call, c4 , has in input a singleton and thus immediately terminates.
The ﬁnal decision tree T is pictured in Figure 15.(c).
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very low

〈s2,1〉
sit1,sit2,sit3,sit4
sit5,sit6,sit7,sit8

very low

low

low

normal

normal
high

?

〈s2,1〉
sit1,sit2,sit3,sit4
sit5,sit6,sit7,sit8

sit1,sit6

〈s2,3〉

normal

?
sit3,sit4,sit7

?

?

sit2,sit5

sit8

high

sit1
sit6

high

?

a

d

sit1

sit6

(a)

?
sit3,sit4,sit7

sit2,sit5

?
sit8

(b)
very low

〈s2,1〉
sit1,sit2,sit3,sit4
sit5,sit6,sit7,sit8

normal
normal

〈s2,3〉
sit1
sit6

low

high

high

normal

〈s3,2〉
sit3,sit4

high

sit7

a

d

sit1

sit6

b,c

c

sit2,sit5

sit8

b

c

sit3,sit7

sit4

(c)

Figure 15: The output tree at diﬀerent stages. (c) shows the ﬁnal tree.
Let us check if the expected cost of T is really equal to the expected cost for E. Figure 16
shows for each tree leaf l the corresponding set of fault situations examples(l), its probability
P (examples(l); E) and its cost χ(L(l)). Leaves are numbered from 1 to 6 going left to right
in Figure 15.(c).
leaf
l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6

examples
sit1
sit6
sit2 , sit5
sit8
sit3 , sit7
sit4

P
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8

χ
100
10
70
50
20
50

Figure 16: Fault situations, probabilities and costs for the leaves of the tree in Figure 15.(c)
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Thus the expected cost of the tree is:
XE,A (T) =

6


χ(L(li )) · P (examples(l); E)

i=1

1
1
1
1
1
1
· 100 + · 10 + · 70 + · 50 + · 20 + · 50
8
8
4
8
4
8
= 48.75

=

If we look back at example 8 we see that XE,A = 48.75, thus T has the minimum possible
expected cost. Moreover, we can compare T with the tree T1 of example 5. Also T1 has
the minimum possible expected cost, but T is more compact.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a new notion of diagnostic decision tree that takes into account
temporal information on the observations and temporal constraints on the recovery actions
to be performed. In this way we can take advantage of the discriminatory power that is
available in the model of a dynamic system. We presented an algorithm that generates
temporal diagnostic decision trees from a set of examples, discussing also how an optimal
tree can be generated.
The automatic compilation of decision trees seems to be a promising approach for reconciling the advantages of model-based reasoning and the constraints imposed by the on-board
hardware and software environment. It is worth noting that this is not only true in the
automotive domain and indeed the idea of compiling diagnostic rules from a model has been
investigated also in other approaches (see e.g., Darwiche, 1999; Dvorak & Kuipers, 1989).
Darwiche (1999), in particular, discusses how rules can be generated for those platforms
where constrained resources do not allow a direct use of a model-based diagnostic system.
What is new in our approach is the possibility of compiling also information concerning
the system temporal behaviour, obtaining in this way more accurate decision procedures.
To the best of our knowledge, temporal decision trees are a new notion in the diagnostic
literature. However, there are works in other ﬁelds that have some relation to ours, since
they are aimed at learnig rules or associations that take into account time.
Geurts and Whenkel (1998) propose a notion of temporal tree to be used for early
prediction of faults. This topic is closely related to diagnosis, albeit diﬀerent in some
ways: the idea is that the device under examination has not failed yet, but by observing
its behaviour it is possible to predict that a fault is about to occur. Geurts and Wehenkel
propose to learn the relation between observed behavioural patterns and consequent failures
by inducing a temporal tree.
The notion of temporal tree introduced by Geurts and Wehenkel is diﬀerent than our
temporal decision trees, reﬂecting the diﬀerent purpose it has been introduced for. Rather
than sensor readings, it consider a more general notion of test, and the tree does not
speciﬁes the time to wait before performing the tests, but rather the agent running the tree
is supposed to wait until one of the tests associated to a tree node becomes true.
Also the notion of optimality is quite diﬀerent: in the situation described by Geurts and
Wehenkel the size of the resulting tree is not a concern. The tree-building algorithms aims
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then at minimizing the time at which the ﬁnal decision is taken. In our algorithm, size is
the primary concern, while from the point of view of time it suﬃces that diagnosis is carried
out within certain deadlines. From the point of view of time alone, the apporach by Geurts
and Wehenkel is probably more general than ours; the problem of considering the trade-oﬀ
between diagnostic capability and time needed for diagnosis is one of the major extensions
we are considering for future work on this topic (see below).
Finally, the algorithm proposed by Geurts and Wehenkel works in a quite diﬀerent
way than ours: it ﬁrst builds the tree greedily, using an evaluation function that weighs
discriminability power agains time needed to reach a result, and selecting at each step the
texts that optimizes such function. Then it prunes the tree in order to avoid overﬁtting. On
the other hand, our approach aim at optimizing the tree from the point of view of cost, and
at the same time tries to keep the tree small with the entropy heuristic. We think that, since
optimization can be carried out at no additional cost9 with respect to the minimization of
entropy, our approach can obtain better results, at least in those cases where one can deﬁne
a notion of deadline.
The process of learning association rules involving time has also been studied in other
areas, such as machine learning (see for example Bischof & Caelli, 2001, where the authors
propose a technique to learn movements) and data mining. While the speciﬁc diagnostic
tailoring of our approach makes it diﬃcult to compare it with more generic learning algorithms, the connections with data mining may be stronger. Our proposal in fact aims
essentially at extracting from series of observations those patterns in time that allow to
correctly diagnose a fault: this process can be regarded as a form of temporal classiﬁcation.
A preliminary investigation of papers in this area (see Antunes & Oliveira, 2001 for an
overview) seems to suggest that, whereas the analysis of temporal sequences of data has
received much interest in the last years, not much work has been done in the direction of
data classiﬁcation, where temporal decision trees could be exploited.
This suggests an interesting development for our work, in particular as concerns its
applicability in other areas. However, we believe that the algorithm we presented needs to
be extended in order to be exploited in other contexts. In particular we are investigating
the following extensions:
• Deadlines could be turned from hard to soft. Soft deadlines do not have to be met,
but rather deﬁne a cost associated to not meeting them. Thus not meeting a deadline
becomes an option that can be taken into account when it is less expensive than
performing a recovery action when the diagnosis is not complete. One could even
deﬁne a cost that increases as the time passes from the expiration of the deadline.
Such an extension would allow to model also the trade-oﬀ between discriminability
power and time needed by the decision process, which we believe is the key to making
our work applicable in other areas.
• Actions could be assumed to have a diﬀerent cost depending on the fault situation; for
example the action associated to a fault could become dangerous and thus extremely
expensive if performed in presence of another fault.
9. From the point of view of asymptotical complexity.
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On the long term, future work on this topic will be aimed at widening its areas of
applicability, and investigating in deeper details its connections with other ﬁelds, such as
fault prevention and data mining.
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Appendix A. Proofs
This section contains the proofs of all propositions, lemmas and theorems in the paper.
Proposition 12. Let T = r, N, E, L, T  be a temporal decision tree compatible with
a te-set E. Let l1 , . . . , lf ∈ N denote the leaves of T . Then examples(l1 ), . . . , examples(lf )
is a partition of E.
Proof. Follows immediately by the deﬁnition of examples (10), by noticing that if
n1 , . . . , nk are the children of p then {examples(n1 ), . . . , examples(nk )} is a partition of

examples(p).
Proposition 15 Let T = r, N, E, L, T  denote a temporal decision tree, and let
l1 , . . . , lu be its leaves. Then
XE,A (T) =

u


χ(L(li )) · P (examples(l); E)

i=1

Proof. By induction on the depth of T. If T has depth 0 then it consists of a single
leaf l and 10 holds trivially since examples(l) must be equal to E and P (E; E) = 1.
If T has depth > 0 then let T1 , . . . , Tk denote its direct subtrees and c1 , . . . , ck denote
their roots. We can regard each Ti as an autonomous temporal decision tree compatible
with te-set Ei = examples(ci ). By induction hypothesis we have that:
(13)


P (examples(l); E)
.
χ(L(l)) · P (examples(l); Ei ) =
χ(L(l)) ·
XEi ,A (Ti ) =
P (Ei ; E)
l leaf of Ti

l leaf of Ti

Moreover by deﬁnition of expected cost:
(14) XE,A (T) =

k


P (L(r) → L((r, ci ))) · XEi ,A (Ti ) with

i=1

P (L(r) → L((r, ci ))) = P (examples(ci ); examples(r)) = P (Ei ; E).
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From (13) and (14) we thus obtain:
(15) XE,A (T) =

k




P (Ei ; E) · χ(L(l)) ·

i=1 l leaf of Ti

=

P (examples(l); E)
P (Ei ; E)
k




χ(L(l)) · P (examples(l); E)

i=1 l leaf of Ti

Since the leaves of T are all and only the leaves of T1 , . . . , Tk , (15) is equivalent to the

thesis.
Proposition 16 Let T = rT , NT , ET , LT , TT , U = rU , NU , EU , LU , TU  be two
temporal decision trees compatible with the same te-set E and the same actions model A. If
T is more discriminating than U then XE,A (T) < XE,A (U).
Proof. Rewriting equation (10) we obtain:
(16) XE,A (T) =

r


χ(LT (li )) · P (examples(l); E) =

i=1



(17) XE,A (U) =



χ(LT (leafT (sit)))P (sit; E)

sit∈E

χ(LU (leafU (sit)))P (sit; E).

sit∈E

Since T is more discriminating than U, we have that for all sit ∈ E:
LT (leafT (sit)) ≺ LU (leafU (sit)) or

LT (leafT (sit)) = LU (leafU (sit))

with at least one sit satisfying the ﬁrst relation. By deﬁnition of χ it follows that for all sit:
χ(LT (leafT (sit))) ≤ χ(LU (leafU (sit)))
and for at least one sit:
χ(LT (leafT (sit))) = χ(LU (leafU (sit)))
Therefore if we compare the individual elements of the two sums in (16) and (17) we observe
there exists at least one sit for which:
χ(LT (leafT (sit)))P (sit; E) < χ(LU (leafU (sit)))P (sit; E)
and for all other sit
χ(LT (leafT (sit)))P (sit; E) ≤ χ(LU (leafU (sit)))P (sit; E)
which concludes the proof.
Theorem 20 Let E be a te-set with actions model A. We have that:



(i) There exists a decision tree T compatible with E such that XE,A (T) = X E,A .
(ii) For every temporal decision tree T compatible with E, X E,A ≤ XE,A (T).
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In order to prove this theorem we introduce some lemmas.
Lemma 26 Let T be a temporal decision tree compatible with a te-set E. Then siti ≈ sitj
implies leafT (siti ) = leafT (sitj ).
Proof.
We prove that siti ∼ sitj implies leafT (siti ) = leafT (sitj ), from which the
lemma easily follows. Let us suppose that leafT (siti ) = leafT (sitj ). This means that
there is a common ancestor n of the two leaves such that siti , sitj ∈ examples(n) and
Val(siti , L(n), T (n)) = Val(sitj , L(n), T (n)). Since siti ∼ sitj this is possible only if
T (n) > min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitj )}. But since T is compatible with E it must hold that T (n) ≤

Dl(examples(n)) ≤ min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitj )}, which contradicts the previous statement.
Lemma 27 Let E be a te-set with sensors s1 , . . . , sm , time labels t1 , . . . , tlast and actions
model A. There exists a temporal decision tree T = r, N , E, L, T  such that XE,A (T) =
X E,A .
Proof. In order to prove the thesis we construct a tree T with the same expected cost
as the te-set.
Let us deﬁne a total order on observations in E as follows: s, t < s , t  if either t < t
or t = t and s precedes s in a lexicographic ordering. Let us denote by o1 , . . . , omax the
ordered sequence of observations thus obtained. We shall deﬁne T level by level (starting
from the root, at level 1) giving the value of L and T for nodes at level h.
T has a maximum of max + 1 levels, where max is the number of observations. New
levels are added until all nodes in a level are leaves (which as we shall see happens at most
at level max + 1). Let thus n be a node at level h , and let sih , tih  = oh if h ≤ max. We
have:

a leaf
if h = max + 1, or Dl(examples(n)) < tih ;
n is
an internal node otherwise.

merge({Act(sit | sit ∈ examples(n)}) if n is a leaf;
L(n) =
if n is an internal node.
sih
T (n) = tih

if n is an internal node.

A decision-making agent running such a tree would essentially take into account all sensor
measurement at all time labels until either there are no more available observations or it
must perform a recovery action because a deadline is about to expire.
Now we need to show that XE,A (T) = X E,A .
Let l1 , . . . , lu denote the leaves of T. We shall ﬁrst of all prove that siti ≈ sitj if and
only if leafT (siti ) = leafT (sitj ), or equivalently that
{examples(l1 ), . . . , examples(lu )} = E/≈.
This, together with equations (10) and (11) yields the thesis.
We already know from lemma 26 that siti ≈ sitj implies leafT (siti ) = leafT (sitj ); we
need to show that the opposite is also true. Let us thus assume that siti , sitj ∈ examples(l)
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for some l ∈ {l1 , . . . , lu }. Let r = n1 , n2 , . . . , nH , nH+1 = l be the path from the root to
l. We know from the deﬁnition of T that for all h ≤ H, L(nh ), T (nh ) = oh , and that
o1 , . . . , oH are all observations s, t of E such that t ≤ Dl(examples(l)). Moreover since
siti , sitj ∈ examples(l) we have that for all h = 1, . . . , H, Val(siti , oh ) = Val(sitj , oh ).
Now there are two possibilities: either Dl(examples(l)) = min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitj )}, or
Dl(examples(l)) < min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitj )}.
In the ﬁrst case we immediately obtain that siti ∼ sitj and thus siti ≈ sitj .
In the second case, there must be sitk ∈ examples(l) such that Dl(examples(l)) =
Dl(sitk ). Moreover, Dl(sitk ) = min{Dl(siti ), Dl(sitk )} = min{Dl(sitj ), Dl(sitk )}. Since all
considerations above apply also to sitk we thus have that siti ≈ sitk and sitk ≈ sitj ; therefore

by transitivity siti ≈ sitj .
Lemma 28 Let T = r, N, E, L, T  be a decision tree compatible with a te-set E with
actions model A. Then X E,A ≤ XE,A (T ).
Proof. Let T be as deﬁned in the proof of lemma 27. In order to prove the thesis it
suﬃces to show that T is either equally10 or more discriminating than T (see proposition
16). Actually we shall show that given sit ∈ E either L(leafT (sit)) ≺ L(leafT (sit)) or
L(leafT (sit)) = L(leafT (sit)).
We know that examples(leafT (sit)) ⊆ examples(leafT (sit)). In fact, let sit be an
element of examples(leafT (sit)) diﬀerent from sit itself: by construction of T we have that
sit ≈ sit , and by lemma 26 it follows that leafT (sit) = leafT (sit ).
Let:
A = {Act(s) | s ∈ examples(leafT (sit))}, A = {Act(s) | s ∈ examples(leafT (sit))}.
Since A ⊆ A, by deﬁnition of merge:
merge(A) ≺ merge(A) or

merge(A) = merge(A)

Thus having L(leafT (sit)) = merge(A) and L(leafT (sit)) = merge(A) we obtain that either

the action selected by T is weaker than that selected by T, or it is the same.
Now we can prove theorem 20.
Proof. Point (i) is proved by lemma 27, while point (ii) corresponds to lemma 28. 
Proposition 21 Let us consider an execution of BuildTemporalTree starting with
a main call c0 . The initial te-set, which we want to build a tree over, is E = Ec0 with
A = [[ActModel]]c0 . For any recursive call c, let us denote by E∗c the te-set determined by
[[Examples]]c and [[Obs Update]]c . Then:
(1) XE,A ([[T]]c0 ) ≥ X E,A
(2) XE,A ([[T]]c0 ) = X E,A if and only if for every non terminal11 recursive call c generated
by c0 it holds that X Ec ,A = X E∗c ,A
10. Rather intuitively, two trees are equally discriminating if they associate to each fault situation the same
recovery action.
11. We exclude terminal calls because they do not even compute Obs Update.
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Proof. We shall prove (1) and (2) for every recursive call c (rather than only for c0 ).
The proof is by induction on the depth of the recursion starting from c.
depth = 0. Then c is terminal, and we only have to prove that XE,A ([[T]]c ) = X E,A . There
are two reasons why c may be terminal: either (i) all fault situations in [[Examples]]c
are associated with the same recovery action A, or (ii) [[ValidObs]]c = ∅.
(i) From deﬁnition 19 we have:

X E,A =
χ(merge({Act(sit) | sit ∈ η})) · P (η; Ec )
η∈Ec /≈

=



χ(A) · P (η; Ec )

η∈Ec /≈

= χ(A)



P (η; Ec ) = χ(A).

η∈Ec /≈

Since [[T]]c is made of a single leaf l with L(l) = A we also have that XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) =
χ(A), which proves the thesis.
(ii) If [[ValidObs]]c = ∅ then for all s, t ∈ [[Examples]]c , t > Dl([[Examples]]c ).
Let sit ∈ Ec be such that Dl(sit) = Dl([[Examples]]c ). Then by deﬁnition of
indistinguishability for any sit ∈ Ec we have that sit ∼ sit . This proves that
Ec /≈ is made of a single equivalence class which coincides with Ec itself. Thus
X Ec ,A = χ(merge({Act(sit) | sit ∈ Ec })). Since [[T]]c is made of a single leaf l
with L(l) = merge({Act(sit) | sit ∈ Ec }), it follows that XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) = X Ec ,A .
depth > 0. Then c is not terminal and ChooseObs selects an observation o = s, t.
Let v1 , . . . , vk be the possible values for o: then c has k inner recursive calls to
BuildTemporalTree, which we shall denote respectively by c1 , . . . , ck . We have
that {Ec1 , . . . , Eck } is a partition of E∗c .
By deﬁnition of expected cost (14) we have that:
XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) =

k

i=1

P (Ec |o→vi ; Ec ) · XEc |o→v

i

,A ([[T]]ci )

Ec |o→vi and Eci diﬀer only in the set of observations, which is [[Obs]]c for the former
and [[Obs Update]]c for the latter. However we have that:
• P (Ec |o→vi ; Ec ) = P (Eci ; Ec ) since probabilities depend only on the fault situations in a te-set, and not on the observations.
• XEc |o→v ,A ([[T]]ci ) = XEci ,A ([[T]]ci ): expected cost depends also on the observai
tions, but [[T]]ci by construction can contain as labels only those observations in
Eci .
Moreover, since also Ec and E∗c diﬀer only in the observations P (Eci ; Ec ) = P (Eci ; E∗c ).
Therefore we can write:
XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) =

k

i=1

P (Eci ; E∗c ) · XEci ,A ([[T]]ci )
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In order to prove (1), we can apply the induction hypothesis XEci ,A ([[T]]ci ) ≥ X Eci ,A )
and obtain:

XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) ≥

(18)

k

i=1

P (Eci ; E∗c ) · X Eci ,A

Now let us work on the right-hand side expression in 18:
k

i=1

P (Eci ; E∗c ) · X Eci ,A =

=

k


P (Eci ; E∗c )

i=1



χ(Act(η)) · P (η; Eci )

η∈Eci /≈

k



χ(Act(η)) · P (η; Eci ) · P (Eci ; E∗c )

k



χ(Act(η)) · P (η; E∗c )

i=1 η∈Eci /≈

=

i=1 η∈Eci /≈

Notice however that {Eci /≈} is a partition of E∗c /≈; in other words each η ∈ E∗c /≈
belongs to exactly one set Eci /≈. In fact, splitting examples according to the value
of one observation cannot split a class of undistinguishable observations. Thus the
above equality becomes:
k

i=1

P (Eci ; E∗c ) · X Eci ,A =



χ(Act(η)) · P (η; E∗c ) = X E∗c ,A

η∈E∗c /≈

This, together with 18, yields:
(19)

XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) ≥ X E∗c ,A

As mentioned above, the only diﬀerence between E∗c and Ec is that the former has
fewer observations. This implies that, if sit ≈ sit in Ec , then sit ≈ sit in E∗c as well.
This means that Ec /≈ is a sub-partition12 of E∗c /≈ in the following sense: we can
partition every θ ∈ E∗c /≈ in η(θ) = {η1 , . . . , ηk θ } such that for each ηj there exists
exactly one ηj ∈ Ec /≈ containing exactly the same fault situations as ηj . This yields:

X Ec ,A =
χ(Act(η)) · P (η; Ec )
η∈Ec /≈

Since each ηj has the same fault situations as the corresponding ηj , and necessarily
for each ηj there is a θ containing it, we have:
 
X Ec ,A =
χ(Act(η  )) · P (η; E∗c )
θ∈E∗c /≈ η ∈η(θ)

12. Ec /≈ is not a sub-partition of E∗c /≈ in the ordinary sense because they do not have the same set of
observations.
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If η  ∈ η(θ) the fault situations in η  are a subset of those in θ; thus χ(Act(η  )) ≤
χ(Act(θ)). Then we obtain:
 
X Ec ,A ≤
χ(Act(θ)) · P (η  ; E∗c )
θ∈E∗c /≈ η ∈η(θ)

=
=



P (η  ; E∗c )



χ(Act(θ)) ·

θ∈E∗c /≈

η ∈η(θ)



χ(Act(θ)) · P (θ; E∗c ) = X E∗c ,A

θ∈E∗c /≈

Together with equation 19, this proves (1):
XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) ≥ X Ec ,A
Now let us prove (2). The induction hypothesis changes 18, and thus 19, into equalities, thus yielding:
(20)

XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) = X E∗c ,A

Since by hypothesis in (2) we have that X E∗c ,A = X Ec ,A , we immediately obtain:
XEc ,A ([[T]]c ) = X Ec ,A
which concludes the proof.

Proposition 22 Let c, d denote two independent calls to BuildTemporalTree
with the same input arguments but with diﬀerent implementations of ChooseObs. If
[[tlabel]]c ≤ [[tlabel]]d then X E∗c ,A ≤ X E∗d ,A .

Proof. Follows immediately from [[Obs Update]]c ⊆ [[Obs Update]]d .
Proposition 23 Let c be a call to BuildTemporalTree. If [[tlabel]]c = tminc =
min{t | t, s ∈ [[ValidObs]]c } then X E∗c ,A ≤ X Ec ,A .
Proof. In this case [[Obs Update]]c = [[UsefulObs]]c , thus the only removed observa
tions are non discriminating ones.
Proposition 25 For any call c to BuildTemporalTree there exist a time label tmaxc
such that the safe time labels are all and only those t with tminc ≤ t ≤ tmaxc , where tminc is
as in proposition 23.

Proof. Straightforward.
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Abstract
Supply chain formation is the process of determining the structure and terms of exchange relationships to enable a multilevel, multiagent production activity. We present a simple model of
supply chains, highlighting two characteristic features: hierarchical subtask decomposition, and
resource contention. To decentralize the formation process, we introduce a market price system
over the resources produced along the chain. In a competitive equilibrium for this system, agents
choose locally optimal allocations with respect to prices, and outcomes are optimal overall. To determine prices, we define a market protocol based on distributed, progressive auctions, and myopic,
non-strategic agent bidding policies. In the presence of resource contention, this protocol produces
better solutions than the greedy protocols common in the artificial intelligence and multiagent systems literature. The protocol often converges to high-value supply chains, and when competitive
equilibria exist, typically to approximate competitive equilibria. However, complementarities in
agent production technologies can cause the protocol to wastefully allocate inputs to agents that do
not produce their outputs. A subsequent decommitment phase recovers a significant fraction of the
lost surplus.

1. Introduction
Electronic commerce technology can provide significant improvements in existing modes of commercial interaction, through increased speed, convenience, quality, and reduced costs. Yet some
have proposed more radical visions of how business may be transformed. Exponential increases
in communications bandwidth and computational ability have the potential to qualitatively decrease
the friction in business interactions. With this as a premise, Malone and Laubaucher’s treatise on the
emerging “E-Lance Economy” (1998) puts forth the view that, in the not-too-distant future, business
relationships will lose much of their current persistent character. Indeed, Malone and Laubaucher
propose that large companies as we know them will cease to exist, and rather be dynamically formed
by “electronically connected freelancers” (e-lancers) for the purpose of producing particular goods
and services, and then dissolved when projects are completed. Others employ the evocative term
“virtual corporation” (Davidow, 1992) to describe groups of agile organizations forming temporary
confederations for ad hoc purposes.
c
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Whether or not one accepts the full extent of this vision of virtual corporations, several business
trends provide evidence that we are moving in this direction. Software companies are time-shifting
development between the U.S. and India, and Sun Microsystems now allows freelance programmers to bid to fix customers’ software problems (Borenstein & Saloner, 2001). Large, traditional
manufacturing companies, exemplified by major automotive manufacturers, increasingly outsource
the production of various components. Ford and General Motors (GM) have spun off parts manufacturing into separate companies (Lucking-Reily & Spulber, 2001). Start-ups and other small
companies form partnerships to compete with larger, more established companies. Application
service providers supplant in-house provision of standard operations, information, and technology
services.
We study this phenomenon in the guise of supply chains, a common form of coordinated commercial interaction. For our purposes, a supply chain is a network of production and exchange
relationships that spans multiple levels of production or task decomposition. Whenever we have a
producer that buys inputs and sells outputs, we have a supply chain. Although typically used to refer
to multi-business structures in manufacturing industries, any service or contracting relationship that
spans multiple levels can be viewed as a supply chain.
Supply chain formation is the process of determining the participants in the supply chain, who
will exchange what with whom, and the terms of the exchanges. Traditionally, supply chains have
been formed and maintained over long periods of time by means of extensive human interactions.
But the acceleration of commercial decision making is creating a need for more advanced support.
Companies ranging from auto makers to computer manufacturers are basing their business models
on rapid development, build-to-order, and customized products to satisfy ever-changing consumer
demand. And fluctuations in resource costs and availability mean that companies must respond
rapidly to maintain production capabilities and profits. As these changes increasingly occur at
speeds, scales, and complexity unmanageable by humans, the need for automated supply chain
formation becomes acute.
Because the agents are autonomous in an electronic commerce setting, we must generally assume that they have specialized knowledge about their own capabilities but limited knowledge about
other individuals and the large-scale structure of the problem. Because agents are self-interested,
they will participate with the goal of maximizing their own benefit. Additionally, we may have
cause to control the allocation of each resource individually if, for instance, global optimization is
infeasible or if no one entity has global allocative authority. For such environments where information, decision making, and control are inherently decentralized, we seek to engineer the process
of bottom-up supply chain formation. This problem is complicated if the structure of resource
contention precludes the use of simple greedy allocation strategies.
We present a decentralized, asynchronous market protocol for supply chain formation under
conditions of resource scarcity. The protocol allows agents to negotiate the formation of supply
chains in a bottom-up fashion, requiring only local knowledge and communication. In the market
protocol, agents’ decisions are coordinated by the price system, with the price for each resource
determined through an ascending auction.
The remainder of the paper describes our market protocol, and characterizes its behavior theoretically and empirically.1 We begin in Section 2 with a formal definition of the supply chain
formation problem, and an illustrating application to the automotive industry. In Section 3, we
1. Further details may be found in the first author’s dissertation (Walsh, 2001).
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show how typical greedy top-down approaches to supply chain formation can fail in the presence
of resource contention. We define a price system and analyze static properties of price equilibria in
Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce a price-based market protocol for supply chain formation and
analyze its convergence properties. We present the results of an empirical study of the protocol in
Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss relevant results and issues in price-based analysis and auction
theory, as well as some related work in supply chain formation. We conclude in Section 8 and
suggest extensions and future work. Throughout, we defer proofs to Appendix A.

2. The Supply Chain Formation Problem
Agents in the supply chain are characterized in terms of their capabilities to perform tasks, and their
interests in having tasks accomplished. A central feature of our model of the problem is hierarchical
task decomposition: in order to perform a particular task, an agent may need to achieve some
subtasks, which may be delegated to other agents. These may in turn have subtasks that may be
delegated, forming a supply chain through a decomposition of task achievement. Constraints on the
task assignment arise from resource contention, where agents require a common resource (e.g., a
task achievement, or something tangible such as a piece of equipment) to accomplish their tasks.
Tasks are performed on behalf of particular agents; if two agents need a task then it would have
to be performed twice to satisfy them both. In this way, tasks are the same as any other discrete, rival
resource. Hence, we make no distinction in our model, and use the term “good” to refer to any task
or resource provided or needed by agents. The assumption that goods cannot be shared or reused
(i.e., have limited available quantities) is necessary for much of our analysis. Goods that can be
replicated at little or no marginal cost, such as software and information, provide many interesting
challenges to economic analysis (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), not addressed in this work.
2.1 Example: Automotive Supply Chain Formation
We illustrate our model of supply chain formation with an application to a stylized, hypothetical
example from the automotive industry. Traditionally, automotive supply chains span many tiers,
formed and maintained over long periods of time through extensive human negotiations. Some
automation is emerging, for example through Covisint2 , a company formed by GM, Ford, and
DaimlerChrysler to mediate the negotiation and exchange of parts, as well as other supply chain
interactions. Currently the focus in such efforts is on a particular exchange relationship within a
single level of production. We consider the broader problem of assembling combinations of relationships across multiple levels to form complete, feasible supply chains.
In the example presented in Figure 1, Ford and GM need to acquire contracts for transmissions
in order to produce particular models of cars. Ford can produce the transmissions in its own factories or acquire them from an independent transmission producer. GM currently does not have the
capacity to produce the desired transmissions, and must outsource. The independent transmission
producer has capacity to provide transmissions to either Ford or GM, but not both. Ford and the
independent factory both require the services of a job shop for metal-working tasks, but the job shop
does not have capacity to serve them simultaneously. Contracts with the job shop and with the two
transmission factories are the scarce goods to be allocated.
2. http://www.covisint.com
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Figure 1: An automotive supply chain formation problem.
The limited capacity of the job shop entails certain constraints on feasible supply chains. Ford
cannot acquire transmissions from the independent factory, because the job shop cannot serve the
independent factory and Ford simultaneously. Additionally, Ford and GM cannot simultaneously
be satisfied.
2.2 Problem Specification
We provide a formal description of the supply chain formation problem in terms of bipartite graphs.
The two types of nodes represent goods and agents, respectively. A task dependency network is a
directed, acyclic graph, (V, E), with vertices V = G ∪ A, where:
G = the set of goods,
A = C ∪ Π, the set of agents,
C = the set of consumers,
Π = the set of producers,
and a set of edges E connecting agents with goods they can use or produce. There exists an edge
g, a from g ∈ G to a ∈ A when agent a can make use of one unit of g, and an edge a, g when
a can provide one unit of g. If an agent requires multiple units of a good as input, then we treat
each unit as a separate edge, distinguishing them by subscripts. (Edges without explicit subscripts
are interpreted as implicitly subscripted by “1”.) For instance, if agent a requires two units of g as
input, then its input edges are g, a1 and g, a2 .
The various agent types are characterized by their position in the task dependency network.
Each consumer, c ∈ C, wishes to acquire one unit of one good from its set of consumable goods,
Gc ⊆ G, where g, c ∈ E iff g ∈ Gc .
A producer can produce a single unit of an output good conditional on acquiring some input
goods. With each producer π ∈ Π we associate:
1. an input set, Iπ ⊆ G, such that g ∈ Iπ iff there are edges g, πk ∈ E for one or more k, and
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Figure 2: Network auto: A task dependency network for the automotive supply chain depicted in
Figure 1.

2. a single output, gπ ∈ G \ Iπ , such that π, gπ  ∈ E.
A producer’s input goods are complementary in that the agent must acquire all of them in order
to produce its output; it cannot accomplish anything with only a partial set. Alternate producers
with the same output indicate different ways that a good can be produced.
Task dependency networks are constrained to be acyclic, that is, no agent produces goods that
could be used to assemble its inputs through any chain of production. Although we might broadly
view all global commerce as one large cycle of production and consumption, in practice, negotiations tend to be clustered within more limited scopes of concern, often referred to as “industries”.
The resulting supply chains are typically acyclic.
Figure 2 shows an example task dependency network for the automotive supply chain problem
of Figure 1. Here the goods are indicated by circles, and agents by boxes. Producers with inputs
are represented by curved boxes. The numbers under agent boxes represent production costs and
consumption values, explained below. An arrow from an agent to a good indicates that the agent can
provide that good, and an arrow from a good to an agent indicates that the agent can make use of
the good. For instance, the producer labeled Ford Auto Assembly requires Worked Metal and Ford
Transmissions in order to produce cars. Since the transmissions produced by the Ford Transmission
Factory can be used only by Ford, we need to distinguish Ford and GM transmissions as separate
goods. This in turn requires that we introduce Ford and GM Transmission Subcontractor producers
to model the fact that the Independent Transmission Factory can be used to produce either type.
An allocation is a subgraph (V  , E  ) ⊆ (V, E). For a ∈ A and g ∈ G, an edge a, g ∈ E  means
that agent a provides g, and g, a ∈ E  means a acquires g. An allocation’s vertices are the agents
and goods incident on its edges:
1. An agent is in an allocation graph iff it acquires or provides a good:
For a ∈ A, we have a ∈ V  iff g, a ∈ E  or a, g ∈ E  .
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Figure 3: A solution to Network auto.
2. A good is in an allocation graph iff it is acquired or provided:
For g ∈ G, we have g ∈ V  iff g, a ∈ E  or a, g ∈ E  .
A producer π is active iff it provides its output. A producer is feasible iff it is inactive or
acquires all its inputs. Consumers are always feasible.
Good g is in material balance in (V  , E  ) iff the number of edges in equals the number out:
 


{(a, k) | a, gk ∈ E  } = {(a, k) | g, ak ∈ E  } .

An allocation is feasible iff all agents are feasible and all goods are in material balance. A
solution is a feasible allocation that forms a partial ordering of feasible production, culminating in
consumption. That is, some consumer acquires a good it desires:
There exists a g, c ∈ E  such that c ∈ C ∩V  .
A solution may involve multiple consumers. If consumer c is in a solution (V  , E  ) then we say that
(V  , E  ) is a solution for c.
Figure 3 shows a solution allocation for the task dependency network of Figure 2. Shaded
agents and solid arrows are part of the solution, with unshaded agents and dashed arrows indicating
elements of the problem not part of the solution. Note that the Ford Auto Assembler wins an input,
but is inactive. However, recall that inactive producers are feasible, hence the solution properties
are met. We refer to the configuration of an inactive producer acquiring an input in an allocation as
a dead end.
Each producer π has some production cost κπ for providing a unit of its output. The cost might
represent the value π could obtain from engaging in some other activity (i.e., its opportunity cost),
or some direct cost incurred in producing its output (but not including input costs). Since a producer
provides at most one unit of one good, the total production cost to π, with output g, for allocation
E  , is κπ if π, g ∈ E  and 0 otherwise.
We assume that a consumer has preferences over different possible goods, but wishes to obtain
only a single unit of one good. Thus, a consumer c obtains value vc (g) for obtaining a single unit
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of good g, and, for allocation E  , obtains value vc ((V  , E  )) ≡ maxg,c∈E  vc (g). In depicting task
dependency networks, we display costs and values below the corresponding agent boxes.
Definition 1 (value of an allocation) The value of allocation (V  , E  ) is:
value((V  , E  )) ≡

∑ vc ((V , E )) − ∑ κπ ((V , E )).
π∈Π

c∈C

Definition 2 (efficient allocations) The set of efficient allocations contains all feasible allocations
(V ∗ , E ∗ ) such that:
value((V ∗ , E ∗ )) =

max

(value((V  , E  )) | (V  , E  ) is feasible).

(V  ,E  )⊆(V,E)

Task dependency networks describe the supply chain formation problem from a global perspective. In a decentralized approach to formation, we would generally not assume that an agent, or any
other entity, has perfect or complete knowledge of the entire network. We generally do assume that
all agents have perfect knowledge of their own costs, values, and goods of interest. When mediators
facilitate the negotiations for goods (as in protocols described below), each agent knows of relevant
mediators for its goods of interest. This knowledge includes all rules enforced by the mediators.
Likewise, mediators know of the existence of all agents interested in their respective goods. Beyond
that, a mediator knows only what the agents reveal through communication during negotiation. A
mediator does not know the agents’ true costs or valuations, nor is it aware of agents’ preferences
for goods outside of its direct scope of facilitation. We do not address in detail how agents and
mediators achieve mutual awareness (i.e., how connections originate), but assume that it can be
accomplished via some unspecified search, notification, or broadcast protocol.

3. Resource Contention
One natural candidate approach to supply chain formation is the CONTRACT NET protocol (Davis
& Smith, 1983), the most widely studied algorithm for forming task performance relations among
distributed agents. C ONTRACT NET does indeed apply to our framework, as it employs local negotiation to achieve a hierarchical task decomposition. Although definitive characterization is difficult
due to the many variants on CONTRACT NET in the literature (Baker, 1996; Davis & Smith, 1983;
Dellarocas et al., 2000; Sandholm, 1993), it is fair to say that, generally, “request for quotes” proceed top down from the root task (right-to-left from consumers, in our network terminology), and
contracting proceeds bottom-up (left-to-right towards consumers), selecting at each level among
candidate “bids” received. (Variants of the protocol are primarily distinguished by the form of bids
and selection criteria employed.) As a consequence, choices are made greedily, without reflecting
ramifications upstream in the evolving chain.
This approach can form satisficing supply chains when there are sufficient resources to support the greedy selection. However, the basic CONTRACT NET protocol does not explicitly address
resource scarcity or contention among multiple agents. Producers accept bids on inputs before it
can be established whether this might cause infeasibility further upstream. Without lookahead or
backtracking, CONTRACT NET might construct infeasible supply chains when there are limited resources.
For instance, a greedy protocol would not produce a solution for the network shown in Figure 4.
Here, if all producers bid according to a common function monotone in cost, the output bid of
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Figure 4: Network greedy-bad: A network for which greedy protocols can produce infeasible
allocations.

producer a6 would be preferred to that of a5, because a6 can acquire its inputs cheaper. But since
a7 must acquire the one available unit of good 4 to feasibly participate in a solution, a6 cannot be a
part of the solution.
The issue of resource contention motivates our adoption of a market-based approach. The key
idea is that prices can signal resource value and scarcity up and down the chain, enabling local
decision making while avoiding the pitfalls of greedy one-pass selection or communication of global
structure information.

4. Price Systems
A price system p assigns to each good g, a nonnegative number p(g) as its price. Prices are anonymous (i.e., not agent dependent) and linear in the quantity of goods. Intuitively, prices indicate the
relative value of the goods, and agents use the prices to guide their local decision making.
We assume agents have quasilinear utility functions, defined by “money” holdings plus the
value (or minus cost) associated with the allocation of goods. Agents wish to maximize their surplus
with respect to prevailing prices.
Definition 3 (surplus) The surplus, σ(a, (V  , E  ), p), of agent a with allocation (V  , E  ) at prices
p, is given by:
• va ((V  , E  )) − ∑g,a∈E  p(g), if a ∈ C
• ∑a,g∈E  p(g) − ∑g,a∈E  p(g) − κπ ((V  , E  )), if a ∈ Π.
4.1 Price Equilibrium
Generally, an allocation (V  , E  ) is a competitive equilibrium at prices p if (V  , E  ) is feasible and
assigns to each agent an allocation that optimizes the agent’s surplus at p. For our model, this means
specifically:
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• A producer’s optimal choice is to be either active and feasible, or to acquire no goods. Hence,
a producer in the allocation obtains nonnegative surplus by being active, and a producer not
in the allocation would obtain nonpositive surplus by being active.
∀π ∈ Π ∩V  ,

∑

p(g) −

∑

p(g) −

π,g∈E

∀π ∈ Π \V  ,

∑

p(g) − κπ ≥ 0

∑

p(g) − κπ ≤ 0

g,π∈E

π,g∈E

g,π∈E

• Because a consumer receives value for obtaining at most one good, a consumer’s optimal
choice is to obtain the good that gives it maximum nonnegative surplus, and to obtain no other
goods at a positive price. Furthermore, a consumer not in the allocation (i.e., not obtaining
any goods) would obtain nonpositive surplus from any good.
∀c ∈ C ∩V  , ∃g, c ∈ E  , g = arg max
vc (g ) − p(g )

g ∈G

∧ vc (g) − p(g) ≥ 0
∧ ∀g , E, g = g, p(g ) = 0
∀c ∈ C \V  , ∀g ∈ G,
vc (g) − p(g) ≤ 0
Figure 5 shows an example of a competitive equilibrium for Network greedy-bad. The prices
are shown under their respective goods.
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Figure 5: A competitive equilibrium for Network greedy-bad.

A competitive equilibrium allocation is stable in the sense that no agent would want a different
allocation at the equilibrium prices. Moreover, from equilibrium there is no way to reallocate the resources (including money transfers) so that some agent has greater surplus, without degrading some
other agent’s surplus. This absence of further gains from trade is referred to as Pareto optimality.
Given quasilinear utility, price equilibria have been shown to be efficient under fairly general conditions (Bikhchandani & Mamer, 1997; Gul & Stacchetti, 1999; Ygge, 1998). This also holds for
the particular case of task dependency networks, as stated in Corollary 4.
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Figure 6: Network greedy-bad with costs and values that do not support competitive equilibrium.

4.2 Existence of Competitive Equilibrium
Not all task dependency networks have competitive equilibria. Consider again Network greedybad but with vcons = 9, as shown in Figure 6. The allocation shown is the only efficient allocation,
hence any equilibrium must support it. Recall that in equilibrium, active agents must obtain nonnegative surplus, and inactive producers must not be able to obtain positive surplus. The price inequalities under the goods follow from constraints on the surplus associated with agent activity. The lower
bounds on the prices of goods 1, 2, and 5 ensure that producers a1, a2, and a5, respectively receiv5e
nonnegative surplus. The upper bound on 3 ensures that a3 could not obtain positive surplus. The
lower bound on 4 ensures that a6 would receive nonpositive surplus. Propagating these bounds to
6, we see that p(6) ≥ 10 to give a7 positive surplus, but also that p(6) ≤ 9 to give cons nonnegative
surplus. Since this is impossible, a competitive equilibrium cannot exist.
Technically, non-existence of equilibrium is due to complementarity of inputs for producers with
discrete-quantity goods. In fact, complementarities are necessary to preclude competitive equilibrium in task dependency networks. A network has no input complementarities when all producers
have at most one input.
Theorem 1 Competitive equilibria exist for any network with no input complementarities.
We defer the proof of this and subsequent theorems to Appendix A.
Consider again Figure 6. The multiple undirected paths between 1 and 4 give rise to the lower
bound on the price of good 6. It turns out that these undirected cycles are also necessary to preclude
competitive equilibrium.
A polytree is a graph in which there is at most one undirected path from any vertex to another.
Recall that in task dependency networks, if a producer uses multiple units of a good, then each unit
is represented by a separate edge. It follows that an allocation is a polytree iff no more than one unit
of a good is used to produce another given good, or used in multiple ways to produce a good.
Theorem 2 Competitive equilibria exist for any polytree.
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4.3 Approximate Price Equilibrium
We should generally expect that market protocols based on discrete price adjustments (such as the
SAMP-SB protocol we describe in Section 5) would overshoot exact equilibria by at least a small
amount. Therefore, our analysis emphasizes approximate equilibrium concepts (Demange et al.,
1986; Wellman et al., 2001a). We introduce a particular type of approximation, λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium, defined in terms of parameters that bound the degree to which agents acquire suboptimal surplus. Intuitively, δb bounds the suboptimality of a consumer’s surplus, δs bounds the
suboptimality of a producer’s surplus attributable to its output, and λgπ bounds the suboptimality of
a producer π’s surplus attributable to input g. As described in Section 5, these parameters also have
special interpretation in our market protocol as applied to task dependency networks.
Denote as Ha (p) the maximum surplus that agent a can obtain in (V, E), at prices p, subject to
feasibility. That is,
max σ(a, (V  , E  ), p)
Ha (p) ≡
(V  ,E  )⊆(V,E)

such that a is feasible at (V  , E  ).
Definition 4 (λ-δ-competitive equilibrium) Given the parameters:
• δb , δs ≥ 0,
g

• λπ for all π ∈ Π and all g ∈ G,
an allocation (V  , E  ) is in λ-δ-competitive equilibrium at prices p iff:
1. For all a ∈ A, σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ 0.
2. For all c ∈ C, σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ Hc (p) − δb .
3. For all π ∈ Π, σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ Hπ (p) − (∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs ), and π is feasible at (V  , E  ).
4. All goods are in material balance.
Consider Network greedy-bad with the same prices shown in Figure 5 except that p(5) = 8.
This does not constitute an exact competitive equilibrium because a6, though inactive, could make
a positive profit. However, if λ2a6 + λ3a6 + λ4a6 + δs ≥ 1, then since Ha6 (p) = 1, a6 obeys Condition 3
and the allocation is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium at the specified prices.
Theorem 3 If (V  , E  ) is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for (V, E) at some prices p, then (V  , E  ) is
a feasible allocation with a nonnegative value that differs from the value of an efficient allocation
by at most ∑π∈Π [∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs ] + |C|δb .
A λ-δ-competitive equilibrium corresponds to the standard notion of competitive equilibrium
g
when δb = δs = 0, and λπ = 0 for all π and g.
Corollary 4 (to Theorem 3) A competitive equilibrium allocation is efficient.
As noted in Section 4.1, this is consistent with previously established results.
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4.4 Valid Solutions
In the following sections we show that λ-δ-competitive equilibria can be a useful concept for analyzing decentralized market protocols. However, such protocols do not always reach λ-δ-competitive
equilibria for all networks. Hence we also consider weaker constraints on prices, consistent with a
lesser degree of agent optimization in a solution allocation.
We say that a solution (V  , E  ) is valid with respect to prices p if:
1. Each consumer in the solution pays no more than its value for a single good. That is, for all
c ∈ C ∩V  , there exists a single g, c ∈ E  such that
p(g) ≤ vc (g),
and p(g ) = 0 for all g = g such that g , c ∈ E  .
2. None of the active producers are unprofitable. For all π ∈ Π ∩V  where π, gπ  ∈ E  we have
σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ 0. Note that solution validity does not preclude an inactive producer from
being unprofitable (i.e., it admits dead ends).
Note that (1) effectively states that consumers do not obtain negative utility, which is weaker than
the competitive equilibrium conditions in that it does not require consumers to receive their optimal
allocation. Similarly, (2) does not require producers to optimize, as in competitive equilibrium, but
only requires nonnegative utility for active producers.
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Figure 7: A valid solution for Network greedy-bad.
Figure 7 shows an example valid solution, with the same underlying costs and values as in
Figure 5. Because it allows dead ends, validity does not directly provide useful bounds on the
inefficiency of an allocation.

5. SAMP-SB Protocol
The preceding section introduces some static properties of price configurations and allocations.
Here we address the problem of how prices might be obtained. To compute prices and allocations,
we must elicit information bearing on the relative value of goods, through some systematic communication process. Mechanisms that determine market-based exchanges based on messages from
agents are called auctions (McAfee & McMillan, 1987).
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The agents’ bidding policies represent their strategies for interacting with the auctions. Whereas
the auction mechanism may be designed by a central authority, bidding policies are generally determined by individual agents. To understand the implications of the auction design requires an
analysis of the market protocol that arises from the combination the auction mechanism and the
agent bidding policies.
The space of potential auctions is expansive (Wurman et al., 2001), and definitive theoretical
results are currently known only for fairly limited classes of problems (Bikhchandani & Mamer,
1997; Demange & Gale, 1985; Gul & Stacchetti, 2000; Klemperer, 1999; McAfee & McMillan,
1987). Complementarities with discrete goods, which can cause nonexistence of price equilibria,
also greatly complicate auction design and analysis of auctions (Milgrom, 2000).
For our supply-chain domain, we have investigated a particular protocol, called SAMP-SB (Simultaneous Ascending (M+1)st Price with Simple Bidding). As demonstrated below, SAMP-SB
can produce good allocations which, in some cases, are consistent with competitive price equilibrium theory.
5.1 Auction Mechanism
The SAMP-SB mechanism comprises a set of auctions, one for each good. Auctions run simultaneously, asynchronously, and independently, without direct coordination. Agents interact with the
auctions by submitting bids for goods they wish to buy or sell. A bid is of the form: ((q1 p1 ) . . . (qn
pn )). Each pair (qi pi ) indicates an offer to buy or sell the good, with qi indicating the quantity of the
offer and pi indicating the price. If qi > 0, it is an offer to buy qi units of the good for no more than
pi per unit, and we refer to it as a buy offer. If qi < 0, it is an offer to sell qi units for no less than
pi per unit, and we refer to it as a sell offer. Because no agent both buys and sells the same good
in a task dependency network, a bid contains either all positive or all negative quantity offers. Bids
possess what is sometimes called “additive-OR” semantics—the offers are treated exactly as if they
came from separate bids, hence the auction can match any of the individual offers independently.
Without loss of generality, we henceforth impose the restriction |qi | = 1 for all offers in all bids,
continuing to allow that agents may submit multiple offers in a bid.
When an auction receives a new bid, it sends each of its bidders a price quote specifying the
price that would result if the auction ended in the current bid state. Price quotes are not issued
until all initial bids are received, but are subsequently issued immediately on receipt of new bids.
Because some offers may be tied at the current price, this information alone is not sufficient for an
agent to tell whether it is winning an offer placed at that price. To clarify this ambiguity, the price
quote also reports to each bidder the quantity it would buy or sell in the current state. The same
prices are sent to all bidders, but the reported winning state is specific to the recipient. Agents may
then choose to revise their bids in response to the notifications (if an agent does not wish to change
its bid, inaction leaves its previous bid standing in the auction).
We assume that communication is reliable but asynchronous.3 That is, all messages sent eventually reach their recipients, although we impose no bound on the delays. Agents and auctions use
message IDs to ensure that they handle messages in the appropriate order. Note that even if all auctions and agents have deterministic behaviors, an overall run of SAMP-SB may be nondeterministic
due to this asynchrony.
3. Technically, we adopt the model of asynchronous reliable message passing systems (Fagin et al., 1995).
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Under asynchrony, it is helpful for the auction to send the ID of the most recent bid received
from the agent with its price quote. An agent responds only to a price quote that reflects its most
recent bid sent. Without this device, an agent can have difficulty establishing feasibility, as its
understanding of its input and output bid states may be based on nonuniformly delayed reports.
Bidding continues until quiescence, a state where all messages have been received, no agent
chooses to revise its bids, and no auction changes its prices, ask prices, or allocation. At this point,
the auctions clear; each bidder is notified of the final prices and how many units it transacts in each
good. Note that a quiescent system is not necessarily in a solution state or (approximate) equilibrium
state.
Although detecting quiescence is straightforward in a centralized system, in a decentralized,
asynchronous system we need to perform the operation using only local message passing. In previous work (Wellman & Walsh, 2000), we described a protocol for detecting quiescence in general
distributed negotiations, based on a well-known termination-detection algorithm.
Each auction runs according to (M+1)st-price rules (Satterthwaite & Williams, 1989, 1993;
Wurman et al., 1998). The (M+1)st price auction is a variant of the (second-price) Vickrey auction (Vickrey, 1961), generalized to allow for the exchange of multiple units of a good. Given a set
of offers including M units offered for sale, the (M+1)st-price auction sets a price equal to the price
of the (M+1)st highest offer over all of the offers. The price can be said to separate the winners
from the losers, in that the winners include all sell offers strictly below the price and all buy offers
strictly above the price. Some agents that offer at the (M+1)st price also win; in case of ties, offers
submitted earlier have precedence. Winning buy and sell offers are matched one-to-one, and pay
(or get paid) the (M+1)st price.
When issuing price quotes, the auction reports both the price (i.e., the current going price, or
(M+1)st price), p(g) and the ask price, α(g) of the good g. The ask price specifies the amount above
which a buyer would have to offer in order to buy the good, given the current set of offers. The ask
price is determined by the price of the Mth highest of all offers in the auction, hence α(g) ≥ p(g).
For instance, if we have buy bids 12, 10, and 6 and sell bids 15, 11, and 8, p(g) = 10, α(g) = 11,
and if the auction is in quiescence, the buy bids 12 and 10 would match the sell bids 15 and 11 and
trade at p(g) = 10.
Because a producer has complementary inputs, ensuring feasibility is a challenging problem,
requiring careful design. The auctions run simultaneously, and each auction requires that the prices
of an agent’s successive buy offers increase by no less than some (generally small) positive number
δb and the prices of successive sell offers increase by no less than δs .4 An auction can enforce the
ascending rule by simply rejecting an agent’s offer if the price does not increase by δb or δs . By
constraining the direction of price changes, this design gives producers a more accurate indication of
the relative prices for inputs and outputs than if prices were allowed to fluctuate in both directions.
The ascending bid restriction ensures ascending auction prices, with one technicality. Due to
asynchrony and immediate issuance of price quotes, if the initial bid from an agent arrives after a
higher bid, the price quote could decrease. This can be handled simply at the auction by issuing no
price quotes until some specified period of time after the auction opens. After the first price quote
is issued, the auction accepts new bids only from agents that had previously placed bids.
It is common in auction literature and practice to place an ascending restriction on buy-offer
prices. It may seem counterintuitive—and is in fact atypical—to place the same restriction on
4. These rules differ from those of a more typical simultaneous ascending auction (Demange et al., 1986; Milgrom,
2000), which specify that agents must submit offer prices that are at least an increment above the current price.
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sell-offer prices. However, such an ascending offer price restriction ensures that price quotes rise
monotonically as the auctions progress. Section 5.4 shows how an ascending–offer-price restriction for both buy and sell offers serves a key role in establishing the relationships between system
quiescence and solution convergence of the system.
5.2 Bidding Policies
Although designers of negotiation mechanisms do not generally have control over the agents’ behaviors, any conclusions about the outcome of a mechanism must be based on some assumptions
about these behaviors. A typical assumption in economics is that agents are rational in some sense,
for example that they play policies that form a Bayes-Nash equilibrium. However, as discussed in
Section 7.1, the complexity of supply chain formation markets is beyond the current state-of-the-art
in analyzing Bayes-Nash equilibria with simultaneous ascending auctions. Instead, our analysis assumes that the agents follow a simple, non-strategic bidding policy, described in this section. Other
variations may be reasonable, or perhaps better in some respects than the policies we describe.
Rather than explore the range of possibilities, we chose in this work to investigate a particular set of
policies in depth. Our chosen policies obey the ascending offer restriction enforced by the auction,
respect the locality of information in that they require no knowledge of other agents in the system,
and are myopic in that they use only information provided by the current price quotes, without
forecasting future prices.
Recall that a consumer wishes to acquire a single good that maximizes its surplus at the given
prices. We assume that a consumer initially offers zero for each good of interest. So long as it is
winning a good, it does not change its offer. Whenever it is not winning a good, it offers p(g∗ ) + δb
for good g∗ = arg maxg∈G (vc (g) − p(g) − δb ) if vc (g∗ ) − p(g∗ ) − δb ≥ 0, otherwise it stops bidding.
A producer’s objective is much more complex, namely to maximize the difference between the
price it receives for its output and the total price it pays for its inputs, while remaining feasible. We
assume that a producer initially offers zero for each of its input goods, and gradually increases these
offers to ensure feasibility. It raises its offer price for an input good by δb if and only if the price
quotes indicate that it is losing that good but winning its output.
We assume that producer π bids for its output good gπ in an effort to recover its production cost
and the perceived costs of its inputs. The producer places its first output offer only after receiving
the first price quotes for all its inputs, and subsequently updates its output offer whenever it receives
a new price quote on any input. For simplicity, consider the case in which π has one offer (each at
quantity one) for each input. If π is currently winning an input g, its perceived cost, p̂π (g) of g is
simply p(g). When π is not currently winning g with a particular offer, p̂π (g) = max(α(g), p(g) +
δb ). If β is the price of the previous offer made by π for gπ , then when its perceived costs increase,
π offers max(β + δs , ∑g,π∈E p̂π (g)) for its output gπ . If π has multiple offers for a good g, then
it assumes a separate perceived cost with respect to each offer, and bids for its output accordingly.
Figure 8 shows how a producer would bid next as a function of the current prices and its current
offers, when δb = 1 and δs ≤ 2.
Note that throughout the negotiation, a producer places bids for its output goods before it has
received commitments on its input goods. Producers counteract potential risk by continually updating their bids based on price changes and feasibility status. A producer reduces exposure to dead
ends by incrementing its offer prices on inputs by minimal amounts and only when necessary.
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Figure 8: A producer’s next offers, according to SAMP-SB, when δb = 1 and δs ≤ 2. The dashed
arrow from good B indicates that the producer is currently losing B. The solid arrows
indicate that the producer is currently winning goods A and C.

5.3 Bidding with General Preferences
The task dependency network model represents fairly simple production capabilities and consumer
utility. Here we discuss some natural potential extensions of the bidding policies to a broader class
of capabilities and preferences.
A producer capable of variable-unit production could bid exactly as if it were multiple identical
producers. Such a producer would maintain separate offers in its bids for each unit, and update
the separate offers independently. Similarly, a consumer with additive value for multiple goods, or
multiple units of a good, could bid for each unit of each good as if it were a separate consumer.
A producer with alternatives on some input, independent of other inputs, can switch its bidding
to the currently cheapest option. Subtle issues can arise for a producer that has alternative input sets,
particularly when it is tentatively winning parts of the sets. One option would be to focus bidding on
the set with the lowest perceived cost, which may include a premium for goods not in the tentatively
winning set. Alternatively, the producer could assume that it will definitely win its tentatively won
goods and effectively treat them as sunk costs. Fractional accounting of sunk costs may also be
reasonable. Similar considerations arise for extensions presenting complex consumption choices.
5.4 Properties of SAMP-SB
In this section we describe a number of theoretical properties of SAMP-SB. In Section 5.4.1 we
describe properties relating to convergence to quiesence, in Section 5.4.2 we present properties relating to efficiency and convergence to price equilibrium, and in Section 5.4.3 we present properties
relating to solution convergence.
5.4.1 C ONVERGENCE TO Q UIESCENCE
The SAMP-SB auctions and bidding policies guarantee that the system will always reach quiescence.
Theorem 5 SAMP-SB reaches quiescence after a finite number of bids have been placed.
However, convergence can take a long time.
Observation 6 In an asynchronous environment, it is possible that a run of the protocol may require
a number of bids that is exponential in the network size, and not a function of the consumer value.
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Figure 9: Network exponential: A network that may require an exponential number of bids to
reach quiescence.
Figure 9 shows Network exponential, which illustrates this observation. The agent named
start places a one-time bid to sell one unit of good 0 for $2. Since α(0) = 2, and producers 1-1 and
1-2 are initially losing their input bids, these agents each offer a price of 2 for their output goods.
Producer 1-3 will receive the new price quotes for goods 1-A and 1-B asynchronously, hence may
update its bid for good 1 twice, offering a price of 2 the first time and a price of 4 the second
time. Continuing with this process, we see that producer 3-3 updates its bid for good 3 up to eight
times. If we extend this network and maintain labeling consistent with Figure 9, then producer n-3
would place O(2n ) bids for good n. Note however, that if bids and price quotes are propagated
synchronously, the exponential growth would not occur.
In the example above, most of the bids are actually superfluous in that they do not meaningfully
affect the outcome of the protocol. This appears often true of situations exhibiting the worst-case
behavior described. To capture the distinction between relevant and irrelevant bidding, we introduce
the notion of quasi-quiescence, a persistent state from which all subsequent bids effectively do not
matter for solution convergence. SAMP-SB convergence to quasi-quiescence requires a number of
“meaningful” bids that can be bounded by the size of the network and the value of the maximum
consumer value.
Definition 5 (quasi-quiescent) A run of SAMP-SB is in a quasi-quiescent state when, for any consumer or active producer τ, all bids by τ have been received and τ would not change its bids in
response to any price quotes already received or transmitted by auctions.
Clearly, the requirements of quasi-quiescence are subset of the requirements for quiescence.
Observation 7 A quiescent state is a quasi-quiescent state.
Theorem 8 If a run of SAMP-SB reaches a quasi-quiescent state, then it remains in a quasiquiescent state. Furthermore, neither the allocation nor the prices p subsequently change.
This theorem means that, once quasi-quiescence is reached, all subsequent bids effectively do
not matter in terms of equilibrium and solution convergence.
Corollary 9 (to Theorem 8) The quiescent state of SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-equilibrium or valid solution
iff the first quasi-quiescent state reached is a λ-δ-equilibrium or valid solution, respectively.
The following theorem establishes a bound on the number of relevant bids necessary to reach
quasi-quiescence.
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Theorem 10 SAMP-SB reaches a quasi-quiescent state after a number of bids bounded by a polynomial of the size of the network and the value of the maximum consumer value have been placed
by consumers and active producers.
Our previously mentioned quiescence-detection protocol (Wellman & Walsh, 2000) can also detect
quasi-quiescence, and thus terminate negotiations when it is reached.
5.4.2 E FFICIENCY AND C ONVERGENCE TO P RICE E QUILIBRIUM
We intentionally use δb and δs , to parametrize both SAMP-SB and our concept of λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium. With an interpretation of λgπ in terms of prices and ask prices, we can specify necessary and sufficient conditions for which the result of SAMP-SB corresponds to a λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium.
Theorem 11 The prices and allocation determined in quiescence by the SAMP-SB protocol is a
λ-δ-competitive equilibrium, with λgπ = max(α(g) − p(g), δb ), iff no inactive producer buys any
positive-price input.
From Theorems 3 and 11, we can establish bounds on the inefficiency of a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium, parametrized by λgπ = max(α(g) − p(g), δb ) for each good. In some cases, the difference
between α(g) and p(g) may be quite high. However, we can actually establish a tighter bound.
Theorem 12 If (V  , E  ) is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium computed by SAMP-SB, then (V  , E  ) has
a nonnegative value that differs from the value of an efficient allocation by at most ∑π∈Π (|{g, π ∈
E}| δb + δs ) + |C|δb .
g

Note that the theorem replaces λπ from Theorem 3 with δb in the bound.
A network is a tree if it is a polytree with no more than one consumer.
Theorem 13 The quiescent state of SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for a tree.
We are unaware of other general network structures for which SAMP-SB is guaranteed to converge to a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium. However, Theorem 11 implies that we can improve allocations if we modify SAMP-SB to avoid dead ends. We say that a bidding policy is safe for a producer
if the producer cannot obtain a negative surplus in quiescence. It is clear that if a protocol is safe for
all producers, then it will converge to λ-δ-competitive equilibrium.
In SAMP-SB we have assumed that a producer updates buy and sell offers simultaneously in
response to price quotes. This policy is not safe, even for single-input producers, because the
producer bids for its input based on the state of its standing offer for its output, rather than the offer
it is about to place. The producer would get negative surplus if it does not win its new output offer
but gets stuck winning its new input offer. However, a slight variant of the bidding policy, which we
call safe SAMP-SB, is safe for any single-input producer. With this protocol, a producer updates
its input bids only when it would not update, and it currently winning, its most recent output offer.
Clearly, safe SAMP-SB has the same static properties as SAMP-SB, hence Theorem 12 applies to
safe SAMP-SB.
Theorem 14 The quiescent state of safe SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for a network
with no input complementarities.
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Safe SAMP-SB is not guaranteed to be safe for producers with multiple inputs in arbitrary
networks, nor do we know of any safe producer bidding policy that ensures safety for producers in
any arbitrary network (other than degenerate policies such as not bidding).
Safe SAMP-SB may take longer to reach quiescence than regular SAMP-SB. With safe SAMP-SB,
a producer must always wait for notification of the results of pending output offers before increasing input offers. For a producer to win an output offer may require propagations of many messages
through various paths in the network before buyers of the output good would increase their buy offer
prices for that good. The resulting delay would be greater than the local delay in communicating
with the output good auction.
That non-λ-δ-competitive equilibrium runs of SAMP-SB result in dead ends suggests a potential
source of significant efficiency loss. For example, Figure 7 shows the result of a run of SAMP-SB
on Network greedy-bad. This valid solution has a dead end at producer a6. Since producer a3
incurs its cost of $1 to provide good 3 to a6, but does not contribute to any value in the system, this
dead end is pure waste from a global efficiency perspective. The allocation is undesirable directly
for producer a6 because it is committed to pay $1 for an input it cannot use. With large networks or
costs, dead ends can result in significant efficiency losses and negative profits to individual agents.
We propose a contract decommitment protocol to remove dead ends after SAMP-SB reaches
quiescence. According to the decommitment protocol, each inactive producer can decommit from
its contracts for its inputs for which it would pay a positive price. The protocol is applied recursively
to the producers that lose their outputs due to decommitment. When the decommitment process
terminates, agents exchange goods as specified by the remaining contracts. We refer to SAMP-SB
with decommitment as SAMP-SB-D.
In Figure 7, producer a6 would decommit from its contract with a3. Clearly, Theorem 11 implies
that no agent decommits iff SAMP-SB produced a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium. Moreover, if we
remove from consideration all producers that decommit, the remaining agents are in λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium.
Decommitment has the benefit that, whereas some producers can lose money in the SAMP-SB
protocol, no agent receives a negative surplus from participating in SAMP-SB-D. However, this
is achieved by making the auction allocations non-binding, which is undesirable to the producers
who lose their output sales to decommitments. It also begs the question of how to enforce the
requirement that inactive producers be the only agents that decommit.
In addition to dead ends, efficiency can also be lost if SAMP-SB fails to find a solution when
a positive value solution exists, or if SAMP-SB forms a solution with value inferior to an efficient solution (dead ends are not necessarily mutually exclusive of these two cases). In Section 6
we describe an experimental analysis of the efficiency, the source of inefficiency, and equilibrium
attainment of SAMP-SB in a set of networks.
5.4.3 S OLUTION C ONVERGENCE
Recall that SAMP-SB always converges to a valid solution (specifically a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium) for networks with tree structures, and the safe variant converges for networks with no input
complementarities. The following theorem shows that, with sufficiently high consumer value, regular SAMP-SB can always converge to a (possibly non-equilibrium) valid solution for polytrees.
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Theorem 15 If (V, E) is a polytree with a solution that assigns good g to consumer c, then given
all other costs and values, there exists a value vc (g) such that SAMP-SB is guaranteed to converge
to a valid solution (V  , E  ) for c.
Because dead ends may result, we cannot usefully bound the inefficiency of the solution reached by
SAMP-SB in a polytree.
For general network structures, the prices of all sell offers for all consumers’ goods could rise
above their values, in which case the system will necessarily reach quasi-quiescence in a nonsolution state. If, however, quasi-quiescence is reached before the price of some consumer’s good
reaches its value for the good, we have a valid solution.
Theorem 16 If SAMP-SB reaches quasi-quiescence with p(g) < vc (g) for some g, c ∈ E, c ∈ C,
then the system’s state represents a valid solution.
The next theorem establishes conditions under which a valid solution state will immediately
lead to quasi-quiescence.
Theorem 17 If a run of SAMP-SB in (V, E) is in a valid solution state such that:
• each consumer c is either winning an offer or p(g) + δb > vc (g) for all g, c ∈ E,
• all agents have correct beliefs about which goods they are currently winning,
• all bids from consumers and active producers have been received in response to the current
price quotes,
• and no sell offers are lost due to tie breaking,
then after the subsequent price quote from each auction, the system will be in a quasi-quiescent
state with a valid solution.
Although SAMP-SB is not guaranteed to converge to a solution, the fact that the problem of finding a solution is NP-Complete (Walsh et al., 2003) should lead us to expect that there are problems
for which SAMP-SB would converge to a solution only after an exponential number of meaningful
bids. Since the number of meaningful bids is bounded by a polynomial of the maximum consumer
value, we should further expect that there exist networks for which SAMP-SB can converge to a
solution only with a exponential consumer values. In practice we find that we can construct problems for which the consumer value must be exponential in order for SAMP-SB to converge to a
solution (Walsh et al., 2003). However, we have run many simulations for which the required value
is much more reasonable (Walsh et al., 2003).
For some networks, costs, and values, SAMP-SB cannot converge to a valid solution with some
values of δb and δs , no matter how high the consumer value. One example (the simplest we have
been able to construct) is Network no-converge, shown in Figure 10. Observe that a solution
must include agent a8, but cannot include a7. Agent a6 always offers a price of at least p(2) + 20
for good 4, hence a8 cannot win two units of good 4 for less than p(2) + 20 each. Thus agent a8 will
always offer a price of at least 2p(2) + 40 for good 5. Since agent a7 will never offer a price more
than 2p(2) + 2λ2a7 for good 5, agent a8 could only win good 5 if λ2a7 ≥ 20. But, for this to occur,
we must have δb ≥ 20. A more thorough analysis, taking into account the dynamics of SAMP-SB,
shows we must have δb ≥ 40 and δs = 0 to obtain a valid solution in quiescence, and then only for
certain patterns of asynchrony.
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Figure 10: Network no-converge: A network for which SAMP-SB cannot converge to a solution
for certain values of δb and δs .

6. Empirical Performance of SAMP-SB
Whereas our analytic results provide some insight into SAMP-SB and its variants, they do not support a comprehensive characterization of performance, except for certain special-case network structures. In order to gain further understanding of the effectiveness of SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D, we
performed an empirical study based on protocol simulations on sample task dependency networks.
6.1 Setup
Our investigation focuses on a small set of networks exhibiting a variety of structural properties:
simple (Figure 11), unbalanced (Figure 12), two-cons (Figure 13), bigger (Figure 14), and
many-cons (Figure 15). We also also studied Network greedy-bad (Figure 4).
a1

1

a3

3

c1
1.216

a2

2

a4

Figure 11: Network simple.
We ran experiments on multiple instances of each network. For each instance we randomly
chose producer costs uniformly from [0, 1], but for each consumer in a network, we calculated
a fixed value so that, excluding all other consumers, there exists a positive-surplus solution for
this consumer with 0.9 probability. We determined consumer values via simulation, assuming the
specified distributions of producer costs. We discarded all instances whose efficient solutions had
value zero. We set δb = δs = .01.
To test the effect of competitive equilibrium existence on the performance of the protocols,
we generated instances of unbalanced, two-cons, and greedy-bad with costs that admit
competitive equilibrium and with costs that do not. Because simple and many-cons are polytrees,
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Figure 12: Network unbalanced.
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Figure 13: Network two-cons.
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Figure 14: Network bigger.
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Figure 15: Network many-cons.
we know from Theorem 2 that all instances thereof have competitive equilibria. We were not able
to generate no-equilibrium instances of bigger with the given cost distributions.
To generate an instance with a desired type of cost structure (equilibrium or no-equilibrium)
we repeatedly chose sets of producer costs randomly from the uniform distribution until the desired
property was met. In the experiments, we determined whether competitive equilibrium existed—
given complete information about the network structure, values, and costs—using the following
procedure. Recall that a competitive equilibrium is always efficient (Corollary 4). Hence, given
an optimal allocation (V ∗ , E ∗ ), we attempt to solve the system of linear equations that characterize
a competitive equilibrium, as described in Section 4.1. If a solution to the equations exists, the
resulting prices constitute a competitive equilibrium, otherwise no equilibrium exists. We used
CPLEX, a commercial mixed-integer-linear programming package, to find the efficient allocation
and to solve the corresponding equilibrium equations.
For each type of cost structure in each network, we tested 100 random instances, with the exception of simple, for which we tested 3220 instances.5 For each instance and each protocol, we measured the efficiency—the fraction of the efficient value—attained by SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D.
We also measured the percentage of available surplus (i.e., percentage of the value of an optimal
solutions) obtained by the producers.
6.2 Results
We classify the efficiency of a run of the protocols in one of four ways: Negative, Zero, Suboptimal
(but positive), and Optimal efficiency. Table 1 shows the distribution of the efficiency classes in our
experiments. Note that SAMP-SB-D cannot produce negative efficiency, by construction.
5. We tested more instances of simple as a part of a broader study (Walsh et al., 2000).
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Network
simple
unbalanced, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
two-cons, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
bigger
many-cons
greedy-bad, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists

SAMP-SB
% of instances
Neg Zero Sub Opt
0.0
0.3
0.0 99.7

SAMP-SB-D
% of instances
Zero Sub
Opt
0.3
0.0
99.7

5.0
100.0

1.0
0.0

7.0
0.0

87.0
0.0

1.0
100.0

1.0
0.0

98.0
0.0

11.0
18.0
0.0
27.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.0
78.0
4.0
56.0

83.0
4.0
96.0
17.0

0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

3.0
95.0
0.0
2.0

97.0
4.0
100.0
98.0

4.0
100.0

0.0
0.0

21.0
0.0

75.0
0.0

1.0
100.0

0.0
0.0

99.0
0.0

Table 1: Distribution of efficiency classes from SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D. Efficiency classes:
Negative (Neg), Zero, Suboptimal (Sub), and Optimal (Opt).

Recall (from Section 5.4.2) that efficiency loss in SAMP-SB can be attributable to any of three,
not necessarily exclusive, causes: dead ends, failure to form a solution when a positive-valued
solution exists, and finding a suboptimal solution. We can infer the percentage of instances exhibiting dead-end suboptimality in SAMP-SB by examining the differences between SAMP-SB-D and
SAMP-SB totaled over the Negative, Zero, and Suboptimal columns in Table 1. Decommitment
does not affect the contribution of no-solution and suboptimal-solution losses, but helps reveal them
by eliminating dead-end suboptimality. Hence, we can infer the percentage of instances exhibiting no-solution and suboptimal-solution suboptimality in SAMP-SB by examining the Zero and
Suboptimal columns of SAMP-SB-D, respectively.
Table 2 shows the average efficiency attained by the protocols, factored by network and equilibrium existence (where relevant). We see, from the difference between the SAMP-SB-D and
SAMP-SB columns, that dead ends are a significant source of inefficiency. Additionally, existence
of competitive equilibrium has a significant effect on the performance of the protocols. In these networks, SAMP-SB-D produces nearly perfect efficiency when competitive equilibrium exists (recall
that all studied instances of simple, bigger, and many-cons have equilibria), but is is much less
effective when equilibrium does not exist, in fact failing to find any solutions in the no-equilibrium
cases of unbalanced and greedy-bad.
To check whether these differences in performance are significant, we performed Student’s tTests for each protocol, comparing the mean efficiencies of instances that admit competitive equilibrium with the means of those instances that do not admit competitive equilibrium. Table 3 shows
the results, indicating the p-values that the means of equilibrium and no-equilibrium instances came
from the same underlying population. In typical analyses, the null hypothesis that the means are
equal is rejected if the p-value is below 0.05. With this threshold, it seems we can safely reject the
hypothesis that the mean efficiencies of equilibrium and non-equilibrium instances are the same for
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Network
simple
unbalanced
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
two-cons, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
bigger
many-cons
greedy-bad, case:
– equilibrium exists:
– no equilibrium exists:

SAMP-SB
0.997

SAMP-SB-D
0.997

0.867
−20.080

0.990
0.000

0.733
0.268
1.000
0.120

0.986
0.686
1.000
0.996

−5.320
−18.230

0.990
0.000

Table 2: Average efficiency in each network for the protocols.

Network
unbalanced
two-cons
greedy-bad

SAMP-SB

SAMP-SB-D

6.27 × 10−30
5.15 × 10−7
1.41 × 10−1

8.23 × 10−101
1.43 × 10−22
8.04 × 10−101

Table 3: P-values computed with the Student’s t-Test. The t-Test compared the means efficiencies
of instances that admit competitive equilibrium and those that do not admit competitive
equilibrium.
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Networks unbalanced and greedy-bad. Inspection of the data further supports this conclusion, as SAMP-SB-D essentially always produces zero efficiency, but produces perfect efficiency in
many of the instances that do admit competitive equilibrium.
On the face of it, the high SAMP-SB/greedy-bad p-value suggests that we cannot safely
reject the hypothesis that the mean efficiencies differ between the equilibrium and no-equilibrium
instances of the network. However, inspection of the data indicates that this high probability results from one outlying equilibrium instance with a large negative efficiency. Indeed, the fact that
SAMP-SB-D always produces essentially optimal results in instances that admit competitive equilibrium, but predominantly produces suboptimal results in the instances without such equilibria,
suggests that it is unlikely that the equilibrium and no-equilibrium means are the same for SAMP-SB
in Network greedy-bad.
Network
simple
unbalanced
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
two-cons, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
bigger
many-cons
greedy-bad, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists

% λ-δ-Competitive
Equilibrium
100
88
0
83
2
96
17
75
0

Table 4: Percentage of instances in which SAMP-SB attained λ-δ-competitive equilibrium.
Table 4 shows the percentage of instances for which SAMP-SB attained λ-δ-competitive equilibrium in each network. It is straightforward to determine whether λ-δ-competitive equilibrium
is attained by observing whether there are any dead ends (Theorem 11). Again, we see a strong
connection with the existence of competitive equilibrium. One notable exception is many-cons
(which always admits a competitive equilibrium), for which SAMP-SB frequently produced dead
ends. We do see that λ-δ-competitive equilibria form in a small percentage of the no-equilibrium
two-cons instances, although this is not a prevalent phenomenon with the δb and δs parameters
we chose.
Table 5 shows the average efficiency, factored by λ-δ-competitive equilibrium attainment
(SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D produce the same results when λ-δ-competitive equilibrium is attained). We must be careful in drawing conclusions from these statistics because, for any given
network case, there were relatively few or many λ-δ-competitive equilibrium instances (Table 4).
Still, we note certain salient trends. The λ-δ-competitive equilibrium runs produce near perfect efficiency, with smaller degrees of inefficiency than specified by the bounds in Theorem 12. Because
an allocation produced by SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium iff there are no dead ends, we
should expect that a significant portion of efficiency loss in non-λ-δ-competitive equilibrium pro538
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Network
simple
unbalanced
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
two-cons, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
bigger
many-cons
greedy-bad, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists

λ-δ-Equilibrium
Not Found
SAMP-SB SAMP-SB-D
N/A
N/A

λ-δ-Equilibrium
Found
SAMP-SB/ SAMP-SB-D
0.997

−0.248
−20.08

0.989
0.000

0.998
N/A

−0.570
0.130
0.997
−0.060

0.920
0.707
1.000
0.995

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

−24.28
−18.22

0.960
0.000

1.000
N/A

Table 5: Average efficiency in each network for the protocols, factored by λ-δ-competitive equilibrium attainment.

ducing runs of SAMP-SB would be attributable to negative surplus incurred from dead ends. The
significant differences between the efficiency of SAMP-SB-D and SAMP-SB shown in the nonλ-δ-competitive equilibrium column provides evidence for this hypothesis. Indeed, it appears that
surplus lost to dead ends (as opposed to suboptimal solution attainment) is the dominant cause of
inefficiency when λ-δ-competitive equilibrium is not attained. In all instances, improvement from
decommitment is greater than the difference between the efficiency of SAMP-SB-D and optimal
efficiency.
Table 6 shows the average fraction of available surplus obtained by producers, respectively, in
each network. Perhaps surprisingly, in some networks the producers can gain significant surplus
with the SAMP-SB-D protocol, even though they are bidding to obtain zero surplus. The reason
for this is that a producer’s output offer indicates the minimum amount it is willing to accept in
exchange for its output. But rising buy offers can cause the price to rise above the producer’s output
offer. This could happen in cases when it is necessary to block out certain agents to have a feasible
allocation in quiescence. Note however, that the decommitment step is needed for the producers to
obtain high average surplus. Without decommitment, the average producer surplus can be highly
negative, as shown in the SAMP-SB column.

7. Related Literature
In this section we discuss literature related to our present work. In Section 7.1 we discuss related
literature on price-based analysis and auction theory, and in Section 7.2 we discuss related literature
on supply chain formation.
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Network
simple
unbalanced, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
two-cons, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists
bigger
many-cons
greedy-bad, case:
– equilibrium exists
– no equilibrium exists

SAMP-SB
0.000

SAMP-SB-D
0.000

−0.041
−20.09

0.082
0.000

0.210
0.137
0.001
−0.517

0.464
0.555
0.001
0.359

−6.08
−18.11

0.137
0.000

Table 6: Average fraction of available surplus obtained by producers in each network for the protocols.

7.1 Price-Based Analysis and Auction Theory
We have shown some special cases for which competitive equilibria exist in task dependency networks (polytree and single-input-producer networks), that SAMP-SB always finds λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium in trees, and that a minor variant always finds λ-δ-competitive equilibria in single-inputproducer networks. A review of the results in price equilibrium and auction theory reveals that such
limited positive results are typical.
It is well-known that given arbitrarily divisible goods and convex utility, cost, and production functions, competitive equilibrium prices exist. If additionally, the gross substitutes condition
(which is a generalization of no-complementarities) is met, the classic tâtonnement procedure finds
competitive equilibrium in a distributed manner.6
When goods are discrete, competitive equilibria exist in exchange (non-production) economies
if the gross substitutes conditions are met (Bikhchandani & Mamer, 1997; Gul & Stacchetti, 1999;
Kelso & Crawford, 1982). Milgrom (2000) showed that the existence of a single complementarity
can be sufficient to preclude equilibrium in exchange economies. Bickhchandani and Mamer (1997)
also show existence under a variety of other conditions, which do not appear to have natural interpretations in task dependency networks. In exchange economies, the gross substitutes condition
also ensures convergence to (approximately) competitive equilibria with simultaneous ascending
auctions (Demange et al., 1986; Gul & Stacchetti, 2000).
That distributed price-based auction protocols can leave agents with undesired goods when their
preferences are complementary (e.g., dead ends in a task dependency network), is a widely recognized problem. An alternative approach is to use a combinatorial auction, which mediates negotiation at a single location, performing global matching of combinations of goods based on indivisible
bids. This general approach has received much attention in the AI community as of late, motivated
6. The reader may consult a standard microeconomic textbook (Mas-Colell et al., 1995) for details on these results.
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in part by techniques for quickly performing the necessary global optimization (Andersson et al.,
2000; Leyton-Brown et al., 2000; Sandholm & Suri, 2000).
Currently, some results on combinatorial equilibria and auctions have been established for onesided (i.e., buyer only) bidding. Bikhchandani and Ostroy (2002) and Wurman and Wellman (2000),
using different combinatorial frameworks, provide positive results on equilibrium existence, and
properties thereof. Wurman and Wellman describe a combinatorial auction for their framework.
Parkes and Ungar (2000) describe a combinatorial auction that is guaranteed to converge to an
efficient allocation if agents follow myopic best-response strategies. By adding an “extend-andadjust” phase, these authors are able to obtain this allocation in ex post Nash equilibrium (Parkes
& Ungar, 2002). Ausubel and Milgrom (2002) present a proxy-auction mechanism that obtains
efficient allocations with straightforward bidding in equilibrium when goods are substitutes.
In the present work we consider only simple, local, myopic bidding policies. These policies
are non-strategic, in that agents do not reason about their effect on the negotiations in an attempt
to extract greater surplus. The assumption of non-strategic behavior is plausible when there are a
large number of agents. In networks with many agents bidding for individual goods, many parallel
branches, or many agents in sequence, the potential contribution of any one agent to the value of a
solution is relatively small and there is little to gain by strategic behavior.
Our experiments have shown that, even when producers bid to obtain zero surplus with the specified policy, they can obtain positive surplus in some networks. Nevertheless, in smaller networks,
the potential for strategic improvement is more pronounced, and our non-strategic assumption becomes less plausible. A widely studied concept used for analyzing strategic behavior is Bayes-Nash
equilibrium.7 Informally, a set of strategies constitutes a Bayes-Nash equilibrium if no single agent
has an incentive to deviate from its strategy, given that all other agents play their Bayes-Nash equilibrium strategies. McAfee and McMillan (1987) and Klemperer (1999) survey the state of knowledge of strategic analysis of auctions in exchange economies. Milgrom (2000) provides insights
on some of the fundamental challenges to understanding the agent behavior with complementary
preferences. However, definitive results are known only for quite restrictive market structures, and
do not encompass two-sided markets with complementarities, never mind the multi-level characteristic of negotiation in task dependency networks. The problem of even specifying the information
structure of the extensive form game of simultaneous ascending (M+1)st price auctions in task dependency networks, prerequisite to computing Bayes-Nash equilibria, is well beyond the current
state of the art in game-theoretic analysis.
As auction theory currently fails to provide satisfactory guidance for understanding strategic
behavior in even moderately complicated domains, some have used tournaments as a framework
for developing and evaluating candidate agent strategies. The Santa Fe Double Auction Tournament (Rust et al., 1994) provided some unexpected insights into effective strategies in continuous
double auctions, and the recent “TAC” series of trading agent competitions (Wellman et al., 2001b,
2003) encouraged the development of sophisticated agent strategies (Greenwald, 2003; Stone &
Greenwald, 2000) for a complex market game.
The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism (Clarke, 1971; Groves, 1973; Vickrey, 1961), also
called the Generalized Vickrey Auction (GVA) (MacKie-Mason & Varian, 1994), is a direct revelation approach, where agents report their valuations on allocations, and the auction computes a
lump-sum payment. For the GVA, the solution is the optimal allocation based on the reports, and
7. For a foundational reference, Chapter 7 of Fudenberg and Tirole’s game theory text (1998) provides a formal treatment of the strategic issues in auction mechanism design and analysis.
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the payment function is such that it is a dominant strategy for agents to report their true utility.
Because of this incentive compatibility and perfect efficiency, the GVA may seem ideal from an
economic perspective (although the computation can be intractable). However, the GVA is not budget balanced—when both buyers and sellers bid, the GVA can pay out more money than it takes
in. Unfortunately this is unavoidable, as it is impossible to simultaneously ensure efficiency, budget
balance, and individual rationality (no agent achieves negative surplus) (Myerson & Satterthwaite,
1983). Recently, Babaioff et al. (Babaioff & Nisan, 2001; Babaioff & Walsh, 2003) described
distributed auction mechanisms, based on McAfee’s trade reduction auction (1992), that obtain incentive compatibility and budget balance in linear supply chains, at the expense of perfect efficiency.
Recent work by Parkes, Kalagnanam, and Eso (2001) explores methods to minimize the deviation
from efficiency while maintaining budget balance in two-sided GVA-like mechanisms.
7.2 Supply Chain Formation
Supply chain management—the problem of accurately forecasting and planning production and deliveries to meet demand and minimize inventory—is an active field of study in operations research.
The problem of management differs from supply chain formation in that the exchange partners in
the supply chain are pre-established, and it is assumed that information can be gathered from all
agents to effectively optimize global production across the supply chain. In contrast, in this work
we approached the problem of automating the process of determining supply chain participants dynamically, under the assumption that information and decision making is decentralized. Readers
interested in supply chain management may refer to Kjenstad (1998) for an extensive review.
Relatively less effort has been explicitly devoted to the problem we cast as supply chain formation, despite the rhetorical appeals to decentralized and dynamic relation-building commonplace in
the popular literature. Nevertheless, as we point out in Section 3, some venerable AI methods—in
particular the widely-known CONTRACT NET protocol—can in principle be applied to supply chain
formation. As discussed in Section 3, the standard CONTRACT NET does not have mechanisms to
resolve nontrivial resource contention, precluding a systematic comparison with SAMP-SB on general network structures. We can, however, compare the protocols on network structures for which
a resource contention mechanism is not necessary for CONTRACT NET. It is clear that if agents
bid their true costs, then CONTRACT NET with greedy allocation will converge to optimal allocations for trees. The same holds for tree structures relaxed to allow multiple-unit input bids. As we
have shown, SAMP-SB is guaranteed to converge to approximately efficient allocations for trees.
However, it can be shown that it may not converge to good solutions if multiple unit input bids are
allowed. In the latter case, competitive equilibrium may not exist, and and we have observed that
equilibrium non-existence can substantially hurt efficiency in SAMP-SB allocations. In contrast,
producers may receive different prices for the same good with CONTRACT NET. This discriminatory pricing mechanism makes CONTRACT NET robust in the presence of complementarities, for
this class of network structures.
Sandholm (1993) examines a specialization of CONTRACT NET for a generalization of Task Oriented Domains (TODs) (Rosenschein & Zlotkin, 1994). Agents begin with an initial allocation of
tasks and negotiate task exchanges until there are no mutually beneficial trades. Sandholm’s model
allows local constraints on task achievement in that an agent can perform only certain combinations of tasks. However, there is no dependency structure—an agent does not rely on other agents’
task achievement in order to accomplish its own tasks. Thus, every locally feasible trade results in
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a globally feasible allocation, and can be executed immediately and independently of other trades.
We cannot generally apply an incremental trading protocol to our task allocation model with subtask
dependencies. A local exchange may require reallocation throughout the entire network to maintain
production feasibility.
Andersson and Sandholm (1998) find that decommitment protocols increase the quality of the
resulting allocations in variants of TODs. With incremental trading, decommitment gives agents the
opportunity to engage in other more cost-effective contracts. Andersson and Sandholm also consider decommitment penalties to provide friction in reallocation and to compensate agents whose
contracts are broken. We expect that such penalties would be an appropriate extension to the
SAMP-SB-D protocol.
Veeramani et al. (Veeramani et al., 1999; Joshi et al., 1999) consider issues arising from simultaneous negotiation of multiple subtasking issues at various levels of a supply chain. In their
asynchronous model, agents may have the opportunity to finalize a contract while other negotiations
are still pending. This uncertainty induces a complex decision problem for agents that do not wish
to overextend their commitments.
Hunsberger and Grosz (2000) study the problem of assigning task performance roles to agents
in the SharedPlans collaborative planning framework. The model is based on recipes, which describe the precedence constraints on the execution time across the various sub-tasks that constitute
a complex task. Contention for shared resources is not modeled explicitly in the recipe, but individual agents may have additional cost, timing, or other constraints, potentially arising from their
individual resource limitations. Hunsberger and Grosz use a combinatorial auction to assign tasks to
agents, given the constraints, to produce a high-valued shared plan. They find that limiting task assignment to certain combinations in roles can effect a tradeoff between computational and allocative
efficiency.
In other work (Walsh et al., 2000; Walsh, 2001), we have studied strategic behavior of agents
bidding in a particular one-shot combinatorial auction within the task dependency network model.
We empirically compared the performance of SAMP-SB, SAMP-SB-D, and the combinatorial auction (with strategic bidding). The combinatorial auction eliminates the problem of dead ends by allocating inputs and outputs to producers on an all-or-nothing basis. This advantage notwithstanding,
combinatorial auctions may not always be an appropriate mechanism. Since finding any feasible
supply chain solution is NP-hard (Walsh et al., 2003), sufficiently large problems will be intractable,
even for advanced optimization procedures. Even when the computation is tractable, social factors
may limit the authority of any one entity to compute allocations over the entire supply chain.

8. Extensions and Future Work
The task dependency network model we propose provides a basis for beginning to understand the
automation of supply chain formation. We have discussed some ways to extend the bidding policies in our market protocol to accommodate more general production capabilities and consumer
preferences. With these extensions we can model capabilities and preferences on multi-attribute
goods (e.g., goods with multiple features such as quality and delivery time, in addition to price and
quantity) by simply representing each configuration as a distinct good in the network. However, it
is clear that this can explode the number of goods with just a few attributes. To effectively handle
greater numbers of attributes would require multiattribute auctions (Bichler, 2001), where multiple
inseparable features of an exchange are negotiated simultaneously.
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In more realistic scenarios, producers may also have to solve complex internal scheduling, planning, forecasting, or other complex problems in order to evaluate their costs and feasible options.
These types of extensions would increase the fidelity of the model, but would have implications
for agent bidding policies and computation and convergence speed in market protocols. Despite
the best efforts of agents to forecast and plan, agents cannot predict with certainty their operation
within a formed supply chain. Sophisticated agents would employ probabilistic reasoning techniques in evaluating their options during negotiation. When unexpected events do occur that impair
the operation of a formed supply chain, agents would need protocols for repairing or reforming the
supply chain.

We assumed a simple set of non-strategic, myopic bidding policies for the simultaneous ascending auction. Because agents must coordinate input and output bids in a dynamic auction mechanism,
understanding strategic bidding behavior is a challenging and unsolved, albeit important problem for
future work. It seems likely that significant developments in game-theoretic methodology would be
necessary to analytically solve, or even realistically specify, the extensive form games of incomplete
information corresponding to asynchronous iterative auctions. In the meantime, to make progress in
understanding the performance of auctions, we should consider alternate approaches to developing
“good” bidding policies. Tournaments have proven to be effective ways to both encourage smart
people to design smart trading policies and to evaluate their relative qualities (Rust et al., 1994;
Wellman et al., 2001b). Axelrod (1987) used an evolutionary approach to evaluate populations of
strategies, with fixed types, for the iterated prisoners’ dilemma. A major challenge in applying an
evolutionary approach to the supply chain formation problem is to develop a sufficiently rich, yet
reasonably searchable set of agent bidding policies.

We suggested decommitment as a solution to the problem of dead ends in SAMP-SB, and a
strategic analysis of the protocol would have to take this phase into account. Because producers
could not lose money when decommitment is allowed, we should expect that producers would be
more willing to participate, and would also be more aggressive in their bidding. Allowing decommitment begs the question of how to enforce that producers decommit only when they are in dead
ends, and also does not address the fact that unilateral decisions for decommitment can potentially
break the (possibly desirable) contracts of many other downstream producers. To reduce aggressive
bidding and mitigate the potential problems, we could charge penalties to producers who initiate
decommitment (Andersson & Sandholm, 1998), perhaps paid to the producers whose output contracts get decommitted. This would reduce spurious decommitments while still allowing an out for
producers stuck in costly dead ends.

Finally, we note that the market configuration studied here—separate auctions for each good—
represents just one possible partition of the scope of negotiations on the supply chain. At the other
extreme, production activity could be mediated by one combinatorial auction mechanism covering
the entire supply chain (Walsh et al., 2000). This avoids some coordination pitfalls of the separate
auction approach, but imposes other disadvantages associated with imposing a mechanism with
global scope. Intermediate configurations, involving multiple auctions for clusters of highly related
goods, represent a promising alternative for further investigation.
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Appendix A. Proofs
This appendix provides proofs of our theorems. For convenience, we restate the theorems before
the proofs.
In our proofs, it is sometimes useful to index the position of a producer in a network. The Clevel of a producer with output g is the maximum distance from it to any consumer, formally stated
as follows: one if no producer, but some consumer, has g as input, and k + 1 if the maximum level
of any producer with input g is k. The S-level of a producer is defined similarly, but with respect
to the distance to any producer with no input, and with a basis of zero for producers that have no
inputs themselves. Both the C-level and S-level are well defined, by acyclicity.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Let (V, E) be a network with no input complementarities, that is all producers have at most one
input, and let (V ∗ , E ∗ ) be the optimal allocation for (V, E). For convenience, we partition producers
Π into sets Π1 , the producers with a single input, and Π0 , the producers with no inputs.
Procedure No Input Complementarities Equilibrium constructs prices that support a
competitive equilibrium for (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
No Input Complementarities Equilibrium:
1. Initialize all prices to zero.
2. Perform any of the following until no price changes are made:
(a) If for some c ∈ C \V ∗ , we have vc (g) > p(g), where g, c ∈ E \ E ∗ ,
p(g) ← vc (g).
(b) If for some c ∈ C ∩V ∗ , we have vc (g ) − p(g ) > vc (g) − p(g) ≥ 0,
where g, c ∈ E ∗ and g , c ∈ E \ E ∗ ,
p(g ) ← vc (g ) − (vc (g) − p(g)).
(c) If for some π ∈ Π0 ∩V ∗ , we have p(gπ ) < κπ , where π, gπ  ∈ E ∗ ,
p(gπ ) ← κπ .
(d) If for some π ∈ Π1 ∩V ∗ , we have p(gπ ) < p(g) + κπ
where π, gπ  ∈ E ∗ and g, π ∈ E ∗ ,
p(gπ ) ← p(g) + κπ .
(e) If for some π ∈ Π1 \V ∗ , we have p(gπ ) > p(g) + κπ ,
where π, gπ  ∈ E \ E ∗ and g, π ∈ E \ E ∗ ,
p(g) ← p(gπ ) − κπ .
In network (V, E) (with no input complementarities) at prices p, a closed, reverse-surplus sequence is a directly connected sequence of agents and goods such that every agent would be better
off by “reversing” its allocation. Formally, it is a sequence (n1 , . . . , nk ) of vertices ni ∈ V , such that:
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1. ni , ni+1  ∈ E or ni+1 , ni  ∈ E for all i where 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
2. nk ∈ G.
3. n1 ∈ (C \V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 ∩V ∗ ).
(a) If n1 ∈ C \ V ∗ , then n2 , n1  ∈ E \ E ∗ and n1 would obtain nonnegative surplus at p
from obtaining n2 . If 1 = k − 1, then n1 would obtain strictly positive surplus at p from
obtaining n2 .
(b) If n1 ∈ Π0 ∩ V ∗ , then n1 , n2  ∈ E ∗ and n1 would obtain nonpositive surplus at p from
being active. If k = 2, then n1 would obtain strictly negative surplus at p from being
active.
4. For i ≥ 2, if ni ∈ A then ni ∈ Π1 ∪ (C ∩V ∗ ).
(a) If ni ∈ Π1 ∩ V ∗ , then ni−1 , ni  ∈ E ∗ , ni , ni+1  ∈ E ∗ , and ni would obtain nonpositive
surplus at p from being active. If i = k − 1, then ni would obtain strictly negative surplus
at p by being active.
(b) If ni ∈ Π1 \ V ∗ , then ni+1 , ni  ∈ E ∗ , ni , ni−1  ∈ E ∗ , and ni would obtain nonnegative
surplus at p from being active. If i = k − 1, then ni would obtain strictly positive surplus
at p by being active.
(c) If ni ∈ C ∩V ∗ , then ni−1 , ni  ∈ E ∗ , ni+1 , n ∈ E \E ∗ , and ni would obtain no less surplus
from ni+1 than from ni−1 at p. If i = k − 1, then ni would obtain strictly better surplus
from ni+1 than from ni−1 .
An open reverse-surplus sequence is the same as a closed, reverse-surplus sequence except
that, instead of Condition 3, we have n1 ∈ G and n2 ∈ Π1 ∪ (C ∩ V ∗ ) as with Condition 4. Clearly
any closed, reverse-surplus sequence of length greater than two contains an open, reverse-surplus
sequence.
Lemma 18 Procedure No Input Complementarities Equilibrium does not reach a state such
that there is an open, reverse-surplus sequence K = (n1 , . . . , nk ) constituting a cycle with n1 = nk
and k ≥ 3.
Proof. Assume, contrary to which we wish to prove, that there is such a cycle K at prices p.
Moreover, let the cycle be the smallest, in that it contains no other such cycle.
We show how to create an alternate, feasible solution (V  , E  ) with a higher value than (V ∗ , E ∗ ),
giving us a contradiction. Initialize (V  , E  ) = (V ∗ , E ∗ ). For all n j , where 1 ≤ j < k, if n j , n j+1  ∈
E ∗ , remove the edge from E  , and if the edge is in E \ E ∗ , add the edge to E  . Also, add and remove
vertices as necessary to be consistent with the added and removed edges.
Each producer in (V  , E  ) is feasible because it was feasible in (V ∗ , E ∗ ) and if it has an input,
either both its input and output are added, both are removed, or neither is changed. Consider a good
n j ∈ G, with 1 < j < k. Since j − 1 > 1, it must be that agents n j−1 and n j+1 are in Π1 ∪ (C ∩V ∗ ).
By inspecting Conditions 4(a)–4(b) of the definition of a closed, reverse-surplus sequence (which
also apply to an open reverse-surplus sequence), we see that edges incident on n j are added or
removed in such a way that n j is in material balance. Similarly, considering agents nk−1 , n2 , and
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good n1 = nk , we have material balance for good n1 = nk . Since goods are in material balance and
producers are feasible, (V  , E  ) is feasible.
The surpluses of agents not in K are unaffected by the transformation. By definition of an open,
reverse-surplus sequence, every agent in K obtains no lower surplus at p after the transformation,
and agent nk−1 obtains strictly higher surplus at p. Because the value of a feasible allocation is the
sum of agent surpluses at any particular prices (Lemma 22), we must then have value((V  , E  )) >
value((V ∗ , E ∗ )). But this contradicts the optimality of (V ∗ , E ∗ ), so the assumption that K exists
must be false. 2
Lemma 19 If the price of good nk increases in Procedure No Input Complementarities
Equilibrium, then there there exists a finite closed, reverse-surplus sequence (n1 , . . . , nk ) at prices
p just before the price increase.
Proof.
We show how to construct the desired closed, reverse-surplus sequence, referring to the
conditions in the definition, and to the steps in Procedure No Input Complementarities
Equilibrium. The price increase of nk occurred in one of Steps 2(a)–2(e), triggered by agent
nk−1 . Since the step was triggered, nk−1 would obtain strictly better surplus by reversing its allocation at p, as specified in the conditions 3(a), 3(b), or 4(a)–4(c). If the price of nk was increased in Step 2(a) or 2(c), then we have the desired closed, reverse-surplus sequence, with
nk−1 ∈ (C \V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 ∩ V ∗ ) and k − 1 = 1. Otherwise, the price or nk was increased in Step 2(b),
2(d), or 2(e), with nk−1 ∈ Π1 ∪ (C ∩V ∗ ) and k − 1 > 2. In this case, we let nk−2 be the good that also
matched the condition of the step.
If the price of nk−2 increased, then Procedure No Input Complementarities Equilibrium
ensures that we can find an agent nk−3 matching one of the Conditions 3(a), 3(b), or 4(a)–4(c). If, on
the other hand, p(nk−2 ) = 0, then because producers have positive costs and consumers have positive
values, we can also find such an agent nk−3 . If we find an agent that corresponds to condition 3(a)
or 3(b), then k − 3 = 1 and we are done. Otherwise, we can find a good nk−4 , as we did nk−2 , and
continue in the same manner.
Clearly, this process constructs an open, reverse-surplus sequence. Now, we must show that this
process of selecting vertices eventually selects an element n1 ∈ (C \V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 ∩ V ∗ ). Since (V, E)
is finite, and since by Lemma 18 there can be no cycles in any open, reverse-surplus sequence, we
must eventually find a n1 ∈ (C \V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 ∩V ∗ ) to give us a closed, reverse-surplus sequence. 2
Lemma 20 Procedure No Input Complementarities Equilibrium terminates.
Proof. Assume, contrary to which we wish to prove, that the procedure does not terminate and that
the price of good g increases an infinite number of times. Consider a cycle K = (n1 = g, . . . , nk = g)
of vertices ni ∈ V , k ≥ 3 such that:
1. ni , ni+1  ∈ E or ni+1 , ni  ∈ E for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
2. For all i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1}, ni = g.
3. For all i ∈ {3, . . . , k}, if ni ∈ G, the price increase of good ni occurred in one of the Steps 2(b),
2(d), or 2(e) in the procedure, and agent ni−1 and good ni−2 also matched the condition in that
step. Furthermore, the price increase of ni−2 , triggered by agent ni−3 and good ni−4 , caused
the need for the price increase of good ni .
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Because the price of g increases an infinite number of times, such a cycle must exist.
Let p be prices such that p(n1 ) is as it was when n1 and agent n2 triggered the price increase of
n3 , and for all ni ∈ G and 1 < i < k, p(ni ) is as it was just after the it was increased, as triggered by
agent ni−1 and good ni−2 . The price of all other goods is an arbitrary nonnegative number.
By the way we constructed p, and by the way prices are increased in the procedure, K must
be an open, reverse-surplus sequence. But by Lemma 18, such a K cannot exist. Therefore, the
procedure terminates. 2
Theorem 1 Competitive equilibria exist for any network with no input complementarities.
Proof. We show that Procedure No Input Complementarities Equilibrium terminates at
prices p with every agent obtaining its maximum surplus according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ) . Since (V ∗ , E ∗ )
is efficient, it is also feasible, giving us a competitive equilibrium at prices p.
By Lemma 20, the procedure terminates. Clearly, when the procedure terminates, agents in
Π1 ∪ (Π0 ∩ V ∗ ) ∪ (C \ V ∗ ) optimize according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ). It remains to show the same for (C ∩
V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 \V ∗ ). Assume, contrary to which we wish to prove, that some a ∈ (C ∩V ∗ ) ∪ (Π0 \V ∗ )
does not optimize according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
Consider the case where a ∈ (C ∩ V ∗ ) and g, a ∈ E ∗ . Since the algorithm guarantees that a
does not prefer any other good g to g at prices p, it must be that p(g) > vc (g). Let p be the
prices immediately before the price of g rose above vc (g) and p be the prices immediately after.
By Lemma 19, there is a closed, reverse-surplus sequence (n1 , . . . , nk = g) at prices p . At p , the
conditions of the closed, reverse-surplus sequence hold, except that the surplus condition in 4(a),
4(b), or 4(c) that applies to nk−1 becomes non-strict. However, a obtains a strictly negative surplus
at p . Denote a as nk+1 .
We can create an alternate, feasible solution (V  , E  ) as in the proof of Lemma 18 by adding
edges ni , ni+1  that are in E \ E ∗ , and removing such edges that are in E ∗ , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
The surpluses of agents not in K are unaffected by the transformation. Every agent in (a1 , . . . , nk−1 )
obtains no lower surplus at p after the transformation. Agent a = nk obtains zero surplus after
the transformation, which is higher than the negative surplus it had before. Because the value of a
feasible allocation is the sum of agent surpluses at any particular prices (Lemma 22), we must have
value((V  , E  )) > value((V ∗ , E ∗ )). But this contradicts the optimality of (V ∗ , E ∗ ), so it must be that
p(g) ≤ vc (g) and a is obtaining its maximum surplus at p in (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
If, on the other hand, a ∈ (Π0 \V ∗ ), and a, g ∈ E. It must be that κa < p(g). We can use the
same line of proof as the case of C ∩ V ∗ to show that (V ∗ , E ∗ ) has a suboptimal value, providing a
contradiction. Thus a must optimize according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ) at p.
Thus we have shown that the algorithm terminates with all agents optimizing according to
(V ∗ , E ∗ ) at p. Thus p supports a competitive equilibrium for allocation (V ∗ , E ∗ ). 2
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Given a polytree (V, E) and an efficient allocation (V ∗ , E ∗ ), we present Procedure Polytree
Equilibrium that constructs lower bounds p− (g) and upper bounds p− (g) on the prices of all
goods g, and in turn uses these bounds to construct prices p for all goods. Then we prove that the
resulting prices are in fact competitive equilibrium prices that support (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
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Observe that, for the purposes of competitive equilibrium pricing, we can treat a consumer c
that wishes to obtain one good from the set Gc as a consumer that desires a single good gc with
value vc (gc ) = vc = maxg∈Gc vc (g), along with additional producers. For each g ∈ Gc we create a
producer π with output gc , input g, and with κπ = vc − vc (g). Thus, without loss of generality, we
consider only consumers with preferences for single goods. We denote as gc the good that consumer
c desires and denote as vc the value c has for gc .
We refer to all n ∈ V such that either n, n  ∈ E or n , n ∈ E as the neighbors of a vertex
n ∈ V . We use ⊥ to refer to a null vertex that is not a neighbor of any other vertex.
Polytree Equilibrium:
1. For each g ∈ G, p− (g) ← 0 and p− (g) ← ∞.
2. For each connected subgraph (V̂ , Ê) ⊆ (V, E), select a g ∈ G ∩ V̂ arbitrarily:
Perform Set Bounds(g, ⊥).
p(g) ← p− (g).
Set Bounds recursively visits the vertices, updating the price bounds in postorder (i.e., as the
recursion unwinds) and setting prices to either the lower or upper bounds. Because (V, E) is a
polytree, the procedure sets the price for each good exactly once.
In Set Bounds(n, r), if n ∈ A, then r ∈ G and the procedure either updates p− (r) or p− (r)
after the bounds for all neighbors of n, other than r, have been fixed. If it updates p− (r), it does so
in such a way that if n ∈
/ V ∗ then n, if active, would get a nonpositive surplus for any p(r) ≥ p− (r),
given the bounds on the other neighbors of n, and if n ∈ V ∗ then n, if active, would get a nonnegative surplus for any p(r) ≥ p− (r), given the bounds on the other neighbors of n. Since p− (r) only
increases (Steps 2, 4(b), and 5(c)), this property is maintained. Similarly, if Set Bounds(n, r)
/ V ∗ then n, if active, would get a nonpositive
updates p− (r), it does so in such a way that if n ∈
surplus for any p(r) ≤ p− (r), given the bounds on the other neighbors of n, and if n ∈ V ∗ then
n, if active, would get a nonnegative surplus for any p(r) ≤ p− (r), given the bounds on the other
neighbors of n. Since p− (r) only decreases (Steps 3, 4(c), and 5(b)), this property is maintained.
Set Bounds(n, r):
1. For each neighbor z of n such that z = r, perform Set Bounds(z, n).
2. If n ∈ C \V ∗ ,
p− (r) ← max(vn , p− (r)).
3. Else if n ∈ C ∩V ∗ ,
p− (r) ← min(vn , p− (r)).
4. Else if n ∈ Π \V ∗ then,
(a) For each neighbor g of n such that g = r
If g is an input of n
p(g) ← p− (g).
Else g is the output of n,
p(g) ← p− (g).
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(b) If r is an input of n,
and with the output, gn , of n
p− (r) ← max(p− (r), p− (gn ) − ∑g,n∈E, g=r p− (g) − κn ).
(c) Else r is the output of n,
p− (r) ← min(p− (r), ∑g,n∈E p− (g) + κn ).
5. Else if n ∈ Π ∩V ∗ then,
(a) For each neighbor g of n such that g = r,
If g is an input of n,
p(g) ← p− (g).
If g is the output of n,
p(g) ← p− (g).
(b) If r is an input of n,
and with the output, gn , of n),
p− (r) ← min(p− (r), p− (gn ) − ∑g,n∈E, g=r p− (g) − κn ).
(c) Else r is the output of n,
p− (r) ← max(p− (r), ∑g,n∈E p− (g) + κn )
Lemma 21 Procedure Polytree Equilibrium computes price bounds such that p− (g) ≤ p− (g)
for all goods g ∈ G.
Proof. Assume, contrary to which we wish to prove, that at some state there is some ĝ ∈ G such that
p− (ĝ) > p− (ĝ). Assume further that ĝ is the first such good visited.
We say that agent a constrained p− (g) if Set Bounds(a, g) was the last to change p− (g).
Similarly, we say that agent a constrained p− (g) if Set Bounds(a, g) was the last to change
p− (g).
Recall from Lemma 22 that the value of any feasible allocation is equal to the sum of the agent
surpluses at any particular prices. We show how to transform (V ∗ , E ∗ ) to an alternate feasible
allocation (V  , E  ) and compute alternate prices p to show that the sum of surpluses in (V  , E  ) is
greater than in (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
First, initialize (V  , E  ) = (V ∗ , E ∗ ) and for each good g ∈ G initialize p(g) = 0. Next, set p(ĝ) =
p− (ĝ). Then we recursively change prices and the allocation for a portion of the subtree rooted
at ĝ. Perform Lower Bound(a, ĝ) for the agent a that constrained p− (ĝ) and perform Upper
Bound(a, ĝ) for the agent that constrained p− (g).
Throughout the transformation, we perform Lower Bound(ã, g̃) iff we visit g̃ and agent ã
constrained p− (g̃). Similarly, we perform Upper Bound(ã, g̃) iff we visit g̃ and agent ã constrained p− (g̃). The following describes these portions of the transformation.
Lower Bound(a, g):
1. If a ∈ Π \V ∗ , it must be that g is an input of a (because a constrained p− (g)).
For each neighbor g = g of a:
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(a) If g is an input of a,
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Upper Bound(a , g ) for the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
(b) Else (g is an output of a),
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Lower Bound(a , g ) for the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
2. Else if a ∈ Π ∩V ∗ , it must be that g is an output of a (because a constrained p− (g)).
For each input g of a:
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Lower Bound(a , g ) for the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
3. If a ∈ V ∗ ,
remove a and all incident edges from (V  , E  ).
4. Else if a ∈ V \V ∗ ,
add a and all incident edges to (V  , E  ).
Upper Bound(a, g):
1. If a ∈ Π \V ∗ , it must be that g is an output of a (because a constrained p− (g)).
For each input g of a:
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Upper Bound(a , g ) on the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
2. If a ∈ Π ∩V ∗ , it must be that g is an input of a (because a constrained p− (g)).
For each neighbor g = g of a:
(a) If g is an input of a,
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Lower Bound(a , g ) for the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
(b) Else (g is an output of a),
p(g ) ← p− (g ),
perform Upper Bound(a , g ) for the agent a that constrained p− (g ).
3. If a ∈ V ∗ ,
remove a and all incident edges from (V  , E  ).
4. Else if a ∈ V \V ∗ ,
add a and all incident edges to (V  , E  ).
Observe that, because (V, E) is a polytree, a vertex can be visited at most once by either Upper
Bound or Lower Bound.
Now we show that (V  , E  ) is feasible. Consumers are always feasible. Producers are feasible
because we add or remove all incident edges when we add or remove a producer, respectively. We
now prove that every g ∈ G is in material balance in (V  , E  ).
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Consider good ĝ for which p− (ĝ) > p− (ĝ). Lower Bound(a, ĝ) is performed only if agent
a constrained p− (ĝ), which occurred in 2, 4(b), or 5(c) of Set Bounds(a, ĝ). Therefore Lower
Bound(a, ĝ) either adds ĝ, a ∈ E \ E ∗ or else removes a, ĝ ∈ E ∗ . Upper Bound(a, ĝ) is
performed only if a constrained p− (ĝ), which occurred in 3, 4(c), or 5(b) of Set Bounds(a, ĝ).
Therefore Upper Bound(a, g) either adds a, ĝ ∈ E \ E ∗ or else removes ĝ, a ∈ E ∗ . For any
possible combination, material balance is maintained for ĝ.
Now consider any other good g = ĝ. If g is visited by Lower Bound(a, g), then p(g) was set
to p− (g) in one of the following ways, immediately prior:
1. p(g) was set to p− (g) by 1(b) of Lower Bound(ã, g̃), for some other agent ã ∈ Π \V ∗ and
other good g̃. In this case, g is an output of ã so ã, g ∈ E \ E ∗ was added to (V  , E  ) in 4 of
Lower Bound(ã, g̃).
2. p(g) was set to p− (g) by 2 of Lower Bound(ã, g̃), for some other agent ã ∈ Π ∩ V ∗ and
other good g̃. In this case g is an input of ã so g, ã ∈ E ∗ was removed from (V  , E  ) in 3 of
Lower Bound(ã, g̃).
3. p(g) was set to p− (g) by 2(a) of Upper Bound(ã, g̃), for some other agent ã ∈ Π ∩V ∗ and
other good g̃. In this case case g is an input of ã so g, ã ∈ E ∗ was removed from (V  , E  ) in
3 of Upper Bound(ã, g̃).
One of the following operations occurred in Lower Bound(a, g):
1. If a constrained p− (g) in 2 or 4(b) of Set Bounds(a, g), then g, a ∈ E \ E ∗ is added to
(V  , E  ) in 4 of Lower Bound(a, g).
2. If agent a constrained p− (g) in 5(c) of Set Bounds(a, g), then a, g ∈ E ∗ is removed from
(V  , E  ) in 3 of Lower Bound(a, g).
For any possible combination of additions or removals of edges incident on g prior to, and in Lower
Bound(a, g), material balance is maintained for g. We can show a similar result if g is visited by
Upper Bound(a, g). Hence we have established feasibility of (V  , E  ).
Now we show that for any agent a ∈ A, σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p), and there is some
agent a ∈ A such that σ(a , (V  , E  ), p) > σ(a , (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p).
For any agent a not visited in the construction of (V  , E  ), σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) = σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p),
because a has the same allocation as in (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
Consider a visited by Upper Bound(a , ĝ). Because a was thus visited, a constrained
−
p (ĝ). Upper Bound(a , ĝ) sets the prices of all other neighbor goods g = ĝ to the prices used
to compute p− (ĝ) in Set Bounds(a , ĝ). The prices of these neighboring goods were computed
such that if a ∈ V ∗ , a would get negative surplus at any price for ĝ above p− (ĝ) and if a ∈ V \V ∗
it would get a positive surplus for at any price for ĝ above p− (ĝ). But, in the alternate prices we
computed, p(ĝ) = p− (ĝ), and we assume p− (ĝ) > p− (ĝ). Since a is in V  if and only if it is not in
V ∗ , we have σ(a , (V  , E  ), p) > σ(a , (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p).
Now consider any other a ∈ A, a = a , visited in the construction of (V  , E  ). If a is visited
by Upper Bound(a, g), then p(g) = p− (g) and a must have constrained p− (g). If a ∈ C, then
Set Bounds(a, g) set p− (g) such that va − p− (g) = 0. If a ∈ Π, Upper Bound(a, g) sets the
prices of the other goods neighboring a to the prices used to compute p− (g) in Set Bounds(a, g).
These neighboring prices are such that if a were active and feasible, it would get zero surplus when
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p(g) = p− (p). Thus σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) = σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p). If, on the other hand, a is visited by Lower
Bound, then p(g) = p− (g) and a must have constrained p− (g). By a similar argument we used with
Upper Bound, a gets a zero surplus when p(g) = p− (g). Again, this gives σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) =
σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p).
We have shown that for any agent a ∈ A, σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p), and there is
some agent a ∈ A such that σ(a , (V  , E  ), p) > σ(a , (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p). But then value((V  , E  )) >
value((V ∗ , E ∗ )), which is a contradiction. Hence, the initial assumption that p− (ĝ) > p− (ĝ) must
be false. But then p− (g) ≤ p− (g) for all goods g.
2

Theorem 2 Competitive equilibria exist for any polytree.
Proof. We show that agents optimize according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ) at the prices p computed by procedure Polytree Equilibrium. Since (V ∗ , E ∗ ) is feasible by definition, the resulting prices and
allocation constitute a competitive equilibrium for (V, E).
Because the construction of p− (g) ensures that it never decreases, Step 2 of Set Bounds ensures that every consumer c ∈ C \V ∗ optimizes if p(gc ) ≥ p− (gc ). Because p− (gc ) ≤ p(c) ≤ p− (gc )
(by construction of p and by Lemma 21), c then optimizes according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ). By a similar argument, every c ∈ C ∩V ∗ optimizes according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
Consider a producer π ∈ Π \ V ∗ , visited by Set Bounds(π, g). If good g is an input of π,
then 4(a) of Set Bounds(π, g) sets the price of every other neighbor good g = g of π to the price
bounds used to compute p− (g) in Step 4(b) of Set Bounds(π, g). Moreover, p− (g) is set to the
smallest price such that π could get a maximum surplus of zero, given the specified bounds of the
other neighbor goods. Since p− (g) could only increase subsequently, since p− (g) ≤ p(g) ≤ p(g)
(by the construction of p and by Lemma 21), and since the price of each good is set only once
(because (V, E) is a polytree) π cannot get a positive surplus at the prices set by Set Bounds(π,
g). By a similar argument, if g is an output of π, then in Step 4(c) p− (g) is set to the largest price
such that π would get at a maximum surplus of zero, given the prices set on the neighbor goods.
Since again, p− (g) ≤ p(g) ≤ p− (g), p− (g) only increases subsequently, and the price of each good
is set only once, it must be that π can get at most zero surplus. Thus π optimizes according to
(V ∗ , E ∗ ). Symmetrically, we can see that every π ∈ Π ∩V ∗ optimizes according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ).
We have shown that all agents optimize according to (V ∗ , E ∗ ) at p, hence we have shown that a
competitive equilibrium exists for polytree (V, E). 2

A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Lemma 22 The value of a feasible allocation (V  , E  ), at any prices p, can be expressed as:
value((V  , E  )) =

∑ σ(a, (V , E ), p).

a∈A
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Proof. Equation (1) expands to:
value((V  , E  )) =

∑



∑



c∈C

+

π∈Π

vc ((V  , E  )) −

∑

π,g∈E 

p(g) −

∑



p(g)

g,c∈E 

∑

g,π∈E 







p(g) − κπ ((V , E )) .

Since all goods are in material balance in a feasible allocation, all the price terms cancel out. We
are left with

∑ vc ((V , E )) − ∑ κs ((V  , E )),
π∈Π

c∈C

which is the original formula for the value of a solution (Definition 1). 2
Theorem 3 If (V  , E  ) is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for (V, E) at some prices p, then (V  , E  ) is
a feasible allocation with a nonnegative value that differs from the value of an efficient allocation
by at most ∑π∈Π [∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs ] + |C|δb .
Proof. We refer to the four conditions for a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium (Definition 4). Let (V ∗ , E ∗ )
be an efficient allocation for (V, E).
Conditions (3) and (4) imply that (V  , E  ) is feasible. Recall the formula for the value of a
feasible allocation from Equation (1). Since (V  , E  ) and (V ∗ , E ∗ ) are both feasible, we can express
their values as
value((V  , E  )) =

∑ σ(a, (V  , E ), p),

(2)

∑ σ(a, (V ∗ , E ∗), p).

(3)

a∈A

value((V ∗ , E ∗ )) =

a∈A

For all c ∈ C, by Condition (2), σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ Hc (p) − δb . Because no allocation is any
better for an agent than its optimal allocation, σ(c, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p) ≤ Hc (p). Thus,
σ(c, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p) − σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) ≤ δb .

(4)

For all π ∈ Π, by Condition (3), σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ Hπ (p) − (∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs ). Because no
allocation is any better for an agent than its optimal allocation, σ(π, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p) ≤ Hπ (p). Thus,
σ(π, (V ∗ , E ∗ ), p) − σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) ≤

∑

g,π∈E

λgπ + δs .

(5)

Equations (2)–(5) together imply that value((V ∗ , E ∗ )) − value((V  , E  )) ≤ ∑π∈Π [∑g,π∈E λπ +
δs ] + |C|δb . Condition (1) implies that each sum term in Equation (2) is nonnegative, hence
value((V  , E  )) ≥ 0. As noted, (V  , E  ) is feasible.
2
g
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 5
In proving the theorem, we refer to the C-level and S-level of producers in a network, as defined in
the beginning of Section A.
A task dependency network (V, E) is characterized by the following parameters:
• φ: the maximum C-level of any producer in the network,
• ϒ: the maximum number of input goods for any producer,
• R: the maximum consumer value, maxg,c∈E|c∈C vc (g).
Lemma 23 In a run of SAMP-SB for network (V, E), no agent places a buy offer above R + 2φδb .
Proof. Consumers never offer above their valuation, which is bounded by R. We prove by induction
on the producer C-level that no producer at C-level k places a buy offer above R + 2kδb .
Suppose that a producer π at C-level one places an offer to buy an input g at price β > R + 2δb .
Since it always increments buy offers by δb , this means at some previous time it submitted a buy
offer for g at price R + δb < β ≤ R + 2δb . At that time, it must have been losing g, else it would not
be bidding. But then the ask quote of g must have been greater than R, and π then offered greater
than R for its output. Since only a consumer will offer to buy for the output of a producer at C-level
one, π must lose its output. Because offers are nondecreasing, this situation is permanent, and hence
π never again raises an input offer, contrary to our supposition. Thus a C-level one producer will
never place a buy offer above R + 2δb .
For the inductive step, we assume that no producer at any C-level i, where i < k, places a buy
offer above R + 2iδb . Thus, no producer at C-level k can win its output offer for more than R +
2(k − 1)δb . Applying reasoning analogous to the base case (C-level one), we see that no producer
at C-level k places a buy offer above R + 2kδb . Because k ≤ φ for all producers, the lemma follows
immediately. 2
Lemma 24 No agent places more than ϒ(R + 2φδb )/δb + ϒ buy offers.
Proof. Since consumers offer at most R and increase offers by at least δb , they place offers at
most R/δb times. A producer initially places at most ϒ buy offers for its inputs. According to
Lemma 23 and the producer bidding policy, a producer subsequently offers no higher than R + 2φδb
in increments of δb for each of a maximum of ϒ inputs. 2
Theorem 5 SAMP-SB reaches quiescence after a finite number of bids have been placed.
Proof. By Lemma 24, a finite number of buy offers are placed. We need show only that producers place a finite number of sell (output) offers to establish that a finite number of total bids are
placed.
A producer will change its output offer only if: 1) the price of an input changes, 2) the ask
price of an input changes, or 2) it loses an an offer for a good that it was previously winning.
An unchanged input offer can switch between winning and losing at most once without the price
changing. Similarly, an unchanged input offer can switch winning state at most once without the ask
price changing. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the price and ask price of each of a producer’s
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input goods change at most a finite number of times. We prove by induction on the producer S-level
that the price and ask quotes of an input good to a producer at S-level k changes a finite number of
times.
Only a producer with no input places an output offer for a input good g to a producer at S-level
one, and producers with no input place only one offer each. Hence, the price or ask price of g
change only in response to a change in a buy offer for g. But by Lemma 24, the number of buy offer
changes for g is finite.
Now assume that all producers at all S-levels less than k place a finite number of output offers.
For a good g which is an input for a producer π at S-level k, the number of output offer changes is
finite. Again the number of input offers for g must be finite. Since the number of input and output
offers for g is finite, π places a finite number of output offers. 2
A.5 Proof of Theorem 8
In proving the theorem, we refer to the C-level of producers in a network, as defined in the beginning
of Section A. For reference, quasi-quiescence is described in Definition 5.
Lemma 25 If a run of SAMP-SB is in a quasi-quiescent state during the time interval [t, t  ] then no
inactive producer changes an offer for an input good in the time interval [t, t  + ε], where ε is the
smallest period of time an agent requires to update a bid in response to a price quote.
Proof. By definition of quasi-quiescence, during the interval [t, t  ], no consumer or active producer
changes any offer. Thus, a simple induction on the C-level of the inactive producers shows that any
producer that is inactive at time t would not win its output during [t,t  ], hence inactive producers
remain inactive during this interval. But a producer that is inactive during [t, t  ] would not change
its input offer during [t, t  + ε]. 2
Lemma 26 If a run of SAMP-SB is in a quasi-quiescent during the time interval [t, t  ], then it is
quasi-quiescent during the time interval [t, t  + ε], where ε is the smallest period of time an agent
requires to update a bid in response to a price quote.
Proof. Assume, contrary to that we wish to prove, that a run of SAMP-SB is quasi-quiescent during
[t, t  ] but not during time [t  ,t  + ε]. Let a be a consumer or active producer that will change an offer
in [t  , t  + ε].
If a is a consumer, then a would only change an offer if it lost some offer it was previously
winning in quasi-quiescence. If a is a producer, it must be feasible, otherwise it would change its
input offer (because it is active) violating quasi-quiescence. Since a is feasible, it would change an
offer only if it loses an input it was previously winning, or the price of one of its inputs increases.
In any of these cases, a either loses a buy offer it was previously winning, or the price of one of
its buy offers increased. For one of these to occur, it must be that at time t  ∈ [t,t  ], some agent
either 1) changed its own winning output offer or 2) changed its input offer. But the definition of
quasi-quiescence precludes #1, and Lemma 25 and the definition of quasi-quiescence preclude #2.
This gives us a contradiction, proving the lemma. 2
Lemma 27 If a run of SAMP-SB is in a quasi-quiescent state at time t, then it is quasi-quiescent at
all times t  > t.
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Proof. By Lemma 26 we can conclude that we have quasi-quiescence in the interval [t, t + ε], then
further extend that interval by ε, and so on indefinitely. 2
Lemma 28 If a run of SAMP-SB is in a quasi-quiescent at time t, then a producer that is inactive
at time t is inactive at time t + ε, and a producer that is active at time t is also inactive at time t + ε,
where ε is the smallest period of time an agent requires to update a bid in response to a price quote.
Furthermore, p(g) does not change for any good g at time t + ε
Proof. Since an agent cannot lower its offers, the only way for an inactive producer π to become
active is for some other agent to raise its buy offer. By Lemma 27 and the definition of quasiquiescence, only inactive producers will change any offers after t, and by Lemma 25 no inactive
producer will change its input offers. But then π remains inactive.
Since offers do not decrease, an active producer π can become inactive only by increasing its
offer for its output. But π will do this only if the prices on its inputs increase. Since we have a
quasi-quiescent state, this can happen only if an inactive producer π changes its offer for its output
g. But since π is inactive, a change to its offer for g can cause only α(g) to change. Since active
producers are feasible (otherwise they would want to change their bids, violating quasi-quiescence),
π is not losing a buy offer for g at time t. Therefore, π does not respond to changes in α(g), hence
does not change its output offer and will remain active. 2
Theorem 8 If a run of SAMP-SB reaches a quasi-quiescent state, then it remains in a quasiquiescent state. Furthermore, neither the allocation nor the prices p subsequently change.
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Lemmas 27 and 28. 2
A.6 Proof of Theorem 10
In proving the theorem, we refer to the C-level of producers in a network, as defined in the beginning
of Section A.
A given run of SAMP-SB in network (V, E) is characterized by the following parameters:
• φ: the maximum C-level of any producer in the network,
• ϒ: the maximum number of input goods for any producer,
• R: the maximum consumer value, maxg,c∈E|c∈C vc (g).
Theorem 10 SAMP-SB reaches a quasi-quiescent state after a number of bids bounded by a polynomial of the size of the network and the value of the maximum consumer value have been placed
by consumers and active producers.
Proof. SAMP-SB is guaranteed to reach a quasi-quiescent state (Theorem 5 and Observation 7).
By Lemma 24, the number of buy offers is bounded by a polynomial in the value of R, hence we
need only be concerned with the number of sell offers placed. Since the prices of buy offers increase
by at least δb , a producer’s perceived cost for any good must rise by at least δb , so will increase its
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sell offer by no less than δb . Also, a producer will increase its sell offer by no less than δs , as required by the auction. Hence, Lemma 23 implies that an active producer will become permanently
inactive after it places at most (R + 2φδb )/[max(δb , δs )] output offers. 2
A.7 Proof of Theorem 11
In proving the theorem, we refer to the conditions for a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium (Definition 4).
Lemma 29 When SAMP-SB reaches quiescence in network (V, E) then each consumer obeys the
λ-δ-competitive equilibrium conditions (Conditions (1) and (2)).
Proof. Since each consumer maintains at most a single winning offer for a good that gives it nonnegative surplus, it obeys Condition (1).
Let the final prices and allocation be p and (V  , E  ), respectively. Assume, contrary to Condition (2), that σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) < Hc (p) − δb for some consumer c. Let g∗ be a surplus-maximizing
good for c at p.
If c does not buy a good, then p(g∗ ) + δb < vc (g∗ ) (otherwise it would have placed and won an
offer for g∗ ) and σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) = 0. Noting also that Hc (p) = vc (g∗ ) − p(g∗ ), algebraic manipulation gives us σ(c, (V  , E  ), p) > Hc (p) − δb , which is a contradiction.
Thus, c buys one good g such that
vc (g ) − p(g ) < vc (g∗ ) − p(g∗ ) − δb .

(6)

Let p̂(g∗ ) and p̂(g ) be the prices for g∗ and g when c placed its final offer for g . Since c offers
p̂(g ) + δb for g , and since c won this offer at p(g ), we have
p̂(g ) + δb ≥ p(g ).

(7)

p̂(g∗ ) ≤ p(g∗ ).

(8)

Since prices do not decrease, we have

Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into the left and right sides, respectively, of Equation (6) gives us
vc (g ) − ( p̂(g ) + δb ) < vc (g∗ ) − ( p̂(g∗ ) + δb ).
But the consumer bidding policy specifies that c would have bid for g∗ , rather than g at prices p̂,
which is a contradiction. Thus each consumer obeys Condition (2). 2
Lemma 30 If SAMP-SB reaches quiescence in network (V, E) such that no inactive producer buys
a positive-price input, then each producer obeys the λ-δ-competitive equilibrium conditions (Cong
ditions (1) and (3)), with λπ = max(α(g) − p(g), δb ).
Proof. The bidding policy ensures that each producer π sells its output gπ only at a nonnegative
surplus, and the lemma conditions directly imply that π has zero surplus if it does not sell π. Thus
π obeys Condition (1).
The producer bidding policy guarantees that π is feasible in quiescence.
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Let the final prices be p and allocation be (V  , E  ). If Hπ (p) > ∑g,π∈E λπ + δs in quiescence,
then Hπ (p) = p(gπ ) − ∑g,π∈E p(g) > ∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs . Thus p(gπ ) > ∑g,π∈E p(g) + ∑g,π∈E λgπ +
δs . The producer bidding policy ensures that π offers no more than ∑g,π∈E p(g) + ∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs
for gπ , so it must be winning gπ at a profit. Thus σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) = Hπ (p) and Condition (3) holds.
If instead Hπ (p) ≤ ∑g,π∈E λgπ + δs , then since σ(π, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ 0, Condition (3) holds. 2
g

Theorem 11 The prices and allocation determined in quiescence by the SAMP-SB protocol is a
λ-δ-competitive equilibrium, with λgπ = max(α(g) − p(g), δb ), iff no inactive producer buys any
positive-price input.
Proof. Case only if: Condition (1) of λ-δ-competitive equilibrium (Definition 4) fails if an inactive producer buys any positive-price input.
Case if: Lemmas 29 and 30 show that the consumers and producers, respectively, obey the λ-δcompetitive equilibrium conditions (Conditions (1)–(3)). The (M+1)st-price auction rules ensure
Condition (4). All conditions of λ-δ-competitive equilibrium are met. 2
A.8 Proof of Theorem 12
In proving the theorem, we refer to the conditions for a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium (Definition 4).
Lemma 31 If α(g) − p(g) > δb for any good g in a quiescent state of SAMP-SB for network (V, E),
then no agent wins an offer for g.
Proof. Assume, contrary to which we wish to prove, that α(g) − p(g) > δb and some agent is
winning an offer for g, in quiescence of SAMP-SB. Either a buy offer or a sell offer sets α(g).
Case 1: An agent sets α(g) with a buy offer. According to the SAMP-SB bidding policies, an
agent will increase a buy offer only if it is losing that offer. An agent will win any offer for g at a
price above p(g). A producer increases its buy offer in increments of δb and a consumer offers at
most p(g) + δb . In either case, an agent will place a buy offer no higher than p(g) + δb for g. But
then α(g) ≤ p(g) + δb , which is a contradiction.
Case 2: An agent sets α(g) with a sell offer. As with Case 1, there are no buy offers higher than
p(g) + δb , hence every buy offer is strictly below α(g). Recall that, if there are M sell offers, the
Mth highest offer determines α(g). Then since there are no buy offers at or above α(g), it must be
that all sell offers are at or above α(g). But then all sell offers are strictly above all buy offers and
no agent wins an offer for g, which is a contradiction.
Since each case gives us a contradiction, it must be the case that no agent wins an offer for g
when α(g) − p(g) > δb . 2
Lemma 32 If (V  , E  ) is in λ-δ-competitive equilibrium at prices p, in quiescence of SAMP-SB for
network (V, E), then there exist prices p such that (V  , E  ) is also in λ-δ-competitive equilibrium at
p , with λgπ = δb for all producers π and goods g.
Proof. We specify p as follows: if α(g) > p(g) + δb , then p (g) = α(g), otherwise p (g) = p(g).
We will show that all the conditions of λ-δ-competitive equilibrium hold with λgπ = δb . Because we
are considering the same allocation, the goods are still in material balance so Condition 4 still holds
at p .
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Consider an agent a such that p (g) = p(g) for all adjacent goods g. Clearly, Ha (p ) = Ha (p)
and σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) = σ(a, (V  , E  ), p). We then have σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) ≥ 0 (Condition 1), and the
surplus bound is met for consumers (Condition 2) since these hold at p. If a is a producer, then
for any input g, α(g) − p(g) ≤ δb since p (g) = p(g). Hence, we have the following bound on
its perceived cost for g: p̂a (g) ≤ p(g) + δb . As a result, the producer bidding policies imply that
σ(a, (V  , E  ), p) ≥ Hπ (p) − (∑g,π∈E δb + δs ). Therefore σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) ≥ Hπ (p ) − (∑g,a∈E λga +


δs ) and and the producer surplus bound (Condition 3) holds with λga for all inputs g .
Now consider an agent a adjacent to a good g with p (g) = α(g). By Lemma 31, a does not win
an offer for g, so σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) = σ(a, (V  , E  ), p), implying σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) ≥ 0 (Condition 1).
If a is a consumer, since p (g) ≥ p(g), and since a does not win g, we have Ha (p ) = Ha (p), so the
surplus bound is met for consumers (Condition 2).
If a is a producer, then since it did not win g, it must not have won any good (according to
the λ-δ-competitive equilibrium conditions and Theorem 11), implying σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) = 0. The
producer bidding policy specifies that a offered a price at most β = κa + ∑g ,a∈E max(α(g ), p(g )+
δb ) + δs for its output ga . Since a did not win ga , it must be that α(ga ) ≤ β. But by the way
p is constructed, p (ga ) ≤ α(ga ) and p (g ) + δb ≥ max(α(g ), p(g ) + δb ), giving us p (ga ) ≤
α(ga ) ≤ β ≤ κa + ∑g ,a∈E (p (g ) + δb ) + δs . If a would optimize at p by being active, we have
Ha (p ) = p (ga ) − κa − ∑g ,a∈E p (g ) ≤ ∑g ,a∈E δb + δs . But since σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) = 0 it follows
that σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) ≥ Ha (p ) − (∑g ,a∈E δb + δs ). If, on the other hand, a would optimize at p by
being inactive at, σ(a, (V  , E  ), p ) = Ha (p ). In either case, the surplus bound is met for producers

(Condition 3) with λga = δb for all inputs g . 2
Theorem 12 If (V  , E  ) is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium computed by SAMP-SB then (V  , E  ) has
a nonnegative value that differs from the value of an efficient allocation by at most ∑π∈Π (|{g, π ∈
E}| δb + δs ) + |C|δb .
Proof. By Lemma 32, there is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for (V  , E  ) with λπ = δb for all prog
ducers π and goods g. With δb substituted for λπ in the equation from Theorem 3, we have proved
the present theorem. 2
g

A.9 Proof of Theorem 13
In proving the theorem, we refer to the S-level of producers in a network, as defined in the beginning
of Section A.
Theorem 13 The quiescent state of SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for a tree.
Proof. We prove, by induction on the S-level of producers, that no producer changes its initial
output offer. Since buy offers never decrease, it follows that, if a producer is winning its output, it
will not lose its output at any successive state of the run of the protocol. Since a producer bids for
its inputs only when winning its output, no inactive producer will buy any positive-price output and
the present theorem follows from Theorem 11.
Basis case: The bidding policy specifies that a producer at S-level zero never changes its initial
output offer.
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Inductive case: Assume that no producer at S-level less than k changes its initial output offer to
show that a producer π at S-level k never changes its initial output offer. Consider input good g with
M sell offers and the lowest sell offer β. Since the network is a tree, π is the only agent that places
buy offers for g. Producer π initially offers zero for g, and so long as it offers less than β it loses
its offer, and p̂π (g) = α(g). While this holds, α(g), defined as the Mth highest price, is the lowest
sell offer, hence p̂π (g) = β. As soon as π offers β or greater for g it will win its offer, and then
p̂π (g) = p(g). When this holds, p(g), defined as the M + 1st highest price, is the lowest sell offer,
hence p̂π (g) = β. We conclude that p̂π (g) never changes for any input g, hence π never changes its
initial output offer.
We have proven that no producer changes its initial output offer, and by the argument above, the
theorem is proven. 2
A.10 Proof of Theorem 14
Theorem 14 The quiescent state of safe SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive equilibrium for a network
with no input complementarities.
Proof. We will show that that no inactive producer buys its input at a positive price in quiescence of
safe SAMP-SB. Since the properties of safe SAMP-SB in quiescence are the same as in SAMP-SB,
the present theorem then follows from Theorem 11. Assume, to the contrary, that, in quiescence,
producer π wins its input g at a positive price but loses its offer for output gπ .
Let β be the price of the final offer by π for g, p(g) > 0 be the final price of g, and p̂π (g) be the
final perceived cost of g to π. Since π wins g in quiescence, p̂π (g) = p(g). Let β be the price of the
second to last offer from π. Immediately before π places offer β, let p̂π (g) be the perceived price
of g to π and p (g) be the price component from the price quote for g. According to the bidding
policy, β = β + δb . Since π offers β only if it loses g with offer β , it must be that β ≤ p (g), hence
β ≤ p (g) + δb . Furthermore, since π loses with offer β , we have p̂π (g) ≥ p (g) + δb . Because we
assume that π wins g in quiescence, it must be that p(g) ≤ β, hence p(g) ≤ p (g) + δb . It follows
that, since p̂π (g) = p(g) and p̂π (g) ≥ p (g) + δb , we have p̂π (g) ≤ p̂π (g).
According to the safe SAMP-SB bidding policies, π offers β for g only if it is first winning gπ
with offer price p̂π (g). Since p̂π (g) ≤ p̂π (g), π its offer for gπ is the same in quiescence as when it
had placed β for g. But since no offers from any agent decrease, π must continue to win its final offer
for gπ , contradicting the assumption that π loses gπ in quiescence. Thus, π does not win its input
at a positive price if it is inactive, and the quiescent state of safe SAMP-SB is a λ-δ-competitive
equilibrium. 2
A.11 Proof of Theorem 15
In proving the theorem, we refer to the C-level and S-level of producers in a network, as defined in
the beginning of Section A.
Theorem 15 If (V, E) is a polytree with a solution that assigns good g to consumer c, then given all
other costs and values, there exists a value vc (g) such that SAMP-SB is guaranteed to converge to
a valid solution (V  , E  ) for c.
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Proof. For convenience, denote max ∑π∈Π∩V  κπ , maxc ∈C, g ,c =g,c vc (g ) as γ. We show that
the theorem holds for:
vc (g) = [γ + (2δb + δs )|Π|] |Π| + δb .
We need to show that SAMP-SB cannot reach a state in which p(g) > vc (g)−δb and c is not winning
g, because then c would stop bidding for g and the desired solution would not form.
First, observe that for any consumer c and any good g such that g , a = g, c, c will not offer
above γ for g , by construction.
Now, consider a producer π such that there is no directed path from π to g through the output
of π. We show, by induction on the C-level of producers, that no such producer offers higher than
γ + δb dπ , where dπ is the C-level of π, for one of its inputs. For the basis case, such a producer π at
C-level one cannot win an output offer above γ (by the definition of γ). π increases its input offers in
increments of δb , so to offer β > γ + δb , on any input g , it must first offer β, where γ < β ≤ γ + δb
for that input. π will only offer β if it is losing β but winning its output offer. But if π is losing
β, we must have p(g ) ≥ β, so π must be offering more than γ for its output. But then it cannot be
winning its output, hence would not offer β for g. Thus π at C-level one does not offer more than
γ + δb for any input, establishing the base case. Now, assume that the property holds for every such
producer at C-level less than k to show that it holds for producer π at C-level k. Given the inductive
assumption, it must be that π cannot win its output for more than γ + δb (k − 1). By an argument
similar to the basis case, π does not offer above γ + δb k for its input, proving the inductive case.
Since dπ ≤ |Π|, then no such producer offers higher than γ + δb |Π| for its input.
For any producer π ∈ Π ∩V  , denote as Iπ the maximum number of producers, other than π, in
the subgraph of (V, E), rooted at π. Now we show by induction on the S-level, that a producer π on
a directed path to g offers no more than [γ + δb (|Π| + dπ ) + δs (dπ − 1)]Iπ + δs for its output, where
dπ is the S-level of π. For the basis case, consider such a producer π at S-level one, offering to buy
some g . No consumer offers above γ for g . Because (V, E) is a polytree, any other producer π
that offers to buy g is not on a directed path to g, hence offers at most γ + δb |Π| to buy g . Any
producer that offers to sell g must have no inputs, hence offers no more than γ for g . Hence π
can successfully buy g with a offer no higher than γ + δb (|Π| + 1), thus will offer no higher than
this amount for g . Since the the number of inputs to π is equal to Iπ , it will offer no more than
(γ + δb (|Π| + 1))Iπ + δs for its output, and the basis case is proven. Now, assume that the property
holds for every such producer at S-level less than k to prove that it holds for producer π offering to
buy some g at S-level k. By the inductive assumption, no producer π̃ offers to sell g for more than
(γ + δb (|Π| + k − 1) + δs (k − 2))Iπ̃ + δs . As in the basis case, no consumer offers more than γ for
g and any producer other than π will offer no more than γ + δb |Π| to buy g . Hence, π will offer at
most (γ + δb (|Π| + k − 1) + δs (k − 2))Iπ̃ + δs + δb to buy g , and for its output will offer at most


∑

π̃,g p∈E | g ,π∈E



(γ + δb (|Π| + k − 1) + δs (k − 2))Iπ̃ + δs + δb + δs ≤
[γ + δb (|Π| + k) + δs(k − 1)]Iπ + δs ,

proving the inductive case. Since Iπ ≤ |Π| and dπ ≤ |Π|, then no such producer offers higher than
[γ + 2δb |Π| + δs (|Π| − 1)]|Π| + δs ≤ [γ + (2δb + δs )|Π|] |Π| = vc (g) − δb .
We have shown that no agent a = c places a buy offer as high as vc (g) − δb for g and no producer
on a directed path to g places a sell offer as high as vc (g) − δb for g. Hence c is the only agent that
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could possibly offer as high as vc (g) − δb for g. But c will offer this high, if necessary, to win g,
and will win g if it offers vc (g) − δb or higher. It follows that c will win g at a price below vc (g) in
quiescence. By Observation 7 and Theorem 16, the state must be a valid solution. 2
A.12 Proof of Theorem 16
Theorem 16 If SAMP-SB reaches quasi-quiescence with p(g) < vc (g) for some g, c ∈ E, c ∈ C,
then the system’s state represents a valid solution.
Proof. Because the definition of quasi-quiescence requires that active producers do not change
their bids, they must be feasible. All other agents are feasible by definition. The price of an active
producer’s output good must be no less than the total price of its input goods, otherwise it would
increase its output offer, violating quasi-quiescence.
Because p(g) < vc (g), consumer c must have won its offer for g. A consumer bids in such a way
that it wins only one unit of one good, and consumers do not change their bids in quasi-quiescence.
Finally, the auction guarantees that there is a one-to-one mapping between successful buy offers
and successful sell offers for any good, ensuring material balance.
Thus, each of the constraints for a valid solution is satisfied. 2
A.13 Proof of Theorem 17
Theorem 17 If a run of SAMP-SB in (V, E) is in a valid solution state such that:
• each consumer c is either winning an offer or p(g) + δb > vc (g) for all g, c ∈ E,
• all agents have correct beliefs about which goods they are currently winning,
• all bids from consumers and active producers have been received in response to the current
price quotes,
• and no sell offers are lost due to tie breaking,
then after the subsequent price quote from each auction, the system will be in a quasi-quiescent
state with a valid solution.
Proof. Let the current prices be p. The consumer bidding policy dictates that the consumers do
not change their offers under the specified conditions. Because we have a valid solution, each producer is feasible and thus will not raise any of its buy offers for inputs. Therefore, no agent changes
any buy offers.
An active producer π is feasible in a valid solution. Since π is winning all of its inputs, it only
raises its offer for output gπ if p(g) changes for once of its inputs g, and will place an offer for its
output a price no higher than the sum of its input good prices. By the definition of a valid solution,
if π is active, then the current price of its output good is no less than sum of the current prices of its
inputs. But since π won its offer for gπ , it must have offered no higher than p(gπ ) for gπ . Because
the previous offer price by π for gπ is no higher than p(gπ ), and because the sum of the current
prices of its inputs are no higher than p(g), π will offer no higher than p(gπ ) for gπ .
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We have established that no agent changes any buy offers, and no currently active producer
places a sell offer above p(g) for any good g. We show this implies that, at the next price quotes with
prices p , we have p (g) = p(g). Assume the contrary. Since offers do not decrease, p (g) > p(g).
Since no buy offer and no winning sell offer changed, the price increase is due an updated losing
sell offer at price β, such that β = p (g). But if the agent was losing with a previous offer price
of β , it must be that β was at least as high as the (M + 1)st highest offer. Thus β, being higher,
must be strictly higher than the (M + 1)st highest offer, hence cannot raise the price of g. Hence
p (g) = p(g).
Since prices do not change, the temporal-precedence tie breaking ensures that the set of winning
buy offers does not change. Additionally, since no winning seller offers above p(g) and no sell
offers are currently lost to tie breaking, the set of winning sell offers does not change. Since prices
and allocations do not change, no consumer or active producer will change its bids. Furthermore,
because the system is in a valid solution state based on the current price quotes, it must be in a valid
solution state based on the next price quotes. 2
We note that temporal-precedence tie-breaking itself (without the requirement that no tied sell
offers are lost) is not sufficient to ensure that the allocation to sellers does not change. If some tied
sell offers are lost, it is possible that an active producer could increase its next sell offer price up
to the price of its output good. If this occurs, then that producer would lose the tie breaking of its
output at the next quote, and the system would not be in quasi-quiescence.
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Abstract
Imitation can be viewed as a means of enhancing learning in multiagent environments.
It augments an agent’s ability to learn useful behaviors by making intelligent use of the
knowledge implicit in behaviors demonstrated by cooperative teachers or other more experienced agents. We propose and study a formal model of implicit imitation that can
accelerate reinforcement learning dramatically in certain cases. Roughly, by observing a
mentor, a reinforcement-learning agent can extract information about its own capabilities
in, and the relative value of, unvisited parts of the state space. We study two speciﬁc
instantiations of this model, one in which the learning agent and the mentor have identical
abilities, and one designed to deal with agents and mentors with diﬀerent action sets. We
illustrate the beneﬁts of implicit imitation by integrating it with prioritized sweeping, and
demonstrating improved performance and convergence through observation of single and
multiple mentors. Though we make some stringent assumptions regarding observability
and possible interactions, we brieﬂy comment on extensions of the model that relax these
restricitions.

1. Introduction
The application of reinforcement learning to multiagent systems oﬀers unique opportunities
and challenges. When agents are viewed as independently trying to achieve their own ends,
interesting issues in the interaction of agent policies (Littman, 1994) must be resolved (e.g.,
by appeal to equilibrium concepts). However, the fact that agents may share information
for mutual gain (Tan, 1993) or distribute their search for optimal policies and communicate reinforcement signals to one another (Mataric, 1998) oﬀers intriguing possibilities for
accelerating reinforcement learning and enhancing agent performance.
Another way in which individual agent performance can be improved is by having a
novice agent learn reasonable behavior from an expert mentor. This type of learning can
be brought about through explicit teaching or demonstration (Atkeson & Schaal, 1997;
Lin, 1992; Whitehead, 1991a), by sharing of privileged information (Mataric, 1998), or
through an explicit cognitive representation of imitation (Bakker & Kuniyoshi, 1996). In
imitation, the agent’s own exploration is used to ground its observations of other agents’
c
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behaviors in its own capabilities and resolve any ambiguities in observations arising from
partial observability and noise. A common thread in all of this work is the use of a mentor
to guide the exploration of the observer. Typically, guidance is achieved through some form
of explicit communication between mentor and observer. A less direct form of teaching
involves an observer extracting information from a mentor without the mentor making an
explicit attempt to demonstrate a speciﬁc behavior of interest (Mitchell, Mahadevan, &
Steinberg, 1985).
In this paper we develop an imitation model we call implicit imitation that allows an
agent to accelerate the reinforcement learning process through the observation of an expert
mentor (or mentors). The agent observes the state transitions induced by the mentor’s
actions and uses the information gleaned from these observations to update the estimated
value of its own states and actions. We will distinguish two settings in which implicit
imitation can occur: homogeneous settings, in which the learning agent and the mentor
have identical actions; and heterogeneous settings, where their capabilities may diﬀer. In
the homogeneous setting, the learner can use the observed mentor transitions directly to
update its own estimated model of its actions, or to update its value function. In addition,
a mentor can provide hints to the observer about the parts of the state space on which it
may be worth focusing attention. The observer’s attention to an area might take the form of
additional exploration of the area or additional computation brought to bear on the agent’s
prior beliefs about the area. In the heterogeneous setting, similar beneﬁts accrue, but with
the potential for an agent to be misled by a mentor that possesses abilities diﬀerent from
its own. In this case, the learner needs some mechanism to detect such situations and to
make eﬀorts to temper the inﬂuence of these observations.
We derive several new techniques to support implicit imitation that are largely independent of any speciﬁc reinforcement learning algorithm, though they are best suited for use
with model-based methods. These include model extraction, augmented backups, feasibility
testing, and k-step repair. We ﬁrst describe implicit imitation in homogeneous domains,
then we describe the extension to heterogeneous settings. We illustrate its eﬀectiveness
empirically by incorporating it into Moore and Atkeson’s (1993) prioritized sweeping algorithm.
The implicit imitation model has several advantages over more direct forms of imitation
and teaching. It does not require any agent to explicitly play the role of mentor or teacher.
Observers learn simply by watching the behavior of other agents; if an observed “mentor”
shares certain subtasks with the observer, the observed behavior can be incorporated (indirectly) by the observer to improve its estimate of its own value function. This is important
because there are many situations in which an observer can learn from a mentor that is
unwilling or unable to alter its behavior to accommodate the observer, or even communicate
information to it. For example, common communication protocols may be unavailable to
agents designed by diﬀerent developers (e.g., Internet agents); agents may ﬁnd themselves
in a competitive situation in which there is disincentive to share information or skills; or
there may simply be no incentive for one agent to provide information to another.1
Another key advantage of our approach—which arises from formalizing imitation in the
reinforcement learning context—is the fact that the observer is not constrained to directly
1. For reasons of consistency, we will use the term “mentor” to describe any agent from which an observer
can learn, even if the mentor is an unwilling or unwitting participant.
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imitate (i.e., duplicate the actions of) the mentor. The learner can decide whether such
“explicit imitation” is worthwhile. Implicit imitation can thus be seen as blending the
advantages of explicit teaching or explicit knowledge transfer with those of independent
learning. In addition, because an agent learns by observation, it can exploit the existence
of multiple mentors, essentially distributing its search. Finally, we do not assume that
the observer knows the actual actions taken by the mentor, or that the mentor shares a
reward function (or goals) with the mentor. Again, this stands in sharp contrast with many
existing models of teaching, imitation, and behavior learning by observation. While we make
some strict assumptions in this paper with respect to observability, complete knowledge of
reward functions, and the existence of mappings between agent state spaces, the model can
be generalized in interesting ways. We will elaborate on some of these generalizations near
the end of the paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We provide the necessary background on Markov decision processes and reinforcement learning for the development of our
implicit imitation model in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe a general formal framework
for the study of implicit imitation in reinforcement learning. Two speciﬁc instantiations
of this framework are then developed. In Section 4, a model for homogeneous agents is
developed. The model extraction technique is explained and the augmented Bellman backup
is proposed as a mechanism for incorporating observations into model-based reinforcement
learning algorithms. Model conﬁdence testing is then introduced to ensure that misleading
information does not have undue inﬂuence on a learner’s exploration policy. The use of
mentor observations to to focus attention on interesting parts of the state space is also
introduced. Section 5 develops a model for heterogeneous agents. The model extends
the homogeneous model through feasibility testing, a device by which a learner can detect
whether the mentor’s abilities are similar to its own, and k-step repair, whereby a learner
can attempt to “mimic” the trajectory of a mentor that cannot be duplicated exactly. Both
of these techniques prove crucial in heterogeneous settings. The eﬀectiveness of these models
is demonstrated on a number of carefully chosen navigation problems. Section 6 examines
conditions under which implicit imitation will and will not work well. Section 7 describes
several promising extensions to the model. Section 8 examines the implicit imitation model
in the context of related work and Section 9 considers future work before drawing some
general conclusions about implicit imitation and the ﬁeld of computational imitation more
broadly.

2. Reinforcement Learning
Our aim is to provide a formal model of implicit imitation, whereby an agent can learn
how to act optimally by combining its own experience with its observations of the behavior
of an expert mentor. Before doing so, we describe in this section the standard model of
reinforcement learning used in artiﬁcial intelligence. Our model will build on this singleagent view of learning how to act. We begin by reviewing Markov decision processes, which
provide a model for sequential decision making under uncertainty, and then move on to
describe reinforcement learning, with an emphasis on model-based methods.
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2.1 Markov Decision Processes
Markov decision processes (MDPs) have proven very useful in modeling stochastic sequential decision problems, and have been widely used in decision-theoretic planning to model
domains in which an agent’s actions have uncertain eﬀects, an agent’s knowledge of the environment is uncertain, and the agent can have multiple, possibly conﬂicting objectives. In
this section, we describe the basic MDP model and consider one classical solution procedure.
We do not consider action costs in our formulation of MDPs, though these pose no special
complications. Finally, we make the assumption of full observability. Partially observable
MDPs (POMDPs) (Cassandra, Kaelbling, & Littman, 1994; Lovejoy, 1991; Smallwood &
Sondik, 1973) are much more computationally demanding than fully observable MDPs. Our
imitation model will be based on a fully observable model, though some of the generalizations of our model mentioned in the concluding section build on POMDPs. We refer the
reader to Bertsekas (1987); Boutilier, Dean and Hanks (1999); and Puterman (1994) for
further material on MDPs.
An MDP can be viewed as a stochastic automaton in which actions induce transitions
between states, and rewards are obtained depending on the states visited by an agent.
Formally, an MDP can be deﬁned as a tuple S, A, T, R, where S is a ﬁnite set of states or
possible worlds, A is a ﬁnite set of actions, T is a state transition function, and R is a reward
function. The agent can control the state of the system to some extent by performing actions
a ∈ A that cause state transitions, movement from the current state to some new state.
Actions are stochastic in that the actual transition caused cannot generally be predicted
with certainty. The transition function T : S × A → ∆(S) describes the eﬀects of each
action at each state. T (si , a) is a probability distribution over S; speciﬁcally, T (si , a)(sj )
is the probability of ending up in state sj ∈ S when action a is performed at state si .
We will denote this quantity by Pr(si , a, sj ). We require that 0 ≤ Pr(si , a, sj ) ≤ 1 for all

si , sj , and that for all si , sj ∈S Pr(si , a, sj ) = 1. The components S, A and T determine
the dynamics of the system being controlled. The assumption that the system is fully
observable means that the agent knows the true state at each time t (once that stage is
reached), and its decisions can be based solely on this knowledge. Thus, uncertainty lies
only in the prediction of an action’s eﬀects, not in determining its actual eﬀect after its
execution.
A (deterministic, stationary, Markovian) policy π : S → A describes a course of action
to be adopted by an agent controlling the system. An agent adopting such a policy performs
action π(s) whenever it ﬁnds itself in state s. Policies of this form are Markovian since the
action choice at any state does not depend on the system history, and are stationary since
action choice does not depend on the stage of the decision problem. For the problems we
consider, optimal stationary Markovian policies always exist.
We assume a bounded, real-valued reward function R : S → . R(s) is the instantaneous reward an agent receives for occupying state s. A number of optimality criteria
can be adopted to measure the value of a policy π, all measuring in some way the reward
accumulated by an agent as it traverses the state space through the execution of π. In this
work, we focus on discounted inﬁnite-horizon problems: the current value of a reward received t stages in the future is discounted by some factor γ t (0 ≤ γ < 1). This allows simpler
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computational methods to be used, as discounted total reward will be ﬁnite. Discounting
can be justiﬁed on other (e.g., economic) grounds in many situations as well.
The value function Vπ : S →  reﬂects the value of a policy π at any state s; this is
simply the expected sum of discounted future rewards obtained by executing π beginning
at s. A policy π ∗ is optimal if, for all s ∈ S and all policies π, we have Vπ∗ (s) ≥ Vπ (s).
We are guaranteed that such optimal (stationary) policies exist in our setting (Puterman,
1994). The (optimal) value of a state V ∗ (s) is its value Vπ∗ (s) under any optimal policy π ∗ .
By solving an MDP, we refer to the problem of constructing an optimal policy. Value
iteration (Bellman, 1957) is a simple iterative approximation algorithm for optimal policy
construction. Given some arbitrary estimate V 0 of the true value function V ∗ , we iteratively
improve this estimate as follows:
V n (si ) = R(si ) + max{γ
a∈A



Pr(si , a, sj )V n−1 (sj )}

(1)

sj ∈S

The computation of V n (s) given V n−1 is known as a Bellman backup. The sequence of value
functions V n produced by value iteration converges linearly to V ∗ . Each iteration of value
iteration requires O(|S|2 |A|) computation time, and the number of iterations is polynomial
in |S|.
For some ﬁnite n, the actions a that maximize the right-hand side of Equation 1 form an
optimal policy, and V n approximates its value. Various termination criteria can be applied;
for example, one might terminate the algorithm when
V i+1 − V i  ≤

ε(1 − γ)
2γ

(2)

(where X = max{|x| : x ∈ X} denotes the supremum norm). This ensures the resulting
value function V i+1 is within 2ε of the optimal function V ∗ at any state, and that the induced
policy is ε-optimal (i.e., its value is within ε of V ∗ ) (Puterman, 1994).
A concept that will be useful later is that of a Q-function. Given an arbitrary value
function V , we deﬁne QVa (si ) as
QVa (si ) = R(si ) + γ



Pr(si , a, sj )V (sj )

(3)

sj ∈S

Intuitively, QVa (s) denotes the value of performing action a at state s and then acting in a
manner that has value V (Watkins & Dayan, 1992). In particular, we deﬁne Q∗a to be the
Q-function deﬁned with respect to V ∗ , and Qna to be the Q-function deﬁned with respect
to V n−1 . In this manner, we can rewrite Equation 1 as:
V n (s) = max{Qna (s)}
a∈A

(4)

We deﬁne an ergodic MDP as an MDP in which every state is reachable from any other
state in a ﬁnite number of steps with non-zero probability.
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2.2 Model-based Reinforcement Learning
One diﬃculty with the use of MDPs is that the construction of an optimal policy requires
that the agent know the exact transition probabilities Pr and reward model R. In the speciﬁcation of a decision problem, these requirements, especially the detailed speciﬁcation of the
domain’s dynamics, can impose an undue burden on the agent’s designer. Reinforcement
learning can be viewed as solving an MDP in which the full details of the model, in particular Pr and R, are not known to the agent. Instead, the agent learns how to act optimally
through experience with its environment. We provide a brief overview of reinforcement
learning in this section (with an emphasis on model-based approaches). For further details,
please refer to the texts of Sutton and Barto (1998) and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996),
and the survey of Kaelbling, Littman and Moore (1996).
In the general model, we assume that an agent is controlling an MDP S, A, T, R and
initially knows its state and action spaces, S and A, but not the transition model T or
reward function R. The agent acts in its environment, and at each stage of the process
makes a “transition” s, a, r, t; that is, it takes action a at state s, receives reward r and
moves to state t. Based on repeated experiences of this type it can determine an optimal
policy in one of two ways: (a) in model-based reinforcement learning, these experiences can
be used to learn the true nature of T and R, and the MDP can be solved using standard
methods (e.g., value iteration); or (b) in model-free reinforcement learning, these experiences
can be used to directly update an estimate of the optimal value function or Q-function.
Probably the simplest model-based reinforcement learning scheme is the certainty equivalence approach. Intuitively, a learning agent is assumed to have some current estimated

a, t) and
transition model T of its environment consisting of estimated probabilities Pr(s,

an estimated rewards model R(s). With each experience s, a, r, t the agent updates its es to obtain an policy π
 that would be optimal
timated models, solves the estimated MDP M
if its estimated models were correct, and acts according to that policy.
To make the certainty equivalence approach precise, a speciﬁc form of estimated model
and update procedure must be adopted. A common approach is to used the empirical distribution of observed state transitions and rewards as the estimated model. For instance,
if action a has been attempted C(s, a) times at state s, and on C(s, a, t) of those occasions

a, t) = C(s, a, t)/C(s, a). If C(s, a) = 0,
state t has been reached, then the estimate Pr(s,
some prior estimate is used (e.g., one might assume all state transitions are equiprobable). A
Bayesian approach (Dearden, Friedman, & Andre, 1999) uses an explicit prior distribution
over the parameters of the transition distribution Pr(s, a, ·), and then updates these with
each experienced transition. For instance, we might assume a Dirichlet (Generalized Beta)
distribution (DeGroot, 1975) with parameters n(s, a, t) associated with each possible successor state t. The Dirichlet parameters are equal to the experience-based counts C(s, a, t)
plus a “prior count” P (s, a, t) representing the agent’s prior beliefs about the distribution
(i.e., n(s, a, t) = C(s, a, t) + P (s, a, t)). The expected transition probability Pr(s, a, t) is then

 can be solved
n(s, a, t)/ t n(s, a, t ). Assuming parameter independence, the MDP M
using these expected values. Furthermore, the model can be updated with ease, simply
increasing n(s, a, t) by one with each observation s, a, r, t. This model has the advantage
over a counter-based approach of allowing a ﬂexible prior model and generally does not
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assign probability zero to unobserved transitions. We will adopt this Bayesian perspective
in our imitation model.
One diﬃculty with the certainty equivalence approach is the computational burden of re with each update of the models T and R
 (i.e., with each experience). One
solving an MDP M
could circumvent this to some extent by batching experiences and updating (and re-solving)
the model only periodically. Alternatively, one could use computational eﬀort judiciously to
apply Bellman backups only at those states whose values (or Q-values) are likely to change
the most given a change in the model. Moore and Atkeson’s (1993) prioritized sweeping

a, t), a Bellman backup is
algorithm does just this. When T is updated by changing Pr(s,

 a). Suppose the
applied at s to update its estimated value V , as well as the Q-value Q(s,


magnitude of the change in V (s) is given by ∆V (s). For any predecessor w, the Q-values


Q(w,
a )—hence values V (w)—can change if Pr(w,
a , s) > 0. The magnitude of the change

is bounded by Pr(w,
a , s)∆V (s). All such predecessors w of s are placed in a priority


queue with Pr(w, a , s)∆V (s) serving as the priority. A ﬁxed number of Bellman backups
are applied to states in the order in which they appear in the queue. With each backup,
any change in value can cause new predecessors to be inserted into the queue. In this way,
computational eﬀort is focused on those states where a Bellman backup has the greatest
impact due to the model change. Furthermore, the backups are applied only to a subset
of states, and are generally only applied a ﬁxed number of times. By way of contrast, in
the certainty equivalence approach, backups are applied until convergence. Thus prioritized
sweeping can be viewed as a speciﬁc form of asynchronous value iteration, and has appealing
computational properties (Moore & Atkeson, 1993).
Under certainty equivalence, the agent acts as if the current approximation of the model
is correct, even though the model is likely to be inaccurate early in the learning process. If
the optimal policy for this inaccurate model prevents the agent from exploring the transitions which form part of the optimal policy for the true model, then the agent will fail to
ﬁnd the optimal policy. For this reason, explicit exploration policies are invariably used to
ensure that each action is tried at each state suﬃciently often. By acting randomly (assuming an ergodic MDP), an agent is assured of sampling each action at each state inﬁnitely
often in the limit. Unfortunately, the actions of such an agent will fail to exploit (in fact,
will be completely uninﬂuenced by) its knowledge of the optimal policy. This explorationexploitation tradeoﬀ refers to the tension between trying new actions in order to ﬁnd out
more about the environment and executing actions believed to be optimal on the basis of
the current estimated model.
The most common method for exploration is the ε–greedy method in which the agent
chooses a random action a fraction ε of the time, where 0 < ε < 1. Typically, ε is decayed
over time to increase the agent’s exploitation of its knowledge. In the Boltzmann approach,
each action is selected with a probability proportional to its value:
Prs (a) = 

eQ(s,a)/τ

e
a ∈A

Q(s,a )/τ

(5)

The proportionality can be adjusted nonlinearly with the temperature parameter τ . As
τ → 0 the probability of selecting the action with the highest value tends to 1. Typically,
τ is started high so that actions are randomly explored during the early stages of learning.
As the agent gains knowledge about the eﬀects of its actions and the value of these eﬀects,
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the parameter τ is decayed so that the agent spends more time exploiting actions known to
be valuable and less time randomly exploring actions.
More sophisticated methods attempt to use information about model conﬁdence and
value magnitudes to plan a utility-maximizing exploration plan. An early approximation
of this scheme can be found in the interval estimation method (Kaelbling, 1993). Bayesian
methods have also been used to calculate the expected value of information to be gained
from exploration (Meuleau & Bourgine, 1999; Dearden et al., 1999).
We concentrate in this paper on model-based approaches to reinforcement learning.
However, we should point out that model-free methods—those in which an estimate of the
optimal value function or Q-function is learned directly, without recourse to a domain
model—have attracted much attention. For example, TD-methods (Sutton, 1988) and
Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) have both proven to be among the more popular
methods for reinforcement learning. Our methods can be modiﬁed to deal with model-free
approaches, as we discuss in the concluding section. We also focus on so-called tablebased (or explicit) representations of models and value functions. When state and action
spaces are large, table-based approaches become unwieldy, and the associated algorithms
are generally intractable. In these situations, approximators are often used to estimate the
values of states. We will discuss ways in which our techniques can be extended to allow for
function approximation in the concluding section.

3. A Formal Framework for Implicit Imitation
To model the inﬂuence that a mentor agent can have on the decision process or the learning
behavior of an observer, we must extend the single-agent decision model of MDPs to account
for the actions and objectives of multiple agents. In this section, we introduce a formal
framework for studying implicit imitation. We begin by introducing a general model for
stochastic games (Shapley, 1953; Myerson, 1991), and then impose various assumptions
and restrictions on this general model that allow us to focus on the key aspects of implicit
imitation. We note that the framework proposed here is useful for the study of other forms
of knowledge transfer in multiagent systems, and we brieﬂy point out various extensions of
the framework that would permit implicit imitation, and other forms of knowledge transfer,
in more general settings.
3.1 Non-Interacting Stochastic Games
Stochastic games can be viewed as a multiagent extension of Markov decision processes.
Though Shapley’s (1953) original formulation of stochastic games involved a zero-sum (fully
competitive) assumption, various generalizations of the model have been proposed allowing
for arbitrary relationships between agents’ utility functions (Myerson, 1991).2 Formally,
an n-agent stochastic game S, {Ai : i ≤ n}, T, {Ri : i ≤ n} comprises a set of n agents
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), a set of states S, a set of actions Ai for each agent i, a state transition function
T , and a reward function Ri for each agent i. Unlike an MDP, individual agent actions do
not determine state transitions; rather it is the joint action taken by the collection of agents
that determines how the system evolves at any point in time. Let A = A1 × · · · × An be
2. For example, see the fully cooperative multiagent MDP model proposed by Boutilier (1999).
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the set of joint actions; then T : S × A → ∆(S), with T (si , a)(sj ) = Pr(si , a, sj ) denoting
the probability of ending up in state sj ∈ S when joint action a is performed at state si .
For convenience, we introduce the notation A−i to denote the set of joint actions A1 ×
· · · × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An involving all agents except i. We use ai · a−i to denote the
(full) joint action obtained by conjoining ai ∈ Ai with a−i ∈ A−i .
Because the interests of the individual agents may be at odds, strategic reasoning and
notions of equilibrium are generally involved in the solution of stochastic games. Because
our aim is to study how a reinforcement agent might learn by observing the behavior of an
expert mentor, we wish to restrict the model in such a way that strategic interactions need
not be considered: we want to focus on settings in which the actions of the observer and
the mentor do not interact. Furthermore, we want to assume that the reward functions of
the agents do not conﬂict in a way that requires strategic reasoning.
We deﬁne noninteracting stochastic games by appealing to the notion of an agent projection function which is used to extract an agent’s local state from the underlying game. In
these games, an agent’s local state determines all aspects of the global state that are relevant
to its decision making process, while the projection function determines which global states
are identical from an agent’s local perspective. Formally, for each agent i, we assume a local
state space Si , and a projection function Li : S → Si . For any s, t ∈ S, we write s ∼i t
iﬀ Li (s) = Li (t). This equivalence relation partitions S into a set of equivalence classes
such that the elements within a speciﬁc class (i.e., L−1
i (s) for some s ∈ Si ) need not be
distinguished by agent i for the purposes of individual decision making. We say a stochastic
game is noninteracting if there exists a local state space Si and projection function Li for
each agent i such that:
1. If s ∼i t, then ∀ai ∈ Ai , a−i ∈ A−i , wi ∈ Si we have


{Pr(s, ai · a−i , w) : w ∈ L−1
i (wi )} =



{Pr(t, ai · a−i , w) : w ∈ L−1
i (wi )}

2. Ri (s) = Ri (t) if s ∼i t
Intuitively, condition 1 above imposes two distinct requirements on the game from the
perspective of agent i. First, if we ignore the existence of other agents, it provides a notion
of state space abstraction suitable for agent i. Speciﬁcally, Li clusters together states
s ∈ S only if each state in an equivalence class has identical dynamics with respect to
the abstraction induced by Li . This type of abstraction is a form of bisimulation of the
type studied in automaton minimization (Hartmanis & Stearns, 1966; Lee & Yannakakis,
1992) and automatic abstraction methods developed for MDPs (Dearden & Boutilier, 1997;
Dean & Givan, 1997). It is not hard to show—ignoring the presence of other agents—that
the underlying system is Markovian with respect to the abstraction (or equivalently, w.r.t.
Si ) if condition 1 is met. The quantiﬁcation over all a−i imposes a strong noninteraction
requirement, namely, that the dynamics of the game from the perspective of agent i is
independent of the strategies of the other agents. Condition 2 simply requires that all
states within a given equivalence class for agent i have the same reward for agent i. This
means that no states within a class need to be distinguished—each local state can be viewed
as atomic.
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A noninteracting game induces an MDP Mi for each agent i where Mi = Si , Ai , Pri , Ri 
where Pri is given by condition (1) above. Speciﬁcally, for each si , ti ∈ Si :
Pri (si , ai , ti ) =

{Pr(s, ai .a−i , t) : t ∈ L−1
i (ti )}



where s is any state in L−1
i (si ) and a−i is any element of A−i . Let πi : Sa → Ai be an
optimal policy for Mi . We can extend this to a strategy πiG : S → Ai for the underlying
stochastic game by simply applying πi (si ) to every state s ∈ S such that Li (s) = si . The
following proposition shows that the term “noninteracting” indeed provides an appropriate
description of such a game.
Proposition 1 Let G be a noninteracting stochastic game, Mi the induced MDP for agent
i, and πi some optimal policy for Mi . The strategy πiG extending πi to G is dominant for
agent i.
Thus each agent can solve the noninteracting game by abstracting away irrelevant aspects of the state space, ignoring other agent actions, and solving its “personal” MDP
Mi .
Given an arbitrary stochastic game, it can generally be quite diﬃcult to discover whether
it is noninteracting, requiring the construction of appropriate projection functions. In what
follows, we will simply assume that the underlying multiagent system is a noninteracting
game. Rather than specifying the game and projection functions, we will specify the individual MDPs Mi themselves. The noninteracting game induced by the set of individual
MDPs is simply the “cross product” of the individual MDPs. Such a view is often quite
natural. Consider the example of three robots moving in some two-dimensional oﬃce domain. If we are able to neglect the possibility of interaction—for example, if the robots can
occupy the same 2-D position (at a suitable level of granularity) and do not require the
same resources to achieve their tasks—then we might specify an individual MDP for each
robot. The local state might be determined by the robot’s x, y-position, orientation, and
the status of its own tasks. The global state space would be the cross product S1 × S2 × S3
of the local spaces. The individual components of any joint action would aﬀect only the
local state, and each agent would care (through its reward function Ri ) only about its local
state.
We note that the projection function Li should not be viewed as equivalent to an observation function. We do not assume that agent i can only distinguish elements of Si —in
fact, observations of other agents’ states will be crucial for imitation. Rather the existence
of Li simply means that, from the point of view of decision making with a known model,
the agent need not worry about distinctions other than those made by Li . Assuming no
computational limitations, an agent i need only solve Mi , but may use observations of other
agents in order to improve its knowledge about Mi ’s dynamics.3
3.2 Implicit Imitation
Despite the very independent nature of the agent subprocesses in a noninteracting multiagent system, there are circumstances in which the behavior of one agent may be relevant to
3. We elaborate on the condition of computational limitations below.
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another. To keep the discussion simple, we assume the existence of an expert mentor agent
m, which is implementing some stationary (and presumably optimal) policy πm over its
local MDP Mm = Sm , Am , Prm , Rm . We also assume a second agent o, the observer, with
local MDP Mo = So , Ao , Pro , Ro . While nothing about the mentor’s behavior is relevant
to the observer if it knows its own MDP (and can solve it without computational diﬃculty),
the situation can be quite diﬀerent if o is a reinforcement learner without complete knowledge of the model Mo . It may well be that the observed behavior of the mentor provides
valuable information to the observer in its quest to learn how to act optimally within Mo .
To take an extreme case, if mentor’s MDP is identical to the observer’s, and the mentor
is an expert (in the sense of acting optimally), then the behavior of the mentor indicates
exactly what the observer should do. Even if the mentor is not acting optimally, or if the
mentor and observer have diﬀerent reward functions, mentor state transitions observed by
the learner can provide valuable information about the dynamics of the domain.
Thus we see that when one agent is learning how to act, the behavior of another can
potentially be relevant to the learner, even if the underlying multiagent system is noninteracting. Similar remarks, of course, apply to the case where the observer knows the MDP
Mo , but computational restrictions make solving this diﬃcult—observed mentor transitions
might provide valuable information about where to focus computational eﬀort.4 The main
motivation underlying our model of implicit imitation is that the behavior of an expert
mentor can provide hints as to appropriate courses of action for a reinforcement learning
agent.
Intuitively, implicit imitation is a mechanism by which a learning agent attempts to
incorporate the observed experience of an expert mentor agent into its learning process.
Like more classical forms of learning by imitation, the learner considers the eﬀects of the
mentor’s action (or action sequence) in its own context. Unlike direct imitation, however,
we do not assume that the learner must “physically” attempt to duplicate the mentor’s
behavior, nor do we assume that the mentor’s behavior is necessarily appropriate for the
observer. Instead, the inﬂuence of the mentor is on the agent’s transition model and its
estimate of value of various states and actions. We elaborate on these points below.
In what follows, we assume a mentor m and associated MDP Mm , and a learner or
observer o and associated MDP Mo , as described above. These MDPs are fully observable.
We focus on the reinforcement learning problem faced by agent o. The extension to multiple
mentors is straightforward and will be discussed below, but for clarity we assume only one
mentor in our description of the abstract framework. It is clear that certain conditions must
be met for the observer to extract useful information from the mentor. We list a number
of assumptions that we make at diﬀerent points in the development of our model.
Observability: We must assume that the learner can observe certain aspects of the mentor’s behavior. In this work, we assume that state of the mentor’s MDP is fully
observable to the learner. Equivalently, we interpret this as full observability of the
underlying noninteracting game, together with knowledge of the mentor’s projection
4. For instance, algorithms like asynchronous dynamic programming and prioritized sweeping can beneﬁt
from such guidance. Indeed, the distinction between reinforcement learning and solving MDPs is viewed
by some as rather blurry (Sutton & Barto, 1998; Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1996). Our focus is on the
case of an unknown model (i.e., the classical reinforcement learning problem) as opposed to one where
computational issues are key.
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function Lm . A more general partially observable model would require the speciﬁcation of an observation or signal set Z and an observation function O : So ×Sm → ∆(Z),
where O(so , sm )(z) denotes the probability with which the observer obtains signal z
when the local states of the observer and mentor are so and sm , respectively. We do
not pursue such a model here. It is important to note that we do not assume that the
observer has access to the action taken by m at any point in time. Since actions are
stochastic, the state (even if fully observable) that results from the mentor invoking a
speciﬁc control signal is generally insuﬃcient to determine that signal. Thus it seems
much more reasonable to assume that states (and transitions) are observable than the
actions that gave rise to them.
Analogy: If the observer and the mentor are acting in diﬀerent local state spaces, it is clear
that observations made of the mentor’s state transitions can oﬀer no useful information
to the observer unless there is some relationship between the two state spaces. There
are several ways in which this relationship can be speciﬁed. Dautenhahn and Nehaniv
(1998) use a homomorphism to deﬁne the relationship between mentor and observer
for a speciﬁc family of trajectories (see Section 8 for further discussion).
A slightly diﬀerent notion might involve the use of some analogical mapping h : Sm →
So such that an observed state transition s → t provides some information to the
observer about the dynamics or value of state h(s) ∈ So . In certain circumstances, we
might require the mapping h to be homomorphic with respect to Pr(·, a, ·) (for some,
or all, a), and perhaps even with respect to R. We discuss these issues in further detail
below. In order to simplify our model and avoid undue attention to the (admittedly
important) topic of constructing suitable analogical mappings, we will simply assume
that the mentor and the observer have “identical” state spaces; that is, Sm and So are
in some sense isomorphic. The precise sense in which the spaces are isomorphic—or
in some cases, presumed to be isomorphic until proven otherwise—is elaborated below
when we discuss the relationship between agent abilities. Thus from this point we
simply refer to the state S without distinguishing the mentor’s local space Sm from
the observer’s So .
Abilities: Even with a mapping between states, observations of a mentor’s state transitions
only tell the observer something about the mentor’s abilities, not its own. We must
assume that the observer can in some way “duplicate” the actions taken by the mentor
to induce analogous transitions in its own local state space. In other words, there must
be some presumption that the mentor and the observer have similar abilities. It is
in this sense that the analogical mapping between state spaces can be taken to be
a homomorphism. Speciﬁcally, we might assume that the mentor and the observer
have the same actions available to them (i.e., Am = Ao = A) and that h : Sm → So
is homomorphic with respect to Pr(·, a, ·) for all a ∈ A. This requirement can be
weakened substantially, without diminishing its utility, by requiring only that the
observer be able to implement the actions actually taken by the mentor at a given
state s. Finally, we might have an observer that assumes that it can duplicate the
actions taken by the mentor until it ﬁnds evidence to the contrary. In this case,
there is a presumed homomorphism between the state spaces. In what follows, we
will distinguish between implicit imitation in homogeneous action settings—domains
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in which the analogical mapping is indeed homomorphic—and heterogeneous action
settings—where the mapping may not be a homomorphism.
There are more general ways of deﬁning similarity of ability, for example, by assuming
that the observer may be able to move through state space in a similar fashion to the
mentor without following the same trajectories (Nehaniv & Dautenhahn, 1998). For
instance, the mentor may have a way of moving directly between key locations in state
space, while the observer may be able to move between analogous locations in a less
direct fashion. In such a case, the analogy between states may not be determined by
single actions, but rather by sequences of actions or local policies. We will suggest
ways for dealing with restricted forms of analogy of this type in Section 5.
Objectives: Even when the observer and mentor have similar or identical abilities, the
value to the observer of the information gleaned from the mentor may depend on
the actual policy being implemented by the mentor. We might suppose that the
more closely related a mentor’s policy is to the optimal policy of the observer, the
more useful the information will be. Thus, to some extent, we expect that the more
closely aligned the objectives of the mentor and the observer are, the more valuable
the guidance provided by the mentor. Unlike in existing teaching models, we do
not suppose that the mentor is making any explicit eﬀorts to instruct the observer.
And because their objectives may not be identical, we do not force the observer to
(attempt to) explicitly imitate the behavior of the mentor. In general, we will make
no explicit assumptions about the relationship between the objectives of the mentor
and the observer. However, we will see that, to some extent, the “closer” they are,
the more utility can be derived from implicit imitation.
Finally, we remark on an important assumption we make throughout the remainder
of this paper: the observer knows its reward function Ro ; that is, for each state s, the
observer can evaluate Ro (s) without having visited state s. This view is consistent
with view of reinforcement learning as “automatic programming.” A user may easily
specify a reward function (e.g., in the form of a set of predicates that can be evaluated
at any state) prior to learning. It may be more diﬃcult to specify a domain model
or optimal policy. In such a setting, the only unknown component of the MDP Mo is
the transition function Pro . We believe this approach to reinforcement learning is, in
fact, more common in practice than the approach in which the reward function must
be sampled.
To reiterate, our aim is to describe a mechanism by which the observer can accelerate
its learning; but we emphasize our position that implicit imitation—in contrast to explicit
imitation—is not merely replicating the behaviors (or state trajectories) observed in another
agent, nor even attempting to reach “similar states”. We believe the agent must learn
about its own capabilities and adapt the information contained in observed behavior to
these. Agents must also explore the appropriate application (if any) of observed behaviors,
integrating these with their own, as appropriate, to achieve their own ends. We therefore
see imitation as an interactive process in which the behavior of one agent is used to guide
the learning of another.
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Given this setting, we can list possible ways in which an observer and a mentor can (and
cannot) interact, contrasting along the way our perspective and assumptions with those of
existing models in the literature.5 First, the observer could attempt to directly infer a
policy from its observations of mentor state-action pairs. This model has a conceptual
simplicity and intuitive appeal, and forms the basis of the behavioral cloning paradigm
(Sammut, Hurst, Kedzier, & Michie, 1992; Urbancic & Bratko, 1994). However, it assumes
that the observer and mentor share the same reward function and action capabilities. It
also assumes that complete and unambiguous trajectories (including action choices) can be
observed. A related approach attempts to deduce constraints on the value function from
the inferred action preferences of the mentor agent (Utgoﬀ & Clouse, 1991; Šuc & Bratko,
1997). Again, however, this approach assumes congruity of objectives. Our model is also
distinct from models of explicit teaching (Lin, 1992; Whitehead, 1991b): we do not assume
that the mentor has any incentive to move through its environment in a way that explicitly
guides the learner to explore its own environment and action space more eﬀectively.
Instead of trying to directly learn a policy, an observer could attempt to use observed
state transitions of other agents to improve its own environment model Pro (s, a, t). With
a more accurate model and its own reward function, the observer could calculate more
accurate values for states. The state values could then be used to guide the agent towards
distant rewards and reduce the need for random exploration. This insight forms the core
of our implicit imitation model. This approach has not been developed in the literature,
and is appropriate under the conditions listed above, speciﬁcally, under conditions where
the mentor’s actions are unobservable, and the mentor and observer have diﬀerent reward
functions or objectives. Thus, this approach is applicable under more general conditions
than many existing models of imitation learning and teaching.
In addition to model information, mentors may also communicate information about the
relevance or irrelevance of regions of the state space for certain classes of reward functions.
An observer can use the set of states visited by the mentor as heuristic guidance about
where to perform backup computations in the state space.
In the next two sections, we develop speciﬁc algorithms from our insights about how
agents can use observations of others to both improve their own models and assess the
relevance of regions within their state spaces. We ﬁrst focus on the homogeneous action
case, then extend the model to deal with heterogeneous actions.

4. Implicit Imitation in Homogeneous Settings
We begin by describing implicit imitation in homogeneous action settings—the extension
to heterogeneous settings will build on the insights developed in this section. We develop
a technique called implicit imitation through which observations of a mentor can be used
to accelerate reinforcement learning. First, we deﬁne the homogeneous setting. Then we
develop the implicit imitation algorithm. Finally, we demonstrate how implicit imitation
works on a number of simple problems designed to illustrate the role of the various mechanisms we describe.
5. We will describe other models in more detail in Section 8.
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4.1 Homogeneous Actions
The homogeneous action setting is deﬁned as follows. We assume a single mentor m and
observer o, with individual MDPs Mm = S, Am , Prm , Rm  and Mo = S, Ao , Pro , Ro ,
respectively. Note that the agents share the same state space (more precisely, we assume
a trivial isomorphic mapping that allows us to identify their local states). We also assume
that the mentor is executing some stationary policy πm . We will often treat this policy as
deterministic, but most of our remarks apply to stochastic policies as well. Let the support
set Supp(πm , s) for πm at state s be the set of actions a ∈ Am accorded nonzero probability
by πm at state s. We assume that the observer has the same abilities as the mentor in
the following sense: ∀s, t ∈ S, am ∈ Supp(πm , s), there exists an action ao ∈ Ao such that
Pro (s, ao , t) = Prm (s, am , t). In other words, the observer is able to duplicate (in a the sense
of inducing the same distribution over successor states) the actual behavior of the mentor;
or equivalently, the agents’ local state spaces are isomorphic with respect to the actions
actually taken by the mentor at the subset of states where those actions might be taken.
This is much weaker than requiring a full homomorphism from Sm to So . Of course, the
existence of a full homomorphism is suﬃcient from our perspective; but our results do not
require this.
4.2 The Implicit Imitation Algorithm
The implicit imitation algorithm can be understood in terms of its component processes.
First, we extract action models from a mentor. Then we integrate this information into
the observer’s own value estimates by augmenting the usual Bellman backup with mentor
action models. A conﬁdence testing procedure ensures that we only use this augmented
model when the observer’s model of the mentor is more reliable than the observer’s model
of its own behavior. We also extract occupancy information from the observations of mentor
trajectories in order to focus the observer’s computational eﬀort (to some extent) in speciﬁc
parts of the state space. Finally, we augment our action selection process to choose actions
that will explore high-value regions revealed by the mentor. The remainder of this section
expands upon each of these processes and how they ﬁt together.
4.2.1 Model Extraction
The information available to the observer in its quest to learn how to act optimally can be
divided into two categories. First, with each action it takes, it receives an experience tuple
s, a, r, t; in fact, we will often ignore the sampled reward r, since we assume the reward
function R is known in advance. As in standard model-based learning, each such experience
can be used to update its own transition model Pro (s, a, ·).
Second, with each mentor transition, the observer obtains an experience tuple s, t.
Note again that the observer does not have direct access to the action taken by the mentor,
only the induced state transition. Assume the mentor is implementing a deterministic,
stationary policy πm , with πm (s) denoting the mentor’s choice of action at state s. This
policy induces a Markov chain Prm (·, ·) over S, with Prm (s, t) = Pr(s, πm (s), t) denoting
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the probability of a transition from s to t.6 Since the learner observes the mentor’s state
 m of this chain: Pr
 m (s, t) is simply estimated by
transitions, it can construct an estimate Pr
the relative observed frequency of mentor transitions s → t (w.r.t. all transitions taken from
s). If the observer has some prior over the possible mentor transitions, standard Bayesian
update techniques can be used instead. We use the term model extraction for this process
of estimating the mentor’s Markov chain.
4.2.2 Augmented Bellman Backups
 m of the mentor’s Markov chain. By
Suppose the observer has constructed an estimate Pr
the homogeneity assumption, the action πm (s) can be replicated exactly by the observer at
state s. Thus, the policy πm can, in principle, be duplicated by the observer (were it able
to identify the actual actions used). As such, we can deﬁne the value of the mentor’s policy
from the observer’s perspective:

Vm (s) = Ro (s) + γ



Prm (s, t)Vm (t)

(6)

t∈S

Notice that Equation 6 uses the mentor’s dynamics but the observer’s reward function.
Letting V denote the optimal (observer’s) value function, clearly V (s) ≥ Vm (s), so Vm
provides a lower bound on the observer’s value function.
More importantly, the terms making up Vm (s) can be integrated directly into the Bellman equation for the observer’s MDP, forming the augmented Bellman equation:


V (s) = Ro (s) + γ max max
a∈Ao







Pro (s, a, t)V (t) ,

t∈S


t∈S



Prm (s, t)V (t)

(7)

This is the usual Bellman equation with an extra term added, namely, the second

summation, t∈S Prm (s, t)V (t) denoting the expected value of duplicating the mentor’s
action am . Since this (unknown) action is identical to one of the observer’s actions, the
term is redundant and the augmented value equation is valid. Of course, the observer using
the augmented backup operation must rely on estimates of these quantities. If the observer
exploration policy ensures that each state is visited inﬁnitely often, the estimates of the Pro
terms will converge to their true values. If the mentor’s policy is ergodic over state space S,
then Prm will also converge to its true value. If the mentor’s policy is restricted to a subset
of states S  ⊆ S (those forming the basis of its Markov chain), then the estimates of Prm
for the subset will converge correctly with respect to S  if the chain is ergodic. The states
in S − S  will remain unvisited and the estimates will remain uninformed by data. Since
the mentor’s policy is not under the control of the observer, there is no way for the observer
to inﬂuence the distribution of samples attained for Prm . An observer must therefore be
able to reason about the accuracy of the estimated model Prm for any s and restrict the
application of the augmented equation to those states where Prm is known with suﬃcient
accuracy.
6. This is somewhat imprecise, since the initial distribution of the Markov chain is unknown. For our
purposes, it is only the dynamics that are relevant to the observer, so only the transition probabilities
are used.
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While Prm cannot be used indiscriminately, we argue that it can be highly informative
early in the learning process. Assuming that the mentor is pursuing an optimal policy (or at
least is behaving in some way so that it tends to visit certain states more frequently), there
will be many states for which the observer has much more accurate estimates of Prm (s, t)
than it does for Pro (s, a, t) for any speciﬁc a. Since the observer is learning, it must explore
both its state space—causing less frequent visits to s—and its action space—thus spreading
its experience at s over all actions a. This generally ensures that the sample size upon which
Prm is based is greater than that for Pro for any action that forms part of the mentor’s
policy. Apart from being more accurate, the use of Prm (s, t) can often give more informed
value estimates at state s, since prior action models are often “ﬂat” or uniform, and only
become distinguishable at a given state when the observer has suﬃcient experience at state
s.
We note that the reasoning above holds even if the mentor is implementing a (stationary) stochastic policy (since the expected value of stochastic policy for a fully-observable
MDP cannot be greater than that of an optimal deterministic policy). While the “direction” oﬀered by a mentor implementing a deterministic policy tends to be more focused,
empirically we have found that mentors oﬀer broader guidance in moderately stochastic
environments or when they implement stochastic policies, since they tend to visit more of
the state space. We note that the extension to multiple mentors is straightforward—each
mentor model can be incorporated into the augmented Bellman equation without diﬃculty.
4.2.3 Model Confidence
When the mentor’s Markov chain is not ergodic, or if the mixing rate7 is suﬃciently low, the
mentor may visit a certain state s relatively infrequently. The estimated mentor transition
model corresponding to a state that is rarely (or never) visited by the mentor may provide a
very misleading estimate—based on the small sample or the prior for the mentor’s chain—of
the value of the mentor’s (unknown) action at s; and since the mentor’s policy is not under
the control of the observer, this misleading value may persist for an extended period. Since
the augmented Bellman equation does not consider relative reliability of the mentor and
observer models, the value of such a state s may be overestimated;8 that is, the observer can
be tricked into overvaluing the mentor’s (unknown) action, and consequently overestimating
the value of state s.
To overcome this, we incorporate an estimate of model conﬁdence into our augmented
backups. For both the mentor’s Markov chain and the observer’s action transitions, we
assume a Dirichlet prior over the parameters of each of these multinomial distributions
(DeGroot, 1975). These reﬂect the observer’s initial uncertainty about the possible transition probabilities. From sample counts of mentor and observer transitions, we update
these distributions. With this information, we could attempt to perform optimal Bayesian
estimation of the value function; but when the sample counts are small (and normal approximations are not appropriate), there is no simple, closed form expression for the resultant
distributions over values. We could attempt to employ sampling methods, but in the in7. The mixing rate refers to how quickly a Markov chain approaches its stationary distribution.
8. Note that underestimates based on such considerations are not problematic, since the augmented Bellman
equation then reduces to the usual Bellman equation.
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Figure 1: Lower bounds on action values incorporate uncertainty penalty
terest of simplicity we have employed an approximate method for combining information
sources inspired by Kaelbling’s (1993) interval estimation method.
Let V denote the current estimated augmented value function, and Pro and Prm denote
2 denote the variance
the estimated observer and mentor transition models. We let σo2 and σm
in these model parameters.
An augmented Bellman backup with respect to V using conﬁdence testing proceeds
as follows. We ﬁrst compute the observer’s optimal action a∗o based on the estimated
augmented values for each of the observer’s actions. Let Q(a∗o , s) = Vo (s) denote its value.
For the best action, we use the model uncertainty encoded by the Dirichlet distribution to
construct a lower bound Vo− (s) on the value of the state to the observer using the model
(at state s) derived from its own behavior (i.e., ignoring its observations of the mentor).
We employ transition counts no (s, a, t) and nm (s, t) to denote the number of times the
observer has made the transition from state s to state t when the action a was performed,
and the number of times the mentor was observed making the transition from state s to
t, respectively. From these counts, we estimate the uncertainty in the model using the

variance of a Dirichlet distribution. Let α = no (s, a, t) and β = t ∈S−t no (s, a, t ). Then
the model variance is:
2
(s, a, t) =
σmodel

(α +

β)2

α+β
+ (α + β + 1)

(8)

The variance in the Q-value of an action due to the uncertainty in the local model
can be found by simple application of the rule for combining linear combinations of variances, V ar(cX + dY ) = c2 V ar(X) + d2 V ar(Y ) to the expression for the Bellman backup,

V ar(R(s) + γ t P r(t|s, a)V (t). The result is:
σ 2 (s, a) = γ 2


t

2
(s, a, t)v(t)2
σmodel

(9)

Using Chebychev’s inequality,9 we can obtain a conﬁdence level even though the Dirichlet
distributions for small sample counts are highly non-normal. The lower bound is then
Vo− (s) = Vo (s)−cσo (s, a∗o ) for some suitable constant c. One may interpret this as penalizing
9. Chebychev’s inequality states that 1 − k12 of the probability mass for an arbitrary distribution will be
within k standard deviations of the mean.
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2
2
FUNCTION augmentedBackup( V ,Pro ,σomodel
,Prm ,σmmodel
,s,c)

a∗ = arg maxa∈Ao



t∈S

Pr(s, a, t)V (t)

Vo (s) = Ro (s) + γ t∈S Pro (s, a∗ , t)V (t)
Vm (s) = Ro (s) + γ t∈S Prm (s, t)V (t)



2
2
∗
(t)2
σo2 (s, a∗ ) = γ
 t∈S2 σomodel (s, a , t)V
2
2
2
σm (s) = γ
σ
(s, t)V (t)
t∈S mmodel



Vo− (s) = Vo (s) − c ∗ σo (s, a∗ )
−
(s) = Vm (s) − c ∗ σm (s)
Vm

IF Vo (s)− > Vm (s)− THEN
V (s) = Vo (s)
ELSE
V (s) = Vm (s)
END

Table 1: Implicit Backup
the value of a state by subtracting its “uncertainty” from it (see Figure 1).10 The value
Vm (s) of the mentor’s action πm (s) is estimated similarly and an analogous lower bound
Vm− (s) on it is also constructed. If Vo− (s) > Vm− (s), then we say that Vo (s) supersedes
Vm (s) and we write Vo (s) Vm (s). When Vo (s) Vm (s) then either the mentor-inspired
model has, in fact, a lower expected value (within a speciﬁed degree of conﬁdence) and
uses a nonoptimal action (from the observer’s perspective), or the mentor-inspired model
has lower conﬁdence. In either case, we reject the information provided by the mentor and
use a standard Bellman backup using the action model derived solely from the observer’s
experience (thus suppressing the augmented backup)—the backed up value is Vo (s) in this
case.
An algorithm for computing an augmented backup using this conﬁdence test is shown
in Table 1. The algorithm parameters include the current estimate of the augmented value
2
,
function V , the current estimated model Pro and its associated local variance σomodel
2
and the model of the mentor’s Markov chain Prm and its associated variance σmmodel . It
calculates lower bounds and returns the mean value, Vo or Vm , with the greatest lower
bound. The parameter c determines the width of the conﬁdence interval used in the mentor
rejection test.
4.2.4 Focusing
The augmented Bellman backups improves the accuracy of the observer’s model. A second
way in which an observer can exploit its observations of the mentor is to focus attention on
the states visited by the mentor. In a model-based approach, the speciﬁc focusing mecha10. Ideally, we would like to take not only the uncertainty of the model at the current state into account,
but also the uncertainty of future states as well (Meuleau & Bourgine, 1999).
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nism we adopt is to require the observer to perform a (possibly augmented) Bellman backup
at state s whenever the mentor makes a transition from s. This has three eﬀects. First, if
the mentor tends to visit interesting regions of space (e.g., if it shares a certain reward structure with the observer), then the signiﬁcant values backed up from mentor-visited states
will bias the observer’s exploration towards these regions. Second, computational eﬀort will
 m (s, t) changes,
be concentrated toward parts of state space where the estimated model Pr
and hence where the estimated value of one of the observer’s actions may change. Third,
computation is focused where the model is likely to be more accurate (as discussed above).
4.2.5 Action Selection
The integration of exploration techniques in the action selection policy is important for any
reinforcement learning algorithm to guarantee convergence. In implicit imitation, it plays a
second, crucial role in helping the agent exploit the information extracted from the mentor.
Our improved convergence results rely on the greedy quality of the exploration strategy to
bias an observer towards the higher-valued trajectories revealed by the mentor.
For expediency, we have adopted the ε-greedy action selection method, using an exploration rate ε that decays over time. We could easily have employed other semi-greedy
methods such as Boltzmann exploration. In the presence of a mentor, greedy action selection becomes more complex. The observer examines its own actions at state s in the usual
way and obtains a best action a∗o which has a corresponding value Vo (s). A value is also
calculated for the mentor’s action Vm (s). If Vo (s) Vm (s), then the observer’s own action
model is used and the greedy action is deﬁned exactly as if the mentor were not present.
If, however, Vm (s) Vo (s) then we would like to deﬁne the greedy action to be the action
dictated by the mentor’s policy at state s. Unfortunately, the observer does not know which
action this is, so we deﬁne the greedy action to be the observer’s action “closest” to the
mentor’s action according to the observer’s current model estimates at s. More precisely,
the action most similar to the mentor’s at state s, denoted κm (s), is that whose outcome
distribution has minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence from the mentor’s action outcome
distribution:


κm (s) = argmina −


t



Pro (s, a, t) log Prm (s, t)

(10)

The observer’s own experience-based action models will be poor early in training, so there
is a chance that the closest action computation will select the wrong action. We rely on the
exploration policy to ensure that each of the observer’s actions is sampled appropriately in
the long run.11
In our present work we have assumed that the state space is large and that the agent
will therefore not be able to completely update the Q-function over the whole space. (The
intractability of updating the entire state space is one of the motivations for using imitation
techniques). In the absence of information about the state’s true values, we would like to
bias the value of the states along the mentor’s trajectories so that they look worthwhile to
explore. We do this by assuming bounds on the reward function and setting the initial Qvalues over the entire space below this bound. In our simple examples, rewards are strictly
11. If the mentor is executing a stochastic policy, the test based on KL-divergence can mislead the learner.
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positive so we set the bounds to zero. If mentor trajectories intersect any states valued by
the observing agent, backups will cause the states on these trajectories to have a higher
value than the surrounding states. This causes the greedy step in the exploration method
to prefer actions that lead to mentor-visited states over actions for which the agent has no
information.
4.2.6 Model Extraction in Specific Reinforcement Learning Algorithms
Model extraction, augmented backups, the focusing mechanism, and our extended notion of
the greedy action selection, can be integrated into model-based reinforcement learning algorithms with relative ease. Generically, our implicit imitation algorithm requires that: (a)
 m (s, t) of the Markov chain induced by the mentor’s
the observer maintain an estimate Pr
policy—this estimate is updated with every observed transition; and (b) that all backups
performed to estimate its value function use the augmented backup (Equation 7) with conﬁ o (s, a, t)
dence testing. Of course, these backups are implemented using estimated models Pr
 m (s, t). In addition, the focusing mechanism requires that an augmented backup be
and Pr
performed at any state visited by the mentor.
We demonstrate the generality of these mechanisms by combining them with the wellknown and eﬃcient prioritized sweeping algorithm (Moore & Atkeson, 1993). As outlined

in Section 2.2, prioritized sweeping works by maintaining an estimated transition model Pr
 Whenever an experience tuple s, a, r, t is sampled, the estimated
and reward model R.
model at state s can change; a Bellman backup is performed at s to incorporate the revised
model and some (usually ﬁxed) number of additional backups are performed at selected
states. States are selected using a priority that estimates the potential change in their values
based on the changes precipitated by earlier backups. Eﬀectively, computational resources
(backups) are focused on those states that can most “beneﬁt” from those backups.
Incorporating our ideas into prioritized sweeping simply requires the following changes:
 o (s, a, t) is up• With each transition s, a, t the observer takes, the estimated model Pr
dated and an augmented backup is performed at state s. Augmented backups are then
performed at a ﬁxed number of states using the usual priority queue implementation.
 m (s, t) is updated
• With each observed mentor transition s, t, the estimated model Pr
and an augmented backup is performed at s. Augmented backups are then performed
at a ﬁxed number of states using the usual priority queue implementation.

Keeping samples of mentor behavior implements model extraction. Augmented backups
integrate this information into the observer’s value function, and performing augmented
backups at observed transitions (in addition to experienced transitions) incorporates our
focusing mechanism. The observer is not forced to “follow” or otherwise mimic the actions
of the mentor directly. But it does back up value information along the mentor’s trajectory
as if it had. Ultimately, the observer must move to those states to discover which actions
are to be used; in the meantime, important value information is being propagated that can
guide its exploration.
Implicit imitation does not alter the long run theoretical convergence properties of the
underlying reinforcement learning algorithm. The implicit imitation framework is orthogonal to ε-greedy exploration, as it alters only the deﬁnition of the “greedy” action, not when
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the greedy action is taken. Given a theoretically appropriate decay factor, the ε-greedy
strategy will thus ensure that the distributions for the action models at each state are
sampled inﬁnitely often in the limit and converge to their true values. Since the extracted
model from the mentor corresponds to one of the observer’s own actions, its eﬀect on the
value function calculations is no diﬀerent than the eﬀect of the observer’s own sampled
action models. The conﬁdence mechanism ensures that the model with more samples will
eventually come to dominate if it is, in fact, better. We can therefore be sure that the convergence properties of reinforcement learning with implicit imitation are identical to that
of the underlying reinforcement learning algorithm.
The beneﬁt of implicit imitation lies in the way in which the models extracted from the
mentor allow the observer to calculate a lower bound on the value function and use this
lower bound to choose its greedy actions to move the agent towards higher-valued regions
of state space. The result is quicker convergence to optimal policies and better short-term
practical performance with respect to accumulated discounted reward while learning.
4.2.7 Extensions
The implicit imitation model can easily be extended to extract model information from
multiple mentors, mixing and matching pieces extracted from each mentor to achieve good
results. It does this by searching, at each state, the set of mentors it knows about to ﬁnd
the mentor with the highest value estimate. The value estimate of the “best” mentor is then
compared using the conﬁdence test described above with the observer’s own value estimate.
The formal expression of the algorithm is given by the multi-augmented Bellman equation:


V (s) = Ro (s) + γ max max
max

m∈M



a∈Ao







Pro (s, a, t)V (t)

t∈S

,



Prm (s, t)V (t)

t∈S

(11)

where M is the set of candidate mentors. Ideally, conﬁdence estimates should be taken
into account when comparing mentor estimates with each other, as we may get a mentor
with a high mean value estimate but large variance. If the observer has any experience
with the state at all, this mentor will likely be rejected as having poorer quality information
than the observer already has from its own experience. The observer might have been
better oﬀ picking a mentor with a lower mean but more conﬁdent estimate that would
have succeeded in the test against the observer’s own model. In the interests of simplicity,
however, we investigate multiple mentor combination without conﬁdence testing.
Up to now, we have assumed no action costs (i.e., the agent’s rewards depend only on
the state and not on the action selected in the state); however, we can use more general
reward functions (e.g., where reward has the form R(s, a)). The diﬃculty lies in backing
up action costs when the mentor’s chosen action is unknown. In Section 4.2.5 we deﬁned
the closest action function κ. The κ function can be used to choose the appropriate reward.
The augmented Bellman equation with generalized rewards takes the following form:




V (s) = max max Ro (s, a) + γ
a∈Ao


t∈S
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Ro (s, κ(s)) + γ



t∈S



Prm (s, t)V (t)

We note that Bayesian methods could be used could be used to estimate action costs
in the mentor’s chain as well. In any case, the generalized reward augmented equation can
readily be amended to use conﬁdence estimates in a similar fashion to the transition model.
4.3 Empirical Demonstrations
The following empirical tests incorporate model extraction and our focusing mechanism into
prioritized sweeping. The results illustrate the types of problems and scenarios in which
implicit imitation can provide advantages to a reinforcement learning agent. In each of the
experiments, an expert mentor is introduced into the experiment to serve as a model for the
observer. In each case, the mentor is following an ε-greedy policy with a very small ε (on
the order of 0.01). This tends to cause the mentor’s trajectories to lie within a “cluster”
surrounding optimal trajectories (and reﬂect good if not optimal policies). Even with a
small amount of exploration and some environment stochasticity, mentors generally do not
“cover” the entire state space, so conﬁdence testing is important.
In all of these experiments, prioritized sweeping is used with a ﬁxed number of backups per observed or experienced sample.12 ε-greedy exploration is used with decaying ε.
Observer agents are given uniform Dirichlet priors and Q-values are initialized to zero. Observer agents are compared to control agents that do not beneﬁt from a mentor’s experience,
but are otherwise identical (implementing prioritized sweeping with similar parameters and
exploration policies). The tests are all performed on stochastic grid world domains, since
these make it clear to what extent the observer’s and mentor’s optimal policies overlap (or
fail to). In Figure 2, a simple 10 × 10 example shows a start and end state on a grid.
A typical optimal mentor trajectory is illustrated by the solid line between the start and
end states. The dotted line shows that a typical mentor-inﬂuenced trajectory will be quite
similar to the observed mentor trajectory. We assume eight-connectivity between cells so
that any state in the grid has nine neighbors including itself, but agents have only four
possible actions. In most experiments, the four actions move the agent in the compass
directions (North, South, East and West), although the agent will not initially know which
action does which. We focus primarily on whether imitation improves performance during
learning, since the learner will converge to an optimal policy whether it uses imitation or
not.
4.3.1 Experiment 1: The Imitation Effect
In our ﬁrst experiment we compare the performance of an observer using model extraction
and an expert mentor with the performance of a control agent using independent reinforcement learning. Given the uniform nature of this grid world and the lack of intermediate
rewards, conﬁdence testing is not required. Both agents attempt to learn a policy that
maximizes discounted return in a 10 × 10 grid world. They start in the upper-left corner
and seek a goal with value 1.0 in the lower-right corner. Upon reaching the goal, the agents
12. Generally, the number of backups was set to be roughly equal to the length of the optimal “noise-free”
path.
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Figure 2: A simple grid world with start state S and goal state X
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Figure 3: Basic observer and control agent comparisons

are restarted in the upper-left corner. Generally the mentor will follow a similar if not identical trajectory each run, as the mentors were trained using a greedy strategy that leaves
one path slightly more highly valued than the rest. Action dynamics are noisy, with the
“intended” direction being realized 90% of the time, and one of the other directions taken
otherwise (uniformly). The discount factor is 0.9. In Figure 3, we plot the cumulative
number of goals obtained over the previous 1000 time steps for the observer “Obs” and
control “Ctrl” agents (results are averaged over ten runs). The observer is able to quickly
incorporate a policy learned from the mentor into its value estimates. This results in a
steeper learning curve. In contrast, the control agent slowly explores the space to build a
model ﬁrst. The “Delta” curve shows the diﬀerence in performance between the agents.
Both agents converge to the same optimal value function.
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Figure 4: Delta curves showing the inﬂuence of domain size and noise
4.3.2 Experiment 2: Scaling and Noise
The next experiment illustrates the sensitivity of imitation to the size of the state space and
action noise level. Again, the observer uses model-extraction but not conﬁdence testing.
In Figure 4, we plot the Delta curves (i.e., diﬀerence in performance between observer and
control agents) for the “Basic” scenario just described, the “Scale” scenario in which the
state space size is increased 69 percent (to a 13 × 13 grid), and the “Stoch” scenario in
which the noise level is increased to 40 percent (results are averaged over ten runs). The
total gain represented by the area under the curves for the observer and the non-imitating
prioritized sweeping agent increases with the state space size. This reﬂects Whitehead’s
(1991a) observation that for grid worlds, exploration requirements can increase quickly
with state space size, but that the optimal path length increases only linearly. Here we see
that the guidance of the mentor can help more in larger state spaces.
Increasing the noise level reduces the observer’s ability to act upon the information
received from the mentor and therefore erodes its advantage over the control agent. We
note, however, that the beneﬁt of imitation degrades gracefully with increased noise and is
present even at this relatively extreme noise level.
4.3.3 Experiment 3: Confidence Testing
Sometimes the observer’s prior beliefs about the transition probabilities of the mentor can
mislead the observer and cause it to generate inappropriate values. The conﬁdence mechanism proposed in the previous section can prevent the observer from being fooled by
misleading priors over the mentor’s transition probabilities. To demonstrate the role of the
conﬁdence mechanism in implicit imitation, we designed an experiment based on the scenario illustrated in Figure 5. Again, the agent’s task is to navigate from the top-left corner
to the bottom-right corner of a 10 × 10 grid in order to attain a reward of +1. We have cre593
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Figure 5: An environment with misleading priors
ated a pathological scenario in which islands of high reward (+5) are enclosed by obstacles.
Since the observer’s priors reﬂect eight-connectivity and are uniform, the high-valued cells
in the middle of each island are believed to be reachable from the states diagonally adjacent
with some small prior probability. In reality, however, the agent’s action set precludes this
and the agent will therefore never be able to realize this value. The four islands in this
scenario thus create a fairly large region in the center of the space with a high estimated
value, which could potentially trap an observer if it persisted in its prior beliefs.
Notice that a standard reinforcement learner will “quickly” learn that none of its actions
take it to the rewarding islands; in contrast, an implicit imitator using augmented backups
could be fooled by its prior mentor model. If the mentor does not visit the states neighboring
the island, the observer will not have any evidence upon which to change its prior belief that
the mentor actions are equally likely to take one in any of the eight possible directions. The
imitator may falsely conclude on the basis of the mentor action model that an action does
exist which would allow it to access the islands of value. The observer therefore needs a
conﬁdence mechanism to detect when the mentor model is less reliable than its own model.
To test the conﬁdence mechanism, we have the mentor follows a path around the outside
of the obstacles so that its path cannot lead the observer out of the trap (i.e., it provides
no evidence to the observer that the diagonal moves into the islands are not feasible). The
combination of a high initial exploration rate and the ability of prioritized sweeping to
spread value across large distances then virtually guarantees that the observer will be led to
the trap. Given this scenario, we ran two observer agents and a control. The ﬁrst observer
used a conﬁdence interval with width given by 5σ, which, according to the Chebychev rule,
should cover approximately 96 percent of an arbitrary distribution. The second observer
was given a 0σ interval, which eﬀectively disables conﬁdence testing. The observer with no
conﬁdence testing consistently became stuck. Examination of the value function revealed
consistent peaks within the trap region, and inspection of the agent state trajectories showed
that it was stuck in the trap. The observer with conﬁdence testing consistently escaped the
trap. Observation of its value function over time shows that the trap formed, but faded
away as the observer gained enough experience to with its own actions to allow it to ignore
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Figure 6: Misleading priors may degrade performance
overcome erroneous priors over the mentor actions. In Figure 6, the performance of the
observer with conﬁdence testing is shown with the performance of the control agent (results
are averaged over 10 runs). We see that the observer’s performance is only slightly degraded
from that of the unaugmented control agent even in this pathological case.
4.3.4 Experiment 4: Qualitative Difficulty
The next experiment demonstrates how the potential gains of imitation can increase with
the (qualitative) diﬃculty of the problem. The observer employs both model extraction and
conﬁdence testing, though conﬁdence testing will not play a signiﬁcant role here.13 In the
“maze” scenario, we introduce obstacles in order to increase the diﬃculty of the learning
problem. The maze is set on a 25 × 25 grid (Figure 7) with 286 obstacles complicating the
agent’s journey from the top-left to the bottom-right corner. The optimal solution takes
the form of a snaking 133-step path, with distracting paths (up to length 22) branching
oﬀ from the solution path necessitating frequent backtracking. The discount factor is 0.98.
With 10 percent noise, the optimal goal-attainment rate is about six goals per 1000 steps.
From the graph in Figure 8 (with results averaged over ten runs), we see that the control
agent takes on the order of 200,000 steps to build a decent value function that reliably leads
to the goal. At this point, it is only achieving four goals per 1000 steps on average, as its
exploration rate is still reasonably high (unfortunately, decreasing exploration more quickly
leads to slower value function formation). The imitation agent is able to take advantage of
the mentor’s expertise to build a reliable value function in about 20,000 steps. Since the
control agent has been unable to reach the goal at all in the ﬁrst 20,000 steps, the Delta
between the control and the imitator is simply equal to the imitator’s performance. The
13. The mentor does not provide evidence about some path choices in this problem, but there are no
intermediate rewards which would cause the observer to make use of the misleading mentor priors at
these states.
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Figure 7: A complex maze
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Figure 8: Imitation in a complex space
imitator can quickly achieve the optimal goal attainment rate of six goals per 1000 steps,
as its exploration rate decays much more quickly.
4.3.5 Experiment 5: Improving Suboptimal Policies by Imitation
The augmented backup rule does not require that the reward structure of the mentor and
observer be identical. There are many useful scenarios where rewards are dissimilar but
the value functions and policies induced share some structure. In this experiment, we
demonstrate one interesting scenario in which it is relatively easy to ﬁnd a suboptimal
solution, but diﬃcult to ﬁnd the optimal solution. Once the observer ﬁnds this suboptimal
path, however, it is able to exploit its observations of the mentor to see that there is a
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Figure 9: A maze with a perilous shortcut

shortcut that signiﬁcantly shortens the path to the goal. The structure of the scenario
is shown in Figure 9. The suboptimal solution lies on the path from location 1 around
the “scenic route” to location 2 and on to the goal at location 3. The mentor takes the
vertical path from location 4 to location 5 through the shortcut.14 To discourage the
use of the shortcut by novice agents, it is lined with cells (marked “*”) from which the
agent immediately jumps back to the start state. It is therefore diﬃcult for a novice agent
executing random exploratory moves to make it all the way to the end of the shortcut
and obtain the value which would reinforce its future use. Both the observer and control
therefore generally ﬁnd the scenic route ﬁrst.
In Figure 10, the performance (measured using goals reached over the previous 1000
steps) of the control and observer are compared (averaged over ten runs), indicating the
value of these observations. We see that the observer and control agent both ﬁnd the longer
scenic route, though the control agent takes longer to ﬁnd it. The observer goes on to ﬁnd
the shortcut and increases its return to almost double the goal rate. This experiment shows
that mentors can improve observer policies even when the observer’s goals are not on the
mentor’s path.
4.3.6 Experiment 6: Multiple Mentors
The ﬁnal experiment illustrates how model extraction can be readily extended so that the
observer can extract models from multiple mentors and exploit the most valuable parts of
each. Again, the observer employs model extraction and conﬁdence testing. In Figure 11,
the learner must move from start location 1 to goal location 4. Two expert agents with
diﬀerent start and goal states serve as potential mentors. One mentor repeatedly moves from
location 3 to location 5 along the dotted line, while a second mentor departs from location
2 and ends at location 4 along the dashed line. In this experiment, the observer must
14. A mentor proceeding from 5 to 4 would not provide guidance without prior knowledge that actions are
reversible.
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Figure 11: Multiple mentors scenario

combine the information from the examples provided by the two mentors with independent
exploration of its own in order to solve the problem.
In Figure 12, we see that the observer successfully pulls together these information
sources in order to learn much more quickly than the control agent (results are averaged
over 10 runs). We see that the use of a value-based technique allows the observer to choose
which mentor’s inﬂuence to use on a state-by-state basis in order to get the best solution
to the problem.
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Figure 12: Learning from multiple mentors

5. Implicit Imitation in Heterogeneous Settings
When the homogeneity assumption is violated, the implicit imitation framework described
above can cause the learner’s convergence rate to slow dramatically and, in some cases,
cause the learner to become stuck in a small neighborhood of state space. In particular,
if the learner is unable to make the same state transition (or a transition with the same
probability) as the mentor at a given state, it may drastically overestimate the value of
that state. The inﬂated value estimate causes the learner to return repeatedly to this state
even though its exploration will never produce a feasible action that attains the inﬂated
estimated value. There is no mechanism for removing the inﬂuence of the mentor’s Markov
chain on value estimates—the observer can be extremely (and correctly) conﬁdent in its
observations about the mentor’s model. The problem lies in the fact that the augmented
Bellman backup is justiﬁed by the assumption that the observer can duplicate every mentor
action. That is, at each state s, there is some a ∈ A such that Pro (s, a, t) = Prm (s, t) for
all t. When an equivalent action a does not exist, there is no guarantee that the value
calculated using the mentor action model can, in fact, be achieved.
5.1 Feasibility Testing
In such heterogeneous settings, we can prevent “lock-up” and poor convergence through the
use of an explicit action feasibility test: before an augmented backup is performed at s, the
observer tests whether the mentor’s action am “diﬀers” from each of its actions at s, given
its current estimated models. If so, the augmented backup is suppressed and a standard
Bellman backup is used to update the value function.15 By default, mentor actions are
15. The decision is binary; but we could envision a smoother decision criterion that measures the extent to
which the mentor’s action can be duplicated.
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assumed to be feasible for the observer; however, once the observer is reasonably conﬁdent
that am is infeasible at state s, augmented backups are suppressed at s.
Recall that uncertainty about the agent’s true transition probabilities are captured by a
Dirichlet distribution derived from sampled transitions. Comparing am with ao is eﬀected by
a diﬀerence of means test with respect to the corresponding Dirichlets. This is complicated
by the fact that Dirichlets are highly non-normal for small parameter values and transition
distributions are multinomial. We deal with the non-normality by requiring a minimum
number of samples and using robust Chebychev bounds on the pooled variance of the
distributions to be compared. Conceptually, we will evaluate Equation 12:
| Pro (s, ao , t) − Prm (s, t)|


2
2
no (s,ao ,t)σomodel
(s,ao ,t)+nm (s,t)σmmodel
(s,t)
no (s,ao ,t)+nm (s,t)

> Zα/2

(12)

Here Zα/2 is the critical value of the test. The parameter α is the signiﬁcance of the test,
or the probability that we will falsely reject two actions as being diﬀerent when they are
actually the same. Given our highly non-normal distributions early in the training process,
the appropriate Z value for a given α can be computed from Chebychev’s bound by solving
2α = 1 − Z12 for Zα/2 .
When we have too few samples to do an accurate test, we persist with augmented
backups (embodying our default assumption of homogeneity). If the value estimate is
inﬂated by these backups, the agent will be biased to obtain additional samples, which will
then allow the agent to perform the required feasibility test. Our assumption is therefore
self-correcting. We deal with the multivariate complications by performing the Bonferroni
test (Seber, 1984), which has been shown to give good results in practice (Mi & Sampson,
1993), is eﬃcient to compute, and is known to be robust to dependence between variables. A
Bonferroni hypothesis test is obtained by conjoining several single variable tests. Suppose
the actions ao and am result in r possible successor states, s1 , · · · , sr (i.e., r transition
probabilities to compare). For each si , the hypothesis Ei denotes that ao and am have the
same transition probability to successor state si ; that is Pr(s, am , si ) = Pr(s, ao , si ). We let
Ēi denote the complementary hypothesis (i.e., that the transition probabilities diﬀer). The
Bonferroni inequality states:
Pr

 r

Ei ≥ 1 −

i=1

r


Pr Ēi

i=1

Thus we can test the joint hypothesis ri=1 Ei —the two action models are the same—by
testing each of the r complementary hypotheses Ēi at conﬁdence level α/r. If we reject
any of the hypotheses we reject the notion that the two actions are equal with conﬁdence
at least α. The mentor action am is deemed infeasible if for every observer action ao , the
multivariate Bonferroni test just described rejects the hypothesis that the action is the same
as the mentor’s.
Pseudo-code for the Bonferroni component of the feasibility test appears in Table 2. It
assumes a suﬃcient number of samples. For eﬃciency reasons, we cache the results of the
feasibility testing. When the duplication of the mentor’s action at state s is ﬁrst determined
to be infeasible, we set a ﬂag for state s to this eﬀect.
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FUNCTION feasible(m,s) : Boolean
FOR each a in Ao do
allSuccessorProbsSimilar = true
FOR each t in successors(s) do
(s, a, t) − P rm (s, t)|
µ∆ = |P ro
no (s,a,t)∗σ 2

(s,a,t)+nm (s,t)σ 2

omodel
z∆ = µ∆ /
no (s,a,t)+nm (s,t)
IF z∆ > zα/2r
allSuccessorProbsSimilar = false
END FOR
IF allSuccessorProbsSimilar
return true
END FOR
RETURN false

mmodel

(s,t)

Table 2: Action Feasibility Testing
5.2 k-step Similarity and Repair
Action feasibility testing essentially makes a strict decision as to whether the agent can
duplicate the mentor’s action at a speciﬁc state: once it is decided that the mentor’s action is
infeasible, augmented backups are suppressed and all potential guidance oﬀered is eliminated
at that state. Unfortunately, the strictness of the test results in a somewhat impoverished
notion of similarity between mentor and observer. This, in turn, unnecessarily limits the
transfer between mentor and observer. We propose a mechanism whereby the mentor’s
inﬂuence may persist even if the speciﬁc action it chooses is not feasible for the mentor; we
instead rely on the possibility that the observer may approximately duplicate the mentor’s
trajectory instead of exactly duplicating it.
Suppose an observer has previously constructed an estimated value function using augmented backups. Using the mentor action model (i.e., the mentor’s chain Prm (s, t)), a high
value has been calculated for state s. Subsequently, suppose the mentor’s action at state s
is judged to be infeasible. This is illustrated in Figure 13, where the estimated value at state
s is originally due to the mentor’s action πm (s), which for the sake of illustration moves
with high probability to state t, which itself can lead to some highly-rewarding region of
state space. After some number of experiences at state s, however, the learner concludes
that the action πm (s)—and the associated high probability transition to t—is not feasible.
At this point, one of two things must occur: either (a) the value calculated for state
s and its predecessors will “collapse” and all exploration towards highly-valued regions
beyond state s ceases; or (b) the estimated value drops slightly but exploration continues
towards the highly-valued regions. The latter case may arise as follows. If the observer
has previously explored in the vicinity of state s, the observer’s own action model may be
suﬃciently developed that they still connect the higher value-regions beyond state s to state
s through Bellman backups. For example, if the learner has suﬃcient experience to have
learned that the highly-valued region can be reached through the alternative trajectory
s − u − v − w, the newly discovered infeasibility of the mentor’s transition s − t will not have
a deleterious eﬀect on the value estimate at s. If s is highly-valued, it is likely that states
close to the mentor’s trajectory will be explored to some degree. In this case, state s will
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Figure 13: An alternative path can bridge value backups around infeasible paths
not be as highly-valued as it was when using the mentor’s action model, but it will still be
valued highly enough that it will likely to guide further exploration toward the area. We call
this alternative (in this case s − u − v − w) to the mentor’s action a bridge, because it allows
value from higher value regions to “ﬂow over” an infeasible mentor transition. Because
the bridge was formed without the intention of the agent, we call this process spontaneous
bridging.
Where a spontaneous bridge does not exist, the observer’s own action models are generally undeveloped (e.g., they are close to their uniform prior distributions). Typically, these
undeveloped models assign a small probability to every possible outcome and therefore diffuse value from higher valued regions and lead to a very poor value estimate for state s.
The result is often a dramatic drop in the value of state s and all of its predecessors; and
exploration towards the highly-valued region through the neighborhood of state s ceases.
In our example, this could occur if the observer’s transition models at state s assign low
probability (e.g., close to prior probability) of moving to state u due to lack of experience
(or similarly if the surrounding states, such as u or v, have been insuﬃciently explored).
The spontaneous bridging eﬀect motivates a broader notion of similarity. When the
observer can ﬁnd a “short” sequence of actions that bridges an infeasible action on the
mentor’s trajectory, the mentor’s example can still provide extremely useful guidance. For
the moment, we assume a short path is any path of length no greater than some given
integer k. We say an observer is k-step similar to a mentor at state s if the observer can
duplicate in k or fewer steps the mentor’s nominal transition at state s with “suﬃciently
high” probability.
Given this notion of similarity, an observer can now test whether a spontaneous bridge
exists and determine whether the observer is in danger of value function collapse and the
concomitant loss of guidance if it decides to suppress an augmented backup at state s. To do
this, the observer initiates a reachability analysis starting from state s using its own action
model Pro (s, a, t) to determine if there is a sequence of actions with leads with suﬃciently
high probability from state s to some state t on the mentor’s trajectory downstream of
the infeasible action.16 If a k-step bridge already exists, augmented backups can be safely
suppressed at state s. For eﬃciency, we maintain a ﬂag at each state to mark it as “bridged.”
Once a state is known to be bridged, the k-step reachability analysis need not be repeated.
If a spontaneous bridge cannot be found, it might still be possible to intentionally set out
to build one. To build a bridge, the observer must explore from state s up to k-steps away,
hoping to make contact with the mentor’s trajectory downstream of the infeasible mentor
16. In a more general state space where ergodicity is lacking, the agent must consider predecessors of state
s up to k steps before s to guarantee that all k-step paths are checked.
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action. We implement a single search attempt as a k2 -step random walk, which will result
in a trajectory on average k steps away from s as long ergodicity and local connectivity
assumptions are satisﬁed. In order for the search to occur, we must motivate the observer to
return to the state s and engage in repeated exploration. We could provide motivation to the
observer by asking the observer to assume that the infeasible action will be repairable. The
observer will therefore continue the augmented backups which support high-value estimates
at the state s and the observer will repeatedly engage in exploration from this point. The
danger, of course, is that there may not in fact be a bridge, in which case the observer will
repeat this search for a bridge indeﬁnitely. We therefore need a mechanism to terminate
the repair process when a k-step repair is infeasible. We could attempt to explicitly keep
track of all of the possible paths open to the observer and all of the paths explicitly tried by
the observer and determine the repair possibilities had been exhausted. Instead, we elect
to follow a probabilistic search that eliminates the need for bookkeeping: if a bridge cannot
be constructed within n attempts of k-step random walk, the “repairability assumption” is
judged falsiﬁed, the augmented backup at state s is suppressed and the observer’s bias to
explore the vicinity of state s is eliminated. If no bridge is found for state s, a ﬂag is used
to mark the state as “irreparable.”
This approach is, of course, a very naı̈ve heuristic strategy; but it illustrates the basic
import of bridging. More systematic strategies could be used, involving explicit “planning”
to ﬁnd a bridge using, say, local search (Alissandrakis, Nehaniv, & Dautenhahn, 2000).
Another aspect of this problem that we do not address is the persistence of search for
bridges. In a speciﬁc domain, after some number of unsuccessful attempts to ﬁnd bridges,
a learner may conclude that it is unable to reconstruct a mentor’s behavior, in which case
the search for bridges may be abandoned. This involves simple, higher-level inference, and
some notion of (or prior beliefs about) “similarity” of capabilities. These notions could also
be used to automatically determine parameter settings (discussed below).
The parameters k and n must be tuned empirically, but can be estimated given knowledge of the connectivity of the domain and prior beliefs about how similar (in terms of
length of average repair) the trajectories of the mentor and observer will be. For instance,
n > 8k − 4 seems suitable in an 8-connected grid world with low noise, based on the number
of trajectories required to cover the perimeter states of a k-step rectangle around a state.
We note that very large values of n can reduce performance below that of non-imitating
agents as it results in temporary “lock up.”
Feasibility and k-step repair are easily integrated into the homogeneous implicit imitation framework. Essentially, we simply elaborate the conditions under which the augmented
backup will be employed. Of course, some additional representation will be introduced to
keep track of whether a state is feasible, bridged, or repairable, and how many repair attempts have been made. The action selection mechanism will also be overridden by the
bridge-building algorithm when required in order to search for a bridge. Bridge building
always terminates after n attempts, however, so it cannot aﬀect long run convergence. All
other aspects of the algorithm, however, such as the exploration policy, are unchanged.
The complete elaborated decision procedure used to determine when augmented backups
will be employed at state s with respect to mentor m appears in Table 3. It uses some
internal state to make its decisions. As in the original model, we ﬁrst check to see if the
observer’s experience-based calculation for the value of the state supersedes the mentor603
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FUNCTION use augmented?(s,m) : Boolean
IF Vo (s)  Vm (s) THEN RETURN false
ELSE IF f easible(s, m) THEN RETURN true
ELSE IF bridged(s, m) THEN RETURN false
ELSE IF reachable(s, m) THEN
bridged(s,m) := true
RETURN false
ELSE IF not repairable(s, m) THEN return false
ELSE % we are searching
IF 0 < search steps(s, m) < k THEN % search in progress
return true
IF search steps(s, m) > k THEN % search failed
IF attempts(s) > n THEN
repairable(s) = false
RETURN false
ELSE
reset search(s,m)
attempts(s) := attempts(s) + 1
RETURN true
attempts(s) :=1 % initiate ﬁrst attempt of a search
initiate-search(s)
RETURN true

Table 3: Elaborated augmented backup test

based calculation; if so, then the observer uses its own experience-based calculation. If
the mentor’s action is feasible, then we accept the value calculated using the observationbased value function. If the action is infeasible we check to see if the state is bridged. The
ﬁrst time the test is requested, a reachability analysis is performed, but the results will be
drawn from a cache for subsequent requests. If the state has been bridged, we suppress
augmented backups, conﬁdent that this will not cause value function collapse. If the state
is not bridged, we ask if it is repairable. For the ﬁrst n requests, the agent will attempt a
k-step repair. If the repair succeeds, the state is marked as bridged. If we cannot repair
the infeasible transition, we mark it not-repairable and suppress augmented backups.
We may wish to employ implicit imitation with feasibility testing in a multiple-mentor
scenario. The key change from implicit imitation without feasibility testing is that the
observer will only imitate feasible actions. When the observer searches through the set of
mentors for the one with the action that results in the highest value estimate, the observer
must consider only those mentors whose actions are still considered feasible (or assumed to
be repairable).
5.3 Empirical Demonstrations
In this section, we empirically demonstrate the utility of feasibility testing and k-step repair
and show how the techniques can be used to surmount both diﬀerences in actions between
agents and small local diﬀerences in state-space topology. The problems here have been
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chosen speciﬁcally to demonstrate the necessity and utility of both feasibility testing and
k-step repair.
5.3.1 Experiment 1: Necessity of Feasibility Testing
Our ﬁrst experiment shows the importance of feasibility testing in implicit imitation when
agents have heterogeneous actions. In this scenario, all agents must navigate across an
obstacle-free, 10 × 10 grid world from the upper-left corner to a goal location in the lowerright. The agent is then reset to the upper-left corner. The ﬁrst agent is a mentor with
the “NEWS” action set (North, South, East, and West movement actions). The mentor
is given an optimal stationary policy for this problem. We study the performance of three
learners, each with the “Skew” action set (N, S, NE, SW) and unable to duplicate the mentor
exactly (e.g., duplicating a mentor’s E-move requires the learner to move NE followed by
S, or move SE then N). Due to the nature of the grid world, the control and imitation
agents will actually have to execute more actions to get to the goal than the mentor and
the optimal goal rate for both the control and imitator are therefore lower than that of the
mentor. The ﬁrst learner employs implicit imitation with feasibility testing, the second uses
imitation without feasibility testing, and the third control agent uses no imitation (i.e., is a
standard reinforcement learning agent). All agents experience limited stochasticity in the
form of a 5% chance that their action will be randomly perturbed. As in the last section,
the agents use model-based reinforcement learning with prioritized sweeping. We set k = 3
and n = 20.
The eﬀectiveness of feasibility testing in implicit imitation can be seen in Figure 14.
The horizontal axis represents time in simulation steps and the vertical axis represents the
average number of goals achieved per 1000 time steps (averaged over 10 runs). We see that
the imitation agent with feasibility testing converges much more quickly to the optimal
goal-attainment rate than the other agents. The agent without feasibility testing achieves
sporadic success early on, but frequently “locks up” due to repeated attempts to duplicate
infeasible mentor actions. The agent still manages to reach the goal from time to time, as
the stochastic actions do not permit the agent to become permanently stuck in this obstaclefree scenario. The control agent without any form of imitation demonstrates a signiﬁcant
delay in convergence relative to the imitation agents due to the lack of any form of guidance,
but easily surpasses the agent without feasibility testing in the long run. The more gradual
slope of the control agent is due to the higher variance in the control agent’s discovery time
for the optimal path, but both the feasibility-testing imitator and the control agent converge
to optimal solutions. As shown by the comparison of the two imitation agents, feasibility
testing is necessary to adapt implicit imitation to contexts involving heterogeneous actions.
5.3.2 Experiment 2: Changes to State Space
We developed feasibility testing and bridging primarily to deal with the problem of adapting
to agents with heterogeneous actions. The same techniques, however, can be applied to
agents with diﬀerences in their state-space connectivity (ultimately, these are equivalent
notions). To test this, we constructed a domain where all agents have the same NEWS
action set, but we alter the environment of the learners by introducing obstacles that aren’t
present for the mentor. In Figure 15, the learners ﬁnd that the mentor’s path is obstructed
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Figure 14: Utility of feasibility testing
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Figure 15: Obstacle map and mentor path
by obstacles. Movement toward an obstacle causes a learner to remain in its current state.
In this sense, its action has a diﬀerent eﬀect than the mentor’s.
In Figure 16, we see that the results are qualitatively similar to the previous experiment.
In contrast to the previous experiment, both imitator and control use the “NEWS” action set
and therefore have a shortest path with the same length as that of the mentor. Consequently,
the optimal goal rate of the imitators and control is higher than in the previous experiment.
The observer without feasibility testing has diﬃculty with the maze, as the value function
augmented by mentor observations consistently leads the observer to states whose path to
the goal is directly blocked. The agent with feasibility testing quickly discovers that the
mentor’s inﬂuence is inappropriate at such states. We conclude that local diﬀerences in
state are well handled by feasibility testing.
Next, we demonstrate how feasibility testing can completely generalize the mentor’s
trajectory. Here, the mentor follows a path which is completely infeasible for the imitating
agent. We ﬁx the mentor’s path for all runs and give the imitating agent the maze shown
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Figure 17: Parallel generalization
in Figure 17 in which all but two of the states the mentor visits are blocked by an obstacle.
The imitating agent is able to use the mentor’s trajectory for guidance and builds its own
parallel trajectory which is completely disjoint from the mentor’s.
The results in Figure 18 show that gain of the imitator with feasibility testing over the
control agent diminishes, but still exists marginally when the imitator is forced to generalize
a completely infeasible mentor trajectory. The agent without feasibility testing does very
poorly, even when compared to the control agent. This is because it gets stuck around the
doorway. The high value gradient backed up along the mentor’s path becomes accessible to
the agents at the doorway. The imitation agent with feasibility will conclude that it cannot
proceed south from the doorway (into the wall) and it will then try a diﬀerent strategy.
The imitator without feasibility testing never explores far enough away from the doorway
to setup an independent value gradient that will guide it to the goal. With a slower decay
schedule for exploration, the imitator without feasibility testing would ﬁnd the goal, but this
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Figure 18: Parallel generalization results

would still reduce its performance below that of the imitator with feasibility testing. The
imitator with feasibility testing makes use of its prior beliefs that it can follow the mentor
to backup value perpendicular to the mentor’s path. A value gradient will therefore form
parallel to the infeasible mentor path and the imitator can follow along side the infeasible
path towards the doorway where it makes the necessary feasibility test and then proceeds
to the goal.
As explained earlier, in simple problems there is a good chance that the informal eﬀects
of prior value leakage and stochastic exploration may form bridges before feasibility testing
cuts oﬀ the value propagation that guides exploration. In more diﬃcult problems where the
agent spends a lot more time exploring, it will accumulate suﬃcient samples to conclude
that the mentor’s actions are infeasible long before the agent has constructed its own bridge.
The imitator’s performance would then drop down to that of an unaugmented reinforcement
learner.
To demonstrate bridging, we devised a domain in which agents must navigate from the
upper-left corner to the bottom-right corner, across a “river” which is three steps wide and
exacts a penalty of −0.2 per step (see Figure 19). The goal state is worth 1.0. In the ﬁgure,
the path of the mentor is shown starting from the top corner, proceeding along the edge of
the river and then crossing the river to the goal. The mentor employs the “NEWS” action
set. The observer uses the “Skew” action set (N, NE, S, SW) and attempts to reproduce
the mentor trajectory. It will fail to reproduce the critical transition at the border of the
river (because the “East” action is infeasible for a “Skew” agent). The mentor action can
no longer be used to backup value from the rewarding state and there will be no alternative
paths because the river blocks greedy exploration in this region. Without bridging or an
optimistic and lengthly exploration phase, observer agents quickly discover the negative
states of the river and curtail exploration in this direction before actually making it across.
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Figure 19: River scenario
If we examine the value function estimate (after 1000 steps) of an imitator with feasibility
testing but no repair capabilities, we see that, due to suppression by feasibility testing, the
darkly shaded high-value states in Figure 19 (backed up from the goal) terminate abruptly
at an infeasible transition without making it across the river. In fact, they are dominated by
the lighter grey circles showing negative values. In this experiment, we show that bridging
can prolong the exploration phase in just the right way. We employ the k-step repair
procedure with k = 3.
Examining the graph in Figure 20, we see that both imitation agents experience an early
negative dip as they are guided deep into the river by the mentor’s inﬂuence. The agent
without repair eventually decides the mentor’s action is infeasible, and thereafter avoids
the river (and the possibility of ﬁnding the goal). The imitator with repair also discovers
the mentor’s action to be infeasible, but does not immediately dispense with the mentor’s
guidance. It keeps exploring in the area of the mentor’s trajectory using a random walk,
all the while accumulating a negative reward until it suddenly ﬁnds a bridge and rapidly
converges on the optimal solution.17 The control agent discovers the goal only once in the
ten runs.

6. Applicability
The simple experiments presented above demonstrate the major qualitative issues confronting an implicit imitation agent and how the speciﬁc mechanisms of implicit imitation
address these issues. In this section, we examine how the assumptions and the mechanisms we presented in the previous sections determine the types of problems suitable for
implicit imitation. We then present several dimensions that prove useful for predicting the
performance of implicit imitation in these types of problems.
17. While repair steps take place in an area of negative reward in this scenario, this need not be the case.
Repair doesn’t imply short-term negative return.
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We have already identiﬁed a number of assumptions under which implicit imitation is
applicable—some assumptions under which other models of imitation or teaching cannot be
applied, and some assumptions that restrict the applicability of our model. These include:
lack of explicit communication between mentors and observer; independent objectives for
mentors and observer; full observability of mentors by observer; unobservability of mentors’
actions; and (bounded) heterogeneity. Assumptions such as full observability are necessary
for our model—as formulated—to work (though we discuss extension to the partially observable case in Section 7). Assumptions of lack of communication and unobservable actions
extend the applicability of implicit imitation beyond other models in the literature; if these
conditions do not hold, a simpler form of explicit communication may be preferable. Finally,
the assumptions of bounded heterogeneity and independent objectives also ensure implicit
imitation can be applied widely. However, the degree to which rewards are the same and
actions are homogeneous can have an impact on the utility (i.e., the acceleration of learning oﬀered by) implicit imitation. We turn our attention to predicting the performance of
implicit imitation as a function of certain domain characteristics.
6.1 Predicting Performance
In this section we examine two questions: ﬁrst, given that implicit imitation is applicable,
when can implicit imitation bias an agent to a suboptimal solution; and second, how will
the performance of implicit imitation vary with structural characteristics of the domains
one might want to apply it to? We show how analysis of the internal structure of state space
can be used to motivate a metric that (roughly) predicts implicit imitation performance.
We conclude with an analysis of how the problem space can be understood in terms of
distinct regions playing diﬀerent roles within an imitation context.
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In the implicit imitation model, we use observations of other agents to improve the observer’s knowledge about its environment and then rely on a sensible exploration policy to
exploit this additional knowledge. A clear understanding of how knowledge of the environment aﬀects exploration is therefore central to understanding how implicit imitation will
perform in a domain.
Within the implicit imitation framework, agents know their reward functions, so knowledge of the environment consists solely of knowledge about the agent’s action models. In
general, these models can take any form. For simplicity, we have restricted ourselves to
models that can be decomposed into local models for each possible combination of a system
state and agent action.
The local models for state-action pairs allow the prediction of a j-step successor state
distribution given any initial state and sequence of actions or local policy. The quality of
the j-step state predictions will be a function of every action model encountered between
the initial state and the states at time j − 1. Unfortunately, the quality of the j-step
estimate can be drastically altered by the quality of even a single intermediate state-action
model. This suggests that connected regions of state space, the states of which all have
fairly accurate models, will allow reasonably accurate future state predictions.
Since the estimated value of a state s is based on both the immediate reward and the
reward expected to be received in subsequent states, the quality of this value estimate
will also depend on the quality of the action models in those states connected to s. Now,
since greedy exploration methods bias their exploration according to the estimated value
of actions, the exploratory choices of an agent at state s will also be dependent on the
connectivity of reliable action models at those states reachable from s. Our analysis of
implicit imitation performance with respect to domain characteristics is therefore organized
around the idea of state space connectivity and the regions such connectivity deﬁnes.
6.1.1 The Imitation Regions Framework
Since connected regions play an important role in implicit imitation, we introduce a classiﬁcation of diﬀerent regions within the state space shown graphically in Figure 21. In what
follows, we describe of how these regions aﬀect imitation performance in our model.
We ﬁrst observe that many tasks can be carried out by an agent in a small subset of
states within the state space deﬁned for the problem. More precisely, in many MDPs, the
optimal policy will ensure that an agent remains in a small subspace of state space. This
leads us to the deﬁnition of our ﬁrst regional distinction: relevant vs. irrelevant regions. The
relevant region is the set of states with non-zero probability of occupancy under the optimal
policy.18 An ε-relevant region is a natural generalization in which the optimal policy keeps
the system within the region a fraction 1 − ε of the time.
Within the relevant region, we distinguish three additional subregions. The explored
region contains those states where the observer has formulated reliable action models on the
basis of its own experience. The augmented region contains those states where the observer
lacks reliable action models but has improved value estimates due to mentor observations.
18. One often assumes that the system starts in one of a small set of states. If the Markov chain induced by
the optimal policy then is not ergodic, then the irrelevant region will be nonempty. Otherwise it will be
empty.
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Figure 21: Classiﬁcation of regions of state space
Note that both the explored and augmented regions are created as the result of observations
made by the learner (of either its own transitions or those of a mentor). These regions will
therefore have signiﬁcant “connected components;” that is, contiguous regions of state space
where reliable action or mentor models are available. Finally, the blind region designates
those states where the observer has neither (signiﬁcant) personal experience nor the beneﬁt
of mentor observations. Any information about states within the blind region will come
(largely) from the agent’s prior beliefs.19
We can now ask how these regions interact with an imitation agent. First we consider the
impact of relevance. Implicit imitation makes the assumption that more accurate dynamics
models allow an observer to make better decisions which will, in turn, result in higher returns
sooner in the learning process. However, not all model information is equally helpful: the
imitator needs only enough information about the irrelevant region to be able to avoid it.
Since action choices are inﬂuenced by the relative value of actions, the irrelevant region will
be avoided when it looks worse than the relevant region. Given diﬀuse priors on action
models, none of the actions open to an agent will initially appear particularly attractive.
However, a mentor that provides observations within the relevant region can quickly make
the relevant region look much more promising as a method of achieving higher returns and
therefore constrain exploration signiﬁcantly. Therefore, considering problems just from the
point of view of relevance, a problem with a small relevant region relative to the entire space
combined with a mentor that operates within the relevant region will result in maximum
advantage for an imitation agent over a non-imitating agent.
In the explored region, the observer has suﬃciently accurate models to compute a good
policy with respect to rewards within the explored region. Additional observations on
19. Our partitioning of states into explored, blind and augmented regions bears some resemblance to Kearns
and Singh’s (1998) partitioning of state space into known and unknown regions. Unlike Kearns and Singh,
however, we use the partitions only for analysis. The implicit imitation algorithm does not explicitly
maintain these partitions or use them in any way to compute its policy.
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the states within the explored region provided by the mentor can still improve performance
somewhat if signiﬁcant evidence is required to accurately discriminate between the expected
value of two actions. Hence, mentor observations in the explored region can help, but will
not result in dramatic speedups in convergence.
Now, we consider the augmented region in which the observer’s Q-values have been
augmented with observations of a mentor. In experiments in previous sections, we have
seen that an observer entering an augmented region can experience signiﬁcant speedups in
convergence due to the information inherent in the augmented value function about the
location of rewards in the region. Characteristics of the augmented zone, however, can
aﬀect the degree to which augmentation improves convergence speed.
Since the observer receives observations of only the mentor’s state, and not its actions,
the observer has improved value estimates for states in the augmented region, but no policy.
The observer must therefore infer which actions should be taken to duplicate the mentor’s
behavior. Where the observer has prior beliefs about the eﬀects of its actions, it may be able
to perform immediate inference about the mentor’s actual choice of action (perhaps using
KL-divergence or maximum likelihood). Where the observer’s prior model is uninformative,
the observer will have to explore the local action space. In exploring a local action space,
however, the agent must take an action and this action will have an eﬀect. Since there is no
guarantee that the agent took the action that duplicates the mentor’s action, it may end up
somewhere diﬀerent than the mentor. If the action causes the observer to fall outside of the
augmented region, the observer will lose the guidance that the augmented value function
provides and fall back to the performance level of a non-imitating agent.
An important consideration, then, is the probability that the observer will remain in
augmented regions and continue to receive guidance. One quality of the augmented region
that aﬀects the observer’s probability of staying within its boundaries is its relative coverage
of the state space. The policy of the mentor may be sparse or complete. In a relatively
deterministic domain with deﬁned begin and end states, a sparse policy covering few states
may be adequate. In a highly stochastic domain with many start and end states, an agent
may need a complete policy (i.e., covering every state). Implicit imitation will provide
more guidance to the agent in domains that are more stochastic and require more complete
policies, since the policy will cover a larger part of the state space.
As important as the completeness of a policy is in predicting its guidance, we must
also take into account the probability of transitions into and out of the augmented region.
Where the actions in a domain are largely invertible (directly, or eﬀectively so), the agent
has a chance of re-entering the augmented region. Where ergodicity is lacking, however,
the agent may have to wait until the process undergoes some form of “reset” before it has
the opportunity to gather additional evidence regarding the identity of the mentor’s actions
in the augmented region. The reset places the agent back into the explored region, from
which it can make its way to the frontier where it last explored. The lack of ergodicity
would reduce the agent’s ability to make progress towards high-value regions before resets,
but the agent is still guided on each attempt by the augmented region. Eﬀectively, the
agent will concentrate its exploration on the boundary between the explored region and the
mentor augmented region.
The utility of mentor observations will depend on the probability of the augmented
and explored regions overlapping in the course of the agent’s exploration. In the explored
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regions, accurate action models allow the agent to move as quickly as possible to high
value regions. In augmented regions, augmented Q-values inform agents about which states
lead to highly-valued outcomes. When an augmented region abuts an explored region, the
improved value estimates from the augmented region are rapidly communicated across the
explored region by accurate action models. The observer can use the resultant improved
value estimates in the explored region, together with the accurate action models in the
explored region, to rapidly move towards the most promising states on the frontier of the
explored region. From these states, the observer can explore outward and thereby eventually
expand the explored region to encompass the augmented region.
In the case where the explored region and augmented region do not overlap, we have a
blind region. Since the observer has no information beyond its priors for the blind region,
the observer is reduced to random exploration. In a non-imitation context, any states that
are not explored are blind. However, in an imitation context, the blind area is reduced in
eﬀective size by the augmented area. Hence, implicit imitation eﬀectively shrinks the size
of the search space of the problem even when there is no overlap between explored and
augmented spaces.
The most challenging case for implicit imitation transfer occurs when the region augmented by mentor observations fails to connect to both the observer explored region and
the regions with signiﬁcant reward values. In this case, the augmented region will initially
provide no guidance. Once the observer has independently located rewarding states, the
augmented regions can be used to highlight “shortcuts”. These shortcuts represent improvements on the agent’s policy. In domains where a feasible solution is easy to ﬁnd, but
optimal solutions are diﬃcult, implicit imitation can be used to convert a feasible solution
to an increasingly optimal solution.
6.1.2 Cross regional textures
We have seen how distinctive regions can be used to provide a certain level of insight into how
imitation will perform in various domains. We can also analyze imitation performance in
terms of properties that cut across the state space. In our analysis of how model information
impacts imitation performance, we saw that regions connected by accurate action models
allowed an observer to use mentor observations to learn about the most promising direction
for exploration. We see, then, that any set of mentor observations will be more useful
if it is concentrated on a connected region and less useful if dispersed about the state
space in unconnected components. We are fortunate in completely observable environments
that observations of mentors tend to capture continuous trajectories, thereby providing
continuous regions of augmented states. In partially observable environments, occlusion
and noise could lessen the value of mentor observations in the absence of a model to predict
the mentor’s state.
The eﬀects of heterogeneity, whether due to diﬀerences in action capabilities in the
mentor and observer or due to diﬀerences in the environment of the two agents, can also
be understood in terms of the connectivity of action models. Value can propagate along
chains of action models until we hit a state in which the mentor and observer have diﬀerent
action capabilities. At this state, it may not be possible to achieve the mentor’s value
and therefore, value propagation is blocked. Again, the sequential decision making aspect
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of reinforcement learning leads to the conclusion that many scattered diﬀerences between
mentor and observer will create discontinuity throughout the problem space, whereas a
contiguous region of diﬀerences between mentor and observer will cause discontinuity in
a region, but leave other large regions fully connected. Hence, the distribution pattern of
diﬀerences between mentor and observer capabilities is as important as the prevalence of
diﬀerence. We will explore this pattern in the next section.
6.2 The Fracture Metric
We now try to characterize connectivity in the form of a metric. Since diﬀerences in reward structure, environment dynamics and action models that aﬀect connectivity all would
manifest themselves as diﬀerences in policies between mentor and observer, we designed a
metric based on diﬀerences in the agents’ optimal policies. We call this metric fracture.
Essentially, it computes the average minimum distance from a state in which a mentor and
observer disagree on a policy to a state in which mentor and observer agree on the policy. This measure roughly captures the diﬃculty the observer faces in proﬁtably exploiting
mentor observations to reduce its exploration demands.
More formally, let πm be the mentor’s optimal policy and πo be the observer’s. Let S
be the state space and Sπm =πo be the set of disputed states where the mentor and observer
have diﬀerent optimal actions. A set of neighboring disputed states constitutes a disputed
region. The set S − Sπm =πo will be called the undisputed states. Let M be a distance
metric on the space S. This metric corresponds to the number of transitions along the
“minimal length” path between states (i.e., the shortest path using nonzero probability
observer transitions).20 In a standard grid world, it will correspond to the Manhattan
distance. We deﬁne the fracture Φ(S) of state space S to be the average minimal distance
between a disputed state and the closest undisputed state:
Φ(S) =

1



|Sπm =πo | s∈S

πm =πo

min

t∈S−Sπm =πo

M (s, t).

(13)

Other things being equal, a lower fracture value will tend to increase the propagation
of value information across the state space, potentially resulting in less exploration being
required. To test our metric, we applied it to a number of scenarios with varying fracture
coeﬃcients. It is diﬃcult to construct scenarios which vary in their fracture coeﬃcient yet
have the same expected value. The scenarios in Figure 22 have been constructed so that the
length of all possible paths from the start state s to the goal state x are the same in each
scenario. In each scenario, however, there is an upper path and a lower path. The mentor
is trained in a scenario that penalizes the lower path and so the mentor learns to take the
upper path. The imitator is trained in a scenario in which the upper path is penalized
and should therefore take the lower path. We equalized the diﬃculty of these problems
as follows: using a generic ε-greedy learning agent with a ﬁxed exploration schedule (i.e.,
a ﬁxed initial rate and decay) in one scenario, we tuned the magnitude of penalties and
their exact placement along loops in their other scenarios so that a learner using the same
exploration policy would converge to the optimal policy in roughly the same number of
steps in each.
20. The expected distance would give a more accurate estimate of fracture, but is more diﬃcult to calculate.
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Figure 22: Fracture metric scenarios
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Figure 23: Percentage of runs (of ten) converging to optimal policy given fracture Φ and
initial exploration rate δI

In Figure 22(a), the mentor takes the top of each loop and in an optimal run, the imitator
would take the bottom of each loop. Since the loops are short and the length of the common
path is long, the average fracture is low. When we compare this to Figure 22(d), we see
that the loops are very long—the majority of states in the scenario are on loops. Each of
these states on a loop has a distance to the nearest state where the observer and mentor
policies agree, namely, a state not on the loop. This scenario therefore has a high average
fracture coeﬃcient.
Since the loops in the various scenarios diﬀer in length, penalties inserted in the loops
vary with respect to their distance from the goal state and therefore aﬀect the total discounted expected reward in diﬀerent ways. The penalties may also cause the agent to
become stuck in a local minimum in order to avoid the penalties if the exploration rate is
too low. In this set of experiments, we therefore compare observer agents on the basis of
how likely they are to converge to the optimal solution given the mentor example.
Figure 23 presents the percentage of runs (out of ten) in which the imitator converged
to the optimal solution (i.e., taking only the lower loops) as a function of exploration rate
and scenario fracture.21 We can see a distinct diagonal trend in the table illustrating that
increasing fracture requires the imitator to increase its levels of exploration in order to ﬁnd
21. For reasons of computational expediency, only the entries near the diagonal have been computed. Sampling of other entries conﬁrms the trend.
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the optimal policy. This suggests that fracture reﬂects a feature of RL domains that is may
be important in predicting the eﬃcacy of implicit imitation.
6.3 Suboptimality and Bias
Implicit imitation is fundamentally about biasing the exploration of the observer. As such,
it is worthwhile to ask when this has a positive eﬀect on observer performance. The short
answer is that a mentor following an optimal policy for an observer will cause an observer to
explore in the neighborhood of the optimal policy and this will generally bias the observer
towards ﬁnding the optimal policy.
A more detailed answer requires looking explicitly at exploration in reinforcement learning. In theory, an ε-greedy exploration policy with a suitable rate of decay will cause
implicit imitators to eventually converge to the same optimal solution as their unassisted
counterparts. However, in practice, the exploration rate is typically decayed more quickly
in order to improve early exploitation of mentor input. Given practical, but theoretically
unsound exploration rates, an observer may settle for a mentor strategy that is feasible,
but non-optimal. We can easily imagine examples: consider a situation in which an agent
is observing a mentor following some policy. Early in the learning process, the value of the
policy followed by the mentor may look better than the estimated value of the alternative
policies available to the observer. It could be the case that the mentor’s policy actually
is the optimal policy. On the other hand, it may be the case that one of the alternative
policies, with which the observer has neither personal experience, nor observations from a
mentor, is actually superior. Given the lack of information, an aggressive exploitation policy might lead the observer to falsely conclude that the mentor’s policy is optimal. While
implicit imitation can bias the agent to a suboptimal policy, we have no reason to expect
that an agent learning in a domain suﬃciently challenging to warrant the use of imitation
would have discovered a better alternative. We emphasize that even if the mentor’s policy
is suboptimal, it still provides a feasible solution which will be preferable to no solution for
many practical problems.
In this regard, we see that the classic exploration/exploitation tradeoﬀ has an additional
interpretation in the implicit imitation setting. A component of the exploration rate will
correspond to the observer’s belief about the suﬃciency of the mentor’s policy. In this
paradigm, then, it seems somewhat misleading to think in terms of a decision about whether
to “follow” a speciﬁc mentor or not. It is more a question of how much exploration to
perform in addition to that required to reconstruct the mentor’s policy.
6.4 Specific Applications
We see applications for implicit imitation in a variety of contexts. The emerging electronic
commerce and information infrastructure is driving the development of vast networks of
multi-agent systems. In networks used for competitive purposes such as trade, implicit
imitation can be used by an RL agent to learn about buying strategies or information
ﬁltering policies of other agents in order to improve its own behavior.
In control, implicit imitation could be used to transfer knowledge from an existing
learned controller which has already adapted to its clients to a new learning controller with
a completely diﬀerent architecture. Many modern products such as elevator controllers
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(Crites & Barto, 1998), cell traﬃc routers (Singh & Bertsekas, 1997) and automotive fuel
injection systems use adaptive controllers to optimize the performance of a system for
speciﬁc user proﬁles. When upgrading the technology of the underlying system, it is quite
possible that sensors, actuators and the internal representation of the new system will be
incompatible with the old system. Implicit imitation provides a method of transferring
valuable user information between systems without any explicit communication.
A traditional application for imitation-like technologies lies in the area of bootstrapping
intelligent artifacts using traces of human behavior. Research within the behavioral cloning
paradigm has investigated transfer in applications such as piloting aircraft (Sammut et al.,
1992) and controlling loading cranes (Šuc & Bratko, 1997). Other researchers have investigated the use of imitation to simplify the programming of robots (Kuniyoshi, Inaba, &
Inoue, 1994). The ability of imitation to transfer complex, nonlinear and dynamic behaviors
from existing human agents makes it particularly attractive for control problems.

7. Extensions
The model of implicit imitation presented above makes certain restrictive assumptions regarding the structure of the decision problem being solved (e.g., full observability, knowledge
of reward function, discrete state and action space). While these simplifying assumptions
aided the detailed development of the model, we believe the basic intuitions and much of
the technical development can be extended to richer problem classes. We suggest several
possible extensions in this section, each of which provides a very interesting avenue for
future research.
7.1 Unknown Reward Functions
Our current paradigm assumes that the observer knows its own reward function. This
assumption is consistent with the view of RL as a form of automatic programming. We
can, however, relax this constraint assuming some ability to generalize observed rewards.
Suppose that the expected reward can be expressed in terms of a probability distribution
over features of the observer’s state, Pr(r|f (so )). In model-based RL, this distribution
can be learned by the agent through its own experience. If the same features can be
applied to the mentor’s state sm , then the observer can use what it has learned about the
reward distribution to estimate expected reward for mentor states as well. This extends
the paradigm to domains in which rewards are unknown, but preserves the ability of the
observer to evaluate mentor experiences on its “own terms.”
Imitation techniques designed around the assumption that the observer and the mentor
share identical rewards, such as Utgoﬀ’s (1991), would of course work in the absence of a
reward function. The notion of inverse reinforcement learning (Ng & Russell, 2000) could be
adapted to this case as well. A challenge for future research would be to explore a synthesis
between implicit imitation and reward inversion approaches to handle an observer’s prior
beliefs about some intermediate level of correlation between the reward function of observer
and mentor.
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7.2 Interaction of agents
While we cast the general imitation model in the framework of stochastic games, the restriction of the model presented thus far to noninteracting games essentially means that the
standard issues associated with multiagent interaction do not arise. There are, of course,
many tasks that require interactions between agents; in such cases, implicit imitation oﬀers
the potential to accelerate learning. A general solution requires the integration of imitation
into more general models for multiagent RL based on stochastic or Markov games (Littman,
1994; Hu & Wellman, 1998; Bowling & Veloso, 2001). This would no doubt be a rather
challenging, yet rewarding endeavor.
To take a simple example, in simple coordination problems (e.g., two mobile agents
trying to avoid each other while carrying out related tasks) we might imagine an imitator
learning from a mentor by reversing the roles of their roles when considering how the
observed state transition is inﬂuenced by their joint action. In this and more general
settings, learning typically requires great care, since agents learning in a nonstationary
environment may not converge (say, to equilibrium). Again, imitation techniques oﬀer
certain advantages: for instance, mentor expertise can suggest means of coordinating with
other agents (e.g., by providing a focal point for equilibrium selection, or by making clear
a speciﬁc convention such as always “passing to the right” to avoid collision).
Other challenges and opportunities present themselves when imitation is used in multiagent settings. For example, in competitive or educational domains, agents not only have to
choose actions that maximize information from exploration and returns from exploitation;
they must also reason about how their actions communicate information to other agents.
In a competitive setting, one agent may wish to disguise its intentions, while in the context
of teaching, a mentor may wish to choose actions whose purpose is abundantly clear. These
considerations must become part of any action selection process.
7.3 Partially Observable Domains
The extension of this model to partially observable domains is critical, since it is unrealistic
in many settings to suppose that a learner can constantly monitor the activities of a mentor.
The central idea of implicit imitation is to extract model information from observations of
the mentor, rather than duplicating mentor behavior. This means that the mentor’s internal
belief state and policy are not (directly) relevant to the learner. We take a somewhat
behaviorist stance and concern ourselves only with what the mentor’s observed behaviors
tell us about the possibilities inherent in the environment. The observer does have to keep a
belief state about the mentor’s current state, but this can be done using the same estimated
world model the observer uses to update its own belief state.
Preliminary investigation of such a model suggests that dealing with partial observability
is viable. We have derived update rules for augmented partially observable updates. These
updates are based on a Bayesian formulation of implicit imitation which is, in turn, based
on Bayesian RL (Dearden et al., 1999). In fully observable contexts, we have seen that more
eﬀective exploration using mentor observations is possible in fully observable domains when
this Bayesian model of imitation is used (Price & Boutilier, 2003). The extension of this
model to cases where the mentor’s state is partially observable is reasonably straightforward.
We anticipate that updates performed using a belief state about the mentor’s state and
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action will help to alleviate fracture that could be caused by incomplete observation of
behavior.
More interesting is dealing with an additional factor in the usual exploration-exploitation
tradeoﬀ: determining whether it is worthwhile to take actions that render the mentor “more
visible” (e.g., ensuring the mentor remains in view so that this source of information remains
available while learning).
7.4 Continuous and Model-Free Learning
In many realistic domains, continuous attributes and large state and action spaces prohibit
the use of explicit table-based representations. Reinforcement learning in these domains
is typically modiﬁed to make use of function approximators to estimate the Q-function
at points where no direct evidence has been received. Two important approaches are
parameter-based models (e.g., neural networks) (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1996) and the
memory-based approaches (Atkeson, Moore, & Schaal, 1997). In both these approaches,
model-free learning is generally employed. That is, the agent keeps a value function but uses
the environment as an implicit model to perform backups using the sampling distribution
provided by environment observations.
One straightforward approach to casting implicit imitation in a continuous setting would
employ a model-free learning paradigm (Watkins & Dayan, 1992). First, recall the augmented Bellman backup function used in implicit imitation:


V (s) = Ro (s) + γ max max
a∈Ao







Pro (s, a, t)V (t) ,

t∈S



Prm (s, t)V (t)


t∈S

(14)

When we examine the augmented backup equation, we see that it can be converted to a
model-free form in much the same way as the ordinary Bellman backup. We use a standard
Q-function with observer actions, but we will add one additional action which corresponds
to the action am taken by the mentor.22 Now imagine that the observer was in state so ,
took action ao and ended up in state so . At the same time, the mentor made the transition
from state sm to sm . We can then write:
Q(so , ao ) = (1 − α)Q(so , ao ) + α(Ro (so , ao ) + γ max



max

a ∈Ao




Q(so , a ) ,



Q(sm , am ) = (1 − α)Q(sm , am ) + α(Ro (sm , am ) + γ max max


a ∈Ao


Q(sm , a ) ,





Q(so , am )

(15)


Q(sm , am )

As discussed earlier, the relative quality of mentor and observer estimates of the Qfunction at speciﬁc states may vary. Again, in order to avoid having inaccurate prior beliefs
about the mentor’s action models bias exploration, we need to employ a conﬁdence measure
to decide when to apply these augmented equations. We feel the most natural setting for
these kind of tests is in the memory-based approaches to function approximation. Memorybased approaches, such as locally-weighted regression (Atkeson et al., 1997), not only provide estimates for functions at points previously unvisited, they also maintain the evidence
22. This doesn’t imply the observer knows which of its actions corresponds to am .
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set used to generate these estimates. We note that the implicit bias of memory-based approaches assumes smoothness between points unless additional data proves otherwise. On
the basis of this bias, we propose to compare the average squared distance of the query from
the exemplars used in the estimate of the mentor’s Q-value to the average squared distance
from the query to the exemplars used in the observer-based estimate to heuristically decide
which agent has the more reliable Q-value.
The approach suggested here does not beneﬁt from prioritized sweeping. Prioritizedsweeping, has however, been adapted to continuous settings (Forbes & Andre, 2000). We
feel a reasonably eﬃcient technique could be made to work.

8. Related Work
Research into imitation spans a broad range of dimensions, from ethological studies, to
abstract algebraic formulations, to industrial control algorithms. As these ﬁelds have crossfertilized and informed each other, we have come to stronger conceptual deﬁnitions and
a better understanding of the limits and capabilities of imitation. Many computational
models have been proposed to exploit specialized niches in a variety of control paradigms,
and imitation techniques have been applied to a variety of real-world control problems.
The conceptual foundations of imitation have been clariﬁed by work on natural imitation. From work on apes (Russon & Galdikas, 1993), octopi (Fiorito & Scotto, 1992), and
other animals, we know that socially facilitated learning is widespread throughout the animal kingdom. A number of researchers have pointed out, however, that social facilitation
can take many forms (Conte, 2000; Noble & Todd, 1999). For instance, a mentor’s attention
to an object can draw an observer’s attention to it and thereby lead the observer to manipulate the object independently of the model provided by the mentor. “True imitation”
is therefore typically deﬁned in a more restrictive fashion. Visalberghi and Fragazy (1990)
cite Mitchell’s deﬁnition:
1. something C (the copy of the behavior) is produced by an organism
2. where C is similar to something else M (the Model behavior)
3. observation of M is necessary for the production of C (above baseline levels of C
occurring spontaneously)
4. C is designed to be similar to M
5. the behavior C must be a novel behavior not already organized in that precise way in
the organism’s repertoire.
This deﬁnition perhaps presupposes a cognitive stance towards imitation in which an
agent explicitly reasons about the behaviors of other agents and how these behaviors relate
to its own action capabilities and goals.
Imitation can be further analyzed in terms of the type of correspondence demonstrated
by the mentor’s behavior and the observer’s acquired behavior (Nehaniv & Dautenhahn,
1998; Byrne & Russon, 1998). Correspondence types are distinguished by level. At the
action level, there is a correspondence between actions. At the program level, the actions
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may be completely diﬀerent but correspondence may be found between subgoals. At the
eﬀect level, the agent plans a set of actions that achieve the same eﬀect as the demonstrated
behavior but there is no direct correspondence between subcomponents of the observer’s
actions and the mentor’s actions. The term abstract imitation has been proposed in the
case where agents imitate behaviors which come from imitating the mental state of other
agents (Demiris & Hayes, 1997).
The study of speciﬁc computational models of imitation has yielded insights into the
nature of the observer-mentor relationship and how it aﬀects the acquisition of behaviors by
observers. For instance, in the related ﬁeld of behavioral cloning, it has been observed that
mentors that implement conservative policies generally yield more reliable clones (Urbancic
& Bratko, 1994). Highly-trained mentors following an optimal policy with small coverage of
the state space yield less reliable clones than those that make more mistakes (Sammut et al.,
1992). For partially observable problems, learning from perfect oracles can be disastrous, as
they may choose policies based on perceptions not available to the observer. The observer is
therefore incorrectly biased away from less risky policies that do not require the additional
perceptual capabilities (Scheﬀer, Greiner, & Darken, 1997). Finally, it has been observed
that successful clones would often outperform the original mentor due to the “cleanup eﬀect”
(Sammut et al., 1992).
One of the original goals of behavioral cloning (Michie, 1993) was to extract knowledge
from humans to speed up the design of controllers. For the extracted knowledge to be
useful, it has been argued that rule-based systems oﬀer the best chance of intelligibility
(van Lent & Laird, 1999). It has become clear, however, that symbolic representations are
not a complete answer. Representational capacity is also an issue. Humans often organize
control tasks by time, which is typically lacking in state and perception-based approaches
to control. Humans also naturally break tasks down into independent components and
subgoals (Urbancic & Bratko, 1994). Studies have also demonstrated that humans will
give verbal descriptions of their control policies which do not match their actual actions
(Urbancic & Bratko, 1994). The potential for saving time in acquisition has been borne out
by one study which explicitly compared the time to extract rules with the time required to
program a controller (van Lent & Laird, 1999).
In addition to what has traditionally been considered imitation, an agent may also face
the problem of “learning to imitate” or ﬁnding a correspondence between the actions and
states of the observer and mentor (Nehaniv & Dautenhahn, 1998). A fully credible approach
to learning by observation in the absence of communication protocols will have to deal with
this issue.
The theoretical developments in imitation research have been accompanied by a number
of practical implementations. These implementations take advantage of properties of diﬀerent control paradigms to demonstrate various aspects of imitation. Early behavioral cloning
research took advantage of supervised learning techniques such as decision trees (Sammut
et al., 1992). The decision tree was used to learn how a human operator mapped perceptions to actions. Perceptions were encoded as discrete values. A time delay was inserted in
order to synchronize perceptions with the actions they trigger. Learning apprentice systems
(Mitchell et al., 1985) also attempted to extract useful knowledge by watching users, but the
goal of apprentices is not to independently solve problems. Learning apprentices are closely
related to programming by demonstration systems (Lieberman, 1993). Later eﬀorts used
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more sophisticated techniques to extract actions from visual perceptions and abstract these
actions for future use (Kuniyoshi et al., 1994). Work on associative and recurrent learning models has allowed work in the area to be extended to learning of temporal sequences
(Billard & Hayes, 1999). Associative learning has been used together with innate following
behaviors to acquire navigation expertise from other agents (Billard & Hayes, 1997).
A related but slightly diﬀerent form of imitation has been studied in the multi-agent
reinforcement learning community. An early precursor to imitation can be found in work
on sharing of perceptions between agents (Tan, 1993). Closer to imitation is the idea of
replaying the perceptions and actions of one agent for a second agent (Lin, 1991; Whitehead,
1991a). Here, the transfer is from one agent to another, in contrast to behavioral cloning’s
transfer from human to agent. The representation is also diﬀerent. Reinforcement learning
provides agents with the ability to reason about the eﬀects of current actions on expected
future utility so agents can integrate their own knowledge with knowledge extracted from
other agents by comparing the relative utility of the actions suggested by each knowledge
source. The “seeding approaches” are closely related. Trajectories recorded from human
subjects are used to initialize a planner which subsequently optimizes the plan in order
to account for diﬀerences between the human eﬀector and the robotic eﬀector (Atkeson &
Schaal, 1997). This technique has been extended to handle the notion of subgoals within
a task (Atkeson & Schaal, 1997). Subgoals are also addressed by others (Šuc & Bratko,
1997). Our own work is based on the idea of an agent extracting a model from a mentor
and using this model information to place bounds on the value of actions using its own
reward function. Agents can therefore learn from mentors with reward functions diﬀerent
than their own.
Another approach in this family is based on the assumption that the mentor is rational
(i.e., follows an optimal policy), has the same reward function as the observer and chooses
from the same set of actions. Given these assumptions, we can conclude that the action
chosen by a mentor in a particular state must have higher value to the mentor than the
alternatives open to the mentor (Utgoﬀ & Clouse, 1991) and therefore higher value to the
observer than any alternative. The system of Utgoﬀ and Clouse therefore iteratively adjusts
the values of the actions until this constraint is satisﬁed in its model. A related approach
uses the methodology of linear-quadratic control (Šuc & Bratko, 1997). First a model of
the system is constructed. Then the inverse control problem is solved to ﬁnd a cost matrix
that would result in the observed controller behavior given an environment model. Recent
work on inverse reinforcement learning takes a related approach to reconstructing reward
functions from observed behavior (Ng & Russell, 2000). It is similar to the inversion of the
quadratic control approach, but is formulated for discrete domains.
Several researchers have picked up on the idea of common representations for perceptual functions and action planning. One approach to using the same representation for
perception and control is based on the PID controller model. The PID controller represents
the behavior. Its output is compared with observed behaviors in order to select the action
which is closest to the observed behavior (Demiris & Hayes, 1999). Explicit motor action
schema have also been investigated in the dual role of perceptual and motor representations
(Matarić, Williamson, Demiris, & Mohan, 1998).
Imitation techniques have been applied in a diverse collection of applications. Classical control applications include control systems for robot arms (Kuniyoshi et al., 1994;
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Friedrich, Munch, Dillmann, Bocionek, & Sassin, 1996), aeration plants (Scheﬀer et al.,
1997), and container loading cranes (Šuc & Bratko, 1997; Urbancic & Bratko, 1994). Imitation learning has also been applied to acceleration of generic reinforcement learning (Lin,
1991; Whitehead, 1991a). Less traditional applications include transfer of musical style
(Cañamero, Arcos, & de Mantaras, 1999) and the support of a social atmosphere (Billard, Hayes, & Dautenhahn, 1999; Breazeal, 1999; Scassellati, 1999). Imitation has also
been investigated as a route to language acquisition and transmission (Billard et al., 1999;
Oliphant, 1999).

9. Concluding Remarks
We have described a formal and principled approach to imitation called implicit imitation.
For stochastic problems in which explicit forms of communication are not possible, the
underlying model-based framework combined with model extraction provides an alternative
to other imitation and learning-by-observation systems. Our new approach makes use of a
model to compute the actions an imitator should take without requiring that the observer
duplicate the mentor’s actions exactly. We have shown implicit imitation to oﬀer signiﬁcant
transfer capability on several test problems, where it proves to be robust in the face of
noise, capable of integrating subskills from multiple mentors, and able to provide beneﬁts
that increase with the diﬃculty of the problem.
We have seen that feasibility testing extends implicit imitation in a principled manner
to deal with the situations where the homogeneous action assumption is invalid. Adding
bridging capabilities preserves and extends the mentor’s guidance in the presence of infeasible actions, whether due to diﬀerences in action capabilities or local diﬀerences in state
spaces. Our approach also relates to the idea of “following” in the sense that the imitator
uses local search in its model to repair discontinuities in its augmented value function before acting in the world. In the process of applying imitation to various domains, we have
learned more about its properties. In particular we have developed the fracture metric to
characterize the eﬀectiveness of a mentor for a given observer in a speciﬁc domain. We have
also made considerable progress in extending imitation to new problem classes. The model
we have developed is rather ﬂexible and can be extended in several ways: for example, a
Bayesian approach to imitation building on this work shows great potential (2003); and we
have initial formulations of promising approaches to extending implicit imitation to multiagent problems, partially observable domains and domains in which the reward function is
not speciﬁed a priori.
A number of challenges remain in the ﬁeld of imitation. Bakker and Kuniyoshi (1996)
describe a number of these. Among the more intriguing problems unique to imitation are:
the evaluation of the expected payoﬀ for observing a mentor; inferring useful state and
reward mappings between the domains of mentors and those of observers; and repairing
or locally searching in order to ﬁt observed behaviors to an observer’s own capabilities
and goals. We have also raised the possibility of agents attempting to reason about the
information revealed by their actions in addition to whatever concrete value the actions
have for the agent.
Model-based reinforcement has been applied to numerous problems. Since implicit imitation can be added to model-based reinforcement learning with relatively little eﬀort, we
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expect that it can be applied to many of the same problems. Its basis in the simple but
elegant theory of Markov decision processes makes it easy to describe and analyze. Though
we have focused on some simple examples designed to illustrate the diﬀerent mechanisms
required for implicit imitation, we expect that variations on our approach will provide interesting directions for future research.
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Abstract
Despite their near dominance, heuristic state search planners still lag behind disjunctive
planners in the generation of parallel plans in classical planning. The reason is that directly
searching for parallel solutions in state space planners would require the planners to branch
on all possible subsets of parallel actions, thus increasing the branching factor exponentially.
We present a variant of our heuristic state search planner AltAlt called AltAltp which
generates parallel plans by using greedy online parallelization of partial plans. The greedy
approach is signiﬁcantly informed by the use of novel distance heuristics that AltAltp
derives from a graphplan-style planning graph for the problem. While this approach is
not guaranteed to provide optimal parallel plans, empirical results show that AltAltp is
capable of generating good quality parallel plans at a fraction of the cost incurred by the
disjunctive planners.

1. Introduction
Heuristic state space search planning has proved to be one of the most eﬃcient planning
frameworks for solving large deterministic planning problems (Bonet, Loerincs, & Geﬀner,
1997; Bonet & Geﬀner, 1999; Bacchus, 2001). Despite its near dominance, its one achilles
heel remains generation of “parallel plans” (Haslum & Geﬀner, 2000). Parallel plans allow
concurrent execution of multiple actions in each time step. Such concurrency is likely
to be more important as we progress to temporal domains. While disjunctive planners
such as Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1997) SATPLAN (Kautz & Selman, 1996) and GPCSP (Do & Kambhampati, 2000) seem to have no trouble generating such parallel plans,
planners that search in the space of states are overwhelmed by this task. The main reason
is that straightforward methods for generation of parallel plans would involve progression
or regression over sets of actions. This increases the branching factor of the search space
exponentially. Given n actions, the branching factor of a simple progression or regression
search is bounded by n, while that of progression or regression search for parallel plans will
be bounded by 2n .
The inability of state search planners in producing parallel plans has been noted in the
literature previously. Past attempts to overcome this limitation have not been very successful. Indeed, Haslum and Geﬀner (2000) consider the problem of generating parallel
plans using a regression search in the space of states. They note that the resulting planner, HSP*p, scales signiﬁcantly worse than Graphplan. They present TP4 in (Haslum &
Geﬀner, 2001), which in addition to being aimed at actions with durations, also improves
c
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the branching scheme of HSP*p, by making it incremental along the lines of Graphplan.
Empirical studies reported by Haslum and Geﬀner (2001), however indicate that even this
new approach, unfortunately, scales quite poorly compared to Graphplan variants. Informally, this achilles heel of heuristic state search planners has been interpreted as a sort of
last stand of the disjunctive planners – only they are capable of generating parallel plans
eﬃciently.
Given that the only way of eﬃciently generating optimal parallel plans involves using
disjunctive planners, we might want to consider ways of generating near-optimal parallel
plans using state search planners. One obvious approach is to post-process the sequential
plans generated by the state search planners to make them parallel. While this can easily
be done - using approaches such as those explored by Backstrom (1998), one drawback
is that such approaches are limited to transforming the sequential plan given as input.
Parallelization of sequential plans often results in plans that are not close to optimal parallel
plans.1
An alternative, that we explore in this paper, involves incremental online parallelization.
Speciﬁcally, our planner AltAltp , which is a variant of the AltAlt planner (Sanchez, Nguyen,
& Kambhampati, 2000; Nguyen, Kambhampati, & Sanchez, 2002), starts its search in the
space of regression over single actions. Once the most promising single action to regress
is selected, AltAltp then attempts to parallelize (“fatten”) the selected search branch with
other independent actions. This parallelization is done in a greedy incremental fashion actions are considered for addition to the current search branch based on the heuristic cost
of the subgoals they promise to achieve. The parallelization continues to the next step
only if the state resulting from the addition of the new action has a better heuristic cost.
The sub-optimality introduced by the greedy nature of the parallelization is oﬀset to some
extent by a plan-compression procedure called Pushup that tries to rearrange the evolving
parallel plans by pushing up actions to higher levels in the search branch (i.e. later stages
of execution) in the plan.
Despite the seeming simplicity of our approach, it has proven to be quite robust in
practice. In fact, our experimental comparison with ﬁve competing planners - STAN (Long
& Fox, 1999), LPG (Gerevini & Serina, 2002), Blackbox (Kautz & Selman, 1996), SAPA (Do
& Kambhampati, 2001) and TP4 (Haslum & Geﬀner, 2001) - shows that AltAltp is a viable
and scalable alternative for generating parallel plans in several domains. For many problems,
AltAltp is able to generate parallel plans that are close to optimal in makespan. It also
seems to retain the eﬃciency advantages of heuristic state search over disjunctive planners,
producing plans in a fraction of the time taken by the disjunctive planners in many cases.
AltAltp has also been found to be superior to post-processing approaches. Speciﬁcally,
we compared AltAltp to an approach that involves post-processing the sequential plans
generated by AltAlt using the techniques from Backstrom (1998). We found that AltAltp is
able to generate shorter parallel plans in many cases. Finally, we show that AltAltp incurs
very little additional overhead compared to AltAlt.
In the rest of this paper, we discuss the implementation and evaluation of our approach
to generate parallel plans with AltAltp . Section 2 starts by providing a review of the
AltAlt planning system, on which AltAltp is based. Section 3 describes the generation of
1. We will empirically demonstrate this later; curious readers may refer to the plots in Figure 15.
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Figure 1: Architecture of AltAlt
parallel plans in AltAltp . Section 4 presents extensive empirical evaluation of AltAltp . The
evaluation includes both comparison and ablation studies. Finally, Section 5 discusses some
related work in classical as well as metric temporal planning. Section 6 summarizes our
contributions.

2. AltAlt Background Architecture and Heuristics
The AltAlt planning system is based on a combination of Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1997;
Long & Fox, 1999; Kautz & Selman, 1999) and heuristic state space search (Bonet et al.,
1997; Bonet & Geﬀner, 1999; McDermott, 1999) technology. AltAlt extracts powerful
heuristics from a planning graph data structure to guide a regression search in the space of
states. The high level architecture of AltAlt is shown in Figure 1. The problem speciﬁcation
and the action template description are ﬁrst fed to a Graphplan-style planner (in our case,
STAN from Long & Fox, 1999), which constructs a planning graph for that problem in
polynomial time (we assume the reader is familiar with the Graphplan algorithm of Blum
& Furst, 1997). This planning graph structure is then fed to a heuristic extractor module
that is capable of extracting a variety of eﬀective heuristics (Nguyen & Kambhampati,
2000; Nguyen et al., 2002). These heuristics, along with the problem speciﬁcation, and the
set of ground actions in the ﬁnal action level of the planning graph structure are fed to a
regression state-search planner.
To explain the operation of AltAlt at a more detailed level, we need to provide some
further background on its various components. We shall start with the regression search
module. Regression search is a process of searching in the space of potential plan sufﬁxes. The suﬃxes are generated by starting with the goal state and regressing it over
the set of relevant action instances from the domain. The resulting states are then (nondeterministically) regressed again over relevant action instances, and this process is repeated
until we reach a state (set of subgoals) which is satisﬁed by the initial state. A state S in our
framework is a set of (conjunction of) literals that can be seen as “subgoals” that need to be
made true on the way to achieving the top level goals. An action instance a is considered
relevant to a state S if the eﬀects of a give at least one element of S and do not delete
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any element of S. The result of regressing S over a is then (S\ef f (a)) ∪ prec(a) - which is
essentially the set of goals that still need to be achieved before the application of a, such
that everything in S would have been achieved once a is applied. For each relevant action
a, a separate search branch is generated, with the result of regressing S over that action as
the new fringe in that branch. Search terminates with success at a node if every literal in
the state corresponding to that node is present in the initial state of the problem.
The crux of controlling the regression search involves providing a heuristic function that
can estimate the relative goodness of the states on the fringe of the current search tree and
guide the search in the most promising directions. The heuristic function needs to evaluate
the cost of achieving the set S of subgoals (comprising a regressed state) from the initial
state. In other words, the heuristic computes the length of the plan needed to achieve the
subgoals from the initial state. We now discuss how such a heuristic can be computed from
the planning graph, which, provides optimistic reachability estimates.
Normally, the planning graph data structure supports “parallel” plans - i.e., plans where
at each step more than one action may be executed simultaneously. Since we want the planning graph to provide heuristics to the regression search module of AltAlt, which generates
sequential solutions, we ﬁrst make a modiﬁcation to the algorithm so that it generates a
“serial planning graph.” A serial planning graph is a planning graph in which, in addition
to the normal mutex relations, every pair of non-noop actions at the same level are marked
mutex. These additional action mutexes propagate to give additional propositional mutexes. Finally, a planning graph is said to level oﬀ when there is no change in the action,
proposition and mutex lists between two consecutive levels.
We will assume for now that given a problem, the Graphplan module of AltAlt is used
to generate and expand a serial planning graph until it levels oﬀ. As discussed by Sanchez
et al. (2000), we can relax the requirement of growing the planning graph to level-oﬀ, if we
can tolerate a graded loss of informedness of heuristics derived from the planning graph.
We will start with the notion of level of a set of propositions:
Deﬁnition 1 (Level) Given a set S of propositions, lev(S) is the index of the ﬁrst level
in the leveled serial planning graph in which all propositions in S appear and are non-mutex
with one another. If S is a singleton, then lev(S) is just the index of the ﬁrst level where
the singleton element occurs. If no such level exists, then lev(S) = ∞ if the planning graph
has been grown to level-oﬀ.
The intuition behind this deﬁnition is that the level of a literal p in the serial planning
graph provides a lower bound on the length of the plan (which, for a serial planning graph,
is equal to the number of actions in the plan) to achieve p from the initial state. Using this
insight, a simple way of estimating the cost of a set of subgoals will be to sum their levels.
Heuristic 1 (Sum heuristic) hsum (S) :=



p∈S

lev({p})

The sum heuristic is very similar to the greedy regression heuristic used in UNPOP (McDermott, 1999) and the heuristic used in the HSP planner (Bonet et al., 1997). Its main
limitation is that the heuristic makes the implicit assumption that all the subgoals (elements
of S) are independent. The hsum heuristic is neither admissible nor particularly informed
as it ignores the interactions between the subgoals. To develop more eﬀective heuristics,
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we need to consider both positive and negative interactions among subgoals in a limited
fashion.
In (Nguyen et al., 2002), we discuss a variety of ways of using the planning graph to
incorporate negative and positive interactions into the heuristic estimate, and discuss their
relative tradeoﬀs. One of the best heuristics according to that analysis was a heuristic called
hAdjSum2M . We adopted this heuristic as the default heuristic in AltAlt. The basic idea
of hAdjSum2M is to adjust the sum heuristic to take positive and negative interactions into
account. This heuristic approximates the cost of achieving the subgoals in some set S as the
sum of the cost of achieving S, while considering positive interactions and ignoring negative
interactions, plus a penalty for ignoring the negative interactions. The ﬁrst component
RP (S) can be computed as the length of a “relaxed plan” for supporting S, which is
extracted by ignoring all the mutex relations. To approximate the penalty induced by the
negative interactions alone, we proceed with the following argument. Consider any pair of
subgoals p, q ∈ S. If there are no negative interactions between p and q, then lev({p, q}),
the level at which p and q are present together, is exactly the maximum of lev(p) and lev(q).
The degree of negative interaction between p and q can thus be quantiﬁed by:
δ(p, q) = lev({p, q}) − max (lev(p), lev(q))
We now want to use the δ - values to characterize the amount of negative interactions
present among the subgoals of a given set S. If all subgoals in S are pair-wise independent,
clearly, all δ values will be zero, otherwise each pair of subgoals in S will have a diﬀerent
value. The largest such δ value among any pair of subgoals in S is used as a measure of the
negative interactions present in S in the heuristic hAdjSum2M . In summary, we have
Heuristic 2 (Adjusted 2M) hAdjSum2M (S) := length(RP (S)) + maxp,q∈S δ(p, q)
The analysis by Nguyen et al. (2002) shows that this is one of the more robust heuristics
in terms of both solution time and quality. This is thus the default heuristic used in AltAlt
(as well as AltAltp ; see below).

3. Generation of Parallel Plans Using AltAltp
The obvious way to make AltAlt produce parallel plans would involve regressing over subsets
of (non interfering) actions. Unfortunately, this increases the branching factor exponentially
and is infeasible in practice. Instead, AltAltp uses a greedy depth-ﬁrst approach that makes
use of its heuristics to regress single actions, and incrementally parallelizes the partial plan
at each step, rearranging the partial plan later if necessary.
The high level architecture of AltAltp is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the heuristic
extraction phase of AltAltp is very similar to that of AltAlt, but with one important modiﬁcation. In contrast to AltAlt which uses a “serial” planning graph as the basis for its
heuristic (see Section 2), AltAltp uses the standard “parallel” planning graph. This makes
sense given that AltAltp is interested in parallel plans while AltAlt was aimed at generating
sequential plans. The regression state-search engine for AltAltp is also diﬀerent from the
search module in AltAlt. AltAltp augments the search engine of AltAlt with 1) a fattening
step and 2) a plan compression procedure (Pushup). The details of these procedures are
discussed below.
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parexpand(S)
A ← get set of applicable actions for current state S
forall ai ∈ A
Si ← Regress(S,ai )
CHILDREN(S) ← CHILDREN(S) + Si
Sp ← The state among Children(S) with minimum
hadjsum2M value
ap ← the action that regresses to Sp from S
/**Fattening process
O ← { ap }
forall g ∈ S ranked in the decreasing order of level(g)
Find an action ag ∈ A supporting g such that ag ∈ O and
ai is pairwise independent with each action in O.
If there are multiple such actions, pick the one which has
minimum hadjsum (Regress(S, O + ag )) among all ag ∈ A
If hadjsum2M (S, O + ai ) < hadjsum2M (S, O)
O ← O + ag
Spar ← Regress(S, O)
CHILDREN(S) ← CHILDREN(S) + Spar
return CHILDREN
END;
Figure 4: Node Expansion Procedure
The general idea in AltAltp is to select a fringe action ap from among those actions A
used to regress a particular state S during any stage of the search (see Figure 3). Then,
the pivot branch given by the action ap is “fattened” by adding more actions from A,
generating a new state that is a consequence of regression over multiple parallel actions.
The candidate actions used for fattening the pivot branch must (a) come from the sibling
branches of the pivot branch and (b) be pairwise independent with all the other actions
currently in the pivot branch. We use the standard deﬁnition of action independence: two
actions a1 and a2 are considered independent if the state S  resulting after regressing both
actions simultaneously is the same as that obtained by applying a1 and a2 sequentially with
any of their possible linearizations. A suﬃcient condition for this is that the preconditions
and eﬀects of the actions do not interfere:
((|prec(a1 )| ∪ |ef f (a1 )|) ∩ (|prec(a2 )| ∪ |ef f (a2 )|)) = ∅
where |L| refers to the non-negated versions of the literals in the set L. We now discuss
the details of how the pivot branch is selected in the ﬁrst place, and how the branch is
incrementally fattened.
Selecting the Pivot Branch: Figure 4 shows the procedure used to select and parallelize
the pivot branch. The procedure ﬁrst identiﬁes the set of regressable actions A for the
current node S, and regresses each of them, computing the new children states. Next, the
action leading to the child state with the lowest heuristic cost among the new children is
selected as the pivot action ap , and the corresponding branch becomes the pivot branch.
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a1: Unload(pack1,airp2,ASU)

Sp
H=21
Pivot
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp2,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp2,ASU)
Unload(pack4,airp2,HOME)

S1
H=21

...

Sm
H=22

Possible Pairwise
Independent Actions

Figure 5: After the regression of a state, we can identify the P ivot and the related set of
pairwise independent actions.

The heuristic cost of the states is computed with the hadjsum2M heuristic from AltAlt,
based on a “parallel” planning graph. Speciﬁcally, in the context of the discussion of the
hadjsum2M heuristic at the end of Section 2, we compute the δ(p, q) values, which in turn
depend on the level(p), level(q) and level(p, q) in terms of the levels in the parallel planning
graph rather than the serial planning graph. It is easy to show that the level of a set of
conditions on the parallel planning graph will be less than or equal to the level on the serial
planning graph. The length of the relaxed plan is still computed in terms of number of
actions. We show later (see Figure 19(a)) that this change does improve the quality of the
parallel plans produced by AltAltp .
The search algorithm used in AltAltp is similar to that used in HSPr (Bonet & Geﬀner,
1999) - it is a hybrid between greedy depth ﬁrst and a weighted A* search. It goes depthﬁrst as long as the heuristic cost of any of the children states is lower than that of the
current state. Otherwise, the algorithm resorts to a weighted A* search to select the next
node to expand. In this latter case, the evaluation function used to rank the nodes is
f (S) = g(S) + w ∗ h(S) where g(S) is the length of the current partial plan in terms of
number of steps, h(S) is our estimated cost given by the heuristic function (e.g. hAdjSum2M ),
and w is the weight given to the heuristic function. w is set to 5 based on our empirical
experience.2
Breaking Ties: In case of a tie in selecting the pivot branch, i.e., more than one branch
leads to a state with the lowest heuristic cost, we break the tie by choosing the action that
2. For the role of w in Best-First search see (Korf, 1993).
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supports subgoals that are harder to achieve. Here, the hardness of a literal l is measured
in terms of the level in the planning graph at which l ﬁrst appears. The standard rationale
for this decision (c.f. Kambhampati & Sanchez, 2000) is that we want to fail faster by
considering the most diﬃcult subgoals ﬁrst. We have an additional justiﬁcation in our case,
we also know that a subgoal with a higher level value requires more steps and actions for
its achievement because it appeared later into the planning graph. So, by supporting it
ﬁrst, we may be able to achieve other easier subgoals along the way and thereby reduce the
number of parallel steps in our partial plan.
Fattening the Pivot Branch: Next the procedure needs to decide which subset O ⊆ A
of the sibling actions of the pivot action ap will be used to fatten the pivot branch. The
obvious ﬁrst idea would be to fatten the pivot branch maximally by adding all pairwise
independent actions found during that search stage. The problem with this idea is that
it may add redundant and heuristically inferior actions to the branch, and satisfying their
preconditions may lead to an increase of the number of parallel steps.
So, in order to avoid fattening the pivot branch with such irrelevant actions, before
adding any action a to O, we require that the heuristic cost of the state S  that results
from regressing S over O + a be strictly lower than that of S. This is in addition to the
requirement that a be pairwise independent with the current set of actions in O. This
simple check also ensures that we do not add more than one action for supporting the same
set of subgoals in S.
The overall procedure for fattening the pivot branch thus involves picking the next
hardest subgoal g in S (with hardness measured in terms of the level of the subgoal in the
planning graph), and ﬁnding the action ag ∈ A achieving g, which is pair-wise independent
of all actions in O and which, when added to O and used to regress S, leads to a state S 
with the lowest heuristic cost, which in consequence should be lower than the cost of S.
Once found, ag is then added to O, and the procedure is repeated. If there is more than one
action that can be ag , then we break ties by considering the degree of overlap between the
preconditions of action ag and the set of actions currently in O. The degree of precondition
overlap between a and O is deﬁned as |prec(a) ∩ {∪o∈O prec(o)}|. The action a with higher
degree of overlap is preferred as this will reduce the amount of additional work we will need
to do to establish its preconditions. Notice that because of the fattening process, a search
node may have multiple actions leading to it from its parent, and multiple actions leading
from it to each of its children.
Example: Figure 5 illustrates the use of this node expansion procedure for a problem
from the logistics domain (Bacchus, 2001). In this example we have four packages pack1,
pack2, pack3 and pack4. Our goal is to place the ﬁrst three of them at ASU and the
remaining one at home. There are two planes airp1 and airp2 to carry out the plans. The
ﬁgure shows the ﬁrst level of the search after S has been regressed. It also shows the pivot
action ap given by unload(pack1,airp1,ASU), and a candidate set of pairwise independent
actions with respect to ap . Finally, we can see in Figure 6 the generation of the parallel
branch. Notice that each node can be seen as a partial regressed plan. As described in the
paragraphs above, only actions regressing to lower heuristic estimates are considered in apar
to fatten the pivot branch. Notice that the action unload(pack4,airp2,Home) has been
discarded because it leads to a state with higher cost, even though it is not inconsistent
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S
At(pack1,ASU)
At(pack2,ASU)
At(pack3,ASU)
At(pack4, Home)
apar: Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)

H=23
am: Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)

a1: Unload(pack1,airp2,ASU)
ap: Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)

Spar
H=19

Sp

S1
H=21

H=21
Pivot

...

Sm
H=22

O
Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp2,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp2,ASU)
Unload(pack4,airp2,HOME)

Figure 6: Spar is the result of incrementally fattening the P ivot branch with the pairwise
independent actions in O

with the rest of the actions chosen to fatten the pivot branch. Furthermore, we can also
see that we have preferred actions using the plane airp1, since they overlap more with the
pivot action ap .
Oﬀsetting the Greediness of Fattening: The fattening procedure is greedy, since it
insists that the state resulting after fattening have a strictly better heuristic value. While
useful in avoiding the addition of irrelevant actions to the plan, this procedure can also
sometimes preclude actions that are ultimately relevant but were discarded because the
heuristic is not perfect. These actions may then become part of the plan at later stages
during search (i.e., earlier parts of the execution of the eventual solution plan; since we are
searching in the space of plan suﬃxes). When this happens, the length of the parallel plan
is likely to be greater, since more steps that may be needed to support the preconditions
of such actions would be forced to come at even later stages of search (earlier parts of the
plan). Had the action been allowed into the partial plan earlier in the search (i.e., closer to
the end of the eventual solution plan), its preconditions could probably have been achieved
in parallel to the other subgoals in the plan, thus improving the number of steps.
In order to oﬀset this negative eﬀect of greediness, AltAltp re-arranges the partial plan
to promote such actions higher up the search branch (i.e., later parts of the execution of
the eventual solution plan). Speciﬁcally, before expanding a given node S, AltAltp checks
to see if any of the actions in As leading to S from its parent node (i.e., Figure 6 shows
that Apar leads to Spar ) can be pushed up to higher levels in the search branch. This online
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pushUP(S)
As ← get actions leading to S
forall a ∈ As
x←0
Sx ← get parent node of S
/** Getting highest ancestor for each action
Loop
Ax ← get actions leading to Sx
If (parallel(a, Ax ))
x ← x+1
Sx ← get parent node of Sx−1
Else
aj ← get action conﬂicting with a from Ax
If (Secondary Optimizations)
Remove a and aj from branch
Include anew if necessary
Else
Ax−1 ← Ax−1 + a
As ← As − a
break
End Loop
/**Adjusting the partial plan
Sx ← get highest ancestor x in history
createN ewBranchF rom(Sx )
while x > 0
Snew ← regress Sx with Ax−1
Sx ← Snew
x ← x−1
END;

Figure 7: Pushup Procedure

re-arrangement of the plan is done by the Pushup procedure, which is shown in Figure 7.
The Pushup procedure is called each time before a node gets expanded, and it will try to
compress the partial plan. For each of the actions a ∈ As we ﬁnd the highest ancestor node
Sx of S in the search branch to which the action can be applied (i.e., it gives some literal in
Sx without deleting any other literals in Sx , and it is pairwise independent of all the actions
Ax currently leading out of Sx , in other words the condition parallel(a, Ax ) is satisﬁed).
Once Sx is found, a is then removed from the set of actions As leading to S and introduced
into the set of actions leading out of Sx (to its child in the current search branch). Next, the
states in the search branch below Sx are adjusted to reﬂect this change. The adjustment
involves recomputing the regressions of all the search nodes below Sx . At ﬁrst glance, this
might seem like a transformation of questionable utility since the preconditions of a (and
their regressions) just become part of the descendants of Sx , and this does not necessarily
reduce the length of the plan. We however expect a length reduction because actions
supporting the preconditions of a will get “pushed up” eventually during later expansions.
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S
At(pack1,ASU)
At(pack2,ASU)
At(pack3,ASU)
At(pack4, Home)
Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)

H=23
Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)

Unload(pack1,airp2,ASU)
Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)

Spar

Sp

H=19

...

S1

H=21

H=21

Sm
H=22

Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)
fly(airp1,LocX,ASU)
Spar

Sp

...

Sm

H=18
Pivot

Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)
fly(airp1,LocX,ASU)

H=18

H=16

(a) Finding the highest ancestor node to which an action can be
pushed up.

S

Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack4,airp2,HOME)

At(pack1,ASU)
At(pack2,ASU)
At(pack3,ASU)
At(pack4, Home)

H=23
Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)

Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack2,airp1,ASU)
Unload(pack3,airp1,ASU)

Unload(pack1,airp2,ASU)

Unload(pack1,airp1,ASU)
Spar

Snew

Sp

H=19

S1

H=21

Sm

H=21

fly(airp1,LocX,ASU)

fly(airp1,LocX,ASU)

...

Snew

Spar

Sp

H=16

fly(airp1,LocX,ASU)
Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)

H=18
Pivot

H=22

Unload(pack4,airp2,Home)

...

Sm
H=18

H=16

(b) The Pushup procedure generates a new search branch.

Figure 8: Rearranging of the Partial Plan
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Rather than doctor the existing branch, in the current implementation, we just add a
new branch below Sx that reﬂects the changes made by the Pushup procedure.3 The new
branch then becomes the active search branch, and its leaf node is expanded next.
Aggressive Variation of Pushup: The Pushup procedure, as described above, is not
expensive as it only aﬀects the current search branch, and the only operations involved are
recomputing the regressions in the branch. Of course, it is possible to be more aggressive
in manipulating the search branch. For example, after applying an action a to its ancestor
Sx the set of literals in the child state, say Snew changes, and thus additional actions may
become relevant for expanding Snew . In principle, we could re-expand Snew in light of the
new information. We decided not to go with the re-expansion option, as it typically does
not seem to be worth the cost. In Section 4.3, we do compare our default version of Pushup
procedure with a variant that re-expands all nodes in the search branch, and the results of
those studies support our decision to avoid re-expansion. Finally, although we introduced
the Pushup procedure as an add-on to the fattening step, it can also be used independent of
the latter, in which case the net eﬀect would be an incremental parallelization of a sequential
plan.
Example: In Figure 8(a), we have two actions leading to the node Spar (at depth two),
these two actions are Unload(pack4,airp2,Home) and fly(airp1,LocX,ASU). So, before
expanding Spar we check if any of the two actions leading to it can be pushed up. While the
second action is not pushable since it interacts with the actions in its ancestor node, the ﬁrst
one is. We ﬁnd the highest ancestor in the partial plan that interacts with our pushable
action. In our example the root node is such an ancestor. So, we insert our pushable
action Unload(pack4,airp2,Home) directly below the root node. We then re-adjust the
state Spar to Snew at depth 1, as shown in Figure 8(b), adding a new branch, and reﬂecting
the changes in the states below. Notice that the action Unload(pack4,airp2,Home) was
initially discarded by the greediness of the fattening procedure (see Figure 6), but we have
oﬀset this negative eﬀect with our plan compression algorithm. We can see also that we
have not re-expanded the state Snew at depth 1, we have only made the adjustments to the
partial plan using the actions already presented in the search trace.4

4. Evaluating the Performance of AltAltp
We implemented AltAltp on top of AltAlt. We have tested our implementation on a suite
of problems that were used in the 2000 and 2002 AIPS competition (Bacchus, 2001; Long
& Fox, 2002), as well as other benchmark problems (McDermott, 2000). Our experiments
are broadly divided into three sets, each aimed at comparing the performance of AltAltp
under diﬀerent scenarios:
1. Comparing the performance of AltAltp to other planning systems capable of producing
parallel plans.
3. Because of the way our data structures are set up, adding the new branch turns out to be a more robust
option than manipulating the existing search branch.
4. Instead, the aggressive Pushup modiﬁcation would expand Snew at depth 1, generating similar states to
those generated by the expansion of Spar at the same depth.
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Figure 9: Performance on the Gripper (AIPS-98) and the Elevator (AIPS-00) Domains.
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Figure 10: Performance on the Schedule domain (AIPS-00)
2. Comparing our incremental parallelization technique to AltAlt + Post-Processing.
3. Ablation studies to analyze the eﬀect of the diﬀerent parts of the AltAltp approach
on its overall performance.
Our experiments were all done on a Sun Blade-100 workstation, running SunOS 5.8
with 1GB RAM. Unless noted otherwise, AltAltp was run with the hadjsum2M heuristic
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Figure 11: Performance on the Logistics domain(AIPS-00)
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Figure 12: Performance on the DriverLog domain(AIPS-02)
described in section 2 of this paper, and with a parallel planning graph grown until the ﬁrst
level where the top-level goals are present without being mutex. All times are in seconds.
4.1 Comparing AltAltp with Competing Approaches
In the ﬁrst set of experiments we have compared the performance of our planner with
the results obtained by running STAN (Long & Fox, 1999), Blackbox (Kautz & Selman,
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1999), TP4 (Haslum & Geﬀner, 2001), LPG (Gerevini & Serina, 2002) and SAPA (Do &
Kambhampati, 2001). Unless noted otherwise, every planner has been run with its default
settings. Some of the planners could not be run in some domains due to parsing problems
or memory allocation errors. In such cases, we just omit that planner from consideration
for those particular domains.
4.1.1 Planners Used in the Comparison Studies
STAN is a disjunctive planner, which is an optimized version of the Graphplan algorithm
that reasons with invariants and symmetries to reduce the size of the search space. Blackbox
is also based on the Graphplan algorithm but it works by converting planning problems
speciﬁed in STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971) notation into boolean satisﬁability problems
and solving it using a SAT solver (the version we used defaults to SATZ).5 LPG (Gerevini
& Serina, 2002) was judged the best performing planner at the 3rd International Planning
Competition (Long & Fox, 2002), and it is a planner based on planning graphs and local
search inspired by the Walksat approach. LPG was run with its default heuristics and
settings. Since LPG employs an iterative improvement algorithm, the quality of the plans
produced by it can be improved by running it for multiple iterations (thus increasing the
running time). To make the comparisons meaningful, we decided to run LPG for two
iterations (n=2), since beyond that, the running time of LPG was generally worse than
that of AltAltp . Finally, we have also chosen two metric temporal planners, which are able
to represent parallel plans because of their representation of time and durative actions.
TP4 (Haslum & Geﬀner, 2001) is a temporal planner based on HSP*p (Haslum & Geﬀner,
2000), which is an optimal parallel state space planner with an IDA* search algorithm.
The last planner in our list is SAPA (Do & Kambhampati, 2001). SAPA is a powerful
domain-independent heuristic forward chaining planner for metric temporal domains that
employs distance-based heuristics (Kambhampati & Sanchez, 2000) to control its search.
4.1.2 Comparison Results in Different Domains
We have run the planners in the Gripper domain from the International Planning and
Scheduling competition from 1998 (McDermott, 2000), as well as three diﬀerent domains
(Logistics, Scheduling, and Elevator-miconic-strips) from 2000 (Bacchus, 2001), and three
more from the 2002 competition (Long & Fox, 2002) - DriverLog, ZenoTravel, and Satellite.
In cases where there were multiple versions of a domain, we used the “STRIPS Untyped”
versions.6 . We discuss the results of each of the domains below.
Gripper: In Figure 9(a), we compare the performance of AltAltp on the Gripper domain (McDermott, 2000) to the rest of the planners excluding SAPA. The plot shows the
results in terms of number of (parallel) steps. We can see that for even this simplistic domain, AltAltp and LPG are the only planners capable of scaling up and generating parallel
5. We have not chosen IPP (Koehler, 1999), which is also an optimized Graphplan planning system because
results reported by Haslum and Geﬀner (2001) show that it is already less eﬃcient than STAN.
6. Since SAPA does not read the STRIPS ﬁle format, we have run the SAPA planner on equivalent problems
with unit-duration actions from Long and Fox (2002).
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Figure 13: Performance on the ZenoTravel domain (AIPS-02)
plans. None of the other approaches is able to solve more than four problems.7 AltAltp is
able to scale up without any diﬃculty to problems involving 30 balls. Furthermore, AltAltp
returns better plans than LPG.
Elevator: In Figure 9(b), we compare AltAltp to STAN, Blackbox and LPG in the Elevator
domain (Miconic Strips) (Bacchus, 2001).8 AltAltp approached the quality of the solutions
produced by the optimal approaches (e.g. Blackbox and STAN). Notice that Blackbox can
only solve around half of the problems solved by AltAltp in this domain.
Scheduling: Results from the Scheduling domain are shown in Figure 10. Only Blackbox
and STAN are considered for comparison.9 AltAltp seems to reasonably approximate the
optimal parallel plans for many problems (around 50 of them), but does produce signiﬁcantly
suboptimal plans for some. However, it is again able to solve more problems than the other
two approaches and in a fraction of the time.
Logistics: The plots corresponding to the Logistics domain from Bacchus (2001) are shown
in Figure 11.10 For some of the most diﬃcult problems AltAltp outputs lower quality
solutions than the optimal approaches. However, only AltAltp and LPG are able to scale
up to more complex problems, and we can easily see that AltAltp provides better quality
solutions than LPG. AltAltp also seems to be more eﬃcient than any of the other approaches.
7. Although STAN is supposed to be able to generate optimal step-length plans, in a handful of cases it
seems to have produced nonoptimal solutions for the Gripper Domain. We have no explanation for this
behavior, but have informed the authors of the code.
8. we did not include the traces from TP4 because the pre-processor of the planner was not able to read
the domain.
9. The TP4 pre-processor cannot read this domain, LPG runs out of memory, and SAPA has parsing
problems.
10. Only SAPA is excluded due to parsing problems.
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Figure 14: Performance on the Satellite domain(AIPS-02)
The LPG solutions for problems 49 to 61 are obtained doing only one iteration, since LPG
was not able to complete the second iteration in a reasonable amount of time. This explains
the low time taken for LPG, and the lower quality of its solutions.
DriverLog: We see in Figure 12(a) that AltAltp does reasonably well in terms of quality
with respect to the other approaches in the DriverLog domain. Every planner is considered
this time. AltAltp is one of the two planners able to scale up. Figure 12(b) shows also that
AltAltp is more eﬃcient than any of the other planners.
Zeno-Travel: Only AltAltp , SAPA, and LPG are able to solve most of the problems in this
domain.11 AltAltp solves them very eﬃciently (Figure 13(b)) providing very good solution
quality (Figure 13(a)) compared to the temporal metric planners.
Satellite: The results from the Satellite domain are shown in Figure 14. Although every
planner is considered, only AltAltp , SAPA, and LPG can solve most of the problems. SAPA
solves all problems but produces lower quality solutions for many of them. AltAltp produces
better solution quality than SAPA, and is also more eﬃcient. However, AltAltp produces
lower quality solutions than LPG in four problems. LPG cannot solve one of the problems
and produces lower quality solutions in 5 of them.
Summary: In summary, we note that AltAltp is signiﬁcantly superior in the elevator and
gripper domains. It also performs very well in the DriverLog, ZenoTravel, and Satellite
domains from the 2002 competition (Long & Fox, 2002). The performance of all planners
is similar in the Schedule domain. In the Logistics domain, the quality of AltAltp plans
are second only to those of Blackbox for the problems that this optimal planner can solve.
However, it scales up along with LPG to bigger size problems, returning very good step11. Blackbox and TP4 are not able to parse this domain.
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Figure 15: AltAlt and Post-Processing vs. AltAltp (Logistics domain)
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Figure 16: AltAlt and Post-Processing vs. AltAltp (Zenotravel domain)

length quality plans. TP4, the only other heuristic state search regression planner capable
of producing parallel plans is not able to scale up in most of the domains. SAPA, a heuristic
search progression planner, while competitive, is still outperformed by AltAltp in planning
time and solution quality.
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SOLUTION: solution found (length = 9)
Time 1: load-truck(obj13,tru1,pos1) Level: 1
Time 1: load-truck(obj12,tru1,pos1) Level: 1
Time 1: load-truck(obj11,tru1,pos1) Level: 1
Time 2: drive-truck(tru1,pos1,apt1,cit1) Level: 1
Time 3: unload-truck(obj12,tru1,apt1) Level: 3
Time 3: fly-airplane(apn1,apt2,apt1) Level: 1
Time 3: unload-truck(obj11,tru1,apt1) Level: 3
Time 4: load-airplane(obj12,apn1,apt1) Level: 4
Time 4: load-airplane(obj11,apn1,apt1) Level: 4
Time 5: load-truck(obj21,tru2,pos2) Level: 1
Time 5: fly-airplane(apn1,apt1,apt2) Level: 2
Time 6: drive-truck(tru2,pos2,apt2,cit2) Level: 1
Time 6: unload-airplane(obj11,apn1,apt2) Level: 6
Time 7: load-truck(obj11,tru2,apt2) Level: 7
Time 7: unload-truck(obj21,tru2,apt2) Level: 3
Time 8: drive-truck(tru2,apt2,pos2,cit2) Level: 2
Time 9: unload-airplane(obj12,apn1,apt2) Level: 6
Time 9: unload-truck(obj13,tru1,apt1) Level: 3
Time 9: unload-truck(obj11,tru2,pos2) Level: 9
Total Number of actions in Plan: 19

POST PROCESSED PLAN ...
Time: 1 : load-truck(obj13,tru1,pos1)
Time: 1 : load-truck(obj12,tru1,pos1)
Time: 1 : load-truck(obj11,tru1,pos1)
Time: 1 : fly-airplane(apn1,apt2,apt1)
Time: 1 : load-truck(obj21,tru2,pos2)
Time: 2 : drive-truck(tru1,pos1,apt1,cit1)
Time: 2 : drive-truck(tru2,pos2,apt2,cit2)
Time: 3 : unload-truck(obj12,tru1,apt1)
Time: 3 : unload-truck(obj11,tru1,apt1)
Time: 3 : unload-truck(obj21,tru2,apt2)
Time: 3 : unload-truck(obj13,tru1,apt1)
Time: 4 : load-airplane(obj12,apn1,apt1)
Time: 4 : load-airplane(obj11,apn1,apt1)
Time: 5 : fly-airplane(apn1,apt1,apt2)
Time: 6 : unload-airplane(obj11,apn1,apt2)
Time: 6 : unload-airplane(obj12,apn1,apt2)
Time: 7 : load-truck(obj11,tru2,apt2)
Time: 8 : drive-truck(tru2,apt2,pos2,cit2)
Time: 9 : unload-truck(obj11,tru2,pos2)
END OF POST PROCESSING: Actions= 19 Length: 9

(a) AltAltp Solution

(b) AltAltp plus Post-processing

Figure 17: Plots showing that AltAltp solutions cannot be improved anymore by Postprocessing.

4.2 Comparison to Post-Processing Approaches
As we mentioned earlier (see Section 1), one way of producing parallel plans that has been
studied previously in the literature is to post-process sequential plans (Backstrom, 1998). To
compare online parallelization to post-processing, we have implemented Backstrom (1998)’s
“Minimal De-ordering Algorithm”, and used it to post-process the sequential plans produced
by AltAlt (running with its default heuristic hAdjSum2M using a serial planning graph). In
this section we will compare our online parallelization procedure to this oﬄine method.
The ﬁrst set of experiments is on the Logistics domain (Bacchus, 2001). The results are
shown in Figure 15. As expected, the original AltAlt has the longest plans since it allows
only one action per time step. The plot shows that post-processing techniques do help in
reducing the makespan of the plans generated by AltAlt. However, we also notice that
AltAltp outputs plans with better makespan than either AltAlt or AltAlt followed by postprocessing. This shows that online parallelization is a better approach than post-processing
sequential plans. Moreover, the plot in Figure 15(b) shows that the time taken by AltAltp
is largely comparable to that taken by the other two approaches. In fact, there is not much
additional cost overhead in our procedure.
Figure 16 repeats these experiments in the ZenoTravel domain (Long & Fox, 2002). Once
again, we see that AltAltp produces better makespan than post-processing the sequential
plans of AltAlt. Notice that this time, AltAlt plus post-processing is clearly less eﬃcient
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Figure 18: Analyzing the eﬀect of the Pushup procedure

than either of the other two approaches. In summary, the results of this section demonstrate
that AltAltp is superior to AltAlt plus post-processing.
One might wonder if the plans generated by AltAltp can also beneﬁt from the postprocessing phase. We have investigated this issue and found that the speciﬁc post-processing
routines that we used do not produce any further improvements. The main reason for
this behavior is that the Pushup procedure already tries to exploit any opportunity for
shortening the plan length by promoting actions up in the partial plan. As an illustrative
example, we show, in Figure 17, the parallel plan output by AltAltp for a problem from the
logistics domain (logistics-4-1 from Bacchus, 2001), and the result of post-processing
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Figure 19: Plots showing the utility of using parallel planning graphs in computing the
heuristics, and characterizing the overhead incurred by AltAltp in serial domains.

this solution. Although the two solutions diﬀer in terms of step contents, we notice that
they have the same step length. The diﬀerence in step contents can be explained by the fact
that the de-ordering algorithm relaxes the ordering relations in the plan, allowing for some
actions to come earlier, while Pushup always moves actions towards the end of the plan.
We have run more comprehensive studies in three diﬀerent domains (Logistics, Satellite and
Zenotravel), and found that in no case is the step length of a plan produced by AltAltp
improved by the post-processing routine (we omit the comparison plots since they essentially
show the curves corresponding to AltAltp and AltAltp with post-processing coincident).12
4.3 Ablation Studies
This section attempts to analyze the impact of the diﬀerent parts of AltAltp on its performance.
Utility of the Pushup Procedure: Figure 18 shows the eﬀects of running AltAltp with
and without the Pushup procedure (but with the fattening procedure), as well as running
it with a more aggressive version of Pushup, which as described in Section 3, re-expands all
the nodes in the search branch, after an action has been pushed up. We can see that running
AltAltp with the Pushup and fattening procedures is better than just the latter. Comparison
of results in Figure 15(a) and Figure 18(a) shows that even just the fattening procedure
performs better than the original AltAlt. In Figure 18(b) we can see that although the
Pushup procedure does not add much overhead, the aggressive version of Pushup does get
quite expensive. We also notice that only around 20 problems are solved within time limits
12. We also veriﬁed this with at least one problem in all the other domains.
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with aggressive Pushup. The plots in Figure 18(c) and Figure 18(d) show the results of the
same experiments in the Satellite domain. We see that the situation is quite similar in this
domain. We can conclude then that the Pushup procedure, used to oﬀset the greediness of
the algorithm, achieves its purpose.
Utility of basing heuristics on Parallel Planning Graphs: We can see in Figure 19(a) that using parallel planning graph as the basis for deriving heuristic estimates
in AltAltp is a winning idea. The serial planning graph overestimates the heuristic values
in terms of steps, producing somewhat longer parallel solutions. The fact that the version
using serial planning graph runs out of time in many problems also demonstrates that the
running times are also improved by the use of parallel planning graphs.
Comparison to AltAlt: One ﬁnal concern would be how much of an extra computational
hit is taken by the AltAltp algorithm in serial domains (e.g. Blocks-World from Bacchus,
2001). We expect it to be negligible and to conﬁrm our intuitions, we ran AltAltp on a set
of problems from the sequential Blocks-World domain. We see from the plot 19(b) that the
time performance between AltAlt and AltAltp are equivalent for almost all of the problems.

5. Related work
The idea of partial exploration of parallelizable sets of actions is not new (Kabanza, 1997;
Godefroid & Kabanza, 1991; Do & Kambhampati, 2001). It has been studied in the area
of concurrent and reactive planning, where one of the main goals is to approximate optimal
parallelism. However, most of the research there has been focused on forward chaining
planners (Kabanza, 1997), where the state of the world is completely known. It has been
implied that backward-search methods are not suitable for this kind of analysis (Godefroid
& Kabanza, 1991) because the search nodes correspond to partial states. We have shown
that backward-search methods can also be used to approximate parallel plans in the context
of classical planning.
Optimization of plans according to diﬀerent criteria (e.g. execution time, quality, etc)
has also been done as a post-processing step. The post-processing computation of a given
plan to maximize its parallelism has been discussed by Backstrom (1998). Reordering and
de-ordering techniques are used to maximize the parallelism of the plan. In de-ordering
techniques ordering relations can only be removed, not added. In reordering, arbitrary
modiﬁcations to the plan are allowed. In the general case this problem is NP-Hard and
it is diﬃcult to approximate (Backstrom, 1998). Furthermore, as discussed in Section 1
and 4, post-processing techniques are just concerned with modifying the order between the
existing actions of a given plan. Our approach not only considers modifying such orderings
but also inserting new actions online which can minimize the possible number of parallel
steps of the overall problem.
We have already discussed Graphplan based planners (Long & Fox, 1999; Kautz &
Selman, 1999), which return optimal plans based on the number of time steps. Graphplan
uses IDA* to include the greatest number of parallel actions at each time step of the
search. However, this iterative procedure is very time consuming and it does not provide
any guarantee on the number of actions in its ﬁnal plans. There have been a few attempts
to minimize the number of actions in these planners (Huang, Selman, & Kautz, 1999) by
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using some domain control knowledge based on the generation of rules for each speciﬁc
planning domain. The Graphplan algorithm tries to maximize its parallelism by satisfying
most of the subgoals at each time step, if the search fails then it backtracks and reduces
the set of parallel actions being considered one level before. AltAltp does the opposite, it
tries to guess initial parallel nodes given the heuristics, and iteratively adds more actions
to these nodes as possible with the Pushup procedure later during search.
More recently, there has been some work on generalizing forward state search to handle action concurrency in metric temporal domains. Of particular relevance to this work
are the Temporal TLPlan (Bacchus & Ady, 2001) and SAPA (Do & Kambhampati, 2001).
Both these planners are designed speciﬁcally for handling metric temporal domains, and use
similar search strategies. The main diﬀerence between them being that Temporal TLPlan
depends on hand-coded search control knowledge to guide its search, while SAPA (like
AltAltp ) uses heuristics derived from (temporal) planning graphs. As such, both these
planners can be co-opted to produce parallel plans in classical domains. Both these planners do a forward chaining search, and like AltAltp , both of them achieve concurrency
incrementally, without projecting sets of actions, in the following way. Normal forward
search planners start with the initial state S0 , corresponding to time t0 , consider all actions
that apply to S0 , and choose one, say a1 apply it to S0 , getting S1 . They simultaneously
progress the “system clock” from t0 to t1 . In order to allow for concurrency, the planners
by Bacchus and Ady (2001), and Do and Kambhampati (2001) essentially decouple the
“action application” and “clock progression.” At every point in the search, there is a nondeterministic choice - between progressing the clock, or applying (additional) actions at the
current time point. From the point of view of these planners, AltAltp can be seen as providing heuristic guidance for this non-deterministic choice (modulo the diﬀerence that AltAltp
does regression search). The results of empirical comparisons between AltAltp and SAPA,
which show that AltAltp outperforms SAPA, suggest that the heuristic strategies employed
in AltAltp including the incremental fattening, and the pushup procedure, can be gainfully
adapted to these planners to increase the concurrency in the solution plans. Finally, HSP*,
and TP4, its extension to temporal domains, are both heuristic state search planners using
regression that are capable of producing parallel plans (Haslum & Geﬀner, 2000). TP4 can
be seen as the regression version of the approach used in SAPA and temporal TLPlan. Our
experiments however demonstrate that neither of these planners scales well in comparison
to AltAltp .
The Pushup procedure can be seen as a plan compression procedure. As such, it is similar
to other plan compression procedures such as “double-back optimization” (Crawford, 1996).
One diﬀerence is that double-back is used in the context of a local search, while Pushup
is used in the context of a systematic search. Double-back could be also applied to any
ﬁnished plan or schedule, but as any other post-processing approach its outcome would
depend highly on the plan given as input.

6. Concluding Remarks
Motivated by the acknowledged inability of heuristic search planners to generate parallel
plans, we have developed and presented an approach to generate parallel plans in the
context of AltAlt, a heuristic state space planner. This is a challenging problem because of
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the exponential branching factor incurred by naive methods. Our approach tries to avoid
the branching factor blow up by greedy and online parallelization of the evolving partial
plans. A plan compression procedure called Pushup is used to oﬀset the ill eﬀects of the
greedy search. Our empirical results show that in comparison to other planners capable of
producing parallel plans, AltAltp is able to provide reasonable quality parallel plans in a
fraction of the time of competing approaches. Our approach also seems to provide better
quality plans than can be achieved by post-processing sequential plans. Our results show
that AltAltp provides an attractive tradeoﬀ between quality and eﬃciency in the generation
of parallel plans. In the future, we plan to adapt the AltAltp approach to metric temporal
domains, where the need for concurrency is more pressing. One idea is to adapt some of
the sources of strength in AltAltp to SAPA, a metric temporal planner being developed in
our group (Do & Kambhampati, 2001).
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